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Preface 

WHAT should a student learn in a coll('gc course in biology if he 
will never again be exposed to formal instruction in th~ subject? 

This question has bN'n constantly before me during the writing of this 
book. The question is a difficult one, yf't, in my mind at least, it can be 
answered fairly satisfactorily. Tht." kinds of knowledge I would hope to 
impart to the student may be divided into three categories. 

Gmerali.r,alions. The great generalizations of any important science 
should be part of the intt'llcctual equipmf'nt of every well-educated man 
and woman. In biology, one thinks naturally of such generalizations as 
the cell doctrine, the gene theory, and the theory of evolution. These 
great gf"neralizations integratt' the fidd and make sense of it. Properly 
prcSC'nted to the intelligent student, they (·reate an intellectual excite
ment not to be found in mere details, however "practically" important 
the details may be. 

Details. Details should, I believe, be of two sorts: (1) the minimum 
tf'chnical details needed for a firm foundation of the great gf'neraliza
timts, and (2) those details that have a fairly immediate bearing on 
human welfare and human problems, e.g., the facts of human physiol
ogy, of soil conservation, and of the biological background of population 
problems. Discm;.<;ion at some length of such problems as these surely 
needs no apology. 
· Method. We are not sure what we mean when we use the phrase "the 

scientific method"; but whatever this method is, it is clear that the use 
of it ha.s revolutionized the life of mankind. Few would doubt the de
sirability of imparting an appreciation of the meaning and significance 
of this method to the student. How can this be done? We know some
thing about imparting knowledge of a science to others. But the scientific 
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8 Biology 

method is not a science; it is an art. It is difficult to discuss an art con
cisely and definitively. Like all arts, the scientific method is best im
parted by indirection, repetition, and example. Difficult though it may 
be to teach this art, we can hardly excuse ourselws from the attempt. 
Many of us have a feeling that the Ulf"thod of science has the potentiality 
of reaching into fields that arc not yet comidercd proper areas for its 
operation. Is this feeling a sound intuition or an unjustified hope? We 
do not know. But it is surdy worth while to try to exhibit the mcthod of 
science to the "gt'ncral" student, that is, to the student who may be 
instrumental in developing other fields of human knowledge. 

One useful device for developing tht" meaning of the scientific method 
is almost omilted from this book, namdy the approach through history. 
When soundly presented, a story of the historical development of a 
science is second only to laboratory work in conveying the meaning of 
science. Such a presentation may be found in James B. Conant's On 
Understanding Science. However, to secure the bem•fits of the historical 
approach, one must recount a story in considerable extt"nsion, as Conant 
has done. It is not practically possible to give such extended treatment 
to more than a very few subjects either in a text or in a course. The 
problem of selection of topics becomes acute. Scarcely any two indi
viduals would agree in their sekctions, and the selection frozen into a 
text would suit very few teachers. All in all, I think it best for the lecturer 
to determine for himself the topics to be treated historically; thus, will 

his enthusia<;m be highest. A detailed description of the history of a few 
discoveries, plus frequent historical sidelights interpolated throug·hout 
the course by a flesh-and-blood instructor, will give history a sense of 
life and immediacy that the cold, printed page can scarcely aspire to 
convey. 

Although this book has been planned primarily for the student who 
is not to become a biology major, I believe that it is not without merit 
when examined from the point of view of the beginning biologist. True, 
there will not be found here the abundance of terms with which the 
professional biologist must soon become acquainted. However, I think 
it is better first to see the forest whole even at the risk of missi~g some 
of the trees, rather than skirt too near the contrary danger. In a word, 
I think that the treatment of biology which is best for the general student 
is also the best introduction for the profes.<~ional biolo6rist. 
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So much for generalities; what of the specific organization of the 
hook? The writer of a textbook is confronted with two nearly mutually 
exclusive alternatives: to write a book that is a closely integrated whole 
and which, consequently, cannot be adapted to more than one order of 
prt>scntation; or to turn out a book that has no integration at all but is 
infinitely adaptable. I have purposely steered closer to the former course. 
However, the Parts of the book can be successfully interchanged to some 
extent. Within a part, the chapters arc best taken up in the order given. 
An exception to this rule is Part I II, The Variety of Living Things, 
which is consciously designed as a service section. The peculiar demands 
of laboratory work at each institution make necessary a systematic 
treatment of plants and animals so developed that it can be taken piece
meal and in any of several orders. 'fhe other parts of the book are not 
as flexible as this, but I hope that the system of division into sections 
(indicated by § §) will permit the individual teacher a reasonable 
amount of freedom in the organization of his course. Numerous cross
references embodied in the text should help the reader who skips to pick 
up the knowlcdge_prercquisitc to each section. 

To conclude, I wish to thank a few of the many friends who have 
helped bring this work to birth. Encouragement at critical periods was 
given by Miss Janet MacRorie, Mr. W. H. Freeman, and Dr. G. W. 
Beadle. For excellently detailf'd criticisms, I am greatly indebted to 
I )r. Ralph Emerson, Dr.D. M. Whitaker, and Mr.John Behnke. A special 
word of thanks is due the artist, Mr. Evan L. Qillespie, for the splendid 
way in which he has clarified the text by simple and imaginative sketches; 
and to Mr. Ralph Sweet for his sound counsel in artistic matters. I would 
also like to express a word of gratitude to my family for putting up with 
an author in the house. 

Lastly, for the molding of the viewpoints which have determined the 
character of this work, I must needs express my indebtedness to a half
dozen great teachers and personalities, to one of whom it is my pleasure 
to dedicate this book. 

Santa Barbara 
JanuarY, 1949 

GARRETT HARDIN 
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Chapter I 

On Scientific Method 

1. What Is Biology? 

It is not unrcasunahlc for a person who is getting out on a journey 
to ask: what is the goal of this adventure? What am I going to sec? 

lf, for instance, a man in New York were persuaded to visit the Royal 
Gorge of the Arkansas Rivt"r, his interest would probably be heightened 

if he were told in advance something of the topography of the inter
vening country and details of the Gorge ilsclf-that it is, for example, 
a 2600-foot gash cut almost perpendicularly through colorful granite 

walls; that, in the same rt'gion, arc found Jourmalines, beryls, and 
aquamarines; that ... and so on. Of com"Sc, no words, however numer

ous and wf'll chosen, could give the traveler the veritable experience of 
seeing the Gorge itself. 

Words can never be a complete substitute for experience. But good 
verbal descriptions often make the subsequent experience keener by 
focusing, in advance, one's critical and observational abilities upon the 
most significant features of the thing to be observed. Observation is 
usually more per('eptive and accurate if one has some preconceptions 
(not too tC?nadously held, howevC?r) of what one is going to sec. 

Scttil}g out to survey a new field of knowledge is not unlike starting 
on a journey. What the aim and content of the subject really are cannot 
be known until one is fairly in it; but a preliminary discussion should 
give one a reasonably good idea of the sort of things to expect of the 

17 



18 Biology •. • Chapter I 

projected intellectual adventure. To get down to the case before us, 
what do we expect to find in the field labeled "biology"? 

The word "biology" is made up of two parts: "bio" from bios, a Greek 
word for life, or-·mode of life; and "logy" from the Greek logos, meaning 
word, thought, speech, or discourse-by extension, a body of knowledge 
or a science. By way of simple definition, then, we may say that biology 
is the science of life. 

2. How Good Is a Definition? 

Notice that the definition given above does not dispose of the problem 
of what biology is in any complete or ultimate way; it merely tells what 
the word means in terms of other words, viz., "science" and "lifc"-which 
were not defined. This sort of side-stepping is characteristic of defini
tions; they define words only in terms of othC"r, undefined, words. One 
may, of course, follow the primary definition with others which define 
the terms of the first and continue this process indefinitely, but sooner 
or later a halt must be called. At this point, one is necessarily left with 
at least one definition which has undC'fined terms in it; and a little 
thought should convince us that there is no way to avoid this situation. 
If we are to avoid later misunderstandings, it is essential that our unde
fined terms be ones which nearly everyone understands in the same way. 

A definition is only as good as its undefined terms. Are we quite clear 
as to what we mean by the terms "science" and "life"? Observation 
and reflection will show that not all people understand these terms 
in the same way. That being so, it would be advisable to try to define 
them as explicitly as possible before going on. 

3. What Is Science? 

Interestingly enough, not even the practitioners of science are in 
agreement as to the essential nature of science if one is to judge by their 
statements. To appreciate the sort of variation of opinion that exists, 
consider the following quotations: 

"Science is ordered knowledge of natural phenomena and of the 
relations between them." [William Cecil Dampier (1867- ), a historian 
of science.] 
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"Science is the search for the reasons of things." [Havelock Ellis 

(1859-1939), a psychologist and physician, best known for his studies 
in the psychology of sex.] 

"Science is, I believe, nothing but trained and organi;:;ed common sense, 

differing from the latter only as a veteran may differ from a raw recruit: 
and its methods differ from those of common sense only so far as the 
guardsman's cut and thrust differ from the manner in which a savage 
wields his club." [T. H. Huxley (1825-1895), an English biologist and 
friend of Darwin.] 

"Science is knowledge, not of things, but of their relations." [Henri 
Poincare (1854-1912), a great French mathematician.] 

"Natural science is the attempt to understand nature by means of 
exact concepts." [Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann (1826-1866L a 
German mathematician whose novel ideas helped to pave the way for 
Einstein.] 

"Science is the process which makes knowledge." [Charles Singer 
(1876- ), a historian of medicine.] 

"Science is an atlcmpt to systematize our knowledge of the circum
stances in which recognitions occur." [Alfred North Whitehead (1861-
1947), a leading twentieth-century philosopher.) 

No two of these definitions are alike, but comparison reveals that 
they can be separated into two groups, namely, those (sec Dampier 
and Poincare) which, in effect, define science as organil:td knowlerf..l{c; 
and those (Sl'e Ellis, Riemann, Singer, and Whitehead) which define 
science as tl1e process which leads to organized knowledge.* The first 
would make science a static thing; the second a dynamic one. Surely 
the)r can't both be correct? Which is right? 

Both; or either. It depends on which science one is thinking of; how 
mature the science is when it is being considered; and the context in 
which the science is being considered. Sometimes, one wishes to con
sider all the branches of scientific study as being but parts of a whole 
which one speaks of as "Scicnce"-usually with a capitalS, for dignity. 
At other times, one speaks of plural "sciences"-the science of geology, 
the science of chemistry, the science of astronomy, and so on. In trying 
to frame a satisfactory definition of "Science," most men unconsciously 
think of the one or the few sciences that are best known or dearest to 

• How would you classify Huxley's definition? 
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them and generalize from these limited cases. It is undeniable that 

there are considerable differences between the sciences; between, for 
instance, anatomy and physiology, between historical geology and 
atomic physics. 

To take an example from biology, let us consider the character of 
anatomy (derived from the Greek temno, cut, and ana, up). Gross 
human anatomy, the science which deals with such human structures 
as are visible to the naked eye, could be described satisfactorily by a 
definition of the first sort, the static sort. The principal parts of the 
human body are very completely and accurately known; it is exceed
ingly unlikely that a new bone or muscle will be discovered. Anatomists, 
that is, scientists who specialize in anatomy, are concerned primarily 
with passing on the organized knowledge about anatomy to another 
generation of medical men and anatomists. Unconsciously thinking of 
his own "science," an anatomist would probably be satisfied with a 
static definition of "Science."* 

On the other hand, a satisfactory definition of biochemistry would 
most likely be couched in dynamic terms. Biochemistry (note that root 
bio again) deals with the chemistry and chemical reactions of living 
things. It is a field in which much more remains to be discovered than 
is already known. Consequently, biochemists are less active as teachers 
than they are as investigators. The typical biochemist would probably 
define "Science" in a dynamic way, as a process or method of finding 

answers. 
The differences between the sciences of anatomy and biochemistry 

may not be fundamental and eternal, but merely temporary, valid as 
of the middle of the Twentieth Century. Anatomy had its real bcginriing 
in the work of Vesalius, in Italy, in the Sixteenth C'..entury. After four 
centuries of rapid development, it is a mature, well-rounded body of 
knowledge with little more to be discovered or described. Bioclwmistry, 
however, began in earnest only a century ago and is still in its vigorously 

• It is possible that the "anatomi~ts" spoken of here no longer exist. Most of the men 
in good, modern anatomy dl'partments do thl.'ir research in the field of physiology and 
hence are really physiologists, whatever they may be called. Departments oJ:anatomy 
are actually filled with physiologists (to whom the above remarks do not apply). This 
situation is an illustration of the general rule that human institutions (such as academic 
departments) tend to retain their superficial form and symbolism as they change to 
meet new conditions, 
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growing childhood. Perhaps some day its field will be as completely 
known as is the field of human anatomy and biochemists will be con
Cl"rned primarily with pas!'.ing on a body of existing, organized knowl
edge to a new generation of scientists. 

All Science, including biology, is both organized knowledge, and 
method. The first aspect is easier to comprehend for it is nearer to the 
things of our daily lives. Consider the telephone directory, a magnificent 
piece of organized knowledge. It is organized so well that anyone who 
can read, providing he knows the alphabet, can use it. Its accuracy 
probably transcends that of any scientific book ever published. Yet, 
we do not think of the telephone directory as a work of science. Why 
not? Is it because we think it too prosaic, too commonplace? Partly, 
perhaps. But probably more important is the fact that, unlike an 
anatomy book, the facts within it were not assembled by methods that 
would be called scientific methods, excellent and adequate to the task 
though they were. Assembling a telephone book is mere-ly a glorified 
job of record keeping. Developing a science is much more than that 
and involves crrlaili modes of thinking and methods qf obstrllfllion and experi

mentation which collectively arc spoken of as "the scientific method." 
What is this method that seems so foreign to our everyday activities? 

What is its strength? What its weaknesses? How widely applicable is it? 

4. The Scientific Method: Discussion of a Problem 

At thl" outset, it is necessary to appreciate the self-imposed limitations 
of Science. It deals only with material things, with things that can 
be reported on in an objective fashion, things that can be seen, heard, 
felt, tasted or smelt, and with no others. 

Does a human have a soul? By definition, a soul is an immaterial thing 
which cannot be seen, heard, felt, tasted, or smelt. Therefore, it cannot 
be investigated scientifically. Is Stravinsky's "Rites of Spring" a thing of 
beauty, or just so much cacophonous caterwauling? "Beauty," whatever it is, 
is not to be apprehended by the senses; one cannot see beauty or hear 
beauty .• True, one hears musical tones or sees color, but what one calls 
beauty is something that is connected with one's internal appreciation 
of the form of the thing that is seen or heard, and this internal appreci
ation is clearly not material. Is it good or bad to honor one's parents? Again, 
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we have posed a question which deals with something ("good" or 
"virtue") which is not material. Again, the problem cannot be answered 
scientifically. 

Half-informed folk sometimes imply that only Science is important, 
that questions not answerable by scientific means are either unimportant 
or else are not real questions. But consider the three nonscientific qut"s
tions we have just discussed. Who will say that all of them are of no 
human importance? Who will say that the answers, however arrived at, 
will entail no consequences of importance to humans? 

Whenever we voluntarily limit our attention to scientific matters, 
we must, at the outset, exclude all questions like those of the preceding 
paragraph, questions which deal with nonmaterial things. Possibly 
someday, the definition of Science may be ex.t("nded to include the 
investigation of nonmaterial things; but at present, by common consent 
of practicing scientists, the definition of &ienn· and the delimitations 
of its methods are made too severe to include these other questions, 
however humanly important they may be. 

The scientific method is limited, but within its prescribed field it is 
exceedingly powerful, a truism today too trite to merit serious discu!!sion. 
But what is this method? How does it work? Let us take an example 
of its application to a biological problem and examine it in detail. 
The example is an imagined one, somewhat simplified for ease of under
standing. 

Any investigation may be regarded as beginning with a question, 
which one may frame as a hypothesis-a supposition, a sort of tentative 
guess, a hunch, a possibility to be tested. For our example, let us suppose 
that there is some inconclusive evidence (little better than a hullch, 
perhaps) which indicates that a certain chemical, say brucine, will 
cure a certain disease, say bubonic plaguP. Expressed in a formal way, 
our investigation starts with this hypothesis: 

I~othesis: brucine cures bubonic plague, 
How can we test the hypothesis? Obviously, by administering brucine 

to plague victims. So we go to a hospital which has a good supply of 
victim<> and administer brucine to them. If they get well, the hypothesis 
is true. If they don't, it is false. No? 

No! That would be a miserably planned experiment. For many 
reasons, it would yield a most ambiguous answer. First, the experiment 
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can be criticized because of the well-known fact that patients often 
"spontaneously" get well without any treatment. Suppose we had 
treated one hundred patients and all of them had recovered. Could 
we have concluded that it was the brucine which had cured them? 
No; for a critic could have pointed out that perhaps these particular 
hundred patients would have gotten well if left entirely alone. We 
would be unable to answcr a criticism of that kind. 

Plainly, the thing to do is give the brucine only to some of the patients, 
say half of them. These patients we will call the experimentals. The 
other fifty patients we will save as controls; their recovery will tell us 
the "normal" rate of recovery with our particular lot of patients. We 
must make every endeavor to sec that the controls and the experimentals 
differ in only one respect, namely the administration of the drug. We 
would not, for instance, put all the p<>ople over forty years of age in 
one group and all under forty in the other, for it is wdl known that age 
influences resistance to, and recovery from, disease. Nor would we have 
all the patients on the south side of the building be controls, and those 
on the north side be the experimentals, for a scientific critic might then 
suggest that the difference in lighting and temperature of the two 
groups made a significant difference in their recovery rates. Also, we 
should keep in mind the very real possibility that the patient's mental 
attitude may influ<"nrc his recovery. It is important that the design 
of the experimcnt docs not introdu<-·e any factor which will produce a 
difference in the mental attitudes of our twd groups of patients. We 
must not, for instance, openly administer to one group of patients 
while we neglect the other, for the mere feeling of neglect might affect 
the -recovery of the control group. To avoid this possibility, it would 
be good practice to administer to the controls a similar-appearing and 
similar-tasting substance which is ~wn (from previous experiments) 

'· 
to be without effect on the dise-ase. 

There may he other factors which should be taken into consideration 
in designing the experiment, but the rationale of the design of experi
ments should be sufficiently dear without a discussion of every possible 
factor. 'J'o repeat, the aim in setting up a controlled experiment is 
to insure that the controls and the experimentals differ in only one respect. 
This is an idt"al which may never be completely realized but it must 
always be borne in mind. The reliability of the results will be limited 
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by the degree to which the actual experiment conforms to the ideal. 

5. The Degree of Certainty of Scientific Truth 

So much for designing a "controlled experiment." How shall we 
interpret the results when we get them? 

To illustrate some of the problems of interpretation, let us consider 
three different sorts of results which conceivably might turn up in such 
an investigation. 

RESULTS 

Recovered 
Died 

TABLE 1-1 

Controls 
8 

42 

TREATMENT 

Expcrimcntals 
9 

41 

Suppose the results were those appearing in Table 1-1; would we 
conclude that the drug had aided the recovery of the patients? Probably 

not. True, one more patient recovered in the experimental group than 
did in the control group, but that might have Jx.cn only "chanee" or 
"luck." To illustrate what we mean by the idea of chance, consider 
Table 1-2. In this table, the figures are the same as they were in the 

Rt>SULTS 

No. of 3's thrown 
All other numbers 

TABLE 1-2 

BRAND Ol' 0ICE 

X Brand 
8 

42 

Y Brand 
9 

41 

first table, but they refer to different things; instead of to thC" behavior 
of diseased patiC"nts, they refer to the behavior of dice. Different brands 
of honest dice should behave the same way. Suppose that we had a 
hunch (hypothesis) that the dice sold as "X Brand" were weighted 
differently from those of the "Y Brand." To test this hypot~csis, we 
might throw 50 of the X Brand of dice and compare the results with 
those obtained by throwing 50 of the Y Brand. As a simple means ol 
recording the data, we might note the number of dice which turned ur; 
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a 3 against the number which turned up any other number. Suppose 
our hypothetical experiment gave the results shown in Table 1-2. 
Would we regard these results as proving that X Brand is different 
from Y Brand? Certainly not. For similar reasons we would not regard 
the resuhs recorded in Table 1-1 a<> justifying any statement that the 
drug-treated patients were significantly better off than the untreated 
controls. 

Now let us consider quite a dilf<·rent set of resulls which one might 
turn up in such an investigation. In Table 1-3, we have recorded a 
case in which 45 out of 50 of the experimentals recovered, as opposed 

RF.SIJT.TS 

Recovered 
r)ied 

TABLE 1-3 

Controls 
8 

42 

TREATMENT 

Expcrimentals 
45 

5 

to only 8 out of the 50 controls. Such results would unquestionably lead 
any reasonable person to the conclusion that the experimental group 
of patients received treatment which was effectively different from that 
of the controls; and if tlw administration of the drug was the only 
difference, that the drug had definitely aided recovery. Results like 
these arc the sort one hopes for, of course-nice, dean-cut results that 
admit of no uncertainty in their interpretat'ion. Unfortunately, the 
results of our experiments arc not always as dean cut as this. 

R~;suLTS 

Recovered 
I >iC'd 

TABLE 1-4 

Controls 
8 

42 

TREATMENT 

Expcrimentals 
14 
36 

All too frequently, a W("ll-designed experiment leads to results that 
can be iaterpreted only with difficulty. In Table 1-4, are recorded some 
imaginary (but highly possible) results of the more un~atisfactory sort. 
In this case, 14 of the experimentals rcrovered as compared with 8 
of the controls. Is 14 out of 50 significantly great<>r than 8 out of 50 
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or not? It is difficult to say. If Table 1-4 represented the results of a 
dice-throwing experiment (as did Table 1-2), would we say that the 
two sets of dice were different? Different persons would probably arrive 
at opposite conclusions regarding the significance of such data, which 
empha<>izes the difficulty of the problem and the ambiguous significance 
of the results. To analyze such data rationally, recourse must be made 
to the science of statistics which deals with the problem of the sig
nificance of differences. Such analysis is beyond the scope of this book, 
but it is important that the student realize that much of modern experi
mental biology leans heavily on the reasoning and the methods of 
statistics. 

One more point should be made before leaving these hypothetical 
experimental results. Look again at Table 1-3. When we first discussed 
it, we said that these results would "unqu€'stionably lead any reasonah/e 
person to the conclusion that the experimental group received treat
ment which was effectively different from that of the controls." There 
is something not quite straightforward about an app<'al to reasonable 
people. After all, some person might maintain that 45 out of 50 was 
not significantly different from 8 out of SO. Then, what would we say? 
How could we answer such a critic? By calling him unreasonable? 
Assume that there was no real difference between the two groups of 
patients: could not one occasionally find 8 recoveries in one group 
and 45 in the other, just as a matter of chance? It is certainly possihte. 
It might be highly improbable (and here the statistician would step in 
to tell us precisely how improbable), but it is not impossible. The 
differences exhibited in Table 1-3 could have been caused by chance 
alone. 

Further thought along this line will convince most men that there 
are no results that could prove, with absolute certainty, that the tested drug 
cures the disease. Always there would be at l("ast a slight possibility that 
chance alone could account for the differences in the recovery rates of 
the two groups of patients. 

6. The Scientific Method: The Stages of an Investigation 

In retrospect, what seem to be the principles of scientific method 
as illustrated by the above example? One can, without undue over-
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simplification, regard an investigation as taking place in four stages: 
1. The invention of a hypothesis. 
2. The development of a program of observation or experimentation 

to test the hypothesis. 
3. The carrying out of the program. 
4. The interpretation of the observations or experimental data. 
Concerning the first stage, the invention of a hypothesis, it is not 

possible to say much that is useful to a person who is interested in be
coming a scientific investigator. Most conceivable hypotheses never 
lead to any discoveries of note; only a few are fruitful of results. The art, 
of course, is in discovering these useful hypotheses without wasting too 
much time developing and testing useless ones-and it is an art, not a 
science. Clearly some scientists (e.g., Pasteur and Einstein) are more 
proficient in this art than others, but no one, not even a Pasteur or an 
Einstein, has succeeded in laying down rules for discovering useful 
hypotheses. Only one thing seems to be true: the discovery of useful 
hypotheses cannot. be a spare-time occupation. Hypotheses grow out 
of long-continued concern with a problem, arising as the by-products 
of intensive investigation and many observations. 

The second stage, the development of a program of attack, we have 
already discussed at considerable length in § 4. However, the reader 
should not suppose that the controlled experiment is the only method 
of arriving at the truth. Frequently, practical considerations force one 
to use other means. In medicine, for instanc~, humanitarian consid
erations often conflict with a desire for scientific rigor* and necessitate 
the design of other sorts of experiments. In addition, there are many 
fields of science, for instance, much of astronomy, where experimentation 
is impossible. In such fields, accurate and critical observation is the 
means of arriving at the truth. This docs not imply any fundamental 
difference between the so-called experimental sciences and the so-called 
observational sciences; both of them depend on accurate observation. 
An experiment is merely a method of arranging opportunities to 
observe. If this method is possible in a given science, progress will be 
faster; hut progress can be made, though with less speed and greater 
difficulty, even in a field where experimentation is impossible. 

• Those who ~ave read Sinclair Lewis' Arrowsmith will recall the important role of 
this conflict in the novel. 
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The third stage of an investigation, the actual carrying out of the 
program of observations, varies w much from science to science that 
there would be little profit in making generalizations about it. However, 
in all scientific investigations, there is one common factor: the attitude 
of mind which makes accurate observations possible. It is important 
that the observer repress in himself the desire "to prove something." 
He should not be trying to prove anything but, rather, he should be 
trying to find out the truth, whatever it is-whether it proves or dis
proves his pt't ideas, whether it is pleasant or unpleasant. Experience 
has shown that men who too passionately believe in the truth of a certain 
hypothesis make poor (inaccurate) observers. In scientific investigation, 
the true scientist is not an advocate; he is the judge. The facts must 
be their own advocate. For this reason, the training of scientists always 
includes a great deal of work in the laboratory or in the field, making 
experiments and observations. Laboratory work for beginners is not 
for the purpose of making new discoveries- that is unlike-ly in a Held 
already well developed. Rather, it is designed to instil in the stmlent 
the habit of "going to Nature" for the answers to questions instead of 
falling back on textbooks or prcmnceived ideas. This habit is, in a rt>al 
sense, a natural one, yet in most cases it must be developed in the 
would-be scientist. 

Finally comes the time for interpreting the results of the oh!l('rvations. 
Interpretation must he based soundly on logic and, in many sciences, 
on mathematics which is but a special kind of logic. The ideal is to state 
nothing that is not absolutely certain. However-recall the discussion 
of the previous section-since nothing is absolutely certain, one states 
what is probably true, making assertions in such a way as to reveal 
the evidence on which the assertions are ba-;ed. In this way, others can 
appreciate the degree of certainty cstablisht"d by the evidcnct'. 

In Science, our aim is always to discover facts whose truth is hryond 
reasmwb/r doubt; there is no absolute certainty in Science. To some minds, 
this lack of absolute certainty may be disturbisg but most scientist; 
find it part of the beguiling quality of their work. Because nothing is 
known with absolute certainty, there is always the pos.'iibility of mak
ing new discoveries~by reexamining old generalizations in a mQre finely 
critical way. As Emile Duclaux, one of Pasteur's most p<'rccptivc 
students, has said: "It is precisely because science is never sure of any
thing that it always advances." 
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QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1-1. In § 4, it was statt:'d categurkally that tht· investigation of tTrtain sorts of ques
tions dot"s not fall within the realm of sciem·e. Is the (jllt"Stion involv~·d one of fact or 
of ddinition? 

1-2. What dcfmition of the scienn· of statistics is implied in thr tellt (§ 5)? Does this 
ddinition di!lf-r fmm that most laynwn would Kive? (See, for instame, an unabridged 
dktionary.) If so, how? 

1-3. Deline: Liology, anatomy, biut:hcmistry, and "contml," as used in Cllpcrimental 
sdenccs. 

1-4. Suppo:w yuu n·ad in a book that is univt'rsally regarclcrl as the greatest authority 
on insects that all houst·fiks have fuur pairs of legs; and suppose you could never find 
mon· than thn•e pairs of lep,s on howwHit·s; would you dt·ny the authority of the book 
or of your senses? 

1-5. Of the four stages of a scicnti!ic invt·stigation. as give-n in this text, whkh one 
is tht' mo~t dillicult to dt•snibt• in sudt a way as tu hdp otht•rs earry out a program of 
St·ientific investigation? 

1-h. Considt·r tht· qm•stion: How many "perfect crimrs" arc t·ommiued annually in 
the United States? Can this question he atto~rkt·d sdentifically? If so. how; if not, 

why not? 
1-7. Suppose, in the ellpedment dt"signt'd to S('l' if brucinr run·d bubonic plaglll' 

(§ 4), wt· had availablt· only two 11\lrst·s for the care of tlw patients, one plt'asant and 
friendly and the otht'r a vel"itablt' termagant. How should Wt' make tl~e of these must·~ 
in order not to haw tht•ir pt•rwnality differences aUCrt tht· interpretation of tht· ellperi
mt'ntal results? 

1-8. Suppose the t'llpt•l"iment of§ 4-§ 5 had gi\'t'n the results reeorded in Tablt• 1-5, 
hdow. In this case, could onr say that tht· drug had cured the patit-nts beyond the 
shadow of a doubt, that is, that it would have het'n 11/lf>omhlr for all the t'llpt·rimentals 
to ha-..T n·l"o-..·t•n·d if cham·r only had ht·t'"n operating? 
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Chapter II 

Characteristics of Living Things 

7. What Is Life? 

Biology, we said, is the science of life. We have trie-d to gain some 
idea of the meaning of the word "science" by describing and analyzing 
the activities involved in its operation. But what is "life"? 

There are reasons why it is unwise to do more than lx-gin to attack 
this question at this point. For one thing, the entire book may be said 
to be an attempt to answer the question. For another, experience shows 
that asking the question, "What is Life"? (with a capital L), all too 
frequently leads to answers of uncertain sense. Perhaps not all answers 
to this question need be nonsense; but, in fact, so many of them are 
that it is sound strategy to avoid the question at first by asking others 
which, though difficult, are more easily answered, namely: "What are 
living things? What do we mean when we say 'living'? How can we 
tell living things from dead, so that we will know what we are to study 
in biology?" These questions are perhaps less profound than the original 
question, but they are more easily answerable; so we will ask them first. 
A most important part of the strategy of science is asking answerable 
questions. 

8. Recognizing Living Things 

In dealing with the things that make up the ordinary man's life, we 
seldom have trouble telling a living thing from a nonliving one. Birds, 
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sunflowers, and men are living. Stones, houses, and sidewalks are not. 
The ability to distinguish living from nonliving is not an instinctive 
~me as any parent knows. Children have to be taught what is living 
and what is not. Listening to the prodigal How of commentary with 
which small children accompany their play, one realizes that pictures 
and spring-wound toys seem nearly or quite as animate to the child 
as do cats and dogs; and certainly the idea that trees and flowers arc 
alive does not come easily. 

If we can recognize living things only because we have learned how to 
do so, it must be that we have learned, however unconscious the process 
of learning may have been, what the characteristics of living things arc. 
What do birds and flowers have in common that stones, houses, and side
walks lack? The familiar things of everyday life we have mentally sorted 
into two classes, ''living" and "nonliving''; but suppose we come up 
against an object we never saw before-how, then, do we decide 
whether to call it aliw or not? What are the characteristics we look for? 
Arf' these characteristics unique in living things, or are they sometimes 
observed in the nOnliving? Consideration of these questions at some 
length may help us to gain im:.ight into our own intellectual processes 
as well as show us, in outline, some of the fundamental problems of 
biology. 

9. Characteristics of Living Things: Moveme_nt 

Probably the characteristic that we unconsciously rely on most to 
help us recognize living things is movement. Certainly, it permits the 
most rapid judgment. Whenever we st'e a hummingbird hover over a 
Hower, a trout break the water in pursuit of a fly, or a slug slowly laying 
a trail of slime across the garden walk, we unhesitatingly say, "It's 
aliw!" Not all Jiving things move, of course. A mushroom, as far as 
the eye can tell, never moves. Not all living things move; but do we call 
all things that move lim.ng? 

A rock may roll down the hill; why do we not say that it is alive? 
(Some primitive people do.) Clearly, it is because we have arrived at 
a certain stage of sophistication, a stage in which we distinguish between 
"spontaneous" mov~ment and "fon·ed" movement. The movements of 
nonliving things are always of the latter sort; a rock moves because it 
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is forced to by gravity, dynamite, a small boy's arm, or some similar 

force. On the other hand, the movements of a dog are not easily attrib
uted to a simple force. We speak of the Uog's movcnlC'nts as being 

spontaneous, and uupredidahle, the rock's movements as heingforced, and 
predictable. 

Casual observation alone pf"rmits us to recognize many living things 
by the spontaneous movement they exhibit. Most plants, however, do 

not exhibit any gmss movements, that is, movements readily apparent 
to the naked eye. However, microscopic examination of such immobile 

plants will usually show movement of some of the parts. 

To summarize, we may say that if a thing moves spontanf"ously, it 
may be called living; if it does not exhibit spontan<'ous movcnwnt, 

we must look for other characteristics before we can classify it as living 

or nonliving. 

10. Characteristics of Living Things: Responsiveness 

Stroke- a cat and the eat's back ardws. Speak to a dog and thC' dog's 

ears stand cn.·ct as he turns his head toward the source of the sound. 

Shine a flashlight in a man's eyes and his pupils contract. In each of 
these situations, th{' first action is call{'d a stimulus (the Latin word 

means goad. Plural: stimuli) and the resultant reaction of the organism 
is called a response. Generally, the stimulus comC's from the outside, 

though somctimt's it is internal; for instance, certain sensations in the 
region of a man's stomach may stimulate him to get into his car and 

drive to the doctor's oiflcc. As a gt'neralization, the stimulus furnishes 

only a small fractidh of the energy involved in effecting the re

sponse. For example, the scarcely audible ticking sound emanating 
from a package may stimulate an appreht'nsivc postal clerk to turn and 

run hundreds of feet at truly Olympic speed. It cannot be said that 
the ticking sound furnished enough energy for the sprint. The energy 

was furnished by the- man's body; the tiny sounds acted merely as a 

stimulus to release the energy. 
Most animals show prompt and gratifying responses to stimuli of all 

sorts, whereas most plants do not. How{'ver, plants do n·spond to many 

stimuli, though their responses are usually much slower and more 
subtle. A seedling, developing in a dark cellar illuminated by only one 
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window, will show a response to the lighted window by growing towards 
it. Plant responses to gravity, water, and other stimuli can also be 
demonstrated by suitable means. It is probably true that responses to 
stimuli are shown by every living thing. However, all plants and animals 
do not respond to the same kind of stimuli, and for some very simple 
organisms* it is often difficult to find an effective stimulus. 

Allhough responses to stimuli arc typical of living organisms, no 
inhabitant of the modern world need be told that stimulus-response 
systems arc not confined to the living world. Flicking a tiny switch 
may turn on a light or start up a giant dynamo; the interruption of a 
!Jearn of light that normally shines on a photoelectric cell may open 
heavy doors or set off a burglar alann. Much thought and work are 
expendt'd these days on devising mechanical stimulus-response systems 
which, in many cases, involve stimuli too delicate to affect any known 
organism and which, in turn, may lead to responses of a rapidity or a 
magnitude unknown in the biological world. 

To summarize, it may be said that responsiveness to stimuli is defi
nitely characteristic of living things but it is not confined to them. 

11. Characteristics of Living Things: Growth 

All living things grow. Some increase in size so rapidly that we can 
"almost sec them grow"; for instance, a mushroom (the fruit of an 
underground mold) may suddenly protrude thrO'Ligh the surface of the 
soil and grow two or three inches upward in the course of a single day 
(whence one meaning of the verb "to mushroom"). At the other ex
treme, a scrawny, wind-twisted pine ncar timberline in the Rockies 
may take fifty yean; to grow to the height of a man. But, fast or slow, 
all living things grow. 

It is not t·asy to find phenomena in the nonliving world that approxi
mate the process of growth in the living. Perhaps the closest approach 
is that of the growth of crystals in a supersaturated solution of a salt. 
Consideration of an example of crystal growth will serve to point up 

both the ~·escmblanccs and the contrasts between growth in the nonliving 
world and growth in the living. 

"'An organilftl :S any plant or animal, anything that is or has ever been living:; i.e., 
one may ~Jit'ak uf dt'.td organism:~ as wl'il as of living uncll. 
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Salts are usually more soluble in hot water than they are in cold. 
Sodium thiosulfate (the photographer's "hypo"), for instance, can be 
dissolved in hot water to the extent of more than a gram of salt per 
cubic centimeter of water. In near-freezing water, however, th<' salt is 
less than half as soluble. What will happen if we make, in hot water, 
a saturated solution (i.e., one that has as much salt as the water can 
possibly hold) and then cool the water? Evidently, some of the dis
solved salt will have to come out of solution. Under certain conditions, 
as it comes out of solution, it will form large and obvious crystals which 
grow in size until all the surplus salt has bcC"n removtxt from the :-;olution. 

To the eye, the re~mblancc of crystal growth to growth in livinp; 
things is immediately apparent. The t·ryi'ltal increases in si7.<' while still 
maintaining a fairly constant form characteristic of the kind of crystal. 
Crystal~'~ of "hypo", for imtance, arc of one shape; tT)'lltals of table salt 
of another. Each substance crystallizes out of solution ("grows") true 
to form. 

Similarly, a small dog grows in size until it is a larger version of the 
same shape of animal. Each of the different kinds of puppies grows into 
a different kind of dog; a dachshund puppy growl'\ into a large dachs
hund, a St. Jkrnard puppy into a large St. Jkrnard,. just as ditl(·,·cnt 
types of crystals grow tru<' to thdr types. 

What arc the differenccs between th<'sc two kinds of growth? First, 
ther<' is the matter of the kind of raw material used. In the t'aS<' of tht· 
nystal, the raw material is essentially the same as the final product 
itself. A chC"mist would tell us that the "hypo" in solution is the same 
substance ai'l th<'" "hyjXJ" that we Sff in the crystal. But when a living 
thing grows, it grows at the t•xpcnsc of things unlike itself. Dogs, normally 
not cannibalistic, grow at the expense of things, e.g., dog biscuits, that 
are chemically quite different from themselves. It does not take a very 
good chemist to tell a dog biscuit from a dog. 

In living things, growth takes place by complex process("s of ingestion 
(taking in) of food, digestion of it (breaking it up into smaller par
ticles), and assimilation of the particles-that is, turning them into 
larger particles once more which are now different from the original 
food particles, and which, in fact, are like the particles of the living 
thing which is carrying out the procC'ss of assimilation. Of thcs<' proc
csscll, we shall learn more later, but at this point it should !Je cmpha~ 
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sized that the nature of assimilation is such that there is little relation 
between the kind of raw material used and the resulting product. 
The nature of the final product is determined primarily by the organism 
which is taking in the raw material. A dachshund and a St. Bernard 
puppy may always be fed from the same box of dog biscuits, but they 
do not, therefore, come to resemble each other. Each grows true to its 
(not the food's) type. Such growth is in striking contral'it to the growth 
of crystals, the chemical composition and mode of growth of which are 
determined by !he nature of the raw material. 

12. Characteristics of Living Things: Reproduction 

One of the most characteristic features of living things is their ability 
to reproduce them~lves. Men beget men and mice beget mice, and an 
individual of one species of plant or animal does not give birth to an 
individual of another. Offspring are slightly different from the-ir parenls, 
but the exactness of the reproduction is remarkable and indicatt"s 
underlying forces Which operate with great precision. The attempt to 
identify tht"se forces is one of the principal activities of the modern 
science of genetics (from the Greek wwesis, meaning origin), a science 
concerned with what it is that young organisms inherit from their 
parents that makes them grow to resemble them, as well as with the 
causes that make children slightly different from their parents. 

In the nonliving world, there is no phenomerlon that closely approxi
mates biological n·production. But, although it is true that only living 
things reproduce, an object need not neccs.<~arily po!'lsess the ability to 
reproduce for it to be called living. Most ants, for instance, are com
pletely strrilr, that is, incapable of reproducing thcmsdve!'l; yet, no 
reasonable man would doubt that they are alive. The special form!'! of 
ants which are capable of reproducing are usually out of sight, in a nest 
underground. Such ants reproduce not only their own kind, that is, 
other reproductive ants, but also produce thf" many sterile ant!'! which 
make up the bulk of an ant colony. 

A giVf"Jl species or kind of plant or animal must always include Rome 
reproductive individuals if the species is to continue to exist, but an 
individual member of the Spe<"ies may be unquestionably alive even 
though it never reproduces. 
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13. Characteristics of Living Things: Metabolism 

Organisms require energy to carry on all their activities. That move
ment and response to stimuli require energy should be no surprise to us, 
for these same activities require energy when they are carried out by 
nonliving things, e.g., automobiles, and electric-eye door-openers. Much 
evidence indicates that growth and reproduction, which are unknown 
in the nonliving world, also require energy for tht"ir performance. If, 
then, all the known activities of living things require energy, what is 
the source of this energy? 

The immediate source of energy for all these activities is energy-rich 
food. Food contains locked in it (in a chemical sense) energy which 
can be released in various ways. One common way of releasing the 
energy is by oxidizing the food, that is, combining it with oxygen, an 
invisible substance present in the air around us. As a result of the 
oxidation of the food, i.e., the combination of the food with oxygen, 
simpler compounds are prtx:l.uccd. These compounds are relatively poor 
in energy. The energy that is no longer locked in chemical compounds 
now appears as free energy, available for other uses. The process of 
oxidation may be simply written as follows: 

Food + oxygen--+- water + carbon dioxid<' +energy (1) 
(energy rich) (f"nergy poor) 

Equation (1) is a simple example of a chemical equation, and may be read: 
"Food plus oxygen yields water plus carbon dioxide plus energy." 

The released energy appears in part as heat. The r("mainder of thf" 
energy is used to produce movement, reactions to stimuli, and to make 
possible the manufacture of new chemical compounds used in growth 
and reproduction. 

It would be difficult to write an equation which would represt>nt a 
greater oversimplification of the facts than does equation (1). Actually, 
the process by which food is broken down to form water and carbon 
dioxide takes place in scores of separate chemical steps, and the way 
in which the released energy is trapped again and uSt:"d. to make possible 
all the activities of thf" organism involves hundreds of imperfcct,ly known 
chemical reactions. All of these reactions, both those that release energy 
and those that trap and usc the energy, are known collt>ctivr"ly as 
metabolian. 
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That is, metabolism is the name given to the entire complex of 
chemical reactions by which an organism obtains and uses the energy 
available in its food. 

Metabolic reactions are at the ba~c of all biological actions, and tht> 
study of metabolism is of fundamental importance to all of biology. 

Thf' above dC'finition is perhaps too gC'neral to be of much help in 
understanding the nature of the chemical activities of organisms but 
there art· two good reasons why this definition must suffice for the 
present. First, the detailed picture of metabolism, in so far as it is 
already known, is fairly complicated and will need to be approached 
gradually if confusion is to be avoided. Second, we know quite Wl"ll 

that th(" grcatC'r part of the story of metabolism remains to be discoverC'd. 
Only a small fm("tion of the known activities of organisms can, at j)r<'S<'llt, 

lx· thoroughly cxplailwd in terms of the metabolic r<"actions underlying 
them. 

Lavoisier, one of the fathers of modern experimental scit"nt·e, said: 
"Life is a ehcmkal function." At the time he said this his statement 

was more prophecy than known fact. By now, more than 150 years 
later, much meaning has been given to Lavoisier's statement through 
thl· dis<"overy of tht> exact sequence of many of the chemical reactions 
in living things. But we have unravelled only a little of that tangled 
web of chemical reactions that we call metabolism. Most of the chemical 
prrn ... es..;es of living thin6"S are yet to be clucidat~d and, what is more 
important, we have yet to discover how the chemistry and physics of 
living organisms can account for all their manifold activities. To the 
beginner, the quantity of brn>ks already written about plants and 
animals indicates a very impressive amount of knowledge about the 
living world. But the professional biologist knows that the work of mak
ing this world understandable has scarcely begun. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

2-1. Deline Jlimu{uJ. Ddint' rt~ponre. Can one be defined without the other? 
2-2. What t·haracteristiu of living things can he used to distinguish living thinb'l! 

from dead things? 
2-3. On~· biologi~t has ddim·d lift· as the "sum total uf all phenomena common to 

all living things." 1\nd. of eoursc. we may say that "living things at't" those things whkh 
po:sscSII life." Thus, havt· Wt" ddinitions in whkh there arc no undiftntd termJ, thus dis
proving the t·ont("ntion of§ 2? (Compare the above defmition of life, with. a definition 
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of a once noted EngliKh wit: "An Archdc·at·on is a pt•rsun who pf'rfnrms an·hidiawnal 
functions.") 

2-4. h il nen•ggary to have a IX"rfcctly dear,ut and unobjc•ctionahle delinitiun of a 
characteristir or thing bt>forl:" investifP;aling it? Is it dC'llirahle? 

2-5. It takes energy for a man to w.1lk ll]llltaiu. Whel'(' does the t•nc~t-gy comc• from? 
(:ivc the• answPr in the form of an equation. 

2-6. What is meant by th<' word orgam\m/ 

SELECfF.O RF.FERENC&~ 

(Students frequt"ntly l'xpt·rit'lll'T lhffkulty with tlw vocabulary of a nt•w study 
such as biology. This difficulty ill bc·st m•·t !wad-on by ri!H~J'IIIg tlw tnms rath .. r 
than av01dmg tht·m. For such ~tudy, a wxxlumtbrid~t"d dictionary iK mo11t usdul. 
In addition, tlw following books ar<· highly recummendrd. Tht• buok by Andn·ws 
can be n·ad likt· a novd, for pk·asun·. Ja••g•·r's buok is a usdul rden·ncc.) 

Andrews, Edmund, A HiJto~v of Scimtific Eng!tth. New York; Richard R. Smith, 1')47. 
jaeger, Edmund G .. .I SQurct-Book of Biological .Vmru; and Terms. Springfidd, Ill.; 

Uharles C. Thomas, 1 ?44. 
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Chapter Ill 

The Skeleton: The Cell Doctrine 

14. Why Study Man? 

We shall begin our account of biology with Man. If we could hf' 
perfectly objective about the mattt"r-which we cannot-we might 
seriously ask: why study this particular organism in detail? There are 
at least a million different kinds of plants and animals in the world. 
Why single out this one from the million for detailed study? If we were 
studious mice or wa~ps or earthworms, would we consider Man such a 
thing of interest? Is he so remarkable? 

1L must be confesst"d, as regards most of the clfaractcristics and activ
ities of living organisms, Man is not remarkable. He is neither the 
largest nor the smallf'st, the strongest nor the wf'akcst. the fastest nor 
the slowest of living things. He is pcrhap!-1 not ::l!-1 bt"autiful a.<> the bird of 
paradise, nor as precisely fashiont'd as certain microscopic plants called 
diatoms, He is not a ran· !wast, nor is he very numerous; there are more 
ants in one county than men in the whole world. The only remarkable 
thing about him seems to OC his highly developed intellect, his ability 
to reason. With this one exception-and it is an important one-Man 

st'ems to be a rather mediocn· being, hardly the sort that would strike 
any non~uman creature as worth writing a book about. Yet, if we are 
to study living organisms in general, Man's very mediocrity can be 

t·onsidercd a }1stification for studying him. It is precisely because he is, 
in most respects, so little distinguished from his fellow creatures that an 
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account of his abilities and problems will tell us somC"thing about the 
abilities and problems of a large proportion of organisms. Then, too, 
we cannot forget-nor should we-that we are ourselves men, and not 
mice or wasps or earthworms; which mt'ans that, consciously or uncon
sciously, we subscribe to the belief of the poet, Pope, that "the proper 
study of mankind is Man." 

However, even if our interests in biology WC're very narrowly confined 
to Man, we would soon find that we could not lt"arn a great deal about 
Man by studying him alone. Most of our fundamental knowlf'dgc of 
Man's biology has been gained from the study of other living things. 
A dog whose pancrt'as was removed for experimental purposes gave 
the first clue to the cause of diabett's in humans. Thf" study of frog·~ egg.~ 
has explained Siam~st' twins. Because so much human C"ffort has hef'n 
t.•xpcnded in the breeding of fruit fli<·s, we undC"rstand better why a son 
looks like his father. The study of the metabolism of beer yeast has re
vealed secrets of the metabolism of human musdcs. Even the study of 
rca~oning ability, man's only specialty, has heC"n notably advann·d 
by expt"rimentation with dogs and otht'r nonhuman, rC"asoning tTC"atur<'s. 
It would, in fact, be difficult, if not impossible, to name a field of human 
biology which has not bef'n cnricht"d by the study of otht"r organisms. 
In this section of the text, the emphasis will be on Man and his biology, 
but not exclusively so. Since much of the knowledge about Man has 
been gained from the study of other, similar t•reatur<'s, any account of 
the experimental background of the facts mu~t nect"~sarily bring in 
other organisms. 

15. Analysis: The Systems of the Body 

The human body is such a compl~x maC"hine that it would h<' scarc<'ly 
fC"a:;;ible to try to understand it all at once. Study will be facilitated by 
analysis (from the Greek lysis, a loos~ning, and mw, up; that is, a 
Joogening up of a complex). We will, in imagination, separate tlw parts 
of the body into various systems, t"ach system suhscrving some function 
or group of related functions. The anatomi<"al elcmr-nts of <'ach of !ht"sc· 
systems are revealed in Figure 3-1. 

It must not be forgotten that the analysis of the body into the various 
system~ is made only as a matter of convenience. In carrying out C'vcn 
the simplest function, more than one system is involved. The muscula•· 
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51(EL£TAL MUSCULAR CIRCULATORY 

DIGESTIVE EXCRETORY REPRODUCTIVE 
Fig. 3- t. Although the body is really a well-integrat.cd whole, one may think of it in 
tenns of the separate syst.ems illustrated above. Such analysis is an aid to investigation 

and study. 
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system, for instance, moves the body, but it can do so only because the 
musdes are firmly attached to the skeleton; the muscles are stimulated 
to move by nerves; and repeated movements arc possible only as long 
as the breathing, circulatory and digestive systems arc functioning, to 
mention only the more obvious intt"rrelationships. Analysis alone would 
lead to a false impression of independence of the various systems; 
therefore, following the analytical treatment of the body, there will be 
a synthesis of the various parts and functions in Chapter XIV. (The 
word synthesis comes from the Greek syn, together, and titl1emi, place; 
that is, it implies a bringing together of different things in one place.) 
The employment of both analysis and synthesis is a methodological 
necessity in all the sciences. Analytical treatment is necessary if the 
student is to avoid being confused by the complexity of the total pictun.·. 
Eventually, there must be a synthesis of the parts into a whole again 
if one is to avoid the danger of "not seeing the forest for the trees." 

16. The Skeletal System 

The skeleton may be said to consist of two divisions: the axial skele
ton, the more central part which constitutes a central axis on which is 
hung, so to speak, the appendicular skeleton. (Sec Fig. 3-2.) The axial 
skeleton consists of the vertebrae (backbone), the skull, and the ribs 
and sternum. The appendicular skeleton consists of the appendages 
(legs and arms) together with the pelvic girdle to which the legs arc 
attached, and the pectoral girdle to which the arms are fastened. 
Altogether, the body contains more than 200 bones; the number varies 
somewhat from individual to individual because of variation in the 
number of the small, replicated bones, such as the vertebrae, which 
show a normal variation in number from 32 to 37 per individual. 

The skeleton fulfills three major functions: protection, support, and 
in conjunction with the muscles, movement. Discussion of the last 
function will be deferred to Chapter IV. The other two functions will 
be considered here. 

17. Protection 

Among the most delicate and vital portions of the human body, are 
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the brain and the spinal cord. These structures, as will appear later, 
control in large measure the activities of the entire body. The material 
of which they arc composed ha<> no intrinsic strength or resistance to 
mistreatment. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that no other part 
of the body is so thoroughly protected. 

APPElifDICUI..AI\ SKELETON 

Fig. S..2. The: human skeleton analy7.t'd into axial and appendicular components. 

The brain, located in what would otherwise be a dangerously exposed 
position at the very top of the axial skeleton, is almost completely en· 
closed in a bony box, the skull. The skull is not a single bone but rather 
a number of variously shaped, platelike bones which grow together and 
fuse at their edges as the individual grows older. During development, 
which starts before birth, the skull bones begin ao: widely separated, 
growing plates. By the time a child is born, these plates have grown 
until they arc touching each other in most regions, but not in all. At 
the point.s where more than two bones meet, there are usually small 
areas not completely covered over with bone, called fontanelles, the 
most prominent of which is the one near the top of the head of a newborn 
child. Moreover, even where the skull bones have already met by the 
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time of birth, the suture (Latin sulura, a seam) between the two is not 
very firm, permitting considerable distortion of the shape of the skull. 
The pliability of the infant skull is of importance at this time, for it 
permits a more easy passage of the rather oversize head down the birth 
canal. 

fontanelles 

NEWBORN LATE IN 
FIRST YEAR ADULT 

Fig. 3-3. Development of tht· br;1in l·ase fnnn ~qJarate lxnws whirh fuse as tlwy gmw 
togeth~:r. 

Such a pliable skull would not, however, be good protection after 
birth for the brain of a human exposed to the myriad dangers of this 
world; and on the other hand, once the crisi!; of birth is passed, there is 
no advantage to having a delicate brain case. It is not surprising, there
fore, to find that within a year or so after birth tlw fontan<'IIN elm<' 
a~ the skull bones grow together, and tht· sulurt·s of thr skull bonc·s 
become more firmly knit. As this growth occurs, the outline of tlw 
suture increases in complexity, year by yt"ar (Fig. 3-3). The skull bones 
do not, however, beeomc t·omplctcly welded together until about the 
twentieth year. During all the intervening time, the brain is growing 
in size. Once the skull bont~s have completely grown together, no further 
increase in brain size is possible. Since the course of development of 
these sutures is fairly constant throughout the race, their appearance 
constitutes one of the means by which the archaeologist is able to 
determine the age at dc:-ath of individuals whose skulls he finds. 

The skull protects the brain. The other great part of the central nervous 
system, the spinal cord, is c:-qually well protected by vertebrae (Latin 
singular, l!fflehra, a joint, derived from verto, turn). Note, in Figure 3-4A, 
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how small a portion of a vertebra is occupied by the spinal cord itself 
and how much by protective bone. The construction and organization 
of the vertebrae r<'pr('Sf'nt an admirable compromise between the ideals 

A 

Fig. 3-f. The pliability rontribut<-d to the bat:kbonc by its eonstru~.:tion whkh is 
anal~ous to flexible armored cable rath<•r than rigid conduit pipe. The individual 
vertebrae (sec A) f11rnish massh·e protection to the delicate spinal cord, whik- lllf"ir 

artieulation with one another permits movement. 

of complete protection and complete mobility. The delicate nerve cord 
runs from the mid-region of the body clear up to the brain to which 
it is joined. It is most important that the nerve cord not be injured in 
the slightest way. From this point of view, the ideal protection would 
be a solid bony tunne-l running thC"" length of the back. Such a solid 
strut·ture woulri be very inftexiblt· and, he-ncr, would not allow much 
in the way of movement of the body. The way in which the protective 
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bony covering of the nerve cord is actually constructed affords nearly 
as much protection as a solid bony tube, while conferring an amazing 
amount of flexibility to the bocly. (Fig. 3-4.) 

In humans, the skull and the vertebrae constitute the major portion 

... 

Fig. 3-5, A mouse (left) and an elephant (right) drawn to the same size, illustrating 
the fact that the supporting bones of large animals are proportionoltly larger than those 

of small animals. Tltis principle sets a limit to the size of land animals. 

of the skeleton which may be said to be protective in function. Mo~t 
of the body is not protected from external blows by anything more 
solid than skin. In many other animals, however, the protective role of 
the skeleton is of much greater importance; consider, for instance, the 
turtle. 

18. The Skeleton as Support 

Most of the bones of the human body are concerned with support. 
The heaviest load falls on the leg bones which, it will be noted (Fig. 3-2) 
arc considerably more stoutly built than the otherwise similar arm 
bones. The h£avier the load it must bear, the greater must be the diameter of 
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the bone, This is a commonplace: the legs of an elephant are thicker 
than those of a mouse. What is not so easily remarked is that they are 
disproportionately thicker. In Figure 3-5, the front legs of mouse and 
elephant are drawn to the same Ji<:,e; notice how much more slightly built 
is the mouse's leg; i.e., the diameter of the bones is less. We have taken 
two particular animals for comparison, but the same relationship would 

Marrow 

1151A 

Fig. 3-6. Tht' structure of one of the long bones of the body. 

hold for any two animals of similar mode of life which differ greatly in 
size. Larger animals are more coan;ely built. Of two bones which 
fulfill the same function, the one which bears the heavier load will 
be disproportionately larger in diameter. .,. 

A large animal has disproportionately large bones. As onr conse-
quence, large size is wrrdated with lack of agility. A mouse is much 
quicker in its movements than an t'lephant. Also, sinre the larger animal 
hao;; bones which are disproportionately largl", the nonbony part of its 
body must be disproportionately small. The larger the animal, the smaller 

proportion of it will be made up of the necessary musdes and internal 

organs. If an animal were to grow indefinitely, there would come a 

time when it would have to consist of nothing but supporting structure, 

which would be so heavy that it would be unable to sl!pport anything 

else. Actu~lly, of course, growth would have to stop considerably short 
of this. It is not possible !o state precisely the upper limit in size for 

land-living animals, but it should be appart"nt that the problt"m of 

ad~quate support is one of the- factors which determine the limit. 
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19. What a Bone Is Made of 

Although many of the bones of the human bocly are hollow, it should 
not be inferred that they are empty. In the center (see Fig. 3-6) of th<." 

Fig. 3-7. Bonf' ronsists of two sorts of materials closely intc>rmixed: organic makrials, 
insoluble in dilute acid, which contribute> flexibility to bone (A,B); and inorganic ma
terials (calcium salts), which 1·an withstand burning, and which contribute rigidity 

(C,f)). 

long bones, there is a wfl matt'rial, called marrow, which is of great 
importance in the formation of blood. Since the marrow is of no struc
tural importance, discussion of it will be dt'ferred to Chapter IX. 

The hard or bony part of bunt" is made of the chemical substances 
calcium phosphate and calcium carbonate. The latter substance occurs 
also in such things as oyster and clam shf"lls and in limestone which is 
often composed largt>ly of such shells. Both calcium phosphate and 
calcium carbon,atf" arc solubl(" in acid:-~. One might suppose, thf"n, that 
a bone immersed in acid would completely disappear. Such, however, 
is not the case. Although all the calcium is removed from the bone by 
this treatment, the bone has the same shape after acid treatment as it 
does before, but it is now very flexible. (See Fig. 3-7.) 
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The material that is left after treatment with acid resembles cartilagr, 

the material one calls gristle in meat, and the material, softer than bone, 
that is found at the ends of "short ribs." Evidently, bone consists of 
two sorts of material: calcium-containing substances that arc acid
soluble, and non-acid-soluble material which is cartilage-like. 

A further experiment is enlightening. Instead of putting the bone in 
acid, let us subject it to great heat fOr a considerable time. In this case, 
the cartilage-like material burns and disappears, but the calcium
containing substances, being nonburnable, remain. Again, the experi
mental treatment !r-aves the hone unchanged in shape, but this time its 
structural characteristics arc changed in a different way. Loss of the 
cartilage-like material makes the hone very fragile. (See Fig. 3-70.) 

Since the shape of the bone is not changed by removing either of 
the two materials, these materials must be very intimately intermixed. 
In its structural properties, whole bone resembles reinforced concrete. 
Rigidity is contributed by the calcium-containing substances, while the 
less fragile cartilage-like material acts as a reinforcing agent, just as 
steel rods reinforce rigid, but fragile, concrete. 

20. How Does a Bone Grow? 

The way in whkh hon<•s grow can be df'tf'rminf'd by fastf'ning small 
metal markers to the hoof's of a young animal, letting the <1nimal grow 
fOr a while and then determining the new positions of the markers. 
The results of such experinwnts arc shown diagrammatit':-tlly in Figures 
3-8A and B. Notice that, as growth proceeds, the spacing between 
markers 2, 3, and 4 remains the same, whereas the space between 
1 and 2 increases, indicating that the region where growth takes place 
must be located somewhere between markers 1 and 2. The growth 
region is, in fact, quite ncar the end of the bone and is called the epi
physis {Greek epi, on or upon, and plrysiJ, growth) because it brings 
about growth by additions on the end of the previous bone. (Note 
position of epiphysis in Fig. 3-6.) 

Bones, however, grow not only in length but also in thickness. How 
is this accOmplished? Again, an experiment with a metal marker will 
answer our question. This time a metal ring should be fastened around 
a long bone of a very young animal. The subsequent positions are 
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diagrammed in Figures 3-BC to E. Notice that the ring is first covered 
over with bone, indicating that bone is added from the outside. Later, 
the ring appears free in the marrow cavity as the bone in which it was 
embedded is destroyed to make room for thf.' c-nlarging marrow cavity . 

• • 
• ' .~t "'t•tl'" 

I I 
__ ,, • • / 6 Me-tal 'tac:k 

• 

~::==f ...... 
Fig. 3·8. The experimental daht which rt'Vt'al thr location nf thr grO\\ing rt'gions of 

a long bone as explained in the accompanying lest. 

Growth in thickness of the bone is brought about by a slightly different 
method from that which causes growth in length. Every long bone of 
the body is surrounded by a soft sheath called the periosteum (Greek 
peri, around, and osteon, bone), which lays down new bone from the 
outside. It can readily be :wen that the activity of the periosteum ac
counts for the burial of the ring in the bone. The subsequent freeing 
of the ring occurs by another process which will be discussed in § 21. 

By analytical experiments, we have shown that growth of the long 
bones of the body occurs by two different processes: growth in length 
being brought about by the epiphyses (plural of epiphysis), i.n thickness 
by the periostea (plural of periosteum). In what we call normal growth, 
the epiphyses and periostea continue to be active until about twenty 
years of age. There is, however, a type of abnormal growth in which 
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the epiphyses cease activity Jlr('maturc\y. In such a case, a short-limbt'd 

dwarf is produced (Fig. 3-9). Such short-limbed dwarfs were the court 
jesters of the Middle Ages. In some parts of the world, e.g., in the 

Fig. 3-9. All individuals in this phutu arc more than twenty years of ;tge. From left to 
right: a cretin imbn::ik, the n·~ult of in~uflidcnt secretion of thyroid hormone; two 
midgets of tht· symnll'trkal (Lorain) type; two short-limbed dwarfs (sec§ 20); normal 
man. (From PJ!V.firal nia,;;nusiJ by Ralph H. Major, \N. B. Saund<'rs Co., Philadelphia.) 

Congo River valley and in some of 1he moun1ains of Mt>xico, races of 

this sort have devt"'opcd locally. The same growth abnormality i~ known 

in many other kinds of animals and has ber:n deliberatt:"ly bred for m 

certain fancy breeds, notably the dachshund and the Basset hound, 

21. By What Means Does a Bone Grow? The Ce,ll Doctrine 

A long bone grows through thr- activity of its epiphyses and perio!'.
teum; but what is this activity? By what means do these growing 
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Fig. 3·10. Thf" living ceiJg to be found in thf' growing !lf:'rtion (epiphysi.~) 
of a long bone. 

regions add to the previously existing bone? What is the mtc!wnism of 
this growth? In answering this question, we will, for simplicity, consider 
only the mechanism of growth brought about by the epiphysis. The 
story of the periosteum is slightly difff'rent; but, since it is not essential~v 
different, thf'r<' would ~ Jiulr to be- gainf'd hy tt'Jiing it, too. 
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First, we must see what an epiphysis really looks like. To the naked 
eye, it appears as an irregular plane. But if we look at this region with 
a microscope, we sec that it is composed of a gn·at many J;maller r-lf'ments 
of df"tinitP form, :-;urrounded hy formless matf'rial. (Sf'f" Fi~. 3·10.) 

liver call 
Nonlivini ma'torial 

c 

Fig, 3·11. Cells multiply in num!J('r hy dividing in two (A). Some tissues, e.g., the 
livt'r (B), are comp()S('d almost f"ntirf"ly of cf"lls. Other ti!MUt'S, e.~., hone (C), are 

madr up mostly of tht• nonliving ~rnt•tions of l"f"lk 

Each one of the elements of definite form is called a cell. The cell is 
made of soft, jelly·likc material enclosed within a cell membrane 
which is somewhat firmer. Within the cell, there is usually a special 
structure called a cell nucleus (Latin nudms, a little nut, the kernel, 
the inner part). The rest of the cell, which shows rt>latively little struc· 
tun•, is called the cytoplasm (Greek kytos, a hollow vessel- now used 
to mean a cell-and plasm, something formed). 

Each cell is in crrtain respects an independent Jiving thing. It is 
pnssihlf', for instance, for a rdl to live all by itself in a laboratory vessel, 
provided it is supplied with the proper environment. It e-xhibit!'. all thr 
prope-rties of living things (see Chap. J I) including that of reproduction. 
After being kept well·nourishcd for some time, a cell divide~, forming 
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two cells, each of which is exactly like the original (Fig. 3-ltA). The 
original is usually referred to as a parent cell or mother cell, and 
the two offspring cells are called daughter cells. Of course, if the 
environmr'nt is favorable, the process goes on indefinitely, so each 
daughter cell uhimatdy becomes a mother cell. 

In a suitable environment, each daughter cell is, or ::;oon becomes, 
like the parent cell in every respect, including size. As one cell inneas<'s 
to two, two cells to four, four cells to eight, and so on, the amount of 
living material increases in the same proportion. Reproduction of the 
individual cells of the body results in growth of the body as a whole. 
In some parts of the body, e.g., the liver, this is the only process con
cerned in growth. In the bones, as we shall see, it is a relatively minor 
factor in their growth. Correlated with this difference, we find that the 

liver is made up almost entirely of cells closely packed together (Fig. 
3-llB); whereas, in bone, the living cells arc surroundf'd by a great 
deal of nonliving material (Fig. 3-11 C). Experiments and observations 
show that the nonliving material is, in every case, derived from 
cells. 

How is bone formed? Evidence indicates that it is formed in several 
stages which we will now describe. Imagine that you are situated on 
the region of the epiphysis, and that you are small enough (or the cells 
large enough) so that you can see what is going on from a cell's-eye 
view•, so to spe-ak. Picture, if you will, first a horde of cartilage cells. 
Each of these cells produces some sort of material inside itself, which 
passes through its membrane to the outside where it turns into the 
tough, resilient substance we call cartilage (Fig. 3-12). This process is 
called secretion (Latin secerno, to place apart, to separate). Any sub
stance so secreted is called a secretion. Each cartilage cell continues to 
secrete cartilage until it is finally entirely surrounded by its own secre
tion. Before this happens, however, it has divided several times (as in 
Fig. 3-ttA). Some of the daughter cells are trapped in their own secre
tion, while others manage to remain in front of the advancing wall of 
cartilage that is being built up. 

There are, of course, regions of the body in which carti13.ge is the 
end product; in the long bones of the !e"gs and arms, it is only an inter-

" This is a figure uf speech. None of the t-ell~ of the body have eyes. 
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mediate product, not destined long to survive. If, from our cell's eye, 
we look at the rear of the wall of cartilage, we discover that it is in a 
process of disintegration. Looking more ciO!;ely, we see that the rear of 
the cartilage wall is heavily infested by an army of a nt'w kind of cell, 

Fig. 3-12. Diagram and pkturc-analogy of the method of formation of cartilage, 
follnwcd by fartilag<' dt'struction and bone formation, and tthimatdy bom.· dt'struction 

to makt' way for the marrow cavity, as described in text. 

Cf'lls ordinarily called bone-forming cells (Fig. 3-12), but which might 
better be called cartilage-destrnying-and-bone-Jormill,f!, cells. These cells move 
slowly forward, literally dissolving tunnels in the cartilage, probably 
by means of some sort of digestive secretion. Their burrowing through 
cartilage reminds us of the burrowing of termitt's or shipworms through 
wood. There is an important difff'rf'ncc, however, in that the bone
forming cells are constructive as well as destructive. As they dissolve 
away the cartilage, they Jay down a layer of bone on the walls of their 
tunnels. ~one, too, then is a secretion. 

Thus is bone, the substance, made. But the making of a hom•, the 
o~jt'ct, involvec;; more than this. Notice, in Figure 3-6, that a large part 
of a hoof' is not occupit"d by bony material, hut by a much softer stuff, 
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marrow. This central cavity in the bone can come into existence, and 
can grow as the bone grows, only if much of the bone that is formed is 
subsequently destroyed. Bone-destruction, like cartilage...destruction, is 
carried out by cells which in this case are called bone-destroying cells. 
In Figure 3-12, these cells can be seen as the last army of cells moving 
forward toward the end of the bone, destroying bone material as they go. 

Such is the activity involved in the linear growth of the long bones. 
Other types of bone growth differ in details but the principles are the 
same. Growth is always the result of cellular activity and consists either 
of increase in the number of cells or in the amount of secreted substance, 
or both. Furthermore, a fact we might not have predicted beforehand, 
growth frequently involves destructive aspects as well, as the juvenile 
scaffolding is removed to make way for the adult structure. Even in 
adults, as a matter of f:act, both constmrtion and destruction continue, 
but at very slow rates, and at rates that are almost exactly equal. Even 
in adults, bone material is being slowly destroyed and as slowly replaced 
without, however, substantial change in the form of the whole. It is 
as though we had a house made of bricks and that continuously, year 
after year, we slowly removed a brick here and a brick there, always 
replacing it by another. The house remains, but the bricks change. 
So in the adult bone, the object we call a bone remains, but individual 
bits of the substance, bone, disappear to be replaced by new material 
of the same sort. 

We have considered at some length the process by which the long 
bones are made. This is a special case of the process of growth, but it is 
in no sense exceptional. The story of growth varies from part to part 
throughout the body; but wherever it occurs, it is the result of cell activ
ities. Indeed, it is well to emphasize two facts: 

The body is made up e-ntirely of cella and the products of cells. 
All the normal activities of the body, both constructive and de R 

atructive, are the result of the activities of cells. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

3-1. Define the following terms: suture, t,pip~ysis, paiost'-Um, ucretion . 
.i-2. Give the plural forms of the above terms. 
3-3. Distinguish between: (a) anaf:ysis and .ryntlusis; (b) axial skdeton and appendicular 

skeleton. 
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3-4. What arc thr funrtions nf the skclt'ton? 
3-5. Althou)l:h thc trxt is not cxplidt, would you ha;,.ard a gucM all to whether or not 

the perio.~tt'a of human and animal dwarfs cxhihit nor111al artivity, or Ct'asc activity 
prematurely? (Rrgard Fig. 3-9.) 

3-6. Describe the process by which a long bone grows in length.. 
3-7. It is common knowledge that the diet must include some calcium in it. For what 

purpose is the calcium used? 
3-8. Would you expect the daily nero of calcium to be grt"atl:'r in a child of, say, ten 

years, or in an adult? Why? 
3-9. A whale has proportionately less of its body weight in skeleton than a land animal 

of corresponding size would have. Account for the possibility of such a differencl.'. 
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Chapter IV 

The Muscular System 

22. How the Muscles Move the Bones 

At the outset, it is important to realize this fact: a muscle is capable 
of only one positive action, namely, contraction. Its only other action 
is a passive one, relaxation. 

MuSC"les move the parts of the body in various dirf'ctions. To take a 
simple example, the fort"arm l'an be either flexed (Fig. 4-tA) or ex· 
tended (Fig. 4-1 C), Both flexion and extension are the result of muscular 
action. Since all muscles have the same primary al·tion (contraction), 

different movements must be possible only because muS<'le contractions 
are utilized in different ways. The relationships of the must·les to the 
associated bones show how this is possible (Fig. 4-tll and D). 

In the example illustrated, the two bones act as two parl<> of a lever; 
the upper arm bone, the humerus, acl<> as the fulcrum, while the fore
arm bone, the radius, act~ as the lever arm. (There are two bones in 
the forearm, the radius and the ulna, hut for simplidty we will ~pf>ak 
of only one.) There arc sevt>ral muscle~ involved in moving the forearm, 
but no harm will be done if we focus our attention on only two of them, 
the biceps muscle on the "front" part of the upper arm and the triceps 
on the back part. 

Both muscles are attached to the shoulder bones above the "humerus. 
From knowledge of the point of attachment to the radius (see Fig. 4-tC), 
one can readily predict that contraction of the biceps will lead to a 

60 
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flexing of the arm. Similarly, since the triceps is attached to the other 
side of the forearm, one can predict that contraction of this muscle will 

A 

EXTENSION 

Fig. 4-1. Showing how the points of attachment of a muscle detennine whether the 
muscle's one aclion (contraction) results in flexion (A,B) or extellllion (C,D), 

result in extension of the arm. By the proper cooperative use of these 
two muscles, the arm can be flexed or extended to any degree. Muscles 
which act contrary to one another in this way are called antagonists 
or are said to be antagonistic to each other, 

These terms are partly apt, partly inept, for with muscles, we have the 
paradoxical situation that antagonistic mwcles always cooperate in 
carrying ~ut the movements of the body. Theoretically, an arm could be 
flexed by the use of the biceps alone. Actually, the triceps, too, is always 
called into play during flexure. To verify this, the reader should slowly 
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flex, say his right arm, while with his left hand he feels the underneath 
side of his right arm. During flexure, a noticeable tenseness develops 
in the triceps muscle, showing that it is contracted to a certain extent. 
The triceps does not contract as forcibly as the biceps, for if it did, 
the two equal and counteracting forces would prevent any movement 

Bone 

Mu.scle 

Fig. 4-~. The attachment of a muscle to a bone by means of a tendon, dte usual method. 

at all, but it does contract somewhat whenever the arm is flexed. 
Similarly, in extension, the biceps contracts, though less strongly than 
the triceps. Th{' cooperative action of antagonistic muscles is impor!ant 
in bestowing smoothnt>ss to the movements of the body. 

Sometimes a muscle appears to be attached dirrctly to a hour-; more 
frequently the muscle terminates in a tendon which in turn is altachcd 
to the bone (Fig. 4·2). This tendon belongs to a clas.<~ of tissues called 
connective tissue -of which cartilage is another example-tissues which 
serve principally to connect and tie together the other tissues of the body. 
A tendon is made up largely of cell secretions, rather than cells, and 
it is very tough and flexible, but not elastic. The tendon acts as a (·able 
to transmit the pull from the contracting muscle to the bone to which 
it is attached at the other end.* 

There is an important benefit conferred by the tendons; a tf'ndon 
permits a muscle to act at a considerable distance from the t;>one that 
it is moving. Notice, in Figure 4·3, that the muscles which move the 

• Suppose the tendon were clastic. What effect would this have on its manner of 
functioning? 
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lingers in the l<'ft hand ar<' actually at a considerable distance from 
them, being wdl up in the fon•arm. The rcadet· can wrify this by mov-

Fig. 4-3. How th,. tt"ndon~ JM"rmit al"tion nf mu!!dt"s at a distanct" is shown by tht" left 
{normal} hand. At the right, is the arti~t's nmn·ptinn of what tlw human hand would 

lx· like if musdes had to he atta1:hed direl"tly to the hom-;c tht'y move. 

ing his fingers vigorously and noticing how th~ musdt-s can be seen 
rippling under the skin of tlw uppt>r part of the corn·sponding forearm. 
Thr pmilion of lhe~w musdes explains the ft>r-ling of fatig-ur t'Xpt'rirnceU 
in the forearm following long-contimwd and iutcmiw ust• uf tht' ting-t'rs, 
as in typin~ or playing a nm~ical instrunwnt. {St't' l'ig:ht hand in Fig. 
4-3.) 

When one thinks of activities of this sort, it is easy to appreciate the 
advantage of th(' lt:"ndon system of transmitting power; if muscles had 
to be alway.~ fastcnC'd dirt'ctly to the bones that they move, our lingers, 
if they were as powerful as they arc now, would be great, dumsy 
musde-p<;dded digits, quite incapable of the delicate movements they 
now perform. Many of man's arts and skills would no longer be possible, 
e-xcept at a very crude level. Without the action at a distance permitted 
l>v slendt'r tendons, Wl' would be truly "muscle-bound." (Set' Fig. 4-3.) 
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There are over 600 recognized skeletal muscles in the human body. 

As was true of the bones, the numbt·r varies somewhat from person to 

person; smaller and relatively unimportant musdes arc frequently miss
ing. The more important muscles are almost always present but they 
show a considerable amount of variation in thf'ir points of origin and 
insertion. In ant> study of over 500 human corpses, it was found that, 
in more than twt'nly per l'ent of them, one or both of the biceps muscles 
had lhru heads, i.e., three points of altachment, thus belying the name 
which implies two heads. Many other variations in musde attachment 
are known. Probably some of the individualit)' shown in gait is attrib
utable to such variations. 

23. Structure of a Muscle 

We need no microscope to tell that a muscle is not a homogeneous 
structure. A bef'fsteak is a cross seetiun of a cow's muscle or of scwral 
muscles. Either inspection or eating makes it apparent that there are 
three sorts of tissue present in such mt>at: musdt' tissue (which makes up 
the bulk of the steak); fatty eonnectivt" tissue which, in a ~ood steak, is 
flecked throughout the muscle; and tough connt"ctivc tissuf'* or gristle 
which, from a gastronomic point of view, is better ahs('nt. 

To the animal, the presence of fat in a muscle is pt>rhaps of no par
ticular benefit; this is just one of the many plaecs whcrc fat can be 
stored. The presence of tou.~h connective tissue, howf'ver, is of ftrst 
importance. The strands and sh('aths of connective tissue which surround 
the musde fibers (Fig. 4-4) join with each other and with the tendon. 
They con.<~titute part of the machinery hy which thf' musdc is connectf'd 
with the bone in such a way ~hat the contraction of the muscle mows 
the bone. The proportion of connective tissue to musdc tissu(' increases 
with age. As evidence, eompare the dated sections shown in Figure 4-4, 
or compare the masticability of genuine lamb with admilled mutton, 

* Histologi~ts, that i~. scil'oti~ts who study tissues (Greek hi~frJf, web or tissue), remg
nize about a dozen diffC;"rent kind~ of connective;' tissue, among which are loose connective 
tissue, fatty tissue, tendon~, cartilage, and bone. Corroborative cvideoce that bone i~ 
but one variety of connC(:tive tissue ill furni~hcd by a rare dillease (beariog tile impressive 
naml' of myrm'tis ossifoam progrtssiva) in which the connectivt• ti!!Sue of musdt•s gradually 
turns into hom:. The eventual n'!!Uit i~ ('Omplele immo!Jility of the musdes affected 
and the ~ulferer could be ~aid to "IUrn to stone." 
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24. The Fine Structure of Skeletal Muscle 

In Figure 4-5, it is apparent that a muscle ts made up of strands 
of muscle fibns which run parallel to the length of the muscle. When 
these muscle fibers contract, the muscle contracts. Not all fibers contract 

Fig. 4-4. Cross section~ of muscles tak('n from men of several ages. Note the propor
tionate infr('asc of connt•t·tivt: tissue and dtTlTalle of musde tissue with advancing age. 
This is om• reason why the musclt's of an old man are not as strong as those of a young 

one. 

at the same time. The greater the number of fibers contracting at any 
instant, the stronger the contraction of the whole muscle. 

Previously (§ 21), we were introduced to the c~l doctrine which, as 
conn:·rm1 the human body, states that the entire body is made up of 
cells and the products of cells. Also, there were exhibited cells of a 
relatively simple sort, each of which consisted of a nucleus and cyto
plasm enclosed in a membrane. Most of the tissues of the body arc made 
up of cells of this nucleus-cytoplasm-membrane construction. The 
skeletal muscles are-, however, an exception. Examination of one of 
the muscle fibers shows that it contains many nuclei but no membranes 
separating the nuclei. The only membrane is the one surrounding the 
whole fiber. Cells that arc multinucleate, i.e., contain many nuclei, 
are not un~ommon, but usually the number of nuclei is small, less than 
a half-dozen. Since the- muscle fiber contains such an exceptionally large 
number of nuclei, there is a certain reluctance among some biologists 
to refer to it as a muscle cell, although it is unquestionably the unit of 
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structure and function of the muscle. Because of this reluctance, this 
unit is usually referred to as a musdc fiber, a usage to which we will 
adhere. 

Fig. 4~5. The striations to he seen in skeletal (voluntary) musclr when it ill ('Xamilwd 
with the highest magnilication of the microscope. 

One of the most remarkable features of skeletal musck fibers is the 
('ross-banding which is visible under the microscope. (Fig. 4-5.) Evr-ry 
skeletal muscle has alternating light and dark bands oriented at right 
angles to its long axis. What these bands really are is at present a mys
tery. It has been observed that when a muscle fiber contracts, the light 
bands become dark and the dark bands light, but no one knows why. 

Not all muscles show this banding or Jtriafion. The muscles that move 
the skeleton do; hence, the skeletal muscle is frequently referred to as 
striated muscle. But there are other muscles that arc not striated. 
The wall of the stomach, for instance, contains unstriated, or smooth 
muscle. In general, the organs in the central body cavity po~<i smooth 
muscle, striated muscle being comparatively rare. Smooth muscle differs 
from striated muscle in a number of ways (see § 60), the most con
spicuous of which is in the speed of action. Smooth muscle contracts 
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and relaxes very slowly, striated muscle much more rapidly. Comple
tion of contraction may take several seconds in the case of the former, 
and less than one second in the case of the latter. 

\ 

GASOLINE • 0..,-+ CO..,+ ti..,O+ ENERGY 

Fig. 4-6. Lifting a we-ight through space is work, whether the agent is a crane {A), 
a tractor (B), or a human arm (C). In the case of the gasoline motor, a che-mkal re
action (D) furnishes the energy n~X"<ied. An analogous cht>mical reat·tion takt's !Jlace 

in muscle as t'Xplaint-d in tht• tt'Xt. 

Rapidity of musde action is associated with prt"sence of striations of 
the muscle, though we do not know why. The association is true not 
only in the sense of presence-or-absence mentioned above, but also 
there is, in a rough way, a quantitative relationship between activity 
and striation among striated muscles. The most active muscles of a bird 
are the wing muscle.~, which an• attach<"d to the hrcastbom~; tht"se 
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muscles have very pronounced striations. L<-ss active muscles, such as 
the leg muscles and muscles between the ribs, have less pronounced 
striations.* 

25. Where Does the Energy Come From? 

The 600·odd skeletal muscles of the body enable us to do many 
things: swim, climb mountains, play the piano, paint, write, pt>rform 
sleight-of-hand tricks, or (in some fortunate individuals) wiggle the 
ears. All these diverse activities can be considered as variation.~ of one 
basic action-lifting a weig·ht through space {Fig. 4-6), that is, doin,g 
work. In the nonliving world, such work can be done only by the 
expenditure of energy. The weight in Figure 4-6A is raised when elec
trical energy is expended in running the electric motor. Work done by 
a living machine must also be paid for in the same coin -energy. Where 
does the energy come from in this case? 

The source of the energy for movement of a Jiving muscle can he 
made clearer by first considering work done by a gasoline engine 
(Fig. 4-6B). The source of the energy in this case is the gasoline which 
the engine burns. That gasoline can be a source of energy can be 
attested by anyone who has used a lig:hted match to st>e if a gas tank 
was empty, provided he has survived to bt>ar witness. The rt>action which 
releases the energy can be written thus: 

Gasolint> + oxygen (from the air) --+-

carbon dioxide + water + t"nergy ( 1) 

Inside the gasoline engine, the same explosive reaction takt'"s place, 
only the explosion is more carefully controlled. A little bit of gasoline 
is mixed with air in the carburetor, and the mixture is sprayed into a 
cylinder (Fig. 4-6D). Here the mixture is ig:nitcd by a spark plug. 
The energy released in the resulting explosion causes the piston to move, 
and it is this movement which is utilized to work a crane or run a car. 

*It happens, also, that the less active muscles arc darker in color but tbis is due not 
to absence or striations, hut to the greater presence or a coloring matter called muscle 
hemoglobin. "Light meat" has kss mUllcie hemoglobin and more marks or striations, 
and more work to do. Veal, the meat or a younger, mow active animal, is likewiSI~ 

lighter in color than he<"£. 
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The wa~te products of the reaction, the carbon dioxide and water 
(together with small amounts of carbon monoxide and some foul
smelling gases), pass out through the exhaust pipe, the water in the form 

fulcrum 

Kymograph 

Fig. 4•7. A method of t·ausing contrartion of muscle by an dcctric stimulus. A record 
is made on the moving drum of smoked paper. Below i,; seen a typical record of succe&~~ive 

muscle contractions ending in fatigue. 

of a hot vaJXlr contributing to the rapid rusting of the automobile 
muffler. 

A muscle gets its energy also from a reaction, or rather a series of 
reactions, in which energy-rich compounds are "burned" with oxygen. 
The discovery of these reactions has taken many years and the story is 
not yet complete, but enough of it is known so that a reasonably firm 
outline can be sketched. A convenient way of doing this will be by 
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describing some idealized demonstration experiments. In these expr-ri
ments, we will use muscles from a frog. There is much evidence that a 
frog's muscle is not significantly different from a man's or a dog's, and 
its usc is justified by its conve-nience, Not only is it cheaper, but it is 
much hardier. A muscle takt"n from a freshly killed fro.!j will rcmain 
alive, i.e., capable of contraction, for many hours, provided it is kept 
properly moist. Since a frog is a "cold-blooded" animal, the temp(Ta

turc need not be closely controlled as it would have to be for a muscle 
from a warm-blooded animal like man. This is an important practical 
advantage in carrying out experiments. 

&fore beginning an account of the experiments on which arc ha~cd 
our present concepts of muscle action, it might be well to prepare the 
reader for what is ahead. (Here we erect a sort of SLOW -STEEP 
HILL sign.) We could summarize the present state of our knowledge 
of the chemistry of muscle contraction forthwith by a column of brief 
equations. Such a display, however, would have relatively little meaning 
to the neophyte. Moreover, it would give him little insight into the 
method by which physiologists arrived at these equations. At the risk 
of spending overmuch time on this small part of physiology, we will 
give, in simplified form, the essential experiment~ that led to our prf'spnt 

knowledge of muscle physiology in the hope that this extended treat
ment will be more meaningful than a briefer and more elegant presenta
tion. 

Suppose, now, that we take two frog muscles and place them in a 

moist chamber. One of these will be atlachcd to a wcight (Fig. 4-7). 

Periodically, it will be caused to contract by a suitable stimulus which 
had best be a small electric shock. The shock will Lc vcry small, not 

nearly enough to furnish the energy cxpendell by the muscle in 1·aising 

the weight. That is, the electric shock is only a stimulus (§ 10). Ead1 

time the muscle is stimulated, it contracts and lif1s the weight, thus 

doing work and undoubtedly expending energy. For reasons which 

will appear subsequently, successive stimuli will be administered at 

rather long intervals of time, perhaps a minute or two. If we .follow this 

procedure, the strength of the contractions will grow less and less and 
finally cease altogether. 

It would seem reasonable to suppose that the final inactivity of the 
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muscle results from an exhaustion of th~ "fuel," i.e., the source of 
('ncrgy, just as an automobile will come to a stop when its supply of 
gasoline is exhausted. But what is the fuel that the muscle uses? Is there 
anything present in the control muscle, which has not been working, 
that is not present in the experimcntal muscle which has worked to 
cxhaustion? 

Chcmical analysis shows that there is a difference in the two mu-«:les. 
( >nly the control, unexercised, muscle contains a chemical substance 
called glycogen (Greek glykv.r, sweet, Latin gm, giving rise to; so named 
IX"eausc glycogen can be changed into sugar). This substance contains 
en<"rgy, as the chemist can show by burning it with oxygen. From thi" 
experiment, one might suppose that the reaction which fumishcd tht· 
ent'"rgy for muscular eontrartion could he written: 

glycogen + oxygen --+ carbon dioxide + watt"r + eneq,>y (2) 

This reaction, which differs from (1) only in the fuel used, looks 
r<"asonable. Jt is chemically possible. Is it truly what takes place in the 
muscle? 

A simple experiment will show that f"quation (2) i!'l not the whole 
chemical story. The experiment consists in having the muscle act in a 
chamber in which no oxygen is present. A mu.rc/t' can contract l'l't'n whf'll 

il has no accl'.f.t lo ox_V.f!l'll. Therefore, the primary reaction cannot be onr
that involves oxygrn. 

This does not mr-an that oxygen is not involved in muscular function. 
It has been noticed that a musde contracting in the absence of oxygen 
soon fatigues. As long as the fatigued muscle is deprived of oxygen. it 
remains incapable of contraction. But if oxygen be readmitted to tlw 
chamber in which the muscle is placed, in a short while the muscle 
recovers its ability to contract. It is evident, then, that o:~vgm is rrquiml 
for lite recovery phase of musde activity. 

Further studies have shown that the chemical equation involved in 
the contraction phase involves neither oxygen nor glycogen but rather 
an entirely different substance which can be called phosphate-creatine. 
This substance can be broken down into two parts, phosphate and 
creatine, and this breakdown releases the energy which is usrd in muscle 
contractiofl. As an equation: 

CONTRACTION 
Phosphatr-creatin<' --+ phosphate + creatine + energy (3) 
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In the recovery of muscle, glycogen is ''burned'' with oxygen, yielding 
energy. Part of this energy appears as heat, just as it would if we burm·d 
the glycogen in a test tube. But, more important, another part of the 
energy is used to remake phosphate-creatine-that is, to restore the 
musclt''s ability to contract. In equations: 

RECOVERY 
Glycogen + oxygen ---+ carbon dioxide + water + energy r----- ____ /-!-

heat 
(waste) 

Energy + neatine + phosphate -+ phosphatc-crcatint· 

(4) 

(5) 

notice that the energy of (4) is followed by two arrows indkating that 
part of the ene-rgy appears as heat, and the rcmaind("r is the energy 
that makes the reaction of equation (5) go. Notice also that equation (5) 
is simply (3) written in reverse. 

At this point, it might be well to stop and ask, What of it? What if 
muscle function does involve two St;"parate phases, (equations (3), (4}, 
(5)) as just described, instead of only one phase (equation 2) as first 
supposed? Is this of any importance to the organism? A little thought 
will suggest (and experiments confirm) that it is exceedingly fortunate 
that the two phases exist and that the contraction phase does not involve 
oxygen. As we shall learn later, oxygen is brought to the muscle (as 
well as to other parts of the body) by the blood str('am; there is no 
appreciable reservoir of oxygen in the muscle. There is, however, a con
siderable reservoir of phosphate-cr('atine. For contraction, therefore, the 
muscle does not have to wait for the blood stream to supply it with 
anything; it is ready, on an instant's notice, to contract. It cannot 
contract for very long, however, before it runs through its supply of 
ready-made phosphate-creatine: then it becom('s dependf"nt on a supply 
of oxygen to remake these energy-rich compounds. If an analogy will 
help, the phosphate-creatine complex amounts to a sort of wound-up 
spring which can release its energy upon suitable stimulus. The oxidation 
of glycogen (equation (4)) is the means whereby the spring is rewound, 
thus making possible new contractions. 

In the light of th('se facts, consider the pcactkal example of a man 
running a hundred-yard dash. Whilr hC' is running for this bri{'f time, 
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he is using up-breaking up-the phosphate-creatine complex faster 
than the muscle's oxygen supply {dependent on the blood stream) will 
permit remaking it. As a result, the man ends the race in a thorough 
state of exhaustion, his muscles being virtually incapable .of further 
contraction. For a considerable time after the race, his breathing is 
very deep and rapid; thus, more air (hence oxygen) is brought to his 
lungs, hence to his blood stream, hence to his muscles. His body must 
function in this way to bring more than the normal supply of oxygen 
to his muscles, because during the preceding period of excessive activity 
the muscles built up an oxygen debt, represented by the unrecon
structed phosphate and creatine. This debt is paid off after the race by 
increased intake of oxygen, and not until the phosphate-creatine is 
remade is the man able to run again.• 

26. Equations As Approximations to the Truth 

It will be worth ~hile to reexamine the path of discovery described 
in the preceding section in the light of the remarks made earlier {see § 5) 
about the lack of absolute certainty in science. We are now in a position 
to recall this basic idea in a new context and give it more meaning. 

Let us suppose that our experimentation had stopped earlier, after 
the experiment whkh led to equation (2), namely: 

glycogen + oxygen--.. carbon dioxide + water + energy (2) 

This equation was postulated because of its analogy to equation {1) 
which we accepted without evidence. Our experiment showed only 
that glycogen disappeared as energy appeared in the form of heat and 
muscular work. However, other experiments could have been carried 
out which would have shown that oxygen disappeared as carbon dioxide 
appeared. There are also means (which we will dh1cuss in later chapters) 
by which it could be shown that at least some of the carbon in the 
carbon dioxide came from the glycogt'n. The source, or even the appear-

* In describing the experiment diagramml·d in Figure 4-7, it wa! stated that the suc
~.:essive stimuli should be administered at rather long intl·rvals. In dealing with a musck 
isolated from the rest of the frog, if the stimuli ar~.: suffidcntly widely spaced in time, 
no oxygen debt is incurred. The recovery rate being the same as the rate of contraction, 
equation (2) is a satisfactory description of the whole process since it represents the nrl 
re~~ult of completdy "paid-for" muscle a<"tivity. 
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ance of water, we could probably not detennine. Nevertheless, it would 
have been possible to establish, with a fair degree of certainty, the 
validity of equation (2) in describing the results of an experiment of 
the sort mentioned, namely, an experiment in which the muscle was 
slowly fatigued in the presence of plenty of oxygen. 

If asked for a brief summary of the results of our work at this point, 
we might have replied: "We have found that the energy needed for 
muscle contraction is furnished by the oxidation of glycogen." Let us 
call this "Statement One." 

Is Statement One true? Had we gone no further in our experiments, 
we might have concluded that it was. We might even have called it a 
Law (say the Law of Muscle Energy). In time, we might, from forget
fulness or unscientific arrogance, have concluded that it represented 
Absolute Truth. Yet only a single, simple experiment would be needed 
to overthrow this "Absolute Truth", namely, the experimt"nt of stimu
lating an unfatigued muscle in the ab:-~encc of oxygen. If we had been 
overly impressed with the absolutf"nt"~s of scientific truth, we would 
likely also have been unduly disturbed by the apparent fickle-ness of 
the absolute. In any case, it might have seemed that what was true one 
day became false the next, and this is not a pleasant situation. 

But need we, after performing the experiments that led to equations 
(3), (4), and (5), conclude that Statement One is false? Not necessarily; 
it is still true-in a sense. In the long run, the oxidation of glycogen is 
the source of energy for musd(" contraction, but it is not the immediate 
source. Equations (3), (4), and (5) do not flatly contradict Statement 
One; they elaborate on it. If we are to capitalize on the information 
furnished by the new equations, we need to make a new summary 
statement: 

Statement Two: "The immediate source of the energy needed for 
muscle contraction is the breakdown of phosphate-creatine to phosphate 
and creatine; the remaking of the phosphate-creatine complex is mad{" 
possible by energy furnished by the combination of oxygen and glycogen 
to form carbon dioxide and water." 

Statement Two takes account of all the experimental facts Pescribed 
above. Is this statement true? Is it Absolutely True? In the light of previ
ous experience, it would be foolhardy to say it is. Statement Two is 
undoubtedly closer to the truth than is Statement One. But, by analogy, 
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one would suspect that further experiments would lead to a Statement 
Thrt>e whieh would be still closer.* At no time, can we say of a state~ 
ment: This is the truth. The best we can say is: This is an approximation 
to lite lmlh. 

It would be we-ll at this point to emphasize a characteristic of textbooks 
of seicn<·c. The studl"nl should realize that almost all sciences have 
progressed to such a stage now that it is impossible to give all the facts 
and evidence in evcn a small corner of a scit"ncc in an elementary te-xt
book. As a conscqul"ncc, all elementary textbooks (including this one) 
art" necessarily false. However, the crrors of a textbook should be only 
ones of omission, never of commission. The author should tell "the 
truth, ... and nothing l>ut the truth"-but not the whole truth. To 
refer to the present problem, it should be permissible for an author to 
say: "The energy tOr muscle contraction comes from the burning of 
glycogen." However, he should not say: "The burning of glycogen 
causes a muscle to contract," or "A muscle cannot contract unless it 
burns glycogen." 

The student mastering a new science cannot learn the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth at one ft"ll swoop. He must work with 
the facts and evidence that arc given him and inch his way forward, 
so to speak, arriving at ever-closer approximations to the truth. In this 
nccessity, however, the rawt'st recruit karning how to handle the 
weapons of <1 scienct" docs not differ from the research scientist struggling 
at the outermost Ji·ontier. A-; one great <"hemistf has stated: 

"The scicnti~t is a practical man and his arc:' practical aims. 
He docs not seck the ullimale hut the pro."'imalt. He does not 
speak of the last analysis but rather of the next approximation. 
His arc not tho.~c beautiful structures so delicately designed 
that a single flaw may cause the collapse of the whole. The 
scientist builds slowly and with a gross but solid kind of 
masonry. If dissatisfied with any of his work, even if it be near 
the very foundations, he can replace that part without damage 

----:--
"' At! a matter of fact, much more is already known of the chemistry of musde activity. 

For instance, the reaction which is the immediate source of energy for equation {5) 
is a breakdown of glycogen to form lactic acid, a reaction in which oxygen is not involved. 
Subsequently, some of the lactic acid is completely oxidized. 

t Lewis, Gilbert N., The AMIQmy rif &irnce. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University 
Press, 1926. 
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to the remainder. On the whole, he is satisfied with his work, 
for while science may never be wholly right it certainly is 
never wholly wrong; and it seems to be improving from decade 
to decade." 

Fig. 4-8. Demonstration of the tendon of the palmaris longus musdc. This muscle and 
tendon arc absent in many normal humans. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

4-1. A muscle has only one positive action: contranion. How du you account fur the 
fact that opposite movements of an appendage arc possible? 

4-2. What is connective tissue? Why is it so called? Name as many kinds of con
nective tissue as you can, telling the importance of each, in so far as you know. 

4-3. What is striated muscle? Where is it found? \Vhere is muscle of other sorts 
found? 

4-4. What is the function of the striations in striated muscle? 
4-5. Give a simple equation for the reaction that takes place in the cylinders of a car 

when running. Docs this equation represent "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth"? If you say "No," give your reasons. 

4-6. What arc the cotnparative advantages of using man, dog, or frog for experi-
mentation in the field of musde physiology? 

4-7. Criticize: "All actions of all living organisms require oxygen." 
4-8. What are the chemical reartions involved in contraction and recovery of a muscle? 
4-9. What is m('ant by the phrase, "oxygen debt"? What phenomena well known to 

athletes docs this concept help explain? 
4-10. A muscle from a young frog is compared with a muscle from an olcJ frog. Both 

muscles are of exactly the same size and weight and both are treated the same, yet the 
old muscle cannot lift as heavy a weight as the young one. Suggest at least one factor 
that may account for the difference. 

4-11. The palmaris longus muscle is one of the muscles involved in flexing the fingers. 
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IL~ pn•sence or absence can be t'a.'lily determined on a eadaver (Fig. 4-BA), and with 
some an·uracy on a living person by pladng the forearm palm up on a table, flexing 
tht' middle finger and looking for a dimpling of the surface of the lower forearm, a11 

Nhown in Figure 4-SB. Do you have this muSt:k? In both arms? Is it pl'f"sc-nt in your 
parf'nt.~ and siblings? 

4-12. Con~idt'r Table 4-l. ('.ould one use thr pn·st·nee or al.llit'nt'(' of this musde 
in an individual human as a mean.~ of dl'termining l1is "rat·t•"? 

Chinf'St' 
Japam·• .. 
Negm<'ll, U.S.A. 
Russians 
Whill'll, U.S.A. 
Poks 
l'rcncl1 

Nunllumrm SJllvi~r 
Gibbons 
(:himpmw""' 
(:orillas 

TABLE 4-1 
f'n-(fllt'nry of Prt'S<'llt't' of l'r~llllull< Lmr~ur 
Musclr in l>•lfrn·nt "H.acf's" or Sp<"nt"S 

PER CI!:NT OF INnrVIl>trAI.~ J'ossF.S.~INQ TIIP. MW~£:1.1', 
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Chapter V 

Interlude: lkfolecules 

27. The Dimensions of Molecules 

The science of biology leans heavily on the srienrcs of physics and 
chemistry. For that reason, many phases of biology cannot be under

stood without some grasp of the elementary concepts of the related 
sciences. To understand the problem of breathing, one must know 
something about molecules-not a great deal, perhaps, to beg·in with, 
but as much as one would lf'arn in a high-school course in chemistry. 

The student who has a fair grasp of elementary chemistry can begin 
immediately with Char.ter VI. For the benefit of the student who has 

• not previously been exposed to this material, the current chapter is 
presented. Certain basic theories of the physical ocienccs will be prr
sented here without prorif, but with some corroborative evidence, in the 

hope that the theories will seem reasonable enough for the student to 
be willing to accept them tentatively. 

All matter, all materials, consist of (1) discrete bodies called mole
cules, and (2) empty space between the molecules. These molecules 

are exlremely small, so small that no one has ever seen them with even 
the highest magnification of an optical microscope,* yet the evidence 

• The ordinary microscope uses ordinary light rays and is called an optical miao.'ifopt. 
The tlectron microscapt wes beams of electrons and produces an image thaJ. cannot bt• 
seen by the human eye. It can, however, be photographed, and the photograph can 
then be examined. Thus, only in an indirect sense do we "see" objects with an electron 
mieroscope. With this instrument thr larger molccu!ell, such as the protein molerule~, 
l"an be- "llt'en." 

78 
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of their existence is very convincing. Or, to put it another way, we know 
of a great many faeL<> that can all be very easily accounted for by 

100 100•100 

" 

•oo 

100 •100 

100 X 100 X 100 • 
100 X 100 X 100 "100 

Fig. 5-1. The amount of magnifkation that would he needed to mak<" a molenllt• 
visible. A magnifkatiun of around one hnndrt"d million timl'S would ht• requin;d 
to mak<~ the molt·t·ult· look as big as the splwre in C:. Ry ('omparisou. a magnifiration 
of only one hundn:d times (R) Jevl'als th!" fac<"IS of a Hy"s eyt·; 10,000 tiuu·s (C) is too 
mueh to st·e the boundaries of d singk fact"!, but not <"nough to reve.tl moleeuks. 

assuming that invisible molecules exist, but we have not l>cC'n able to 
devise any other assumption which will tic the facts together in an 
integrateq, easily understandable picture. 

How small arc molecules? We might most easily get an appr<'Ciation 
of them by assuming, for the moment, that we had a microscope powerful 
enough to reveal them. And let us suppost• that our microscope mag-
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nifies in successive stages of 100, that is, each new stage presents the 
previous picture magnified so that a line that was 1 nun long in the 
previous picture becomes 100 mm long. 

First, to SC'e what a magnification of tOO X {"one hundred times") 
amounts to, let us examine the eye of a housefly before and aftf'r magni
fication (Fig. 5-lA-C). It takes only one such hundredfold magnifica
tion to reveal the beautiful structure of the surface of the eye. No addi
tional detail is revealed by another one-hundredfold magnification. 

Now, let us try to see the molecules present in air by, in imagination, 
magnifying it in successive steps of tOOX (Fig. 5-tD-G). Without 
magnification, we see nothing; similarly, for magnifications of 100 timcs; 
10,000 times (100 X 100); and 1,000,000 time< (100 X 100 X 100); 
but at a magnification of about one hundred million times, we at 
last see a little somt'thing about half as big as the eraser on the end 
of a lead pencil. We have indicated this "something" in Figure 5-1 G. 

It will be noticed that the cirdc in Figure 5-tG includes only one 
molecule; that is because the next nearest moleC'ulc happens to lie a 
little bit outside the frame of our picture. At any instant, the molecules 
present in air are various distances apart, but on the average the dis
tance between molecules of air is about ten times the apparent diameter 
of the molecules. 

An important characteristic of molecules is their continuous motion. 
The molecule indicated in Figure 5-tG would be visible only for an 
instant; the next moment it would be off someplace else, and perhaps 
we would be seeing some other molecule, also in rapid motion. At any 
given instant, the molecules of air in a room are moving with a great 
variety of velocities but the average velocity is extremely great; a 
molecule moves a distance equal to about two million million times its 
own diameter per second, or about onc·third of a mile per second. In other 
words, the magnified molecule of Figure 5-lG would have an apparent 
{magnified) velocity of about thirty million miles per second. 

A molecule of gas moves with very great velocity, until it strikes 
another molecule. The two molecules then rebound from each other 
with the directions and the speeds that one would predict if they were 
perfectly elastic billiard balls. On the average, each molecule of air 
moves a distance of about 1000 times its own diameter before it strikes 
another molecule. 
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From the facts of the two preceding paragraphs, it follows that the 
number of collisions suffered by a given molecule in each second is 
extremely great. ExpreSS<'d in terms of its own diameter, a molecule: 

(A) has a speed of 2,000,000,000,000 diameters per second 
(B) goes about 1,000 diameters between colli.~ions. 

Ht•nce: 

(C) the number of mllisions per second =A/B = 2,000,000,000 col
lisions per second. 

It should be stressed that the above figures represent auerage values. 
Actually, the speed of molecules varies over a wide range. The speed 
of any given molecule varies widely, too; every time it bumps into 
another molecule, its speed is either increased or decreased. Also, the 
distance between collisions and the number of collisions per second 
varies a great deal. But the above figures give the approximate average 
values. Notice the great number nf collisions per second for each 
molecule- two hi/lion. 

Another point should be emphasized once more: the molecules act 
as if they were perfectly cla~tic bodies. Friction does not exist in the 
submicroscopic world. The movement of the molecules is a form of 
energy called kinetic* energy. If we think of having a box of mole
cules completely insulated from all the rest of the world, i.e., not in 
t'Ontact or communication with any molecules outside the box, then 
wr should realize that the kinetic energy of the molecules inside the box 
will forever remain the same. The kinetic energy of each indil•idual 

molecule will change cv~ry time it bumps into another molecule, but 
the kinetic energy that is lost by one molecule is gained by another. 
So the average kinetic energy of Lhe "system"f remains the same. 

We have spoken only of molecules of a gas. But all substance, whether 

* Derived from the Greek ldnro, move. The same root is seen in cintma (short for 
cinematograph). 

t The word "system," as here used, refers to a number of dements (e.g., molecules, 
space) that are imagined to exist all by themselves, completely uninfluenced by the 
rest of the world which, for the moment, is imagined not to exist. Physicists may speak 
of a frictionl~ss pulley, or an infinitely small point, or a completely isolated system. 
Such things do not exist, save in the imagination, but beginning with these concepts 
we can, by methods of succe!l!livt· approximations, come closer and closer to the condi
tions that actually exist in the real world and eventuaJiy solve our problems. 
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solid, liquid, or gas, is made up of molecules and empty space. The 
chief difl!-renct' between a gas and a liquid is this: there is much more 
space between the mulcculcs of a gas than there is between the mole· 
cules of a liquid. At 100° Centigrade, water can be either a gas or a 

Fig. 5-2. Temperature, a mea~urc nt molet ular motion. Rapidly moving water 
molecule~ make the moletuks in the gla~~ mo\'C'" l.t~ler, and thc~c. in turn, incr(';J\{' 
the activity of the mercury mole<ules, The Jll('rtury cxpamh baauM! iu moh•<uk'> 

pu'>h harder ;tgainst one another. 

li<-Juit.l. In the ga:-wous condition (steam), thf" mulecuif's arr ahout ten 

times as far apart, and a givt-n number of mokeules occupit's about 
one thousand times as much space as the same number of molr-cules in 
the liquid phase. 

Solids, too, consist of molecult-s and space. The distance between 
molecules of a solid is usually about the same as the distance between 
molecules of the corresponding liquid. However, the motion of mole
cules in the solid is different. The molecules of a solid move, but not 
freely. Mutual attraction between the molecules keeps ea~h molecule 
more or less in one position, vibrating back and forth around a "home 
plate," as it were. For this reason. a solid retains a fixl•d form. 
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28. Kinetic:: Energy and Temperature 

In an isolated sy.~tem, the average kinetic energy of the molecules 
would remain forever the same. But any real "system" is in contact 
with the rest of the world and the kinetic energy of its molecules is 
influenced by the kinetic energy of the molecules around it. An example 
will make this clear: 

Suppose we have a thermometer whose molecules initially have a 
low average kinetic energy and that we thrust it into a vessel of water 
(Fig. S-2) whose molecules have a high kinetic energy. What will hap
pen? The molecules of the water, striking against those of the ther
mometer glass, will exert more force against the gla'>S molecules than 
that exerted by the glass molecules against the water molecules. As a 
result, the average kinetic energy and the speed of motion of the glass 
molecules will incrt'"ase. As their speed increases, the glass molecules will 
exert more force against the molecules of the mercury in the thermometer 
than the latter do against the former. As a result, the mercury molecules 
will begin to move faster. When molPcules move Ja.rter, tluy puslt harder 

againJ/ MCh other, !lws tnuliug lu increa.re the m•erage distana brtuwn themull•es. 

Or, looking at the situation macroscopically, we say that when a sub
stance is heated, it expands. We c-an sec now why the mercury in the 
thPrmomctPr ri~e~ as thP ~urrounding tt"mperahtrt'" increases. It is hr
t·ause the- avrnt~f" :-;ppPc-J ami thf-' a,·eragf' kinf"tir Cll('f'gy of thf' IIU'JTUry 
•noleculcs ai'P ill('J't'"asrd. 

Trmpna!ure ij o 11/1'0.1/l/C rif k/1/tti~ 1'1/t'l,l!J'• 

29. The Density of Molecules in a Gas: Avogadro's Law 

We have been speaking of the molecules of air as though there were 
only one kind. This is not true. There arc SC\'eral different kinds of 
molecules in air; the principal kinds are nitrogt'"n molecules and oxygen 
molecules, with a small proportion of carbon dioxide molecules and 
others. These molet·ules do not all weigh the same. If, as is commonly 
done, we take the weight of an oxygen molecule to be 32-not 32 
pounds, or.grams, or ounces, or any ordinary measure of weight, but 
just 32 "arbitrary" unnamed units-then nitrogen molecules weigh 28, 
and carbon diox:de molecules weigh 44. Each of the other kinds of 
molecules has its own characteristic weight. 
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Different kinds of molecules have different weights. But it is remark
able that the size, that is, the volume, of lhc diflCrent molecules is 
almost constant. More important, in gases the volume "occupied" by 

Fig . .5-3. When a door is opened between two compartments, the number of mol<"
cules in one becomes approximately equal to the number in the othl:'r (B). When this 
state has been reached, it will tt-nd to continue becaust' the probability of a molecule 
moving from kft to right is the !lame as the probability of one moving from right to 
left, as indicated hy the equal arrows in (C). Should the number of molcnd("S in the 
left side be twice as great as the numher in the right ~idf" (D), the probability of a 
mowmcnt from left to right is twkc that of a movement from right to left, a~ indicated 
by the arrows. Hence, the inequality of the two sides will eventually be eliminated. 
The argument is stated in terms of a few moleC'ules, whereas eVt'n a small volume (say 

that of a thimbl1•) ('ontains many million~. 

the molecules is almost the sam<' regardless of th<" weight of the mole
cules. In other words, of the space in the air in a cool room, about 
0.1% is occupied by molecules, and this is true regardless of the kind 
of molecules that make up the air. Or, to put it in the more usual way: 

The number of molecules in a given volume of gas .at a given 
temperature and pressure is independent of the kind of molecules. 

This is one way of stating a "law" proposed in 1811 by a chemist 
named Avogadro. It is often referred to as Avogadro's Law. A roomful 
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of nitrogen contains the same number of molecules as the same sized 
room filled with molecules of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, or any 
other gas, as long as the gases are subjected to the same temperature and 
pressure. Tlu"s rule applies only to gases. There is no such rule for liquids 
or solids . 

.30. Consequence of Molecular Motion: Diffusion 

Suppose we have a box divided in half by a removable partition. 
The partition, when in place, is gas tight, i.e., no gas molecules can 
get through it or around it to the other side. 

Now suppose that, to begin with, with the partition in place, we 
put (Fig. 5-3A) twelve molecules in one half-compartment and none 
in the other. As long as the partition is not moved, this condition will 
remain unchange-d, with the gas molecules continuously bouncing 
against one another and the walls of the left-hand compartment while 
thP right compartmcn.t remains free of molecules. 

What will happt'"n if we suddPnly remove the barrier? The first 
molrcule to reach the region where th{' barrie-r once was will pass on 
into the right-hand compartme-nt; it will continue moving until it 
strike-s a wall and rebounds. Subs{'quently, other molecules will move 
from the left compartment to the right, the motion of each molecule 
continuing in a straight line until it bumps into.,other gas molecules 
or into the wall. In a very short time, a census of molecules would show 
that there would lx- the same number of mol{'cules in the right-hand 
compartmt'nt as in the left-hand one (sec Fig. 5-3B). Once this situation 
is reached, it will b{' maintained indefinitely unl<'ss outside forces 
interfcrr. 

How dOf's it happen that the numbt'rs of mokcult•s in the two com
partments soon become equal and ~main equal? It surely doesn't 
imply any intelligence on their part? We can most easily see what it is 
that makes the two numbers equal if we first asJ11me that they are equal 
and ask what it is that keeps the numbers equal. 

Assume .that the situation diagrammed in Figure 5-3B has been 
reached, with six molecules in each compartment. All of these molecules 
are in continuous motion. Tlteir motion is qf fl f(J!Idom sort, that is, if a 
molecule could be suddenly made visible to us, it would as likely prove 
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In he moving in one direction as in anotlu.·r. All din·ctions of motion an· 
l'f!Uitlly probablr. Referring now to Figurt" 5-3C, it is apparent that tlw 
probability of some mok<·ulc 1i10ving from the left side to thr right 
side is exactly equal to the probability of some other moleculc moving 
from the right side to the left side. Therefore, it is most probable that 
the number of molecules will remain the same in the two equal com
partments. 

The argument can bt> put in anothr-r way. Suppose, hy some chann•, 
the molecules moved diftf-rentially until there wert' eight molecu!t"s on 
tht' left side and only four on the right side (Fig. 5-30). The motion 
of the molecules is of a random sort. Any particular molecule is as 
likely to be moving in a specified direction a<; is any other molecult·. 
That is, the probability that a particular molecule on the left side 
will be moving toward the right is exactly the probability that another 
particular molecule on the right will be moving toward the left. But 
there are twice as many molecules on the left side as there are on the right. There
fore, the probability that some molecule will move from left to right is 
twice as great as the probability that some molecule will move from right 
to left. The movement left to right will remain more probable than the 
opposite movement until tht' number of molcrulcs in the two ('Oinparl
ments is equal. From this time on a movt'ment --+ will be as prui.Jablt' 
as one -1--j then•fore, the number of molt>culc_•s in thf' two compartments 
will remain the samt>. 

The critical reader will notke that underlying the preceding dis
cussion is the unexpressed assumption that, of a number of possible 
events which have different probabilities of happening, the moot prob
able one will happen. Is this true? Are we justified in making this 
assumption? 

Everyone knows that sometimes the less probable event happens. 
To take a common example: .1·umt'lime.1· a playel' wins money from a 
slot-machine-but not oiten. The odds of a slot-machine are arranged 
in favor of the machine and its owner. If a man plays the machine only 
a few times, he may come out winner. If he plays it a great many times, 
he is almost certain to lose, i.e., the probability of his winnipg becomes 
very small. Looking at the problem from the other side, the owner, 
since he is in effect playing a great many games, with the odds in his 
favor, is almost certain to win. Whert> large numhf'rs art> involvt>d, the 
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possibility of the less probable event's happening can be disregarded 
as a practical matter. Paradoxically, a gambling house, which plays 
lf"ns of thousands of games {with the odds in favor of "the house'') 
is not f'ngaged in gambling; only thf' customer gambles. 

To return to our example of thf' distribution of molecules in the two 
compartmf'nts of the box: it is apparent that, by chance, the molecuks 
might be unequally distributed in the two sides, but that the probability 
of a sigmficoutiy unequal distribution will decrease as the number of 
molecules increases. By the laws of probability, the probability that all 
the molecules will be on one side {either side) with the opposite side 
empty can be calculated. The calculations for a few simple cases arc 
shown in Table 5-1. With only two mole<_.ules there is a 50-50 chance 
that both will bt- together, but with as few as 12 molecules, the prob
ability for this evf'nt is less than I in 2,000. In other words, if one made 
r)f'riodic observations, say cvf'ry half hour, of the set-up pictured in 
Figure S-3, only about once every 42 days would one expect to find 
all the molecules on one side. Other and less extreme inequalities in 
the distribution of the molecules would, of course, be more probable. 

One is ordinarily dealing with how many molecules? Suppose the 
two compartments eac-h had a volume of one pint and contained air 
at ordinary temperature and pressurr. In this case, the number of 
molecules would be more than 20,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 . 

TABLE 5-1 • 
T!IF. PROBABILITY 0~ AN lJNEQUAL 0ISTRIBUTION fW MoLECULE~ IN A 

Two-CoMPARTMENT Box 

No. Of/ MowcULEN 

IN Two-CoMPARTMENT Box 
2 

4 
6 
8 

10 
12 

PRuBAHILlTY THAT Au. THE MoLECULES ARE 
IN THE SAME COMPARTMENT (EITHER ONE) AT 

A GIVEN INSTANT 

1/2 
1/8 
1/32 
1/128 
1/512 
1/2048 

t'rom the trend of the fi.~urr~ in Tahle 5-I, it should be apparent 
that the chance (hat all of these molecules would be on one side of 
the box would be so ridiculously small that we can ignore it. lndet'd, 
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the chance that one compartment would contain as little as 1% more 
molecules than the other is very, very small; or, for that matlf"r, as 
little as 0.00001% more. In a Sf"t-up of this sort, no one has ever ob
served any discrepancy in the number of molf"culcs pr('sent on tht" two 
sides. Any difference that would be at all likt'iy to happen would he 
far small<:>r than our most sensitive methods of measurement could detc<'l. 

31. Reality of Molecular Movement Verified with Radioactive 
Isotopes 

Since no differences in the numlx-r of molecules in two connecting 
compartments of a box can ever be detected, how do we know that 
exchange between the two compartments goes on continuously? 

One way to establish the fact that molecules arc continuously moving 
from one side to the other would he by th(" US<' of radioactive i~otopcfl. 
An accurate description of isotopes would take us too far into the field 
of chemistry. For our present purpose, we may content ourselves with 
saying that every element (such as carbon) exists in several forms called 
isotopes. Tht" isotopes of a single clement are dwmically identical, that 
is, they all combine with the other elements in the same way. However, 
some of the isotopes can be detected by physical apparatus (e.g., Gt·iger 
counters), so that the position and movement of the isotopes can be 

followed. Isotopes that can be detected in this way are called radio
aclive isotope.r. 

By the use of radioactive isotopes, the continuom exchange of mole
cules in a two-compartment box such as that of Figure S-3 could he 
easily established. If an equal number of molecules of carbon dioxide 
were put in both compartments, but the molecules in the left side were 
of radioactive carbon dioxide while those of the other were of ordinary 
carbon dioxide, then, by the use of a Ceiger counter, one could detect 
the decrease in the number of radioactive molecules* in the left com
partment and their increase in the right. Since other measurements 
would show no change in the total number of molecules in the right
hand compartment, it follows that some of the nonradioactive molecules 
must have moved to the left side. 

* A question for the studr-nt who has !lOme knowledge of ph}'llics: which is the more 
accurate expression: "radioactive molecules," or "radioactive atoms"? 
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32. The Slowness of Diffusion 

The process we have just described is often referred to as diffusion. 
In the example, radioactive carbon dioxide diffused into normal carbon 

Fig. 5-4. The macroscopicaJly visible diffusion of dye through water due to the con-
tinuous, r.tndom motion of the invisible molecules of dyestuff and water. 

dioxide, and normal carbon dioxide diffused into .. the radioactive mate
rial. Even if both compartments had initially had the .~ame kinds of 
molecules, material from one side would have diffuSf'd into the other. 
But, in this case, no change would have resulted, and the term diffusion 
would not ordinarily be applied to such a case, though it is not funda
mentally different. The term diffusion is ordinarily applied to cases 
in which molecules of one substance mix with molecules of another 
substance, resulting in a change in the relative concentration of 
the two. 

Examples of diffusion of one substance into or through another are 
common. The easiest to appreciate are those which involve the diffusion 
of an odo~us gas molecule through the air. To mention only one exam
ple, a dog which has had a recent encounter with a skunk can be 
detected many feet away, by the nose alone. This is because certain 
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molecules which were donatcd to th€" dog by the skunk diffuse through 
the air in all directions; our nose, as it happens, is a very sensitive 
detector of molecules of this kind. Only a few (perhaps a few million, 
really a trifling number of molecules) need reach the nose for it to be 

aware of them. 
Diffusion can take place not only through gaS<"s but also, though 

more slowly, through liquid!': and even solids. A familiar experiment 
involves the placing of a brilliant dye at the bottom of a tall cylinder 
filled with watt"r (Fig. 5-4). Afler a time, the color of the dye is visible 
at some distance from the bottom, showing that the dye is slowly diffusing 
through the liquid. As the days go by, the edge of visible color slowly 
creeps upward. Ultimately, though it may take years, the dye will be 
almost uniformly distributed throughout the cylinder of water. 

At this point, a question naturally arises: if (as was pointed out in 
§ 27) the speed of molecules is so very great, how does it happen that 
the rate of diffusion is so slow? The speed of oxygen molecules, given 
previously in terms of molecular diameters, is about 1 mile per second 
at room temperature and pressure. Heavier molecules do not move so 
Iast but, even so, have very great speeds as we ordinarily judge speed. 
Molecules of a dye such as methylene blue move at approximately 
the rate of 100 yards per scrond or over 200 miles an hour. With such 
a velocity, why does the dyestuff not diffuse faster? 

Plainly, the answt"r lies in the impediment to movement offered by 
the other molecules. A molt·cule of dye may move at the rate of 200 
miles per hour hut it will not go even a millionth of a millionth of a 
mile before it humps into another molecule which changes it'l direction 
of motion. A given molecule will mllide with other molecules and 
change iL'I direction many million times a second; hence, it is not sur
prising that measurable diffusion over a distance of inches takes days, 
months, or even years. 

33. Molecular Motion and the Pressure of Gases 

The pressure exerted by a gas is directly attributable to t:pe motion 
of its molecules. Each individual molecule has very little weight (it 
takes more than 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 molecules of oxygen 
to weigh an ounce) but the molecules are moving with grt"at spct'd and 
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Fir. 5~5. The pressure exerted by moving molecules can support a weight (A). This pressure 
is most conveniently measured by means of a column of mercury (B). The normal atmosphere 
can thus support a column of mercury (C). The barometer (C and D) is a device for measur-

ing' the height of the column of mercury supported by the atmosphere. 

there are a great many of them. As a consequence of their continual 
striking and rebounding from the walls of a container, the molecules 
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exert a measurable push against the walls. We can show this by having 
one part of the upper (ceiling) wall made movable, by making it 
essentially a piston moving in a cylinder (Fig. 5-S). Such a piston, if of 
just the right weight, will remain motionless in the cylinder; the tendency 
of gravity to make it fall will be exactly balanced by the fon·c of the 
molcrulcs tending to push it up. If the scalf:" of Figure 5-5 were correct, 
the piston would continuously bob up and down, moving upward each 
time a molecule hit its lower surface and downward, under the influence 
of gravity, between "hits." However, the size of the molecules in the 
figure is much exaggerated and their number minimized. Since millions 
of molecules hit the piston each moment, it shows no perceptible 
movement from moment to moment. 

The push exerted by uncounted millions of molecules against the sur
faces enclosing them we refer to as pressure. We could usc a set-up 
of the sort illustrated to measure this pressure, but it would be incon
venient; it would take many trials to determine exacl('JI the right weight 
to make the piston to keep it from moving either up or down. Mort'
over, for every slight change in pressure, the weight of the piston would 
again have to be adjusted. A more flexible device is needed for measuring 
pressure. 

Such a device is the manometer (from the Greek manos, rare [probably 
because a gas is considered a rarified substanccJ, and metron, mea-;ure). 
The essential construction is illustrated in Figure 5-5 B. The resemblance, 
in principle, to the apparatus shown in Figure 5-5A is apparent. Again, 
the pressure of the gas raises a weight, but this time the weight is the 
weight of a {_'olumn of liquid, usually mercury, moving in a tube. Hy 
having the column of men·ury in contact with a reservoir of mercury, 
continuous variation in the weight of the supported column is per
mitted. Thus, it is easy to follow change-s in the pressure of a gas. The 
pressure so measured is commonly expressed in terms of the height of 
the column of mercury it supports, e.g., "a pressure of 312 mm. Hg." 
Hg is an abbreviation for the Latin name, Hydrargyrum, and is written 
without a period. The abbreviation mm. (written either with or without 
a period) is an abbreviation for millimeters, a unit of measure in the 
metric system. The relation between the metric and the English systems 
is shown in Figure 5-5C. 

An instrument constructed like the manometer of Figure 5-5B, even 
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if not connected with an obvious source of gas molecules, will yet, in 

the usual environment, have its two "arms" of mercury standing at 
different levels (Fig. 5-SC). The reason for this is that the air surrounding 

Fig. 5-6. A manometer (A) may be used to measure the pressure exerted in the ex
perimental set-up shown in B. If the pressure exerted is less than that of the atmos!)here, 

we rekr to it as a negative pressure (C). 

us is made up of gas molecules that are continuously exerting a pressure 
on all su~faces. The differC'nce between the two arms of mercury when 
only one of them is open to the air is normally in the neighborhood 
of 760 mm, 

An instrument which is·u~ed to measure the pressure of the air around 
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us is called a barometer. Figure 5-SC rcpn·~·nts the t·s~ntials of its 
construction. A 111orc usual form is shown in Figurc 5-SD, which docs 

not difli.·r t·s~cntially from that of Figur<' 5-SC but is so constructed as 
to minimize th(' danger of dust falling into, or mct·cury falling out of, 
the n·Sf'rvoir. 

Quite commonly, a manomt'lt"r differ.-. from a barometer in that 
neitht•-r ann cndoses a vacuum (Fig. 5-6A). In such an imtrument, 
hoth columns of me-rcury stand at the samt' heig-ht when they ar(' both 

open to the air because the bumhan.hnt"nl of multx·ules is equally 
powerful on both. If this sort of manometer is then t'Ulllll'clt•d to sumr 
chamber whose pressurt' we want to dctt-rmine (Fig. 5-6B). the reading
say 23.2 mm-really means "23.2 nun plus atmospheric pn.·ssurt"" 

since the gas in the chamber is supporting both the weight of the 
atmosphere and the weight of 23.2 mm of mercury. However, if all the 

readings art• being made with this sort of manometer, it may be possible 
to ignore tht" W<"ight of the atmosphere and say merely that the pressure 
is "23.2 mm Hg." As long as the instrumt'nlal set-up is clearly under

stood by all, no harm is done by this sort of incomplete expression. 

In making manometric mf'asuremcnts, still another incomplete ex

pression is often US(.'d which sometimes causes misunderstanding. If tht' 

mercury in the arm nmncetcd with the experimental apparatus riSt"s 
above the lew! of the mercury in tht· open arm, the result is oftt·n 

stated as a urgath·t· pn'SJ/111', e.~., (S<'c Fig. 5-6C) "a pressure of -12 mm 
Hg." On the fan· of it, a negative pressure is an impossibility. The 
amount of prt"ssun· is proportional to the number of molecules per unit 

volume; a negative pressure would imply a negative number of mole
cules, which is dearly ridiculous. 

It will be easily understood that the true statement of pressure for 
the example given would be "atmospheric pressure minus 12 mm Hg," 

though such a full (and true) statement is almost never given in practice. 
It is assumed that the reader understands the experimental set-up and 
the- method of measurement. SometinU's a negative pressure of x mm 

meam a pressure which is x mm less than atmospheric. At other times, 

it means a pressure of x mm less than some other pressure s,upposedly 
known to the reader. The meaning of "x mm Hg" is usually clear from 
the context. 

Nonscientists sometimes ascribe to science an exactness of expression 
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which is inhumanly perfect. The example just presented is but one of 
many common scientific exprl"ssions which atT, strictly speaking, quite 
inexact. Such elliptical expressions sometimes caust> misunderstandings 

'Pra:.e.ure is a 
mea$ul"e of -the 

number of molecules 
of a gas 

>O 
mm. 

50 
mm. 

Fig. 5-7. Showing- how tlw pn·s~ure, expressed in mm of mercury, is a lll{'<tSllrc of 
numlwr of moko:.:uks. 

• 
among the uninitiatf'rl; to scif"ntists, tllf'y seldom cause troublr-. In the 
rPalm of scif'tHitit· exprcs~ion, they corr('spond to th(' u/wm of colluqui<ll 

speech. When we spt'ak of "carrying out a plan," we certainly do not 
mean that we carried the plan outsid(' or that we discarded it. which a 

foreigner unlearned in English idiom might suppose. To those who 
really know the language, the idiom offer~ no difficulty. Similarly, the 
idioms or ellipses of scientific discourse (like "negative pressure") give 

no trouble once the idea behind the words is grasped. 

34. Partial Pressures: Pressure as a Measure of Quantity of 
Material 

The magnitudr of the prt>ssurc is proportional to the number of 

molecules if the volume and temperature remain ~.:onstant. From our 
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picture of the cause of pressure, this would seem to be reasonable and 
it can be illustrated by essentially simple experiments. 

In Figure 5-7, are shown three equal sized containers. The first, A, 
contains such a quantity of gas as to exert a pressure of 20 mm. The 
second contains a quantity which exerts a pr<."ssurc of 30 mm. If, now, 
we transfer all the gas from both containers into a new container, of 
the same sizf'" as before, we will have A plus B molecules, and the total 
pressure will be increased correspondingly to 50 mm (20 plus 30). 

Suppos{' tht' gases in A and B wcre mmposed of different kinds of 
molecules, what would happen? As.~uming that there is no chemical 
reaction between the two, this situation is exactly as described above. 
The pressure in C (Fig. 5~7) will be 50 mm Hg (20 plus 30). 

Clt>arly, the prt>ssure in C is contributed by molecules of two different 
kinds, the A kind and the B kind. A contributes } of the pressure of 
50 mm. Therefore, it is customary to RaY that the partial pressure 
of A in vessel C is 20 mm. Similarly, the partial pressure of B in vessel 
C is 30 mm. Together, the partial pressur("s of all the constituent gases 
give the pressure of the whole mixture (50 mm Hg in this case). 

When we deal with gases, we are usually intert>sted primarily in the 
total number of molecules or with the numlx-r of each kind of molecule. 
But, experimentally, the number of molecules is difficult to determine. 
Volume, however, and pressure are easy to determine. Modern molccu~ 
Jar theory (suggested, for the most part, without proof in this chapter) 
indicates that from the volume and the pressure (and the temperature), 
one can quite easily calculate the number of molecult>s. Ilowt>vt>r, the 
expcrimt>ntal readings are usually in terms of volumes and pressures. 
To avoid the labor of converting these to numbers of molecules, dis~ 

course is kept at the level of volumes and pressures since this amounts 
to the same thing. But the student should not Jose sight of the fact that 
when we speak of volumes and pres.'!ures, we arc really concerned with 
numbers and concentrations of molecules. 

35. Chemical Shorthand 

So far, in speaking of molecules involved in physiological processes, 
we have designated them in the usual literary longhand, {".g., carbon 
dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen. Future progress will be expedited by intro-
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clueing here conventional chemical shorthand. But, to do that, we must 
first introduce some new concept~, the concepts of atoms and compouruis. 

When discussing the movements of gases, the molecule is the most 
useful unit. Molecules, howevf'r, can be further broken down into 
smaller units called atoms. A molecule of carbon dioxide, for instance, 
consists of one atom of carbon and two atoms (hence, the dioxide) of 
oxygen. The standard symbol for rarbon is C; for oxygen, 0; and 
(_'arbon dioxide is wrillen C02• The subSC'ript numbers indicate the 
ratios of the various atoms in the molecule. Strictly, we should symbolize 
carbon dioxide by C102 but the subscript 1 is understood; all others 
must be written. 

The propertif's of a molecule are determined not only by the kind 
of atoms it contains but also by the number and arrangement of atoms 
in the molecule. There arc two oxides of carbon, namely: 

co2-carbon dioxide 
CO -carbon monoxide 

These both have the same atoms but in different proportions. With 
respect to their effect on the organism they are utterly different. If a 
man breathes in carbon dioxide, he soon starts breathing faster. If he 
breathes carbon monoxide, he stops breathing entirely. Not all mole
cules arc composed of different kinds of atoms. Oxygen molecules, for 
instance, arc made up of oxygen atoms, two to a molecule. The formula 

• 
for oxygen is 0 2 ; similarly, for atmospheric nitrogen, N2• 

We must distinguish now between compounds and mixtures. 
A compound is a substance all of whose molecules are made 

up of the same proportion of atoms combined in a definite way. 
C02 is a compound; CO is a compound. 0 2 is not considered a compound 
because it is made of only one kind of atom. 

A mixture is made up of different kinds of molecules. Air is a 
mixture of N2, 0 2, with a little C02, H20 (water), and smaller amounts 
of other kinds of molecules. 

It is important to realize that a mixture of two different compounds 
does not a!llount to the same thing as another compound with the same 
atomic proportions as the mixture. For example: 

Two molecules of CO plus one molecule of 0 2 has the same atomic 
proportions of C:O (namely 2:4 or 1 :2) as the compound C02, but it 
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will not have the same effect. The effect of CO plus 0 2 on the organism 
is virtually the sum of the effects of the separate substances; it does not 
equal the effect of C02• Carbon dioxide (C02) stimulates breathing. 
Carbon monoxide (CO) stops hrcathing, thus t:ausing d<>ath, and this 
cHet•t is not prevented hy the presl"nce of oxygen (02}. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

5-1. h:c Jloats in water. Which are farther apart (on the average), the lllolcculcs in 
ice or the molecules in water? 

S-2. Reft'rring to the ~xperiment diagrammed in Figure 5-2, when the cool ther
mometer was put into the warm water, what must have happened to the average 
kinetk l'nergy of the water mokndes? 

5-3. Ont" quart w·S~WI is filled with air at a temprratuJT of .'\0° <:; anothr-r 0111~ with 
air at R0° C. T~ pn-ssu!T in hoth V!:"!!Sels is thr :;amt·. Which u1w <Hnt.Jin~ till' grl'att>r 
numbt-r of Jnoknil('l!~ 

5-4. Onr V<'S.'If'l nmtdin.~ nitnl)!;f'll !':<IS at a tt>lllJit'Tdlun·uf :10" (; dtui .1t dl111<>.~phrli,· 

pressurl:'; another vessel of the same sil':c t·ontains oxygen gas at the same temperatmT 
and pressurl:'. What is the ralw of the number of nitrogen mok•t:uks in the one lO the 
number of oxygen mokcules in the olht•r? 

5-5. Tht• left-hand compartment of a rigid hox like that of Figun: 5-3A is filkd with 
oxygen at 50° C at atmospheric pressure; the other side is filled with oxygt•n at 30° C 
at the same prt'SSUrt'. After the tcmpcratnrt::~ uf the two sides have become equal, the 
center gate is opened. What hoppmr? Explain in two wa}'ll: (a) in tt'rms of pH'SSUn:; 
(b) in terms of a probability argument. 

S-6. Mercury wdghs about 13.5 times as much as water. If a barometer were made 
with water in it instC"ad of mercury, about how high would the baromctt·r have to lw? 

5-7. A "suction pump" operates by creating a va1·uum above tht' fluid to IX' rai~f'd. 

Ahout how high could th1~ most efficient surtinn pump raist· watf'r from a wf'IU 
5-8. At hiJ;:h altitud<'s. atmospht'ric pressure is l1•ss thdll at low dititud!:"~. Wmdd tlw 

samt' suttion pump be able to raise watt'r highn fnnn a well on Mt. McKinl<>y or fro111 
a well at sea kvcl? 

5-9. Those to whom the beginnings of scientific ideas arc interesting will enjoy 
reading Lucretius' "On The Nature Of Things," written in the century before the 
birth of Christ. Book I is well worth a careful reading with these two questions in mind: 
(I) What are thf' dill'erences and resemblances between LucretiWI' pklurc of the world 
and our prest'llt idea of the mok-cular structure of matter; and (2) what evidence and 
arguments does Lucretius marshal to support his theory? 



Chapter Vl 

The Breathing System 

36. The Need for Breathing 

It often happen~ that phenomena that are best known are longest 
hC'ing explained. If a process is always l:x-fore our eyes, we accept it 
unque!ltioningly and assume that, of course, we understand it. Breathing 

i:-~ !Hich a proccs!l. For 50,000 yrars, mr-n brrathf'd regularly, t.Jay in, 
day out, without askin).{ themsrlvt>s why they Wt>ft" breathin~. It per· 

haps was just a~ wt·ll they did not ask be-caw;t" the nrce~>~ary rt'lated 

sciences of physics and chemistry were not well ~nough advanced to 

permit a biological answer to this question. Certainly, it is fortunate 

that men did not stop breathing until they learned the answer! But, 

gradually, the question forced itself to the surface of men's consciousness: 
Why breathe? What usiful purpose does breathing serve? 

The answers to these questions were various, and some of them were 

surprigingly dose to the correct ones. But many of them were far from 

the ma1k As latt> as 300 years agu, it was nmgidered likely that the 

primary purpose of breathing was to ke-e-p the blood moving in the 

body, to mention but one of the prominent theories. The experiments 

by which !he true significance of breathing was finally elucidated form 

an interesting chapter in the history of science, but one which we will 

not take time to recount here. 

We may bring ourselveg quickly to the modern position by restating 

99 
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Fig. 6-1. It is diffu:ult to understand the organism as a whole, and so the complex of 
processes involved in rt"llpiration is analyz(·d into separate subjects whkh are treated 
in variow chapters, as indkatt·d above. Rt.>spiration ocmrs in all the cells of the body. 

once more the equation representing the gist of the most important 
chemical processes taking place in the body: 

Food +oxygen---+-- carbon dioxide + water + energy. (1) 

This can be expressed more briefly with conventional chemical 
symbols: 

Food + O, --+ CO, + H,O + E (2) 

"Food" we have not reduced to shorthand because it is not a com~ 
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pound but a mixture of compounds. In abbreviating energy, we have 
used a script"~' rather than an ordinary capital "E", lest it be thought 
that the symbol represents a kind of atom. 

The process indicated by this equation (2) is called respiration. 
It is a chemical process, taking place only inside the individual cells 
of the body. That being so, it is apparent that the body is confronted 
with the problt>ms of getting food and oxygen to the cells and of carrying 
away the waste products of respiration, namely, carbon dioxide and 
water. 

These problems, in turn, can be further subdivided. First, food and 
oxygen must be got into the body somewhere, through some portal 
of entry. The portal in the case of food is the gastrointestinal tract 
(the stomach, intestines, etc.) which will be discussed in Chapter VIII. 
The portal for oxygen is the lungs, and is discussed in the present chapter. 
On<:e oxygen or food has entered the body through the wall of the 
lungs or the intestine, it must be transported to the cells; transport is 
eflected by the blood stream (discussed in Chap. IX). Discussion of 
the process of respircltion taking place in the cells will be deferred to 
Part IV. Following respiration, the waste products are carried away 
from the cells by the blood stream, the carbon dioxide to be disposed 
of largely through the lungs, and the water through the kidneys and 
sweat glands. 

The treatment whiCh we propose to follow can be diagrammed as 
shown in Figure 6-1. The various problems connC'cted with respiration, 
although intt'rconn('ctcd to St'rve the same function, namely, respiration 
in the C'ells, will be analytic-ally st'paratcd for treatment in different 
chapters, as stated above. Like all analysis, this separation of intcr
conne('ted functions results in a certain falsification. Analysis is a prac
tical necessity; the student should try to counteract the dangers of it by 
integrating each new bit of knowledge into a picture of the whole 
process. 

One further warning before we go on: The word respire is derived 
from the Latin roots re, back (or again) and spiro, breathe; hence 
respiration,. etymologically, is synonymous with breathing. Historically, 
this was the first meaning of the term. It is still listed as the primary 
meaning in dictionaries and is the commonest sense in which it is used 
in medical literature. However, more than a century ago, the term 
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respiration was applied to the biochemical proces.~ indicated by equa· 
tion {2). Respiration, in this senflf', is a process that takes place in 
nearly all organisms, the majority of whkh do not brf'athe in thr human 
S<'nse at all. The usc of the word rNlpiration in this srnsr has increased 
to such an extent that it is today virtually the only sense in which it is 
used in research reports in biology, exclusive of medical literature. 
Confusion will be avoided if we usc the term respiration in only one 
sense; we think that usagcjustifit's choosing the more recent biochemical 
one. Therefore, in this book, the following definitions will be adhered to: 

Respiration: 

Definition: Food + 02-+ C02 + H20 + E (in a living body) 

Breathing: 
Definition: The process by which 0 2 is takt>n into the vertebral<' 

body and C02 is expelled therefrom, the organs of breathing being 
the lungs and associated structures. 

It is unfortunate, in a way, that a definition once made is not adht'red 
to forever; at least, thus might awkward transition periods be avoided. 
But language is not fixed. As time passes, words acquire new meanings 
and lose old ones. It is a process against which reactionary lexicographers 
rail in vain. Most modern lexicographers and philologists recognize 
tiU' inrvitahility of f'Volution in language and appreciate thr- eSsential 
suundn<'SS of l_,f'wis Carroll's vif'w of th<' uaturf' of ddinition as t·~

presl«'d in Thmu~/1 Thr. Lrmkitl,l!, Gln.11: 

"1 don't know what you mean hy 'glory'," Alit·c said. 

Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. "Of course you don't
'til I tell you. I meant 'there's a nice knock-down argument 
for you'." 

"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument'," 
Alice objected. 

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful 
tone, "it means just what I choose it to mean-neither more nor 
less." 

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words 
mean so many different things." 

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be 
master-that's all." 
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Fig. 6-2. The path of air in the breathing system. The long and somewhat tortuous 
path permits air conditioning--humidifying, warming, and cleaning of the air~ 

before it gets to the alveoli where it can enter the body. 
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37. How the Air Gets to the Lungs 

Using Figure 6-2A as a map, it will be worth while to trace the 
path of air from the oublide to the lungs. 

Nonnally we take in air through the nostrils. The structure of the 
nasal passages between the nostrils and the region of the pharynx 
constitutes a nicely designed air-conditioning system. Most of the time, 
the air outside is colder and dryer than it should be when it comes in 
contact with the lungs. The nasal passages are so constructed as to 
permit rapid modification of the temperature and humidity of the air. 
The over-all distance between nose and pharynx is only a few inches, 
but the air passage in that region is greatly complicated by the presence 
of bony structures (Fig. 6-2B) called turbinates (Latin turhinis, any
thing that whirls around, such as a whirlwind or top). These turbinates 
create eddies in the incoming air and thus increase the contact of the 
air with the extensive surface of the nasal passages. The bones of the 
turbinates are covered with a warm, moist tissue called mucous epithe
lium (Greek epi, upon, plus thelys, tender, delicate; that is, a delicate-, 
outside tissue) which secretes mucus. Contact with the warm, watery 
mucus both warms and humidifies the incoming air, 

The air is air conditioned in another way by the nose. Large particles 
of dirt are filtered out by the hairs lining those portions of the nasal 
cavities which are situated closer to the exterior. Smaller particles stick 
to the mucus and arc eventually discharged with it. The filtering func
tion of the mucus is brought home to us when we note the color of the 
nasal secretion following a sailboat trip (through an atmosphere that 
is already dirt free) as compared with that which follows a trip over a 
dusty road. 

In filtering out small air-borne particles, the mucus performs a 
hygienic function. Many of these particles are bacteria, and a few of 
the bacteria are disease-producing kinds. The mucus keeps most of the 
bacteria from ever getting to the lungs. Moreover, mucus possesses 
marked bactericidal* properties. 

Normally, the amount of mucus secreted is not enough for us to be 
aware of it. Evaporation of the water in the mucus and Unconscious 

• The student should be able to deduce the meaning of this word from others already 
known to him; e.g., suicide, homicide, fratricide. 
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swallowing remove it as fast as it accumulates. In many diseases, how
ever, e.g., "colds," the rate of secretion of mucus is greatly increased. 
This increase in rate of secretion of such a bactericidal material un
doubtedly serves a useful function. However, the secretion of mucus 
and the attendant swelling of the mucous epithelium often proceed to 
sU<-'h an extent that breathing through the nose becomes impossible, 
and air must be brought in through the mouth, thus by-passing the 
excellent air-conditioning apparatus of the nose. We sec here an example 
of a type of reaction that is fairly common in the human body, an adap
tive rcspom;c which overshoots the mark, so to speak. The human 
body is wonderful; but it is not perfect. 

Once air is in the pharynx (Greek pharynJ:, throat), two courses arc 
open to it: the esophagus and the trachea (Greek tradrys, rough: be
cause of the bumpines.<~ of this tube). Th<-· esophagus, which leads to 
the stomach, is normally collap~cd and little air passes down it.* In
stead, air passes into the trachea ("windpipe") which is permanently 
kept open by rigid rings of cartilage in its walls. Ncar tht' upper end 
of the trachea is the' larynx or "voice box." This specialized part of the 
traehea supports S<.'vcral "vocal cords" (Fig. 6-2C) which are responsible 
for the primary production of the voice. The'se cords are stretched 
across the air passage. When the tension on th('m is increased and air 
is forced past them, a tone is produced, just as it is when we blow 
against a stretched rubbe-r band. The vocal cordsyie!d a higher pitched 
tone whe-n they arc stretched tighter. Tlw 1<-•ngth of the cords dete-rmines 
the pitch of the voice. Longer cords arc pitched lower than short ones. 
Since the kngth of the cord is determined by the diameter of the larynx, 
men, whose larynxes arc usually larger than those of women (and, 
hence, more often externally noticeable as the "Adam's apple") have, 
as a rule, deeper voices than women. 

The vocal cords are the primary producers of the voice, but they arc 
only part of the mechanism. The cavities of the pharynx, the mouth, 

• By closing the cpiglouis over the glottis and "swallowing," air can Jx. forced down 
the 1."51>phagus. It can later be pcnniuc:d to return. The rt'turn can be silent or can be 
made strikingly audible by the vibration of movabk ~tructurcs (probably the uvula) 
which stand in the path of the returning air. The ability to control the time and tone 
of such a pneumoesophagral ft"gurgitation is of l·onsidcrable soda! importance in some 
societies (e.g., in Japan) where the execution of a resonant pneumatic rumble is consid
ered a compliment to thc cuisine. 
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and the nose also act as resonating chambers and vary the rdativt" 
strt'ngth of the diffen-nt overtones of the sounds produced by the vocal 
rords. Thest' overtones can bC' greatly altered by modifying the n-.~o-

A • 

0 

Fig. &-3. Simplified diagram illustrating the pressure relationship!! of breathing. Thl' 
pressure illliide the lungs is the same as that out.'!ide at all tiJOt"ll, whether tht" hmgs are 
relatively collapsed (A) or inllah•d {B). IF we muld carry out th{" movrmrntH of breath
ing in while ket'ping the hn•athing passaw·R dosed (C), the internal pw.~sul1.' woulrl 
lw less than that outside until the pass.t~e wa.~ reopened (D). (Not(': the layer of fluid 

between lunw-: .md t:hr~t wall is only a Vl'ry thin l.tyrr.) 

nating passages through movement of the tongue, the uvula, and other 
movable parts. The e"ffC"ct of the" resonating chambers on the character 
of the voice is obvious when the nasal chambers are blocked off, for 
instance, by congestion with mucus, or by squeezing the nostrils shut. 
The tone produced is known as a "nasal" tone. W«" speak of singing 
or speaking "through the nose"-whkh is rather curious because that 
is precisely what we do not do in such a case. One wontlt'rs whether to 
regard the phra'\C "speaking through the nose" as an idiom or mr~rdy 
the result of inaccurate observation. 

Some distance below the larynx, well within the cht"st rf'giou, !he 
trachea divides into two tubes called hrondei (singular, bronchus, Greek 
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for windpipe); thrsc hron('hi in turn suhdividr rcpcatrdly, the ultima!(' 
suhdivisions bring hlind-rnd sa('S t·allrd ah·mll (singular, alveolus, 
Latin, <l.'HH<tll hollow). It is in the alvl'oli (Fig. 6-2D) that thr real func
tion of tlw lung is fullillt•d, namely, getting oxygl'n into thr body and 
carbon dioxide out of it. But mol"(' of this later. 

38. The Process of Breathing 

In tlw ahovr section, thf' movf'mf'nt of air into ami out of tlw air 
passage-s was often rt'frrrt'd to but nut acmunted for. A littlf' thought 
will mnvincf' one that thcl'<' is a rf'al prohlf'rn here: how does air ~t·t 
frum the outside of the nose all the way to the alveoli, a distance of 
perhaps fifty centimeters? An oxygen molecule might, of course, traverse 
the entire distance by virtue of its own molecular movement But, as 
we learned previously (Chap. V), the diffusion of any appreciable 
number of molecules is a slow process because of the jostling of other 
molffules which rende-rs long-continued movf'ment in one direction 

improbablt'. 
As f'Vf'ryonc knows, tht'" movements of tht' chf'st havf' somf'thing to 

do with hn·athing. Simplt• obst'"rvations show that when the dw~t 
inneast·s in dianwter, air movt'S into the l.xx.ly; when the chest dccrea~ws 
in diamt'"tt'l', air is t•xpdled from the body. Ont· might gm·~s that thf' 
expansion of the lungs causes the chest to expand. ·nle cause and 
effect relationship, however, is prt'cist'"ly the opposite, a fact which has 
some practit·al conscquenct'"s. 

It is first important to rt'"alize that a lung is incapable of actively 
expanding; in other words, thf'r<.'" are no muscles in the lung which can 
cause it to expand. Functionally, the lung is but an clastic bag, living 
and complicatt'"d, but not too diffcrt'"nt from a rubber balloon. Oncr 
t'Xpandt'"d, it can contract again hy virtuf' of its t'"iasticity, but it cannot 
expand it.'lf"lf anymort'" than a rubbf'r halloon can expand itself. 

Th<' way the lung expands can be understood from the diagram of 
Figure 6-3. In a pt'"rson who is momt'ntarily not brt'"athing, the gas 
prt"ssure inside his lungs is the same a<~ the gas pressure outside, say 

760 mm Hg. 
Now suppose the individual increases the volume of the thoracic 

cavity, thr spact· which surrounds tht> lungs. The lungs are separated 
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from the wall of the thorax by a thin laycr of liquid. Since it i.'> diffi· 
cult to pull a hole in a liquid body, and :<inn~ the lungs arc clastic, 
the end result of an incrcasf" in- the volume of thC" thoracic cavity will 

he an increase in volume of the lungs (Fig. 6-3ll). The lungs will at all 
times be closely approximated to the wall of the thorax. 

attachment 

Expir>a'ti on 

c 
Fig. 6-4. Showing how the movemt>nl~ of the ribs (A) and nf tlw diaphragm (C) in
crease the volume of the clwst l'avity, thus causing intak1: of air. The diaphragm, as 
seen from above, is shown in B; notl' that the muS<'"le fibers arc attached to the ribs 

and to one another by Ull"ans of th(' n·ntral tendon. 

When the thoracic C'avity incrt'ascs in siu, the lungs expand too, 
remaining in doSC' contac-t with the wall of the thorax. What will ht' 
the- consf'quf'nce of their expansion? We can perhaps best apprf'ciatf' 
the consequence if we ima,gine the air passages to be kept closed during 
chest expansion (Fig. 6-3C). With the nose closed, no more air could 
get into the lungs. Since a given amount of air would have to fill a 
greater space, the air pressure inside the lungs would fall. If, after this 
had occurred, the air passage to the outside were opened (Eig. 6-30), 
then:' would be an inrush of air because it is not possible to maintain 
different prt'ssures in connecting vessels of gas. (An automobile tin·, 
for instance, will not remain inflated after its valve is removed.) 
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The process of taking in air, called inspiration, does not occur in the 
discrete steps described bccausc.· we normally do not try to expand the 
thoracic cavity while keeping our nose closed. Rather, at every instant, 
the "nf'gative pressure"* which potentially might devdop is prevented 
by the prompt inrush of air, so inspiration consists of a continuous 
adjustment of the inside pressure to the outside' as the lung cavity is 
increased in size. In rapid inspiration, slight difference-s, a mm or so, 
in gas pressure may dt"velop, but they last only momentarily. 

The procl'SS of rxfJiration is but the reverse of the inspiration and 
involves the same principles. t 

39. The Anatomy of the Breathing Machinery 

How is the change in th<' volume of the thoracic cavity effected? 
There arc two ways in which this is ac-complished: by movement of 
the ribs, and by movement of the diaphragm. 

Figure 6-4A shows ~he anatomy of tlw rib arrangement in a simplified 
and somewhat exaggerated form. In inspiration, tht> ribs move- up and 
outward, thus increasing the circumference of the thoracic cavity, 
hence, the volume of the cavity itself, which results in an increase in 
the volume of the lungs. The movement of the rihs is brought about 
through the contraction of numerous muscles that fasten the rib!<! to 
{'ach other and to the rest of the axial skeleton. 

In< Tease in chest volume can also he brought ab~ut by the action of the 
diaphragm. The diaphragm is a rathrr remarkable musd(' in its nwthud 
of attaehmcnt. The mu!<!dt·s we have previously considered (recall § 22) 
wne attached to bones at both ends. By contrat·ting, a musde can 
move the bones closer together. The diaphragm, however, consists of a 
muscle whose fibers art• arranged in a radial fashion (Fig. 6-4B) being 
attached at their extremes to the ribs and backbone, and at the center 
only to themselves (or rather to a c-entral tendon). When we recall 
that the only positive action of a musclt:' is c-ontract:on, we realize that 
the sole effect of the contraction of the diaphragm muscles is to increase 
the tcnsiop. of the diaphragm itself. When the diaphragm is not in the 

* RITall the diSI.-uSIIiun of§ 34. 
t h would be worth while for th!' student to make diagralll8 analagous to thO!lC of 

Figure 6-3 showing lhe proc<'SII of <'Xpiration. 
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shape of a flat disk, the effect of its contraction tends to make it so. 
In Figure 6-4C, it is seen that the diaphragm is not a flat disk. It is 

appart"nt that contraction of the diaphragm will increase the size of the 
chest cavity by pushing the contents of the abdominal cavity downward. 
As a result, there will be a slight protrusion of the abdomen, or belly.* 

Breathing may be carried out principally by the muscles of the thorax, 
in which case it is called "thoracic breathing"; or principally by the 
diaphragm, in which case it is called "abdominal breathing"; or both 
typt"s of bn·athing may be involved. There arc considerable individual 
differences in the type of breathing employed. At one time, it was 
thought that there was a difference in the two sexes in this regard
and as a matler of fact there was; most women were thoracic brcathrrs, 
whereas many men were abdominal breathers, studies made around 
1900 A.D. showed. The difi(-rcnce observed was regarded by some as 
an inherent "secondary sexual characteristic" like the presence of a 
beard or a deep voice. It was, perhaps, a reasonable enough assump
tion, but when similar studies made around 1925 failed to reveal any 
difference between the method of breathing among men and among 
women, it was realized that the earlier observed thoracic breathing of 
women was necessitated by the formidable corsets that were once 
fashionable .... An error of interpretation of this sort makes thc c>xperi
mental scientist cautious about ascribing hiological significance to :my 
M'X difft>rence when the observation is made in only onr socit>ly at one 
period, .Folkways and customs can also corset or harnt"ss the> minrls of 
men and women and insure the appeararwc of striking diH'crcnccs 
between the adult sexes .... These remarks are not made to deny the 
existence of biological differences but only to enjoin caution in inter
preting ob.~ervations. 

40. Some Consequences of Our Method of Breathing 

That our lungs are expanded passively and indirectly by the expansion 
of the enclosing chest cavity might seem to be a technical particularity 
of small practical importance since the result is the same as if the lungs 

• It may be just as well, at this point, to get straight the synonymy of the 'mid-region. 
Thorax=chesl. Abdomen.,belly. Stomach=stomach, an organ in which food is di
gested. Professionally, biologists do not recognize "stomach" as a synonym for "bdl y ." 
JC, in <..~rtain circles, it seems desirable to avoid the use of "belly," o.hdom~n must serve. 
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actively expanded themselves. In a sense, this is true, but situations 
sometimes arise in which the particular way our breathing mechanism 
works is of great importance. 

As a result of war or acddt'nt, a hole may be opened in the chest wall. 
When this happens, air enters the thoracic cavity and surrounds the 
lung. This air is, of course, under the same pressure as the outside air; 
i.e., the pressure inside the lung is the same as the air surrounding it. 
Since the lung is elastic, it then collapses, just as a rubber balloon 
would collapse under the same conditions. Collapsed, the lung is of 
no usc for breathing. Fortunately, in man, there is a wall, not too 
flexible-, which separates the two lungs, so that a hole in the left side 
of the thorax will collapse only the left lung, leaving one lung still 
functional. 

Collapsing a lung is sometimes done deliberately. In tuberculosis of 
the lungs, it is sometimes desirable to give one of the lungs a rest. This 
is very simply done by inserting a fine hollow needle between the ribs 
nnd lr-tting clean, germ-free air enter the thoracic cavity. After enough 
nir has been admitted, the needle is removed and the hole clo!W"d. Tht• 

lung promptly collapses and ff'mains collapsed and rc:>-.ting for a good 
many days. Jt eventually becomes active again because air that is intro
duced into the thoracic cavity is gradually dissolved in the fluid of the 
moist wall of the thorax and is removed by the circulatory system. If 
if it desired to keep a lung collapsed for a long period of time, air must 
be introduced into the thoracic cavity at frequeflt intervals. 

41. The Capacity of the Lungs 

A man at rt"st inspires and cxpires only a small amount of air each 
time he respires, approximately U.S liters• or about one pint. This "air" 
that goes in and out quietly and regularly, like the tides, is called 
tidal air. 

If, at the end of a normal, resting inspiration, a man makes an extra 
effort and breathes in as much air as possible, he can take in an addi
tional 3 liters of air. This extra air which can be taken in is called 
complemental air. 

On the other hand, if, at the end of a normal expiration of tidal air, 

• A litt'r is almost t'Xaetl.v WOO ('uhk t'f'ntimt'tt'rs: il t'tjUals I.O.'lli<.juid quart (U.S.). 
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a man makes an extra cfiOrt and <'xpels all the air he possibly can, the 
extra air expt'"lled amounts to about 1 liter. This is called reserve air. 

Reserve air + tidal air + complemental air = vital capacity, the 
• 

Fig. 6-5. The dark ball above is not inside the sharlt-d body, no malter how convolutt-d 
may be the dear passageway, so long as the ball docs not have to cro.'IS a limiting 
Ul<"nlbrano•. So it is with an oxy!l;en molecule "inside" an alvC'Olllll. Tht· molecule is not 

truly in~idt• tht• body until it has passed through the epithdium of tht· alwulus. 

total amount of air a man can breathe in and out by the most strenuous 
('ITorts. Notice that iL is about 9 times the volume of the tidal air alonl'. 
The magnitude of the vital capacity varies some from one individual 
to another; it is generally greater in men than in women (heredity? 
training?), greater in athletes than in sedentaries, greater in healthy 
persons than in invalids. 

From the previous discussion of the mechanism of lung inflation, it 
would be suspected that there must be air in the lungs after even the 
most forcible expiration, for the lungs are always touching the walls 
of the thorax which cannot be decreased in size very much. Such is 
indeed the case. There is an additional volume of air (called residual 
air), amounting to about 1.5 liters, still present in the lungs after the 
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most forcible expiration. Part of this air can be rt"leased by letting air 
into the thoracic cavity from the outside as previously described (§ 40). 
But even removal of the lungs from the body does not result in their 
complete collapse. The remaining volumt" of air, called minimal air, 
is never rt"lrased once it is taken in.* A newborn child has no air in his 
lun~:..-s until he takes his fir:;;t breath. Thereafter, his lungs always have at 
least the minimal air in them. By placing a portion of its lung in water, 
we can tell if a dead infant was stillborn, or if it died after taking a 
breath, a difference that is often of legal importance. The lungs of the 
stillborn child sink, whereas those of the child born alive will float by 
virtue of the minimal air they contain. 

42. Getting Oxygen into the Body and Carbon Dioxide Out 

So much discussion of the mechanism of breathing, and still we 
have made no mention of getting air or any of its component~ into the 
body. Air that is in ~he lungs is still, in an i;nportant sense, outside 
the body. 

Figurr 6-5 will illustrate thr point. Jn all four instances (A-D), tlw 
molecult" indicated as a black ball is out.ridl' the body. In ]), the mole
cule is almost entirely surrounded by the body, but logically we have 
to say that if the molecule in A is out~ide the body, so is the mole
cule in D. So, at least, would a mathematician teJI us and, as we shall 
see later, the body acts as if it understood mathematics. To get truly 
inside the body, a molecule must cross some sort of limiting membrane 
:;;ueh as that indicated by the mntinuous limiting line of each "body" 
in Figul'f' 6-5. 

Air in the df'ad-md alvroli of the lungs is still outside the body. 
How docs it get into the body? To under:;;tand this problem, let us 
examine a diagram (Fig. 6-6) in which an alveolus is much magnified 
so as to show the relations of the air, the cells, and the blood in the 
blood vessel which winds around the alveolus. The molecules in this 

figure arc much too largr, of t'ourse. 
The air"in an alveolus consistll mostly of nitrogen molecules, oxygen 

• That is. this vofr•mt cannot be expt"llcd; the molecuiffl of air art' ennstantly t:"xchanged 
fur oth~rs. All of the "airs" reft"rred to in this Sf'Ciion are vol/j/tltr. 
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Fig. 6·6. A pictorial analogy of the proce-ss of ahsorption of oxy~··n from thc alveolar 
space into the blood of a pulmonary t;apill<try, and the rekase of !.:arhun diuxidt' fmru 
blood to alveoli. Movement of both kinds of mokcules occurs in both dinTtions, but 
the net movement only is represented. The significance of the boat (RBC) in the 

analogy will appear later (§ 69). 
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molecules, and carbon dioxide molecules. Since it is oxygen molecules 
that we an" interested in, we shall first deal with these. 

Oxygen molecules in the alveolar air dissolve in the liquid that 
surrounds the cells of the alveolus. This liquid is, of course, made up 
of molecules, too; but, for simplicity, we have failed to indicate its 
molecular character in the figure. The 02 molecules in the liquid move 
in all conceivable directions (as described in § 28)- back and forth in 
the liquid, across the membranes into the cells, through the cells, and 
into the liquid of the blood stream that is flowing past the alveolus. 
The blood stream also hao; some oxygen molecules in it and some of 
these diffuse in the opposite direction. However, the concentration of 0~ 
molecules is less in the liquid portion of the blood stream* than it is in 
the liquid of the inner wall of the alveolus. Consequently, although 
oxygen molecules move in both directions, the net movement is from 
the alveolus to the blood stream. The end effect is that, as the blood 
flows past the alveoli, it gains in oxygen content. Correspondingly, 
the air that comes int9 the alvrolus loses oxygen. 

The story of carbon dioxide is similar, but reversed. As a result of 
the process of respiration, the blood carries with it a considerable 
amount of C02• External air, however, has relatively little COz; conse
quently, the nttl movement of C02 molecules is from the blood stream 
to thf' alveolar air, iind the co~ content of air is increased as a result 
of breathing. ., 

Thf' effect of brcathing on the composition of air may he seen in 
Table 6-1. In comparing inspired air and expired air, notice the de
crease in 0 2, and the marked increase in C02• The partial pressure of 
H20 also increases; this is due to evaporation of water from the warm, 
moist surfaces of the alveoli and other respiratory passages. The partial 
pressure of Nt remains substantially the same. 

43. The Importance of N1 : A Problem in Diving and High Flying 

In Table 6-1, it will be- noticed that the partial pressure of N2 changes 
only a littl{- when air is inspired and expired. It ean be shown, in fact, 
that the amount of N2 does not change at all. All organisms need nitrogen; 

*Consideration of the cfftTt and importance of red blood cells is deferred to § 69. 
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but very few can usc molecular nitrogen, N2, to satisfy their nitrogen 
nC'eds. Man cannot. 

Molecular nitrogen (N,) is chemically inert as far as man is 
concerned. 

Physically, however, the existence of so much N2 in the air is quite 
important. lls prescm:c constitutes a problem for the deep-sea diver 
and the aviator. To understand this problem, it is necessary to realize 
that: 

The solubility of a gas in a liquid is increased by pressure. 

TABLE 6-1 

Pressure stated in ({'rms of mm Hg, taken from actual experimental 
readings. The dccreast' in the partial pressure of Nz docs not rcpresC'nl 
a decrease in actual amount of N2 ; the relatively slight decrease in 
pressure is due to the warming of the air and to the increase in water-

vapor content after inspiration. 

INSPIRED AIR EXPIRED AIR 

Partial pressure of N2 596 568 
Partial pressure of 02 !58 116 
Partial pr~:"s:mre of C02 0.3 2? 
Partial pres.'!ure of H20 5.7 47 

~-

Total pressure of <tll g<tses 760 760 

Everyone has seen evidence of the truth of this. An uno(X'nt'rl bottle 
of carbonated* beverage ("coke," ginger ale, "pop," etc.) is clear. No 
gas bubbles arc present, showing that all the gas is in solution. When 
we remove the eap of the bottle, there is an outrush of gas, indicating 
that the conlt'nts were bottled undt'r greater than atmospheric pressure. 
Wht'n we remove the lid, we reduce the pressure on the contents and, 
immediately, bubbles of gas start to form in the liquid and escape to 
the surface be-cause, under the lower pressure conditions, the liquid is 
supersaturated with the gas. 

Much the same sort of thing can happen to man (Fig. 6-7). When 
a man is put in surroundings where all the gas around hiJ;Il is under 
pressure, mort' gas is dissolved in the fluids of his body. This, by itself, 
is not harmful but if the pres.'!ure of the gas around him is suddenly 

• So called because the gas that is present in quantity is carbon dioxide. 
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dccrea:;cd, the man's fluids have more gas in thr:m than they t"an hold 
m solution; nmsequcntly, bubbles of gas are funned, just as they arc 

in an opened Lottie of ginger ale. ln man, such buhhlcs may plug up 

Fig. 6-7. The solubility of a gas in a liquid is directly proportional to the pressure. 
\Vht>n a diver ascends to a region of lower prt>ssure, gas may come out of solution 

in his blood and form gas bubbles which 111ay on:lude blood vcsst·ls. 

blood vessr-ls, thus stopping the circulation in th~ parts aflr-ett>d, oftf"n 
with srrious eonsequ<'nces. Thr symptoms are extrr-mr-ly variabit', dt>

pt>ndin~ on where the bubbles happl'n to lodgf'", which seems to be 
Jargt>ly a rnattt>r of chance. They may stop part of the circulation in 
the spinal cord, thus causing partial paralysis; frequently, they affect 

the organs of the mid-region of the body, causing the affected individual 
to bend over in extreme pain-hence the common name "the bends." 
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A more gf'OI't"<il n:unr is "dl'cnrnprP~sion sicknf"s.>~"; this mnne indicatrs 

thr inv:.~riahk c<~ww r<ttlwr thiln :-t variahlP .~ymptmn. 

Thr prindpal .1.\'<IS responsihlr for thr rtli:·ct is nitrogt•n because it is 
prt"sent in the largest conc(•ntration and hrcam;e, being cht"mically 
inert, it is not used up by the body as is oxygen. 

The probability of and the abundance of bubble formation depend 
on a number of factors (not all well understood), including the amount 
of gas dissolved in the body and the rate of release of the gas undt'r 
decompression. How much extra nitrogen will dissolve in the body of 
a diver depends on how deep he goes (that is, how much prcs.'lurc he is 
subjected to) and how long he stays down. Whether the gas will produce 
bubbles when he is decompressed depends on how rapidly the process 
takes place. If the diver is brought up slowly, he can get rid of the 
excess gas by breathing; when he is brought up rapidly, he may suffer 
decompression sickness. If this happens, the simplest remedy is to put 
him in a pres..,.ure chamber when he gets to the surface, raise the pres
sure inside the chamber until his bubbles redissolve, and the-n, by 
relea .. ing the prt;'s.,.ure slowly, simulatt;' a slow ascent. 

When an airplane asct"nds, it moves into regions of lower pressure. 
In air, of <·ourst>, tht>re is much less changt"' in pressurf' per unit ht>ight 
than tht'rt' is in watr-r, air br-ing much Jightt'r. Decompre-s..,.ion sieknr-ss 
is very unlikely to occur until the aviator has ascended to 20,000 or 
25,000 feet, where the air pressure is about 40 per cent of normal. 
In water, a similar pres.~ure change takt>s plan· in rising only about 
eighty-five ft>et. The speed of rise is important; in the days of the first 
sluggish airplanes, it was not possible to rist" fast enough to experience 
decompression sickness. The development of more powerful motive 
forces brought this problem of the deep-sea diver to the attention of the 
aviation physiologist.* 

There are individual difft"'rences in susceptibility to decompression 
sickness. These differences for the most part are not understood, but 
one thing is clear; fat men are more susceptible than thin men. The 
difference is apparently due to the fact that N2 is about jive times as 

soluble in fat as it is in water. A fat man, therefore, can acrumulate a 
greater reserve of dissolved nitrogen that will have to be expelled when 

*There are other problems connected with flying in rarified air. Thei!t" will bt
diii(:US!It'd in § 107-§ 108. 
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he is decompressed. It has long been known that fat men do not make 
good deep-sea divers. 

The realization that the speed of elimination of dissolved gases was 
an important factor in decompression led to the search for gases which 
could be eJiminated more rapidly. Of gases which ran be saft"ly intm
duced into the body, helium turned out to be most useful. It L'> chem
icaiJy inert and quite harmless to animals. A surplus of it is eliminated 
about twice as rapidly as nitrogen. By breathing a mixture of helium 
and oxygen, instead of nitrogen and oxygen before ascending, an 
aviator or diver becomes less susceptible to decompression sickness. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

b-1. What di~tinction is madt' in this text between hualhmg and uJfJ/Tatlon! 
b-2. Consider the following quotation from Richard Grant Whit!.": "Thl"n' is .a misusl." 

ofwurcb that can beju~tified by no authority, however giTat, and by no usage, howi"VI."T 
general." Do you think that most scientists would be in acl·ord with the sentiment here 
cxpres.'Wd? 

It may be uf inten._"llt to kriuw that White was one of a band of aggressive grammarians 
whu St"t out to reline Amerkan language afte-r the Civil War, labelling, for instance, 
the ubiquitous "// 11 mr" as an inexl·usablt" barbarism and starting the custom, in 
Amnira. of ptunouudug tllhrr as thuuf(h spelled ryt·tlu-r. 

6-3. Du thl:' lungs (·xpaud anivdy or pa.'lllivdy? Explain. 
6-4. What i~ a ptwumothorax? It has been described in the text but not identilied 

by this namt". Try Jinil to guess th<" meaning of this tenn by analyzing it into roots; 
then, look it up in a dktionary. .. 

C1-S. Oo.~!;S haw• nn partitinn dividing the thoradc cavity into two chamhers. Could 
the operation of pneumothorax he ullt'd successfully in tl"('ating canine dise-ase? Explain. 

(l-6. Suppose an explosivr shell blew up and injured a man near you by opening two 
small hoh·s in his chest wall, one on the left side, one on the right side. Can you suggest 
an imml:'diate lirst-aid meuure that might save the man's life? Explain the rationale 
of the action. 

6-7. An unwt"d motht""r is accused of having murdered her newborn child. The 
ml""dical oflkl·r attached to the coroner's office pcrfonns a very simple test that exon· 
erates her. What is lilt" test and the rl:'awning behind its interprt'tation? 

b-8. Tract" the coufll(' of a molt-cult• of oxygen from the time it enters the nose until 
it is in tht"" blood stream. At what point would you consider it inside the body? 

6-9. Rept"at qut"lltion 6-8, assuming that the man breathes through his mouth. 
6-10. Etymologically, the term tpitMiium means a delicate outside tissue. How, then, 

can onc justif~ the application of this term to the lining of the alveoli (see Fig. 6-6) 
which St-em to be wt'"ll inside the- hody? 

6-11. Are there any advantagM! to breathing through the notiC instead of the mouth! 
6-12. Suppose the laryngeal cords were destroyed by disca3(', what would be the 

~·Jl"cet on thc individual? 
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6-13. SuppoSl· an animal had the ability to close rompletdy all of its sweat glands 
and to stop all urination, muld it, in a dry atmosphen-, avoid losing water? E.xplain. 

6-14. If we lived, and could live, in an atlll0$phcrc made up of l)fl JM'r t·cnt o~ and 
2 pt'T C('nt C<h would the problems of the dcep-sca diver and tile aviator lx- more ur 
less scriuu~ than they arc now? Explain. 

6-15. "lkunnprrssion skknrss" is a ~ynonym for "the ht•nds." b thn(' any reason 
to prefer the former term, aside from the fal't that his a longer term and hrnrc mote 
likely to impress our frit'nds? 

6-16. In 1849, a physiologist noted that men were usually alx!muinal breathers, 
women usually thora(·ir breathers, and considered this differt"ncr a !ll"nmdary !l('xual 
t·haracteristk. Latt•r, it was noted that Indian and Chinese woml·n Wl're abdominal 
breathers. Is it probable that this difference between Oriental and Occidental wumcn 
is an inherent raria[ dilft·rence? 



Chapter VII 

Interlude: A Bit of Chemistry 

44. Authority, and the Scientific Attitude 

Life being, as Lavoisier put it, a chemical function, it is not sur
prising that, to understand much about living things, one needs to know 
at least the elements of chemistry. In a way, this is unfortunate. The 
professional biologist is at a disadvantage compared with the professional 
chemist. The professional chemist can be almost completely ignorant 
of biology and still be a good chemist .. The biologist, however, must 
attain a <:crtain degree of competence in chemis~ry in order to under
stand his own field. There are many Hues of biology which do nol 
require a great deal of chemistry, but it is doubtful if there is a single 
specialty in the fidd of mod<-·rn biology that does not require some grasp 

of elementary chemistry. 

Ideally, the student should study chemistry for a yt"ar or so before 
tackling biology. Practically, this course of action is seldom possible. 
Therefore, it is necessary to make the best sense possible of biology, 
using only !limple chemisU}' as a tool. Fortunately, at the elementary 
level, a fairly satisfactm·y picture of bioloe.ry can be presented, utilizing 
only the rudiments of chemistt")'. But the rudiments at least are needed. 

The tn:atment of biology given in this text presupposes a knowledge 
of elt'mentary chemistry. For thosC' studC'nts who lack this knowledge, 

the present chaptcr is imwrtcd. Ht're certain facts of ehC'mistry will tx· 
presented in a dogmatic fashion, without proof. If the student is willing 

121 
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to accept them thus, he:" can use these facts to gain a better under
standing of biology. It may seem strange that we are urging the student 
to adopt an unquestioning attitude; surely this is not the much-praised 
scientific attitude. To accept without question, on the basis of authority 
-surely not! 

Yet, in practice, this vt-ry attitude must be adopted h1 pmt by t'V<'ry 

practicing scientist. The interrelations of the sciences are so widespread, 
and there is so much to know, that no scientist can have a critical 
understanding of all the facts that he must use while working in his 
own small field. A biologist, in a day's work, may have to call upon 
knowledge in the fields of inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, bio
chemistry, physical chemistry, electricity, e-lectronics, atomic physics, 
or mathematics. No mere man can have a discriminating understanding 
in all thest" fit"lds. Of nece,<;...;ity, the practicing biologist has a critical 
appreciation of the evidence in only one small segment of science. For 
lack of time and training, he must accept the conclusions in other regions 
on authority. The farther removed a fidd is from his own, the more 
uncritical must the investigator be in accepting tlw published facts. 

No one can be completely criti(·al in all his evaluations. To the 
question, "How many legs dot"s a hurst• have?", we adopt a very critical 
attitude because it raist"s a question each of us can answer from hi~ 

own observations. The weight of authority will count for little. Rut 
"How high is Mt. Everest?" must he attacked in a different way. Most 
of us will never he anywhcrr m·ar Mt. Evert>st and so we Sf'f'k statrmrnts 
of others. Indeed, most of us do not, of our own knowledge, even know 
that there is a mountain at 87° E longitude and 28° N latitude. Even 
its existence we accept on the basis of authority. If we seriously question 
the source of our information, we have no recourse but to go to Tibet 
and see for ourselves. But life is too short to attempt to prove every 
report so we, perforce, accept much of what we know on authority. 

We are prevented from checking many facts by the practical limita
tions of time and material means. Many others we cannot verify because 
of lack of training. Here again, given time, we could remedy the defi
ciency. But, as a practical matter, we will accept many staliements of 
scientific fact on the strength of authority, without asking the evidence. 
Even the scientific fa('ts that are now matters of common knowledgr 
may be so accepted. For instance, you undoubtC'dly believe that the 
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world i~ sphrric·<~l. What is tlw rvidPncr:' Do yon know t"viclf'nce that 
would rul(• out thr possihilitic·s nf its hr·ing a disk; or a doughnut!' This 
is not an c•:-~sy question to ansW('f! 

The scientist, like other humans, accepts facts outside the field of 
his competence on authority. This is part of the scientific attitude. 
However, along with this willingness to accept, there is an insistence 
on remembering, at all times, when a fact is backed by direct evidence 
and when it is backed by authority; when the nature of the evidence 
is understood and when it is tf'ntativdy accepted without complete 

undc·rstanding. No scientist can livf' up to the popular stereotype of 
l>elit>ving nothing except on direct evidence. But he can keep in 
mind at all times the nature of the evidence and the limits of his under
standing. To the extent that he never forgets these limitations docs he 
become a true scientist. 

4:5. Molecules and Atoms 

Chemistry is the science of substances and of the reactions that 
change them into other substances. All living things an" in a constant 
statt' of d1ange, i.e., tht" chemical substam·es of which tht>y are com
pwit'd are eontinually changing into other chemical substances, Any 
process in which chemical substances arc changed is called a reaction. 
Every living organism takes in food substances iind changes them into 
other matf'rials by processt"s whkh we shall begin to study in the next 
chapter. But first it is nect>ssary to t'lucidate the mraning of some 
common d1emkal term:-~, among them, the word substance, as used 
by the chemist. 

A man eats a piece of cabbage. What would the cht>mist say the man 
is eating? He would say that the man is eating a comple-x mixture of 
many substances, including water, sugar, and salt. In the cabba.sse. 
thousands of different kinds of substances are mixed together. It is pos
sible for the chemist to separate many of these substances from one 
another. When this is done, it is found that the most abundant sub
stance in ,the cabbage is water. As a matter of fact, water is the most 
common substance in all living things, comprising from 70 to 95 per 
cent, by weigh~, of every living organism. 

A sample of a pure substance is composed of only one kind of molt"-
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culc. Eaeh molt·cuh_· is made of smaller partidcs called atoms. Evny 
molecule of wal<'r is made up of one atom of oxygen and two atoms of 
hydrogen, This faet is indicated by the molecular formula of water, 
which is I 120. Every mulccule that is made of more than one kind of 
atom is callC'd a compound; water is a compound. The oxygen mole
cules in the air an: not ('Oln(XJUnds; their molecular formula is 02. 
Our diet includt>s wal('f and many othC'r ('hemical compounds. On€' 
of the simple ones is table salt or sodium chloridc, the symbol for which 
is NaCI. (Natrium is a synonym for sodium.) Other substancrs in our 
focx.J arf' madt" up of more compkx moiN·u!t·s, t',g., sugar, C,tHnOu. 

All suh~tanccs arc madr up of tlw dwmical building hiQ(·ks Wt" call 
atoms. Ea('h dillf-rcnt kind of atom is <·allt>d an element. Tht>re an~ only 
ninety-odd elements in the uniwnw, yet out of these few kinds of atoms 
are construc:-ted litt""rally millions of different kinds of molecules, or 
substanccs. The molecules of each kind of substance are composed 
of (1) particular kinds of atoms which (2) are present in a fixed 
and definite proportion and which (3) are bound to each other 
in a specified way. We can illustrate the three points made in this 
statement by some examples. 

1. With rrspect to kinds qf atoms: A moleC"ulf" of H2S has almo.<•t thf" 
same wt'ight as one of H 20. Hut these arc quite distinct substann·s. 
ThC' formcr is called I!J'rlwgm sulfide, and is a notirt>ablc componf"nl 
of the bouquet of rotten eghTS· Tht· laltcr is water and is odorles.~. 

There are many other diffcr<'nccs between them. 

2. With re.1pecl to proportions qf atoms: The substances, H20 and 
H 20 2, both contain hydrogen and oxyge-n atoms but in different 
proportions. The former is, of course, water; the latter is called 
hydrogen peroxide and is a strong antiseptic and bleaching agent. 

3. With re.rpecllo molecular llmclure: A molecule of l'lher, an anesthetic 
agent, has in it two atoms of carbon, six of hydrogen, and one of 
oxygen. A molt>C'ule of et~vl alr:olml, tht> intoxicant, has the samr
atoms in the same proportion. But ether and akohol are distinC"tly 
different substanC't'S. The propt>rti~s of a subslancr- arc the propertif:"s 
of its molecules. Since ether and alcohol have markedly, difff'ff'nt 
properties, an ether molecule and an alcohol molecule must be 
different. Molecules arc very small particles indeed (§ 27) but, for
tunately, there are indirect but certain means of determining the struc-
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ture of molecule~. i.e., the arrangemcnt of atoms within molecules. 
By these mcans, it has bet>n ~hown that the ~tructure of ether and 
alcohol arc as indicated below: 

H H II H 
I I I I 

H-C---Q-G·- I{ H-C-C-0-H 
I I I I 
H H H H 

ether alcohol 

In the above structural formulas, each atom of carbon is indicated 
by the letter C, each atom of hydrogen by H, and oxygen by 0. The 
lines between the lcttcrs indicate the presence of forces which tend to 
hold the atoms nl'ar one another. These attractive forces are called 
bonds or dumiCftl bond.J. 

One of the major cleavages in the fidd of chemistry is between 
organic chemistry and inorganic chemistry. Originally, tht" distinc
tion between these ~wo divisions was one based on the origin of the 
substances studied: organic chemistry was concernC'd with substances 
whi<'h were obtained, and could only be obtain('d, from organisms; 
inorgani<' du:mistry was concerned with all others. However, in 1828, 
this distinction was shown to lx.· untf•nabl<· when a chemist namt·d 
WOhler lllade the organir substanre urea, NJ J~( :( >NH~, out of inorManic 
substances. Atkr that datt', with iuneasing rapicJity, OI'Kanic substcHH"C 
after organic substance was synlhesized in the laboratmy. In th(' ligllt 
of tht'se accomplishments, the old definition of organic chemistry 
became indefensible but the distinction did not. We now define the 
two fields as follows: 

Organic chemistry is the chemistry of the carbon-containing 
compounds. 

Inorganic chemistry is the chemistry of all other compounds. 
With few exceptions, these definitions fit the two fields of chemistry 

as presently conceived. 
Students of organic <:hcmistry are greatly concerned with the struc

ture of mylccules. We have discus..<~ed ether and alcohol to show how 
structure may determine properties. This example was not an excep
tional one. Mr.st organic molecules are made up of the same atoms, 
namely, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, with a few atoms of nitrogen, 
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sulfur, or phosphorus often present. The proportions, and even the 
absolute numbers, of atoms present are often the same in a number of 
organic molecule-s that differ markedly in their properties. The problems 
of organic ('h<'mistry are prindpalJy ones of determining the way in 
which the atoms are bonded together. The atom-. present in a cabbage 
and in a man are the same, and even the proportions of the atoms arc 
almost identical. Many of the compounds are the same, too, but many 
others differ only (or principally) in the way the atoms are arranged. 
Among the major chemical problems that confront a man subsisting 
on cabbage are problems of modifying the architecture of the organic 
molecule'S of the cabbage so that they become human-type molecules, 
so to speak. The processes involved are many and complex. Before we· 
can study them, we will need to learn something of the types of mole
cules that serve as food for man and other animals. 

46. Some Compounds of Biological Importance 

Anticipating the discu:;sion of the next chapter, we may point out 
that a typical diet for a complex animal like man consists largely of 
carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. What are these substances, chemically 
speaking? 

Carbohydro/eJ. An example of a simple carbohydrate is glucoJe or grapt" 
sugar. The structure of this substance is indicated hy its formula: 

CH,OH-CH-CHOH-CHOH-CHOH-CHOH 

This is obviously a rather complicated molecule. For simplicity, we 
will hereafter refer to glucose by its molecular formula, C6H120 0• Notice 
that the proportions of carbon: hydrogen: oxygen are as 1:2:1. 

Another common carbohydrate is sucrose, C12HnOu. Notice that the 
proportion of C:H:O is approximately as 1:2:1. The ratio shows a slight 
deficiency of H and 0; as a matter of fact, it is shy two hydrogen atom-; 
and one oxygen. The significance of this deficiency we will point out 
later (§ 49). 

Examples of some other carbohydrates are: lactose, C12H 220 11 ; raffi
nose, C111H320u; and maltose, C,2Hn011• Notice that, in each of these, 
the atomic proportion of C:H:O is approximately as 1:2:1. 
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Fnt.~. As an example of a rat, wr may takr .tfMrin, thr molrcnlar 
J(,rmula of whirh is CdiJu,O~. It is imjxJrtaut to nntkr that/hi'Te h a 

much Jmaller proportion if uxygen in a fat molrcule than there is in a carbo
hydrate molecule. 

Amino acids and prolrins. Amino acids include one element not found iu 
t-ither fats or carbohydrates, namely, nitrogen. The simplest amino 
acid is glycirte, NH2CH2COOH. The NH2 group is <·alled an amino 
group. The COOH group is called a carhox_y/ group and contributes 
some acidity to the molecule. Every amino acid has both of these 
groups in it. 

Millions of amino acids are thcoretkally possible. Less than fifty 
different ones have been found in plants and animals. Only about two 
dozen amino acids are at all common. From these two dozen, however, 
are made a great variety of proteins. 

A protein is a complex molecule made up of many amino-acid 
units. A typical protein may be made of as many as a thousand amino 
add units. The ways in which these amino acids may be combined 
are w various that there seems to hf' no tlworf'tical limit to the number 
of different kinds of proteins. 

We cannot write the structural formula for a single protein, for 
no protein has ever been synthesized by the chemist. Proteins can 
easily be analyzed in the laboratory, that is, broken down, into their 
constituent amino acids. A living organism can 'take amino acids and 
make them into proteins again, but no chemist has yet succeeded in 
carrying out this synthesi::~ in a test tube. 

47. Ions and Ionization 

Among the differences between inorganic and organic substances, is 
the greater tendency of inorganic molecules to separate partially into 
particles called ions. What arc the relations between molecules and 
atom~ and ions? 

We usually think of a molecule of a substance as being the smallest 
bit of the 'substance that acts as a unit in moving around. However, 
with inorganic substances, the molt'Cule itself is often separablt" into 
t>lectrkally charged particlt"s that art" capable of movinl{ around more 
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or less independently. Organic substances arc not so prone to break up 
in this way. 

Ordinary table salt is sodium chloride, NaCI. Much evidence indi
cates that when it is dissolved in water, each molecule splits into two 
particlt"s th::tt arc somewhat independent of each other. These particles 
are 110l the atoms sodium and chlorine. These particles are charged with 
electricity, one of them positively (Na+), the other negatively (CI-). 
The explanation of tht> charges is as follows: Every atom consists of a 
central core or atomic nucleus surrounded by one or more electrons, 
minute partides about the size of the nucleus. Each electron constitutes 
a negative charge of 1. The atomic nucleus is positive-ly charged. The 
nucleus of an atom has a positive charge exactly equal to the total 
negative charge of the swarm of electrons around it, and so, the net 
charge of the entire atom is zero. If one of the electrons is remoned from 
the outer swarm, this leavt·s the whole atom with a positive charge. 
Such a positively chargPd atom is called a positive ion. On the other 
hand, if a neutral atom acquires an additional electron, the atom tht"reby 
becomes negatively chargt>d and is referred to as a negative ion. When 
NaCl is dissolved in water, tht' molecule ~·parates into two parts hut, 
in so doing, the Na part lo~s an electron to the Cl part. The result is 
the production of a positivt' ion of sodium, which we indicate by Na 1; 

and a negative ion of chlorine, indicated by Ct-. 

At any given instant in a solution of sodium chloride, some of the 
material is in the form of complete NaCI molecules and some of it is in 
the form of Na and Cl ions. Molecules of NaCI are continually breaking 
up, or dissociating, into ions, and ions are nmtinually rf'combining 
to form molcf'Ulf's, facts which we indicate hy writing: 

NaCI Na+ + CI- (I) 

We read this as follows: "Sodium chloride dissociates to form positive 
sodium ions and ncgatiw chloride ions." Or, more briefly: "Sodium 
chloride ionizes." 

Ionization is very characteristic of inorganic compounds and very 
uncharacteristic of organic. Many organic compounds do 'not ionize 
at alL Others ionize, but only weakly, i.e., only a small proportion of 
tht": molecules are disSQ('iatrd at any givf"n instant. 
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48. Acids and Bases 

All acids taste sour. Among these .~ubstances, arc: HCI (hydro
chloric acid), HN03 (nitric add), H~S0.1 (sulfuric acid), and H 3P0 1 

(phosphoric acid). It will be noted that the only element common to 
all of these is hydrogen. These substances dissociate as follows: 

HCJ H-1 + CJ.-
HN03 H 1 + NOa-
H2SOI H+ + HSOI-
H3P04 I-1 ~ + H2P04-

It is tiH' hydrogm ion that gives these substances their acidic proper
tics, one of which is thf'ir sour taste. The acidic properties of these 
substances are dependent upon their ability to dissociate to form H-1 

ions. The more readily a molecule produces H+ ions, the more strongly 
add we say it is. 

A base is a substa_nce that can produce the hydroxide ion, OH-. 
NaOH (sodium hydroxicle), and KOH (potassium hydroxide) are bases: 

NaOH Na 1 + OH-
KOH K+ + OH-

A substann· that can produce oH- ions is said to be basic or alkaline. 
When sohttions of an add ancl a base arc mixed,-rthc H+ and the OR

ions combine to form the weakly dissociated HOH, water (H.!O). If 
tht• proper proportions of acid and base art' used, the rcsuhing solution 
is ncitllt'r addic nor hasic, but is neutral. H20 is neutral. 

As an example of such a reaction, we may consider: 

NaOH + HCJ --+ HOH + NaCI (2) 

which could better be written: 

Na' + OH · + H+ + CI---+ HOH + Na+ + CI- (3) 

Any inorganic substance that can ionize to produce + and ions, 
neither of Which is a hydrogen or a hydroxide ion, is called a salt. 
NaCl, fur instance, is a salt. Examples of olher salts arc KCI, NaN0 3, 

and Na3P04. 
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Equation (3) may be generalized thus: 

a base +an add---+ water +a salt (4) 

Some organic substances arc acidic. We have already pointed out 
two facts: 

a. In genr·ral, organic substances di~sociate into iom only slightly. 
b. The strength of an acid is determined by the proportions of I-I+ 

ions present in solution. 
}'rom these two facts, we would predict that: 

c. Most organic acids are weak adds. 
Such is, indeed, the case. The acidic group of an organic acid is the 

carboxyl group which can dissociate thus: 

CH,COOH CH,Coo- + H' (5) 
(act"tic add) (an·tate ion) + (hydrogm ion) 

Notice that the- Oil group does not acl as a group at all in such 
organic compounds. The COOH group is not in any scme a basic 
group. It is acidic; it yields H ~ ions. The dissociation is usually not 
very f'"Xtensive so the compound is only we-akly addic. In fact, most 
amino adds arc only mildly acidic: because the NH, group acts as a 
base, thus neutrali:dng part of the acidity. 

49. Catalysis; Enzyme Action; Hydrolysis 

C12H220,,, sucrose, is a fairly stable substance. However, under certain 
conditions, it can be decomposed into two molecules of simpler sugars, 
glucose and frunus<', both ofwhkh have the molecular formula, CaH 1206. 
If we write: 

(6) 

we notice that the equation is not balanced, that is, that there arc not 
the same number of atoms of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen on the left 
side as on the right. The right side has two more atoms of hydrogen 
and one more of oxygen than the left. A'l written, equation (6) implies 
the spontaneous production of these atoms out of nothing--: phenome
non that has never been observed. If the two atoms of hydrogen and 
the one of oxygen must come from somewhere, whence do they come? 
The ratio of 2H:10 suggests the substance H 20. Reaction (6) occurs 
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only in water solutions; water is, in fact, the substance that completes 
the reaction: 

(7) 

Under most "ordinary" conditions, the abow reaction docs not 
appear to take place. Howevf'r, if an acid, say HCI, is added to the 
solution, reaction (7) may then take place. At the conclusion of the 
rf'action, the HCI is still present in the same amount. What is the role" 
of the HCl? Since it promotes a reaction that would not otherwise 
occur at a perceptible rate, the HC:I must, in some sense, enter into the 
reaction, hut in such a way that, in the end, it comes out again, so to 
speak, in its original form. Wc can indicate its role by rewriting our 
cquation: 

(Hen 
(8) 

A substance that acts 'in this fa.~hion is called a catalyst. A catalyst 
is a substance that. promotes a chemical reaction without itself 
being used up. Many studies have shown that a catalyst docs not 
induce a reaction that would not occur in ils absence, but that it merely 
makes a spontaneous reaction occur very much more rapidly. It does not 

chan~e the course if 1/u: TMclion; it mtrely c!umge.r the speed. The reaction 
shown in (7) would occur without any catalyst, hut it would take 
hundreds of years to go to C'ompletion. A catalyst can cut the tim~ 
down to a few minutes or even a few seconds. • 

Catalysts arc not substances set apart from noncatalysts. Any sub
stance mq')! be a C'atalyst for some reaction or reactions. In the above 
reaction, HCl is a catalyst; in some other reaction, it may be one of the 
reactants and some other substance may be a catalyst. Many reactions 
apparently require no catalyst to proceed at good speed. :tl.fany others 
arc accelerated by catalysts. Many a substance can act as a catalyst 
in a great many different reactions. Finely divided metals, for instance, 
are used as catalysts in hundreds of industrial operations, e.g. in the 
catalytic breakdown of petroleum oils to form gasoline. 

Living organisms, it has been found, make extensive usc of catalysts. 
The catalysts of living organisms arc proteins and arc called enz.')!mes. 

All enzymes are proteins. Since man has never sucC'ccded in synthe
sizing a single protein in the laboratory, it follows that he has never 
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synthesized an enzyme. The study of enzyme action must be carried 
out either with living organisms or with extracts of living organisms. 

The ability to split sucrose into two Cs sugars is very widespread 

A 

A 

Em:ymc: 

Fig. 7-1. In a hydrolytic rea<tion, a molt"Cule of water splil' into two parts as it brin.gs 
about the splitting of a largt•r mulecuk (A). This process is ha~trncd by a compli
cated protein molecule callt·d an enzyme (B), which somehow makrs more probable 

the proper juxtaposition of the two·reacting mok:ndt's. 

among organisms. From an organism that can carry out this reaction, 
a protein can be obtained that catalyzes this reaction; this protein is, 
therefore, an enzyme. As contrasted with inorganic catalysts, enzymes 
are highly specific. Each enzyme is capable of performing only one 
::hemical trick. The enzyme that splits sucrose apparently cannot 
catalyze any other reaction. To indicate this specificity of action, it is 
desirable to give the enzyme a unique and suggestive name. Although 
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the nomenclature of the enzymes is not completely consistent, the 
modern practice is to make enzyme names by adding the suffix -ase to 
a root which indicates the substance upon which the enzyme acts. 
An enzyme which catalyzes the dcstrunion of a protein is called a 
prot<'inase; or of urea, Ul"('aSt'. The enzym<' that catalyzes the splitting 
of sucros(' is called surrtw•. The reaction may be written: 

(sucra~•·) 

(9) 

Reactions in which a molecule of water aids in the splitting of a large 
molecule into two smaller molecules are very common in biology. Such 
a reaction, in which water acts as a splitting agent, is called a hydrolysis. 
In Figure 7-lA, the probable nature of such a reaction is diagrammati
cally indicated. 

How enzymes act is still one of the major mysteries of biological 
chemistry. An enzyme is always a huge molecule, with many of its 
atoms buried, so to SJx·ak, inside the molecule (sec Fig. 7-lB). Other 
molecules come in rontact only with the outer atoms of the em:ymc 
molPcuk·. Thr pattern of outermost atoms may be thought of as con
stituting thr surface of the protein molecule. Much indirect evidence 
indicates that it is tlw structure of this "surface" that determines the 
compounds for which an enzyme ran act as a catalyst. For purposes of 
visualization, we might imagine the t'nzyme to have a slight nook in 
it into which the reacting molecule can fit (Fig. 7-1B). Once in this 
position, the reactants can interact far more readily than they can 
ordinarily as free molecules. As soon as the reaction has taken place, 
the products brt'ak free and escape, leaving the nook for other mole
cult•s to occupy. An t•nzyme <'an bdng about its characteristic catalytic 
reaction many thousands of times a second. 

This picture of cnzymt' action, it must be admitted, is partly specu
lative. It docs, however, ftt the facts of C"nzymatic action as we know 
them today. It may not be an entirely true picture, but it will serve 
for the moment. Enzyme chemists often think in terms of this picture. 
Most students will find the facts of enzyme action easier to retain when 
visualized jn terms of this picture. 

There arc many kinds of enzymatic action. Hydrolysis is not the only 
kind of reactio.1 that is enzymatically catalyzed. However, it has been 
convenient to study it here because all digestive processes brought 
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about by the enzymes of the human digestive tract are enzymatic 
hydrolyses. The utility of these hydrolyses we shall sec in the next 
chapter. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

7-1. Distinguish brtween a substance, in the chC'mist's sense, and a mixture. 
7-2. Distinguish l.wtween organic and inorgank chemistry. How has tlw ddinitiuu 

of organic chemistry rhanged in the last 200 yt'J.fll? 
7-3. Two substances are made up of the same atoms in the same prnportions. Is it 

jJO!I.~ihk for thcst· substances to differ in their chemical properties? If so, can you account 
for the possibility of diffcn·ncc? 

7-4. State a ronspknnus chemical diffrrence between faLS and carbohydrates. 
7-5. Will more or kss o~ be rl'quiR·d to oxidize (bum) a pound of fat ('ompktely to 

co~ aud H~O than is n:quin·d to oxidi..:c completely a pound of sugar? Why? 
7-6. Distinguish b!:twet·n an ion and an atom. 
7-7. Write the n·a1·tion between nitril' add and potas.~inm hydroxide. (The sy111bol 

for potassium is K.) Jndicaw ions corrct·tly. What are the names of the products? To 
what class of substances d01•s the more compl!:tt'ly ionized f'l'Oduct belong? 

7-8. The rxucl name of an enzyme, according to the system de!!<:ribed in § 49, is nut 
always predictable, but tht> student should be able to make rra.wnably duS<' guesses 
as to the namrs of the l'nzymes that attack the following substances: lactosc, maltoiK', 
cellulose, lipids (fats), prnicillin. 

7-9. Analyze the word hydrolysis in terms of its mots. 
7-10. 1<'rom a student examination paper comes the following statement; "A cat<tlyst 

is a substance that can bring about a reaction without entering into it." 
What rriticism can you make of this definition? 
7-11. In terms of the pirturt· of enzyme action devdoped in § 49, how would you 

acwunt fur the fact that em:ymt·s are specific, that is, that each enzyme can catalyu 
th1: destruction of one, or at must a few, substann::;? 
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Chapter VIII 
The Digestive System 

50. The Path of Food 

Recall once more our t>quation of rf"spiration: 

Food + O, --+ CO, + H,O + e (1) 

In Chapter VI, Wf" saw how oxygen was brou~ht into the hody, 
though we did not carry it as far .as the n·lls where rC'spiration takes 
place. In the present chapter. wf' proposc to show how food gets into 

thf" body. 

The path food follows is illustrated in Fihrurc 8·1A. From the mouth, 

food passes through the pharynx into the esophagus, tlwnre to the 
stomach. After considerable churning around, it moves on into the 
small intestine where much of the food passes from the intestinal cavity 
across the- wall of the intr-stinc and into the body itself. What remains 
in the intcstinf' at the conclusion of this proc('ss goes into the large 
intestine* anrl, at intervals, leaves the body by way of the anus. 

This, in hrief, is the path of food through the body. But the story can 
be told still more hricily. Figure 8-IB is a simple yt>t, in a sense, accurate, 
picture of a man. Man may be said to be but an elongated doughnut. 
The hole of the "doughnut" is the gastrointestinal tract (G-1 tract) or 
gut which, it happens, is differentiated into variou~ parts: esophagus, 
stomach, c,lr. The upper orifice of the G-1 tract is called the mouth; the 
lower is the anus. 

*Also known by its GretC"k nam••, mlon. 

135 
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This simplified view serves to emphasize the point that things within 
the G-I tract are not really inside the body. Is the saltcellar in Figure 
8-lC inside the doughnut? Only in a trivial sense, a sense which we 

A 

intestine 

Large 
in"te&tine 

'\1---;-'Reetu.m 
IC~LAnu•--~~~ 

Fig. 8-1. Man (A) is an elongated doughnut (R). Things which arc imid,. tht· hole 
of the doughnut (C) an: not inside the doughnut. 

shall not consider further. Similarly, a piece of chicken in a man's 
stomach is not really inside the man. 

This is a point of more than theoretical importance. The food that 
we take "into" the body via the mouth is not, at first, fit to entf'r the 
body. If, for instance, we should take this food, grind it up fine and 
inject it into the body proper (e.g., into the veins), the ronsequencc 
would be a very sick man; death might even result. Even the fiucst 
menu is composed largely of substances that would be violently poison
ous if taken directly into the body. Before they can ~fely be taken in, 
they must be considerably modified. The task of suitably modifying 
them falls to the G-I tract. The process takes place in stages, diHCrcnt 
parts of the tract specializing in different phases. We can best appre
ciate the division of labor by once more following food through thf'" 
alimentary canal, this time at a more leisurely pace. 

51. The Beginning of Digestion: The Hydrolysis of Starch 

In the first stage of the preparation of food for digestion, it is cut into 
small pieces by the teeth. The utility of this action can be readily ap
preciated when it is realized that the digestive enzymes which will at-
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tack the food are initially on the outside of every food particle. To get 
at all the food molecules, the enzymes must diffuse through the gross 
particles of food. As pointed out in § 30, diffusion over a macroscopic 

Fig. 8-2. The salivary glands occur in pairs. Tht'" lol"alion of the right member of each 
pair is shown abow. The largest gland, lh<'" parotid gland. is the one whose infection 

by a virus causes the swelling known as "mumps." 

distance is very slow. When the size of the food particles is decreased in 
chewing, the distance the molecules of enzymes have to move to get 
to all the molecules of food is decreased. As a result, the speed with 
which contact is established between enzyme molecules and food mole
cult-s is increased; consequently, the rate of digestion of food by enzyme.~ 
is incrcascd. • 

Rut what is digestion? We may give a brief and simple answer: 
digestion is the process of breaking large organic molecules into 
smaller ones, through the aid of hydrolyzing enzymes. 

The first step in digestion begins when food in the mouth is mixed 
with saliva, a viscous liquid produced by the salivary glands (Fig. 8-2). 
Saliva contains an enzyme namt'd ptyalin* (Grr-ck, spittle) which can 
("atalyze the splitting of starch (a large carbohydratc) into smaller mole
cules of maltose (a sugar). We may state this fact thus: 

(plyalill) 
maltose (2) 

This is the first example of the hydrolytic digestion of foods that takes 

"' Ptyalin, likr many of the digt·stiw enzym('ll, was discov~·n·d and named many years 
before the systematic way of indicating enzymes by the suffix -ast was developed (§ 49). 
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place in the G-1 tract. We may generalize (2) into a formula that will 

describe the action of every digestive enzyme: 
(diiestive ~nzyme) 

Large organic molecule+ HzO smaller organic molecules (.3) 

It will be noted that the above equation says nothing about any 
energy changes. This omission was deliberate. Although there are energy 

Larynx{ Q = 

0 E5ophagus 

Fig. 8-J. Swallowing. The air passage is dosed by the epiglottis, and the food drops 
into the esophagus. In this process, the larynx ("Adam's apple") moves upward. 

changes involved in hydrolysis, they arc negligibly small. We omit 
mentioning them in order to emphasize the fact that, practically speak
ing, we derive no energy from the digeJtion of food. The utility of digestion 
lies in the breaking down of large organic molecules into small organic 
molecules that can be more easily taken into the body. 

52. Swallowing: Peristalsis 

Saliva contains more than water and ptyalin; it also contains mucin, 
a slick material which covers the food particles, making them easier to 
swallow. After the food has been masticated suitably, a small lump of 
it called a bolus, (Latin bolus, lump) is moved to the back of the tongue 
and then swallowed. The process of swallowing is a complex one which 
we shall only partly describe. In Figure 8-3, it will be no.ted that a 
bolus coming off the back of the tongue has two paths open to it, the 
esophagus and the trachea. To insure its getting into the right open
ing, the entrance of the trachea needs to be closed. This closure is 
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effected by a complex series of movements, the most prominent of which 
is the upward movement of the larynx, which can be observed readily 
from the outside. By its upward movement, the larynx crowds the 

Stomach 

C•rdiac 
sphinc'ter> 

Bo11ols of food 

Fig. 8-4. Peristalsis. The circular muscles in the wall of the digestive tract (esophagus 
in this case) relax in front of the bolus, while the muscles behind the bolus contract. 

Thus is the lump squeezed alon!!!. 

opening against the epiglottis and other structures and thus prevents 
food from entering the windpipe-usually. 

Once in the esophagus, the food moves rapidly to the lower end. 
Fluids move passively under the influence of gravity, but solids arc 
helped along by a process called peristalsis (Greek peri, around; stalsis, 

constriction). The process can best be understood by studying Figure 
8-4. Put into words, the process of peristalsis may be described as the 
movement of a wave of muscular relaxation along a tube (the G-I 
tract), followed by a wave of contraction. Since the bolus of food is just 
in front of. the contracted area, it is moved along the tube in the same 
direction. The total time taken for a bolus to go from the upper to the 
lower end of the esophagus is, at most, a few seconds. 

The esophagus produces no digestive enzymes. 
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53. Digestion in the Stomach: The Specificity of Enzymes. 

From the esophagus, the food passes into the stomach. Here, slow 
churning movements mix the food with the gastric juice (Greek gasff'r, 

stomach) produced by cells lining the walls of the stomach. Gast1·ic 
juice is a watery mixture of several substances among which the follow
ing should be noted : 

Hydrochloric acid. 
Pepsin, an enzyme that partially digests a miscellany of proteins. 

Rennin, an enzyme that partially digcstc;, or at least alters, milk 

proteins. 

An important characteristic of enzymes is their sensitivity to changes 
in acidity. Each enzyme works best at a particular acidity or alkalinity; 
if the environment changes markedly in this particular, the enzyme will 

no longer be active. Ptyalin, the salivary enzyme, works only in neutral 
or alkaline solutions. At the acidity of the stomach juice, ptyalin can no 
longer digest starch. Since food is so quickly swallowed, one might 
wonder if ptyalin has a chance to act. However, though the food is 
soon in the stomach, it is not immediately thoroughly subjected to the 
action of the stomach juice. It takes the acid, and otlwr substances, somC' 
time to penetrate to the center of the mass of food, during which time 
the alkaline ptyalin docs its work. 

~other important characteristic of enzymes is their specificity. An 
enzyme is specific in two senses: it will act only on a specific substance 
or type of substances; and it carries out a specific breakdown of those 
substances. The substances an enzymt> acts upon is called the sub
strate; the substrate of sucrase is sucrose, of ptyalin, starch. 

The substrate of pepsin is proteins. There is an almost countless 
number of different proteins but, apparently, the similarities among 
them are great enough so that thi.'> one enzyme can attack most pro
teins. In a sense, one might say that this enzyme is not completely 
specific since it can attack so many different kinds of proteins; how
ever, it is probable that the particular part of each protein <;tttackcd is 
the same in all cases. If so, we may say that this enzyme is specific. 

As a result of proteolytic action, substances called pcpt.idcs are pro
duced. A carbon-to-nitrogen-to-carbon bond is called a peptide bond, 
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or peptide linkage. Two amino acids united in this way make a com~ 
pound called a dipeptide.* As an example of such a compound: 

COOH 0 NH, 

I II I 
R ·· ---G--N--C- C--R 

I I 
H II 

When many amino acids arc thus united, the suhstances are called 
f!O(ypeptides. Polypeptides art' the products of gastric digestion. Not until 
these substances are digested further, to amino acids, are the products 
of protein digestion absorb('d into the body. Such complete digestion 
does not take place in the stomach. 

Meat is largely protein. The stomach produces protein~digesting 

enzymes. The stomach, b('ing meat, is itself protein. JVI!Y dorl it nul 

digest it.1e({? If, in asking, "Why," we arc referring to purpose. the 
answer is obvious; it would be disadvantagr"OUS for the stomach to 
destroy itself. .But if by "why" we mean, "What is the me-chanism that 
prevents the stomach from digt>sting itself?", we must reply that we 
do not know. That this is more than an academic point is evidenced 
by the great frequency of stomach ulcers. An uk<'rous stomach is one 
that, in one or more restricted plan·s, ha.r started to digest itself. The 
ulcer seems to bf" the result of the secretion of too much enzyme or of 
enzyme at the wrong- time as, for instance, when..thc stomach is empty. 
The primary eausc of an uk<'r is not, however, to be sought in the 
stomach itsdf, but elst·where, in the environment and the nervous dis
position of the individual him.~clf. Ulcer~ typically afllict individuals 
constantly subjected to "nervous tension," e.g., New York taxicab 
drivers. 

54. The Eliciting of Pancreatic Juice by Secretin, a Hormone 

The length of tim<' food stays in the stomach depends on a number 
of factors: the kind of food, the quantity of food, and, perhaps, in
dividual differences. Only a few substances, notably alcohol, are ab~ 
sorbed through the stomach wall into the body. The bulk of the fOod, 

• The student may find it an intereJting exercise to see how the dipl"ptide could bt
derived through the union of two amino acids with the loss of a molecule of water. 
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Fig. 8-5. Diagrammatic illustration of the experimental evidence for the hormonal 
stimulation of pancreatic secretion. When acid food from stomach enters duodenum 
(A), the pancreas secretes pancreatic juice. Cutting nerves attached to duodenum 
(B), or to pancreas (C), does not alter the response. But stopping the exit of blood 
from the duodenal wall prevents the passage of the "message," i.e., the hormone 

secretin, from the duodenum to the pancreas. 

after being reduced to a uniform consistency by peristaltic and other 
movements of the stomach, passes on to the small intestine. 
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Tht' lower end of the stomach can be squeezed dosed by a ring of 

muscle. This closable r<'gion is called thC' pyloric sphincter (Greek 
P.11/oros, a gat<' kel"p<'r; sphincter, that which binds tightly). During much 

of th<" time that the food is in the stomach, the pyloric sphincter is 
closed tightly but, aftrr an hour or so, it opens periodically and lets a 
squirt of Huid food enter the small intestine. This process cominucs 
until the stom:J.ch i~ emptied. 

The first part of the small intestine is dignified by a special name, 
the duodenum, (Latin duo, two; dt'crm, ten; so-called because in man 

the duodenum is about twe-lvr- ling-er-widths long). It is in this region 
that pancn•atic juict', perhaps tht'" most important of the digestive juices, 

is added to tlw food. Tlw rourse of evPnts leadin~ to the addition of this 
juicr- is worth rccountin~. 

It was early observed in experimental animals that when food moves 

from the stomach into the duodenum, the pancre-as soon starts to secrete 

pancreati(' juke which ("nters the duodenum by way of the pancr("atic 

duct. It would be natural to assume that a message is sent by way of 

the n<'rves from the duodenum to the pancreas. "tcllin~" the pancreas 

to begin seercting its juice (sec Fig. 8-SA). Howc\'cr, a very simple 

experiment shows that this cannot he the case; whC'n all the ncf\'CS 

leading to the pancreas arc cut, the pancreas still secretes when food 

passes from the stomach to the duodenum (sec Fig. 8-5 B,C), Clcady, 

messages arc still getting through from the duodf'num to the pancreas, 

but how? Under the conditions of the experiment, the only visible con

nection of the pancreas with the rest of the body is by way of the blood 

vessels. The most reasonable assumption is that some sort of message is 

being carried by the blood stream from duodenum to pancreas. That 

this is, in fact, the case can be shown by simply prew·nting the passage 

of blood from duodenum to pancreas, which can be done either by 

stopping the flow of blood auH~Y from the duodenum (Fig. 8-SD), or 

stopping the flow of blood to the pancreas.* Either experiment leads to 

the failure of the pancreas to respond to the presence of food in the 

duodenum. Evidently, the blood stream docs, normally, carry a '"mes

sage" froni one organ to th(" other. Such a message-carrier, really a 

• The former experiment is the lx•tter one. Why? IC yon cannot answer this question 
now, you might kt•t•p it in mind to tacklt" later, after rt>ading § 63. 
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substance dissolve'd in the hlood stream, is calif'd a hormone (Gret>k 
hormao, to stir up, to excite). 

The full story is this. The food mass which comes from the stomach 
is strongly acid. The duodenum and small intestine ar(" alkalinr. The 
acid coming from the stomach stimulates certain cells which line the 
walls of the duodenum to produce a hormone called secretin.* This 
hormone enters the blood stream and is carried to all parts of the hody. 
In most of tlw body, the hormone has no dfect so far as we know. Rut 
the pancreas responds to the presence of secretin brought to it in the 

blood hy secff'ting its pancreatic juice at an increased rate. 

55. The Enzymes in Pancreatic Juice 

The foodstuffs that we cat arc made up of substance:-~ bclongin~ to 
three difff'rent dwmieal classes: proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. Pan
creatic juice contains enzymes which attack all three.f It contains 
several proteolytic enzymes, one of which is called trypsin; a carho
hydratc-splitting enzyme often called amylase; and a fat-splitting 
enzyme, lipase, 

The pancreatic enzymes continue the work begun by the enzymes of 

the stomach and mouth. Trypsin splits proteins into polypeptides which 
arc later split bY intestinal cmymcs into amino acids which can be ab
sorbed into the I>Ody. Amylase duplicates the action of saliva, digcsting 
starch to disaccharides (C12 compounds like maltose, Cd-I22011) which 
will later be broken down to monosaccharid{'s (C6 compounds like glu

cose, C6H120~) by enzymes produced by the intestinal wall 
Lipase, the fat-digesting enzyme, is aided by other juices. One of 

the many functions of the liver is the production of bile which enters 
the small intestine via the bile duct. Rile helps in the digestion of fats, 
but it is not at/ en:::;'mr. It has a soaplikC" action; it causes the large fat 
globules, consisting of many molecules, to hrPak down into very small 
ones in which, however, the constituent molecules are unchanged. These 

*We cannot too ~tnmgly urgt• the nect'ssity of careful redding; st'tretin aod secretion 
are not synonymous terms. Tht:" carei<'~s n·ader often confuses them. 

t The word pancn·as is derived from (;rcrk pan, all; crrm, !lt·sh; the n-fCrence is pr<'
sumably to the fact that this organ is all flt'sh, with no bone in it. In view of what we 
now know about its secrt."'tion, the name seems doubly apt. for its secrt."'tions attat·k all 
three kinds of flt:"sh or food. 
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small globules can remam suspended in water. Bile is said to emulsify 

fats. When fats are thus finely dispersed, they are more susceptible to the 
action of the pancreatic enzyme lipase.* The end products of lipolytic 

Fig. 8M6. The wall of tht· .~mall intt'.~tine (A) is lin<'d with thousands uf tiny villi (B), 
each of which has the structure shown in C. 

action ar{' glyc{'rine and fatty acids (R-COOH) which can be absorbed 
through the intestinal wall. 

56. Other Digestive Enzymes 

The cells of the small intestinal wall produce various enzymes which 
hydrolyze proteins and carbohydrates, although, apparently, lipolytic 
enzymes are not produced. The large intestine, as far as we know, 
produces no enzymes at all. 

In trying to assign credit for the breakdown of foodstuffs in the in
testines, the presence of millions of bacteria complicates study. Bacteria 
produce hydrolytic enzymes, too, and these unquestionably play a role 

*It is possibk that the stbmach also produces a lipase, but this is not yet firmly 
established. 
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in the breakdown of organic matenal m the gut. In man, digestion 
could take place perfectly well without bacteria, w far as we know. 
In some other animals, however, intestinal bacteria seem to be essential. 
Cellulose, the woody material of plants, is a type of carbohydrate almost 
completely indigestible by man. C.ows, hor:-es, and termites, however, 
get an appreciable portion of their nutriment from cellulose. It has 
been shown that the gut of these animals swarms with backria and 
other microorganisms that produce cdlulose-hydrolyzing t>nzymcs. 'l'he 
host animals (as well as the microscopic guests) benefit from the action 
of these enzymes. 

57. Absorption of Food 

The wall of the small intestine (Fig. 8-6A), when examined under a 
microscope (Fig. 8-6B), is se-en to be composed of millions of little 
fingerlike projections pointing into the cavity. These tiny fingt·rs a1·e 
t·alled villi (singular villus, Latin, shaggy hair). The villi, when cut 
lengthwise, f'Xhibit the structure shown in Figure 8-6C. It should he 
noted that each villus contains vessels d<'.~ig-nated by two ditfercnt names: 
blood vessels and lac teals. The function of the blood vessels will be taken 
up first. 

The end products of protein digt"stion arc amino acids. The end 
products of carbohydrate digestion arc monosaccharides, simple sugars. 
Products of both these classes are soluble and readily pass through the 
walls of the villi to the blood vessels. In the blood vessels, of course, the 
blood is in continuous motion due to the pumping of the ht"arl. !Jis
solved in the blood stream, the amino acids and sugars arc carried to 
other parts of the body, a process which we will follow in Chapter IX. 

The absorption of the products of fat digestion is a different story. 
If a fasting animal or one fed a low-fat meal is killed and opened, the 
lacteal vessels are rather inconspicuous. If, however, an animal which 
has recently been fed a meal rich in fats is opened, the lactcals are 
readily seen as swollen, milky channels. The name lacteal is de-rived 
from Latin lactis, milk, and refers to its appearance, not to it" .contents. 
Microscopic examination of the contents reveals small droplets of ma
terial which can be chemically identified as fatty in nature. 

How do fatty materials get into the lactcals? There appears to be no 
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fat in the epithelium of the intestinal villi. Following a fatty meal, the 
presence of fatty adds and glycerine, produced by the hydrolysis of 
fats by lipase, can be demonstrated in the intestine. Concomitantly, fat 
droplets appear in the lactrals of the neighboring villi. Presumably, 
Catlike matC'rials pass through the villous t"pitht>lium in the form of 
fatty acids and glycerol and, oncf' inside, are resynthesized into fats 
which arc catTied away by the lacteals. This seems to be a reasonable 
presumption, though it has not been completely proved. 

TIH" lactC'als arc part of a second circulatory system, the so·called 
lymph system (Latin (l•mpha, clear water). This system has no wdl
d('vdoprd pump (such as the heart) but depends on the squeezing 
movements of the surrounding tissues for the movement of the fluids. 
Microscopic examination of living intestine shows the villi to be in con
:;tant motion, weaving back and forth and pumping up and down. The 
movement of the villi probably hf"lps in stirring the intestinal contents, 
thus aiding absorption; it undoubtedly lwlps to alternately squeeze and 
relax the lant'als, thus forcing the contents on. Ultimately the lymph 
system joins with the blood system, the lymph entering the blood stream 
by a vein ncar the heart. 

58. Purposes of Digestion 

At this point, it might be well to ask, "Whahis the purpose of diges· 
tion?'' The most obvious purpose of digestion is to make molecules more 
soluble so that they can diffuse through the wall of the intestine and so 
entt•r the hocly. But there is another function which digestion serves, a 
function hinted at previously. 

Every kind of organism contains a great many specific chemical com· 
pounds that arc found nowhere else. This i.f particularly true of the proteins. 

The cells of a cow arc made up of proteins, some of which arc found in 
no otht•r animal; we might call them cow proteins. Similarly, a horse 
is made of specific horse proteins and a human of specific human pro
t{'ins. 

Proteins themselves are made up of amino acids which, with rare 
exceptions, art· not p{'culiar to particular kinds of organisms. The amino 
acids of a horse arc the same in kind {though not in proportions) as 
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those of cows, men, monkeys, worms; or, for that matter, trees, mosses, 
and bacteria. 

In general, one kind of organism cannot use the proteins of another 
to build up its own substance. A human cannot use cow protein to 
build up human flesh. But the amino acids from hydrolyzed cow pro
teins are the same as those that compose human proteins. Cow amino 
acids can be used to make human flesh. The proportions of the various 
kinds may not be quite right, but that does not matter. The surplus 
amino acids t•an be burned as fud or discarded as waste. 

Cow proteins, injected directly into a human's blood stream, would 
cause a violent reaction, perhaps death. Cow amino acids, on the con
trary, would furnish him food. In fact, the injection of pure amino 
acids is used as a mcthocl of feeding invalids when conventional methods 
of feeding are impossible or inadvisable. 

Amino adds an· the most important building blocks of all animals 
and plants. One of the principal purposes of digt>stion is to reduce the 
buildings of other animals and plants to their building blocks to the 
end that the eater may build up his own tissues from the disassembled 
building blocks of the eaten. 

Exceptionally, some proteins may be absorbed in their original state. 
Such absorption evidently contributes to food sensitivities. To take but 
one example, some people are sensitive or aller}!,ic to eggs; that is, when 
they eat eggs, they develop any of a number of unpleasant symptoms 
ranging from hives to complete prostration. It can be shown that the 
egg substance that evokes such allergic responses is protein iu nature. 
The constituents, amino adds, arc not harmful. This must mean, then, 
that such egg proteins diffuse as proteins through the intestinal wall, 
contrary to our general picture of digestion and absorption. The ten
dency to show allergic reactions is unquestionably inheritable and mtry 

depend partly on inherited differences in the intestinal epithelium, 
though undoubtedly other factors are involved, too. 

59. Function of the Large Intestine 

The intestinal food mass enters the large intestine in a fluid state; 
when it leaves, by way of the rectum and anus, it is solid. The change in 
state is brought about by absorption of water through the walls of the 
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large intestine into the body. Since much of this water originally came 
from the body, we speak of the reabsorption of water. 

Reabsorption of water is the principal function of the large intestine. 

Smooth mus.cle 

Fig. 8-7. The muscles of the gut are composed of smooth muscle cells (A), in con
trast to the striated musdf'S (B) present in all the skeletal (voluntary} muscles. The 
fi~llrt' shows how th{' contraction of the cirrular muscles will lengthen the intestinf' 

and l'ontranion of the longitudinal lllUSdf's will shorten it, 

There is undoubtedly some absorption of food materials here, but it is 
probably of secondary importance. There is no evidence of the produc
tion of enzymes by this part of the gut. 

At the end of its journey through the large intestine, the mass is now 
fairly solid and is known as dung or feces (Latin faeces, dregs). This ma
terial is passed at intervals into the last part of the G-I traC't, the rectum. 
The presence of feces in the rectum leads to characteristic sensations 
and the desire to defecate. 

Infrequent* or difficult defecation is called constipation. The causes 

*"Normal" rate of defecation is once a day. But there is great individual variability. 
For some, one evacuation in two or three days may be normal. More important than 
the infrequency are the other symptoms of constipation: foul breath, headache, de· 
pression, irritability, etc. 
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are many; poor health, poor diet, and "nervous tension" are chief 
among them. At lea!<lt one adult in five in the United States experiences 
constipation most of the time, and about half of these take laxatives 
regularly. Laxatives, however, when repeatedly taken, tend to lose thcir 
efficacy and, hence, are- a questionable, or even dangerous, solution to 
the problem of constipation, which is beucr attacked by partaking of 
a sensible diet or by changing one's way of life so as to remove thl" source 
of nervous tension. 

60. Intestinal Movement: Smooth Muscle 

Earlier, we mentioned the phenomenon of peristalsis as it occurs in 
the esophagus. Peristaltic movements, as wdl as other movements of a 
more random sort, occur throughout the digestive tract and S<'rvC' to 
churn the food and mix it with the digestive juices. 

Movements of the intestint> arc made possible by thC' action of two 
different musde layers to be seen in Figure 8-7 A. The musdf' fibers in 
both layers arc oriented in a helical fashion; but the muscle cells of thl" 
outer layer are oriented almost parallel to the length of the intestine, 
and this muscle layer is, therefore, C'allcd the longitudinal muscle 
layer. Bearing in mind that when muscle fibers act, they shorten their 
length, it will be seen that the contraction of longitudinal muscles will 
shorten the length of the intestine. The inner layer is composed of cells 
oriented almost at right angles to the axis of the intestine; this layer is 
called the circular muscle layer. Contraction of this layer will con
strict the diametr-r of the gut and, hence, increase the length. By the 
varied cooperation and antagonism of th<.'se two layers, a variety of 
movements can be imparted to the intestine. 

The muscles of the intestinal wall are diff<'rC'nt from the skeletal 
muscle discussed earlier (§ 24). One of the conspicuous features of 
skeletal muscle is the presence of striations (Fig. 8-7B); these are absent 
in intestinal muscle. In fact, the muscles of most of the viscera (Latin, 
entrails) are of this kind, called smooth muscle. Smooth muscle has no 
striations and cell membranes definitely delimit each cell, each of which 
has only one nucleus. 

Physiologically, there arc great and significant differences between 
smooth and striated muscle. Striated muscle is capable of very rapid 
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contraction but it fatigues easily; smooth muscle is slow to contract and 
slow to relax and it can remain contracted for long periods of time withM 
out fatig:ue. Striated muscle does its owner's bidding-it is "voluntary 
muscle"; smooth muscle almost seems to have a mind of its own and is 
called "involuntary muscle." 

Bearing these differences in mind, one can predict with almost comM 
plete accuracy wherc each kind of muscle will be found on the gratuitous 
and tu~justificd assumption that need determines presence. All the 
muscles which move the bones of the body are striated, for movements 
of the skeleton must be quick and subject to voluntary control. On the 
other hand, we need not conrcrn ourselves with the movements of the 
visrcra. Quite often, such movement<; must be long continued. The 
intt"stinal muscles, for instanc€', are almost constantly at work. CorreM 
lated with these needs, we find that visceral muscles, with few excep
tions, arc smooth muscl<"s. * 

61. The Length of the Gut, and the Function of Blind Ends 

Earlier (§50), we urgt"d that, as rt"gards the structure of the gastro
intestinal tract, man can bC" rcgarded as an elongated doughnut 
(Fig. 8M8A). Yet, it is clear that this view of man is oversimplified. The 
gut is not a straight tube running from mouth to anus, a distance of 
only about two and one-half ft>et. The represent_ation of Figure 8-SB is 
more nearly correct, the length of thl" gut being twenty-five or more 
fet>t. Th('re is considerable individual variation. Why this great length? 
What US<' is a GMI tract that is ten times as long as it needs to be to 
reach from one orifice to the other? 

R<..·call that digestive juices arc secreted by the walls of the stomach 
and intt"stine (n<..·glt>cting, for the mom<..·nt, the special secretions of the 
liver and pancreas) and that absorption takes place through the wall 
of the small intestine. One would suspect, therefore, that the more wall, 
the greater the opportunity for the secretion of enzymes and for the 
absorption of food products. A gut which ran straight from mouth to 
anus would be too short to allow much digestion and absorption of 
food. At least, so much seems reasonable, although there is no experi
mental proof of it. 

• The heart, however, is made of yet a third type of muscle called cardiac musclt. 
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The idea that the shape of the gut may be adapted to the purpose 
of ailowing enough time and surface for digestion and absorption he! ps 
explain another phenomenon, the existence of blind ends. The gut of 

Fig. 8~8. Man's form ill essentially that of a doughnut (A), but with the cmtral tube kngth
ened (B), thus furnishing morf' surfacr for absorption. Tho:- gut of hcrbivorous animals has a 
conspicuous blind f"nd called a cat>cum (C); the caecum of man is ~mall, but it has an apJWn
dix (D), which frcquenLiy l:..,comt'!l irritatt."d by bacteria which have stagnated therdn (E). 

a rabbit (Fig. 8-SC) has a very large blind end called a caecum (Latin 
caecus, blind). Material that enters this blind alley undoubtedly takt·s 
longer to traverse the entire tract; it is, therefore, longer subject to the 
process of digestion. It has been observed that caeca arc most common 
and best developed in those animals that live on the most difficult-to
digest food, such as grass and other roughages, which contain much 
cellulose, a material considerably more resistant to digestion than starch. 

Man has a rudimentary caecum (Fig. 8-BD) indicating, perhaps, his 
evolutionary descent from earlier beings which fed more on herbs. 
Noteworthy is the smaller continuation of the caecum, the appendix. 
Just as it does in other blind ends, food often stagnates in this one with 
consequent increase in bacterial action. Sometimes, the bacteria "go 
too far'' and attack the wall of the appendix itself, inflaming it (Fig. 
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8-8E); this we call appendicitis (from the Greek itis, inflammation). 
Clinim/ rffords indic<~te that, at one time or another, about one per 
('Cnt of the population suffers from appendicitis. Post mortem examination 
of many app<'ndixes reveals that scarc<'ly ten per cent arc what the 
histologists would call normal, indicating that about ninety per cent 
of the population have a "suhdiniml" (Latin .wh, meaning under, bt"low, 
or almost) case at some time. Only about onf' in ninety inflammations 
reaches the clinical level of seriousnes.<~. Frank cases of appendicitis tend 
to occur in some families mon_· than in others. The why is not known. 
An occasional fortunate individual has no appendix at birth. 

62. The Nutrition of Man 

Man seems to thrive best on a varied diet. Analyses of healthful diet<~ 
show that they indude materials that fall into the following categories: 

1. Water. 
2. Inorganic sal~s. 
3. Roughage. 
4. Ga_rbohydrates. 
5. Fats. 
6. Proteins. 
7. Vitamim. 

Although the above categories arc not all m~tually exclusive, they 
are convf'nient ones to adopt for further discu!'.Sion. 

How necessary arc the various types of foodstuffs? Everyone knows 
that water is the most essential of them all and can be least safely 
omitted, f'ven for a short period of time. 

Inorganic salts arc also indispensable but need not be taken in every
day. A dozen or more elements are required for normal health, among 
tht·m lx·ing phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, magnesium, calcium, iron, 
iodine, and copper. The function of some of these is known in part. 
Iron is a component of the hemoglobin molecule of the red blood cells 
(§ 69); copper is required in the production of hemoglobin; calcium 
and phosphorus arc needed to make bone, and iodine is required for 
the normal function of the thyroid gland. Many of the inorganic salts 
arc required because their elements arc constituents of organic enzymes. 
In general, the quantities of the elements required arc so slight that 
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almost any diet made of natural foods supplies all the inorganic salts 
needed. To this generalization thcre arc a few exceptions. Calcium, tlw 
principal constituent of bone, is required in rather large quantities, 
especially in growing children, hence, the importance of milk. Iodine 
is deficient in the soils of Cf'rtain ITgions, e.g., the Grcat Lakes region 
of the United States, and hence, the plant.<; and animals (including fish) 
of the region do not supply enough of the clement for man's needs. 
This deficiency is easily made up by the intake of "iodi:r.ed salt." 

A varied diet composed of natural foods includes adequate "rough
age." By roughage, is meant food that is rPlatively indigestible. Such 
food passes all th(' way through the alimentary canal unabsorbed. [n 
the large intestine, it act!\, by virtue of its bulk and miklly irritating 
action, to stimulate peristalsis and, thus, to prevent constipation. Vege
table products which contain much cellulose and otlwr large and in
digestible molecules arc the principal sources of roughage. Whole wlwat 
bread and bran are good roughagf's. In passing, it might be noted that 
the intake of this class of foods can be overdone; too much bran, for 
instance, may be irritating to the dt>licate membrant's of the intestinal 
tract. 

Most of the food that we consume St"rvcs the purpost' of furnishing 
us with energy (recall the equation of respiration). The organic foods 
that supply this energy can be divided into carbohydrates, fats, and pro
teins (sec § 46). Their breakdown products arc sufficiently similar and 
our synthetic abilitif's arc sufficiently great, so that, for the most part, 
these substances arc interchangeable in our diet. However, only one of 
them is theoretically capable of supplying the large majority of man's 
food needs, namely, protein. This is the only one that has nitrogen in 
it. All living material is composed of proteins, which contain nitrogen 
bound in organic molf"cules. To maintain our Cf'll protdns, we must 
continuously take in organic nitrogen in the form of proteins or their 
breakdown products, amino acids. Proteins (or amino acids) arc, there
fore, the only one of these three types of foodstuffS that arc completely 
!ndispensablc. 

In addition to these kinds of foodstuffs, there is one other da-;s which, 
as everyone now knows, is essential to life, namely, the vitamins. If 
an animal is fed a "synthetic diet" of highly purified carbohydrates, 
amino acids, water, and inorganic salts, the animal languishes and 
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TABLE 8-1 

VITAMINS OF THE GREATEST PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE IN 

HUMAN NUTRITION, ANU TilE CONSPICUOUS MANIFF.STATIONS 

01' T!IUR DEHCIENCIES 

EFFECTS OF SEVERE 
NAMR Guou SouRCES DEFICIENCY IN MAN 

~- ~ 

--~ - ~------~--~ 

*Vitamin A Fish liver oils, butler, Night blindness 
eggs, yellow vegetables 

- - ~-- ~ 

--~ - --

'J'hiaminl' Yeast, whole grains, Beriberi, a nervous 
(Vi tan lin B1) meats diS<'ase 

---------- ----- - ~----~- --------- ---~ 

Riboflavin Approximately as above Various skins ailments, 
(Vitamin R~) and photophobia 

- ~ - ~----------- --------

Pyridoxin Approximately as above Not certain in man. (Ane-
(Vitamin R~) ' mia in dogs and pigs.) 

' ' -- -~---

Niacin Approximately as above Pellagra 
(Nicotinic acid) 

-- -- ----
' 

Ascorbic acid Fresh fruits and vcgc- Scurvy 
(Vitamin C) tables, particularly 

citrus fruits 
-·----- ·- ----- -------
*Vitamin D Fish liver oils, eggs, ir- Ri:-kets. Abnormal C'al-

radiated milk dum and phosphorus 
metabolism 

--- -- ---- ~- -
*Vitamin K Widely distributed in Prolonged dotting time 

plants of blood 

*Indicates fat-soluble vitamins, that is, ones that are soluble in fat solvents such as 
ether, alcohol, chloroform, and toluene. All other vitamins are water-soluble. 
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perishes, even though it has been given enough food to supply all its 
energy needs. The addition to the diet of minute amounts-less than 
one-hundredth of one per ('ent by weight of the total food -of the sub
stances we call vitamins renders such a highly purified diet adequate 
to sustain health and life. What do the vitamins supply that the rest 
of the diet lacks? Why do we need them? How can we plan our dkt so 

as to include them? 
Anticipating what will latcr be treated in mor<' dC'tail, we may point 

out that vitamins are part of cell enzymes. We need thf'm because the 
enzymes are important. Most of our enzymes we ourselves can easily 
make from simple foods. But for a few of our enzymes, we must take in 
large, prefabricated units of the enzymes; these arc the vitamins. 

There arc four different ways in which we might disc-uss vitamins: 
from the point of view of-

a. The medical man. 

b. The biological researcher. 

c. The professional nutritionist and dietitian. 

d. The housewife and layman. 

The medical man views vitamins primarily as things the ahi\t:"nee of 
which causes specific, conspicuous illnesses, such as night blindness 
(vitamin A), neuritis (the B vitamins), scurvy (vitamin C), rickets 
(vitamin D), and failure of blood to clot (vitamin K). (Sec Tahlc 8-1.) 
The research man looks upon vitamins as crucial building stonl's in 
the cells' architecture and tries to find out what they are doing there. 
The dietitian's concern with vitamins is a detailed quantitative onl'; 
the man or woman in charge of making up menus for a hospital or 
other large institution must weigh and count and consult tables that 
give the vitamin content of various foods, while kt't"ping one eye on tiK' 
budget, in order to make sure of getting enough vitamins into the regi
men without running over the monetary allowance. 

We will put aside all of these viewpoints for the present and, instead, 
adopt that of the housewife or other layman. What should the man in 
the street know about vitamins? What can he learn that he can carry 
with him and use in his daily life? Detailed tables of vitamin-content
per-pound for various foods arc not for him or for the housewife be
cause our daily life is not run on such a quantitative basis. What most 
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of us need are a few simple generalizations to guide us. The following 
statements arc suggested as things worth remembering. 

1. Vitamins are required for normal health. An avitaminosis*, if pro
found, may cause conspicuous symptoms-such as night blindness. 
A slight avitaminosis, however, may cause only slight symptom;, 
not always the same. The <:ause of such slight derangements can be 

deduced only hy medical mt"n skilled in diagnosis. Since a slight 
avitaminosis is much more common that the decided ones, the lay
man had best play safe by trying to make sure that his diet is ade
quate, without attempting any diagnosis. 

2. From a practiml point of view, we need remember the facts only about 

vitamins A, B, C, and D. Any natural diet sufficient to sustain life at 
all is almost certain to furnio;;h plenty of the other vitamins, so we 
need not concern ourselves with them. 

3. Vitamin A iJ a breakdown product of an orange-colored plant pigment, 

carotene. This pigment is prcscnt in all green plant tissues, its color 
bt"ing masked by the grcen pigments. The most likely place to look 
for it in abundance is in plant tissues that are yellow, orange, or red. 
e.g., in carrots and in the skin of tomatoes and apples. Color is not 
a proof of its prC'sence, for carotene is not the only orange plant pig
ment; but, in the absence of a chemical laboratory, color is a fair 
indication. Animals that feed on fresh green plants may accumulate 
vitamin A and transmit it through such prodl,J.cts as eggs and butter. 
Margarine naturally has none in it, but the manufacturers add it in 
wpious amounts. (Incidentally, vitamin A itself is c?lorlcss.) 

4. The B vitami11s art' partimlar(v abundant in high-protein foods. Meat, 
liver, yeast, nuts, and whole grains are good sources. There are many 
distinctly different chemical substances, e.g., thiamine, niacin, col
lectively referred to as the B vitamins or the B complex. The chemist 
distinguishes them, but the layman need not; food that is rich in one 
is usually rich in the others. 

5. Vitamin C {ascorbic acid) is abundant in fresh, acidjmits. Citrus fruits 
arc particularly good sources. Vitamin C is also found abundantly 
in many fresh, uncooked vegetables. It is very readily destroyed by 

• Grl;l'k a means not, lack or, nl.-gativc. Gn:ck osis is a suffix used to indicate a disease, 
or condition. 
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heat. Vegetables lose most of their ascorbic acid within a few days 
after picking. 

6. Vitamin D is found in i"adinted fats. When animal fat is exposed 
to ultraviolet light (present in sunlight that hasn't had to pas.~ through 
window glass or heavy smoke), some of the fatty chemicals are chang(·d 
to vitamin D. One may get one's supply by exposing oncst'lf to the 
sun or by consuming milk or other food that has been exposed ("ir
radiated") to ultraviolet light. Vitamin U is one of the few vitamins 
for which there is a practical danger of overdosage. Medical council 
should be sought in case of doubt. 

7. Daily intake is betler than sporadic intake. This is particularly true 
for ascorbic acid which apparently is not stored to any appreciable 
extent. Vitamin D, however, needs to be supplied only infrequently, 
particularly to adults. 

B. The more food eaten, the more c•ifamins required. This is particularly 
true for the water~solublc vitamins. Under starvation conditions, the 
vitamin needs decrease. 

9. Tissue formation requires more vilamhu than tissue maintmawe. N<'w 
tissue is being formed very rapidly in children of all ages. Conse
quently, children and pregnant women have high vitamin needs. 
Following injuries or operations, the vitamin requirements may in
crease for the same reason. 

All of this information can be summarized in a brief bit of advkf': 
We should "go easy'' on the carbohydrate foods (bread, potatoc>s, rtc.) 
which supply many calories and few vitamins; and eat as much fre.~h 
fruits, fresh vegetables, and fresh meats as our situation and our pocket
book allow. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

g. 1. Traroe the path of food from mouth to anus, naming the part~ of the G-1 tral"t 
in order, tdling what enzyme acts in each region, where the enzyme is pmdU<Td, what 
sorts of food it acts upon, and what the digestiw products and their route of absorpti<m 
into the body are. It may lx- convl·nil-nt to organize this information into a tahl1•. 

8-2. When a man rats, his "Adam's apple" bobs up and down at interval~. Explain 
the significance of this laryngeal agitation. 

8-3. From the knowledge of etymology already gained, the student should be able 
to deduce the meaning of the following words at sight; gastritis, laryngitis, colitis, tonsil
litis. 
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8-4. Maltu:w, C12lh~u. and suerOSl·, C12H~~Ou, are lx1th called disaccharides. 
Olut·ost·, C!Hu06. and fructose, CGH120G, are monosaccharides. By putting together 
various bits of information found in the text, the student should be able to deduce the 
molecular formula of a trisat"eharide. 

8-5. What i~ a poly~anharide? 
8-6. How is lymph kept drt:ulating through the villi? How is blood circulated? 
R-7. What is an cn:.tymc? What ar<.· its chara1·t1·ristirs? 
R-R. How dors the anatomical t•on~truction of the gut make for a large absorptive 

surfan·? 
8-9. Adt!mhydria is an abnormal nmdition in which the stomach fails to .se< rete any 

hydroehloric add. As a consl'fjtlt'ncl', the food mass in the stomach is usually alkaline. 
As further consequences, what cm:yml' would fail to work, and what other em:yme 
should lw at tive fur d longer time than usual? 

R-10. In oln!mcftl'f ;aundtu, the bile duct is plugged with ~~;allstones and, consequently, 
bile t·annot rt'at:h the small intl'Stine. As a rt·suh. thl' digestion of one of the three gn•at 
da~SI"S of foudstulf is intl·rfnn-d with. \Vhich one? \Vhy? 

8-11. Consider these two statt'Jm·nts: 
a. The h!uod stream carries S!Tn'tin fmm the duodenum to the pancreas wherl'" it 

Mimulai!'S tlw pmdll(tion of pancn·atic juice. 
b. The !.loud ~tiTam carrks St'"rretin to all parts of the body including the pan

cre..ts whieh it stimulates to produre pancreatic juice. 
Whit h is the better statement? Why? 
H-12. An oxidizable organic compound with few mcyg<:'n atoms per mokcull' yields 

mort• etwrgv tm oxidation than does an oxygen-rich t:ompound. Keglecting all dil'"tary 
mn~idcrations t'Xl"ept that of l'nergy n<:'rds, if a pound of lard and a pound of potatoes 
("<>Sl tlw s • .une, which would be the better bargain? (If stumped, sec ~ 46.) 

8-l.l \\'hy is a l"hangr of mTupation often of more value than the takin~ of mrdirine 
in the trcawwnt of tlkers? 

8-14. \\'ho.~t dll'mkals, or daS~>l'S of rht·mkal suhstanres, should be included in a 

rmnpkte and wl·ll-h,tl..tnrcd diet for man? \\'hich dao;.>t"S "§uppl)· the energy n<:'eds of 
man? 

H-15. What role does "roughagt·" play in man's diet? 
R-16. WIMt are thr prindp.1l vitamins ncrdcd in th<' human diet? Give some simple, 

ea;;y-to-JTilll'lUbt'r rules th..tt should help a man keep alive and healthy under condi
tions of disaster. 



Chapter IX 

The Circulatory System 

63. Its Primary Function: Transport 

Recall once more the equation of respiration: 

Food+ O,--+ CO,+ H,O + < (I) 

The process of respiration takes place in all the cells of the body, 
but the raw materials required for respiration enter only at certain 
portals. To get these materials from the lungs and the gut to all parts 
of the body, some method of transport is required. Such transport is 
accomplished by what we call the circulatory system of the hody, 
which consists of the heart, the blood vessels (arteries, capillaries, Vt"ins), 
and blood, the fluid circulated through these channt"ls. The lymph and 
lymph channels may also hP considered part of this systf'm (scc § 71). 

At the outset, it is important to realize that, with but few exceptions, 
the blood flows in definite channels and in a definite din·ction, whatewr 
part of the body it is in. The blood does not simply ooz(' and slosh 

around between the cells. A circulatory system of this sort is called a 

closed circulatory system and is characteristic of all the so-called hight"r 
animals. 

A closed circulatory systt~m is made up of three types of vessels: 
arteries, capillaries, and veins. These ves..;eis differ significantly in struc

ture, but of primary importance are their functions. 

160 
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By definition, an artery is a vessel that carries blood away from 
the heart; a vein is a vessel that carries blood toward the heart. 

And what of the capillaries? To understand their relation to the otht>r 

Fig. 9-1. Th~ n-l.ltions of arlt'rif'~ (light), capillaries, and Vt'in~ (dark). 

vessels, let us follow the blood as it circulates •through the system as 
diagrammatically rt>presented in Figure 9-1. The blood leaving the 
heart is at first enclosed entirely in one large artery, the aorta, but this 
soon divides into smallcr arteries; these subdivide further repeatedly 
until finally the blood is flowing in vcsscls so fine that they can be seen 
only with a micrusmpe, though only moderatt' ma~nification is needed. 
These tiny ves.'lels are called capillaries (Latin fapillaris, hairlike). The 
multitude of them is scarcely imaginable. Every cubic inch of the body 

is penetrated by a network of thousands of these tiny vessels. Their 
role in the final stages of gt·tling oxygt·n and food from the blood to 
the body cells will be discussed later (§ 69 and § 71; Fig. 9-6B). 

The length of an individual capillary is not very great; perhaps one
fiftieth of an inch would be typical. The capillaries, whieh might be 
rf'garded as the final divisions of the artf'rif's, themsdves unite to form 
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the first sm<\11 \Tills (Fig. '1-1). Tlwsr \'cins in turn nnitr rrpeatrdly to 

fonn l<uw·r veins until, in man, tlw hlnod t'('tnrning to thr hl'art is all 

of hear"t 

Left ~ide of 
hear't 

.. B 

Fig. 9--2. The heart i~ rt'ally two pumps (A), the right one of which supplit's tht> 
lungs with blocxl, while the left one supplies the re~t of the body. V('s.'!els carrying 
oxygrn-poor blood are dark; vessels with oxygen-rich blood are light. In 8 iR a 

realistic view of the heart. 

in two veins-the superior vena cava, bringing blood from th(" upper 
rt>gions of the body, and the inferior vena cava, coming from the 
lowt"r.* 

64. The "Circulations" of the Body; Systemic and Pulmonary 

The threefold system, arteries-capillarit·s-vrins, is often spoken of as 
a "circulation systrm" or, more hri<"Hy, as a "circulation." Thf'rc arc 
several ~uch systl'ms in thf' hody. The one whkh involv("~ mo~t of the 
body is callf'd the systemic circulation. Implicitly, it is the one de-

• Latin CQIJQ, cave, or hollow place; Latin vena, vein. Superi111 and inferior mean higher 
and lower, n"Spt'Ctivt"ly; in anatomiral u~t". thrsr trrm~ rarry no implication of being 
better or WOI'lll:'. 
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scribed in the preceding section. But there are other systems as well, 
less extensive, but equally important. One of these is the pulmonary 
circulation (Latin pulmo, lung), which supplies the lungs with the 
capillaries that surround the alveoli. 

There arc other "circulations" too, but discussion of these can he 
deferred for the present. With the pulmonary and systemic circulations 
in mind, we are in a position to understand the functioning of the heart. 

65. The Heart: A Double Pump 

In man and other mammals, the heart is, in a sense, a double organ. 
The two parts of it have separate functions but they work together. 
The diagram in Figure 9-2A should make this point clear. The right 
side of the heart is a pump for the pulmonary circulation system. The 
left side of the heart is a pump for the systemic circulation. There is no 
direct channel connecting the two sides. Contraction of a common set 
of muscles works both "pumps" at once hut, in other respects, they 
might he n:-garded as two separate organs. 

It is worth whilt> to follow the course of blood going through the 
ht>art. If we start with blood being returned from the systemic circulation 
hy the large veins, the venae cavae, we find that the blood first goes to 
the right auricle. This chamber is so nallled (Latin auricle, little ea1·) 
hecause externally it is an car-like flap appended to the rest of the 
heart (Fig. 9-2B). From the chamber of the auricle, the blood goes to 

the right ventricle and, from there, out the pulmonary artery to the 

lungs where it flows through capillaries surrounding tht" alveoli. These 

capillaries unite to form veins which unitt' rt'pt'atedly to form ultimately 

the pulmonary vein which brings the blood back, this time to the left 

side of the heart, to the left auricle first, then to the left ventricle 

and then out by way of the aorta which feeds all the arteries of the body 

except those in the pulmonary system. 

In the above account, the movement of the blood was spoken of as 

though it occurred spontaneously. This is, of course, not the case. The 

blood is a purely passive fluid whkh must be moved. The principal 

moving force js the heart. The way in which the heart moves the blood 

can be understood by careful study of the series of diagrams in Figure 
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9-3. Contraction of the muscles of the h('art reduces the volume of the 
chambrrs. Blood, being a fluid, is incompres:.-;ibl('; hence, when the 

NOTE: For clarity, empty !;>paces. 
aro &hown in heart. 

Ac.tually "there i=t never 
tree gae. in circ.u.latory 
$V5otem. 

3 SYSTOLE 

Fig. 9-3. How the .trr<lngement of tl-u.· valves of thr hrar l d<'tnmim·s the dirntion iu 
which blood is f01ccd by the heart's (OUtradiun. Sy,-;tok konlrdrtion) IJ1·giu~ in the 

auricles (2) and spreads to the ventricles (3). 

heart contracts, the blood must go somewhere. Where it goes is deter
mined by the valves. It will be noted in the figure that each valve 
(Latin, leaf of a door) i'l .~o constructed that it permit.~ passage of blood 

in only one direction, When the vt•ntrides contract, for instance, the 

incn·ascd pressure of the blood forces the valves between the aut:ides 
and ventricles to dose, thus preventing backflow of blood into the 

auricles. The valves leading to the pulmonary artery and the aorta 

are so arranged, however, that the same prt'ssure opens them, thus 

permitting blood to flow out to the lungs or the rest of the body. This 

phase of the heart's action, in which blood is forced out of the ventricles, 
is called aystolc (a Greek word for contraction). 

The opposite phase of the heart's action, in which relaxation of the 

heart muscle results in expansion of the chambers, is called diaatole 
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(Greek, expan!<ion). The role of the valves during this pha<;t" should 
become evident from a study of Figure 9-3. 

" " Pacemaker /•'"'ury 

Fig. 9-f. The drrulatory systf"tn of thf" hf"a-rt. Also shown is the region known as thf" 
"p.:accmakrr" from whith thr wave of cardia{· nmtrattion extends outward in systolp 

of the heart. 

66. Peculiarities of Heart Action 

Anticipatin~ material to bt> presented later, we may point out that 
most of the muscles of the human body act only when they rt>ceivt' 
stimuli from other parts of the body, either through the nt>rvous systt>m 
(brain, spinal cord, t>tc.) or through hormones (recall secretin, §54). 
The heart, however, is a remarkable organ. )Vhcn a living heart is 
rt"moved from the body and kept at normal temperature and supplied 
with suitable food, it will keep beating for a considerable length of time. 
though clearly it is not subjected to nervous or hormonal stimulation 
when separated from the body. The heart of a turtle, a "cold-blooded'' 
animal, is especially hardy and can easily be kept beating for hours after 
removal from the body. 

It is noteworthy that not only dot>s the exdsed heart continue con
tracting but that its ln·at is regular, and observation shows that thr 
pattern of its contraction is the same as that of an unexcised heart. 
Or, as the situation is often summarized, both the automaticity and 
the rhythmicity of the heart are intrinsic. This does not mean that the 
heart is indiffert>nt to outside influences. In humans, sudden fear is 
accompanied by a marked slowing of the heartbeat, an effect caused 
by stimulation of the heart by certain nerves. 
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Ohscrvation shows that thr hr<~rf cim•s not l'ontr<ll'l t~ll m'C'I' at thr 

.~Hillf' timr; r;.~tluT, a wavf' of contraction starting from mw .~mall ;ura 
sprrads throughout all thr heart muscle. The area which conlrat·ts first 
is located near the juncture of the systemic veinCJ and the right auridt.· 
(Fig. 9-4). Depressant drugs or cold applied locally to other parts of 
the heart do not affect the rate of heartbeat but, when they are applied 
to the above-mentioned region, the heart beats more slowly. Because 
the activity of this region determines the activity of the whole heart, 
the region is often called the pacemaker of the heart. 

67. The Coronary Circulation 

The heart muscle, like all the muscles and tis.'tues of the body, must 
be supplied with food and oxygen, and its wastes carried away. These 
functions must, of course, be perfonned by the blood stream and, as 
always, the actual exchange of materials between blood and cells can 
take place only through the walls of the capillaries, not through larger 
vessds. From this, it follows that, although gallons of blood flow through 
tht> aurides and ventricles in a day, the blood in these great chambers 
furnishes the hrart with no food at all. Thel'f' are no small vessels to 
transport blood from the ht>arl chambers to the heart muSC"Ie. Instead, 
there is a separate circulatory system for the heart muscle, and this 
system is called the coronary* circulation (Fig. 9-4). Its principal 
arteries, the right and left coronary arteries, take off from the aorta 
near its base and supply all the heart with blood. Like all oth<"r circu
lation S}'lltems, this one consists of arteries-capillaries-veins. In keeping 
with its importance and continuous activity, heart muscle is more 
richly supplied with capillaries than any other tiuue; indeed, it is 
said that there is one capillary for every cardiac muSC'le fiber. 

68. The Constituents of Blood: The Mechanism of Coagulation 

In the folklore of primitive peoples, blood plays a role of mysticism 
and importance. Curiously enough, in the light of modern knowledge, 
the importance of blood seems not to have been overestimated, though 

• From Latin crnona, a crown, perhaps because the principal vessels encircle the heart 
like a crown. 
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some of its supposed functions, most notably that of carrying hereditary 
characteristics*, prove not to exist. But blood still performs many 
functions, many of which are not yet well understood. Some of these 
functions will now be considered. 

Blood can be said to be made up of two parts: a liquid part which 
is called plasma or blood plaama; and various bodies which are sus
pended in the plasma and can be seen with a microscope, which are 
referred to as the formed elementfil of the blood. Among these formed 
clements, are the red blood cells or erythrocytes (Greek erythros, red, 
plus cyle) which give the blood its color. 

Whole blood is about 80 per cent water and 18 per cent proteins with 
2 per cent of various other dissolved chemicals. The proteins here, as 
elsewhere in any living organism, are of primary importance. Many 
of the major properties of blood arc dependent on the particular proteins 
it contains. 

One of the most important of the properties of blood is its ability to 
clot, or coagulate, that is, to turn from a liquid to a firm solid. A few 
minutes after normal blood is shed from a blood vessel, it dots. Clotting 
at the site of the wound dost's the openings and prevents further loss 
of blood. Were it not for this property of blood, the slightest wound 
might result in loss of so much blood as to cause death. This danger 
is a very real one for cl:'rtain rare individuals who suffer from a disease 
known as hemophilia (Greek hemo, blood, plu.<wphilos, loving; not very 
aptly named). The bloOO of hemophiliacs, though it will dot, clots so 
slowly that any tiny cut constitutes a genuine threat to life. 

The value of the ability of blood to clot, once it is outside the body, 
is obvious. Equally obvious, should be the;- utility of the failure of the 
blood to clot within the blood vessels. However, a dot does occasionally 
form internally and may act as a plug or thrombus (Greek thrombus, 
from lrepho, thicken) which stops the Row of blood in the vessel where: 
it lodges. The seriousness of such thrombosis is determined by the 
importance of the Vl:'ssel or vessels plugged. Coronary thrombosis some
times causes immediate death. 

• Consider su(·h phra8t"s as "blue blood," "royal blood," "tainted blood," "blood 
will tell." Thf"re is no evidence of any dilff"rence between the blood of kings, commoners, 
criminals, white, black, yellow, or red men. The vchide of hereditary characteristics 
ill quite different, as will appear in Part IV. 
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The vital importance of clotting has stimulated research into the 
mechanism of dotting. The principal and more easily understood facts 
that have been uncovered are presented below. 

First of all, it is important to realize that the entire blood docs nut 
solidify. This can be shown easily by vigorously stirring some fr£'shly 

drawn blood with, say, some broomstraws. After a few minutes, the 

broomstraws will be found to be covered with a solid, rubbery material. 

The remainder of the blood will still be red and apparently unchanged. 
If the stirring is vigorous enough and sufficiently prolonged, all the 
clottable material will be gathered on to the stirrers. The remainder 
of the blood will remain fluid indefinitely. The clotted material is called 
fibrin because it appears to be a mas.<~ of interwoven fibers. The re

mainder of the blood is called defibrinated blood. 
Fibrin is a protein. It has been shown that thi~ insoluble protein i~ 

not present, as such, in the blood stream, but rather that there is nor
mally present another protein, very little different from it chemically. 
This protein is soluble in watery materials like blood. Since, undcr 
certain circumstances, it gives rise to fibrin, it is called fibrinogen 
(fibrin +Greek gnw.1, race, kind, deS<'t'nt; hence, that which give'~ rise 
to). So we may write: 

(undr1 rr1tain drrumstanrf's) 
fibrinogen -----------+ fibrin (2) 

But what makes the fibrinogen turn to Jibrin? lt does not normally 

do so, or clots would occur in the intact cireulatury system at any time. 
Something must "set off" reaction (2). It has bt'en found that tht' 
presence of another substance thrombin is the stimulus which sets off 
this reaction. We can amend the above equation as follows: 

thrombin & Jibrinogrn---+-- fibrin (3) 

The reaction between tluoml>in and fibrinogen is probably not a 
simple addition of one to the other in the sense that iron + oxygen 
---+-- iron oxide. The thrombin modifies fibrinogen in such a way that 
fibrin is produced; at the end of the reaction, thrombin or some deriva
tive of it may be left over. In other words, equation (3) is not a complete 

or exact chemical equation, To indicate that fact, the two reactants arc 
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connected by an ampersand (&) rather than by the plus ( +) that is 
used in true and complete chemical equations. 

But where docs the thrombin come from? By the argument usf"<:l 
before, it cannot be present as such in the blood stream or the blood 
would spontaneously coagulate. Experiments and observations have 
shown that thrombin is indeed normally absent, but there is present a 
precursor (Latin prae, before + curro, run), called prothrombin, from 
which thrombin is derived. That is: 

prothrombin --+ thrombin (4) 

What are the drcumstances that set off this reaction? Again, we have 
experimental facts whic-h partly explain it. For one thing, calcium must 
be present; for anothe-r, some other type of material which has been 
called thromboplastin (Greek p!as/a.r, molded, formed) must be avail
able, too. The sort of rt>action between tht'"se substances and prothrombin 
is not thoroughly understood, so again we will use ampersands: 

calcium & thl-ombopla.~tin & prothrombin--+ thrombin (5) 

Calcium is normally present in the blood plasma; thromboplastin 
is not, normally. Whf'rt'" does it come from? One source is apparently 
blood platelets, tiny bodies present in the hlood which are bclif'ved to 
liberate thromboplastin wht"n they break up, as thf'y do (for rt"asons 
that an• not completely undeTstood) after tht" oGCurrencc of a hemor
rhage (loss of blood from hlood vessels). "Thromboplastin" is probably 
not a unitary substance, but rather the name of a class of substancf'"s 
present in blood platelt'ts and in various body tissues. Little is known 
of the chemical nature of tht"st' substan<:es. 

We can summarize the above information by the following series of 
equations: 

hemorrhage--+ rclcasf' of thromboplastin (6) 

calcium & thmmboplastin & prothromhin--+ thrombin (5) 

thrombin & llhrinogC'n-+ fibrin (3) 

Before le-aving tlw sul~jt"cl of thC' <·oagulation of blood, it might be 
well to makt'" certain points. In investigating "the cause" of any natural 
phenomC'non, we may be looking for none-xistC'nt simplicity. There 
may be many cause's or "causal factors." Quite frequently, these causal 
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factors are related to each other in chainlike fashion, as we have St"en 
in the example just considered. Continuf'd analysis adds one link aftf'r 
another to the chain, and we sometimes wonder if there is any first link 
with which the process starts. 

In the case of coagulation, we still are not in poi'!.'!eflsion of all the 
links. Even our present inromplete knowledge, however, has led to 
some control of coagulation. To extend the link of causal factors further, 
it may be stated that a fat-soluble substance called vitamin K is re
quired for the synthesis of prothrombin by the body. When the bile
duct is obstructed by gallstones •. bile (§ 55) does not get into the in
testine; hence, fats are incompletely digested; hence, vitamin K is not 
released from the food to he absorbed by the body. As a result, the 
patient's blood docs not coagulate readily, and an operation performed 
to remove the offending gallstones is doubly dangProus. The danger 
can be decreased by giving the patient extra vitamin K before the 
operation, a practice that is now routine in such cases. 

In recent yeal"!l, the tcrhnique of blood transfusions has been de
veloped to such a hi~h degree that it is now possiblt> to store human 
blood in "blood banks" for usc in tran.~fusions as needed. Even under 
the best t·unditions of storage, blood can be kept for only a few weeks. 
Fortunately, over-age blood need not be wasted, for from it t·an be 
separated many medically useful materials for which there is no other 
source. Thrombin extracted from blood is widely used in surgery to 
bring about the dotting of blood at cut surfaces. The thrombin is frr-
quently applied by means of a sponge made of blood fibrin. Such a 
sponge, composed entirely of natural materials, can be left in the body 
at the conclusion of an operation, for it will eventually be dissolved and 
absorbed into the patient's system. 

69. The Functions of Erythrocytes 

Unquestionably, one of the principal functions of the blood is the 
carrying of oxygen to all parts of the body. Oxygen is, of course, soluble 
in water and watery solutions like blood, but it can be readily shown 
that a volume of arterial blood contains many times as much oxygen 
as can be dissolved in a corresponding volume of water. This great 
oxygen·carrying capacity is due to the presence of the chemical sub-
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stanrl' hemoglobin whid1 is containNi in the rM bloorl cells, thf' 
('rythnwyt<·s. Jll·mof!:lohin is tlw material that gives the blood its red 

color; when the hemoglohin-containing erythrocytes are removed (as 
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Fig. 9-5. The stru('ture or hrmatin, 

by a centrifuge), the remainder of the blood {pla•una) is light yellow 
in color. 

Hemoglobin is a very complex molecule composed of two parts: a 
massive protein part, the composition of which is not known, of course*, 
and lll'malin which is much simpler in composition but still scarcely 
a simple substance (see Fig. 9-5). Determining the structural formula 
of the latter substance involved years of work, for which its principal 
investigator, the chemist, Hans Fischer {1881-1945), was awarded the 
Nobel prize in 1930. 

Although the structure of hemoglobin is not known, much is known 
of the chemical reactions into which it can enter. The reactions that are 

• Why "of course"? 
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Fig. 9-6. Transport of oxygen to the tissues-pictorial analogy. The boats, "RBC," 
rrpresent red blood ct•lls, which carry most of the Ollygen in the blood stream. Some 
('arbon dioxide molecules are carried by the RBC too, but, for simplicity, this fact is 

ignored. Only the net movement of oxygen between blood and tissues is shown. 

of greatest physiological interest will be described below. To symbolize 
compounds of hemoglobin, the symbol Hb will be used. Hb is not, of 
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course, hydrogen boride or a new element; it is merely an abbreviation 
of hemoglobin. 

Erythrocytes take up oxygen by virtue of a chemical union of hemo· 
globin and oxygen to 10rm a new chemical compound called oxylumo· 

globin. In symbols: 
Hb + O, -+- HbO, (7) 

The principal reaction is not one of simple solution of oxygen in the 
blood plasma or in the erythrocytes. Some oxygen is so dissolved but 
the quantity involved is relatively negligible. Most of the oxygen is 
carried in chemical combination with the hemoglobin. It has been 
calculated that if it were not for this chemical transport, the human 
body would require about 75 times as much blood as it now contains. 

Hb02 is a definite chemical compound which has the very convenient 
property of being easily decomposed. It decomposes whenever it is sur· 
rounded by fluid in which there arc few 02 molecules; it rc·forms 
whenever the 02 concentration of its surroundings rises above a certain 
level. Reaction (7) is-then a reversible one and should be rewritten thus: 

(8) 

We arc now in a position to ~mderstand the role of hemoglobin in 
oxygen transport. Figure IJ-6 is a highly diagrammatic reprcsentation 
of-the structun·s and processrs involved. At (A), an erythrocytt' squeezing 
along through a capillary surrounding an alvc~lus of the lungs finds 
itself in a region of ~tigh oxygen concentration. As a result, oxygen 
molecules enter the erythro~yte, raising the concentration inside. With 
mme oxygen available, reaction (7) tends to proceed from left to right, 
a fact we have indicated !Jy making the right-pointing arrow the longer 
of the two inside the erythrocyte of Figure 9-6A. The end result is that 
as erythrocytes pass through the pulmonary circulation they pick up 
oxygen. 

Now notice what happens as erythrocytes go through a systemic 
capillary (Fig. 9-6B). This capillary is surrounded by cells that are 
actively using up oxygen all the time. As a result, there is a low con
centration of oxygen in all the adjacent fluids. When a red blood cell 
comes along, i:: loses oxygen to the low-oxygen fluid around it. The 
dissolved oxygen content inside the erythrocyte being low, the unstable 
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Hb02 compound breaks up, releasing more 02 which is first dissolved 
in the erythrocyte. This oxygen then passes through the erythrocyte 
membrane to the blood plasma, then through the capillary walls (which, 
of course, are made up of cells-a fact not indicated in our figure) into 
the fluids surrounding the body cells, and ultimately into the cells 
themsdves, where it is used. In brief, as erythrocytes pass through 
systemic capillaries, they lose oxygen to the cells of the body. 

Respiration, which takes place in all the cells of the body, involves 
the use of oxygen and the production of carbon dioxide. The method 
of transport of carbon dioxide closely parallels that of oxygen, with the 
necessary reversal in direction; that is, the tissues which contain mud1 

C02 give it up to the blood which in turn eventually gives it up to th<' 
lungs. The C02, like the 0 2, is capable of combining with hemoglobin: 

CO, + Hb HbCO, (8) 

but this compound accounl<l for only about 20 per cent of the C02 

carried by the blood; the rest is carried in the plasma, mostly in tht" 
form of substances known as hicarbonafes, compounds which contain the 
HC03- ion. The biearlxmatcs easily decompose to yield CO,. 

70. The Manufacture of Erythrocytes 

We have several times stressed the artificiality of separating the body 
into "systems" for discussion, inasmuch as the systems interact and 
interpenetrate in various ways. A good example of such an interrela
tionship is found in the origin of the erythroeytes. These characteristic 
blood cells are formed in the marrow of the long bones of the body. 
Bone marrow of freshly killed animals, especially young animais, is 
decidedly red because of the great stores of erythrocytes in all stages of 
formation. The red hone marrow is the only place in the body where 
red blood cells are formed, hence anything that injures the bone marrow 
may also affect the blood system. Salts of the "ht"avy metals," e.g., 
mercury and radium, when taken into the body, accumulate in the bone 
marrow and seriously interfere with the formation of erythrocytes. 
Such molecules can be readily deposited in the bone marrow but can 
be removed only with difficulty. As a consequence, continuous exposure 
to nonlethal concentrations of the~ substances may result in their 
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<~ecunntl:Hion in thr honr m<trrnw untiltlwy n'tt<'h !1•th<tl cnn,·enlr<ttions. 

Such poisons arr l'all<·d cumulative poisons. Industries in whieh these 

substances must he used present difficult problems in health ll•gislation. 
Red blood cells have a relatively short life in the blood stream

about 120 days on the average. Erythrocytes are being continuously 
broken down in the liver and spleen. Some of their breakdown products 
;u·e used to form bile; othf'r.~ aft' kept in the body and utilized in the 
formation of new red blood cells. 

In many animals, e.g., frogs and salamanders (Amplu"bia), the rt"d 
blood cells are typical cells in that they contain a nucleus. In man and 
other mammals, however, mature erythrocytes have no nucleus. This 
condition is a secondary one. Examination of the cells in the red bone 
marrow reveals many cells with well-formed nucld and others with 
nuclei that appear to be in various stages of decomposition. Observation 
and deduction have led to the conclusion that erythrocytes without a 
nucleus are derived from red cells with a nucleus. These juvt'nilr•, 
nuclf'ated cells arc ca.lled erythroblasts.* 

Normally, the rate of formation of mature red blood cells is exactly 
equal to the rate of their destruction. Howf'ver, following an extensiw· 
hemorrhage, the oxygen content of the blood stream falls because of 
the low absolute number of erythrocytes. The low oxygen-level stimu
lates the red bone maiTOw to pour more .red blood cells into the blood 
stream. If th("re are not enough erythrocytes to ~make up the deficit, 
erythroblasts will be released into the blood stream. Under the micro
scope, the erythroblasts can be readily recognized by their nuclei. The 
condition described is called erythroblastosis. We will havf" occasion 
lo refer to it again when we discuss the "Rhesus factor" in humans 
(i 186). 

71. Lymph 

One of the important links in the chain of transport of materials to 
and from cells is the fluid found in the spaces bt-tween and around the 
cells of the body (see Fig. 9-6B). This fluid is called lymph. All the cells 
of the body arc surrounded by it. Material is never transferred directly 

• Grt'ek bltJrtw, a germ or bud. Immatun' cells. from which mort' matun- cells af(" 
derived, are frequently identified by the suffix -bltJJt. 
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from blood to cells but always through this intermediary, lymph. 
Oxygen, being more concentrated in the blood of the capillaries, diffuses 
from the blood through the walls of the capillaries into the lymph and 
from the lymph into the cells. This diffusion takes place continuously 
in this direction because the cells are continuously using up oxygen, 
thus selting up a dijfuJion gradiml from the high level in the blood, 
through the intt'rmcdiate level in the lymph, to thr low l<"vel in thf' 
cells. A similar gradient exists with respect to the various foodstuffs 
which are also being used up by the cells. 

The various waste products of the cells, C02 and nitrogenous wastes, 
also move along a diffusion gradient, but in the reverse direction
from the Ct'lls into tht' lymph of the intercellular spaces, and tht'n into 
the blood which carrit's them away, thus maintaining the gradient. 

Lymph is derived from blood. Blood, under prt'ssurc, constantly loses 
some of its fluid through thl:" walls of the capillaries. This fluid has sub~ 
stantially the composition of the plasma but is called lymph; the prin~ 
dpal differl:"nce between the two is in the protein content; lymph has 
only about half as much prot"in as plasma. 

What is the ultimatr- fait' of thl' lymph? Surprisingly l:"nough, it ha~ 
a sort of ("it-culation of its own. It is not a completroly dosrd system like 
that of the blood hut it includes somt" definitt" vesscls of its own, thoug·h 
many of these are not easy to find. The- general path is this: lymph is 
squeezed through the walls of the capillaries into the intcrcdlular 
spaces; it moves somewhat at random among the cells, ultimat!'ly 
coming to lie in definitt", though tiny, channels called (pmplwtic r•rs.1eh, 
or simply lymphatics. 11ll:" lymphatics unite with one another and 
ultimatl:"ly with blood ves!Wls, thus rt-turning thi.~ matt'"rial once morf" 
to the gent·ral circulatory system. Tlwrc is no he-art to move the lymph; 
its movements arc principally due to the squeezing action of the muscula1· 
tissues it intcrpe-nctratt's. Lymph circulation is, consequently, slow and 
uncertain; exercise increa!«'"s its rate of eirculation. 

The process by which lymph is formed is a filtration process in which 
the pres.'!ure involved is blood pressure and th<.· fiitt'r is tht" wall of the 
capillary. Normally, the rate of formation of lymph is equal to the rate 
of return of lymph, but this equilibrium is sometimes upset, resulting 
in the formation~rate t>xcf>eding the return~rate. When this happens, 
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the increased volume of fluid around the cells causes a puffiness called 
rdema (Greek, swelling). The immediate cause of this condition may be 
any of several: increased capillary pressure, increased permeability of 

\1 

A 6 

Lacteals 

Fig. 9-7. Th<:" products of fa. I dig•·stion C"lltt·r the body by wav of lymph vesSt'ls eallt•d 
ladcals (A). Tht· lymph ultim;1tdy joins the blood stn·am \ ia tlw thorat k dw·t. Tlw 
products of carlmhydrat<:" and prott'in digestion enter the blood stn·am din·t·tly, going 

into blood vt·s.~els whkh enter the liver via the ht·pa.tic portal \"l'in (B). 

the capillary mt'mhrane, nr dccreased rate of return of lymph due to 
increased pressun· of blom.l in the veins. The permeability of the capil· 
!aries to passage of fluids is especially easily altered. For instancf', the 
bacteria in an inft•rtcd wound apparently release chemicals that in('rca'IC' 
the penneability of the capillaries in that region, resulting in local 
swl.'lling of the region infected. Even a noninfected, but injurf'd, tissue 
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may somehow affect capillary permeability; anyone who has ucaught" 
a baseball on the end of his finger can think of an instance. These are 
both examples of local alteration of capillary permeability. A general 
alteration may also occur, for instance, in "starvation edema" or "prison

camp edema," in which the undcrled victim develops a deceptively 
bloated appt"arance. In such cases, it is believed that vitamin deficien
cies are the cause of the change in capillary permeability. 

72. Transport of Food 

Re-call (§57) that food absorbed through the intestinal wall pasflcs 

into two different circulatory systems, the products of fat digestion going 
into the lac teals which arc part of the lymphatic system, and the prod
uct<> of protein and carbohydrate digestion passing into the blood system. 

The lacteals from the intestine come togeth('r to form larger vessels, 
the ultimate vessel being a large lymphatic, called the thoracic duct, 
which pours its products into one of the large veins ncar the heart (Fig. 
9-7A). Although fat is first digested by the intf'stine to fatty acids and 
glycerine, these digestion products are recombined during the process 
of absorption (in large part, at least) to form microscopic globules of 

fat suspended in the blood. 
The route followed by the products of protein and carbohydrate 

digestion is differ('nt. These products arc absorbed directly into the 
blood vessels. These blood ves.'!ds unite (Fig. 9-7B) to form the hepatic 
portal vein which subdivides into capillaries in the liver. The contents 
of the blood from the intestines are- considerably modified in the liver. 
A large fraction of the carhohydrat<'S is stored as glycogen ("animal 
starch") by the liver. Various natural but toxic (poisonous) products 
of protein dige~tion are modified by the liver into nontoxic substances. 
This detoxifying action is one of the important functions of the liver. 

73. Transport of Hormones 

A hormone is any chemical substance produced by one part of the 
hody that, carried in the blood stream, affects the actions of another 
part of the body. One example, secretin, has already been discus.~ed 
(§54). Other examples will be discussed later. 
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74. Protection Against Disease 

Not th"' least of the functions of blood is its protective role. Among 
the formed elements of the blood, are some white blood cell.r or leuco
cyte& (Greek leukos, white, + cytc), .~orne of which can ingest bacteria 
and other foreign bodies. Thf' white blood cdls that are capable of this 
action are also called phagocytes (Greek phago, to cat). These phago
cytcs can push their way through the wall of a capillary. When bacteria 
invade the tissues of the body, the phagocytes in the blood squeeze 
through the capillary walls into the tissue spaces and wander around 
<'onsuming the invaders. 

The blood also contains some chemical substances called antibodies 
which hdp protect the body against bactf'ria and foreign prolt'ins. 
These protective substances are discussed at length in Chapter XXX. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

9-1. Trace the eourse of blood through tlw hrart. 
9-2. During prenatal life, th(' human h('art has an opening between the two aurkks. 

Oc('asionally, this opening persists into adulthood. \\'hat dTect would you cxpt·n this 
persistell('t" to have on th.- athktic ahilitks of the individu.tl? Explain in df'tail. 

9-3. Blood llow, like all flow of liquids in pipes, has to work against a resistance. 
Drawin~ upon common knowlcd~e, can you prrdkt whetlwr the n·sistanec would be 
grr;Her in the small Vl'S-5cls or in the largd When the capillaries an· partially t·onstrkted, 
dot'S the heart have to work harder, or not so hard, in order lo force blood around 1lw 
system at the same ratt·? " 

9-4. The right side of tht• ht·art is not ~o large and m\tscular as the left side. Assuming 
that each side is as pownful as it !lt'eds to be. can you suggest a reason for this difference? 

9-5. What is a mronary thrombosis? Why should it sometimes be immediatdy fatal 
and at otht•r times he mt·rdy incapaeitating? 

9-6. By definition, Vl'nous blood is poor in oxyw·n. Namt• an arlt'ry that earrii'S 
venous blood and a vein that carrit·s arterial hlood. 

9-7. The volume of hlood in an adult human amounts to about 5 liters. The numb:·r 
of erythrcM.·ytcs per eubk millinwtcr is normally around 5,000,000. Front these- fat·ts 
and another fat·t mentioned in the tt-xt, it is possible to t•akulatr the approximate 
number of erythrocytes destroyed per day. How many are destroyt•d per minutt•? \Vht•re 
arc they dt·stroycd? 

9-8. How many red blood cells are formed per minute? Wht'rc are they formed? 
9-9. If blood contained no hemoglobin, how great wonld the volume of blood have 

to he, in an adult man, in order to carry as much oxygen as tlw prt•st•nt volume of normal 
blood carries? Would this volume suffice for the transport of COl 

9-10. The footnote to §54 presented a question. If you could not anSW('f it at the 
timt', try again. 
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9-11. What is t>drma? What may hl' its rausrs? 
9-12. The citratt· ion of sodium ritrate has the ability to combine with calcium 

ions so that they are not available for otht"r reactions. In making blood transfusions, 
sodium dtrate- is routindy added i:o the blood that is bdng transfcrn•d from one rx·rson 
to another. Why? 

9-13. When swt•t·t dover spoils, it sometimes produn:s a substance known as duumarnl. 
If cattle eat this. they dt"velop a disease known as "spoiled swret dover disease." Dkuma
rol apparently prevents the synthesis of prothrombin. What will be the cunsequence 
of this action? 



Chapter X 

Nerve Impulses~ Consciousness~ 

and Reflex Action 

7 5. Action at a Distance? 

It is a matter of common knowledge that our conscious decisions an· 
made in the brain. Suppose I decide to wiggle my toe; instantly, my 
toe wiggles. The toe-wiggling musc(cs are found in the foot; the decision
making organ is in the cranium more than a tpeter and a half away. 
How does my toe know what my brain wants? How is the news of the 
dedsion transmitted over nearly two meters of space in so short a time? 

The problem seems even morf' difficult when we recall that the entire 
body is ('Omposed of microscopic cells, more or less boxlike in shape and 

generally packed one against the other for the length and breadth of 
the body. A "typical" n·ll-a me-aningless term, really, since there arc 
so many types-is perhaps about fifty microns* in diamc-tc-r. Within a 
distance of a meter and a half, there are about 30,000 cells. Does the 
mes.,.age from brain lo toe have to be passed from cell to cell through 
30,000 cells? That would be a very inefficient communication system 
and, one would suspect, a slow one. By way of analogy, suppose a mes
sage from Smith, at the north end of a large city, had to be relayed 
to jones at the south edge, by being passed through 30,000 sets of mouths 

• One micron is 0.001 mm. A micron is symbolized by the Greek letter~ (mu). 

181 
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and cars. This would certainly be a cumbersome method of transmission, 
not to mention an inaccurate one. How fortunate it is that there arc 
telephone and telegraph wires, slender clements that pierce, as it were, 

Fig. 10-1. Avoiding-rt•ac-tions of a Pn.rnmr~_ium involve the coordinated activity of the 
dlia of the entire body, implying a system of communication within this singk ('ell. 

the mass of seething humans and carry the message directly from Smith 
to Jones, past all the intervening and unknowing thousands of indi· 
viduals. 

The brain and the toe arc similarly conncctetl by mcssagc·carrying 
cables called nerves. The largest of them arc easily seen by the naked 
eye as shiny, tough, white cords that interpenetrate all parts of the body. 
They carry messages from one part to another, by~passing all the inter~ 
vening body cells. They are the telephone cables of the body. 

But what are these nerves? What arc they made of? When we answe-r 
this question, the analogy of the telephone eahle breaks down. Exam~ 
ination with the mieroscop<' shows that nerves thnn.relvrs are made of Cfl!.r, 
cells of a definite shape and limited function. We must know more of 
these nerve cells, or neurons as they are called. 

76. The Responsiveness of the Neuron 

Responsivmess is one of the fundamental characteristics of living things 
(§ 10). All cells are responsive to at least some stimuli. This characteristic 
is most important of all in a neuron. 
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It is worth while to observe the responsiveness of a cell that can be 
more readily studied than a nerve cell-a Paramecium, for instance. 
Paramt"cia (sl'c "Fig. 10-1) are single-celled animals to be found in most 

Fig. 10-2. The nerve fiber which delivl'I"S a stimulu~ to a toe i~ an extension of a cell 
whose nucleus is located in the mid-region of the body (st•e arrow}. Thousands of 
rwrvc fibers arc bound togetlwr into a macroscopic nerve. A magnified cross section 

of a nerve is shown above right. 

fresh-water ponds. The animals are small-about 0.1 mm in ll'ngth
and are moved by minute-, hairlike appendages called cilia (Latin 
sinb>Uiar, cilium, an eyelash or liulc hair). These cilia usually move too 
fast to be seen by daylight but, by an interrupted light (produced by 
a machine called a "stroboscope"), their movement can be determined. 
Sometimes, the periodic variations in the intensity of an incandescent 
lamp operating on alternating current permit watching the movements 
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of the cilia. Studies made in this manner show that the cilia move in 
an organized way. A wave of movement passes along the animal, suc
cessivC' dlia beating in sequenN!. When an actively swimming animal 
humps into an object, it abruptly reverses its direction of motion for a 
short distance and then starts out again in a new direction. Cart'ful 
obsnvation of the cilia shows that all of them change their direction 
of brat, though only the front end of the animal has been touched. 
This shows that there must be some sort of communication wilhin the 

animal which keeps all of its parts moving in a useful fashion. 

Communicatiun willtiu the cell is undoubtedly possible lo every kind rif cell; 
thus ar(' the activities of the various parts of a cell intt'grated. A nc1vc 
cell is, one might say, but an ordinary ct'll dongatt'd so that when one 
extremity communicates with another, a Vt'ry great distance is involved. 
To comprt'hend this, let us rt'turn to the example of the man who de
cided to wiggle his toe. A number of chains of nervC' cells are involv«::; 
we will eonsidt'r only the last link of suC'h chains. The- gre-ater part of 
the nerve eC'll that gives the final stimulus to a muscle fiber of his tOt' is 
more than a meter away from the mu~de, being situatcd well up in the 
vertebral column (Fig. 10-2). A neuron is truly mkrosC'opic and yet it 
may be very long; in this case, one thin projection (as ~mall as 1 micron 
is diamett'r) is more than a meter in length. What we call a nerr1e is made 
up of many such projections or proa.\.rtJ* organi7.ed into a bundle 
reminiscent of a telephone cable (Fig. 10-2). It takes a great many 
nerve processes, or nerve fiberst, to move a single muscle, and one 
nerve usually supplies many muscles with nerve fibers. 

77. Communication Between Nerve Cells: The Synapse 

The path from brain to toe involves more than one neuron; how 
many we do not know, but certainly several. We have accepted without 
question the faC't of wmmunication within a cell. What about com· 
munkation between cells? Clearly this must occur, too. 

C'.ommunication between cells is not a general phenomenon; only 

"'Nott- this uncommon definition of process, as a strut·ture rather [han an occurrcnct'. 
This usagt· is common in anatomy. 

t Synonyms: a short nerve procf'.ss=nerve process. t\ long nerve process= nerve fi~r. 
A nerve n•il"=a neuron. 
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some cells exhibit it, the most notable of which are nerve cells. Every 
nerve cell connects with at least one other nerve cell to which it gives, 
or from which it receives, messages. The nature of this connection can be 

Fig. 10..3. At the synapse (D~E) between two neurons, the message can travel in only 
one dircrtion, from neuron B to neuron F, in the example. Processes A and E are 

afferent fiber.c; C and G are elfercnt fibers. 

understood by the diagram in Figure 10-3. The juncture (region D-E) 
of thf" procesS('S of t\YO neurons is called a synapse (Greek ~vn, together; 
apsis, mesh). Experiments have shown that at o .ry1wpse a message can 
travel from ont> neuron to the next but in one direction on(y. For example, 
in the figure, a message (detectable hy electrical instruments) might 
travel from C to E but not from E to C:. Within a single neuron, a 
message can go in ei thcr direction; for instance, from A to C or from 
C to A. In other words, the synapse acts as a~ one-way valve in the 
communication system. Messages from head to toe travel over one system 
of neurom and from toe to ht"ad ow·r another system. 

The ncrw fibers are identiJied according to the direction in which 
they ordinarily carry messages. A fibt'r which carries a message to the 
main body of the cell (B) is called an afferent fiber (A, in Fig. 10-3). 
One which carries the mt:'ssagt' owa.y from the ct'II body is called an 
efferent fiber (C). A synapse consists of the juncture of the efferent 
fiber of one neuron with the afferent fiber of another. 

78. The Nature of the "Message" 

So far, we have bt'en speaking glibly of the "message" that travels 
along a nerve. What is this mcssagt'? Elucidation of tht' nature of this 
message is one of the basic problems of modern physiology, a problem 
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not yet completely solved. The partial solution achieved at present 
offers a rather complex story which we shall simplify. 

Whenever a neuron is stimulated at one end, an electrical impulse 
travels rapidly to the other end. This electrical impulse is not quite 

Fig. 10-4. The resting nerve fibt-r is polarized, i.e., the outsidl· is positivf"ly chargt·d 
relative to the inside. A stimulus pa:>Sing along a fiber involvt•s a rhang-~ in tht• n•ll 
membrane and a loss of polarization, indicated by "' above. On•· unr*thousandth of 
a second after •, the membrane rt'VI'rU to its normal state, the nt•rve Jibrr becomes 
polarized again (at t above), and the fiber is rt•ady for another stimulus to pas.~ along it. 

the same as that which travels along an electrical wire when a telegraph 
key is closed. For one thing, the speed of this impulse is much slower
only about 260 miles per hour (at the fastest) in a nerve, as compared 
with 186,000 miles per second in an ordinary copper wire. This difference 
in speed stems from a fundamental difference in the source of the 
current. The impulse in an electric wire can be spoken of as a "simple" 
electric current. That of a nerve fiber is a by-product of a complex 
chemical reaction which results first in the modification of the electric 
charge on the surface of the nerve fiber and then in its restoration. 
The site of these two successive chemical reactions moves from one 
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point to another, just as the site of the chemical reaction involved in 
a powder fuse moves along the fuse. 

Figure 10-4 will perhaps ht"l p to clarify the picture. The breakdown 
chemical rl.'action taking place at region A causes two things: (1) a loss 
of charge in the internal membrane of the nerve fiber at A, and (2) an 
initiation of the same chemical reaction at region B. The reaction at B 
in turn <:auses a similar reaction to occur at C and so on from one 
region to the next. Thus, the impulse travels from region to region 
at a velocity of about 100 meters per second. 

If this chemical reaction, indicated by"' in Figure 10-4, were the only 
one to occur, a given neuron could carry only one impulse and then 
no more. Thcr!" is, however, a recovery reaction, indicated by f in 
the fib>Urc, which takes place soon after the hrf'akdown reaction. As 
soon as the recovery reaction is complete, tht' nerve is ready for a second 
impulse, or "message," to pass along it. The time between the break
down reaction (*) and the recovery reaction (f) is about one onc:-
thousandth of a second. The chain reactions diagrammed can pass 
along the neuron, f behind *, in either direction. If we delib<'ratcly 
stimulate the nt>rve fiber at the middlc:- of its length, the impulse will 
travel in both directions until it comes to the extremities where it will 
either stop or will go across the synapse, depc>nding on which way the 
"valve" is oriented. Normally, of course, stimulation at the middle of 
a nerve fiber does not occur. 

The nature of the chemical reactions referred to a.~ "breakdown" 
and "recovery" reactions is not wt>ll undt"rstood. We do know, how
ever, that thq are rhrmical rrartio11s. These reactions can occur only in 
living n<'urons, so the-y may be spoken of as metabolic re-actions. It has 
bct'n shown that when a neuron is stimulated, it uses up an increased 
amount of oxygen and produces an increased amount of carbon dioxide 
and heat; henct•, it appears that respiration is involved in nerve action. 
The complete elucidation of the physics and chemistry of nerve action 
will no doubt prcSC'nt as many difficulties as the understanding of the 
nature of life itself. 

79. The Passage of the Impulse from Cell to Cell 

The problem of the transmission of nervous impulses can be analyzed 
into two problems: the transmission of the impulse within a neuron; 
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and the transmission of the impulse from one neuron to another, or 
from a neuron to a muscle fibril. The first problem has been discussed 
in the preceding section; the second will be briefly discussed here. 

The chemical reaction that accompanies the nerve impulse is intra
cellular. The- best evidence indicates that the cell membrane of a neuron 
is intact at all points, i.e., that there is complete separation of the cell 
material of two neurons whose fibers touch in synapsis, and of a neuron 
and the muscle fibril with which it is connected. How, then, does the 
impulse pass between two cells? 

Two theories have been put forward to account for the intercdlular 
transmission of the nerve impulse: 

1. The electrical theory, which holds that the only impulse transmitted 

from one edl to another is an electrical one, which in turn sets off 

the chemical reaction in the second cell. 

2. The chemical theory, according to which the stimulated neuron 

releases a chemical substance at the t'nd of its efferent fiber, a sub
stance which serves as the stimulus for the reaction of the adjoining 

neuron or muocle fibril. 

The difficulties of expt·rimentation in this field an· such that it is not 
possible to say at the present time which theory is true. There is incrt"as
ing evidence for the chemical theory; in certain instances, the evidence 
is quite good. But the general problem of intercellular transmission 
cannot yet be considered solved. 

80. Consciousness and Animal Experimentation 

All of man's reactions to his environment involve his nervous system. 
Ev~ry movement, every thought, is possible only because of his pos
session of this remarkable integrating system. A skilled pianist runs 
through a prrslo passage faultlessly; every individual movement of his 
fingers and arm~ involves a multitude of nervous impulses. An ice skater 
performs the "school figures" to perfection; again, his movements arc 
brought about by thousands of the most perfectly timed nervous im
pulses. Not only arc the skilled movements of all sports and physical 
arts made possible by the extremely intricate organization of the nervous 
system, but all thinking, as well, is carried out by this remarkable 
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system. What structure and functioning can explain the skilled accuracy 
of the movements of the musical performer and the athlete? What parts 
and what organization can explain the frightening inventiveness of man's 

Ire---Cerob .,.um 

Periphe ... al nerves 

PERIPHERAL 
NERVOUS 
SYSTEM 

Fig. 10-5. Analysis of the nervous systt~m. 

mind? Can we-using the mind itst"!f-undcrstand our own mind and 
nervous system? 

At present, only in part. Of the simpler actions, we have a fair com· 
prehension. The more complex activities we understand at best only 
vaguely, "intuitively," and uncertainly. This is, however, no reason 
for surrendering to a mystical feeling of helplessness, however delicious 
such a feeling may be. When one consider.~ that it is only a little more 
than a hundred years since the first great advance was made* in the 
understanding of the nervotL<; system, subsidence into the sensuality of 
mysticism seems a bit premature. 

Before discussing the organization of the nervous system, it is neces
sary to formulate some definitions. These definitions can best be made 
clear by reference to Figure 10-5. The central nervous system consists 
of those parts of the nervous system that are entirely surrounded by the 

• By Bell and Magcndic, in the elucidation of the "rl;"flex; arc"-to be described 
in§ 81. 
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bone of the vertebrae and skull. The peripheral nervous system con

sists of the nerves that connect the central nervous system with the 

periphery of the body-with the legs, arms, viscera, etc. 

L:::~t:L_~_D 
Fig. 10-6. \Vheo a "hot foot" is givf"n to a normal man (A), he not only reacts. but 
feels (B). Sometimes, nervous connections bl'twcen brain and spinal cord may be d~
stroycd; not(' break in eord indicated in C. In such rases, stimulation uf the foot m,q 
lead to reflex withdrawal (D), but the victim reports no feding from the aflixtnl JM• t. 

To lay the groundwork for an understanding of the nervous system, 

we shall consider first a simple experiment and a simple question. A 
man is sitting in a chair. We apply a hot object to his foot. His foot 
moves suddenly away from the hot object. Why does his foot monr awr~v 
from the stimulus? 

"Because," someone volunteers, "he feels the heat and moves his 
foot to get away from the objectionable stimulus." This reply rais('s 
two questions, one of which we will consider immediately. 

Does he move his foot "because he feels the heat"? If we say so, we 
imply that consciousness of the sensation is the cause of the movement 
or, at least, that there must be consciousness before movement will be 
initiated. This is not so. We can make this denial with confidence as a 
result of the observation of the reactions of certain, fortunately rare, 
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types of injured individuals. It occasionally happens, owing to war or 
accidrntal injuries or to disease, that the upper part of the spinal cord 
is more or less completl'iy cut across. If the injury is extensive enough, 
the result'> diagrammed in Figure 10-6C and D can be obtained. When 
the injured man's leg is stimulated, it may be withdrawn, just as was 
the leg of the normal man, but the injured man maintains that lu 
donn'tjed a thing. We may, of course, doubt his statement. (Conscious
ness is such a thing that I can never really know what anyone but I feels.) 
But those who work with such individuals for long always come to the 
conclusion that the subject really do<'S not have any sensations coming 
from the region in question. Putting together the results of many such 
"spontaneous experiments,'' physiologists have found that only if a part 
of the body is eonnectt"d by intact nerve fibers with the uppermost 
part of thr Ct"ntral nervous system, the brain or cerebrum, is a man 
conscious of stimuli applied to the part in question. From this, it is con
cluded that "consciousness"-whatever we mean by that word-is cen
tere-d in the cerebrum. 

From this analysis, there follow two conclusions of importance: 
I<'irst, when we ask, "Why docs an animal's limb move thus and so 

in response to a stimulus?", we must not reply, "Because the animal 
fc-ds." We do not know that the animal feels; and, more important, 
human data show us that feeling is J10t a necessary precursor of a 
r<'SflOOSC. ., 

Secondly, h<-cause in humam the cerebrum is the seat of consciousness 
and bC'eause so many similarities have been found between humans 
and other animals, we do not hesitate to say that an animal with its 
cerebrum missing or not functioning has no sensations of pain or any 
other stimuli. This means that we can, with a clear conscience, experi
ment with animals that art" drcerebratfd or that are under the influence 
of an anesthetic such as ether or chloroform, substances that, as human 
data tell us, stop the functioning of the pain-perceiving centers. Experi
ments with such animals cause no more pain than operations on humans, 
pain to which humans willingly subject themselves. Indeed, if the 
experimental animal is destroyed after the experiment without being 
brought bat·k to consciousness, the experimental animal suffers far less 
pain than an vperatcd-upon human, for the animal is not subjected 
to the postoperative pains, the only ones worth considering. 
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81. Reflex Action 

Complex phenomena are best attacked bit by bit, reduced, if possible, 
to easily understood elements. With regard to the nervous system and 
its functioning, the simplt"st functional unit is what is called a reflex 
action or reflex. We arc now in a position to understand this unit. 

roo't 

nerve fih•r 

roo't' 

mattG ... 

"trunk 
bearing many 
nGrve f"ibrila 

Mu.acle 
(effect"or) 

Fig. 10-7. In D, is diagrammt!d the reflex arr, the simplest unit involved in nervous 
reaction. l'igurt'S A, 8, and C, together with the text, give the evidence for thC' 

existence of the r<"fiex arc. 

A reflex action consists of a simple response (e.g., the contraction of 

the leg muscle) following a simple stimulus (e.g., the application of 
heat to the sole of the foot). How much of the central nervous system 
is required for such a simple reflex? Experiments carried out with 
various animals show that only a small part of the central nervous 
system is required for such a reflex. Not only is the cerebrum unneces
sary, but most of the spinal cord may also he discarded without destroy
ing a given reflex. There is required only the small part of the spinal 
cord at the level where the nerve from the leg joins the cord. Close 
observation shows that the nerve is divided into two parts, one of which 
(the ventral root) is attached to the ventral part of the spinal cord, 
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the other {the dorsal root) being attached to the dorsal side.* The 
function of these two "roots" is made clear by the following experiments 
(st>e F'ig. 10~7): 

Cut the main nerve trunk in front of the fork or bifurcation (Fig. 
10~7A). Stimulation of the distal cut end (No.1) with an electric current 
causes the leg musdes to contract. Stimulation of the proximal cut 
end (No. 2) caust>S no visible effect. 

If, however, the cut is made through the dorsal root only of the 
bifurcated nerve (Fig. 10~7B), the results arc different. Stimulation of 
the distal end (:-;ro. 3) causes no visible effect; stimulation of the proximal 
end (No. 4) cau~cs the leg muscles to contract. 

In another t>xpcrimcntal animal (Fig. 10-7C), the vt>ntral root of 
the nerve is cut. In this case, stimulation at point No.5 causes no effect; 
at point No. 6 causes tht" muscles to contract. 

From these and other experiments and observations, it has been 
deduced that the dorsal root contains only "sensory" fibers, nerve 
fibers that normally carry impulses from sensory areas (in the skin, 
for instance) to the spinal cord; and that the ventral root contains 
only motor fibers, nerve fibers that normally carry impulses only from 
the !!pinal cord to a muscle or gland. 

Within the cord, there is evidt'ntly some connection between a "sen
sory" fiber and a motor fiber. The connection is not a direct one but 
always involves at least one other neuron call~d a connector neuron. 
This is the simplest possible mechanism involved in a reflex action 
and is called a rl'jl1·:rr: arc. The minimum elements involved are dia~ 
grammed in Figun_· 10~7D. 

It must be emphasized that the diagram greatly simplifies the actual 
situation. One "!lt'nsory'' n<·uron has contact with many connector 
nt>urons. Some of these connect with other levels of the spinal cord. 
ultimately with the brain itst>lf. The impulse carried by a "sensory" 
neuron is, in part, transmitted to a nearby motor neuron and, in part, 
shunted to the st•m;ory area of the brain. Only if this latter impulse 
can get through to the appropriate region of the brain, is any sensation 

"'The adjectiw ventral is derived from the Latin vmtTis, lx-lly. The ventral side is the 
lx'lly side. Do111al is from Latin dunum, the Oack. DHtal m1·ans away from. or farther 
from, the center or midline of an organism; pfiJ.limal mt•atlS dose to, or closer to, the 
<·ent1·r of the organism. 
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ex)X'rienccd. It is for this reason that we have repeatedly enclosed the 
adjt"{·tive sensory in quotation marks. The mcssag<> carried by a "sensory" 

neuron results in a sensation only if many other neurons are also present 
and their connections intact. 

82. Teleological vs. Mechanistic Explanations 

We are now ready to return to the question asked in § 80, namt'ly, 
why docs an animal move his foot away from a hot object? An answer 
sugg<'stcd there was: "He moves his foot to get away from th<" objec

tionable stimulus." Is this a satisfactory answer? It dt•!)l'nds on what 

we mean by why. 

By w~y, we may imply, "What purposf' does the action St"rvc?'' or 
"What is the goal of the action?" This kind of why we may call the 

teleological why, the adjective being d<'rived from the Greek fdeol, 

end or goal. When we answer that the animal moves his foot to get 

away from the stimulus, we are giving a tdeologiwl e.,planation. Such an 
explanation is completely satisfactory to most laym<'n, though seldom 

acceptable to sd<>ntists. To und('rstand why not, let us consider a dif
ferent example: 

"Why do the wheels of a car turn around?" Suppose, in reply to this, 

someone said, "The whccls of a car turn around in order to take the 

passengers somewhere.'' Teleologically, this might be a corrf'ct answer, 
yet everyone will grant that there is a sense in which it may he dccnH'd 

a false answer. "The wheels of a car turn around because the com
bustion of gas in the cylinders moves the pistons, thus moving the con
necting rods which cause the driving shaft to revolve which causes 
the wheels to turn." This is a better answer; it gives us an idea of the 

mechanism behind the movement of the wheels. It is a mechanistic a11swer. 
Generally, when a scientist asks why, he implies a mechanistic why. 

Why docs an animal move his foot away from a hot stimulus? "Because 

the stimulus cause's an impulse to pass along sensory neurons into the 

spinal cord and then through connecting neurons to motor neurons 
which stimulate musdes which contract, thus causing the leg to move." 
This is a mechanistic answer. It is usually a better answer. The mech
anism must be there for the action to take place. The existencC" of the 
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Simple ratlex arc " 

c 

Crossed exten3or reflax 

• 

1\oflex at another lcavel 

E 

Fig. 10-8. These diagrams show only the neurons in USt' in each case. In A, the mini
mum dcml'nl~ of a simple reflex. In B, tlw minimum dements involved in a crossed 
extensor reflex, which usually involvt•s motor impulse-s going to buth sidt'll of the body, 
The action indicated in E, following the stimulus shown in D, can be explaint-d by 

the nt·rvous connections shown in C. 
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:.lowly, the opposite leg may exlend. The mechanism of a crossed exte-nsor 
reflex is diagrammed in Figure 10-SB. The crossed extensor reflex is 
more complicated than the simple reflex in that it must involve synaptic 
connections betwe<'n neurons on opposite sides of the spinal cord. 

Another stage of complexity is made possible by connections between 
neurons at dijferenllevels of the spinal cord. If, using a frog that has been 
deprived of its brain, we apply dilute acid to the skin of the belly, a 
very remarkable thing happens. The hind legs of the frog rise and 
scratch at the belly as if the frog were trying to remove the noxious 
stimulus (Fig. 10-SD,E). Since all evidence points to the conclusion 
that the dcbrained frog has no consciousness or conscious aims, the 
apparent purposiveness of the action is most striking. This action is 
but another of the many innate reflexes. The teleology is obvious. The 
mechanism is indicated in Figure 1 0-SC. 

The nervous pathways indicated are probable paths. The precise 
course followed by an impulse and the exact neurons involved arc seldom 
entirely certain. The postulated pathways exist; but so do too many 
others. How can We be sure which pathway is the one actually taken? 
The trouble is not that we can't se-e enough pathways, but that we can 
see too many (Fig. 10-9). Directly or indirectly, every neuron of 
the central nervous system is connected with every other neuron. 
In each reflex act, however, only a small fraction of the possible connec
tions are utilized. The central problem of neurology is to ascertain 
what determines which few of the many possible connections are utilized 
in a given action and why. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

10-1. Define: synapse, neuron, nervi:' fiber, eonnt'rtiog nt·uron. 
10-2. Th·finc thl:' following pairs of terms so as to distinguish between the meml.x-rs: 

distal, proximal; aff('r<'nt fiber, dfert'nt fiber; sensory neuron, motor neuron; ct'ntral 
nervous systt•m, pl:'ripheral nervouR systt•m; stimulus, response. 

10-3. Is the fil.x-r attaeht·d to a iK'nSl' organ an ell"ert"nl or an allereot fiber? What 
about the nt•rvc fiber that stimulatt·s a muscle fiber? 

10-4. Why is ignition of dynarnitt- by mt·ans of a powder fuse slower than setting it off 
with an electrical firing system? 

10-5. In what sense is a powder fuse a good analogy to a nerve fiber? Where dot"s the 
analogy break down? 

10-6. What are the two theories of the mechanism of intercellular transmission of 
impulses? 
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goal alone will not cause the action. The mechanism may subserve an 
end, but the action is brought about by the mechanism, not by the goal. 

Fig. 10-9. Th{' complexity of the central nervous system. Drawn from a thin cross section 
of the human spinal cord. Because nnvc fibers do not, except by chance, lie alway8 in 
a horizontal plane, no complete n-Acx arcs of the sort diagrammed in Figure 10-8 arc 

to be seen here. Because the section is a thin one, the true complexity is minimized. 

83. Innate Reflexes 

A simple reflex action of the type just discussed does not have to be 
learned. It is either present from birth or develops later without learning. 

It is an innate reflex. A specific example of such a reflex is the well-known 
knee-jerk reflex. The stimulus in this case is the sudde~ stretching of a 
tendon by a sharp blow; this stretching affects specific sorts of nerve 
endings that arc buried in the tendon. The message from these receptors, 

passing through a reflex arc, caus-es the contraction of certain muscles. 
We do not have to learn this reflex. (See Fig. 10-8A.) 

But there are other innate reflexes that are not so simple as this. The 
crossed extensor reflex is an example of a slightly more complicated 

innate reflex. Under certain conditions, when one leg of, say, a frog, 
is strongly stimulated, not only does this leg flex (draw up), but, more 
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10-7. For other discussions of the problem of viviiK"ction read: 
{1) The preface to G. B. Shaw's The DfXWr's Diltmma. New York: Brentano's. 1911. 
(2) Hught.,9, Hdcn MacGill, "The Compleat Antivivisectionist." Tht &imtific 

Monthly, 65:503-507, Dec. 1947. 
Although these two authors are in opposing camps, in what ft"gard do you detect 

t'~st'ntial agreement between them? 
10-8. From the information giwn in the tl'xt, from the general proposition that aU 

mammals are constructt:d pretty much alike, and from examination of Figure 10-10, 

16 
15 

.. 
10 

5 

I 

Fig. 10..10. A giraffe, looking for the answer 
to problem 10-8. 

Me.ters 

you should be able to answer the following question: "How long i~ the longi'St cdl in a 
giraffe's body?" 

Tell how you arrived at your answer. 
10-9. When whole neurons degenerate in an adult, there is no n·covcry. Assuming that 

we arc dealing with a case of neuron degeneration, the degeneration of what neurons 
could account for the following eases? 

Case 1. The individual's legs are without feding. He can movt" them hut hr can't 
fed anything with. them, not even thf"ir own movement. 

Case 2. The individual's legs are paralyzed. Fre\ing is prrsr•nt but nn movt·ment is 
poi!.~ibk. 

10-10. By definition, distinguish bNwren trlcologkal and mt..-hanixtk t·xplanations. 
10-11. One of the two types of"whys" mention(·d in the text(§ 82) can frequently be 

replaced by the word "how." Whkh one? 
10-12. The pl'('Sent chapter ended with a "why." Do you think this was intendt'd to 

be a mechanistic why or a teleological why? 
10-13. De Maupassant's often reprinted story, "Moonlight," is built around a "why." 

What is the "why" and to which cla!!S of "whys" does it belong? 
10.14. &knee is usually concerned more with which sort of "why"? What other fields 

of human endeavor are concr.rnt•d with the other sort? 
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The Senses 

84. The Sense of "Touch" 

It is a matter of r.opular belief that there arf" five senses: touch, smell, 
taste, ~ight, and hearing. How inadequal<' this analysis is becomes ap~ 

parent when we analyze the so-called SC'llSC of touch. 
A simple cxperim<"nt which th(' reader can perform on himself (or 

bettcr, havf" someone else pt"rfonn on him) will demonstrate the multiple 
nature of the so-called st"nsc of touch. With a little care, one can rule a 

~rid of squares on the back of a hand (see Fig. 1 J-lA), with the lint's two 
rnillimC'tcn; apart. Tlwn, if one Us<'S some sort of stylus, a mf'tal instru
ment with a tip a bit smaller than a pin's head, one can explore the area 

systematically for sensitive spots. If the stylus is at "room temperature,'' 
it will bt" colder than th(' skin and ont> can usc it as a test fur cold-sensi tiw 

spots. Some spots will easily detect the coolness of the stylus, others not 
at all. A record can be made on crosshatched paper of the distribution of 

"cold spots." 
A simila1· record can he made of warm-sensitive spots, using a stylus 

gently warmed in a flame. When this rccord is compared with the pre
ceding one, it is discovered that the "cold spots" and the "warm spots' 

sometimes coincide and sometimes do not. In other words, the sense of 
cold and the sense of warmth arc two different ~enses. 

In earryine; out this test, the experimenter will have noticed that a cold 

stylus placed on a cold-~nsitive spot feels cold only momentarily. Why 

199 
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is that? Does th<" stylus warm up? Or doe-s the spot respond only to change 
in temperature? 

The stylus undoubtedly warrn<J up; one could, by a !'.Uitably elaborate 
apparatus, diminatf" this difficulty. However, popular experience would 
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Fig. 11-1. A, a simple way to analyze the sense of touch into its component senst"s, 
as described in the trxt. Band C, a 1<implc exJX"riment which proves that one's senst's 

report changes in stimulating conditions rather than absolute values. 

allow us to predict that, cvf'n with a thermostatically controlled stylus, 
the skin would soon become insensitive to a particular temperature for 

we have all noticed how a slightly-warmer-than-normal or slightly
colder-than-normal temperature soon feels normal to us. A simple ex
periment that dramatically illustrates thf" point is diagrammed in }'igure 
11-lB,C. Three buckets are filled with water, one with warm, one with 
medium, and one with cold water. The experimenter immerses his right 
hand in the warm, his Icfl in the cold and leaves them there for perhaps 
a minute, at the end of which time the ~nsations of hot and cold have 
almost disappeared. Then he places hoth hands in the center bucket at 
room temperature. Although both hands arc subjected to the same tem
perature, the left hand reports that the water is warm, and the right hand 
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that it is cold. From this, we learn that the cold spots and warm spots 

are not sensitive to cold and warmth as such, but to changes. Sensitivity 

Fig. 11-2. Distingui~habll' nerve deml'nts in or near the skin. Thr nanl('S and prob
ahk functions follow: A, free nerve endings: pain. B, ]\.ferkcl's discs: trmch. C, Meiss
ner's corpuscles: low h. D, Krause's end bulhs: rn!d. F., RuHini's end nq<ans: warmth. 

F, fullicl!' nerve ph~xus: /"uch uf hair. G, endings of Ruffini: prtssurr. Ji, Pacinian cor-
puscks: prnrurr. ., 

It sh01ilrl lw noted rhat most of these structures are named after rnen. Such naming 
is typiral in a new field of study, or when structures an· difficult to observe ;md have 
been seen by only a few men, nr when the exact structure and function are mdt!ers 

1Jf di~putc. However, thr histology of tbc senses uf touch is not a new field. 

to change rather than to ahsolute slate is a characteristic we shall find in 
the other senses.* 

Sensitivity to cold and wan nth arc part of what is popularly called the 

sense of touch. There is also sensitivity to touch in the strict sense. To test 
this, the experimenter usc~ a single bristle mounted in a holdf'r. A bristle 
of a given diameter will exert only so much pressure before it llf'nds, and 

• These temperature receptors are extraordinarily sensitive to change. A rise in 
temperature -at the level of the sensitive nerve endings under the skin --nf only 0.00 l ° C 
per second, contmued for three seconds, will give a sensation or warmth. The cold spots 
are only one-fourth as sensitive. 
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never more; consequently, it can be used for administering a standard 
stimulus. With such a bristle, one can map the touch-sensitive spots, and 
it is found that they arc distributed independently of the warm and cold 
spots. 

Yet a fourth sense constitutes a part of the sense of touch-the sense 
of pain. This can be readily tested with a needle-sharp instrument. The 
map of pain-sensitive spots once more shows independent distribution. 
Pain-sensitive spots arc more closely spae1:d and more widely distributed 
over the body than are any of the other spots, a fact which is, no doubt, 
of value in insuring the survival of the individual in a dangerous world. 

What is the structural basis for the diflt·rent touch sensations? MicroR 
scopic study of sections of skin shows a number of recognizably different 
nerve endings (Fig. 11R2). It is natural to guess that the different kinds 
of nerve endings subscrve different sensations. It is difficult to prove this. 
One can readily appreciate why it is difficult when one recalls the nature 
of the phenomena we are investigating, n<:~mely, phenomf'na called sub
jective-phenomena known only by the sul~ject himself, and not idcntiR 
fiable in external ohjects as are objective phenomena. The sensations of 
warmth and cold can be reported only by a human, so animal cxpf'riR 
mentation is ruled out. Obviously, the curious experimf'ntalist must use 
himself as the experimental animal, and this a few courageous men have 
done, first mapping the distribution of various spots on the skin and then 
having the section of skin sliced off and examined microscopically for the 
distribution of the various types of end organs and trying thus to correlate 
sensitivities with presence of end organs. Unfortunately, the results of 
such experiments have not always been consistent. The most widely held 
theories are indicated in the legend of Figure 11-2. 

Only one type of end organ has had its function established for certain 

-the so-called free nerve ending-which subscrves the sensation of 
pain. Establishing this fact was made pos.<;ible when it was observed that 
the central area of the cornea (the transparent, central outer surface of the 
eye) perceives only pain. Since this was true for all men, it was not neces
sary for the experimenter to sacrifice his own eye, since the eye of any 
dccc·a'>Cd person would do. Examination of this region of the eyes of 
cadavers disclosed the presence of free nerve endings only. As would be 
demanded by the ubiquitous distribution of pain spots over the body, 
free nc·rvc endings are also ubiquitously distributed. 
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In this account, the nature of touch sensations has been somewhat 
simplified. For one thing, many students believe that there is ::mother 
skin sense, one of pres.~ure, distinct from touch in the strict sense. The 
nature of the hypothetical organs sensitive to this stimulus is shown in 
FiJ.,rurc 11-2. Mor<"ovcr, we experience many sensations that arc not easily 
identifiable as any of these simple sensations, e.g., stinging, burning, or 
itching sensations. Consider also Lhe sensations caused by tickling and by 
an electric shock. It is possible that these sensations are curious mixtures 
of scvt'ral of the fundamental St'nsations. 

One must realizf' also that a sense spot of a named type may be sensi
tive to more stimuli than its name would indicate, provided the stimulus 
is great enough .. For instance, a very hot ol~jt'ct will be fminju!!y so, due 
in part to its affecting the spots that we ordinarily regard as pain-recep
tors rather than heat-receptors. Heat may also affect the cold-receptors, 
paradoxical as this may seem; r('call the shiver that oftt'n accompanies 
one's sudden inun('rsion in a tub of hot water. The shiver and the sensa
tion of cold come b<'forc the sensation of wannth; notice in Figure 11-2 
that .krause's end lm!IJS, the supposed mediators of the s('nse of cold, are 
doser to the surface of the skin than arc the Ruifi11i organs, the probable 
mediators of the sens£' of warmth. 

Another paradox of semmtion is the observation that pain itself may 
sometimes be enjoyable, in a sense. Who does not recall, from the days 
of his childhood, at l('ast, the irresistible desire to remove the scab from 
a superficial wound, painful though it was . .Ngain, the mild pain of 
muscles, "stiff" the day after unwonted exerdse, is at the same time an 
enjoyable sensation to many people. Not all observers will agree to this 
statement, and it may be that there are differences among individuals. 
In this connection, one wonders about the sensations of the Indian fakir 
reclining on his bed of nails. Is he merely relatively insensitiV(' to pain 
(as American Indians and successful pugilists arc purported to be), or 
docs he actually enjoy his prickly couch? 

85. Subjective Characteristics of Exteroception 

The various touch senses arc among those that are sometimes referred 
to as the exteroceptive senses (exterior perception), the senses which 
give us information about the exterior world, as contrasted with other 
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senses, to be discussed subsequently, which give us information about 
our own interiors. 

It should be noted that even these exteroceptive senses do not really 

Fig. 11~3. In A. the areas mo~t sensitive to thr dilfcr,.nt taste qualities art' indicated 
as black areas on the surface of the tongue. In B, a magnified ~en ion of a taste bud 

give us information about the exte-rnal world, but only about our own 
insides very dose to the surface. A warm spot docs not tell about external 
warmth, but only about the temperature changes taking place in the 
sensitive end organ itself, which is buried under our skin. Subjectively, 
however, we refer the feeling to the outside and say, "This room is hot," 
though it would probably be more accurate (though more pedantic) to 
say, "My Ruffini end organs detect an increase in temperature." Upon 
contemplating this situation, we may give intellectual assent to this point 
of view, but it is doubtful if our feelings about the matter will change. 

The sense of touch operating through the hair follicles gives a striking 
example of our false localization of the source of a stimulus. When the 
hairs of the arm arc lightly moved with a pencil, without touching the 
skin, one gets a distinct impression of feeling the pencil with the hair 
itself. Yet, all the hair which protrudes from the skin is dead. It can be 
cut without pain. And if we hold the basal portion of a hair steady with 
some tweezers, movement of the distal portion gives rise to no sensation. 
The hair itself is not sensitive. The sensation arises when the shaft of the 
hair, moving in itsfotlide (sheath) touches the nerve net that surrounds it 
(see Fig. 11~2). This mechanism is a convenient way of extending the 
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sense of touch beyond the limits of the living body by means of non
living tissue. An exaggerated instance of such a mechanism is seen in the 
long "whiskers" of a cat which serve as a sort of short-range radar to 
enable the cat to get around in tight, dark places. No doubt, if we could 
interview a tomcat, he would maintain stoutly that he felt at the end of 
his whiskers. 

86. The Sense of Taste 

Much of what we C'all taste is actually smell, as we learn on those rarc 
occasions when a really severe cold completely plugs up the nasal pas
sages. When so afflicted, we discover that we can still taste a few things: 
sweet, salt, sour, and bitter. All the various "tastes" that we ascribe to 
food are made up of combinations of these four primary tastes plus, most 
importantly, odor detected by the nose. Deprived of our sense of smell, 
we have difficulty distinguishing an onion from an apple. 

The various taste ~ensitivitics arc differently distributed over the sur
face of the tongue. If one uses the lea"!t strong solution (of sugar, salt, 
citric acid, or quinine) that will elicit taste sensations, it has been found 
that the areas sensitive to the various substancf:'s are as shown in Figure 
11-3A. This does not mean that the substances cannot be tasted every
where on the tongue-they can-but that the sensitivity varies. The 
sensitivity to quinine, for instance, is six times as great at the back of the 
tongue as it is at the tip. This helps explain, of ;ourse, the frequent ex
perience of noticing a bitterness in some food or drink only as an "after
taste," that is, after swallowing. Also involved in this experience may be 
a slower response to the sensation of bitterness. 

Research has disclosed that there are considerable differences between 
individuals in their Sf:'nsitivity to taste, as one would predict from com
mon knowledge. More striking, is the discovery that these differences 
are not merely of a quantitative sort, but are also sometimes qualitative. 
The chemical substance, phenylthiocardamidc (PTC, for short) tastes 
bitter to about 7 persons out of 10; to most of the others, it has no taste 
at all; a few report it as sweet or salty. The uncommon sugar mannose 
tastes sweet to only about 20 per cent of our population; 10 per cent find 
it bitter; and 55 per cent experience a sweet taste followed by a bitter 
taste. The remainder say it is tasteless. 
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Using pure chemicals, a number of other taste differences have been 
found. Undoubtedly, differences in taste reactions to pure chemicals are 
among the- factors contributing to differences in judgments of the pala-

A 

Fig. 11-4. The olfactory nf"rvt· t•ndin!,.'ll (A) an:- so plan·d high up in thl." na!!al pas
sages that a gentle inspiration carries littlt" air pallt tht· olfactory tissuc (B). A vigorous 

snilf (C) brings a good sample of air past the sense organs. 

tability of various foodstuffs and dishes. The old saying, "Th('n·'s no 
disputing tastes," has been given new support, though conscicntiom 
gourmets will be lhe last to admit it. 

Tht" end organ responsible for the ability to taste is the taste bud, a 
duster of cells sunk in the surface of the tongue (Fig. 11-3B). Taste
localization experiments suggest differences in these sensory organs. 
Microscopic examination fails to reveal such diffcrcncl'S. 

87. The Sense of Smell 

The four taste sensations are evoked by substances that are, for the 
most part, nonvolatile, that is, substances not present to an appreciable 
extent as vapor in the air. The nose, however, is sensitive to a multitude 
of volatile substances. For that reason, the sense of smell, or olfaction, is un-
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questionably the more important of th~ two for most animals. With it, 
one can detect danger or delectation at a distance and react accordingly. 

The amount of substance that can bl.' detected is extremely small. 
Measurements have shown that as little as 0.000000000002 of a gram of 
a nauseous chemical called mercaptan will affect the nose. However, it 
is worth pointing out that even this weight, which seems small by every
day standards, contains more than 200,000,000,000 molecules of the 
garlicky-smelling substance. 

The nose is sensitive to many more different qualities than is the 
tongue. There is unquestionably some correlation between chemical 
structurr and quality of odor, though the relations arc not simple enough 
to permit predicting the- one from the other with complete accuracy. A 
good organic chemist, however, finds his nose invaluable in cutting down 
the amount of his analytical work. 

Arc the multitudes of smells reducible to combinations of some simple, 
unitary odors? Many attempts have btTil made to develop syst("ms of 
odor elements analogous to the four primary taste sensations, but with
out very convincing ·sm'CBS. One of the syste-ms proposed recognizes four 
primary odors: fragrant, vinegary, burnt, and rancid, with 0 to 9 bt"ing 
used to represent various df"grf"CS of each odor quality. According to one 
observer, the odor of a rose would be- represented as 6423 in this system, 
the 6 standing for the amount of fragrance, 4 for the amount of vine
garine-ss. and so on. 

The end organs of the- sense of smell arc nerVe endings modified as 

shown in Figure 11-4A. The placing of the olfactory tissue is remal·k
able. There is only about 2.5 sq. em. of sensitive tissue in each nostril, 
and it is placed high up in the breathing passagt>s, so that an ordinary, 
gentle breath causes very little air to go past the sensory ce-lls (Fig. 11-4B). 
A vigorous breath (Fig. 11-4C) will, however, develop a turbulence that 
will carry some air past the olfactory tissue. Hence, the importance of 
sniffing when we suspect we arc in the presence of something worth 
smelling. 

88. The Fatigue of a Sense, as lllustrated by the Olfactory Sense 

In discussing the sensitivity of the temperature receptors of the skin, 
it was pointed out that the receptors arc really sensitive only to changes 
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in temperature, that when an area is long exposed to a constant tem
perature, it ceases to be "aware" of that temperature. Another way of 
verbalizing the same phenome_non is to say that the sense of temperature 
becomes fatigued. 

The development of fatigue ir- characteristic of all the senses, to a 
greater or less degree, except possibly the sense of pain. (Though one 
can become accustomed even to pain.) The phenomenon of fatigue of the 
olfactory sense is both conspicuous and practically important. 

When we first step into a bakery shop, the olfactory experience is, for 
most people, one of pure delight. But, if there arc many customers ahead 
of us, by the time we arc waited on our perception of the odors has 
diminished almost or quite to the vanishing point. After perhaps ten min
utes' sojourn in the bakery, we might just as well be in a machine shop 
for all the pleasure we get from the odor. This fatigue of the olfactory 
sense, it can be shown by experiments, is not a general fatigue. SubjeC'tion 
to the bakery odor does not dull the nose to other, fresh odors. Though 
there are exceptions, olfactory fatigue is usually specific for each odor. 
This fact, together with the fact that most of what we call "taste" is 
actually smell, explains many of the practices of the gourmet, e.g., the 
preference given to the mullicourse banquet over the one-dish meal. 

Fatigue to unpleasant odors is probably a fact of greater importance. 
It is common practice for domestic gas companies to add malodorous 
substances to the gas supply. These substances are detectable in very 
small quantities and serve to warn the home-owner when a leak has 
developed in his gas lines. However, if the leak develops slowly and 
steadily while he remains at home, the fatigue of the olfactory sense may 
keep pace, so to speak, with the increase in concentration of gas in the 
room and, as a result, he may be asphyxiated without his nose ever 
warning him. However, before the dangerous level is reached, should a 
friend visit him, he might be warned by the friend, whose nose would be 
subjected to a sudden increase in concentration of odor. 

The fatigability of the olfactory sense may even have international 
consequences. Some white Occidentals speak disparagingly of the odors 
of humans of other racial groups, the implication being, "Of course, we 

don't smell." However, white people who have spent much time in 
China sometimes learn to their horror that the Chinese consider them 
distinctly odorous in an objectionable way. This is a fact that a man can 
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never discover about himself because of the phenomenon of olfactory 
fatig-ue. How can one smell the body he has lived with all of his life? 

p•·ol>al>ly nothing white people can do about their affliction-

Fig. 11-5. The parts of the car. 

though frequent baths may help minimize the offense*-but it is a fact 
that they should always keep in mind in their dealings with other peoples. 

* It has also been suggtstcd that the odor of Occidentals is due to their diet, which is 
diiTer!"nl from that of the Chinese, containing proportionately more meat and fewer 
w-grtahks. This is a queMion requiring more research. 
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Satisfactory intt'rnational relations rcctuirc more than good will; self
awaren<'ss is al.~o a nceeHsity. 

89. The Sense of Hearing 

That which is the primary function of the Par, wf' shall ignm'P for thr 
present, namely, its function as an organ of equilibrium. In the primitive 
vertebrates, the ear was only an organ of equilibrium; the auditory 
function was assumed much later in evolutionary development. In man, 
the ear serves both functions. The parts concerned with equilibrium, the 
semicircular canals, may be seen in Figure 11-SD. For the present, they 
will be ignored and only the auditory structures and functions will be 
considered. 

For convenience, the ear is considered as consisting of three portions 
called the outer, middle, and inner ears (sec Fig. 11-5). The outer ear 
consists of the decorative flap on the outside of the head, called the pinna 
(Greek, a kind of mussel, evidently because of the resemblance between 

a mussel half-shell and our ear), and the external auditory paasage 
leading inward. In so-called lower animals, the pinna serveR as an ad
mirable trumpet to collect and concentrate the sound waves. In most 
animals, it can be moved or turned so as to be most favorably oriented 
toward the source of the sound. Recall, for instance, the mobile pinnae 
of horses and mules. Among men, only a few virtuosi can move their 
ears at all, and then to little or no acoustic advantage. To achieve tht' 
sound-gathering effect of a large animal pinna, a man may cup his hand 
be-hind his ear and aim the concavity at the source of a sound. This act 
is t"SJX'cially useful to th(' hard of hearing. 

The problem of hearing is one of concentrating and transmitting vi
brations. What we call sound waves consist of alternate regions of con
centration and rarification of air molecules. These waves move at a 
speed of about one-fifth mile per second (though the individual mole
cules often move very little-just as the particlC's of water in a pond move 
very little as waves pass over the pond). The pinna concrnlratC's thr wavl's 
somewhat and dirt>Cts them down the ("Xternal auditory passagl' at the 
end of which they strike the tympanum or eardrum. Jn this way, wave 
motion of the air is translated into vibratory motion of the solid material 
that constitutes thC' tympanum (Fig. 1 1-SB). 
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}'allowing the route of this vibration, we are taken next to the middle 
ear cavity, an air-filled space in which repose three bones hinged to
gether, the malleus, the incus, and the stapes (i.e., the hammer, the 

Fig. 11-6. Thl" l"ochil"a (A) of the ear. Imagine the ('OChlt"a to be much cnlargt•d and 
uncuilrd (H): a ITU!I.~ !ll·diun of it shows thl' struetun·s ~hnwn in C. 

anvil, and the stirrup, from their resemblance to these ol~jects). The first 
bone, the malleus, is attached to the tympanum; the last bone, the 
stapes, is attached to a similar membrane at th<' other side of the middlf'
ear cavity, the so-called oval window. The path of the vibration so far 
is this: air waves striking the tympanum move it; the tympanum moves 
the malleus, which moves the incus, which moves the stapes, which 
moves the membrane of the oval window. What does the oval window 
move? 
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The ova] window forms the boundary of the inner car. The inner C'ar 
is the actual organ of hearing*; it is here that mechanical vibrations arC' 
nmvt'rted into nerve impulsr-s. All the rest of the machinery of the outer 
and middle car is merdy for the purpoS(' of conveying the vibrations to 
this region. 

The inner rat isjillrd with fluid. When one recalls that fluids cannot be 
compressed (hence the cOCctiveness of hydraulic brakes), it will he 
realized that the pressure exerted by the stapes against the oval window 
must somehow be relieved. The relief mechanism is the membrane called 
the round window. Vibration of the oval window causes the Jluid 
within to vibrate, which in turn vibrates the round window. The round 
window apparently has no other function. 

The part of the inner car concerned with hearing is called tht· cochlea 
(Latin, snail). How does the vibration of the fluid in tht' col'hlea give 
rise to sensations? We can understand the mechanism better if we, in 
imagination, straighten out the cochlea (Fig. 11·6B), then, slice across 

it and examine the slice under the microscope (Fig. 11·6C). 

A section of the cochlea shows more detail than we need assimilate in 
our first observations. The most important part for the present discus· 

sion is in the ('f'lller and consists of a flexihle ledge calk·d the tectorial 
membrane (1-<~tin, lrcforium, a cover) whieh overhangs hairs Htladwd 

to nerve l·clls. ObS<"rvation with experimental animals shows that when 
sound waves reach the car, nerve impulses pass along the nerves which 

come from the hair cells below the tectorial membrane. How ('an a 
sound stimulate these cells? 

At this point, we must enter the realm of hypotheses. F.xperimt"ntation 

presents so many difficulties that we have not yet proved the mechanism 
of hearing. The picture presented below is supported by considerable 

evidence of an indirect and involved nature, even if it is not complC'tt>ly 
established. 

The basilar membrane, on which the nerve cells rest, is flexible. It 
seems reasonable to suppose that vibration of the fluid of the coehlea will 
cause vibration of the basilar membrane. Vibration of the membrane 
will move the hair cells up and down; this movement of the hair cells 

• Also, part of it is roncl.'rned with equilibrium- but we are ignoring that for the 
present. 
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will press them against the tectorial membrane, thus stimulating the 
hair cells and causing a nervous impulse to travl'l along the nerve. 
(Notice that if this theory is true, the sense of hearing is only a highly 
modified sense of touch, evoked by touching the cochlear hair cells.) 

There arc many phenomena for which any adequate theory of hear~ 
ing must ac('ount. One of these- is pitch discrimination. We can tell the 
difference between a high note and a low one. How do we do it? The 
evidence df'arly indicates that different parts of the cochlea are sensitive 
to tones of diff('ft'lll pitch. Thc basal region, i.r., tlw ff'gion nf'arest the 
midd]t' f'ar, is sensitive to tlw highf'sl lout's; tht' apical rf'g:ion, to low 
tonf's. This dilf(·n·m·c in sC'nsitivity is ap!Jarcntly drtt'rmincd by thf' 
ltmicm of tht' basilar nwmbrant" in diHf>rt'nt parts, thf' mt'mhranC' being 
stretched tighter in the basal region ami, hence, reJmwling to higher notes 
in this region. 

That, in brief, is the present throry of hearing. In broad outlines, it 
se-ems to fit the facts wf'll. In details, it is ineomplete. The above theory 
regarding the mechanism of tone discrimination is reasonably convinc
ing. A theory of hearing must account for some very remarkable facts . 
. For examplC", the normal human ear can discriminate several thousand 
pure tont's. Moreover, when two or more pure tones arc soundf'd simul
lancously, our Par can detect the fact and, with training, can analyze 
thr mixturf' into separate components.* 

The adult human ('ar can distinguish tones fanging from that pro
duced by 20 vibrations per second (a low note) up to 12,000-15,000 per 
second (high notes). There is much variation in the upper limit, and 
children can commonly detect higher tones. Many animals can detect 
much higher notes, and use is made of this fact in the design of "silent 
dog whistles" which produce a note that is inaudible to the human ear 
but audiblf' to the canine ear. 

90. Types of Deafness 

Three types of deafness are distinguished: transmission deafness, perception 

deafuess, and cmtral deafness. The salient features of these can be best 

• At least, most people can do this by a matching procedure. Persons gifted with 
"absolute pitch" can name the <::omponent notes without recourse to matching. 
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unrkrshxnl hy ag<1in rrfrrrin~ If) Figurr l I ~5. Hy rlt·afnt's.~, wr mran ally 
llt·gret• of <lr<~frwss fmm .~li~hl In t·omplett•.* 

Transmission deafness is causl'd by some obstruction or fault in the 
transmitting apparatu.~ of the outt-r and middle ears. The simplest cause 
is accumulated wax in tlw f'Xternal auditory passagr, sometimes found 
in uncarcd~for childiTn. The remedy is obvious. More serious is it when 
there is damage to the middle~ear machinery. This is a not uncommon 
aftermath of a serious inff'ction of the breathing passages. The route of 
the infection can be set'n from thf' diagram. Disease germs in the throat 
reg·ion can pas.'! up the Eustachian tube to tlw middiP ear where the 
invadt'rs set up an infection. This infection may result in the accumula
tion of pus in the middk-ear cavity, t'xerting pressure on the tympanum, 
causing pain. In such cases, the physician may make a tiny puncture 
in the tympanum and drain the cavity. A small hole in the eardrum will 
almost always heal rapidly and completely. If this operation is not per
formed, the infection may dt"stroy the middlt'-car hont"s or the eardrum. 
In either case, there will be considerable impairment of hearing. For
tunately, hearing aids arc of great benefit in cases of transmis.<~ion deaf
ness.t 

Perception deafness might bettt"r bt" called imwr-Par dmjni'M, as it reft>r.~ 
to deafnt"ss rt·sultin~ from defects in the co<"hlrar apparatus, e.g., in thf" 
basilar mcmbrant', the hair cells, or the nerves. l<'rcqucntly, only part 

• Considered hen· arc only those forms of deafm·ss that may he called organic dt•af· 
ne!IBt'S, i.e., ones du~· to dett•rminable ddt"< ts of org-ans. Fk·sidt"s O'f\'allk types of de<~.fn•·.~s.. 
there art' also functional dcafnes."l.'ll, C<mditions in whkh m1 mg,mk dl"f('('t is prt'~t'lll, 

though the- individual none-the-less cannot ht·<l.r. A fun('tional <1ilnwnt i~ part of <1. ps)'· 
chologiLal difficulty. Tht•rt• arc funnional di~~t·aSt·s imitating- t'wry or~ani<· di!ll'a!l(· kn<J\\'11, 
including dt•afness, hlindrwSII. and paralyses. A fl'w words hearing on the caUllt'll ol sut·h 
conditions will lx• found in § 95 hut, for thorough di:«:us.~ions, the studt·nt is referred to 
textbooks of psyt·hology and psychiatry. 

t The use of h<•aring aids is. fortunately, increasing rapidly-fortunately, bet·ause the)'(' 
are so many jX'Opk who need them but who h(';ritate to use- the-m out of mi~taken pride. 
It is a curious fan that Rodal acceptance of h('aring aids has lagged so far l)t'hind that 
of seeing aids. A g('nt•ration ago, the use of SjX'Ctadt•s was very unpopular among young 
femaks; today, dm• tu dt'ver design and advl'ftising, wearing ce-rtain models is not only 
permi!lllible, Lut is almost de rigtur in certain dn·l••s. In ren.'nt ye-a!'!!. murc' thought and 
effort have bt·f"n applkd to the desi!(n and advt•rti8ing of hearing aid~ with the ~<XKI 
result that tht·ir ust· is spreading. This is fortunat{·lx•cause tht' psy('hologkall•H'ectsof poor 
he-aring are at least as important, if not more so, than the effects of poor seeing. Poor 
hearing is all too frequt'ntly accompanied by a gnawing ft'eling that oth" peoplt art talki11g 
afwut me. 
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of this apparatus is damaged, and as a result, only part of the pen·eptive 
ability is lost. A small region of the cochlea may be injured and, con
romitantly, the perception of pure tones in a certain region of the scak 

., e e 

Air 

E 

Foc.•l point' 
or f'oc::u~ 

~ 
Air 

Foc.al distance 

Fig. 11-7. When a rdy of liAill got's from one medium (air) to another (glass), its 
diiTction is t"hangffi, the magnitude of tlte change being determined by the angle 
at whkh tht" ray strikes the nrw medium. A wnv("x lens (E) is a piec<" of Riass so 

constructed that it brings parallel rays of light+<> forus at a point. 

will be lost. (This observation is, in fact, one of the lines of evidence es
tablishing the localization of tone perception in specific regions of the 
cochlea.) Normal aging results in progressive loss of perception of high 
tones. Hearing aids art'" of no benefit for any type of inner-ear ddect. 

Central deafness is the term applied to deafness in which there is no 
defect in the outer, middle, or inner ear. Such d<"afncss is due to some 
deficiency in the part of the central nervous system with which the 
auditory nerves are connected. Hearing aids are of no use. 

91. The Sense of Sight 

Probably the best way to understand the eye, the organ of sight, is to 
compare it with a camera. To do this, we must understand a few simple 
physical facts about light. 
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Light travels in a straight line (Fig. 11-7A) as long as it does not 
change from one "medium" to another, i.e., from air to water, air to 

etc. The straightness of a beam of light is easily seen in a shaft 

Fig. 11-8. Only when the screen is at the proper distance is the imag•• wd[ d<'finf'd. 

that enters a darkened, dusty room through a small hok. Since light 
travels in a straight line, one can never sec a beam of light from the side 
unless there are floating dust particles, which act as tiny reflectors, to 
reveal the path of the beam. 

When light passes from one medium to another, it.~ direction is almost 
always altered. The direction and the extent of the alteration are de
pendent on the kinds of media and on the angle at which light strikes 
the boundary of the new medium. When light rays pa~s from air to glass, 
their direction is changed (Fig. 11-7B). The magnitude of the change 
depends on the angle the surface of the glass makes with the light rays 
(Fig. 11-7B,C). If the surface of the glass is a single flat plane, all parallel 
rays will remain parallel (Fig. 11-7B,C). But if the surface is not a single 
flat plane, parallel rays will be bent by different degrees (Fig. 11-7D). 
With a glass surface that is properly curved, it is possible to cause all 
parallel rays of light that strike it to be brought to a focus at one point 
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(Fig. 11-7E) which is called the focal point, or simply the focus. The 
distance between the focal point and the lens is called the focal distance 
of the lens. A lens of the sort figured, thicker in the middle than at thr 

Fig. 1 t-9. If a harrier is partially intcrposffi. hetween lens and screen, it will rmt <'Ill 
mH JMrt of tlw im.t~e but will merely make th.e image less bri)!;ht. showin~ !hilt tl)(' 
light rdys th.tt f.tll nn each point of the image come from all parts of the lens. For 
simplkity, we sh.tll heredflt"r rt"presenl no mon:· than th.ree rays from a single point, 

as in E. 

edges, is called a convex lens. It is with this kind of lens that we are 
principally concerned in our study of the eye, so we will discuss it further. 

Consider a point of light sending out beams in all directions. A convex 
lens is fixed in position facing the point of light, at a considerable distance 
from it (Fig. 11-8). Now, lt>l a diffusely reflecting screen (a piece of 
ground glass or a movie scret'n) be moved back and forth behind the 
lens. When it is very do.-;t' (Fig. 11-SA), a large circle of light that has a 
diffttst'd ("fuzzy") edge will IX' seen on the screen. Also, when the screen 
is quite distan1 (Fig. 11-SB), a large circle of light appears. But, at a 
ct'"rtain intt'rmediate distance (Fig. 11-SC), the image will be a sharply 
defined point of light. This is the focal distance of the lens. When the 
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scret>n is in thi!< position, we say the image is in focus, that is, the image 
is smallest, brightest, and most dearly defined. 

With the screen placed at the focal distance, let us interpose an opaque 
harrier betwcrn the lens and the screen (Fig. 11-9A). When the barrier 

Fig, 11-10. All the raysoflight that come from one point (on the left) and pass through 
a convf'X if'ns com<' to a funiS at a single point (on tht' right). For simplicity, only three 
rayH are shown coming from each obje~:t in A. Notkt• tht' rdative reversal in position 
of poinLq #I and #2. This action of the lens results in tho:" revrrsal of the entire image, 
as shown in B. In 8, only the rays which pass th.rough the center of the lens are shown. 

blocks off only part of the lens (Fig. 11-9B,C), there is no change in the 
shape of tht" image but there is a change in the intmsily of it. The greater the 
dcgrt>e of the blocking (B,C,D), the dimmer the image becomes. This 
shows that the light that makeJ up the image comes through every part of the 

lens and that every beam if ligltl from the object that goes through the lens ]alb, 

on the same spot (I he image) on the screen when the screen is at the focal dis
tance from the lens. To represent eve~y beam would be impractical but 
it may help if we depict the path of thrt·e of them through the lens 
(Fig. 11-9.E). Note that only one beam goes straight through the lens, 
the one that goes through the center. Notice, also, that though the object 
on the left side is high, the image on the right is low. The consequence 
of this fact appears in the following paragraph. 

What will happen if, instead of one object and one point of light, we 
have two points of light? In Figure 11-lOA, we sec that the relative posi
tion of the objects is reversed in the images-the high is now low, the 
low high. If, instead of two points, we have a large object (which may be 
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t onsitlt-rt·tl In lw 1wuk LIJ) tlf many srpantll' poinls of li)..\hl), thr pmilion 
of tlw inmgc willlw thl' exael n_•vt·r~e of tlw position of !he ol~jecl (Fig. 

11-lOB). 1 he iml/gr formed 011 a screen lry a cmwex lenj· is always a reverJ·ed 
Image. 

Fig. t 1-11. The more convex the leru, the shorter is its fol'al distance. 

A further property of convex lcnse:-> which should he known is made 
cvidt·nt by Figun· 11-11. 'f1w 111011' f"ll/1/'f.'C the lnu, the .1horlr1 il.1 .fm:l/1 rl11frlllf"f'. 

Or, to put it another way, the more convex the lens, the more it "b<'nds" 
the rays of light that go through it. 

Wi!h !his introduction, we an· in a position to understand the design 
of the camera and the cyc, which arr diagrammed in Figure 11-12A. 
The camera consists of a systt•m of lenses who:;;e net effect is that of 
a convex lt.•ns; a dark chamb<'r* JiliC'rl with air; and a scnsitivt• screen, 
called the film, at fora! distance from the lens system. There is also a 
diaphragm between the lenses for modifying the amount of light that 
reaches the film. Also present, but not indicated in the diagram, is a 
shutter which is usually closed. 

The eye is strikingly similar to the camera. Again, there is a system of 
lenses-two lenses in this case-one of which is called the cornea (Latin 
comeus, horny, perhaps because of ils toughness), the other being called 
the lens; the dark chamlx·r filled with fluid; and a sensitive screen 
called the retina {derived, for reasons we will soon appreciate better, 

• CQmtrfl mrans vauh or chambt"r in Latin and Italian. 
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from Latin rrle, net). Bctwf'rn Ill(' lrmw~, then· i:;; a diaphragm called 
the iri.L (See Fig. 11-12R.) 

There arc three nmspkuous differem·t·s in construction between cam

era and eye. In the first place, the eye has no shutter like the l'anwnt-

A iG1 1l Lens 
i 

···,~ ml Cor\oa / -~ c:~~;:u. 
- \/ 
i:~~-~ Camctr011 ~c:hambcrro i 

'... ............ . 

. .-· 
, .. • ...... . 

Cornea -~<·~' ~"."""'-' SensitivG' 'film 
Iris (rHin_a) 

.........• ,., ... .i 

... .. 
/ li:}. ~ \ ·· ... Sclera 

Retina\ 
'. 

Choroid coat 

Fig. 11-12. The basic similarities ht"\Wt"<'n a camt•ra and an ryr ar<' t'lll]Jhasizcd 
in A. In B, a largt'r virw of th<' <')'t' with thl• mort_o important struetun·s \abrkd. 

unlt-ss one wishes to regard the- eyelid as a shutter. Tht" eye can remain 
open continuously because-second difference-the sensitive screen 
(retina) can b(· used over and over again for "taking picturt's" in the 
eye; whereas, in the camt'ra, the sen·cn (film) can b£' used fur only one 
picture, unless one doesn't objt"ct to "double exposures." 

The third conspicuous dilfcrcncc lies in the nwthod of focussing. With 
a fixed convex lens and a movable object, experiment shows that, as 
the object approaches the lem;, the position of the image on the other 
side moves in the same direction, that is, away from the lens (Fig. 11-13A). 
Obviously, thc~;c is no one focal distance at which all objects, however 
far from the lens, can be focussed. If a picture-taking system is to work 
for both ncar and far objects, one of two modifications of the system 
must he pos.~iblc. Either it must he possible to change the lcns-to-scrC!'n 
distance (Fig. 11-13A), or it must be possible to change the curvaturr 
of the lens (1 t-13B). In the camera, the first adjustment is made; in tht' 
human eye, the second. Interestingly enough, the <"yes of many fish 
adjust after the fashion of the camera. 

The lens of the human eye is held in a sheath of transparent tissue 
which is attached by fibers to the inner surface of the eyeball (Fig. 11-14). 
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These suspending fibers are normally under tension and, as a const"
qut"nct", the lens is at its least convexity. Hence, when relaxed, the eye 
is focus.~cd fi11· distant objects rather than for dose ont"S (rt"call Fi~. 

Fig. 11~13. Anommodation to nr.u ohj("("tS ean ll<" rnarlr (:\} hy moving the km 
f.trtlwr from tlw rrtin.t m him; this m~C"thod is ~C"mployn:i in th,. o·amer.J o~mi in tlw 

C")'t"S or squids ami somr fish. ~fan and m.my olhf'r anim.tls .tchicvc the S.tllle enri hy 

(8) Hlh·ring thr curv.tturc of tlfr !em. 

11-13B). Ncar the point of attachment of the suspending fibers, there is 
a muscle whkh is called the ciliary muscle. When this muscle contracts, 
the tt"nsion on the suspending fibers is relieved slightly; the lens bulges, 
and the eye is thus accommodalrd for near objects. Note that accommoda
tion to ncar objects is an aC"tive proC"ess. When relaxed, the eye is natu
rally set for distance. 

It may be well to mention once more that the greater part of the lens 
action of the eye is carried out by the cornea. The "lens" is merely an 
nu:r:ilinry lms to permit accommodation. In one form of a disease called 
"cataract," the lens becomes opaque. Vision can be restored by removal 
of the lens, and substitution of a corresponding glass spectacle lens out
side the eye, a le-ns which cannot accommodate, of {_'ourse. In another 
form of cataract, the cornea becomes opaque. The only remedy for this 
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abnormality is the replacement of the defective cornea with a healthy, 
living cornea from a living, or recently living, donor. There is a slowly 
growing tradition of making provision for this laudable use of part of 
one's body after death, a tradition certainly worth fostering.* 

EVE: 'FOCUSSED 
'FOR DISTANT 06-.IECTS 

EYE f'OCU!tSEO 
FOR NEAR OB~ECTS 
(ACCOMMODATION) 

Cornea 

Fi_~~:. 11-14. The tranSpart>nt fibers that hold the lt>ns aN' mormally unrlf'r ll·n~ion anfl, 
tlm~, kc<'p the lens relatively Aat, thus adapted fnr SN:"hlR at rt di~t.mn•. \VIwn thr 
t iliory mu!K'lc t·ontrat·ts, the tension on tht· SUS]>I'llding librrs is rdit'V<'d snmeWhdt, 

tht• lens becomes more convex, and the eye is, thu.s, accommodated for near objcc.:ts. 

Far more common defects of tht' lt'ns syslt·m art" what arl' rollcctivdy 
called "error:;; of rdraction," i.t'., conditions iu which the light is re· 
fracted (bent) eithct· too lit! It· or too mud1. If the lens system bt"nd . .; the 
rays too much relative to the particular cycball, only ncar objects can 
be properly focus.<;f'd, and the individual is said to be nearsighted; the 
rf'medy is the wearing of a ronravt" lens which spreads the rays of light, 
thus allowing distant objects to be focussed on the retina (Fig. 11-15). 
A farsighted eye, on the other hand, can see distinctly only far objects. 
This condition can be remedied by wearing a convex lens. An astig~ 

• Th()S(' interested in providing for this U!ll' of their corneas should get in touch with 
The Eyr·Bank for Sight Restoration, Inc., 210 East 64th Street, New York 21, N.Y. 
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matic f'Yt' is an eye that is curvf'd differently in different planes. In this 
caSI:', one must use a lt'ns that also ha.~ difl<-rrnl curvatuT<'s in difl(·rcnl 
planes. 

N£A1\-SIGHT£DNESS 

far 
objec't foctnsad 
in fron't of retina, 

Close obj•c.t foeus•sd proparly making blur at plano of retina 

\ I 
Tliu• 

J \ bring:i ng: 
~ - l'aV$ f.-om L-:--" 

Concavfl lcm5 has effect far objec.:t to for.u.s 
of spre;;~ding ligh"t rillfS on retina of near-Sii,h"ted eve 

__.~•A"-::R- SIGHTEDN:ES$ 

far objed focus'iosd properly 

0=-
Convex len• hat. eff111c.'t ot 
bringing: ligh<t> rav• -toge-ther-

Ncar object 
focussczd behind tt'le retina 

Thus 
bringing 
r•v• from 

• 

cioN objec-t 'to foc:.u.• "-~
on rO;tlna of far-slg,h"tod eye 

Fig. 11-ts. Etron of rdrat"tion of the q·t• and thdr l'orrcetion by lensrs. R,•,ul J.·f• 
to right. top tu hottUJU. 

In taking a pictun·, it is impurt<mt to control the amount of light 
reaching the light-sensitive scn•(_•n. In th(_· (_'yc, light control is effected 
hy the iris, the structure we ordinarily refer to when wt• dt'scribe the 
color of tht' t'ye. The hole in the middlt' of the eye is called tht' pupil. 
lt is only a holt", and it appr-af!'l hlack hrcausc tlw light that got>s in is 
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Fig. 11-16. Diag1am of lht' dH"Illit'alehanges in thr 
r(·tina and tht>ir prnh.:tbl<" rolr in vi~ion. 

the iris. These muscles cannot be voluntarily controlled but are under 
involuntary contml of the nervous system and respond to the amount of 
light entering the eye. 

The sensitive scrC"cn of the eye is called the retina. Thf"rt' is perhaps 
no more remarkable or intricate part of the body. It has been an object 
~Jf intensive study by scores of ahlc scientists fur more than a century 
and the details of its workin.l,'!'l ar(' still far from <:ompl<>tdy known. How
t'V('r, the broad outlines of the visual machinery arc prt>tty dt·ar. 

How can light affect a nerve? It is dear that it must if any sensation 
is to result. But most nerves arC" not so afti:·ct<>d. What is the mechanism 
involved in th'· eye!' Indirect, and nut compl~tcly conclusive cvidcncl", 
indicates the existenn· of til{" chemical reactions diag:rannw:·d in Figure 
11-16. 

In the retina of the eye, there is a red-colored chcmkal compound 
caiied visual purple. It is made up of two parts: a protein and a simpler 
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compound which gives 1t tts color. Visual purple is unstable in the 
presence of light; it breaks down to a protein and a Jiubstance called 
retinene. Retinene further breaks down to a substance already familiar 

1\ods 

t 
Ou'tsida 
of eye 

lnsida 
of eye 

Fig. 11-17. A much simplilit-d diagram of the structure of the retina. As 
the diagram is oriented, light enters the rye from OCJow. Notice the many 
structur<'S thf' light must pass through before it strikes the light~scnsitive 

demt"nts, the rods and cones. 

to us, vitamin A. In the presence of living, actively metabolizing cells, 
vitamin A plus protein can be used to make visual purple once more. 

The reaction which results in a sensation of light is the one called the 
~'primary light reaction." This causes the prodqction of chemicals (per
haps tht" rctint"ne?) which afft"ct the endings of the nearby nerve fibers, 
thus stimulating them. In other words, the basic reaction of vision is a 
chemical one and, as such, falls into the same class as those responsible 
for taste and smell. 

The function of vitamin A should be noticed. Most vitamins arc re
quired because they St'tvc some purpose in th<' chemistry of the body. 
Elucidating their roles has been a long, slow process and one that is still 
going on. Vitamin A was the first vitamin to be firmly tied to body 
chemistry. One of the clinical signs of vitamin A deficiency is "night 
blindness" in which the eyes of the sufferer fail to respond to weak light. 
Consequently, he can see well only by strong light, such as daylight. 

The chemical reaction involved in vision takes place in and among 
the cells of th:! retina. The retina is an exceedingly complex structure, 
as Figure 11-17 makes evident. It is composed of many different kinds 
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of cells, only a few of which are identified in the figure. The sensitive 
cells are called rods and cones. These, when stimulated by the photo
chemical (light-chemical) reaction, stimulate the nerve cells which send 
stimuli to the brain. 

Mf'asurements made of the minimum images that can be seen show 
that each rod and cone can give a stimulus independently of its neigh
bors. Our vision is, in effect, a mosaic vision, made up of extremely 
numerous individual elements, analogous to the composition of illumi
nated "spectacular" advertising signs which are made up of many 
thousands of separate lightbulbs. That we are not aware of its mosaic 
character is attributable to the fine scale of the mosaic, just as the mosaic 
character of the "spectacular" advertising sign is not evident several 
blocks away.* 

How fine a line one can see is determined by many factors which fall 
into two main dasses: the quality of the optical system (lens, cornea, 
etc.) and the fineness of the retinal mosaic. The first varies enormously, 
as the abundance and variety of spectacles in our society bear witness; 
the extent of the variation of the second has not been studied, hut it 
probably varies greatly also. It should be pointed out that, in the eye 
of each individual, there is considerable variation from one region of the 
n·tina to another. In the central region (the fovea centralis in Figure 
11~12B) which contains only cones-a point we shall return to later-the 
cones are only a third as wide as they arc elsewhere in the retina and 
there arc about six times as many cones per unit area as there are cones 
and rods in other regions. This region is the region we use whenever we 
give our closest attention; we focus the object on this area of "finest 
grain." Another factor which contributes to the relatively greater acuity 
of vision in this region is the relation of rods and cones to nerve cells. In 
the central region, there is one nerve cell for each sensitive cell, ac; de~ 
pic ted in Figure 11 ~ 17. Elsewhere, there arc more sensitive cells than 
nerve cells, and the more distant the region from the fovea central is, the 
greater this ratio. At the edge of the retina, there arc as many as 250 
sensitive cells to each nerve cell and all 250 sensitive cells act as a unit 
in the visual mosaic. 

What are the functions of rods and cones? What their differences? 

* This account is somewhat simplified. The formation or an imagt• is, in part, a matter 
of not-well-understood integration of stimuli by the central nervous system. 
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The answers to these questions have been found by correlating the dis
tribution of rods and cones over the retinal area with observed differ
ences in capabilities of different parts of the retina. 

With respect to structure: 
1. The ccntermost part of the fovea centralis contains only cones; 

and there are very few rods in any part of the fovea. 
2. In regions other than the fovea, both rods and cones are present; 

the greater the distance from the fovea, the more rods and the fewer 
cones. 
With regard to function: 

1. Perception of color is excellent in the fovea, poor or totally lack
ing elsewhere. {With your eye fixed on a point straight ahead, have 
somrone else bring a colored object slowly into your field of vision, 
moving it from periphery to center. Notice how you can see it be· 
fore you can tell its color.) 

2. Perception of dim light is most acute outside of the fovea. (In 
looking for stars at night, notice that you can see the dimmest of them 
only "when you don't look at them," i.e., when you don't focus them 
on the fovea.) 
From these two observations, it is reasonable to deduce that percep

tion of color is a function of the cones; and that, though both rods and 
cones are sensitive to light, the rods are more sensitive. 

The natural question to ask next is, how 9o the cones distinguish 
colors? Are there different chemical reactions involved? Different cones? 
Filters? Or what'? In spite of a great deal of work and theorizing in this 
field, we can best summarize the present state of knowledge by saying 
simply, We don't know. 

92. WHERE Do We Feel? 

Consider our sensations of feeling, tasting, smelling, hearing, and see
ing-where do we have these sensations? The natural response is that 
we feel at our skin, taste in our mouth, and so on. But do we? In a 
sense, yes; but we know enough of physiology now to bring forward 
evidence not compatible with this simple view. 

Occa<>ionaliy, as a result of accident, war injury, or required surgery, 
a portion of the principal part of the brain, the cerebrum, is exposed. 
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Although the membranes surrounding the cerebrum arc very sensitive 
to touch, it has been found that the brain-stuff itself shows no sensitivity 
and can be touched or cut with the patient not under anesthetic. It is 
completely insensitive to touch locally. When certain spots in the mid
region of the cerebrum arc touched, the patient reports a sensation of 
touch in distant parts of his body. When the brain is touched at one 
spot, he may report a feeling in his hand; at another, a feeling in his 
leg. More striking, he may sometimes report that he feels his leg is mov
ing, even though he can Sf.'e it is not. Where is the feeling in this case? 
In his leg, where he says he feels it, or in his cerebrum which the ex
perimenter knows is being touched? 

Whatever the an~wer to the vexing question, "Where is the sC"nsation 
located?"*, sensation normally involves the following three clements: 
a receptor, "sensory" and other nerve fibers, and the sensory area of the 
brain. Normally, when the receptor is stimulated, it sends a stimulus 
along a chain of nerve fibers which terminate in the sensory areas of the 
cerebrum. We know this because with electrical instruments we can de
tect a current traveling along the nerves coming from the receptor, a" 
well as the current that reaches the brain. Sensation can be elicited in 
any of three ways. 

1. First, by stimulation of the receptor-the normal way. 
2. Second, by stimulation of the nerves. Everyone has experienced 

the "natural experiment" of striking his crazy bone which is really 
an exposed nerve trunk in the elbow. Besides the local pain, due to 
local receptors in the elbow, the blow often leads to a tingling sensa
tion in the finger tips because of the direct stimulation of the sensory 
nerves coming from the fingers. 

3. Third, by stimulation of the "sensory area'' of the brain. Here 
again, common experience presents us with an example: a blow in 
the back of the head produces images of stars, rockets and other 
pyrotechnics, when none arc visible to bystanders. 

If the sense-receptor is destroyed, there will normally be no more sen
sation. If the sensory nerve is destroyed, no more sensations occur, even 
though receptor and brain are intact. If the sensory area of the brain is 
destroyed, sensation ceases. Where, then, is the sensation located? 

• There are some who say that this is a meaningless question, i.e., one that cannot lw 
answered. 
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Interestingly enough, it is not always true that destruction of receptors 
leads to loss of sensation in the part affected. Frequently, a man who has 
had a l('g or an arm amputated later has recurrent feeling in the non-

i 
,. 

Fig. 11-18. Stimulation of the diaphragm lt>ads to mislakt'n lu1:alization of pain in 
rhe shouldl·r regions. 

<'Xistent limb. In this case, the receptors are ~rone; only the sensory nerves 
and the sensory art"'cts of the brain arc still intact. Probably, same ab
normality of the remaining nerve stump causes tht> stimulation of the 
nerve and brain. The stimulus is interpreted as coming from tht' regions 
that use·d to be in contact with the nt"rve, the fingers and hand of a 
once-existent arm, for instance. Sometimc;>s the .pain is quite intense and 
precisely localized and thC' patient reports the localization even though 
he know.1 that the pain cannot be where he says it is. In severe cases, it 
may be necessary to put the nerve into a long sleep by injecting alcohol 
or other anesthetic dirt"Ctly into the nerve. 

There art" regions of the body in which the supposed /ocu.r of the sen
sation cannot b(' accurately determined. The abdominal cavity is one, 
a fact of some inconvcni~nce when it is nt"cessary for a physician to 
diagnost' an ailment from some pain vagudy loc·atcd "somewhere" in 
the mid-region. Perhaps worse is the fact that the source of the pain 
may be precisely, but wrongly, located. Some of these mistaken locali
zations are consistent (which isn't so bad); for instance, stimulation of 
the central region of the diaphragm causes pain that is positively identi
fied as comir.g from the shoulders (Fig. 11-18). The same nerve trunk 
supplies nerves to both regions, and apparently, one might say, we never 
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learn which fibers go to which region. Another and more common ex
ample of referred pain is that which follows the ill-advised swallowing of 
a too-large piece of food. For some time thereafter, we may "feel the 
lump in our throat." Fluoroscopic or X-ray examination, using a rna!!.<; 
opaque to X-rays, shows that the lump is really lodged down against 
the upper sphincter of the stomach, several inches lower than we "feel" 
it. 

In the preceding paragraph, it was implied that we learn to associate 
the sensations coming from certain nerves with stimulation of a certain 
part of the body. This is unquestionably true for most sensory func
tions. As an example of a lcarnt'd association, consider the way we 
orit•nt the visual field. A convex lens, such as we- have in our rye, inverts 
the image. Why, then, docs not the world appear upside down, like 
SUOpRSUOS JARlJ :JM 'PJllOqs 1! AlJM UOSR;)J on S! ;uoql 's! J:>MSU'P. oq,T, ,:s!ql 

from the retina, but no sensations of it; it has no "right-side-upness." 
Conclusive proof of this statement is found in the outcome of an experi
ment in which a psychologist donned inverting prisms to sec how the 
world would look. As expected, the world looked upside down-at first. 
But the subject scrupulously lookrd at the world only through his pecu
liar spectacles, doffing them only at night in a completely dark room. In 
a few weeks' time the world came to appear right-side-up and the subject 
could perform all his accustomed movements with their accustomed 
delicacy. The world looked and felt perfectly normal. 

After this period of learning, the subject removed his inverting spec
tacles and the world once more looked upside down, though the position 
of the image was what would ordinarily be regarded as normal. It 
appeared upside down until the subject once more learned how to in
terpret the visual stimuli in terms of the world of space outside himself. 
This experiment, and observation of the learning proce-ss in infants, 
make it very probable that we have no a priori knowledge of how to in
terpret the message-s that come from the retina. We learn. 

Before closing this discussion of sensation, it may be of interest to 
mention an unproved, and perhaps unprovable, hypothesis of the nature 
of sensation. Consider the question: what is the objective difference be
tween two kinds of sensations? A well-trained philosopher will say that 
this question does not make sense. But what we mean is this: what that 
we know of objectively determines the reported differences between 
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sensations? Take the sensations of seeing and hearing: why are they 
different? We know that it is not because of the difference in end organs 
-in receptors- because: 

1. If the receptors are destroyed, direct stimulation of the nerves, 
as by a blow or an electric shock, will still yield the "propt"r" st'nsa
tions; e.g., stimulation of the auditory nerve gives rise to a sensation 
of wund, of the optic (visual) nerve to a sensation of sight, though the 
stimulus is precisely the same. 

2. The messages which normally come along the optic and auditory 
nerves seem to be of the .~arne sort, as measured by electrical instru
ments. 
If the qualitative character of the st·nsation is not determined by either 

the end organ or the nerve, it must be determined by what we call the 
''st"nsory area" of the brain. From this deduction, the prediction was 
made nearly a century ago that if we could cut the optic nerve and the 
auditory nerve and then join the cut stump.<> w that the eye now sent 
impulses to the auditory r<"gion, and the ear to the visual region of the 
brain, we would then be ahlc to .rer thunder and !uar lightning. This 
seems a reasonable hypothesis in the light of the facts. No one has suc
ceedt"d in rarrying out this expe-riment. It is, nonetheless, a fascinating 
speculation. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 
< 

11-1. F.num~·rate a.~ many different '"senses" as you ('all. 
11-2. (j~·Jwrally, dot'S a sense organ tell u.~ about the absolute value of a stimulating 

condition or about its ratr of change? F.vidt•ncc? 
11-3. What justifieation ('OUld one give for lumping the sens~· of hearing with the 

m·mws of tout·h? Or the sense of siRht with th1· senses of smell and tastl·? 
11-4. (This qm•stion involws some knowkdgl' of the physks of matt·rials.) Why dOI.'S 

a cold pi en• of metal frd ('older than a rold pin·c of wood, evrn though both are initially 
attht' same tt·mpt·rature? 

11-5. A pati~·nt who ill given a local anesthetir by a dentist Jinds that. though tht" 
pulling of a tooth docs not hurt, he can distinctly fed it. Can you explain this observa
tion? 

11-6. Mr. Smitht·rs, who had run hard for four blocks, notict'd the odor of some 
Jlowers in Jont"s' room the minute he steppt'd in. ?\{r. Van Alstynr. who was driven to 
.Jones' door by a t·hauffeur, did not notice thf' odor until it was called to his attention. 
Assuming that the mt·n an· t'qually sensitive to odors, and equally ob.<lervant, can you 
M~;plain the dilfert'nee in thl'ir n•actions? 

11-7. Three famili<'S liw among the glue factories (see Fig. 11-19). Mrs. O'Rilcy, Mrs. 
Murphy, and Mrs. Clanahan have never been known to leave their houses. The town's 
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two glur factories art' distinguishable by nam{' but not by odor. From midnight to noon, 
the wind blows continuously from north to south, and from mxm to midnight from south 
to north. The wind m:vt"r blow~ in any othn din•1·tion and tlwre are never any lulls. One 
of the housewives never complains of the odor. Which ont'? Why? 

11-8. At one time, it was lx<lit·ved that infantik paral}'llis could be prevented in chil
dren by freqm•ntly spraying th1• upper nasal chambers with a chcmkal that hardened 
thr epithf'lium and temporarily destroyrd th.c m·rvr endings. Whik undergoing this 
trf'atment, the children ("()mplaint"d that tlu·y did not enjoy l'ating as much as usual. 
Can you t"Xplain this n·anion? 

11-9. What are the three typrs ofd1·afness? Can they lx- n•rm_"dkrl? If so, how? 
11-10. Ddim", using diag:rams frcdy: conwx lrns, com·avt" lens, fora! point, {C){"al 

distantt, image. 
11-11. \.Yhat arc tht" characteristic pmpertk~ of con•·av<" and ("Onv~x icnsell? 
11-12. What in the human t"ye <'OTJ't"llpondll to tlw knsli's of tht• t·amera? 
11-13. How docs a llsh eye resembk a camt•ra more dosely than dOt"s a human eye? 
11-14. What in tht" human t'YI" eorresponds to th(' film of the camera? How does it 

diff!."r thcrdrom! 
11-15. John Doc requires glasses only for reading, prli'ferring not lOuse them when he 

is active outdoors. What may lie his trouble, and what sort of ien!lt's does lw require? 
11-16. In speaking of the li'ye, what is m<"ant by the tf'rm arcommodatwn? 
11-17. As old age approarht'S, a man's eyt"S commonly lose the power of accommoda

tion. How will this affect vision and what sort of lenst'll should lx• used? 
11-18. In some dist"ases, the pupil of the <"Yt" «"mains permam"ntly contractf'd to pin

point size. How does this afft"ct vision? 
11-19. Describl: two kinds of catarart. [k:wribe tht' remedial treatml."nts .. 
11-20. S(Jme cast's of poor vision in weak light can be helped by a diet that includt"s 

large quantities of carrots. Explain. 
11-21. What is the evid<'nt"e that the retinal cones are concerned with color vision? 

That both rods and cones are sensitive to light but that the rods are more sensitive? 
11-22 .. Where in the body is sensation located? Di!IC"u!l.'l this problem .. 



Chapter XII 

The Autonomic Nervous System 

93. Unconscious Nervous Control 

In the discussio_n of the simple reflex arc, the imprr-ssion may have 
bt'cn given that the dfector is always a muscle. This is not tru('. Glands, 
also, may he <"ffectors. However, the nervous mechanism involved in the 
case of a gland is slightly more complicatcrl, and for that reason discus
sion was postponed. 

Let us take the salivary .~land as an example. Although it can be con
sciously stimulated-we can will to increase its flow-the gland is nor
mally controlled unconsciously. We will subsCqucntly (§ 94) cxamin<" a 
cmnplctc arc involving both sensory and motor nerves, but for tht' 
moment we- should focus our auention only on the motor end of tlw 
arc. In Figure 12-1, arc diagrammed two different systems of control of 
an organ by the central nervous system, Ollt' of the control of a voluntary 
muscle, the other of the control of a salivary gland. Notice that the 
muscle is stimulated directly by a neuron which lies within the central 
nervous system (Fig. 12-IA), whereas stimulation of the salivary gland 
involves a chain of two neurons, one within the central nervous system, 
connected with a second outside which, in turn, transmits the stimulus 
to the gland (Fig. 12-IB). 

All glands, in w far as they arc subject to nervous control, are governed 
by mechani<;ms like this, mechanisms that involve at least one motor 
neuron lying outside the central nervous system. Innervated in this way 

233 
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are various glands, such as the salivary glands and the pancreas, and 
many muscles, including those of the viscera, of lhe walls of the blood 
vessels, and of the iris of the eye. The mcmbers of this heterogeneous 

" 

Fig. 12-1. Innervation of a voluntary organ (A) compared with innervation of an 
organ controlled by the autonomic nrrv0\1!1 systl'm (B). In the latter, note the extra 

motor neuron lying outside the central nervous system. 

assemblage of organs have one thing in common: they are only slightly, 
or not al all, subject to conscious control. To a willful human, they 
may seem to be independent, or autonomic, in their actions. For this 
reason, the part of the nervous system which is concerned with tht"ir 
activity is called the autonomic nervous system. NoticC' that the ad
jective "autonomic" refers to a (superficial) a~pect of the things con
trolled ralht"r than to the system exercising· the regulation, for the au
tonomic system is definitely guided by impulses from the central nervous 
system. 

The autonomic nervous system is, in part, identifiable in gross struc
tun·s visible to the naked eye. Along either side of the spinal cord, out
side the vertebral column, there is a knotted cord of nervous tissue (Fig. 
12-2). The knots of this cord are composed of thousands of neurons. Each 
of these neurons is the second neuron of the chain diagrammed in Figure 
12-lB. When many neurons arc massed in bunches like this, the bunch is 
called a ganglion (Greek, a swelling; plural, ganglia). These ganglia are 
autonomic ganglia. 

Not all the autonomic ganglia are grouped into macroscopic groups 
like this. Many of them, particularly those of the extreme upper and 
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extreme lower part of the system, are dispersed, each ganglion being 
found close to or imbedded within the organ it controls. All these dis
persed ganglia (and their associated fibers) arc referred to as the para-
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Fig. 12-2. The autonomic ganp;lia lying outside the 
central nt"rvous system. 

' 
sympathetic system, in contrast to the more centrally located system, 
the:" sympathetic system, the ganglia of which are visible in Figure 12-2. 

Perhaps the most important fact about the separation of the autonomic 
nervous system into two subsystems is that it is based on real differences 

in physiology. Figure 12-3 shows the contrasting effects of these two 
systems on various organs. Notice that, whert'as the parasympathetic 
system constricts the pupil of the eye, increases the flow of saliva, in
creases the lumen of the small intestine and decreases that of the large 
intestine, the sympathetic has the opposite effect in each case. The 
student cannot predict, in advance, the effect of one of these two systems 
on a particular organ but, knowing the action of one system, he can pre
dict the action of the other. The sympathetic system and the parasym
pathetic syster..1 are always mutually antagonistic. 

The antagonism of the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems re-
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suits in some cases from the fact that they innervate antagonistic muscles, 
for instance, the drcular and longitudinal muscles of the intestine. How
ever, in other cases, the antagonism is due to d?lferent e.ffec/J" on the same 

CORD 
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C.OR:D 

Fig. 12-3. The two divisions of the· autonomic nervou~ system drawn separatdy. Note 
their antaguni~Lic actions. 

eJ!ector. This is something new. Skeletal muscle is either stimulated by 
the nerves to contract; or, lacking stimulation, it relaxes. There are no 
nerves that stimulate skeletal muscle to relax. But smooth muscle and 
cardiac musde both have a certain amount of intrinsic activity and can 
be either stimulated to contract more than usual (by nerves of one di
vision of the autonomic nervous system) or to relax more than usual 
(by nerves of the other division of the autonomic nervous system). 
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Besides motor neurons, the autonomic system contains some sensory 
fibers. Sensory innervation of the viscera does not, however, seem to be 
very extensive; this is evidently one of the reasons why sensations from 
our viscera arc not frt"quently experienced. Some of the viscera do, how
ever, send in frequent "reports" of their doings; but these reports merely 
activate innate reflexes involving only the lower part of the nervous sys
tem and seldom reach the conscious level. The heart, for instance, is 
continually influt"m·ed by rcncxcs operating through the autonomic 
nervous system but the heart's ownt·r remains unaware of the control. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

12-1. Define the autonomic nervous system in tt"nllli of: {a) its anatomy; (b) its func
tion. 

12-2. The dJU~ pilucarpim· stimulates the parasympatlwtk nerve endings. What will 
he the efic"l:l of this drug on; tht" iri~, the salivary ~lands. and the rectum? 

12-3. Atropine cauSt"S acn·lt-ration of the heartlwat, decn·asl' in tht• How of saliva. and 
dilation of the iris. What part of the nervous system does atropine stinmlat1·? 

12-4. In extreme fea~. men and otht"r animals art'" likely to dl-fecate and urinate re
gardless of their surroundings and their previous training. In addition. tht> ill'art beat~ 
frutcr and the mouth becomes dry. Can yuu give a simple explanation for all th{·sc phe
nomena? What would you predict to be the appearance uf the {'yes in fear? 

12-5. What is blushing? What part of the nervous system t·ontrols it? Wuuld you call 
it a voluntary or an iJIVuluntary activity? 

12-6. Au occasional unusual individual can \\ill full} stop thl· beat of hi.~ hl·;trt. \Vhat 
part of his nrrvuus system has he karned to colllroll 

12-7. Wunld yon 11msider the usu,tl lack of willfttl nmt.rol of the autonomic nervous 
system a fortunate or au unfortunate statt· of alfairs? Why? 



Chapter XIII 

The Biological Background 

if Mental Phenomena 

94. The Establishing of the Conditioned Reftexes 

If man's behavior were composed only of innate reflexes, he would he" 
unable to exist in the modern world or, indeed, in any world that we 
know. Some of the simplest animals smvive by virtue of innate reflexes 
only. Even some fairly complicated animals, notably the insects, exhibit 
behavior that is made up almost entirely of reflexes. We call their be
havior "instinctive." Even the behavior of insects, however, is subject to 
modification by experience. A bee can be taught to associate a Ct'rtain 
color with the presence of sugar. 

Among mammals, particularly man, the ability to make new associa
tions is conspicuous and important. This fact has been known more or 
less intuitively for thousands of years. The systematic investigation of 
the phenomena of association-formation was begun, however, only in 
the last century by the Russian physiologist, Ivan Pavlov. To this field, 
he contributed a technique of experimentation which has permitted a 
step-by-step analysis that has contributed greatly to our knowledge of 
mental processes. 

If food is placed in the mouth of a dog, the dog salivates. This is true 
only if the sensory nerves from the taste buds and the motor nerves 
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(part of the parasympathetic system) to the salivary glands are intact. 
The salivation is a reflex act that does not need to be learned. The 
probable path of the reflex arc is indicated in Figure 13-1 A. 

Fig. 13-1. Establishment of a conditioned reflex. Taste of food ("Vokes salivation (A). 
Sound of bell (B) dot's not. When taste and sound are prt'sentrd simultaneously (C), 
somehow an association is made in the cerebrum between sensations from car and 

mouth. Once this association exists, sound alone will evoke salivation (D). 

If a bell is rung, the dog's salivary glands do not react (Fig. 13-lB). 
If, instead, we ring the bell and then present the dog with food, saliva
tion follows the presentation of food. If we repeat this act many times: 
sound of bell-food, sound-food, sound-food, the dog will be some
how modified so that the mere sound of the bell will cause him to salivate. 
It is as if the."C were a reflex involving the sensory nerves from the ear 
and the motor nerves to the salivary glands. Innately, there is not. 
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But, evidently, under suitable conditions, such a reflex can be set up. 
Such a learned reflex is called a conditioned reflex. 

How are we to visualize a mechanism for a conditioned reflex? Figure 
13~1C,D is an attempt to do so. Somehow, the fact that the innate 
salivating reflex is being activated at the same time that the auditory 
center is receiving stimuli from the ear results in establishing a connec
tion between the two. llow is this connection made? We do not know. 
There arc, of course, abundant nerve-fiber <.'onnt'ctions already existing 
between them, as there are between all parts of the central nervom; 
system. But what determines that these pathways, not previously usf"d, 
shall now be put into operation? Why should the simultaneous, or 
near simultaneous, activity in two different parts of tlw brain result in 
a functional connection between the two? The anatomical connection 
always exists. It is as though the process of conditioning opened the 
switches, so to speak. Do the synapses in the connecting pathways initi
ally have high resistances, and docs the conditioning process result in 
a permanent lowering of these resistances? We can think of the process 
in this way, though we cannot prove this hypothesis. 

We know little about the exact nervous pathways involved in the 
process of conditioning and learning. We do know, however, that, rc
gardles.~ of the kind of stimulus used, if a conditioned reflex is to be 
established or maintained, the cerebrum must be present. There is no 
learning or remembering without the cerebrum. 

The ringing of the bell need not be simultaneous with the presenta
tion of food; the sound can precede the food. The longer the period 
between the unconditioned stimulus (the sound) and the innate stimulus 
(the taste), the more repetitions will be required to set up the condi
tioned response. This is as we would expect. We easily associate two 
events that happen simultaneously, but not so easily do we "see" the 
connection of events that arc separated in time. 

Developing the clear-cut, explicit concept of the conditioned reflex 
was Pavlov's initial contribution to this field. With this simple concept 
as a tool, he and his coworkers were enabled to carry out many en
lightening experiments. They used dogs but it will be obvious that the 
significance of their findings is not confined to the dog world. 

It will be readily appreciated that a bell-sound is not the only stimulus 
which can be developed into a conditioned stimulus. Any stimulus can 
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be so developed. An animal can be conditioned to react to a sight, a 
sound, a touch, or any other perceptible stimulus. As a matter of fact, 
the mechanism of the conditioned stimulus permits us to determine what 
stimuli the dog can perceive. Can a dog see ultraviolet light? We can
not ask him but we can see if ultraviolet light can be established as a 
conditioned stimulus. It cannot; therefore, we conclude that a dog can
not sec ultraviolet light. (Neither can we.) Similar experiments tried 
with bees showed that they can perceive ultraviolet. 

Since we have learned how to establish conditioned reflexes in other 
animals, a door hitherto closed to us has opened. It is hard for us to 
JX'nctratc the mind of an animal that does not speak. But, with the 
mechanism of the conditioned reflex, we can pry into the minds of 
other animals-the more "intelligent" ones, at any rate. Can a dog 
tell the difference bctwcm r€'d and gft'en? We cannot ask him. But we 
can condition him to salivate when a red light is flashed on. After he is 
conditioned, Wf' can then condition him not to salivate when a green 
light is shown. Wh_en we have succeeded in doing this, we can try dif
ff'rent intensities of colored lig:hts and if we can find a particular in
tensity of red that he cannot distinguish from a particular intensity of 
gn·t·n, we must say then that he cannot distinguish re-d and green, which 
is indeed the cas€'. Studif's of this sort indicate that dogs cannot dis
tinguish any colors; they can merely distinguish intensitie-s. 

Any pt"rct"ptible stimulus ("an be made into a conditioned stimulus, 
even a noxious one. Pavlov found that he could condition dogs to sali
vate on being give-n an electric shock. By first using mild shocks and 
gradually increasing their strength, he found it was possible to train 
dogs to react to strong, and probably painful, shocks by salivating, in
stead of fighting or running away. One can e-asily think of similar in
stances among humans. Consider, for instance, the punishment the 
stooge of a slapstick comedian may take-, all for a bit of money, that is, 
for the wherewithal to stimulate his salivary glands. This is a striking 
example but it is not fundamentally different from a sort of learning to 
which all of us arc exposed. For the sake of anticipated pleasures yet to 
come, we daily put up with unpleasant experiences and abjure momen
tary delights. In his ability to act in the light of distant and subtle goals, 
rather than •o react thoughtlessly to evanescent and momentary pain 
or pleasure, man is without peer among living things. 
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95. "Unconditioning" and the Experimental Study of Neuroses 

Conditioned stimuli can be '_'unconditioned." A simple way to do this 
is to pre!\ent the conditioned stimulus, e.g., the sound of a bell, many 
times without the "reward" of the innate stimulus, e.g., the taste of 
food. If, to use the example suggested, the bell is rung a numbcr of times 
and food is 7/0t prcS<'nted, the dog no longer salivates on hearing the bdl. 
Does this mean that the dog has forgotten the connection betwt"en the 
two? It does not st"etn likely. Moreover, if the ringing of the bell is once 
more followed by the presentation of food, the conditioned reflex is 
reestablished almost immt"diatt"ly. The second time it takes only one or 
two sound-food presentations to establish the association, instead of the 
dozen or so originally required. Extinguishing a conditioned reflex is 
itself a conditioning process, rather than a lapsing-for-want-of-payments 
process .... In this connection, it is nut without interest to learn that 
there is abundant psychological evidence to prove that a great part 
(perhaps all?) of what we call "forgetting" in humans is an active, posi
tive process. We forget because we want to. This seems to be frcqu<'ntly 
true, a fact which every student should remember and think about in 
connection with his personal problems. 

Related to the phenomenon of "unconditioning" or extinction of 
conditioning is the phenomenon of differential inhibition. This may 
be illustrated by the following example: 

A tone of a fixed pitch is set up as a conditioned stimulus. Then a 
note one-half tone lower is sounded, and no food is given. This routine is 
repeated a number of times until the animal has learned to salivate for 
the higher note but not for the lower. Then a normal rate of secretion of 
saliva for the higher note is determined and is found to IX', say, 12 drops. 

Now: 

Sound lower tone once. Result: 0 drops. 
Sound higher tone once. Result: 12 drops. 
Sound lower tone four times. Results: 0, 0, 0, and 0 drops. 
Sound higher tone. Result: 1 drop. 

The dog "should" have produced 12 drops in response to the last 
stimulus but produced only one drop, apparently benmse the repeated 
presentation of the "negative" stimulus (the lower tone) had resulted 
in a "spreading," so to speak, of the negative response. Or, we might 
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say that repeated stimulation by the negative stimulus inhibited the action 
of the positive stimulus. 

Out of such studies of inhibition, came another discovery. Under 
some conditions, the "spread" of inhibition would be greater, extending, 
for instance, to conditioned tones which were more distant than a semi
tone from the negative stimulus or even to conditioned stimuli of dif
ferent qualitics, such as sight stimuli. In extreme instances, dogs sub
jected to inhibition we11t to sfl'l'p. This observation led Pavlov to postulate 
that !!lt-t'p is essentially a widely spread inhibitory state and that every 
inhibition may be regarded as a partial, localized sleep. That sleep may 
vary in its o.tmsi011 is known to everyone who has been faced with the 
problem of attending to something while he sleeps. The mother of a 
sick {·hiid or the soldier who must he on the lookout for certain sorts of 
warning sounds may sleep and yet may respond to the slightest stimulus 
of the significant sort. With practice, one finds that such partial sleep 
can give fairly satisfactory rest. 

Using the mechanism of the condition('d reflex to explore the dis
criminatory capacities of dogs, Pavlov made other observations that 
throw light on important human problems. A dog was conditioned to 
salivate at the sight of an ellipse, but not at the sight of a circle. Then, 
it was prest·ntt'd with t'Jlipst's that were more and more nearly like 
circles. When the ratio of the two axes of the ellipse was about 9:8, 
the limit of canine ability was reached. At this stage, a dog would give 

' one of two rf'actions: either it would hark and Y""lp meaninglessly, 
straining wildly at its harnt"ss; or it would go into a sort of trance, re
fusing to allf'nd to anything for a long pt'riod of time. Pavlov pointed 
out that these reactions resemble two well-known neuroses in humans, 
l~yjferiu (the Conner) and m·urwfhmia (the latter). Which reaction was 
produced seemed to be less a function of the particular experimental 
set-up than it was of the kmperamt'nt of the dog. After the upsetting 
expericm·e, til{' dog had to br given a long rest from the experimental 
S{'t-up before it could be used again. Its retraining period was prolonged 
and necessarily involved much exposure to easily-solvable problems. 

This is only one of the ways in which neuroses f:an be {'aused in ex
perimental animals. Many other proccdurf's have been followed, but 
whatt'ver the details, the t"xperiments boil down to this: the experi
menter in some sense "double-crosses" the subject, either by demanding 
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too much in the way of discriminatory ability or by deliberately chang
ing the conditions of reward or punishment in a manner that is un
predictable from the subject's ·viewpoint. When the subject must make 
a choict", and it has no certain guide to action, it frequently, and in a 
sense, logically, retreats into neurotic behavior. 

Experimentation of this sort is still in its rcl<Jtivc infancy but it shows 
promise of ultimately yielding gn·at benefits. It is not carried out from 
sadistic motives; watching neurotic dogs or rats* is not pleasant. But it 
must be done, whatever the cost, for the stakes are high-mao's own 
mental health. The price of mental ill-health is incalculable, but the 
few available figures may give some idea of the magnitude of thr prob
lem. It is estimated that every psychological casualty of World War I 
cost the government $30,000 from beginning to termination by curt" or 
death. Figures from World War II will not be available for a long time. 
Fifty per cent of the hospital beds of the United States arc occupied by 

mental patients and the cost of caring for these patients is estimated at 
$175,000,000 per year. 

But hospitalized patients are probably only a minor part of the prob
lem. Nonhospitalized patients, of all dt"grt"es of ill-health, are much 
more important. What these <.'ases cost all of us is inestimablet, even 
in dollars and cents, whkh is only the lesser part of the cost. The grf"atcr 
part of the price we have paid is not in money but in wastf' and suffer
ing, costs which devolve upon all of us. These costs will continue to 
be paid by society as a whole until our clinical and anthropological 
studies of man and our experimental studies of other animals givt> us 
the certain knowledge we need to insure thf' mental well-being of in
dividuals and communities, This is one of the great frontiers of science. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

13-1. The German mathematician and philosoph(·r, Lnb11it~, in 1714, wrote; "Mt>mory 
provides the soul with a kind of t·omecuLiveness whkh ITRt'mbles reason, hul which is 
to be distinguished from it. Thus we sec that when animals have a pcrn:ption of some-

"' Dogs are not wry sati~factory because of their initial expense, the cost of the large 
equipment required, and the lack of suffkil.:ntly pure breeds. Only mongrels are within 
the budget of a research laboratory. Even dogs with a pedigree arc not vtry pure by 
laboratory standards. Highly inbred rats offer ideaUy uniform psychological malerial, 
thus making possible adequate controls. 

t What. for instance, did Adolf Hitler cost the world? 
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thing which strikes them, and of whkh they have formerly had a similar perception, they 
arc led by mt·ans of representations in thrir memory to expect what was combined with 
the thing in the prrvious perception, and they come lo have feelings similar to those 
they had on the previous occru;ion. For instance, when a stick is shown to dogs, they 
remembcT the pain it has cauSI:d them and howl and run away." 

In modern terminology, what is Lcilmitz talking about? 
13-2. Define and describe a conditioned rellex. 
13-3. How does the miThanism of the conditioned reflex C!<;plain the traditional prac

tices of the pmfessional animal-trainer? 
13-4. Many rt.-d-green color-blind men have no difficulty in distinguishing between 

red and green traffic lights. How do you explain this fact? 
13-5. If a man cannot distinbruish between reds and greens, what color does he see 

them as? All as shades of red? Or of green? Can one use the mechanism of the conditioned 
rdkx to answer this qU<·~tion? If chis is possible, describe the experimental procedure. 

13-6. That mental ht·alth, like all health., is only partly an individual mauer and 
largdy a consequence of t·ommunity structure, is only gradually being recognized. A 
gmxl intf(xluction to this point of view can be gain<."d by reading: 

81"ot"dict, Ruth, P(/1/rmf rif Culture. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1934. (Paper-bound 
t•dition, New York: Penguin Books, Inc., 1946.) 

Mead, Margard, And Kup YllU1 Puwder Dry. New York; Wm. Morrow & Co., 1943. 
D-7. Conditioned rcAc·x1·s caonot be establi~hcd in an animal that Jacks the c~rebral 

rortc·x (tlw surfat-e of tht: largest part of tht' brain). Yer, as the American physiologist, 
Lashlt•y, has shown, OOI'l' a conditioned rdlcx h,1s bt-en established in a rat, a single cut 
through tiU" rat's cortl'X, rq;.trdless of the pi am~ of the cut, will not destroy the conditioned 
rdlex. lu tlw li~ht of this f.tct, n'l'xamim~ Fig. 13-1. Is the ffi("Chanism of conditioned 
reA"" foncMtion, as there illustratl-d, to be understood as an exact image, or as an 
analogy? Explain. 



Chapter XIV 

Reactions of the Organism 

as a Whole 

96. A Synthetic View of the Organism 

In § 15, it was stated that, in ordC'r to keep our heads above water 
in this complex subject of human physiology, it would be necessary to 
develop first an analytical view of the body, speaking now of one system, 
now another. However, it was also pointed out that such a view has 
its shortcomings; the body never acts by isolated systems, one system 
at a time, but always acts as a unit with almost every "syst<'m" more 
or less involved in even the simplest of actions. Fortunately, it is possible 
to speak of the functions of some of the systems as if they were isolated 
from the others without too great a misrepre!\Cntation of the facts. 
Other activities, however, can hardly be discussed in so disarticulated 
a fashion; for instance, the .activities connected with maintaining equi
librium, or with reproduction. In di~cu~sing these, a more synthetic 
viewpoint is needed, one in which the different roles of the variou:; 
component systems are brought togC"ther in di~cussion, as they arc in 
their functioning in the body. 

97. Control of Movement: Proprioceptive Senses 

We can make a good beginning toward understanding the com
plexity of even apparently simple functions by reconsidering the problem 

246 
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of movement. We tend to think of movement as a simple thing. I wish 
to move my arm; I move it. Presto! That's all there is to it. But, when 
we see the difficulty that an infant ha<~ in performing even the "simplest" 

E.XTENSION 

Fig. 14-1. The extemion and llexion of a limb by musl"ks. 

act, such as reaching out and grabbing a rattle, we begin to wonder 
if the simple is simple after all. It takC:"s a child weeks to learn to grab, 
and months to le<;~;rn to walk. What is so difficult about these move
ments? What is it that has to be lcarn('d? 

Let us return to the basic anatomy of a limb (see Fig. 14-1). Two 
bones, connected by a flcxihle joint, can have their relationships to 
each other altered by contraction of an extensor muscle which will 
increase- the inner angl<' mad(' hy the bones, or of a flexor muscle which 
will decrease this angle. This, in simplest outljne, is the mechanism of 
movement of a hone. 

But it is too simple. No bone is moved by only two muscles. It takes 
six muscles to give the forearm its various movements, and many more 
to carry out the muhiple movements of the hands and fingers. One 
anatomist has estimated that no less than fifty-four muscles are involved 
in a "simple" forward movement of one leg, as in walking. The com
plexity of the muscular system is clearly evident in Figure 14-2. It 
seems not unreasonable to conjecture that a rather complex system of 
control will be required for managing all these muscles. 

As stated earlier, every motion of the skeletal system involves the 
simultaneous contraction of antagonistic muscles; change in position 
of the part occurs because one of the antagonists contracts more strongly 
than the oth~r. To make a successful movement-say, reaching out and 
grasping a bottle of ink on the desk before you-you must not only 
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(1) be able to cause the muscles to contract in the right amount, but 
you must, at every moment, (2) know just where your arm is and what 
it is doing. Vision is not necessary for this knowledge. Close your eyes and 

Fig. 14-2. The compkx muscular system of man. 

reach for the bottle; you can still reach it with almost complete accuracy 
and efficiency. Your knowledge of where your limbs arc and what your 
muscles are doing does not depend on vision. You can "feel" where 
they arc and what is going on. 

What sort of feeling is this? Touch, warmth, cold? It is none of these. 
These senses of touch are all exteroceptive senses, that is, senses that 
tell us of the exterior world. The sort of feeling that we arc investigating 
now is based on senses that have been called the proprioceptive senses 
(Latin proprius, one's own), i.e., the senses that tell each of us about 
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the doings of his own body. That there must be such senses follows as a 
strong probability from such a simple observation as we have just made, 
yet it was not until about a century ago that physiologists realized this, 
and called this sense the "sixth sense."* Actually, further analysis has 
shown that it is a complex of several senses. 

One of the elements of the "sixth sense" is muscle sense. Imbedded in 
every muscle, are numerous nerve endings which arc stimulated by 
the changing pressure of the surrounding muscle fibrils. When these 
receptors arc stimulated, they send messages to the central nervous 
system, thus keeping it continuously informed of what the muscle is 
doing. We think of a muscle a" an effector, which it is primarily, but 
the great English physiologist, Sherrington, estimated that 40 per cent 
of the nerve fibers attached to a muscle arc sensory fibers. One might 
call a muscle a sense organ, though it is a rather self-centered one, 
reporting information only of its own affairs. 

Another of the elements of the "sixth sense" is tendon sense. Every 
muscle is nmncct~d to bones by som(' sort of connective tissue which, 
whcn in thc form of a long strip, is called a tendon. Imbedded in the 
tendons arc nerve end organs that inform us when the tendon is on a 
stretch, thus adding to our knowledge of what our muscles and bones 
are doing. Tendons cannot expand or contract, but arc moved pas
sively. They arc, therefore, not effector!l but receptors only. 

Continuous knowledge of the position of ou~ muscles and the tension 
of the muscles and tendon.~ permits us to know where our muscle~ moved 
parts arc, in what direction they arc moving and how fast, and what 
opposition they arc encountering, i.e., how hard the muscles are having 
to work to effe-ct movement. For instance, we make our estimates of 
the weight of objects using thesc proprioceptive senscs.t If, for instance, 
we arc asked to say which of two melons is the heavier, we "heft" them 
in our hands, noting, however unconsciously, how much stretch the 
muscles and tendons of our arms are put to, and on this basis deliver 
a judgment. The more nearly equal are two weights, the more difficult 

• One reason for the hdated disrovC'ry of this sense was probably the ease with which 
proprioceptive knowlcdgt' nmld be asc:rilx-d to otht>r rausrs, for instance, to the sense of 
toudt aUectOO. by the pn·s.sure of dothing or by the wrinkling of om·'s skin at the flexion 
of a joint~frdings whil-h dearly do give information of the position of body. Thrse sen~ 
Bations may rontribuk to our information but they are not n('('('Sllary. 

t Do any other liC'DSI.'S aid? 
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it is to distinguish them. One can easily distinguish between two pounds 
and three pounds, but not between two pounds even and two pounds 
one ounce. However, one cail distinguish between a one-ounce letter 
and a two-ounce one. How docs it happen that one can detect a one
ounce difference in the latter case and not in the former? Obviowdy, 
because the relative difference in weights of the two objects is not great 
in one case, and is in the other. Two ounces are twice as heavy as one 
ounce, but two pounds one ounce is only 3.1 per cent greater than two 
pounds. Numerous experiments make it clear that it is the relative 
dijfermce that is important in determining distinguishability of two 
stimuli. For what we might call the "hefting sense," an ability to dis
tinguish a relative difference of about 1 part in 30 is normal. 

The doctrine that it is relative differences in stimuli that are perceived 
is embodied in what is called the Weber-Fechner Law. It holds not only 
for stimuli arising from the proprioceptive sense, but also for those 
from most of the other senses.* For each sense, there is a smallest relative 
difference that is perceptible, and this is true for a wide range of stimuli. 
The law holds only over the middle region of perceptibility, however. 
When stimuli are very slight, or very great, we arc Jess able to distinguish 
small relative differences. Moreover, the magnitude of this "smallest 
perceptible relative difference" will vary widely in different individuals, 
and such differences undoubtedly contribute to the diversity of individual 
aptitudes for the various vocations. 

98. Control of Movement: The Semicircular Canals 

When the structure and function of the inner ear were first discussed, 
an important portion of this organ was deliberately ignored: the fluid
filled portions that are illustrated in Figure 14-3A,B. The time has 
come to remedy this omission. 

Occasionally, the inner car is completely destroyed by disease. If 
both ears are so affected, the individual becomes stone deaf, of courset, 
and, in addition, his sense of equilibrium is seriously affected. When 
in a completely dark room, he is unable to stand or move upright 
because he has lost all sense of "down-and-upncss." He still has the 

• From your expericm;e would you say it holds for lhe St"nse of pain? 
t Could his hearing be partially restored by hearing aid~? 
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proprioceptive senses from his tendons and muscles and sense of touch 

and pressure in his skin, and these help him slightly in perceiving his 

Posterior 

Utriculu~ 

A 6 

Fig. 14-3. A, 8, the utriculus and sacculus, the organs of static equilibrium; and the 

semicircular canals, the organs of dynamic equilibrium. C, effect of position of body 
upon the position of tht• otoliths. D. otolith of crayf1.~h, in which. function can be experi-

mentally proved. E, sense organs withht ~cmicircular canals. 

relations to his surroundings (he can fel.'l the pressure of his body on 
the floor through the soles of his feet, for instance), but this aid is not 

enough to enable him to move around without danger to himself. If the 
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light is turned on, he can successfully move around, using his eyesight 
to tell him which way is up. 

Most of our orientation to our surroundings is brought about through 
three kinds of senses: the proprioceptive senses of muscles and tendons, 
vision, and the middle-ear senses. The middle-ear scnscs are of two 
sorts, static and dynamic. The static sense tells us the position of the 
head with respect to gravity, and the dynamic sense tells us of change 
in rate of movement or change in direction of movement of the head. 

Experimt"nts with animals and observation of natural anomalies in 
man have shown that the organs of static sense are the swollen bulbs, 
the sacculus (Latin, little sack) and utriculus (Latin, little bag:), sccn 
in Figure 14-3B. Inside of these bulbs arc to be found the structures 
seen in Figure 14-3C., sensitive cells with flexible hairs supporting an 
otolith (Greek otos, ear; litlws, stone-), a tiny pebble of calcium car
bonate. Since the otoliths arc not rigidly fixed in position, different 
positions of the head will result in unequal stimulation of the sensitive 
hair cells. PeiTeption of this inequality is bt>lieved to be- the means by 
which we know of the position of the head with respect to gravity. 

This theory of the mechanism of static equilibrium in humans has 
not been proved but it receives strong, though indirect, support from 
experimmts that have been carried out with crayfish. A nayfish has 
a similar equilibrium organ (Fig. 14-3D) which, at certain stages in 
the life history, is easily accessible from the outside. An ingenious 
experimenter made usc of this convenient situation by replacing the 
stony otoliths with iron filings. Then, when he brought a strong magnet 
close to the crayfish, the animal oriented itseU to the face of the magnet 
instead of to the gravity of the world, thus proving, in the case of the 

crayfish, the corrc(·tness of the th<'ory of otolith function. In mammals, 
the minute otoliths are almost inaccessible to operative procedurt', so 
it seems doubtful if the theory will be tested in them. 

Knowledge of change of movements of the body is apparently derived 
from the semicircular canals. Notice (.Fig. 14-3B) that these canals 
are oriented at right angle-s to each other so as to correspond to the 
three planes of Euclidean space. Inside the semicircular canals, are 
sense organs of the sort diagrammed in Figure 14-3E. The canals arc 
filled with fluid, and movement of fluid past these sense organs, which 
must occur during acceleration, causes sensation of movement. 
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It is interesting to compare man's reactions to movements in the 
various planes of space. Changes in movement in the horizontal plane, 
to which we arc fully accustomed, cause little or no discomfort; whereas, 
changes in movement in a vertical plane may cause anything from 
slight discomfort, as in the "sinking" feeling in the pit of one's stomach 
when the elevator starts to descend rapidly, to the extreme nausea that 
may be experienced in an airplane that is being thrown up and down 
in rough weather. It is difficult to imagine any teleological reason why 
sensations proceeding from the inner ear should affect the stomach so. 
There are giT"at differences between individuals, and experience may, 
fortunately for most of us, ameliorate the reaction. 

99. Control of Movement: The Cerebellum 

It was mentioned earlier that over fifty muscles are used in making 
a simple forward movement of a leg in walking. It will be readily 
appreciat('d that t~e sequence and strength of the contractions of these 
various muscles must be finely and intricately organized if the foot is 
to go where and when we want it to. When we recall that a walking 
movement is not the only movement possible; that we may run, hop, 
skip, or jump at will; that all these movements entail different patterns 
of muscle contractions; and, that while we are moving, we may be 
carrying on a conversation, or thinking about something else-then, 
do we appreciate how marvelous is the unconsCious control of our com
plicated movements. Where is this control exercised? What il' the central 
organ involved? 

Extirpation experiments show that the cerebellum (Fig. 14-4) is 
the organ essential to the fine control of movements. When it is removed, 
the animal becomes, for a time, completely incapacitated. After some 
weeks, it manages to move about slowly and awkwardly. It sways and 
falls frequently; when it tries to extend a limb to a certain place, it is 
very likely to overshoot the mark. Tremors of the muscles are frequent. 
Voluntary movements arc aehicvcd with difficulty, and the gait of such 
an animal is said to resemble that of a drunken man.* 

"'Humans sufff'ring natural damage to th.c t'(~rcbellum exh.ibit a similar "drunken" 
gait. This has led to the suggestion that some of the effects of akohol may be l'xplained 
by its anesthetic effect on the cerebellum. 
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Humans sometimes suffer partial loss of cerebellar functions due to 
localized tumors or other degenerative diseases. The extent of the injury 
can be estimated by careful determination of the parts of the body, 

Fig. 14-4. The brain's exeeutivt• I«'C'retary. 

whose accurate movements are affected. Frequently, the affected parts 
are flabby because the muscles are usually completely relaxed. This 
raises a point we have not made before: in the normal animal, the skeletal 

muscles are never completely relaxed even in sleep. At all times, the muscles 
are under some tension; we say they possess tone* or tonus. All the 
muscles qf the bot{y are continuous()! receil'ing slighl tll'mous impulses that keep 
them contractt>d just enough to be firm but not enough to cause any 
movement of the associated skeleton. When the nerves to a muscle arc 
cut, the muscle immediately assumes a flabbiness never observed in a 
normal animal except, possibly, in a very deep sleep or drunken stupor 
or in cases of cerebellar injury. 

It is important to realize that, in the complete absence or destruction 
of the cerebellum, voluntary movements are still possible. But, for 
accurate execution of them, the cerebellum is essential. The cerebrum 

is responsible for making the decisions; the cerebellum is responsible for 
carrying them out. This relationship has led to the statement that the 
cerebellum is the "executive secretary" of the central nervous system. 

• This use of a musical term may seem surprising bul its origin i~ enlightening. It is 
derived from the Greek Ui1W meaning stretch. The musical usc of the word Wne is a second· 
ary one, probably derived from the fact that stretc-hed strings produl·c musical nott"S. 
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This figure of speech may help the student to remember and understand 
its functions. 

100. Blood Flow: Mechanical Factors 

The c-irculatory system, like all the systems of the body, must be able 
to make adjustments to meet varying conditions and needs. A man 
writing a letter does not have nearly as much need of food and oxygen 
as docs a man swimming in a race. Since the mechanism for trans
porting foodstuffs to the tissues is the blood stream, it is clear that 
increased activity will necessitate increased flow of blood. How may 
this be brought about? 

The various mechanisms involved may be understood by referring 
to the simplified diagrams of Figure 14-5. Here, the heart is represented 
as a single mechanical pump and the arteries, capillaries, and veins as 
pipes of varying diameters. (Sec Fig. 14-SA.) 

Increase in blood flow through the system may be brought about in 
two ways: (1) by increasing the rate of heartbeat; or (2) by increasing 
the amount of blood pumped per beat. In our mechanical analogy, 
the second possibility is represented by an increased length of stroke 
of the piston. In the heart, this effect is achieved by an actual increase 
in size of the heart at ils maximum volume and a more complete 
emptying of it. In most normal adjustments to tissue demands for more 
blood, both means (1) and (2) are used. Thaf the heart beats faster is 
a matter of common knowledge; that it pumps more blood per beat 
can be shown experimentally. 

The means described above will cause blood to flow faster through 
all parts of the body. However, the tissue needs often vary in different 
part.~. How can the relative volumes flowing through various parts be 
modified? 

The "pipes" of the body differ from nonliving ones in that the bores 
of some of them can be changed in size. This is parlicularly true of the 
smallest of them, the capillaries. Fluid flows more readily through a 
large pipe than through a small one; therefore, if the capillaries in 
region Y expand (Fig. 14-SB), more blood per second will flow through 
this region. 

Increase in the rate of flow of blood through Y can be achieved by 
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another means, by decreasing the rate of flow through other parts of the 
body. If the capillaries at X arc constricted (Fig. 14·5C), the result 
will be to force more blood per unit time through region Y. 

Fig. 14-5. Mechanical analogy to the circulatory system. The amount of blood flow
ing through region Y can be incrcascd by increasing the amount of blood pumped 
by the heart (A); or (B) by opening more widdy the capillaries in region Y; or (C) 

by narrowing the capillaries in othl"r regions, represented by X. 

101. Blood Flow: The Means of Control 

The rate of flow of blood through the various parts is determined by 

the rate and extent of heartbeat and by the contraction or expansion 
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of the blood vessels. But what tells the heart and blood vessels what 
to do? This is a rather complex story, part of which we shall relate now. 

The contraction and expansion of the smaller arteries (called arteri· 
oles) and the capillaries are effected by muscles in their walls (Fig. 
14-6). These muscles arc smooth muscles, hence, not usually under 

Circular" 

Longi1'udi 
muscle 

Fig. 14-6. Blood vc·ssels in ('ros.~ section, showing the musdt•s whkh rt'6'11ialt· tll<'ir 
diamNCI'll. Notke that th.c muscular layer of an .trtc·ry is thkkl'r than that of a V('in 

of the same internal diamt·tn. 

voluntary control. They arc innervated by autonomic nerves. There 
are two layers, a layer of circular muscles and one of longitudinal 

• muscles. Contraction of the former will decrease the diam('ter of the 
V('s.~cl, of the latt<>r will increase it. Most of the changes in bore seem 
to take place, however, largely through the contraction, or absence of 
contraction, of the circular muscles. [n the absence of contraction of 
these muscles, the vessel will automatically tend to enlarge because of 
the pressure of the blood inside. 

The autonomic nerves that control the blood vessels are controlled 

largely by the medulla (Fig. 14-7). For this reason, the medulla is 
referred to as the vasomotor center of the body (Latin vas, coasculum, 

a vessel). This region of the central nervous system has many other 
important functions, as we shall soon learn. 

The musculature of the blood vessels can also be directly affected 
by chemicals. C.arbon dioxide causes the circular muscles to relax, thus 
increasing the flow of blood through the capillaries. This is undoubtedly 
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important in causing local vasodilatation in response to increased activity 
of a part of the body. More widespread effects are caused by another 
chemical, adrenin, a hornione produced by the central portion, called 
the adrenal medulla* (Fig. 14~8B), of the adrerud gland {Fig. 14-BA). 

Fig. 14-7. The unstippled region is the medulla, 
the vasomotor and respiratory center. 

Adrenin causes a constriction of the arterioles of the viscera and a relax
ation of the arterioles of the skeletal muscles. This action -a combination 
of the two diagrammed in Figure 14-SB and D with X rt"pre~nting the 
viscera andY representing the skeletal muS('lcs- has the effect of shunting 
blood from the viscera to the muscles. There is evidence that adrenin 
is released in increased quantities at times of stress, e.g., during fear, 
angt'"r, flight, etc. (See Fig. 14-SC.) The adaptive value of furnishing 
more blood to the muscles which need it at those times, at the expense 
of the viscera whose needs arc not urgent, is obvious. The adrenal 
medulla is innervated by fibers from the autonomic system, and it is 
probably through these that the activity of the gland is coordinated 
with the emotional state of the individual. 

It will be worth while to describe the chain of circulatory events 
that takes place whenever the body becomes more active. Increased 
activity is accomplished by increa<>ing the rate of burning foodstuffs. 

* What does medulla mean? Does its etymological meaning hdp explain why it is ap· 
plied to two such different regions as the medulla of the nervous system and the medulla 
of the adrenal glands? 
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Increased food-burning produces increased C02• Locally, the C02 

causes dilatation of arteries as previously explained. Carbon dioxide is 
carried to the va!IDmotor center of the medulla which then sends im
pulses along the autonomic nerves to the vasoconstrictor muscles of 

- -
Adrenal iland& 

Kidneys 

.. 

Fig. H-8. The adrenal glands, which just happen to lie next to the kidneys (A) but have 
no mnm~ction with th{"m, arc divided into cortex and mrdulla. The medulla (B) produces 
a hormone, rdeaS("d in times of fright, that constrins the artrrioles of the vis1:era and 

relaxes those of the skeletal musclrs-a US("ful reaction in times of fc:"ar (C). 

the blood ves..'<els. This action is contrary to the dirtct action of carbon 
dioxide on these muscles and the net result is to constrict the capillaries 
in those regions that are not entering into greater activity while allowing 
the capillarie.i in the more active region to expand, a useful reaction 
that is enhanced by the action of adrenin. The medulla is also the 
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cardiac center. Stimulation by carbon dioxide causes this center to 
stimulate the heart to greater activity, the stimulus being carried by 
nerves belonging to the autonomic system. 

This outline of the nervous control of vasoconstriction also helps us 
understand the well-known fact that rapidly repeated forced breathing 
causes dizziness. The greatly increased rate of breathing results in 
lowering the concentration of C02 in the blood; because of this, th<' 
medulla is not stimulated as much as normally; conscquently, the vaso
motor center sends out fewer impulses to the vasoconstrictor muscles; 
consequently, the capillaries of the body expand. With most of the 
capillaries of the body dilated, there is a greater volume available to 
the blood, and consequently, the blood pressure falls everywhere. The 
fall in blood pressure results in slower movement of blood; slower
moving blood brings les.<~ 0 2 to the brain than it ncrds; hrnce, the 
individual develops a feeling of dizziness and may even faint. 

102. Temperature Regulation: Animals With and Without 
Thermostats 

It is common knowledge that animals can be divided into two groups: 
"cold-blooded," such as reptiles and fish; and "warm-blooded," includ
ing the birds and mammals. The terms for tht"se groups arc not well 
chosen, however, for "cold-blooded" animals sometimes have a body 
temperature higher than the "warm-bloodt"d" forms. A lizard sitting 
on a rock in the sun of a warm summcr day has been found to have a 
body temperature as high as that of a man with a very high fever. 
The same lizard at night, however, will have a temperature far below 
that of man. In the same environment, man's temperature will be almost 
invariable. The real difference between the two groups lies in the vari
ability of temperature. They are, therefore, sometimes referred to as 
the homothermal {constant temperature) and poikilothermal {variable 
temperature) animals. Or, one might call them animals-with-thermo
stats and animals-without-thermostats. 

Man belongs to the homotherms, the animals-with-thermostats, and 
this is one of the factors that has been instrumental in bringing about 
his rise to dominance in the animal world. One of the basic generaliza
tions of chemistry is that chemical reactions proceed faster at high tempera-
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tures than at low. Metabolism, recall, is the name we give to the complex 
of chemical reactions of the living body. As the body temperature rises, 
metabolism speeds up; as it falls, metabolism slows down. A nonthcrmo· 
stated animal lives at a fast pace at high temperatures, at a slow pace 
at low. 

More important is the fact that different chemical reactions are 
affected to different degrees by changes in temperature. What we 
call metabolism is a complt'x of precisely interconnected chemical 
reactions. If some of the reactions go too slowly or too fast, relative to 
the others, the whole system is thrown off balance, often with serious, 
even fatal, results. In this fact, we see the real importance of a thermostat 
to an organism; it permits a more intricately organized complex of 
cht·mical reactions, greater complexity of structure and function. In
stalling a thermostat in a fish would probably do the fish no immediate 
good, because its metabolic system is alrrady organized on a re/alil•e(y 

simple basis that is not vt''ry trmperature-sensitivc. However, once a 
species is equippecl to keep its temperature constant, it can then afford, 
flO to sprak, to evolve a more elaborate metabolic system which will 
permit it to get along bt"tter in the world. This more elaborate system 
may be more easily thrown out of balance by temperature changes. 
A rise of ten degrees Fahrenheit or a fall of twenty degrees in a man's 
tt"mperature may be fatal, whereas the slower-moving, less intricately 
organized lizard will be but little affected by s~ch variations. The price 
of specialization is vulnerability. 

103. Temperature Regulation: Adaptation to Heat 

How does a man in a hot room keep cool? The principal means is 
that afforded by the activity of the sweat glands. How does this cool 
the body? 

To understand this, we must recall once more our picture of the 
molecular structure of matter (see Chap. V). All matter is made of 
molecules that are in continuous motion. At any given instant, different 
molecules arc moving at different rates. What we call the temperature qf 
a substance is a measure of tlze average speed of its molecules. If the average 
molecular sveed is great, the temperature is high. Low average speed, 
low temperature. 
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Now consider the oversimplified diagram of Figure 14-9. The skin 
is covered by millions of molecules of water {part of the sweat) of which 
we have shown only a few for simplicity. These molecules are bouncing 

e 

Fig. 14-9. When some of the water molccuks of sweat reach a high enough speed to 
"take oR"" the surface of the skin, the average speed of the mok't·uks lt-ft behind i~ 

necessarily reduced somewhat, hence, the cooling effect of the evaporation of sweat. 

around. At the instant we "look" at them, their speeds arc as recorded 
by the figure written inside each diagrammed molecule. Thl" awrage 
speed of these water molecules is, say, 100. (Never mind what the 
units are.) An instant later, every molecule is somewhere else and, 
because of collisions, the speeds arc different; but, in the absence of 
outside influences, the at>erage speed of the molecules rt>mains the same. 

The molecules of a gas have a greater average speed than the mole· 
cules of a liquid at the same temperature. If we have liquid of a certain 
kind (water) in contact with a gas containing molecules of the same 
kind (e.g., air containing water molecules-"water vapor"), every now 
and then, one of the molecules in the water layer will have a speed great 
enough to jump out and bcc~me one of the gaseous molecules. Referring 
to our diagram, suppose 200 is the speed needed for a molecule to move 
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out of the water layer into the gas above. There are a few molecules 
of water on the surface of the skin that have this necessary speed. These 
fast molecules have a high probability of leaving the water layer. When 
they do, the average speed cif the molecules remaining in the liquid layer will 
neussarily be decrtased. Since average molecular motion dttermine.r what we call 
temperature, the temperature cif the remaining liquid will drop. The escape of 
molecules from a liquid into a gas is called evaporation. We sec why 
evaporation has a cooling effect. 

The human skin does not exude water at every point; water is 
secreted locally by specialized glands called sweat glands (Fig. 14-9). 
The secretion of these glands, called sweat*, is not pure water but 
contains in it a number of other substances, principally sodium chloride 
or common salt. Sweat is secreted continuously at all temperatures but 
its rate of secretion is greatly stepped up under conditions of heat and 
physical exertion. In one experiment in which a man worked very 
hard in a hot, dry atmosphere, measurements showed that the loss of 
water by evaporat~on amounted to nearly one-half gallon per hour. 

That sweat is not pure water is a matler of considerable practical 
importance. The concentration of various salts in the body is of great 
importance; if their concentration falls too low, prostration and even 
death may occur. Since sweating removes salts from the body, profuse 
sweating may desall the body to a dangerous extent. This is the prin
cipal cause of the "heat prostration" and "sunstroke" that may afflict 
workers in hot places such as deserts, deep ~incs, boiler rooms, and 
steel mills. It would be more accurate to refer to it as "salt stroke" 
or "low salt prostration." It may be avoided by increasing the intake 
of salts, particularly sodium chloride. It is now standard practice in 
many industries to place salt tablets alongside the water tap with 
instructions for their use. In this conne<.'tion, it is interesting to note that 
dt•sert burros secrete a sweat that is almost pure water, much purer 
than the sweat of man. These animals arc very tolerant of heat. One 
wonders to what extent diftCrences in human susceptibility to heat 
might be explained by differences in composition of sweat. 

Besides evaporation from the skin, there is also evaporation ("in
sensible perspiration") from the exposed surface of the lungs, and this, 
too, tends tc cool the blood. Some animals, dogs, for instance, possess 

* "Pen~piration" in 110me circks; always C'.allt"d swe-at by physiologistll. 
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no sweat glands and, hence, must cool themselves in hot weather by 
increased evaporation from the lungs, breathing passages, and tongue. 
(R("('all the "panting" of a ht"atCd dog.) Among humans, an inheritablt> 
absence of sweat glands is rarely encountered; for such humans, hot 
weather prest"nts a vcry serious problem. 

Fig. 14-10. Th(" unRtipplcd rl·gion is th~· thalamm, 
the temptTature-rq;ulating cTnlt"r. 

The activity of the swt"al glands is under the control of the central 
nervous system. Wht"n the nerves to the glands are cut, these glands no 
longer function. It has been shown that the part of the central nervous 
system known as the thalamus (Fig. 14-10) acts as the temperature
regulating center or thermostat. Activity of the sweat glands i~ stimu
lated reflexly when the heat-receptors of the skin are stimulated. 

104. Temperature Regulation: Adaptation to Cold 

Heat is lost from the body by three means: evaporation of water, 
convection, and radiation. We shall now consider how the body con
trols the~e means of heat loss. 

Evaporation can be decreased by lessening the activity of the sweat 
glands. This is done by reflex action, upon stimulation by cold. How
ever, evaporation is never completely zero for the sweat gland!> are 
always slightly active even under the coldest conditions. Furthermore, 
evaporation of water from the exposed surface of the lungs and breathing 
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passages is always taking place and, for obvious reasons, this cannot 
be stopped. 

Convection is a term that refers to the gross movements of unequally 
heated portions of a liquid or gas. Figure 14·11A will perhaps make 
the idea dear. Hot water is lighter than cold water; consequently, it 

\( 

' tt ( 

Fig. 14·11. In A, tonvcction eurrt'nts in beaker of water, caused by warm object on 
the bottom (B): warm man in cold room causes convection currents and loses heat 

to air of room. 

will move up away from the heating object and will be replaced by 
cooler which, when heated, will .... , .. , and so on. The movement 
is called conwction; we rpfer to the convecti~n currents of the fluid. 
A warm man in a cold room (Fig. 14·11B) will similarly cause con· 
vection t·urrmts in the air which will increase the rate of heat loss from 
his body. 

C'.onvection losses can he decrt>ast'"d by having a dead air space next 
to the hot body, in which air can circulatt> only with difficulty. Birds 
achieve this with feathers, most mammals with hair; but modern man, 
poor creature, must resort to clothing. When the weather gets colder, 
the feathers of birds and the hairs of mammals stand out more from 
their bodies, thus increasing the amount of dead air space. Man, being 
a mammal, attempts to do this, too, but the result is little more than 
ludicrous goose·pimples formed by the contraction of tiny muscles at 
the base of insignificant hairs. So, he puts on another sweater or turns 
the electric blanket one notch higher. 
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Radiation must be distinguished from evaporation and convection. 
All bodies send out heat rays in all directions. These heat rays are like 
light rays: they travel in a straight line and can travel through a vacuum. 

Fig, 14-12. All bodies radiate heat rays in all directions, but since an 
electric heat<•r sends more heat rays to a man than the man docs to the 
heater (A), tht· nrt effect is ont' of radiation from hl'ater to man (B). A man 

standing nl:'ar a glacier (C) loses hC"at to thl' glacier by radiation. 

The filament of a light bulb sends out both light and heat rays, which 
we can feel or sec even though the filament is surrounded by a vacuum. 

Objects at different temperatures will radiate heat to each other. 
(Fig. 14-12A.) But a hot object sends out more heat rays than does a 
cooler one (Fig. 14-12B,C); consequently, the net dfect will be that the 
hot object loses heat and the cooler one gains it. In a shorthand way 
of speaking, we may say that the hot object radiates heat to the colder 
one. 

A man facing a snow bank or a glacier is aware of his loss of heat 
to the cold object by radiation (see Fig. 14-12C). Convection currents 
in the air, of course, cool him, but over and above this, he is cooled 
by his radiation. It feels as if the glacier were radiating cold to him, 
which is physical nonsense. 
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How is the problem of heat loss by radiation controlied? It should 
be apparent that the hotter the surface of a man, the more heat he will 
radiate. How can the surface temperature be controlled? By controlling 
the rate of flow of warm blood to it. If the blood flows fast, it wiJI keep 
the surface warm; if it flows slowly, the surface will become cooler. 
The control of blood flow is effected by the arterioles and capillaries 
through reflex action. The sensation of heat, originating either locaUy in 
the heat-receptors or centrally, stimulates the heat-control center which, 
in tum, sends fewer stimuli through the nerves to the circular muscles 
of the blood vessels. The blood vessels then expand; more blood flows 
through the capiUaries per unit of time, and more heat is radiated 
away from the body. The sequence of adjustments to the sensation of 
cold can be readily predicted. The final adjustment of the size of the 
surface capillarie-s causes a change in appearance that is readily observ
able to the naked eye. The face of a man on a hot day becomes quite 
ruddy; on a cold day, he becomes very pale and "blue" on account of 
the change of color of his blood as it stagnates in the vessels. 

105. Temperature Regulation: Indirect Control 

So far, we have been discussing means of increasing or decreasing 
the rate of heat loss from the surface of the body. Body temperature, 
however, will be affected also by the rate of heat production. 

Recall once more the fundamental equation of respiration: 

food + oxygen ~ C02 + H20 + energy (1) 

By increasing or decreasing the rate of respiration, we can increase 
or decrease the amount of energy produced. No matter how we make 
use of this energy, whether for muscle movement, growth, or what, 
a large part of it always appears as heat. Therefore, changes in the 
amount of respiration effect corresponding changes in heat production. 

Everyone has had the experience of shivering in a cold room. At 
first glance, such a reaction might appear to be nonadaptive, since it 
unquestionably increases the loss of heat by conduction and convection. 
However, recalling the consequences of respiration suggests a different 
answer. Shivering is brought about by the strong contraction of 
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antagonistic muscles. The result of any muscle action can be written: 

mu:de contraction -+ motion & heat (2) 

Usually, the motion is the main product and heat is only an unavoid
able by-product. In the present instance, however, the situation is 
reversed, and heat may be regarded as the principal product required 
by a cold man, with motion as a by-product, a by-product largely 
avoided by the simultaneous contraction of antagonistic muscles. 

The rate of respiration is affected by other factors as well. Respiration 
occurs not only in the muscles but in all parts of the body. Every cell 
respires. The rate of respiration is affected by many factors, among 
them the amount of food supplied, the kind of food, and various 
hormones. 

The maximum amount of respiration possible is obviously deter
mined by the amount of food taken in (equation 1). As might be ex
pected, people in cold countries eat more food than people in hot. 
This may be partly a matter of custom, but experiments have shown 
that, when allowed to cat freely, both men and animals eat more when 
they are in a cold cnvironml?nt than when they are in a warm one. 

The kind of food also influences the rate of heat production. Pro
teins, for some reason, stimulate re."piration. Intake of 500 calories of 
proteins causes a greater immediate increase in the rate of heat produc
tion by the body than does intake of 500 calories of carbohydrates. 
Correlated with this is the natural tendency for people in cold climates 
to eat heavily of meat when given free choice. 

The influence of hormones on respiration and heat production is 
easy to establish but hard to explain. Hormones affect not only respi
ration, but also many other of the chemical processes that we lump, 
with respiration, under the term metabolism. The hormone of the 
thyroid gland, often 'called thyroxin, has a marked effect. Patients 
with a thyroid gland that is not secreting enough hormone into the 
blood stream have a much lower metabolic rate than normal, even as 
much as 40 per cent lower. Consequently, such individuals may suffer 
abnormally in a cold environment. Such individuals are said to be 
suffering from hypothyroidism or hypofunctioning (hypo, Greek, under) 
of the thyroid. On the other hand, individuals suffering from hyper-
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thyroidism produce much more heat than normal and, therefore, may 
suffer in the summer. 

It is of interest to note that one form of /rypothyroidism is caused by 
a diet too low in the chemical element iodine. When not enough iodine 

Fig. 14-13. Simple goiter. (From Arthur E. Hertzler's Diseases of 
!he Thyroid Gland. New York: Paul B. Hocbcr, Inc. Courtesy of 

Dr. Irene A. Kocnckc.) 

is available, the thyroid gland enlarges (as if it were trying to make up 
for the deficiency by harder work), producing the characteristic lump 
seen in Figure 14-13. The development of such a goiter (derived from 
Latin guttur, throat), as it is called, can be pre;ented by adding iodine 
to the diet. 

In most regions of the world, there is enough iodine in the soil to 
furnish plants with the iodine man and other animals need for their 
thyroids to function properly. In some regions, however, the soil is 
deficient in iodine. In Derbyshire, England, for instance, this is true; 
as a result, the term "Derbyshire neck" was early applied to this sort 
of goiter. There are similar regions in Switzerland; and considerable 
areas in the middle part of the United States, especially around the 
Great Lakes, have low-iodine soils. 

Since diet can affect a goiter and, hence, can affect metabolism, one 
might regard this as but another example of the effect of diet on heat 
production. However, it should be pointed out that there is no one 
"cause" of "simple goiter," as this kind of goiter is called. In the "Goiter 
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Belt" of the middle United States, only a small proportion of the 
population ever suffer from goiter. There seems to be a hereditary pre
disposition to simple goiter. There is a sex difference; women are far 
more liable to the disease than are men. Moreover, there is evidence 
that suggests an infectious agent may be involved, possibly a virus. 
The people of Derbyshire, England, for instance, did not exhibit their 
crlcbrated neck until after 1717 when Italians from Piedmont, Italy, 
were brought in to start up a silk industry. Many similar instances that 
suggest infection are known. • 

Other glands also affect the rates of metabolism and heat production 
by the body. The mechanisms by which they produce their effects are 
not well understood. In general, any effect of a hormone on heat pro
duction will be a slow one, several days being required for an injection 
of thyroxin to take effect. {Adrenin is exceptional.) The abnormal func
tioning of any gland will probably cause, directly or indirectly, some 
disturbance of metabolism and heat production. 

106. Control of Breathing: The Mechanism 

A man can deliberately stop breathing for only a short period of time. 
After a few minutes, no matter how "strong" his "will power," he 
starts to breathe again. Following a period of no breathing, the impulse 
to breathe is so strong it cannot be denied. No man can resist the im
pulse; no man can wilfully commit suicide in this way. Why is this? 

The teleological "why?" is obvious: the fact prevents individuals 
from stupidly taking their own lives. But what of the mechanistic 
"why"? That is, what is the mechanism that controls breathing? 

A little thought about what must go on during suspended breathing 
will suggest possible answers. Respiration {recall the definition, § 36) 
goes on all the time. If breathing is stopped, that is, if exchange of gases 
between the body and the outside world is stopped, it is apparent that 
inside the body the concentration qf carbon dioxide wilt increase and that qf 
oxygen will decrease. Will either of these changes be effective in causing 
breathing? 

*Simple goiter is only one of many types known. Another well-characterized type is 
called "exophthalmic goiter'' and involves hyperfunctioning of the gland. From an etymo
logical analysis of the name, the student should be able to deduce one of the symptoms 
of this goiter. 
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Simple experiments with a human (or other mammal) who is breath
ing freely reveal that either low oxygen or high carbon dioxide content 
in the inspired air can cause an increase in the rate of breathing, but 
that hi'gh carbon dioxide content is by far the more effective factor.* 

How does carbon dioxide exert its effect? Anatomical observation 
reveals that the motor nerves going to the breathing muscles (dia
phragm, rib muscles) are connected with the medulla. Physiological 
experiments show that varying the concentration of carbon dioxide in 
the blood circulating through the medulla will affect the rate of breath
ing; when the C02 concentration is high, breathing is rapid; when 
C02 is low, the rate of breathing slows or stops. The medulla is, there
fore, spoken of a~ the breathing center of the body. 

This method of control is rather interesting from several points of 
view. To begin with, if one guessed in advance of the experiments, one 
would probably guess that oxygen would be the more important factor 
for it is oxygf"n, after all, that we need. Carbon dioxide is a waste 
product. Yet the rriechanism is tied to carbon dioxide. In the second 
place, this observation broadens our viewpoint regarding the significance 
of "waste products." A substance may be waste material, produced in 
excess and requiring to be disposed of. Yet, it may still fulfill important 
functions: witness, carbon dioxide. In a sense, C02 may be said to be 
a hormone produced by all the cells of the body and having a stimulating 
effect on the medulla. " 

Although carbon dioxide is the most effective agent, careful experi
ments have shown that a fall in 0 2 can also act as a stimulating agent. 
In this case, however, the stimulation is a reflex one. The receptor 
nerves arc located in the walls of some of the principal arteries coming 
from the heart. When the oxygen content of the blood flowing through 
these arteries falls, the chemoceptors located in the vessel walls are caused 
to send impulses to the brt"athing center which, in turn, stimulates the 
breathing muscles. Ordinarily, this mechanism is probably of little 
importance. In general anesthesia, however, the medulla, anesthetized, 
may fail to respond to the stimulus of high C02 but may still respond to 

• The experimental details are not given. By this time, however, the student should 
be able to reconstruct the probable experimental details from bald textbook statements 
like this. 
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sensory impulses sent from arterial chemoceptors 
stimulated by a low concentration of 0 2 • 

which have been 
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Fig. 14-14. Air is compressible. At sea level, the concentration of molecules is great, 
the barometric pressure is high, and men work easily. On mountain tops, the barometer 
is low and men faint easily because the concentration of oxygen molecules (as well as 

that of other kinds) is low. 

107. Control of Breathing: Some Characteristics of the Mechanism 

The mechanisms of the OOdy have been evolved to meet the "natural" 
situations in which man may find himself, that is, the situations that 
man's body has faced during the millions of years in which it was 
evolving. It is not surprising, therefore, that when confronted with a 
new problem, man's body may not always achieve a thoroughly satis
factory solution. As an illustration, we may consider the new problems 
posed by air travel. 

Gases are compressible. Consequently, a given volume at the bottom 
of a tall column of gas subjected to the influence of gravity will contain 
more gas molecules than will the same sized volume near the top of 
the column. The pressure will also be greater at the bottom than it will 
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at the top. The pressure is, therefore, a measure of the concentration of 
molecules. 

The atmosphere surrounding the earth, under the influence of gravity, 
packs itself so that the concentration of molecules is greater ncar the 
earth than far from it (Fig. 14-14). This is true of all of the several 
kinds of molecules that compose the atmosphere so that the relative 

composition of the air is approximately the same at all places. 
From Table 14-1, it can be seen that, at greater altitudes, the baro

metric pressure is less than at lower altitudes. Moreover, the concen
tration of 0 2 and C02 in the alveoli of a man, as measured by their 
partial pressures, decreases correspondingly. As a consequence, what 

TABLE 14-1 
The relation between altitude, barometric pres:mre, and partial pres
sures of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the alveoli of humans. Experi

mental data gathered from humans in an altitude chamber.* 

BAROMETRIC PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GASES IN ALVEOI.I 

Ar.TJTUDE PRESSURE '" MM He 
(FEET) (MM HG) PRESSURE OF Ot PRESSURF. OF C02 

0 760 103 40 
4,000 656 84 37 
8,000 560 66 36 

12,000 480 53 34 • 
16,000 410 43 31 
20,000 352 35 30 

will happen when a man goe-s to higher altitudes? Clearly, with the 
same rate of breathing, he will get less oxygen into his body than at 
sea level; at the same time, however, since the pressure of CO:z de
creaS<'s and since C02 is the principal agent affecting brf'athing, he will 
not breathe more, as he needs to, but les.r. As a result, his brain gets less 
0 2, and he may faint. At sufficiently high altitudes, of course, he will 
die for lack of oxygen. 

There arc great differences between individuals in reactions to alti
tude, that is, to reduced barometric prec;sure. Many people are, ap
parently, almost entirely indifferent to decrf'ased oxygen pressure; 

• From Lutz and Schneider, Amer. Journ. Phyriol., .SO: 280, Dec. 1919. 
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apparently, their arterial chemoceptors are not sufficiently senstttve. 
A person of this sort, on ascending, will faint without ever breathing 
faster. On the other hand, a man with sensitive arterial chcmoceptors 
will react to lower oxygen concentration by breathing faster. Differences 

of this sort are important in determining suitability for altitude flying. 
The consequences of altitude can be partly avoided by changing the 

composition of the air breathed. It is not the air pressure per se that is 
important, but the partial pressure of oxygen. Oxygen makes up about 
21 per cent of normal air; by increasing the concentration to nearly 
100 per cent, it is possible for man to fly at altitudes where the pres
sure is only about one-fifth as great as would be required if unenriched 
air were breathed. When normal air is breathed, 16,000 to 20,000 
feet is about the highest practicable limit for flying. When one breathes 
nearly pure oxygen (to which a little C02 has been added*), the upper 
limit is raised to around 38,000 feet. 

From these considerations, one can see why an oxygen mask is an 
aid in flying only up to a certain altitude. Above 38,000 feet, pure 
oxygen is not enough because the pressure is too low in any airplane 
that is open, or essentially open. The only solution to the problem of 
very high altitude flying is to use a plane that can be hermetically 
S('aled from the outside and then to increase the pressure inside. With 
such a plane, there is no limit to the height that can be achieved, as far as 
the passengers inside arc concerned, so long as no leaks OCC"Ur. The build
ing of a safe, hermetically sealed plane is easily accomplished by modern 
technology. However, under battle conditions, flying in such a plane 
at great altitudes is clearly risky if there is serious danger of puncture. 
Not only would a hole in the plane's fuselage immediately subject the 
inhabitants to too low an oxygen pressure but, at elevations exceeding 
63,000 feet, the total air pressure is so low that the water of the body 
would literally boil away. 

108. Control of Breathing: Adaptation to High Altitudes 

A coastal man transported to a moderate elevation, say 10,000 to 
14,000 feet, cannot do as much work as a native of the region. The 

• Why is it desirable to add carbon dioxide to the oxygen supply? 
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slightest effort may cause the lowlander to experience shortness of 
breath and a feeling of weakness. 

One of the principal causes of this weakness is the inadequate oxygen
carrying capacity of the blood. Erythrocytes are too few in the low
lander's blood to absorb sufficient oxygen from thin, highland air. As 
an immediate reaction to decreased oxygen pressure, the spleen con
tracts, forcing its store of red blood cells out into the blood stream. 
This immediate reaction only partially takes care of the new needs. 
If an individual remains for several weeks or more at high altitudes, 
the hemoglobin conte-nt of the blood increases by as much as 50 per cent, 
largely through increase in the number of erythrocytes per volume of 
blood. Other change-s in physiology also occur. 

The physiology of people who iive at very high altitudes differs con
siderably from that of people at S<"a levd in ways that arc not under
stood. Inhabitants of the high Andes (20,000 feet) arc unable to survive 
lower altitudes for any considerable period of time, though why (in 
the physiological sense) is not known. 

109. Maintaining Chemical Constancy: Blood 

One of thC' most conspicuous differences between water-dwelling and 
land animals is the apparent indifference of the land forms to the-ir 
environmf:'nt. Most ocf:'an-dwelling fish and other animals will die 

• within a few days after being transferred to fresh water; fresh-water 
forms arc similarly sensitive to salt water. (There are exceptions, of 
course; salmon and eels come to mind.) Ocean-dwelling animals are 
similarly sensitive to slight changes in temperature. Land forms, of 
necessity, can withstand much greater variation. 

The ability of organisms to withstand changes in their environment 
stems from two sources: 

1. Genuine adaptability of the cells themselves. (Most free-living 
bacteria, for instance, are very adaptable cells.) 

2. Adaptability, not of the constituent cells but of the organism 
as a whole. 

The adaptability of higher organisms, including man, is mostly of 
the latter sort. We have already seen how man can live in temperatures 
from less than - 50° F to more than + 115° F. The lower part of the 
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range is possible only because of clothing, though even unclothed man, 
as Darwin observed among the Tierra del Fucgians, may survive con
tinuous exposure to 32" F. On the face of it, man would appear to be 
a very adaptable organism. 

When one considers the situation of the cells of man, a very different 
picture presents itself. A fever of 108° cannot continue for long before 
death intervenes. Similarly, a lowering of the body temperature by a 
few degrees results in death. Although man as a whole can withstand 

great changes in the temperature of his environment, his cells can 
withstand only slight changes in their environment. This situation has 

led to the concept of the internal environment, by which is meant 
the fluids surrounding the cells of the body. 

The internal environment of man is extremely constant, not only in 
temperature, but in chemical composition as well. This constancy is 
made possible by two sorts of devices: 

1. A rapid circulatory system which equalizes conditions in all parts 
of the body. This system includes the blood, lymph, and the 
pumping mechanism. 

2. Regulatory organs that tend to eliminate any changes in the 
blood that may develop. Among the regulatory organ.~, arc the 
sweat glands, liver, and kidneys. 

The circulating blood, then, is the means whereby relatively constant 
conditions are maintained throughout the body. By controlling its com
position, the composition of the intercellular fluids everywhere is con
trolled. How, then, is the composition of the blood controlled, and how 
close is this control? 

110. Maintaining Chemical Constancy: The Kidneys 

One of the most important means of regulating the composition of 
the blood is the selective secretion of different substances into the urine 
which is voided from the body through the passages diagrammed in 
Figure 14-lSA. Urine is formed by the kidneys, large, bean-shaped 
organs that lie just back of the posterior wall of the body cavity. Urine 
is secreted by the solid part of the kidney into the kidney pelvis (or 
renal pelvis; Latin ren, kidney; Latin pelvis, a basin); thence, it passes 
down the ureter (Latin urina, urine). The right and left ureters empty 
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into the urinary bladder where urine is stored, to be released from 
time to time into the urethra which carries the fluid to the exterior. 

What is the structure ofthe solid part of the kidney, and what relation 

Bladder 

Uroe-thra 

1\cnal 
corpuscle 

1l 

Rl!nal 
1ubull! 

Fig. 14-15. The excretory apparatus. A human kidney is composed of about 
a million working units like that shown in C. The tuft of blood capillaries is 
called a glomerulus. Urine bt-gins as a St·cretion from the glomerulus into th~ 
l·avity of the renal corpusdc and travds down the renal tubule, t"nding in 

the space of the renal pt"lvis. 

docs the structure bear to the secretion of urine? If we take a thin slice 
of the kidney meat and examine it under the microscope, what we sec 
is puzzling; \ote sec various irregular "doughnuts" (Fig. 14-lSB}. Each 
"doughnut," it turns out, is a cross section of a long and tortuous tube. 
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By careful chemical treatment, which partially destroys the flesh, and 
by reconstruction from thinly sliced sections, it has been learned that 
the kidney is made up of many units like those idC'alizcd in Figure 
14-lSC. Notice the renal tubules ("little tubes"); a swelling called a 
renal corpuscle (Latin corpusculum, diminutive of wrpu.r, body; hmrc, 
a little body) is located at one end of eal'h tubule. Inside the corpuscle, 
we find an aggregation of even smaller "doughnuts," which again 
suggest the existence of tubules. These tubules are filled with blood; 
they are, in fact, blood capillaries. The whole tuft of tubules is called 
a glomerulus (diminutive of Latin glomeris, a ball, or ball of yarn); 
it lies within a capsule called the renal capsule. The fluid within this 
capsule and its connecting tubule is not blood but a watery fluid which 
resembles a very dilute urine. Thi<~ fluid, which ha" lx-cn filtcrcd from 
the glomerulus, is called glomerular filtrate. 

The working unit of the kidney consists of the renal capsule {including 
the glomerulus) and the attached renal tubule. A single human kidney 
is made up of about one million such working units. 

How does this renal unit function? The answer to this question was 
made possible by a technical tour de force performed by A. N. Richards 
of the University of Pennsylvania a generation ago. Although the renal 
unit is microscopic, Richards and his coworkers succeeded in inserting 
a tiny glass tube into the space of the renal capsule of a Jiving frog 
kidney and drawing out samples of the fluid which were then analyzed 
chemically. The results of these analyses revealed that the capsule fluid 
has almost the same constitution as blood plasma exct'pt that the pro
teins are lacking. Fluid collected at the far end of the renal unit-in 
other words, urine-shows a composition that differs considerably from 
that of blood plasma, as Table 14-2 reveals. This table shows that many 
substances, for instance, chloride ion, urea and creatinine-, are con
siderably more concentrated in the urine than they are in the blood 
plasma or in the glomerular filtrate. How does this come to be? Only 
two possibilities present themselves: either the walls of the renal tubule 
secrete these substances into the glomerular filtrate, or they remove 

water from the glomerular filtrate, leaving behind increased concen
trations of such substances as urea. 

The latter proves to be the case. The volume of glomerular filtrate 
has been calculated to amount to 75 to 100 liters a day, but the urine 
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excreted amounts to only about 1 to H liters per day. This means 
that the renal tuhulcs return to the blood ves.<~els that surround them 
between 74 and 99 per cent of the water present in the filtrate. They 

TABLE 14-2 
CoNCENTRATIONS OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCES IN BLOOD PLASMA AND IN URINE 

CoL. A CoL. B CoL.C CoL. D 
CoNCENTRATION 

PARTS PER HUNDRED FACTOR (APPROX.) 
SuBSTANCE IN BLOOD PLASMA IN URINE {CoL. C/CoL. B) 

Watt'r 90-93 95 
Proteins 7 0 
Glucose (sugar) 0.1 0 
Sodium 0.3 0.35 I 

Chlorine 0.4 0.6 1.5 

Urea 0.03 2 60 

Uric acid 0.004 0.05 12 
Creatinine 0.001 O.o75 75 

NH4 ion 0.001 0.04 40 

also return other substances to the blood but not in strict proportion to 
their concentrations in the filtrate. A"> a result, the concentrations of 
these other substances are changed as the fluid in the renal tubules is 
changed to urine. In other words, the wall of a renal tubule is a 

' secretory tissue; it is a rather unusual secretory organ since it secretes 
material that is almost outside the body back into the body. But it is, 
nonetheless, a secretory tissue. 

It is worth while now to look again at the functioning of the kidney 
unit from the point of view of the work done. The first stage of the 
process, the formation of ''glomf:'rular filtrate" by the glomerulus, is a 
pron·ss of simple filtration as the name implies. To carry out any 
filtration, force is necessary. In the common filtration process of the 
chemical laboratory, the force is furnished by gravity. The work of such 
filtration is performed when the material to be filtered is lifted to the 
height of the filter paper (Fig. 14-16A). The work of glomerular filtration 
similarly involves a 10rce and work. The force in this case is the force 
of blood pressure pushing against the walls of the glomerular capillaries. 
The work is the work required to develop the force of the pressure of 
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blood, in other words, the work of the heart (Fig. 14-16B). The work 
of glomular filtration is performed by the heart. As one would deduce 
from this principle, when the blood pressure falls, the amount of glomeru-

Th• work of filtra'tion 
ia c•rried ou.t when 'the 
m•t"erial is. lifted up t-o 
1-h• "filter., whore 1::he 
'fluid can exert" pre&su.ra 

against 'the filter 

The work of' glomerular 
tlltra'tion i6 perforornad 
by the he&rt creating 

blood proesu.re 

Fig. 14-16. How lhe work of glomerular fdtration is accomplished, 

11 

Jar filtrate (also of urine) formed also falls. A~ the blood pressure rises, 
the amount of glomerular filtrate increases. 

Increase in blood pressure has another consequence. In the common 
filtration process, if a thin filter paper is covered by too deep a layer of 
fluid, the weight of the fluid may partially rupture the filter paper, 
letting through some of the material the paper was supposed to retain. 
In other words, when the pressure is too great, the filter breaks down. 
The glomerulus, the filter of the kidney, is similarly subject to over
loading. If the blood pressure rises too high, proteins, which are normally 
held back, may push through the walls of the glomerular capillarieR 
and appear in the urine. The improper functioning of the kidneys is 
but one of the many undesirable consequences of high blood pressure. 

Let us now proceed to the olher phase of kidney function, that of the 
secreting, or reabsorbing, of substances, a process carried out by the 
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.. 

e = urea molecule A = wa'ter molecule 

Fig. 14-17. By the laws of probability, an unequal distribution of molet;ules in t;on
necting VC'SSC'!s {A) t·annot long IK· m;1intained (B). But in the kidnl"y, an initially 
equal distribution of water and urt•a molt•t;u[es in the renal tubule and blood capillary 
at the level of the renal capsule (C) is changed to an nnt-qual Oil(' as till' rt'nal tluid 
approaches the end of the urinary tubule- (D). To achieve an improbable situation 
like this, work is requil'l-d. This work is performed by the metabolizing cells of the 

wall of the urinary tubule. 
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walls of the tubules. What sort of process is involved here? Is work 
done? How? 

It is necessary to recall our fundamental concept!! of molecular 
activity (Chap. V). If we have, in intercommunicating spaces, two 
species of molecules {Fig. 14-17A), the concentration of each of these 
species will ultimately be the same in both compartments and will, 
thenceforth, remain the same. The movement of the molecules is at 
random. If, at any time, there were more of species A molecules in th<' 
left box than in the right, then the probability of a left-side molecule 
moving into the right-hand box would be greater than the probability 
of right-side molecules moving to the left side. Consequently, any 
inequality of distribution would be automatically erased. 

But what happens in the renal tubules? This situation is diagrammed 
in Figure 14-17C,D, in which, for simplicity, only two species of mole
cules are shown, urea and water. In the first part of the tubule (Fig. 
14-17C), the concentration of each of these substances inside the tubule 
and in the blood of the capillaries around the tubule is very nearly 
the same. Later (Fig. 14-17D), the urea is much more concentrated 
inside the tubule. The change is brought about by the activity of the 
cells of the tubule wall, which push water into the blood while holding 
back the urea molecules. By simple molecular movements, such a situa
tion would never develop or, to put it more exactly, this is an extremely 
improbable situation. The development of an improbable situation 
always requires work. This is the fundamental nature of the work 
performed by the walls of the renal tubules. 

How is this work accomplished? Here, we must admit, we do not 
know the whole answer. Situations like this have been studied exten
sively and a great many facts discovered, most of which are too compli
cated to present without an extensive background of physical chemistry. 
However, this much can be made clear: the functioning of the tubules 
is dependent on the metabolism of the cells that line their walls. Dead 
cells cannot reabsorb materials; anesthetized cells can do so poorly or 
not at all. It takes living, actively metabolizing cells to develop and 
maintain an improbable situation. 

As one would expect, the functioning of the renal tubule cells is 
dependent on an adequate supply of oxygen and foodstuff.<;. It is also 
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dependent on a honnonc secreted by the small tab of tissue that hangs 
down from the brain, the pituitary gland (Fig. 14-18). The pituitary 
is composed of two* distinct parts or lobes {Fig. 14-18B). The posterior 

A 

" 

'PosTorior lobo 

'PITUITARY GLAND 

Fig. 14-18. The pituitary gland, the posterior lob<.- of which secretes the 
hormone pit\litrin whieh is requirt"d for normal function of the renal 

tubule cells. • 

lobe secretes a hormone called pituttrm which is required by the 
kidney cells. When adequate pituitrin is lacking, as may be the case 
when the pituitary gland is diseased, the renal tubule cells are unable 
to secrete much watt"r hack into the blood stream; consequently, a large 
volume of watery urine is exacted. This condition is known as diabetes 
insipidust and can be controlled by periodic artificial injections of 
pituitary extract. In the absence of such treatment, the individual must 
sometimes drink literally gallons of water in a single day to make up 
for his water losses. 

*The anterior lobe prudun~s hormones required for growth and will be discussed 
in§ 194. 

t Not to be cunfused with diaheUs mellitus discussed in § 111. 
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111. Maintaining Chemical Constancy: The Fate of Sugar 
in the Body 

Everyone has heard of diabetes mellitus, or "s'ugar diabetes" (Latin 
mel/is, honey), a condition in which sugar appears in the urine. What 
is the cause of this condition? 

It will help to explore the normal movements and transformations 
of sugar in the body. All sugar is ultimately derived from the food 
consumed. Digestion of carbohydrates produces the simple sugar glucose 
which is absorbed through the intestinal wall into the blood stream. 
Glucose is transported to all parts of the body and part of it is used 
immediately in the metabolism of the cells. Respiration of the glucose 
yields, of course, C02 and H~O, and energy which may be used for 
muscular movement and other activities. However, immediately after 
a meal, more glucose is taken into the blood stream than is needed at 
the time for respiration. The excess must be either stored or excreted. 
It is normally stored, principally in the muscles and in the liver, in the 
form of a less soluble carbohydrate called glycogen, or "animal starch." 
That carbohydrates can be so stored is most fortunate or, one might 
say, necessary. Were it not so, an active man would have to cat con
tinuously. 

Glycogen is stored when there is a surplus of glucose in the blood 
and released when there is a metabolic drain on the blood sugar. 
Studies have shown that several hormones are involv<.--d. in this storage 
and release of carbohydrates in the liver and muscle. Among these 
hormones, are adrenin, from the central portion of the adrenal gland, 
and insulin, a secretion of the pancreas. The latter is the gland en
countered before in the study of digestion (§55). It is an organ of both 
internal and external secretion. Its external secretions are the digestive 
enzymes, and its internal secretion is insulin which it pours into the 
blood stream. Insulin aids in the process of storing carbohydrates as 
glycogen. Adrenin helps change the glycogen back into sugar which 
can be released into the blood stream. Studies made with carbohydrate 
molecules containing radioactive or "marked" atoms show that normally 
both processes are going on. In the period immediately after a large 
meal, the storage process is in the ascendancy; during vigorous exercise, 
the release process is dominant. These proces.•Hates are directly deter-
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mined by the rate of secretion of the hormones, insulin and adrenin.* 
The renal tubules secrete sugar back into the blood stream again. 

However, their ability to do so is limited. When the sugar level of the 
blood is very high, the sugar level of the glomerular filtrate is corre
spondingly high and the renal tubules cannot restore all the sugar to 
the blood; consequently, some of it appears in the urine. This is normal. 
It may happen after a meal rich in carbohydrates. The high blood
sugar level in diabetes mellitus, however, is to be attributed to the 
breakdown of the carbohydrate-storage system, due to the lack of pan
creatic secretion. Notice that the appearance of sugar in the urine in 
such cases is not due to "kidney trouble" but to pancreas trouble. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

14-1. The first section of this chapter is entitled, "A Synthetic View of the Organism." 
How does this use of the adjn·tive .rynthdic differ in meaning or implication from everyday 
usage? 

14-2. Which of the following occupations could be successfully followed by a man 
with poor proprioceptive Sl'"nscs: architect, window-washer, painter, potter, mathema
tidan, violinist, public spl·akcr, sculptor, wn·stler, gymnast, accountant. physicist? Justify 
your answt'"rS, bri<"fly. 

14-J. In the meat market, the butcher picks up a roasl. The customrr says, "That will 
weigh 10.14 pounds." The butch<'"r hefts it and says, "No---I'd say 10~ pounds." Assum
ing that the butcher has normal Sl'"nsitivity, is he justified in making a correction of this 
order of magnitudt• in the estimate? 

14-4. \Vhat kind of nerves, motor or Sl'nsory, inneJVatc the following: muscle; tendon; 
skin, exclusive of hair follicles and sweat glands; hair lbllides and surrounding area; 
sweat glands? 

14-5. An inmate of an institution for the totally blind su!Ten an infection that com-
pletely destroys his inner ears. What sort of life will he lead thereafter? 

14-6. What is the function of the cerebellum? 
14-7. Name a funetion of the thalamus. 
14-8. Why is it better to call a lizard a "poikilotherm" than a "cold-blooded animal"? 
14-9. Describe the SC<JUCnce of events involved in our adjustment to too great heat; 

to too little heat. 
14-10. On a hot day, would a man keep ('oolcr by sitting still or by moving around? 

Argue buth sidt"S of the case. 
14-11. Idt'ally, how should lhe diet of a man in summ('r dilfer from his winter dit·t? 
14-12. What is iodin'Cl salt? For what is it used? 
14-13. In reviving a person who has fainted at high altitude, why is a gas mixture 

of 95% 0 2 + 5% C02 beuer than either 95% 02 + 5% N:~> or 100% Oil 

• It should lx· pointed out that other hormones are also involved; for instance, the 
honnone from th(' anterior lobe of the pituitary. The role oC the other hormones is not 
yet clearly understood. 
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14~14. Define, so as to distinguish between, the words uriM and una. 
14-15. When proteins appear in the urine, what may be the trouble? 
14-16. What effect will the following have on the amount and composition of urine: 

a. A meal rich in carbohydratt·s? 
b. Drinking large quantities of water? 
c. A hot, dry day? 
d. High blood piTssurc? 
e. Low blood piTssure? 
f. Ruptured renal capsult's? 
g. Hypoinsulinism? 
h. [)(•ath of tubule cells? 
i, Destruction of the posLt"rior lobe of the pituitary gland? 

14-17. Explain the aptness of the names diabtles insipidus and diabttrs mdlitus. 
14-18. Name four secretions of the pancreas and tell which an: stTreted t"xternally and 

which internally. Justify the use of the adjective txlrrnal. 
14-19. Etymologically, what does the word i11rulin suggest? What is the rationale of its 

derivation? (Answering this may involve recourse to an unabridged dictionary, a medical 
dictionary, a physiology text, or a histology text.) 

14-20. Name a hormone produced by each of the following structun·s and give its 
effect: pancreas, adrenal medulla, posterior lobe of the pituitary, wall of the duodenum. 

14-21. (A subject for further reading in a physiology tt'xt.) What hormoni;"S are pro
duced by the anterior lobe of the pituitary, by the parathyroids, and by the adrenal 
cortex? What are their effects? 



Chapter XV 

Reproduction 

112. The Essential Feature: Union of Gametes to Form a Zygote 

To the layman, the reproductive practices of birds, mammals, rep
tiles, fish, and other animals may appear to vary widely. Biologists, 
however, who have looked into the matter closely are impressed with 
the essential similarity of sexual reproduction throughout the plant and 
animal kingdom.'!. Among the simpler forms, and occasionally among 
the more complex forms, of plants and animals, there also occurs a 
type of reproduction that is not sexual, i.e., psexua/ reproduction. For 
the present, we will be concerned only with sexual reproduction. 

What is the essential feature of sexual reproduction? To answer this, 
we must recall once more the Cell Doctrine (Chap. III) which states 
that all living organism.'! are composed of cells and their products. Ob~ 
servation shows that the cells of a young, small animal are about as 
large as the cells of a large animal. It follows, therefore, that growth in~ 
valves an increase in numbers of cells, an increase from few to many. 
How few? How few cells are there "in the beginning"? 

It ha<~ been found that every individual begins as a single cell called 
a zygote (derived from the Greek :::ygosis, a joining). The aptness of this 
term wi11 appear subsequently. The zygote divides and redivides, and 
the resultant cells, called daughter cells, become organized into the 
various masses that make up the tissues and organs of the body. 

Where does the zygote come from? The zygote, a single cell, is the 
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result of the fusion of two other cells, one of which comes from the male 
parent, the other from the female. These cells are called gametes (Greek 
gamo, a marriage; gamt>le, a wife; gametes, a husband). The male gamete, 

Z.y~o"ts 
( fel"'tlhud •gg) 

which thon 
develop& in'to 

an adult 
Fig. 15-1. Th.c t.>SSC.'m.'f' of sexual reproduction. The role of male ( cfl) ami f<"lnaic 

( li? ) in produdng gametl'S which unite to produn~ a zygote. 

that is, the gamete that comes from the male, is called a sperm cell or 
spermatozoon (literally, "seed-animal"); the female gamete is called 
and egg or ovum (Latin, egg). 

The essential process of sexual reproduction consists in the union of 
sperm and egg. This process of union is called fertilization; the result 
is the fcrtili.ted e,tt!J, or zygote, which develops into the adult animal or 
plant. 

The essential facts of reproduction arc diagrammed in Figure 15·1. 
The terms defined above will be used repeatedly in this book and 

should be learned promptly. 
Fertilization may be regarded as the most important event in repro

duction. However, it is by no means the whole proces.~. The subsidiary 
processes may be considered under the following heads: 

1. The production of gametes. 
2. The bringing-together of the gametes. 
3. The care of the helpless, developing offspring. 
4. The process of development from zygote to adult. 

These four phases will be considered in the following sections; the 
last one, however, only in a sketchy fashion since a thorough treatment 
of development is better postponed until some knowledge of genetics 
and the physiology of cells is acquired. 
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and spf"rm may be madf" possible by the chemical attractiwness of the 
egg for the sperm. The probability of the meeting of gametes may be 
increased by the proximity of the parents at the time of the discharge of 
their garnett'S, but the gametes arc still essentially on thc-ir own. 

In animals, fertilization always takes place in liquid surroundings. 
This necessity, for such it is, requires that land animals, surrounded by 
dry air, must somehow surround their uniting gametes hy fluids. Further
more, in "higher animals" (e-.g., mammals), the zygotr and the younh>Ster 
into which it develops are helpless for a long period and must be thor
oughly protf"etf"d and nourished by the mothrr. Logically connected 
with thc.~e two nt."<·essities arc the or.l{ans and structures Wt' arc accus
tomed to think of as specifically sexual, e.g., the uterus, and the breasts. 

The spermatozoa that the human male f"jects are, then, in a liquid 
medium, that is, surrounded by fluid. The liquid ejected by the male 
is called semen (Latin sno, to sow). Only a small fraction of the semen 
consists of sperm t•ells. Most of it is fluid contributed by various portions 
of the male gcnit~l system. 

The path of the sperm cells going from the testis to the opening of the 
penis can be seen in }'igure 15-2. During their journey through the 
epididymis and past the prostate and Cowper's glands, they are mixf'd 
with various st"cretions, the function of which is not compktcly dear but 
which apparently serve as nourishment and chemical protection for the 
spennatozoa after they arc deposited in the feJllale vagina. 

The discharge of semen occurs as the culmination of the act of copu
lation. Preliminary to copulation, the penis changes from a flaccid organ 
to a firm one, a prot·ess known a~ erection. Erection is brought about by 
a constriction of small muscles which slow up the exit of blood from the 
penis while leaving the entering flow unimpeded. As a result of this 
process, the spongy tissue of the penis becomes filled with blood under 
pressure, and the penis erects. When the penis is in this condition, en
trance into the vagina can be effected and semt'n deposited therein. 

Copulatory activity is determined principally by the amount of male 
hormone, or testosterone, secreted into the blood stream.* The be
havior of domesticated animals can be greatly modified by castration, 
that is, by removal of the gonads. If a male is castrated while still young, 
it not only is made sterile, but it fails to develop into a typical male. 

• In man, psychological factors are abo decidedly in8uential. 
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Males arc frequently di.~tinguishcd by secondary sexual character~ 
istics, such things as a large comb in roosters, a malf'·typc !Cather pat
tern in many birds, and whiskers in man. A castrated male docs not 
develop secondary sexual characteristics. Moreover, the copulatory 
activity of the adult fails to develop in castrates; the castrated male, 
with few exceptions, shows no interest in females qua females. His in
terest in male:-~ tends also to be impersonal, so to SPf'ak. Normal adult 
malt's of many spccit"s instinctivrly fight f'ach other. Such fighting, 
which may result in St'rious or fatal injuries, is almost complt'tcly lack
ing in castrated animals. Besides this, if castration is performed early, the 
male tends to develop a body conformation closer to that of the female, 
often putting on considerable fat. For these reasons, a castrated animal 
is more valuable to the animal husbandman than the normal one and 
we find that castration of all but the breeding stock has been carried on 
by livestock raisers for thousands of years. 

Until only a few hundred years ago, castration of humans was ex
tensively practiced in what we now regard as the civilized world, and 
even now is performed in the remoter parts of the earth. Th<• custom 
has bl'cn justified variously: as a tnl'ans of warfare, or of judicial punish
ment; as a mt'thod of self-"purifieation" or self-punishment by sonu· 
of the early religious mystic's; as a means of creating reliable hart'm
keepers in the Moslem world, or of producing permanent male sopranos 
-the pitch of the voice is partly a secondary sexual charactcri.~tk
for churd1 choirs. 

Castration is no longer extensively practiced in any country we would 
willingly call civilized. However, another operation, called steriliza
tion, is frequently performed. Because castration and sterilization are 
often confused in the mind of the layman, it is important that we care
fully distinguish between the two here. 

Sterilization, in the male, involves severing the sperm duct coming 
from each testis. (See Fig. 15-2.) That and nothing more. Aq a result, 
spermatozoa can no longer get to the exterior. Semen, however, is still 
formed. The testes, still in place and unharmed, continue to secrete 
male hormone into the blood stream. The desire of the individual toward 

the opposite sex is unchanged, as is his ability to copulate. Indeed, if the 
operation-which is a minor one-were skillfully performed without 
the individual's knowledge, he would never know of it unless hiq lack 
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of children made him suspicious. Sterilization makes an individual 
sterile, that is, incapahle of producing children; but nothing ehw.. 

Sterilization is frequently used to prevent the breeding of mental 
defective:;, The morality of its use is still a maHer of debate, and will 
be discussed in Chapter XL. It is not expected that all persons will view 
the morality of sterilization in the samf" light. It i.<> important, however, 
that they understand piTdscly what it is and what it docs. 

116. The Release of the Female Gamete 

One of the most conspicuous features of female sexual activity is its 
cyclical nature. Whereas spermatozoa may be released at almost any 
time, ova arc normally released only once a month, and then only one 
at a time. Coupled with this periodic release of ova is a complicatcd 
s<>quencc of events generally spoken of collectively as the mmslrucd c:_vdr.. 

The word menstruation is derived from the Latin word mnw\ 
month. The aptness of the name lies in the fact that, on the average, 
menstruation occurs once a month. Menstruation shows itself externally 
as a flow of blood and other fluids from the vagina, a How that continues 
for several days. What is the source of the menstrual fluid? 

Observation of the wall of the uterus (the "womb" of pot'tic litera· 
ture) shows that it undergoes cyclical change. Immediately after men· 
struation, the epithelium or innermost layer ol the wall of the uterus 
starts getting thicker, and the blood vessels enlargf', ultimately ht>coming
large, irregular span·s in which the blood may stagnatr. Finally, the 
epithelium with its engorged blood vessels is sloughed oft' and passed to 
the exterior; it is this discarded material that constitutes the mcmtrual 
flow. This phase marks the end of one cycle and the beginning of another. 

The phases of the menstrual cycle are indicated in Figure 15·4. Cor· 
related with menstruation is the process of ovulation or release of ova. 
The ovary at all times, perhaps from the time of birth, has many ova 
in it but most of them are inconspicuous because they are not sur
rounded by a Graafian follicle. Each month, a Graalian follicle 
matures around one of these eggs. At approximately the fifteenth day of 
the menstrual cycle (sec }'ig. 15·4), the follicle breaks, releasing the 
ovum, which presently starts to move passively down the oviduct. The 
jow·ney fl'Om ovary to uterus may take a day or two. What happens 
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during this time and subsequently depends on whether or not the egg is 
fertilized. These two possibilities will be treated separately. 

({ no jertilizntion occurs, the t_·ycle of events illustrated in Figure I 5-4 

OVUM 5 IO 

Ovum in .follicle 

OVARY 

UTERUS 

15 
Days 

Ovum Ovum \n 
in "tube u-terus 

'Prolifera"tive phase 

Fig. 15-4. The events associated with the menstruation cyde. The ovum is fertilizable 
for only a few days after its release from ovary. The timing indicated is typical of, bul 

not univrr.~al among women. 

transpires. The ruptured folli~le that is left after ovulation changes in 
appearance, developing into a structure known as a corpus luteum 
("yellow body"). When menstruation takes place, the corpus luteum 
starts to degenerate and disappear. In the meantime, the released, un· 
fertilized, egg has disintegrated in the uterus. 

lj jtrliliz,ation occurs, the whole menstrual cyde is suspended. The fer· 
tilized egg "implants," that is, attaches itself, on the wall of the uterus, 
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and the corpus luteum does not degenerate but remains intact for the 
full period of pregnancy, during which time further menstruations seldom 
occur. The corpus luteum is, apparently, a temporary hormone-secreting 
gland, and functions to prepare the uterus for implantation of the ovum. 

Other hormones are involved in the menstrual cycle. The ovary, like 
the t<"stis, produces both gametes and sex hormones. Castration of the 
female has consequences analogous to castration of the male. If carried 
out before puberty, it will produce sterility, lack of sexual desire, and 
failure of development of the secondary sexual characteristics (feminine 
breasts and deposition of fat in characteristic female pattern). If castra
tion is carried out after puberty, the result is less predictable; only the 
los.'! of fertility is certain. Sexual desire and secondary sexual character
istics are modified to various degrees in different cases. The menstrual 
cycle is mmplctdy absent in castrates. 

Sterilization in the female is performed by closing the oviducts. Be
cause these ducts lie within the body cavity, the operation is a more 
serious one than stt;rilization in the male but the consequences are in 
no significant way different. 

The amount of hormone, called theelin, secreted by the ovary varies 
with the menstrual cycle, as shown in Figure 15-4. Correlated with 
this are variations in sexual desire in the female; though, as is always 
true of desire of any sort, it is affected by many other factors that we 
can only vaguely refer to as "psychological." .. 

117. The Getting-Together of Sperm and Egg 

In all human societies, there have been two acute problems connected 
with reproduction: how to prevent reproduction when children are not 
wanted, and how to encourage it when children are wanted. To solve 
the first problem, various means have been employed, ranging from 
abstinence from sexual intercourse, through restriction of intercourse to 
certain portions of the menstrual cycle, to the use of mechanical bar
riers that prevent the intermingling of gametes and chemical barriers 
that insure the nonviability of gametes. 

The problem of inducing reproduction in cases where children are 
wanted but seem reluctant to appear has yielded more slowly to solu
tion. Sterility and semisterility have existed for thousands of years, as 
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is apparent from references in the Bible (see, for instance, Genesis, 
Chap. 16-21). Sterility is still a widespread problem. Its causes are only 
imperfectly understood. We can get some idea of the problems involved 
by reviewing the events immediately preceding fertilization. 

Fig. 15-5. Variety observed among human spermatozoa. When the supposed abnormal 
types constitute more than 25 pt"r ccnt of the sperm population, the man is usually 

sterile. (AfH•r Moench and Holt.) 

There is considerable expt>rimental evidence indicating that both thr 
sperm and the egg arc capable of fertilization for only a very short time, 
for only a few days in the case of the ova, and perhaps for less than a 
day in the case of the spermatozoa. The egg's period of fertilizahilily 
corresponds to the time that it is traveling down the oviduct; the sperm 
must reach it in the oviduct and fe-rtilize it there or it is too old. In 
other words, in a "typical" menstrual cycle, fertilization can occur only 
between about the 15th and 18th or 19th days. It should be noted that 
the word typical is enclosed in quotation marks. There is great varia
tion among women, and the cycle in an individual woman may vary 
from time to time, perhaps in response to psychological factors.• 

Most primitive peoples, especially in male-dominated societies, tend 
to lay the "blame" for sterility on the wife. It is now clear that the 
source of the sterility can at least as often be properly ascrihed to the 
husband. Physicians who specialize in sterility problems have noticed 

*It is a matter of interest that, in rabbits, ovulation is c.twwd to oceur by copulation, 
<~.pparently through some nervous system refie:< aetion. So ldr as is known, ovulation in 
humaJUI is independent of r.:opulation. 
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that the numlx•rs and kinds of spermatozoa in seme-n show individual 
variations. Figure 15-5 shows a few of the many types that have bN.•n 
JUund; it is believed that only the type of sperm cell, the normal cell, 

Fig. 15-6. The advantage of numlx"rs: the mucus-dissolving enzymes of many sperma
tozoa dt"ar a path through the mucus plug of lite lllt'rine cervix . 

• 
shown in thr' center of the Jigurc is capable of fertilizing an egg. This 
type is usually piTsent in the gr('atest numbers. When the proportion of 
abnormal types is as great as 25 per cent, the male is usually sterile. 

Furthermore, it has been found that when the number of spermatozoa 
per cubic centimeter of semen is less than 60,000,000, pregnancy is un
likely to be induccrl.. An overwhelming amount of evidence, including 
direct observation, indicates that in all plants and animals only one 
sperm cell is required to fertilize each egg. There is no question but that 
this is true for humans, too. Why, then, do millions of spermatozoa 
appear to be required in copulation when fertilization requires but one 
cell? 

We can give a probable answer to this question. The answer lies 
perhaps part:y in the geography involved. Referring to Figure 15-6, 
notice that the place where semen is deposited, the upper end of the 
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vagina, is at a considerable distance from the place where fertilization 
must occur, the oviduct. The distance is at least 7000 times as gn•at as 
the length of the head of the--sperm. It is hardly to be wondered at if a 
great many of the sperms never get near their goal. Translating the 
problem into everyday terms, imagine a crowd of men released about 
eight miles from their goal (that is, a distance about 7000 times the 
length of one man). It is easy to imagine that a great many of the men, 
for want of strength, motivation, sense of direction or what-not, might 
never reach the goal. There might be a minimum number of men that 
would have to be released to insure that one completed the trip in the 
allotted time. For similar reasons, a minimum number of spPrm might 
be needed to insure a reasonable probability that one arrived at the 
ovum soon enough. 

There is probably another reason why so many sperm~ seem to be 
required. The cervix, or neck of the uterus (sec Fig. 15-6), is normally 
filled with a mucus. It has recently been found that the sperm cells 
contain a specific enzyme which digests the cervical mucus. The thick
ness of mucus is probably greater than any on<' sperm cdl can digest 
its way through; the spermatozoa that get through appear to be the 
ones that move in a crowd, f'ach individual contributing ils hit to the 
procrs.<~ of digestion (see Fig. 15-6). This would appf'ar to be another 
explanation for the tremendous number of sperm apparently required. 

118. The Care and Nourishment of the Young 

The fertilized ovum or zygote moves down the oviduct and into the 
uterus. Here, it sticks to the wall and presently becomes buried by an 
overgrowth of uterine tissue, a process known as implantation. So far 
as is known, this never happens to an unfertilized egg. The causal factors 
accounting for implantation are not known. 

Two sorts of development take place during pregnancy. First, the 
zygote grows and passes through one stage after another until it is 
recognizably human. The process of development of the embryo (Greek 
en, in; bryo, swell), which is the name for any unborn individual, forms 
the subject of study of the science of embryology. Elementary aspects 
of this subject will be presented in Chapter XXXI; for the present, we 
shall content ourselves with presenting an exhibit of some of the stages 
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Fig. 15-7. Human embryos. Top left, at 26} days after ovulation {Xtt); top right, 
at 34 days (XS). Lower left, 43 days (X3); lower right, 56 days (X2). (Courtesy of 

Dr. G. W. Cornn and the Carnegie Institution of Washington.) 

through which t'vcry human passes in his development from egg to 
infant. 

Quantitatively, prenatal growth amounts, roughly, to a two-billion-
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fold increase in weight of the individual. Qualitatively, the change in 
appearance is equally striking (Fig. 15-7). It is apparent that, relatively 
speaking, the greater part of our development takes place in the nine 

Ute .. inc 
m1uclc 

A 8 

Mothcn blood stream 
Chilcl'a blood 

PLACENTA 

Fig. ts-8. The normal position of the mature fetus in the utt'rus (A). In B, the 
placenta magnified and simplified. Notice that, normally, there is no mixing of the 

blood of th~ mother with that of the child. 

months before we become legally recogni7.ed persons. The Chinese show 
a fine realization of the facts in regarding a newborn child as being 
already one year old. This is a slight exaggeration, but it is certainly 
closer to the truth than our own method of reckoning age. 

The second sort of development that takes place during pn:gnancy is 
the development of a set of extraembryonic structures, which have been 
simplified in the accompanying diagram (Fig. 15-8). For nine months, 
the embryo is entirely dependent on its mother for its existence. All its 
food and oxygen must come to it from its mother's blood stream, and 
its waste-products must pass from embryo to mother to be disposed of 
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by the latter. The embryo and the mother do not, however, have a 
common blood stream, a point dearly demonstrated by the fact that a 
child may belong to a blood group different from that of its mother. 
Microscopic examination of the region where embryonic and maternal 
tissues meet reveals the sort of structure diah>Tammed in Figure 15-SB. 
Notice that the blood stream~ of mother and child arc se-parated by a 
thin waU of tissue. Everything tlwt pas.<;cs lwtw<'f'n the two must be 
soluble and capaLlc of diffusing through this tis.<;uc."' The wholr region 
diagramml'd in Figure 15-SB, including both embryonic and maternal 
tissue, is called the placenta. It constitutes the only means of "communi
cation" between mother and child. There is no nervous connection 
hl·twccn the two. 

119. Some Hormones Involved in Pregnancy 

Earlier, it was pointed out that thr corpus luteum secretes a hormone 
that makes pos.'>ihle implantation of the fertilizrd ovum. Some of the 
other hormones inVolved in reproduction will now be described. The 
hormonal story of reproduction is only partly known but, even so, it 
is a complicated one which will be only partially presented here. The 
interrelationships of the clements can best be understood by constant 
reference to Figure 15-9. 

The antc:'rior lobe:' of the pituitary gland, a source of many different 
hormones, occupies a central position in this corrtplex of hormonal inter
rrlationships. The development of the Graafian follicle is stimulated by 
om· of the pituitary hormonrs, the Follicle Stimulating Hormone, or 
FSH for short. In turn, the devdoping follicle itse-lf produces a hormone, 
called estrogen, which stimulates the uterine c:'pithdium to go through 
the early part of its menstrual cycle and the pituitary to secrete more 
hormones. 

When the follicle ruptures, the egg t"scapcs from the ovary, leaving 
a mass of follicle cells behind. These now develop into what might be 
called a new organ, the corpu<; luteum, the devdopml'nt of which is 
stimulated by the Luteinizing Hormone (LH) of the pituitary. How
ever, the corpus lutcum does not develop far unless the egg is fertilized 

* Tlw diffit'ultirs m·t·asionally caui!Cd by tht• Rhesus blood factor point to the existence 
of occa~ionat bn•alcl in this harrit·r. This problem is trl"ated in C:ha]JII"l' XXX. 
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and implanted on the uterine wall. If pregnancy takes place, the corpus 
lutcum remains intact during the approximately nine months of the 
normal "term"; though it is_ doubtful if it serves a function in humans 
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Fig. 15-9. The complex inkndationships between the pituitary, the ovarian follicle 
and its derivatives, and the uterine wall (below). 

for, in women, the ovaries, including the corpus Iuteum, can be re
moved after the first month of pregnancy without affecting the course 
of events. 

The placenta itself produces at least two hormones, progesterone 
and gonadotropin. Progesterone, which appears to be necessary for the 
continued placentation, is secreted by the placenta. Surely this is the 
physiological equivalent of lifting oneself by one's bootstraps! 

The significance of the gonadotropin secreted by the placenta is not 
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dear. The hormone is so named because, experimentally, it can be used 
to simulate the action of similar gonad~stimulating hormones of the 
pituitary. Large amount<; of it are secreted into the blood stream and 
excreted in the urine during pregnancy, There are several tests for 
pregnancy based on the presence of gonadotropin in the urine. In one of 
them, the Ascheim~Zondck test (or A-Z test), the urine to be tested or 
assayed is injected into a female mouse. If the urine contains significant 
amounts of the gonadotropin, the ovaries and uteri of the mouse-in 
mice and most mammals, the female has two uteri -change to the 
pregnant condition. Such a method of assay, using a biological test, is 
called a biological assay or bioassay. Other bioassays for pregnancy in
volve the usc of rabbits (Friedman test) or a South African toad, Xenopus 
lanJis. 

The full story of the signifkancc and interaction of hormones in 
pregnancy is not known, but it is unquestionably a very complicated one. 
It is just because it is complicated that it is so hard to untangle the 
constituent threads. During pregnancy, for instance, the mammary 
glands increase in size -why? It is known that the pituitary secretes a 
hormone that may have this effect, but the placenta also appears to 
secrete such a hormone. Or docs the placental hormone stimulate the 
pituitary which, in turn, stimulates the mammary gland? 

One hormone may have several effects; the same effect may be due 
to several different hormones; the same hormone may be produced by . . 
more than one organ; and a gtvcn effect may be the end result of a 
chain of hormonal actions of one organ on another. Is it any wonder 
that we still do not really understand the interaction of causes that in
sures implantment, placentation, pregnancy, parturition and lactation? 
Perhaps the wonder is that we have learned as much as we have in so 
short a time. Soundly conceived and carefully executed experiments 
should eventually untangle the entire story. 

120. Problems of Birth 

What factors cause pregnancy to terminate and birth (parturition) 
to begin are not really known. Does the embryo or placenta "keep its 
Own time," so to speak, or is there a change in hormonal balance that 
causes parturition to take place? Presumably, nervous influences are 
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not required to stclrt off thC" process hut they can have an influC'ncc, as 
is shown by the fact that a S<'VCr<' emotional or nervous upset to the 
mother can-however directly or indirectly-cause a premature birth. 

The proces.<; of birth bC"gins by rhythmic contractions of thC' smooth 
muscles of the wall of the uterus. Later, thest" muscular movements are 
aided by contractions of the muscles of the abdominal wall. At the sallll' 

time, the exit of air from the trachea may be periodically prevented, 
increasing the pressure in the entire abdominal cavity and, thus, aiding 
the expulsion of the chiltl to tht· t•xtcrior. It can readily l.Je appreciated 

that a highly muscular torso is an aid to easy birth. This one factor is 
probably the principal on<' accounting fur th<' <'asi<'r birth among primi
tive, i.e., hard-working, women, as compared with "civilized'' one~. 
However, with the increase in th<' fashionablen('ss of vigorous sports for 
civilized women, the differential is proLably lcsS<'ning. 

The vagina, normally a passage much too small for so larg(' an ol~jcct 
to pass through, enlarges sufliciently during the latter .~tages of pr<'g
nancy to permit the child to be squeezed through it. Also, the puLic 
bones that surround the vagina and meet in front of it have their suture, 
evidently under the influence of hormones, loosened to the point where 
the bones can be partly sprung apart at birth. Normally, a child is born 
head first; when any other part of its body is presented first, the de
livery is more difficult and may ncn·ssitatc the use of instrument•;. 

For the child, lx:-ing born brings about the most sudden and radical 
revolution of its entire lik. In iL-. mother's ut('rus, it docs not need to 
breathe, feed, or maintain its own temp('rature, nor is it required to 
move around, though it docs lllOV(', as any mother can tell. The most 
radical change at birth is that involved in bn·athing for iL-.clf, a change 
that invulv<'s hoth the breathing· and the drculatory systems. 

The lungs of an unborn child are in a compl('tdy uncxpanded nmdi
tion and contain no gas whatever. He geL<> his oxygen from his mother; 
she Lrcathcs for him. As soon as he is born, the child must do his own 
breathing and do it n:ghl. He has no time to learn; there arc no second 
chances for first failures. Breathing, as we know, means much more 
than merely filling the lungs with air. It means doing it p<'riodically. 
The chemical mechanism of breathing has already been desai!Jcd 
(§ 106-§ 107). The child is born with this mechanism. As soon as the 
C02 in his blood rises, his medulla is stimulated to send messages 
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to the breathing muscles, causing the appropriate motions. Besides the 
chemical mechanism, there is another factor involved in normal breath· 
ing, an inherent tendency in the medulla to send impu1ses at regular 

'hJHJ-11 t '""'' ,_ 

·$moo'th' 
h'14•4ilt• 

j 

Fig. 1.S..10. The fetal ht'art has two short circuits between the two pump systems: 
(I) an opt·ning b<-twrrn the two au rides, and (2) a g]l('{'ial wsscl (thf' ductut arterimiU) 
hNwt't'll the pulmondry artcry and the' aorta {abovf', ri~ht). The ductus i~ surroundrd 
hy smooth musdc whkh mntracts aru·r the birth of the child. Thr opening bctwf"rll 

the aurid('ll also dost'.~ at the time of birth. 

intrrval~. This inhcN'nt rhythmicity is often almost lacking in the new· 
horn child; as a result, its hr{'athing tends to occur in ahcmating period" 
of activity, in rcspon:«: to high C02 content, and in periods of complete 
inactivity following the lowering of C02 cont('nt of blood by heavy 
br('athing. This sort of breathing (called Chcync-Stokcs breathing) is 
frequently observed during infancy. Usually, the medulla develops it" 
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inherent rhythmicity by adulthood, though there are exceptions, It 
is noteworthy that even the normal adult may show Cheync-Stokes 
breathing in extremely deep sfeep. 

Recall the double nature of the circulatory system and the reasons 
therefor (Chap. IX). The need for both a pulmonary and a systemic 
circulation in the adult does not exist in the unborn child; yet, it must 
have such a system all ready to go at the time of hirth. The means by 
which the embryo compromises the conflicting needs is extremely neat. 
The adultlike system of separated circulatory system'> is first developed 
with "short circuits" in the vascular "plumbing" that permit blood to 
pass from the pulmonary system to the systemic system without going 
through the lungs. One of these short circuits (see Fig. 15-10) is an 
opening between the two auricles. It is guarded by flaps of tissue that, 
during embryonic life, do not interfere with the passage of blood from 
the right auricle to the left auricle. After birth, because of pressure 
relationships too complicated to go into here, the flaps close and remain 
closed. Ultimately, new tissue grows across the opening and the two 
auricles are thenceforth completely separated-in four out of five persons. 
The remaining 20 percent of the population have a tiny opening between 
the right and left auricles. 

The other short circuit is a blood vessel that connects the pulmonary 
artery with the aorta. This vessel remains open until birth. It is sur
rounded by a muscle (see Fig. 15-10) that, in response to some unknown 
stimulus connected with being born, contracts at the time of birth, 
completely closing the vessel, and thus causing all the blood in tht" 
pulmonary artery to go through the capillaries of the lungs before getting 
out into the systemic circulation. Once the mu!ICle of the short-circuiting 
blood vessel contracts, it never relaxes and, in some weeks, growth of 
new tissue occludes the vessel. The muscle degenerates and disappears. 
A muscle which is destined to contract but once in an individual's life, 
then to perish! It would be difficult to find a more striking instance of 
the adaptation of a structure to a specific function. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

15·1. What is the essential feature of reproduction? 
15-2. Define: gamete, zygole, spermatozoon, ovum, fertilization, testis, testicle, ovary, 

oviduct, womb, uterus, gonad, semen, placenta. pregnancy, lactation, parturition. 
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15-3. Define, so as to distinguish between, the terrm sterili{tllion and CtUtration. 
15-4. In cryptorchidism, the sperm-producing cells of the testes do not function but 

the hormone-producing cells do. Does this condition resemble castration or sterilization 
more dosely? 

15-5. What is the etymology of cryptorchidism? Do you know of common words using 
the same roots? 

15-6. Some people have Mpeculated as to whethe{ the prolonged hot bath~ of the 
Japanese may not have a tendency to lower their reproductive rate. What physiological 
facts led to this speculation? 

15-7. Why is an expectant mother urged to walk a mile a day? 
15-8. Some people believe that the mother can influence the character of her child 

by "thinking the right thoughts." If such prenatal influence exists, what is the route of 
the "message," nervous or homonal? Do you think it likely that it could be directional 
and specific, e.g., that a mother could produce a musical child by much listening to 
symphonies? 

15-9. "Blue babies" are babies whose blood (both arterial and venous) appears blue 
undcr the skin insteady of rosy. They sometimes grow into adults who arc incapable of 
much l'xertiun. 

a. What is the significance of the blue color? 
b. What abnormalitif's of developmcnt could account for the babies' condition? 
c. Could these abnormalities be remedied surgically and, if so, how? 
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The Variery of Living Things 





Chapter XVI 

The Lower Invertebrates 

121. The Purpose of Classification 

Wr have consid~red at some length the structure and physiology of 
but one organism, man. The justification for this emphasis is twofold: 
(1) We believe that, to understand organisms in general, we need to 
study at least one kind of organism intensively; and (2) we arc men. 
However, if we wish to have a more balanced view of the universe, we 
must consider at least some of the other million or so kinds of plants 
and animals. Plainly, we cannot study them all in as great detail. We 

• 
must by soml' means get an impression of their variety and significance. 
To this end, we set forth on a rapid survey of the living world. 

It is not possible, by even the most rapid survey, to gain useful im
pressions of millions of things unless tht"se things are somehow organized 
or clas.<;ified. How one classifies things is determined by one's interests. 
St. Augustine, adopting (as was characteristic of his time) an almost 
exclusively human point of view, divided all animals into three groups: 
useful, hurtful, and superfluous. We of today take a more objective 
point of view and try to classify animals and plants according to their 
structural and functional similarities. The classification we shall present 

here is modern, not Augustinian. However, there is a certain psycho· 
logical soundness in St. Augustine's point of view. It is natural, on 

learning of any other being, to a<;k oneself, "What is this to me?" The 
nrophyte, especially, wants to know about the "practical" (i.e., human) 

313 
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significance of the organisms he sees. For this reason, in what follows, 
we shall point out the human importance of many of the organisms. 
Students who become interested enough in any organism to want to 
know more of it will find useful bibliographies at the ends of the chapters. 

122. Taxonomy: The Art of Classification 

Tht" art of arranging living things in groups, according to their 
similarities, is called taxonomy (Greek taxis, arrangement; 'lomos, law). 
The ultimate unit of taxonomy is the species (Latin, kind or sort; 
Jpecies is either the singular or the plural form). Unfortunately, this basic 
unit is not C'asy to define; but a common definition, and one good enough 
for a first approximation, is this: two individual organisms belong to 
the same species if they can mate and produce fertile offspring. All 
living m{"n ar{" da"sified as bdonging to one species (Homo sapiens) be
cause there is no record of the inability of any one race to intr-rbrccd 
successfully with any other. The horse (Equus mbnllus) and the dog 
(Cnnisfamiliaris) are considered to be different speci{"s because they C'an
not interbreed. The horse (Equus caballus) and the a~s (Eqm1s nssimu) arc 
also considered to be difff'rent species because, although they can be 
successfully bred together, their off~pring, the mule, is not fertile. 

It will be noted that each species bears two names, e.g., Canis fn
miliaris in the caSt' of the dog. The first name is called the genus name, 
or the generic name, and must always bt' capitalized. The S<"C'Ond name 
is the species name, or the specific name, and is usually not capitalized. 
Both namf's arc customarily written in italics, and if the context is such 
that the reader may be expected to know the genus referred to, the 
generic name is abbreviated, e.g., C . .fnmiliaris. The genus is the lowest 
rank that includes more than one species. In a genus arc included 
organisms which, while bearing obvious resemblances to each other, 
cannot pass the "species test" of producing fertile off~pring. The genus 
Canis, for instance, includes the domestic dog, C. familiar is, the jackal, 
C. aureus, and the coyote, C. latrans. 

Similar gmf!Ta (plural of genu!i) are placed together in the next 
larger rank, the family. The genera Canis (dogs), Vulpes (red foxes), 
and Urocyon (gray foxes) are all included in the family Canidae. The 
-ae ending characterizes all family names. 
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The system of classifying plants and animals that we follow today 
was first developed by the Swedish naturalist, Linnaeus, when he was 
in his twenties, and was published in 1735. The various categories of 
this system arc visible in the table below in which the names of the par
ticular groups that include C.Jamiliaris are listed. 

RANK 

Kingdom 

Phylum 
Class 

Order 

.Family 
(;enus 

~pedes 

CLASSIFICATION oF DoMESTIC Doo 

Animalia 
Chordata 

.Mammalia 

Carnivora 

Canidae 
Canis 

, Jamiliar;s 

Classification being an art as well as a science, it is not surprising that 
there is not complete agreement in the classifying of organisms. At the 
species level, it is oflen impossible for taxonomists to reach accord. For 
instance, all domestic dogs arc commonly considered to be of one sped<-s; 
but it seems probable that they were derived from several wild species 
of the genus Cauil and it is certain that, as a practical matter, the Mexi
l:'an hairless cannot interbreed with the St. Bernard breed. It is futile 
to argue about sueh matters; taxonomy deals with questions of defini
tion and one cannot demwul agreement in definitions. The individual 
organisms are the primary reality. How we throw them into taxonomic 
pigeonhol<'s is determined by human judgment which is always fallible. 

As a gcnnalization, it may be said that the closest agreement exists 
on qu('stions of generic identification. As we proceed to more inclusive 
ranks (family,order,et<.·.), disagreements become more common. What one
man will regard as a class, another will caU a subclass or will combine 
with some other group. With respect to the largest subdivision of the 
animal kingdom, authorities differ in the number of phyla (plural of 
phylum) recognized. Fortunately, there is agreement regarding the 
more important ones, and it is only these that will be discussed here. 
The unmentioned phyla include many faKinating animals, some of 
considerable theoretical importance; but, in order to see the forest, we 
shall have to ignore some of the trees. The same principle will be ad
hered to in the discussion of each phylum. In each phylum, only a few 
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examples will be presented, thus greatly minimizing the variety of the 
group. The student should bear this in mind. 

That the present-day kinds of living things have evolved from extinct 
forms that were unlike them is a matter of common knowledge. The 
idea of evolution is widely accepted even by people who do not know the 
evidence for it. Before this book is finished, we intend to present this 
evidence for critical examination. For the present, however, we propose 
to exploit the common acceptance of the idea of evolution and to de~ 
scribe, in a comparative way, various plants and animals. We shall 
discuss different taxonomic groups on the as.<>umption that they are part 
of an evolutionary series, running from the more primitive to those 
more recently evolved. The critical reader, however, if he is unwilling 
to accept tentatively the idea of evolution, may consider the 'series pre
sented to be merely a logical series, running from "simpler" to "more 
complex." All of the statements could be reworded to fit this viewpoint. 
The wording would be more awkward, but the essential sense of the 
statements would be unaltered. 

123. The Protozoa 

Any sample of muddy pond water will furnish us with many examples 
of the protozoa, the smallest of the animals. The word protozoa is de
rived from two roots meaning first animals (Greek, protos, first, and 
toion, animal). In the evolution of the animals, these were unquestion
ably the first forms. They arc also first in order of complexity, though 
this by no means indicates that all of them arc really simple. Each in
dividual protozoan is only a single cell, but within the confines of 
a cell membrane may be included many structures that remind one of 
the multi(:ellular animals (seeFig.16-1). Such complexity is to be found 
within an amazingly small compass-the majority of the protozoa arc 
less than 100 microns (0.1 mm) in length.* 

The cells of protozoa, like all cells, increase in number by cell division 
or fission (Fig. 16-2A). This process has a different significance in the 
protozoa and in the metazoa (multicellular animals). In the latter, cell 

• For expressing the size of small objects, the micron is a convenient unit. One thousand 
microm equal one millimeter. The symbol for the micron is the Greek letter mu, written p.. 
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diviflion merely results in growth. In the protozoa, however, since the 
cell is the individual, cell diviflion is a method of reproduction. 

Sexual reproduction also occurs in many protozoa. Two cells of the 
Neu,.omo1:oro 

Food 

vacuole 

Cell membrane 
Anal canal 

Fig. 16-1. Ltft: an amoeba. The arrows show the direction of movement of the cell 
rontl'nt.J as the whole animal moves. Right: a ciliate found in the intestinal tract of 

caulc. Notice the complexity possible within the confines of a single cell. 

same species come together in conjugation {adhere to each other) and 
exchange nuclei or fragments of nuclei. FollQ)Ving separation, the ex
conjugants, as they are called, multiply by cell division again. In some 
species, there are different "mating types"; no two members of the same 
mating type will conjugate. 

Some protozoa have the ability to develop a thick wall within which 
an individual goes into a quiescent stage. A protozoon or other organism 
in this stage is called a cyst (Fig. 16-2B). By means of a resistant cyst, 
some parasitic protozoa manage to survive exposure to the dangers in
volved in the passage from one host to another. 

The protozoa are commonly divided into four classes, as follows: 
Flagellata-The members of this class (Fig. 16-3) move themselves 

by means of thin, flexible whips ca1led flagella (singular 8agellum). 
The class Flagellata is believed to be the most primitive group of animals 
both because of the relative simplicity of its members and because many 
of them {e.g., Euglena) are green like plants. The green flagellates are, 
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in fact, studied by both botanists and zoologists. It would seem that they 
represent a connecting link between the plants and animals, though 
which evolved from which is Still a matter of dispute. 

6 
Fig. 16-2. R~production among protozoa. A, simple fis.~ion of one cell 
to form two. B, encystment and cxl·ystmt'nt. In this case, thl· protmmon 
dividf'S while within the cyst. In oth('r cases, the pnx:ess of cystmrnt is not 
a method of rt'production, but is merdy a mt'ans of producing a form that 

can resist some adverse environmental conditions. 

Most of the flagellates are free-living, i.e., nonparasitic, and arc 
abundant in soil and water. All species of the genus Trypanosoma, how
ever, are parasites; that is, they get their nourishment from other 
organisms in which they live. One species lives in the blood stream of 
man and causes Mrican sleeping sickness. It is spread from man to man 
by blood-sucking tsetse flies. 

Rhizopoda- The name of this class signifies rootlike feet and is justi
fied by the exterll>ions of the body by which a rhizopod moves. The 
familiar example, Amotba (Fig. 16-3), varies in its shape a<~ first one 
part of its body and then another extends as the animal slithers along. 
Each such temporary extension is called a pseudopod {Greek pseudes, 

false; podos, foot). There are some organism~; that have both a flagellum 
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and pseudopods, thus suggesting a relationship between the flagellates 
and the rhizopods. 

Besides the well-publicized Amoeba, the class includes many other 

FLAGELLATA 

1\tiiZOPODA 

A-moeba 

CILIATA 

Fig. 16-3. Rcprcsenlativc llll'lllbcrs of three classt-'S of protozoa. All of the 
forms illustratt·d arc free living I.'Xcepl trypanosoma. One of the many species 

of trypanosomcs causes African sleeping sicknci:IS in man. 

fOrm~, among which arc the Foraminifera which produce microscopic 
shells that are characteristically different for each species. Since the 
shells persist after the death of the organisms and may become imbedded 
in sedimentary rocks in the process of being laid down, Foraminifera 
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SEXUAL CYCLE IN MOSQUITO 

• 
• 

-·.· 
"-"!"--

gland 

97. 96° 
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S"ln · -.<~El<UM. CVCLit IN MAN 

a. ..... .., 

Fig. 16-4. The life cycle of the malaria parallite 
in ita two hosts, mosquito and man. 

shells are used to identify rocks that were formed at different geological 
times when different species of Foraminifera were living. 

Almost without exception, the rhiwpods are free-living. The best-
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known parasitic form is Entamoeba histolytica, an amoeba that causes 
an intestinal disease known as amoebic dysentery. 

Ciliata-The ciliates {Fig. 16-3) arc so named because of the pos
session of numerous small hairlike appendages or cilia (singular cilium, 
Latin, an eydash) by which they propel themselves. The ciliates are 
perhaps the most spectacular and beautiful of the protowa and are 
certainly the least important, falling truly in St. Augustine's third dass 
of the superfluous organisms. Nevertheless, their ready availability and 
their attrac:tivt'ness have made them favorite objects of study by bi
ologist">, study which has led to some discoveries important in the field 
of gem·ral biology. 

Sporozoa- In contrast to the ciliates, the members of this class are 
~hart on morphological beauty and complexity and long on practical 
importance. All the members of this class are parasitic, and there is 
perhaps not a single species of animal that does not harbor, at times, a 
sporozoan species that is to be found in no other host. Malaria, man's 
most imJX>rtant disc;ase-it is estimated that half of the annual deaths 
in the world are caused by malaria-is caused by a sporozoan. The 
malaria sporozoan has a complex life cycle. Some of its stages arc passed 
in the body of certain mosquitoes of the genus Anopheles, and other 
stages occur in man. 'l'he principal features of the life cyde are indi
cated in F1gure 16-4. As is true of all m~mbers of the class, this parasitic 
orRanism rC'producc~ by multiple fission or sporulation, hence the class 

• 
name. Fis~ion occurs inside the red blood cells of man and all of the 
parasitized erythrocytes burst simultaneously, releasing the spores into 
the blood stream. The fever of malaria ap(X'ars to be due to decomposi
tion products released by the bursting of the red blood cells. 

The attacks of malaria can be controlled with some success by two 
chemical compounds, quinine and atabrine. A more fundamental line 
of attack is one directed against the integrity of the life cycle. The 
malaria·parasite population can be maintained only by continuous 
transfer from one host spccies to the other. In the absence of either man 
or mosquito, the protozoon would perish. Obviously, the real way to 
eliminate the disease is to eliminate one of the hosts. In the regions of 
the world where malaria is important, this line of attack is being fol· 
lowed, with rrlB.n's natural bias determining the host selected for elimina
tion. 
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124. Porifera 

All animals except the protozoa are placed in the subkingdom Meta
zoa. The lowliest of these are the Porifera or sponges. The "sponges" 
with which the layman is most familiar these days are synthetic products 

Pig. 16-.5. A sponge, a member of the Porifera, the only phylum in which the largest 
opening is an exit rather than an entrance. The collar cells closely resemble certain 

apecialized protozoa, indicating the probable evolution of Porifera from Protozoa. 

of the chemist's art. The natural sponges, which are knobbier in ap~ 
pearance, are still used to a considerable extent. Natural sponges are 
skeletons of rather simple water-dwelling animals. Most sponges (the 
animals, that is) are marine organisms that grow in shallow water. They 
are collected by "sponge-fishers" who use long hooked poles or who dive 
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for them. After being collected, the sponges are allowed to decay until 
only their skeletons remain. 

At first sight, one would say that the living sponge is an unprepos
se-ssing-looking vegetable. A sponge is essentially a hollow sack of living 
mate-rial (Fig. 16-5). The principal opening of the body conducts water 
out of the body. In no other phylum, is the principal opening an exit 
opening. Water is taken into the body through many small incurrent 
pores; tiny bits of food art> filtt'red out of the water by the cells that 
line the cavities of the body, and the waste water is extruded from the 
large excurrent opening. Tht' sponge does not have to move around 
to grt its sustf'nance from tht' world; instead, it pumps the world through 
itself. One investigator found that a single sponge about the size of a 
small fountain (X'n moved five gallons of water through its food-gathering 
passages in a single day. 

The skeleton of the sponge mnsists of interlocking elements called 
spicules. In the case of the bath spongt", tht'se spicult's art' of organic 
nitrogenous matt"t:ial. In other sponges, the spicult's arc of silica (like 
sand) or cakium carbonate (lik<" limestont"). It is obvious why only 
somt" natural spongt"s can be usNi in the bath. 

Thf' collar cells (see Fig. 16-5) of sponges point to the evolution of 
thf' Porifera from the Protozoa, among which are found free-living cells 
of similar shape. The sponges tht>mselvcs seem to be a dead f'nd as far 
as further evolution occurs. It is not likely thal any higher group arose 

• 
from their line. 

125. Coelenterata 

In the coelenterates, we are dealing once more with animals whose 
principal opening is an entrance, as is true of all the higher phyla. These 
animals are almost entirely confined to the ocean where they are abun
dant. Along the shores, are found various sorts of sea anemones and 
corals, animals that are generally taken for plants by thC' neophyte be
cause of their sessile habit. In the open waters, arc found forms that 
float or even swim-the jellyfishes. 

As different as the stationary coelenterates (the sea anemones) and 
the floating ones (the jellyfish) may appear to be, examination shows 
that they are of similar construction. (See Fig. 16-6A,B). In both, a 
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mouth opens into a "gastrovascular cavity" in which the food {caught 
by the tentacles) is digested. The walls of C(K"Ienterates consist essentially 
of only two layers of cells, one of which is called the ectoderm, the other 

Stinging 
eaps.u.lo 

c 

Di$Charged 
c:ap~ou.lcr. 

Fig, 16-6. Codf'nterata. The fundamental similarity of the polyp (A) and the 
medusa (B) is l'vident. C, eros.~ section of the wall of a coelenterate showing the 

stinging eap.~uks that arc produced only in this phylum, 

the endoderm. Bt'twePn these two, is a layer of nonliving jdly that is 
thin in the sessile forms and thick in the floating ones. This jelly, by its 
relative lightness, aids in flotation. 

Coelenterates catch their food by means of minute stinging capsules 
which are clustered in batteries on the movable tentacles (Fig. 16-6C), 
When suitably stimulated, as by a small living object, a stinging capsule 
discharges, producing a minute, harpoonlike weapon that can impale 
small objects. Many of the stinging capsules seem to include some sort 
of poison that can paralyze the victim. In most coelenterates, the size 
of the weapons and the amount of poison are too small to hurt humans· 
but, in the case of a few, e.g., the large jellyfish called the "Portuguese 
man-of-war," the animals constitute a genuine threat to the life of 
humans who tangle with them. 
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Sessile coelenterates arc called polyps; floating forms are called 
medusae. In most cases, a polyp will be one species, and the medusa 
another. But there are a number of species in which there is a regular 
alt<'fnalion of a polyp generation with a medusa generation. 

An-tcrrlor end 

Nerve cord 

'Pharvnx 

Opening of' pharynx 

'Po•'t•riol"' •nd 
Fig. 16-7. A piandri,ul and its internal Slrut"ture. 

l26. Platyhelminthes 

Although free-living flatworms, called planarias (Fig. 16-7), are 
ubiquitous, few laymen have seen them because of their small size and 
retiring habits. They Jive under rocks and vegetation in fresh-water 
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ponds and stream<~, are dun-colored, and but a few millimeters in length. 
Planarias may often be collected by submerging a trap, which consists 
of a bottle containing a bit of liver, to a stream bottom and leaving it 
overnight. 

Fig. 16-3. Regenrratiun of planaria. 

In one respect, the flatworms represent no advann· over th(' COt"

knterates; there is still but one opening (the mouth) into the dige-stive 
cavity. In some other respects, they arc more advanced. The coelen
l('rates have only two layers of cells, the ectoderm and th(' endodrrm. 
(Sec Fig. 16-6.) In the flatworms, and all "high<'r" animals, there is, 
in addition to these two layers, a third layer of cells, the mesoderm, 
which is sandwiched between the other two. The body has a definite 
and permanent front end-which coelenterates do not have-and the 
nervous coordination of the actions of the parts of the body is more 
advam·ed. 

With the development of a definite front end, is associated a new type 
of symmetry. CoelentcratC's are radially symmetrical; any vertical 
plane pas.~ing throu~h the mid-line will cut the animal into similar 
halves. (A pumpkin is radially symmetrical.) The Platyhelminthes, how
C"Ver, arc so constructcrl that there is only one plane, pas.'>ing lengthwise 
of the body, that will produce two similar halves. Platyhelminthes arc 
said to be bilaterally symmetrical. Man, in his external features, ex
hibits bilateral symmetry. 

In the economy of nature, planaria do not count for much. In the 
biology laboratory, they are of more importance. Planaria possess, to 
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an unusual degree, the ability to regenerate lost parts. A single worm 
may be cut into several pie-ces (Fig. 16-8), and each piece will regenerate 
all of its missing parts, thus forming a complete worm. A head that is 

Fig. 16-9. Portions of a tapeworm. At the l<:'ft, the "head" by which the worm attach('s 
to the int(·stinal wall. In the middle, om• of the hundreds of sections. It consists of <!I most 
nothing but ovaries and testes. At right, a mature section, whirh is little more than a 
sack full of t"ggs. Mature sections pass out of the body of the host in the feces. In tll\' ab· 
sent·(' of mPdical tn·atment, the head ft'mains attached and contiruw~ to produce more 

St'ctions. (Copyright by Gener<tl Biological Supply House, Inc. Chicago.) 

split lengthwise between the two eyes will regenerate two brads. An 
operation of this sort may be performed wit,p any sharp knife. The 
survival rate of the "patients" is high, hence, their popularity as labora
tory subjrcts. The results of a diversity of experiments with planaria 
have led to general theories of the mechanism of regeneration in all 
animals. 

Although the free-living platyhelminthes are of little practical im
portance, it is otherwise with the parasitic species. Millions of Chinese 
suffer seriously from the effects of the "Chinese liver fluke," a parasilic 
flatworm. This fluke has three hosts in which it lives in succession: man, 
water snail, and fish. ln the fish, the flukes occur in resting stages and arc 
embedded in the muscles. When a man eats uncooked fish, the flukes 
come out of their resting slages and turn into active forms. To prevent 
the spread of this fluke, only one thing is necessary- to cook the fish. 
This sounds simple enough, but the millions of Chinese who live in lhe 
affected localities have neither fuel nor money to buy the fuel with 
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which to cook the fish. This is but one of the many modern medical 
problems that are not really medical problems at all, in the strict sense, 
but problems involving economics and the relation of population size 
to productivity of the land. 

Another parasitic flatworm is the beef tapeworm. One stage of its 
life cycle is passed as a multisectional worm living in the intestine of 
man. What is ordinarily considered a single adult tapeworm could per
haps better be considered a whole colony of individuals oriented in 
tandem. Each section consists of almost a complete set of organs, with 
emphasis on the reproductive (sec Fig. 16-9). As mature eggs and em
bryos develop within, sections break away from the whole and pa"s out 
in the feces. If a cow happens to cat grass contaminated with human 
dung that contains tapeworm embryos, these embryos then pass through 
other stages of their life cycle lcading to the ultimate formation of rcst
ing stages reposing within "bladders" in the muscles of the cow. Whcn 
thcsc bladders arc ingested by man, they "hatch" to produce a new 
tapeworm. 

The control of the beef tapeworm can be effected in three ways: 
a. By always cooking beef thoroughly. 

b. By inspecting beef at the slaughtcrer's and condemning meat that 

has bladders in it. {These are easily visible in certain muscles.) 

c. By always disposing of human dung in a sanitary manner. 

The first form of control can be effected by the individual. Anyone 
who wishes may prevent tapeworm in himsclf by refusing to eat rare 
meat. The other forms of control must be carried out by society, and 
can, in fact, render the first unnecessary. To put it another way, we can 
safely indulge in the delight of eating rare beef only so long as we have 
organized community control of meat inspection and sewage disposal. 

We have cited only two instances of parasitic flatworms. There arc 
many other parasitic species of worms, and there is much variety in 
their life cycles. As a generalization, we may say that the two most 
common ways in which a parasitic species is passed from one host to 
another is via feces or by one host eating another. In a society that 
enjoys a "high standard of Jiving," as Occidentals understand the term, 
parasitic worms are of negligible importance. If the standard of Jiving 
goes down, or if the organization of society is disrupted by war or other 
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catastrophe, parasitic worms become an important threat to community 
health. 

Fig. 16-10. Photomicrograph of trichina worm in human muscle. (Copyright by General 
Biological Supply House, Inc. Chicago.) 

127. The Nemathelminthes 

The Nemathelminthes, besides being round, are distinguished from 
the flatworms by the possession of two openings to the digestive tract, 
a mouth and an anus. Included in this phylum, are numerous species 
of microscopic soil nematodes and plant parasites as well as a number of 
important human parasites, of which we will mention three. 

The hookworm parasite is a minute worm that attaches itself by the 
thousands to the intestinal wall of man. Its fertilized eggs pass out with 
the feces. The eggs hatch in the soil producing immature worms that 
live in the dirt for some time, ultimately re-entering man by burrowing 
through his skin, e.g., through the sole of a bare foot. The immature 
worms can live only in warm, moist soil, and, hence, the cycle cannot 
be maintained in cool regions. The control measures needed in warm 
countries are obvious: the sanitary disposal of human feces, and/or 
the wearing of shoes. In many impoverished regions of the southern 
United States, neither measure can be invoked without outside aid or 
influence. Since hookworm infestation causes a very debilitating disease, 
its victims are often despised for their "shiftlessness." The sufferers be-
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come increasingly less able to afford-or desire-the controls needed, 
thus setting up a truly vicious circle. 

The trichina parasite (Fig. 16-10) can infest the flesh of a number 
of animals (pigs, rats, bears, man), passing from one to another when 
one animal devours another. It is not transmitted through feces. The 
mo.<~t important source of infection for man is pork. As in the case of 
the beef tapeworm, this avenue of infection can be closed by thoroughly 
cooking the meat. Government inspection measures are of no avail, 
however, since the resting forms in the meat are too minute to find 
without a microscopic examination that is so detailed and expensive 
that, for practical rea'«lns, it cannot be routinely made. The only feasible 
control measure is thorough cooking of the meat. The rule for pork is: 
cook it DONE. 

Filaria worms are another species of minute worm of considerable 
medical importance. The immature worms arc so small that they are 
transmitted from person to person by mosquitoes of certain species. In 
humans, filaria cause trouble by blocking lymph passages (§ 71) caw~ing 
permanent swelling of the part of the body that is normally drained by 
the particular lymph passages that happen to be blocked. As a result, 
the affected part of the body swells to a tremendous size; hence, the 
name of the disease, elephantiasis. 

128. Mollusca 

The phylum Mollusca indudf's the well-known, and often highly 
f'dible, clams, oysters, mussels, and snails. Rather surprisingly (to the 
beginner), it also includes octopuses and squids. Superficially, the alert, 
speedy squid would seem to have little in common with the sedentary 
oyster, but the internal anatomy and the embryological development 
of the two indicate that they are closely related. Throughout the living 
world, embryology and internal anatomy have proved to be sounder 
criteria of natural relationships than has external anatomy. 

In size, the familiar mollusks are not very large. Some unfamiliar 
marine forms, however, are of impressive size, some clams weighing 
hundreds of pounds and some squids as much as two tons. Squids are, 
in fact, the largest of the invertebrates, i.e., the animals without back
bones {vertebrae). 
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129. Annelida 

An immediately striking characteristic of worms that belong to the 
phylum Annelida is their segmentation. An earthworm, for example, 
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Fig. 16-11. The antt"rior end of an earthworm, analyzed to ~how cirt·ulatory 
system (A); nervous system (B); and reproductive system (C). 

has an indented ring running around it every few millimeters. The sec
tion of the body between two rings is called a segment. Except for a few 
segments at both ends and a short section in the middle of the body, 
most sections appear to be nearly identical. 

The segmentation is more than skin deep. The repetitive tendency it 
implies is ev;dent in the internal anatomy of the earthworm. For in
stance, an earthworm has five pairs of heart<>. (See Fig. 16-ttA.) The 
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nerve cord also shows a swelling (ganglion) and repetitive branches in 
each segment (Fig. 16-ttB). Notice that the nerve cord is on the ventral 
side of the animal, as is true of all the higher invertebrates, in contrast 
to the vertebrates in which it is dorsally placed. 

Not all systems are segmental in arrangement. The intestinal tral't 
is the conspicuous exception. This tube extends continuously from one 
end of the animal to the other. The earthworm's diet consists of dirt 
and whatever nutritious remains of plants and animals are in it. This 
food enters at the mouth at the extreme anterior end and passes the 
length of the intestinal tract, undergoing digestion along the way. Eat
ing, for the earthworm, is both a means of securing nutrition and an 
aid in burrowing through the soil. A great deal of material that is of 
no nutritional value to the earthworm is thus moved around. 

The soil, however, is much benefited by the stirring up that it gets. 
In the course of their activities, earthworms carry much soil to the sur
face of the earth and deposit it as little coiled lumps of material known 
as worm castings. Measurements in one worm-rich soil indicated that 
on each acre in the course of one year there were deposited eighteen 
tons of worm castings. At this rate, there would be deposited on the 
smface of the ground about two inches of reworked soil every ten years, 
How much net increase in soil this represents is not known, but there 
is no doubt that earthworms are beneficial to the soil. The translocation 
of soil from below to above has the effect of gradually burying both rocks 
and man-made structures, if the latter go unattended. Thus have many 
of man's early edifices been buried and preserved to the delight of 
archaeologists. 

The reproductive system of the earthworm is segmentally arranged, 
but is confined to the ninth to fifteenth segments inclusive. The earth
worm is hermaphroditic, i.e., both sexes are found in a single individual. 
The earthworm does not fertilize itself, however. Two worms come to
gether and fertilize each other. Hermaphroditism is a condition that is 
found here and there throughout the animal kingdom. It is not confined 
to any one phylum but rather is characteristic of animals leading a 
certain kind of life. Though there are exceptions, it is generally found 
among animals that lead a more or less sedentary life. It seems reason
able to suppose that an animal that docs not get around much would be 
more likely to reproduce itself if it could be sure that the first one of 
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the same species that it encountered would be of the right sex(es) for 
mating. At any rate, hermaphroditism is frequently found among the 
relatively slow· moving forms such as the earthworm and parasitic forms 
such as the tapeworm. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

16·1. In the following names of organisms, which is the generic and which the specific 
name: Homo Japitm; Actr rubra; Lupedu:.a biro/or; Muua domtstir:a; Hy/a vasitolt)T? 

16-2. Closely related genera are combined in a larger group which is called what? 
16-3. Define protozoa. Define meta1.oa. 
16-4. The significance of cell division is slightly different in the protozoa and in the 

metazoa. Explain. 
16-5. What is a cyst? What function may it serve? 
16-6. Name two diseases caused by protozoa, and tell the sort of organism that causes 

each. 
16-7. What control measures can be u.~f'd against each of the following di!ICases: 

malaria, beef tapc•worm, Chinese liver fluke, hookworm, and trichina parasite? 
16-8. In the widespread disorder that would follow the breakdown of civilization, 

which ones of the above diseases would you expect to increaS("? Which ones could be 
readily avoided by the individual who had the neressary knowledge? 

16-9. Of what practical importance are earthworms? 
16-10. Of what value is hermaphroditism to an organism? 
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Chapter XVIJ 

The Arthropoda 

130. The Jointed-Legged Animals 

The phylum Arthropoda includes such things as crayfish, spidt"r.~. and 
the insects. The arthropods and the vertebrates arc clearly the two 
dominant groups of animals. Which one might be said to be the domi
nant group is a matter of opinion, in which neither man nor bug may 
render an unbiased verdict. We think we are; perhaps we are right. But 
if either numbers of individuals or numbers of kinds of species is to be 
taken as the criterion, clearly the vertebrates come out second best. 
The number of individual ants, bees, and flies in a few square miles 
is greater than the number of human.'! in the entire world. A'! for the 
number of species, an estimate made in 1935 placed the number of 
described species of vertebrates at less than 60,000, while the number of 
described species of arthropods was estimated at 640,000. If a modern 
Noah set out to collect a pair of every species of arthropod for his Ark, 
and if he could check off one pair per second, it would take him a month 
to get all the jointed-legged creatures in his boat, assuming that Noah 
worked a modern forty-hour week. Many authorities think that the 
total number of specie" of arthropods, known and unknown, is at least 
twice as great as the number already described. A modern Noah might 
be flooded before he could finish entering the beasts in his register. 

A conspicuous difference between the arthropods and the vertebrates 
is in the position of the skeleton. In the arthropods, it is external to the 

334 
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soft parts of the body; hence, it.'l name exoskeleton. It is made of a nitro
gen-organic compound called chitin. When pure, chitin is a soft and flexi
ble material that resembles some synthetic "plastics." In many arthro-

.. '. 

Fig. t7-1. The fundarnt'ntal mechanics of an arthropod joint. Compare the action of 
muscles within an exosk('leton, like that of a crayfish. to the action of muscles attached 

to an endoskeleton, like that of !ban. 

pods, f'Specially the larger ones (for instance, the lobstf'r), the chitin ts 
impr('gnated with cakium compounds which make it as hard as a rock. 

The skeleton being on the outside, the system of muscle attachment 
is somewhat different from that prevailing in vertebrates, as Figure 17-1 
makes apparent. And bc?caUS(' hard chitin is not sufficiently flexiblt-, 
movable hard parts must be- articulated hy short sleeves of soft chitin. 

The chitinous t-xo.-;krleton i~ an admirablr system for achieving pro~ 
tection without sacrificing mobility. It constitutes a splendid suit of 
armor and is undoubtedly one of the reasons why the arthropods have 
done so well in the world. It has, however, a c:onspicuous disadvantage: 
it does not readily permit growth. To increase in volume, an arthropod 
must first split open his old hard armor, pull himself out of it (still 
covered by a thin underlayer of flexible chitin), and then swell very 
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rapidly before his new skin hardens into an armor once more. This 
process of moulting is a complicated one, and the period immediately 
following a moult is a vulnerable one for the individual. The necessity 
of moulting has probably set upper limits to the size of arthropods 
which average considerably smaller than the vertebrates. 

Sperm duct 

cord 

Fig. 17~2. The structure of a typical arthropod, a lobster, 
diagrammatically indicated. 

There seems to be little question that the arthropods evolved from 
the annelids. Like the annelids, they show segmentation, but it is con
siderably reduced in extent. In the arthropods, external segmentation 
is still present, though it is les..'! obvious, and the ventral nerve cord is 
definitely segmented (Fig. 17-2); but most of the other organs arc un
segmented. 

The phylum Arthropoda is divided into several classes of which the 
three most important will be discussed here. 

131. The Class Crustacea 

The crwtacea are mostly water-dwelling forms. Most of them have 
a large number of pairs of legs, typically five pairs. Besides the con
spicuous crabs, lobsters, and crayfish, this group also includes small, 
even microscopic forms, such as various shrimps and "water fleas, 
(Daphnia and Cyclops, for example). Barnacles are also crustacea; this 
seems surprising at first because a barnacle looks like a mollusk (Fig. 
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Crab 

Cnyfleh 

Pi ll·bug 

Barnacles 

Fig. 17~3. A miscellany of crustacea. (Not drawn to same scale.) 

17~3). However, inside the calcareous shell is a jointed-legged crus~ 
tacean. A few crustaceans occur on dry land (not too dry); e.g., "pill 
bugs" which can often be found beneath rocks. 
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As is well known, the larger crustacea, such as the crabs and lobsters, 
are important items of food for man. Indirectly, the smaller crustacea 
are even more important. The various shrimps and water fleas are 

ARACHNOIDEA 

Blac:.k widow spider 
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Fig. 17•4, A variety of Arachnoid("d. 
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quantitatively the most important items in the diet of the fish that man 
t"ats. These small crustacea, in turn, feed on bacteria and other microbes 
that are too small for the fish to capture. 

132. The Class Arachnoidea 

To the class Arachnoidea, belong the spiders and their relatives: 
scorpions, "daddy~long-legs," the ticks, and the mites (.Fig. 17·4). All 
of these tOrrn'l have eight legs which distinguishes them from the insects 
which have only six. Most of the members of this class are "lone wolves," 
each individual keeping to himself; an occasional brief flurry of sexual 
activity is the only form of social intercourse. Many of them, all the 
spiders, for instance, are wholly carnivorous, being tempted only by 
living flesh. Spiders mostly live on insects and so are an important 
agent in keeping down the numbers of insects. This may be good or bad 
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from man's point of view, depending on whether the spider is catching 
"harmful" or "beneficial" inst>cts. 

Ticks are blood-sucking species. As is frequently true of parasites, 
they serve as agents for the transport of various disease organisms from 
one host to another, e.g., one kind of cattle fever, typhus, and Rocky 
Mountain spotted fever. 

133, The Clau Insecta 

Insects, by definition, are arthropods with three pairs of legs. The 
daii'! Insecta is a conspicuously succt's.-.ful group. In species, they out
numbt>r all other kinds of living things except, possibly, the microbes.* 
Their variety and beauty arc such that they have long bt'en favorite 
objects for collectors. The hundreds of thousands of species of insects 
alive today fall into some twenty well-defined orders. About half of 
these are described below, and representatives arc illustrated in Figure 
17-5. 

lsoptera- The termites, often mistakt>nly called "white ants," art> 
important in the t"('onomy of nature in that they hasten the rate of 
decomposition of cellulose, the structural material of plants, includin.l{ 
trees. Man, who appropriates this material to make his houses and his 
books, objects when termites continue to eat the food they have eaten 
for some two hundred million years. .. 

Orthoptera-Grasshoppers, katydids, roaches, crickt'ts, and the pray
ing mantis belong to this group. Most of the noise-makers of the insect 
world arc orthopterans. 

Anoplura- Lice. Thc.~c, thouM"h drs{'rnded from winged forms. ill'!' 

wingless. Being completely parasilic on vertebratrs, including man, the~ 
no long('r need wings, fm· the sodalily of th('SI' species <"asily <·nahks <1 

louse to transfer from on~ perambulating "meal-ticket''. to another. 
Siphonaptera- The flt>as also are wingless, hut they arc more active 

about translt-rring from one host to anotht'"r, having devt'"loped n·mark
able jumping abilities. 

• Someone has stated, as a hypothC'Sis, that every spedl'"s of macroscopk organism 
has at lt•ast one microSI:opic parasile that <"an thrive only on it. (Remembe-r, there an' 
many nonparasitic microbes.) If this is so-and we don't know that it is-lhen, it logi
rally follows that there are more mkrobes than macrobe~. 
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Fig. 17~5. Representatives of some of the orders of insects. 

Diptera- The word fly, as an entomologist uses it, ref<'rs only to the 
two-winged flies, or Oiptcra. HouseAies, horseflies, cow flies, deer flies, 
mosquitoes, gnats and midges belong to this order. These insects have 
evolved from four-winged ancestors. The second pair of wings, in the 
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course of evolution, have "degenerated" into a pair of tiny knobs which 
are not, however, without function. When the knobs (called halteres, 
or balancers) are removed, the fly is no longer able to fly correctly. It 
appears that, by vibrating while the insect is in flight, the haltercs act 
as gyroscopes and keep the fly on an even keel. Many diseases arc caused 
by flies; in some of them {the ox warble), the insect is the direct cause, 
while in others (malaria, yellow fever), the mosquito is the carrier or 
vector (Latin veho, to carry; vt:clus, carried). 

Hemiptera-A precise entomologist restricts the use of the word 
"bug" to members of this group. Bugs have two pairs of wings, but one 
pair, half leathery in texture, folds over the other in rest. Bugs have 
mouth parts designed like a hypodermic needle to pierce and suck. The 
attention of the great majority is confined to plants, entailing consider
able destruction of man's crop.~. Chinch bugs, squash bugs, stinkbugs, 
back swimmers, and water striders are members of this order. 

Lepidoptera-Scale-winged insects. These are the moths and butter
flies, so belov("d of collectors. About 80,000 spec-ies have been described 
and named. Probably only a few of the larger and more conspicuous 
species remain to be discovered. Some of the moths, e.g., clothes moths, 
and codling moths, cause considerable damage to man's possessions or 
('raps. On the other hand, the larva of the silkworm moth furnishes us 
with genuine silk which is a good substitute for rayon, nylon, etc. 

Hymenoptera- These have thin, membranob.s wings. There are two 
pairs, but frequently (e.g., in the honeybee), the hind wing hooks on 
to the fore wing so that ont" has to look caiTfully to see the true struc
ture. Bees, wasps, and ants arc the conspicuous members of this order. 
Though there are many solitary forms, the order is notable for the de
velopment of elaborate social organizations in many different species. 

Coleoptera-The beetles. In popularity with collectors, these insects 
have been a close second to th(" Lepidoptera. About 180,000 species 
have been described and, unquestionably, many more remain to be 
discovered. In the beetles, the fore wings do not function in flying, but 
have been modified into tough covers that fold over the hind wings 
when the flight is ended. The markings of the body are frequently vivid 
and interestinff. Noteworthy in this group are the "potato bugs," "June 
bugs," ladybird beetles, scarab beetles, and many destructive weevils, 
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such as the cotton~boll weevil. The "firefly" is also a beetle, though 
its wing covers arc much more delicate than those of most coleoptera. 

GRADUAl. METAMORPHOSIS OF GRA5SHO'P'PER 

" 

8 

Pupa 
Adul't 

COM'Pl.E.TE METAMOnPHOSI$ OF MOTM 
Fig. 17-6. Completf' and incomplete metamorphrn!is of in!l!':cts. 

134. Metamorphosis of Insects 

Some insects mature much as do the crustacea- by alternating periods 
of growth and moulting, each new stage being much like the old. The 
grasshopper exhibits such a maturation process (Fig. 17-6A). The body 
proportions change at each moult and usable wingg gradually appear, 
but there is no striking change in appearance. The young stages are 
recognizably similar to the adult ones. 

It is quite otherwise with the development of many other in~ects. A 
moth or a butterfly, for example, leads a double life (Fig. 17-6B). The 
egg first develops into a wormlike being called a larva. After a period of 
growing (without substantial change of form), the larva forms around 
itself a chitinous case. The whole individual, case and all, is then called 
a pupa. Pupation superficially appears to be a resting stage. Inside the 
pupa case, however, there is feverish activity. Almost all the structures 
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of thf" larva arc IX'ing complctt'ly brokt'n down, and from the raw ma
terials, the adult structures arc being drvf"lopcd. When this transforma
tion or metamorphosis (literally, "change of form") is complete, the 
nf"W adult ruptures the pupa case and steps forth fully formed. 

The double life led by such in~ects extends to the minutest details. 
The morphology of the insect larva is very different from that of the 
adult; the larva resembles an annelid worm and has many pairs of 
feetlikc appendages. Its daily life is different. A moth larva chews up 
leaves; the adult sips on flower nectar. A midge-fly larva lives con
tinuously under water; the adult drowns if submerged for a .~hart time. 
The instincts of the two forms are different: tht'y art' attracted and re
pelled by different things. 

When one thinks of a species, one habitually has the adult form in 
mind as lx-ing the species; immaturt" forms one unconsciously ignort's. 
In keeping with this tendency, the descriptions of the orders above were 
descriptions only of the adults. But, in insects that show metamorphosis, 
the emphasis were often better placed on the larval forms. Some species 
of May flies, belonging to an ordt'r not described above, live in the larval 
state for as long as three years. The adult life lasts but a single day, 
during which no food is eaten at all. Mating, egg-laying, and death iu 
a few hours- then begins the long larval period tOr the new generation. 
The seventeen-year "locust" (cicada) has a similar life history. The 
larval and pupal stages last for seventeen y~rs, whilf" the sexually 
mature adults live for only a few wet"ks. From the insect's point of view 
(if it has one), the adults would scem to he p<'Culiar, evanescmt forms 
which exist only for the purpose of producing more of the "real" organ
isms, the larvae. One is reminded foreibly of Samuel Butler's aphorism, 
"A hen is only an egg's way of making another egg." 

135. Behavior: Instinct versus Intelligence 

We all have heard of the marvelous things that insects such as ants, 
bet's, and wasps can do; of their complex social organization, and of the 
complicated structures they can build. The remarkable thing about their 
actions is that these actton..~ are not the product of learning. A spider 
knows how t<J make the kind of web that is proper for its species with
out ever having seen one. A wasp which paralyze~ other insects by 
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stinging certain nervous ganglia knows precisely where to insert her 
stinger the first time she does it. Actions of this sort we say are due to 
instinct. An instinct may be thought of as a complex chain or network 
of innate reflexes. When one of the reflexes is set off by a stimulus, the 
rest follows mechanically. 

Instinct is a splendidly efficient way of reacting to the environment. 
The high development of instinct in the insects no doubt accounts to 
a comiderable extent for their success in life. Like most efficiency, it is 
purchased at the expense of flexibility, the ability to adapt actions to a 
C'ompletely new situation. The danger involved is evident in the follow
ing particular case. 

In the tropics, there arc species of ants, belonging to the genus Ecilon, 
known as "army ants.'' The name is apt because colonies, 100,000 to 
t 50,000 strong, march for days on end through the jungle, destroying 
and eating any insect or even small vertebrate that cannot get out of 
their way. Their marching is all the more remarkable because they 
are virtually blind. Observation shows that there are no leaders, only 
followers. The ones at the head of the column are pushed into their 
position by the force of numbers behind. The instinct of each ant is to 
follow a chemical trail, the smell on the ground laid down by the ants 
that precede it. Normally, this instinct is completely adaptive, making 
possible the forages of the colony over miles of territory. In exceptional 
circumstances, the instinct may have tragic consequences, as in the 
following instance observed by T. C. Schneirla at Barro Colorado, in 
the Panama Canal Zone: 

"The ants, numbering about 1,000, were discovered at 7:30 
a.m. on a broad concrete sidewalk on the grounds of the Barro 
Colorado laboratories. They had apparently been caught by a 
cloudburst which washed away all traces of their colony trail. 
When first observed, most of the ants were gathered in a 
central cluster, with only a company or two plodding, counter
clockwise, in a circle around the periphery. By noon, all of 
the ants had joined the mill which had now attained the di
ameter of a phonograph record and was rotating somewhat 
eccentrically at fair speed. At 10:00 p.m., the mill was found 
divided into two smaller counterclockwise spinning disks. At 
dawn the next day, the scene of action was strewn with dead 
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and dying Ecitons. A scant three dozen survivors were still 
trekking in a ragged circle."* 

345 

Hy 7:30, 24 hours after the mill was first observed, various scavenger 

ants of other species were busy cartine: awav the cornses. 

Fig. 17-7. Circular milling of a group of army ants (F.citorr.), induced by the presence 
of a dn·ular ob~taclc (water-dish), which turns the blindly marching column back 

on itsdf. (Photo by Roman Visdmiac, courtesy of Scientific American.) 

As the authors point out, "This peculiarly Eriton calamity may be 
described as tragic in the classic mcaning of the Greek drama. It arises, 
like Nemesis, out of the very aspects of the ant's nature which most 
plainly characterize its otherwise successful bchavior." The tragedy can 
he easily reproduced in the laboratory by setting up a situation that 

tmds to turn the ant column back on itself. (See Fig. 17-7.) 
It should not be inferred that all instincts arc completely unmodifiable. 

Careful studies have: shown that some insects are capable of learning to 

* Schneirla, T. C. and Pie!, Ct·rard, "The Army Ant." &ienlijic Amrriran, 178: 16-23, 
June 1948. 
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act slightly counter to their instincts. In general, however, instincts in 
insects are not very plastic. Also, in general, the life of an insect from 
birth through growth and reproduction to death is governed by instinct, 
whereas, in man, only the main directions of his actions are influenced 
by the innate reflexes; learning by cxperienct" determines his particular 
actions. It is probable that the daily life of the ant today is the same as 
it was a million years ago, whereas, man's life, outwardly at least, seems 
to have been revolutionized in the la'\t hundred years . .Both the in
tellectual and the instinctive approach to life's problems have proved 
adequate in these two ditlforent groups of animals. From the rate of 
t•hange, one might say that ultimatdy the intellectual approach will 
prove the more successful. But the-re are clouds on the horizon that 
make one hesitate to predict. 

lf you and I could come back to earth together 100,000 yca!'l> from 
now, which would we find-man, or insect? 

Or neither? 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

17-1. Find the etymological derivation of each of the following terms, and point tml 
it.'J aptneS!I: Arthropoda, Diptcra, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, mt"tamorphosis. 

17-2. In tabular form, compan• and nmtralll exoskeleton with t•ndoskdetun with 
respect to the following charactt"ristks: phyla in which it is found; protection furnished 
musdes; chemkal eomposition; flexibility; t'ast' of gmwth pt-·rmitted. 

17-3. The arthropods most probably evolved from what phylum? 
17-4. Why is it an error to refer to a spider WI an in~<'d? 
17-5. What is metamorphosis? Give an example. 
17-6. The May flies, whose life history is recounted at the t'nd of§ 134, dre put in 

the order Ephemeroptera. Explain thl.' aptneS!I of this name. 
17-7. What are the relative advantagt'll and disadvantages of instinct and intelligence? 
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Chapter XVIII 

The Vertebrates 

and Their Ancestors 

136. The Echinodermata 

Tht> phylum Echinodermata, which is one of the very few phyla that 
arc confined to marine habitats, includes fltarfish, sea-urchins, sea
cucumbers, brittle stars, sand dollars, and sea lilies. Adult members of 
this phylum are sedentary or relatively slow-moving. Various specie-s 
occur at all depths in the ocean, from the water':i edge to 3-f miles down. 
The rough, spiny skin which is characteristic of members of this phylum 
is in part composed of tlw inorganic compound calcium carbonate, the 
<'if'tnt'"nts of which are removed from the sea wat('r hy the animals. 
Whert" large numbers of echinoderm skeletons have accumulated in tht" 
past, a kind of marble has been produced. Accumulations of this sort 
act to decrease the amount of calcium in sea water. 

Among the most commonly ~en echinoderms are th<:" starfish (Fig. 
18-t). D<'ad starfish ar<' frcquf'ntly found cast up on the ocean beach; 
the living individuals are found in shallow water. The diet of a starfish 
consists largely of living shellfish. By grasping the two shells of a bivalve 
mollusk with its tube feet and exerting a steady pull, a starfish can 
eventually force an opening between the valves. The stomach of the 
starfish is then extruded and wrapped around the flesh of the mollusk. 
Digestion thus takes place outside the body of the starfish; only the 
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digested products are taken into the starfish. The mollusk-ealing activ
ities of these animals are seriously regarded by commercial shell-fisher
men who spend a considerable amount of time trying to reduce the
population of starfish in their beds of oysters and other mollusks. Star-

gland 

Ampu.lla 

'fila<li;ol c.anal 

Fig. 18-1. Analylical vit'w of a starfish. 

fish can be caught by dragging mops along the ocean bottom; the 
animals grab hold of the mops with their tube feet and, while stiU en
tangled, are raised to the surface and destroyed. In the early days of 
shell-fishing, it was customary to cut the starfish in half and dump the 
fragments overboard. Biologists later found that these animals possess 
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powers of regeneration similar to those of the platyhelminthes (§ 126); 
the effect of the fishermen's efforts was to make two starfish where there 
had been only one before. Once this fact had been discovered, the 
fisheries' practice was suitably modified. 

Ciliatad blastula 

G 

Codom b~ing 

off 

.. 

In arthropod line In c.hordata. line 

Fig. 18-2. Embryonic stagf"s of a starfish, A-G. Notr that the way in which the meso
dena is formed (F, G) resembles the method found (I) in the chordates (including 

vertebrates), rather than that found in the arthropods (H). 

That the phylum to which the starfish belong, the Echinodermata, 
should be considered to be one that is fairly closely related to the verte
brates-such things as dogs, cattle, and men-seems superficially un
reasonable. Neither externally nor internally does the adult starfish in 
the least resemble a man. The spine-encrusted skin constitutes an 
exoskeleton; this characteristic reminds us of the arthropods. The radial 
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symmetry reminds us of the coelenterates. The slowly waving, hydrauli· 
cally actuated suckers that we call tube feet arc sui generis, a feature 
to be found in no other phylum. Why, then, do biologists think that 
things like starfish are related to things like guinea pigs? 

The principal evidence of relationship is found in the similar early 
development of echinoderms and vertebrates. Selected staget'l of the 
development of a starfish are shown in Figure 18-2A-G. Notice the 
origin of the coelom, or body cavity. (In man, this is the cavity in which 
the viscera lie.) This cavity is lined by mesoderm. The method of forma
tion of mesoderm is essf"ntially the same in all of the vertebrates. Among 
the arthropods and their allies, mesoderm is formed in quite a difii:-rent 
way as shown in Figure 18-2H. This difference in embryological de
velopment appears to be a fundamental difference between the two 
lines. The development of the echinoderms resembles that of the verte
brates and, for that reason, echinoderms are believed to be related to 
the stock from which the vertebrates have sprung. 

Only the very early stages of the development of an echinoderm arc 
shown. As development proceeds, a bilaterally symmetrical, Cere
swimming larva is produced (Fig. 18-5). Still later, the larva bccomf's 
modified to the adult type of radially symmetrical animal. Radial 
symmetry in the echinoderms is a secondary development. 

The starfish and thl?ir allies, the sea urchins, sea cucumbers and 
brittle stars, are exclusively marint". They are important predators of 
the seashore. Starfish consume considerable quantities of dams, mus
sels, and oysters, to man's displeasure. In the biological laboratory, star
fish have been useful for embryological studies because of the resemblance 
of their development to that of the vertebrates. 

137. The Phylum Chordata: Definition 

In Figure 18-3, are shown, for comparison, a typical insect and a 
typical vertebrate. It will be noted that the nerve cord is ventral in the 
former and dorsal in the latter. The presence of a dorsally placed nerve 
cord constitutes one of the important characteristics of the vertebrates. 
The presence of a vertebral column is (of course) an important char
acteristic also. However, modern taxonomists do not believe that the 
vertebrates constitute a group of the rank of a phylum, but rather assign 
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them to a :mbphylum. ThC' phylum of which they are part is the phylum 
Chordata and is characterized by these three possessions: 

a. A dorsal nerve cord. 
b. Gill slits. 
c. A notochord. 

-· ._ '-.--::-·, .. -·-::_'-. 

Ven'tral no:rve cord 

Dorsal norv·o c.ord ___ -

VET\TEB1\A-TE 

Fig. ta-.3. Typical arthropod and typical chofdate contrasted. 
Note position of nerve cord in eaC'h. 

It is the last of these, the notochord, which serves as the basis for 
the name of the phylum. The notochord is a flexible, cartilagelike rod 
present, at some stage or other, in all members of the phylum. In those 
members in which vertebrae are present, the vertebrae form around 
the notochord which may later disappear. In the higher vertebrates, the 
vertebrae also encircle the nerve cord as well. 

138. The Acorn Worms 

The simplest of the chordates are the acorn wonns, assigned to the 
subphylum He=michordata. These uninspiring creatures (Fig. 18-4} are 
to be found burrowing in the sandy shores of the ocean. Externally, 
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they look like but another worm. Internally, they exhibit gill slits, a 
dorsal nerve cord (as well as a ventral one!), and a small notochord 

··:,_.>·ioil'a~:- ··· 

Fig. 18-4. An acorn worm. It took close, analytical study to show that this object 
resembles man more dosely than docs an earthworm. 

confined to the head region. The presence of these three characteristics 
clearly links these animals with the vertebrates. In the other direction, 
they are related to the echinoderms as is indicated by the similarity of 
the larvae of the two groups (Fig. 18-5). 

Mo1.1th 
Cili.a'ted 

banda 

Anu• 
Fig. 18-5. Larval forms. On the left, an echinoderm. On the right, an 
acorn wonn. When the first acorn worm larva was dik'Overed, it was 
mistakenly identified as an echinoderm by an eminent biologist. 

139. The Tunicatca 

Another exclusively marine ~up of chordates is the subphylum 
Tunicata. Here again, we are dealing with a group that, after only a 
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superficial examination, would never be suspected of being closely re
lated to the vertebrates. Most tunicates are rather shapeless blobs of 
tough tissue, often brilliantly and beautifully colored, that are to lx-

Notochord 
~~ Da~onerate brain 

UI\VAEI ~ Mou<>o-ff': -,11+--·"••ium 
Don• I 'tu.bu.lar nerve 'ord 

Notochor"d 

ADULT 
Fig. 18-6. Tht• 8tructure of a tunicate. 

found on rocks and pilings below low-tide level. One is often uncertain 
whether one is dealin~ with a sponge or a tunitate until one resorts to 
dissC'C'tiun. 

The embryology of a tunicatc (Fig. 18-6) dearly indicates its kinship. 
A tunkatc begins life as an actively swimming larva possessing a definite 
notochord. When it sl'ttlcs down on a substrate, its notochord and some 
other structures dcgf'neratc. The adult tunicate lives a spongdikc exis
tence, taking in water through one hole, straining microscopic food out 
of it by means of its gill slits, and discarding the filtered water through 
another hole. 

140. Amphioxus 

The subphylum Cephalochordata includes Amphioxus, a little fish
like worm, long a familiar crraturc in the biological laboratory. It 
exhibits, in almost diagrammatic fashion (l<'ig. 18-7), the three char-
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acteristics of the phylum Chordata. The notochord extends the whole 
length of the body and persists throughout life. 

Along some marine coasts, these animals are quite numerous. AI· 
though they are good swimmers, they spend much of their lives buri<-d 

Scgmen'tal 
mu.•~l•s 

Op•nin~ of at:riu.m 

f'in ray 

Uver 

Fig. 18-7. Amphioxu~. 

in clean sand up to their necks, straining microscopic food out of the 
water that they pump past their gill bars. Some species arc several inches 
long, but most are smaller. Along part of the China coast, some species 
arr found in great enough abundance to be collected as food for man. 

141. The Vertebrates 

Chordates that have develop<'d vertebrae are put in the subphylum 
Vertebrata. In all of these, a notochord is present in thf' embryonic 
stages. It persists into adulthood only in some of the fishes. 

The fishes are the most primitive of the vertebrates. There arc several 
classes of fishes, of which the cartilaginous fishes (e.g., sharks) and the 
bony fishes (e.g., trout) arc the most important. In size, various species 
range from less than an inch to more than fifty feet in length. All arc 
water-dwelling, though some can survive limited periods of dryness. Of 
the latter, some (the "lungfish") possess primitive lungs that enable 
them to breathe air. Most fishes get their oxygen only through their 
gills, structures which can function only in water. All fishes arc "cold
blooded" or poikilothermous, that is, animals-withouHhcrmostats (see 
§ 102). The importance of fish to man scarcely need hf' mentioned. It 
has been estimatt"d that the money value of th<' fish caught thoughout 
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the world each year amounts to about one billion dollars, if money 
means anything. 

Mcmbf'rs of the dass Amphibia were unquestionably the first verte
brates to take to the land. The name of this class implies that they have 

Fig. 18-BA, B. The double life of a salamander. Top: the larval stage, a water-d,w:lling 
animal with c:xtnnal gills. Below: the adult stage. a slimy-skinned, land-dwelling 
animal with internal lungs. (Copyright by General Biological Supply House, Inc. 

Chicago.) 

two lives, which they have, a larval life m the water (e.g., a tadpole) 
and an adult life more or less confined to dry land (e.g., a frog). During 
its larval life, an amphibian has fishlike gills (Fig. 18-8C) and cannot 
survive exposure to air. As an adult, it has lungs and cannot long sur
vivc submersion in water. Amphibian species are, therefore, confined 
to regions near the water's edge, where they can satisfy the necessities 
of both their lives. Since no species of amphibia passes its larval stage 
in sea water, it is believed that the class evolved from fishes that lived 
in fresh water. 

Economically, amphibia are of no great importance. Frogs' legs are 
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a table delicacy, but the supply of them is limited because the farming 
of frogs is not possible; only natural populations of large species can 
be exploited, and these are not very extensive. If different pleasures 
could k measured and compared, one might find that man derives a 

Fig. 18-8C. The· double lift. of an amphibian, a frog in this ca.'IC. Note thf' two dillt·n·nt 
ffit'Chanis!llll for gas cxrhangr, 

greater pleasure from amphibia through his t'ars than through his taste 
buds. The peeping and croaking of various kinds of frogs and toads 
contribute greatly to the beauty of the audible landscape, where the 
encroachments of civilization have not too severely altered it. 

The reptiles are a truly land-dwelling class of chordates. LifC"-long 
survival in the aerial environment is made possible by the presC'nce of 
a special structure to protect the embryonic stages against the dangers 
of desiccation, namely the eggshell, or egg sac. In spite of the fact that 
its apparent environment is dry air, the embryonic snake or bird or 
man develops in a watery environment, just as does the amphibian. In 
the case of snakes and birds, the watery medium is made possible by 
the somewhat impervious enclosing shell of the egg. 
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About one hundred million years ago, reptiles were the dominant 
vertebrates of the canh, various kinds of dinosaurs and their relatives 
dominating the land, the water, and the air. Today, the big reptiles 

are all gone, leaving only the quantitatively unimportant snakes, turtles, 

Fig. 18-9. Lizards. Lizards are sometimes confused with salamanders. But lizards, 
Jik,- all re[.Jtiles (q~., snakes. turtles, crocodiks), have a dry, s<.:aly skin. (Copyright by 

Ceneral Biological Supply House, Inc. Chicago.) 

and li;~ards. The reasons for their fall from dominance are not known, 
but probably one of the contributing factors has been the competi

tive disadvantage of the cold-blooded physiology of the reptiles when 
matched against the warm-blooded physiology of the two classes the 
reptiles gave rise to, the birds and the mammals. 

The birds arc one of the two classes of homoiothcrmous verte-brate~. 
Historical and circumstantial evidence points to their having evolved 

fr~m1 reptiles, the reptilian scales being modiJied into avian fe-athers. In 
the course of evolution, teeth have been lost, and their grinding function 
has been taken over by a gravel-filled gizzard. 

Most birds Ay, and it is for this reason that few of them are very large, 
sincf' the mechanics of their type of Hying sets an upper limit to size. 
Ostriches, which are exclusively ground-dwelling, may weigh as much 

as 300 pounds. 
With the possible- exception of the mammals, no class of animals is 

as compktely known as the birds. The great variety and beauty of 
their feathers and singing early made them favored subjects of study 
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among biological amateurs who have produC"ed a large litt'raturc on the 
taxonomy and habits of this group. One of the remarkable habits of 
many species of birds is that of migration. Some birds migrate over 
thousands of miles of the earth's surface to preC"isely defined breeding 
grounds. How they manage to carry out such precise navigation is not 
known. The inclination of the sun, the visual landscape, and the earth's 
magnetic field have been proposed as the guiding factors, but experts 
have reached no agreement. 

Of the mammals, one may say, as of the afl('r-dinner speaker, that 
they are "too well known to need an introduction." But, although w<· 
tend to think of the cla<Jsification, mammal, as being a "natural" one 
and one that has long existed, this seems not to be the case. The word 
mammal has no exact equivalent in the vernacular of any language. In 
English, "beast" and "quadruped" were not applied to precis~:ly the 
same aggregation of spcries; they were not applied to whales and bats, 
for example. Linnaeus, the man who established our modern system of 
classification (§ 122), by his keen insight recognized the fundamental 
similarity of all animals that have mammary glands. The name mammal 
(or rather, its Latin equivalent) was, in fact, invented by Linnat'us and 
has since been adopted into the common spt'ech of modern languages. 

We havt' considered ont' mammal, man, in detail (Part II). Though 
there is considerable variety in the external appt>arance of various 
mammals, their physiology is not significantly ditfert'nl from man's. In 
the hundred million years since tht' end of the reign of the reptiles, the 
clas.~ Mammalia ha<i spread and occupied all regions of the land, part 
of the air (bats), and waters as well (whales, dolphins). It is the domi
nant group of the world today, and of its members the species Homo 
.rapiens is, temporarily at lea<it, the most powerful. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

18-1. What is the evidence that starfish are dosdy rt"lated to th~: chordat~:s? 
18-2. Define the phylum Chordata. 
18-3. Which ill the mow indusivl' group: Chordata or Vt"rtebrata? 
18-4. Why are tunicates put in the same phylum as man? 
18-5. What featurt-"S enable reptiles to prosper better on land than the fishes? 
18-6. Explain the etymol~ of the term Amphibia. 
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Chapter XIX 

What Is A Plant? 

142. A Simple Definition 

The distinctions of biology are seldom absolutely clean cut. So it ts 
with the distinction between plants and animals. Trees and ferns we 
call plants; crows and katydids we call animals. On the macroscopic 
level, we seldom have trouble deciding in which kingdom to place an 
organism. Among microscopic beings, however, there are many that 
we are puzzled about. It might be thought that movement would be 
a distinction between the two but it ha<> proved an unsatisfactory cri
terion. There are some organisms that seldom or never exhibit any 
gross movement but which every student puts in the Animal Kingdom. 
There are other organism<; that are as active as the most vigorous ani
mals but which arc universally put in the Plant Kingdom. How shall 
we decide whether to ~;all a thing a plant or an animal? 

There are no universally satisfactory criteria for deciding. Perhaps 
the most satisfactory criteria are these: 

1. Presence of a green pigment called chlorophyll. 
2. Presence of a rigid cell wall made of an insoluble carbohydratt· 

called cellulose. 
If both chlorophyll and cellulose are present, we have no hesitancy 

in calling the organism a plant If neither is present, we usually call it 

360 
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an animal.* But if one is present and not the other? Well, then it be
comes a matter for further thought. Many borderline cases have never 
been pigeonholed to the satisfaction of all students. We shall point out 
somr- of these cases as Wt" come to thr-m. 

of Oa 

:Eiod•• 

... o 
con-taining 

dissolved COa. 

Fig. 19·1. Th1· production of oxygen by an illuminated green plant. 

' 
143. Photosynthesis 

What is the significance of the characteristic green plant pigment 
chlorophyll? We can get a due as to its function from the results of an 
experiment that can be carried out with any vigorous green plant. 

If a handful of Elodea, a water plant, is placed in an apparatus de
signed to collect gas (Fig. 19-1) and the whole placed in bright sunlight, 
after a period of some minutes, bubbles will be observed rising from the 
leaves. When enough gas has collected to permit an analysis, it is found 
to be oxygen. How can we account for the oxygen? 

Other observations, not so easy to make, have shown that, concomitant 

• The only conspicuous ex('("ption that comes to mind is the bacteria. Only a few 
bacteria havt" been proved to posst·ss ('("llulose walls, and there is doubt that aJI do, but 
bacteiia as a group are generally considered to be part of the Plant Kingdom. 
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with the appearance of oxygen, carbon dioxide disappears from the 
surrounding water in which it is dissolved. We might then write: 

Hypothesis: C02 ~ 02 + ? (I) 

This equation implies that the oxygen comes from the carbon dioxide, 
that is, that each carbon dioxide molecule breaks down in such a way 
as to release an oxygen molecule. How can we find out if this is so? We 
cannot sec individual molecules undergoing reactions inside a living 
cell, so it might be supposed that there is no way to know which mole
cule arises from which atoms or molecules. Fortunately, although we 
cannot see individual molecules, we have at our disposal "marked" 
or "tagged" atoms which we can use in the synthesis of molecules. By 
tracing the wanderings of tagged atoms, we can determine the chemical 
reactions involved. Experiments of this sort are called tracer experi
ments. 

It was at one time thought that all atoms of a given element were 
alike. Today we know that this is not so, that each clement has several 
isotopes; that, of each element, there are atoms of several different 
weights. There are, for instance, several different kinds of hydrogen 
atoms, one with an atomic weight* of 1, another of 2, and another of 3. 
If these atoms have different weights, why do we call them all by thr 
same name? The answer: because they all have the same chemical 
properties. The chemical proprrties of an atom are determined by the 
number and arrangement of the electrons around its nucleus, a subject 
which we need not go into here. The weight of an atom is determined 
by the particles present in the nucleus, but these particles do not affect 
its chemical properties. That all isotopes of a given element have the 
same chemical properties is fortunate from an experimental point of 
view, for it means that we do not alter the chemical reactions of a system 
when we introduce unusual isotopes into it. To see how the use of rare 
isotopes may permit us to resolve chemical enigmas, let us return to 
the problem of the origin of the oxygen released by illuminated plants. 
To solve this, we shall use an uncommon form of oxygen which has an 

• The units of the atomic weight scale are defined in teml8 of the commonest type of 
oxygen atom which is arbitrarily said to have a weight of 16. A hydrogen atom of the 
commonest sort weighs almost exactly one-sixteenth as much as the commonest sort of 
oxygen atom. 
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atomic weight of 18 instead of the usual one of 16. The rare 0 18 (as it 
is written) is thus 12t per cent heavier than the common 0 16

• One 
can weigh a sample of a known compound and calculate what fraction 
of its molecules contain "normal" oxygen atoms and what fraction 
"heavy" oxygen atoms. In the discussion that follows, for simplicity of 
visualization, we shall write the heavy isotope of oxygen as 0*, to con
trast with normal oxygen, 0. 

To see where the oxygen comes from, we can furnish an illuminated 
plant with carbon dioxide made with heavy oxygen, that is, C0*2· If 
the hypothesis of equation (1) is true we should find: 

Hypothesis: C0*2 -+ 0*2 + ? (2) 

When, however, this experiment was performed, as it was first by 
Samuel Ruben and Martin Kamen of the University of California in 
1941, it was found that: 

(3) 

i.e., that the oyxgen produced is not of the same weight as that furni~hed 
in the carbon dioxide. What, then, is the source of the oxygen? 

It has been known for a long time that plants use copious amounts 
of water. It was early suspected that some of this water was used in the 
same process that resulted in the production of oxygen. Since water is 
H~O, perhaps water is the sourtT of the moleq.dar oxygen? With tagged 
oxygen, this can be proved to be the cafle: 

(4) 

By such experiments, we have learned the origin of the oxygen. But 
we should look again at equation (4). It is not a satisfactory equation 
because it is not "balanced," i.e., there are some atoms that appear on 
the left-hand side that do not appear on the right. The equation implies 
a destruction of matter, a phenomenon that is never observed in a 
l'hemical reaction. What happens to the remaining carbon, hydrogen, 
and oxygen atoms? Observation has shown that, accompanying the 
evolution of oxygen from the plant, there is an increase in the weight 
of the plant, and that this increase is due to the appearance of carbon 
compounds, that is, to organic substances. We can now write: 

C02 + H20 -+ organic material + 0 2 (S) 
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We have used the vague term "organic material" because we do not at 
present know what substance(s) is formed as the immediate result of 
the process. It should be possible to solve this problem also by tracer 
experiments. Such experiments are now being carried out, but the 
organic substances containing the tagged atoms have not yet been 
identified. 

Equation {5) is still not complete. The reaction which it represents 
does not take place whenever C02 and H 20 are brought together in 
the cell, but only when the plant cell is in the presence of adequate light, 
such as sunlight. It can be shown that light energy is absorbed during 
the process. That such a proc01s would require energy we might have 
been able to predict from the known fact that it takes a great deal of 
energy to split the H20 molecule, freeing 0 2• In the laboratory, this is 
done with a powerful electric current. The plant docs it with the energy 
obtainable from light. Since light is used and organic material is syn
thesized, the process is called photosynthesis {Greek photos, light) and 
may be more accurately written: 

CO, + H 20 + E -+ organic material + Ot (6) 

This equation should look at least faintly familiar. In fact, if we turn 
it around and conceive of the process going the other way, we have 
the equation of respiration: 

Organic material + 0 2 ...._.... C02 + H20 + E (7) 

The fact that we can make this reversal on paper suggests that one 
process is the simple reverse of the other. This is not the cose. The two 
processes involve quite different steps, and many of the enzymes in
volved in one process arc not involved in the other. 

Both plants and animals respire. In the light, the respiration of green 
plants is not obvious because the opposing reaction, photosynthesis, is 
usually going on faster, resulting in a net increase of 0 2 which is released 
into the environment. Photosynthesis is carried on only by plants, if 
we neglect for the present those organisms of questionable classification. 

Observation of the tissues of variegated plants, that is, plants that 
have leaves composed partly of chlorophyll-bearing tissue and partly of 
non-chlorophyll-bearing tissue*, has shown that only those parts of the 

• Many ornamental plants, such as some varieties of ivy and geranium, have vari
egated leaves. The white spotting is sometimes regular, somt'timcs irregular. 
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leaf that are green can photosynthesize. This is further evidence that 
chlorophyll is required for the process. 

The localization of photosynthesis to chlorophyll.bearing material 

Fig. 19·2. Spirog;.,a. Many such l'Clls make up long green filaments 
which are s1imy to the touch. 

ha<~ been made still more precise. When we look at plant cells under a 
microscope, we S{"t' that the chlorophylJ is localized in definite bodies 
called chloroplasts. lJ ch/oropl~v/1 i.1· required for photos_ynthesis, O.'f.'Jif?nl should 
hr produced on~y ~Y those parts of !he plant eel/that co!llair~ chloroplasts. Can this 
be demonstrated? ., 

A very ingenious testing of this prediction was made by T. W. Engel
mann, German botanist, in 1887. For this demonstration, two things 
were needed: (1) a large plant cell that had well.defined chloropla<~t 
regions and nonchloroplast regions; and (2) a very sensitive micro
chemical test for oxygen. The first, Engelmann found in an alga called 
Spirogyra (Fig. 19·2). Everyone has observed long slender green fila
ments growing as a scum on the surface of ponds, or as a beard trailing 
from dead branches immersed in flowing streams. Such filaments are 
usually a(~tae (to be discussed in § 144). If the algae feel decidedly slip· 
pery to the touch, microscopic examination will often show cells some· 
thing like those in the illustration, cells in which the green chloroplast 
occurs as a spiral band against the inside wall of the cell. 

At. a test foJr photosynthesis, Engelmann made use of another plant, 
this one a colorless plant of the sort called bacteria (§ 145). Some rod· 
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shaped bacteria, members of the genus Pseudomonas, move very actively 
in the presence of oxygen but are immobile when oxygen is absent. They 

Fig, 19--3. Engelmann's experiment, by which the photosynthetic function of the 
chloroplast was proved, using oxygen-sensitive bacteria. 

are sensitive to extremely small amounts of oxygen, being far more 
sensitive than any known chemical reagent. 

Using Spirogyra and Pseudomonas, the origin of the 0 2 produced by 
photosynthesis was demonstrated as follows: The two were put together 
on a microscope slide, in water, and then the mount, microscope and 
all, left in complete darkness (Fig. 19-38). While in the dark, the living 
algae and bacteria were respiring and thus using up all the available 
oxygen in the water. After allowing enough time for all the oxygen to 
be removed, the set·up was abruptly uncovered to the light and the 
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mount immediately examined. The first sight to be seen was that shown 
in Figure 19~3C; all the bacteria were motionless, indicating the absence 
of 0 2• In a very few seconds, the bacteria began to move, but only in 
the immediate vicinity of the spiral chloroplasts (Fig. 19~30). 

Thus, was it demonstrated that the chloroplasts are the cell organs 
in which the process of photosynthesis takes place. 

Fig. 19~4. Two different species of Spirogyra. Both species possess nuclei, though the 
nucleus is apparent in only the upper one. (Copyright by General Biological Supply 

House, Inc.) 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

19~1. Define photosynthesis. 
19-2. Define respiration. 
19-3. What is the chemical sourn~ of the o.xygen that illuminate« plants give off? 

Give the evidence for your statement. 
19-4. At what physical location in the plant is the oxygen released? Give the evidence. 
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19-5. It is commonly said that it is nice to have plants in a room because they kt"Cp 
the air "fresh." In terms of chemical substanceJ, what does this statement mean? 

19-6. In the same sense (see above), would plants keep the air "fresher" in the day
time or at night? 

19-7. If you had your choice of sleeping, at night, in a hermetically sealed room 
packed full of living plants or in the same room devoid of plants, which would you 
choose and why?"' 

19-tt The earth's atmosphere is composed of about 21 per cent oxygen, 79 per cent 
nitrogen, and 0.03 per cent carbon dioxide, to mention only the more abundant gases. 
If all the photosynthetic plants were to perish, how would the composition of the at
lll08phere change? What effect would this have on man? 

19-9. The success of an experiment often depends on the proper choice of experimental 
material. Figure 19-4 shows two different spc~.·ies of the genus Spirogyra. Whkh species 
would be more favorable for carrying out Engelmann's experiment (§ 143)? Why? 

*No doubt the idea implied here has been used in some mystery story. 



Chapter XX 

The Thallophyta 

144. The Algae 

A curious thing- about the larger divisions of the plant and animal 
kingdoms is the difficulty encountered when we try to define them in 
a succinct and unexceptional manner. We say "curious" because there 
is sC'ldom any disagreement among specialists as to what should be in
cludt'd in the group {whatever it is called). There is almost no difference 
of opinion as to what constitutes an alga. But it is hard to frame a defi
nition that will include all the organisms it shauld include and excludc 
all others. A recent attempt defines algae as those green plants that 
have simple sex c:ells. Among these plants, either the sex cells art" 
missing altogether; or they are single celled; or, if multicellular, they 
arc m·vr-r surrounded by stt'rile sex cell~. 

The above definition may be precise, but it is not very helpful to 
the neophyte. What sorts of things arc a]gae, speaking in everyday 
language? In fresh water, they include various single brightly colored 
cell~, and small packets of cells swimming around in the water, and a 
number of fine green or yellowish or brownish filaments attached to 
submerged objects or floating as a scum on the surface of the water. In 
the ocean, the things men call "seaweeds" are, with few exceptions, 
algae. 

A quick survey of the principal classes of algae will give a better idea 
of the variety of algae. 

369 
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Cyanophyceae-(Greek cyaneos, dark blue; phykos, painted). Blue
green algae. The cells of blue-greens have no well-defined nucleus (no 
nucleus?), and sexual processes arc unknown. Chlorophyll is present in 

Fig. 26-1. Representative Cyanophyceae (top), Chlorophyceae (center), and a member 
of the Euglenaphyceae. &:xual fusion is seen in the Chlam)'domonar. The llugfma is ahown 
in two different phases ofitll squirming method of locomotion. (Not drawn to same scale.) 

these plants but with a difference. There are several very slightly differmt 
chemical forms of chlorophyll called chlrnoplryli a, chlorophyll h, etc. Most 
green plants contain both chlorophyll a and one other chlorophyll. 
The blue-green algae are unique in containing only chlorophyll a. The 
blue~greens also possess a blue pigment, whence their name. Many 
species possess other pigments which may make them look dark green, 
brown, or red. Representative types of blue~greens are seen in Figure 
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20-1. The filamentous fonns are parlicularly likely to be found on 
damp soil and damp rocks as well as in some ponds. Certain species 
arc able to grow and multiply at temperatures as high as 70° C*, and 
these algae are, in part, responsible for the brilliant coloring in the out
flows of the hotsprings in Yellowstone National Park and similar regions. 

Chlorophyceae- (Greek chloros, green). Green algae. This is a very 
large and diverse group, the cells of which contain a well-defined 
nudcus. Sexual phenomena occur in many species. (See Fig. 20-t.) 
The two forms of chlorophyll present, chlorophyll a and chlorophyll h, 
are the same as arc found in all the "higher" plants, i.e., mosses, ferns, 
and all flowC;"ring plant.<;, Green algae form a conspicuous part of the 
flora of fresh-water ponds. A few species ar<' marine, e.g., U/va, the sea 
lettuce. The algae that grow in extremely salty environments, such as 
Great Salt Lake, Utah, and &aries Lake, California, belong to this 
phylum. In such waters, the salt content may be so high that salts are 
precipitating out of solution, yet algae manage to survive without be
coming pickled. Some other species of green algae are occasionally found 
growing on snow at high elevations. Red snow algae, as they are called, 
have additional red pigments that mask the green. 

Euglenaphyceae-(Greck eu, good, true + glen.os, star; so named 
because some euglenoids have a star-shaped object in the center). 
Euglenoids. These closely resemble the green algae, possessing both 
chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b, but they arc sqmetimcs separated from 
them because of their animal-like characteristics. Euglena (Fig. 20-1) 
is green but has no rigid cell wall. It propels itself by an anterior whip 
called a jfnge/lum and also by squirming movements. It can photo
synthesize. It can also live in the dark when supplied with soluble food. 
Because it resembles both plants and animals, it is included in treatises 
on protozoa (one-celled animals) and ones on algae. Euglenoids are 
found only in fresh water. 

Rhodophyceae-(Greek rhodon, a rose, hence red). Red algae. The 
red algae have chlorophyll a and chlorophyll d as well as a red pigment 
that gives them their color. Except for a few rare species that live in 
cold, rapidly flowing, fresh water, the red algae are all marine. They 
reprcxiuce by sexual processes that are rather complex. One genus, 

• Is this higher or lower than the body temperature of man? How much higher or 
lower? 
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Porphyra (Fig. 20-2), is used by the Orientals to make a seaweed soup. 
Another genus, Gelidium, furnishes the greater part of commercial agar, 
a jellylike material that is indispensable in the bacteriological labora-

1\ED A-lGAE. 

'Porphyra 

111\0WN ALGAE 

Fig. 20-2. Rhodophyceae, above; and Phaeophyceae, below. 
(Not drawn to same scale.) 

tory. Both of these genera of seaweeds are deliberately planted on rocks 
and in tidal flats along the seashore in the Orient by "marine farmers." 

Phaeophyceae-{Greekphaios, dark). Brown algae. Present in these 
algae are chlorophyll a and chlorophyll c and other pigments which 
give them their dark colors. Sexual processes of considerable complexity 
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are found among them. The brown algae (sec Fig. 20-2) include the 
giant kelps found along many shores. Certain species of kelp are the 
source of alginic acid which is used to impart a smooth consistency to ice 

Fig. 20-3. An assortmf'nt of diatoms. The organisms ha~ been 
completely dC'Stroyed by strong acid, leaving behind only the sculp
tured quartz shells, SCI."n abovr. (Copyright by General Biological 

Supply House. Inc. ChicagoJ 

crf"am. The largest of the kelps may be as long as thirty meters. Fresh
water brown algae arc inconspicuous and rare. 

Badllariophyceae- (Latin bacillus, a staff or rod). Diatoms. Chlor
ophyll a and chlorophyll c are present in diatoms as well as other pig
ments which make almost all species appear brown. Mo.~t species are 
solitary and of microscopic size (Fig. 20-3). The cell wall of a diatom is 
remarkable in that it consists of an organic silica compound whose 
function is not known. Though now little studied, diatoms are of great 
importance. They are found not only in all streams and all damp soils, 
but also in tremendous numbers in the oceans. They, together with the 
Dinoflagellates (see below), unquestionably photosynthesize more or
ganic material than all the rest of the plants combined. One competent 
authority has estimated that 90 per cent of the world's organic material 
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is synthesized by marine diatoms and dinoflag<>llate:<. Because, directly 
or indirectly, they serv(" a'i the principal source of food of all marine 
animals, they are often referred to a'! the "grass of the sea." When 

DINOFLA.GELLATE.S 

Gymnodinium Cc,.a'tium Glo:nodinium 

Fig. 20.4. Dinotlagellatrs, unc uf the two most abundant 
groups of plants in tht' St'a. 

diatoms die and their organic material is decayed away, the .~iliea sht"ll~ 
are left behind. These sift to thC' bottom of the on·an and accumulate 
in unbelievable quantities. Ncar Santa Maria, California, diatom shells 
are found in beds more than half a mile thick. Expre~'!ed in term<; of 
the diatom'!, such beds arc about one hundred million diatoms thick. 
When one learns that these beds cover many square miles, one gets a 
faint conception of tht" uncounted numbt"rs of diatoms that mu~t have 
lived and died to produce these great deposits. When• the beds arc 
purest and most f'asily accessible, the diatomacrous earth, as it is called, is 
mined, to be US<'d in making scouring powders, fire brick, insulating 
boards, and filtering materials for beer and othf'r liquids. 

Pyrrophyceae- (Greek pyrrhos, flame-colored, or reddish). Dinoflagel
lates. These also contain chlorophyll a and chlorophyll c. They arc 
reddish-brown in color, and most spe<:it"s are very actively motile. They 
are found in both fresh and salt waters hut, like the diatom:-~, their 
greatest role is played in the ocean. They arc usually outnumbered by 
the diatoms but, occasionally, for quite unknown reasons, great masses 
of them are found over many acres of sea water causing a phenomenon 
known as "red water." In some cases, the red-water organisms give off 
a potent substance very poisonous to other forms of life, and an epi-
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demic of the Dinoflagellates is followed by the dying of masses of fish 
whose corpses are thrown up on the beaches in great numbers, there to 
decay and make the air offensivt'. 

So, briefly, have we sampled from among many thousands of species 
of algae. We have not discussed all the classes. Many species and groups 
-for instance, the Cryptomonads and the golden-brown algae-are 
not well enough known to permit confident classification. The most 
important groups have been mentioned, however. 

145. The Fungi 

Many of the fungi are called "molds" by the layman. The moldy 
growth that coven~ old, damp bread; the mold sometimes found on 
damp plaster; and that which appears on the top of an open jar of 
jelly are all examples of fungi. Also included in the fungi are mush· 
room<: which might not be immediately recognized as bearing any 
similarity to ordinary molds, and bacteria. The fungi are divided into 
sev{'ral classes, of which we shall consider four. All of the class names 
t"nd in m_ycetae, a suffix derived from the Greek m,.ykttos, fungus. 

Phycomycetae-The name of this group is not particularly apt be· 
cauSC', although these molds are frequently colored, the molds of other 
classes exhibit this characteristic t'Ven more conspicuously. It is also 
not possible to give a definition of the group that mf'ans much at the 
outst'L Phycomycetes bt"ar spores in a simpler manner than do the 
Basidiomyct.>tes and Ascomycetes. And the living material enclosed by 
four walls usually has more than one nucleus floating in it. An example 
may make these remarks dearer. 

The best known example of the phycomycetes is Rhi!:;opus nigricans 
{Greek rhi~, root; opsis, having the appearance of; m:({ricans, black). 
Rhi::,opus is u:mally referred to as "bread mold" because, a generation 
ago, it was the most commonly found mold on old bread. Today, 
however, all large bakeries add an anti~mold chemical that particularly 
discourages this species. It is now more commonly observed growing 
on overripe, bruised bananas. It has the appearance of dingy cotton, 
peppered with black spots. 

Under low magnification, the structures diagrammed in Figure 20~5 
can be seen. Each fine cottony filament is called a hypha (Greek, 
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web; plural, hyphae). The whole mat of hyphae is often referred to as 
a mycelium. The distinction between these terms, distinctions which 
often elude the student, may perhaps be made clear by saying that th<' 

Sporangiophore 

Fig. 20-5. Rhizopw·, the black brt'ad mold. In bat·k~round, 
ast"xual n·produetion. In foreground, !lt"Xual reprodunion. 

relations between lrypha, hyphae, and mycelium, are the same as thOSC" 
between person, persons, and people. 

The black spots that can be seen with the naked eye prove, upon 
microscopic examination, to consist of clusters of tiny black balls, each 
ball being able to germinate and thus produce a new mycelium. Each 
tiny ball is called a spore. The delicate sac in which spores are produced 
is called a sporangium (Greek angeion, a vessel; plural, sporangia). 
The modified hypha on which a sporangium is borne is called a 
aporangiophore (Greek phoros, bearing, wearing). 

In what might be called the everyday life of Rhizopus, the mold re
produces by the formation of spores which, landing on a favorable 
substrate, germinate to produce new mycelia. This sort of reproduction 
is called asexual reproduction. Rhitopus also has, however, a les.'! com-
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mon method of reproduction, sexual reproduction, diagrammed in 
Figure 20-5. There are two different sexes in Rhi;;opus but, since no 
one knows any grounds on which they could be called male and female, 

.. 

ttyphal fusion 
Fig. 20-6. Life cycle of the ascomycett·, Nturosj)(}ra. (After &adle.) 

• 
they arc r<'ferred to as + and -, If two opposite sexes, or two opposite 
"mating types," arc growing near each other, adjacent hyphae of the 
two types send out projections which meet, fuse, and form a heavy
walled zygote. This zygote, when it germinates, forms what looks like 
an ordinary sporangiophore, but the spores borne thereon are of two 
different kinds: + and -. They do not look different, but if these 
spores are germinatt'd, their mycelia can then be shown to differ in sex. 
They can be identified by testing them against mycelia of the two known 
mating types. 

Ascomycetae-These are molds that at some stage produce an ascus 
(Greek, leather bottle or bag) imide which arc found spores. Such 
spores may be called ascosporcs. As an example of this class of fungi, 
we shall rons1der Neurospora, a mold that has been used for much im
portant research. 
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.Neurospora is an orange-colored mold that is occasionally found grow
ing on bread that has not been chemically treated. The color is due to 
the conidia (Greek konidion, dust), spores formed by segmentation of 

ASCOMYCETAE 

ffli"'\ 
~ .. 

E 

Cell wall 

~y'topla•.~. ' 

.~ (!/ Nu.c.ku.s Vaeuolc '· .. ;: 

M N 

~ 
QfllY\C\J 

D 

.. 

Fig, 2Q..7. Sexual reproduction in the yeast, &hi::p;acchar(Jf11yctr (A-L), with the resultant 
formation of ascospores. Asexual reproduction of bread yeast (N-O) by a method 
called budding.Asrospores of bread yeast are~hown in P. In Q,note how budding may 
lead to a hypha-like chain of cells. In Rand S are two common genera of molds which 
undoubtedly helong to the Ascomycetae but which, sin1.'e they have never been known 
to reproduce sexually, are sometimes placed in a catch-all dass known as FunKt 

lmJmfrcti. 

the terminal branches of the hyphae. Each conidium is capable of 
germinating into a new hypha. A~xual reproduction is accomplished 
by this mea.1s, as well as by the growth of hypha! fragments that break 
off the parent mycelium. 
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Sexual reproduction also occurs. By the union of two different sexual 

strains, a perithecium (Greek peri, around; tlu•kion, a case) is formed, 
inside of which arc found many sacs or asci (singular, ascus); in each 

Fig. 20-8. This farto~y is one of dm:cns throughout the country de-vote-d to th<" 
production of a ~inglc- sp<·cit'S of Pmiri!lium. a mold which producrs th1• pownfu! 
inhibitor ,,r ha<"lnia. pmi,i!lin. (Courh·sy of (:ommrrri<d Solwnts Corporation.) 

ascus there arc eight a.\tu.ipom:. (See Fig:. 20-6.) Details of the formation 

of thesf' will be taken up later. At the moment, we point out only that, 
of the eig-ht ascospores, four arc of one parental mating type and four 
of the other. • 

Tlw class Ascomycetae- includes, besidf"s "mold," the yeasts. Some of 
the yeasts obviously belong to this group, for instance, Schizosaccharom.vcrs 

ortosfmrux (Fig. 20-7 A-L). In this spC"cies, two daughter cells from thf' 
same parent conjugate to produce an ascus. This species is said to be 

homothallic (Greek homo, common; !haltos, a branch). (.Nmrospora is 
hr!aollwllir.) 

The common species of yeast, Sacdwromyas cern,isiae, seldom produces 
spores. \\'hen it does, there art' u~ually only four (or less) per ascus (Fig. 
20-7 P). This is the species that is used for the production of akoholir 

lwvcrages and for leavening bread. In the absence of oxygen, it de

composes sugar as indicated by the over-all reaction of equation (1). 

(I) 

When we are interested in producing alcohol, the carbon dioxide is a 
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by-product, one which is, however, USC'd in making "dry ice," and 
carbonated lx-vcragf's. In bread-making, the akohol is a by-product 
which evaporates when the lc<lVened dough is hakcO. 

There are a number of molds included in the Ascomycctae, evcn 
though it cannot be proved that they belong there since they nt'VC'f 

produce ascospores. Among the most important of these, are the genera 
Asjurgillus and Pmicillium (Fig. 20-7 R,S). Certain species of the lattcr 
genus produce a substance called penicillin which is harmful to mcmy 

bacteria and, for that rf'a'IOn, is ust'ful as a medicine. The need for great 
quantities of penicillin has led to the establishment of many factori<':o~ 
(l'lt'e Fig. 20-8) dt>Signcd for the sole purpose of growing Penicillium in 
quantity. Most species of this genus do not produce penicillin, but 
many of them are useful for other purpose-s, e.g., for curing and con
tributing flavor and color to Roquefort, Camembert and Danish Blcu 
cheese. Aspergillus is also a large genus. One of the species is used for 
the production of citric acid, useful in making fountain drinks. Asperp,i/fus 
and Penicillium are the commonest molds t'ncountercd as spoilers of 
jellit's, fruits, moist leather goods, and many other products. They occur 
in many colors, the commonest being green. 

Basidiomycetae-This class includes the larg('st spPcies of molds, 
the mushrooms. Most mushrooms belong to this dass though a few arc 
ascomycetes. 

To the layman, mushrooms and bread mold do not set"m to have 
much in common. However, what we call a "mushroom" is only a 
small part of the individual organism. Most of the organism consists 
of an extensive mycelium that is entirely underground. The mycelium 
grows at the expense of dead and buried vegetation for many months 
and finally, at the proper season, sends up the aboveground growth 
we call a mushroom. The aboveground portion grows by transference 
of material from the underground mycelium. 1t is because its growth is 
really a matter of transfer of food, rather than synthesis of it, that the 
mushroom can grow so fast. 

What is the significance of the aboveground part of the mushroom? 
A clue is furnished us when we cut off the cap of a mushroom and place 
it over both some black and some white paper (Fig. 20-9). If we leave 
it undisturbed for some hours, when we remove it, we shall find on the 
paper radiating lines of a fine powder which will be evident on either 
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the black or the white paper, depending on the color of the powder. 
If we look at this powder under the microscope, we see that it is com· 
posed of small bodit's which we recognize a~ spores. These spores arc 

SPORE PRINT 
ON PAPER 

Basidium 

Sporo.a 

Fig. 20-9. A mushroom, showing a small fraction of the mycelium from which it grows. 
The spores (upper right) arc bornr on structures called buidia (magnified, lower right) 

from which they arc fon:ibly snapjX'd off. 

continuously shed by the mushroom cap. They are heavier than air 
but, being tiny, can easily be carried about by air currents. Tele'ologi
<-'ally speaking, the purpose of the mushroom (aboveground portion) is 
to get the spores well up off the- ground so that they will have a n:-ason
able chance of being wafted by the winds to new location~ where they 
may germinate and thus spread the species over more territory. The 
number of spores produced by a single mushroom is numbered in the 
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millions. In the case of a giant puffball (a mushroom), it has been esti· 
mated that a single large puffball may produce as many as seven billion 
billion spores. Some conceptio-n of the magnitude of this figure may be 

possible when it is pointed out that this number is even larger than the 
number represe-nting the value of the national debt in dollars. 

It takes careful dissection to show the exact structure on which arc 
borne the sporcs of the mushroom. With luck, the structurt> diagrammed 
in Fig. 20-9 may be seen. The spores are borne in groups of fours on 
a basidium (Latin, pedestal). It is this structure that gives the name to 
the class Basidiomycetae. The spores arc oflcn called basidiospores. 

Parenthetically, it may be well to say a word about mushrooms from 
a gastronomic point of view. The layman frequently wants to know 
how to distinguish a "mushroom" from a "toadstool." The mycologist 
is unable to answer him because the distinction has no taxonomic 
meaning. The word "toadstool" comes from the German T ud-Stuhl or 
death stool. Some mushrooms arc death stools. Most mushrooms are 
lite stools, so to speak. There is no simple way to tell them apart (such 
as seeing if the mushroom will tarnish silver). Distinguishing species of 
mushrooms is a job for an expert taxonomist, as is distinguishing species 
of grasses, or mice, or of any other organisms. Unless the student wishes 
to subject himself to the discipline of learning the mushrooms, he had 
best regard all mushrooms as being divided into two groups: mush
rooms-found-in-the-stor('S, and mushroom<i-found-on-the-ground; and 
eat only·the former. 

Schizomycetae-These are the bacteria. Until very recently, it was 
thought that there were no sexual processes among the bacteria, that 
reproduction took place only by cell division or "splitting," hence, the 
class name {Greek scltiz_o, to split, or cleave). They arc the smallest 
of the fungi. They vary considerably in size, but an idea of the mag
nitude of a typical species may be had by looking on('e again at Figure 
19-3, where the alga Spirogyra and the bacterium PseudomoflaJ· arc drawn 
to the same scale. 

Everyone ha<> heard of bacteria. But most everyone ha'i a distorted 
view of their significance, thinking of them as being predominantly 
disease-causers. Quite the contrary is the case; one bacteriologist has 
estimated that for every one disease·causing bacterial cell there are at 
least 30,000 bacterial cells that are harmless, or even beneficial, to man. 
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This is fortunate, from our point of view, because we are surrounded by 
bacteria. The air we breathe is loaded with them; a not·unusually dirty 
atmosphere may have one hundrC'"CI. bacteria per liter. Breathing such 

0 0 0 

'Badllu.s Coc.c.u.s S'trep'toeoc.c.lA.to Sarcina Spirillum Vibrio 

1 MICRON-+~ *) 
Limit of' re•olu'tion of optical microscope, drawn to 
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6aclllus 'Bacillus 
with spar• 

~pore (very 
raais'tant) 
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gormlna'ting 

Fig. 20- tO, A varif'ty of ba<tt"ria 

• air, we tak~ in around one hundrt'd thousand hanf"ria rwr day, usually 
without ill e!Tccts. 

There are many thousands of spccics of bacteria which exhibit, how
ever, not much morphological variation (see .Fig. 20-10). Because of 
tht·ir small size and little variety in form, most species of bacteria cannot 
be identified by sight. There are identified by what they do-what 
diseases they cause, or what foodstuffs they can turn into what other 
substances. Bacterial species are identified by their metabolism. 
Various species produce a lx-wildering variety of organic t·hemicals, 
many of them of industrial value. Among these substances, arc ethyl 
alcohol, acetic acid (in vinegar), lactic acid (used in baby food), pro
pionic acid (used in lacquers and perfumes), acetone, butyl alcohol, and 
glycerine, to mention only a few. These substances arc used by the tons. 
In the pa.-.t quarter of a ccntury. there has developed a great industry 
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built around the activities of bacteria and molds. This industry, which 
employs thousands of persons, is called the "fermentations industry." 
The oldest function of the industry- to produce potable alcohol- is now 
ov<'rshadowed by the production of medicines, solvents, and othf"r 
C'hemicals. 

146. Research with Microbes 

Today a great deal of research into the principles of general biology 
is C"arried on with molds, yeasts, or bacteria as the immediate objects 
of study. These microbes, as they are called, are particularly well suited 
to research for the following reasons: 

1. Their rapid metabolism. Vitamin assays that used to take months, 
using guinea pigs or mice, can now be run in a few hours, using 
microbes. 

2. Their small size. This is an advantage for two reasons: 
a. Laboratory apparatus and vessels can be small, hence, relativdy 

inexpensive. 
b. Large numbers of them can easily be used, thus reducing the 

sampling error. With large organisms like dogs, conclusions must 
be based on tests made with only a few individuals. Individuals 
vary, and so the results obtained with a few organisms may not 
be generally applicable. With mic-robes one can easily have 
experimental and control groups consisting of millions of in
dividuals, thus virtually eliminating the:" sampling error. 

3. The similarity of their metabolism with that of higher organisms. 
Were this not true, the other considerations would count for little. 
They cannot, of course, be used for those lines of research that bear 
specifically on the peculiarities of higher organisms: e.g., the con
duction of water in the stem of a higher plant, or the sp-:::ed of 
propagation of the nerve impulse in a higher animal. But, for 
questions related to the general problems of living things-the 
problems connected with metabolism and inheritance-the mi
crobes are most useful. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

20-1. In tabular form, ('ompare thf' varioull da"-'Wll of algal' with f('llprrt to thrir 
rhloropbylls. 
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20-2. Which dasses of algae are almost completely confintd to tht: ocean? 
20-3. How arc the fungi distingui~h{'d from the algae? 
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20-4. To what classes of fungi do the following organisms belong: yeast, Rhu:ppu.r 
nigriram, the commercial mushroom, the organism that product"~ penicillin? 

20-5. Ddinf': A~('Qmyct>lae; Rasidiomyrctae. 
20-C.. How are bacterial spccil:'s distinguish1•d? 
20-7. What advantage for I'('search do the microbes poss1·ss? What kinds of problems 

can they not be used to solve? 
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Chapter XXI 

Mosses and Ferns 

147. Haploidy and Diploidy 

Most organisms are made of one or more dearly delineated bits of 
living matter called cclls. With some exceptions, each cell has in it a 
well-defined body called a nucleus which is needed for the continued 
existence of the cell. If the nucleus is examined microscopically, within 
it will bt< seen some ill-defined tangles of threads. Under certain condi
tions, using spcdal techniques of observation, these threads can be 

seen as well-defined, stainable bodies called chromosomes. (Sec Fig. 
21-1.) 

Different kinds of chromosomes arc distinguishable, and they vary 
in length and breadth, and in shape. If the nucleus of a cell has only 
one of each distinguishable kind of chromosome, the cell is said to be 
a haploid cell (Greek haploos, single). If the cell has two of each kind 
of chromosome, the <:ell is said to be diploid (Greek dipluos, double). 
Within any discrete organism, most or all of the cells are of one kind 
of -ploidy. The meehanism of cell division is such that ordinary daughter 
cells have the same kind of chromosomes as the parent cell. Change in 
ehromosome number occurs either as a result of fusion of two cells 
(e.g., an egg and a sperm) or as the conscqucnec of a special sort of 
division called meiosis or reduction division. The details of this latter 
process will be considered later (Chap. XXVIII). 

386 
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In animal cells, diploidy is the rule, haploidy being almost entirely 
confined to the sex cells. In man, for example, all the cells of the body 
are diploid except the sperm and the egg cells, which are haploid. 

~Mo!i't any organi$m 

ln•id« t'h« nu.c.l&u.s are 
CH'ROM050MES. They 

are usually only a 
c.on·huecl mass of dimly

seen 'threads. 

If a c.cr.ll ha• ONLY 
ONE of each 
distinguishable 
kind of chromo
s.omo, t:he cell 
Is called a 
HAPLOID 
CELL 

Thcs• •r• 
-HAPLOID CELLS 

in each of 
which i~ a 
NUCLEUS. 

Bu't, from 'time 'to 1:ime 
t:hc. c.hromotoomcto reveal 

'themselves a• wcr.ll
dofincd1 s'tainable 

bodie•. 

. 
6u.1: if a cell ha• 
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di•t:ingu.ish;~ble 
kind of chromo
•ome, 'the eo.ll 
is called a 
DIPLOID 

e 
® 
~ CELL 

Thcuc are 
Dt'PLOID CELLS 

Fig. 21-1. Ploidy. 

Among plants, however, no such generalization can be. made. Many 
of the so-called "lower" plants are haploid as a rule. As we ascend what 
we believe to be the evolutionary tree, diploidy becomes more and more 
prevalent. It is this change in the haploidy-diploidy ratio that the fol
lowing account should make evident. 
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148. Thallophyta: Predominantly Haploid Organisms 

The Plant Kingdom is usually divided into four great phyla, namely: 

Thallophyta 
Bryophyta 
Pteridophyta 
Spermatophyta 

Among the main plant groups, the Thallophyta arc unquestionably 
the most primitive. Bacteria, molds, yeasts, and algae undoubtf'dly 
existed long before ferns and trees. Although some species arc of con· 
siderable size, e.g., the giant ke-lps of the S<"ashore, nevertheless, as a 
group, thallophytes arc small. Though many live in more or less dry 
locations (e.g., some molds, some algae), most are aquatic organisms. 
Though "simplicity" is a hard term to define-, they seem to be mor
phologically simpler than members of other groups. They rt'product' 
rapidly, and their reproduction is mostly asexual. 

Sexual reproduction necessarily involves the production of at least 
one diploid cell, a cell whose nucleus contains two members of <"ach 
kind of chromosome, two complete sets of chromosomes. This diploid 
cell may divide in such a way as to give rise to more diploid cells. Or 
it may fairly soon undergo a reduction division, thus rapidly bringing 
the cells back to the haploid condition once more. The haploid condition 
is typical of the thallophytes. Most species of thallophytes either n("vcr 
enter into sexual union, in which case the ccJis arc always haploid; or, 
if sexual fusion occurs, very promptly return to the haploid condition. 
There are exceptions -some of the large seaweeds, for instance. But the 
generalization is safe. 

149. Bryophyta, with a Parasitic Diploid Generation 

When we examine the next higher group, the Bryophyta, a diffcrt'nt 
situation prevails. The Bryophyta includes two principal groups, the 
liverworts and the mosses. Since more people arc aware of mosses, we 
shall confine our discus.~ion to them. 

Not everything that the layman calls a mos.<; is regarded as such by 
the botanist; "Spanish moss," for instance, is something quite different. 
Mosses are usually not·too·conspicuous resilient pads of greenness grow-
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ing at the base of trees or on a tree-trunk (north side, of course), never 
on rolling stones. Around waterfalls, they flourish on well-sprayed rocks. 
One kind of moss, Splwgmun, grows on the surface of acid ponds in the 

Lor "'t 

M~la !lam<Jt• 
produdoj 

tissuo 

Fig. 21-2. The lift• ryck of a nms.~. with hapluid (In) 
and dipluid (!n) ti.-t~u~· identifil·d . 

• 
more northerly regions, its intcrmeshcd filaments forming a thick, firm 
mat on which one can walk, though thcre may be twenty feet of water 
beneath one's feet. The cushion of moss quakes underfoot but holds 
firm. A delightful experience. 

But to get back to the lc:-ss spectacular forms, let us examine a small 
mo.~s doscly to sec how it is put together. (See Fig. 21-2A.) The bulk 
of the moss is a tangle of small, but multicellular, filaments of which 
we arc ordinal'ily unaware. From these filaments, grow the grcC"n, leafy 
shoots which we think of as the moss. All qf this tissue is haploid. 

At certain times of the year, hidden in the leafy tips of the shoots, 
gamete-produdng organs arc formed (Fig. 21-2B). Two types of gametes 
arc produced, male and female, sperm and egg. In some species, these 
are both produced at the tips of the same shoot (as drawn); in others, 
lht·y arc pmduced on diHCrl'nl plants. In either case, before a sperm 
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can get to an egg, there must be a continuous watery pathway between 
the two for the sperm to swim in. In this regard, mosses, though dry
land plants, never evolved to complete independence of the watery 
environment in which their ancestors must have lived. For fertilization, 
the old-fashioned watery environment must prevail. When it does, the 
sperm soon swims toward an egg, attracted by a chemical substance 
exuded by the egg (Fig. 21-2D). The product of the union of the two is 
a zygote and is diploid. 

Without moving from the place of its formation, the zygote now 
begins to develop into a multicellular plant (Fig. 21-2 E-H). In this 

process, each cell division is an equational division, i.e., each division 
involves a doubling of the chromosomes preliminary to cell division, the 

consequence being that each daughter cell has the same complement 
of chromosomes that the mother cell had. Such equational division is 

called mitosis, and is described more fully in§ 169. The repeated mitotic 
division of the diploid (2n) moss zygote produces a multicellular Zr1 

plant growing at the top of the old ln plant. In many species, this new 
plant is "colorless," that is, it is not green (though it may be buff
colored). The lack of green color indicates a lack of chlorophyll, hence, 
lack of ability to photosynthesize. In other species, the new plant is a 
pale green and can make at least part of its own food. When this diploid 

plant is completely formed, it bears at its tip a capsule from which are 

presently shed some minute spores which are haploid. Evidently in the 
process of their formation, the process of meiosis takes place. These 

spores, landing on a suitable substrate, can grow into new green, haploid 
plants. 

Thus, there arc two distinct types of moss plant produced. These 

are spoken of as belonging to separate "generations." The green, hap
loid, gamete-producing plant is called a gametophyte. The diploid, 

spore-producing plant is called a sporophyte. The regular alternation 
of the two in time is spoken of as an alternation of generations. 

Notice that, in the moss (and in Bryophytes generally), the diploid 
generation is much more conspicuous than it is in the Thallophyta, 

though, even in mosses, the gametophyte generation is the dominant 
one. The moss plant that one sees most of the time is the haploid gen

eration. Only occasionally, is one aware of the slender brown spikes-
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the diploid sporophytes-protruding from the surface of the spongy 
green mass. 

'Fern 
lcevo• 
[2. n) 

Sporangium 

New 
sporophvtc 

..---1\"- ( 2 n) 

Fig. 21-:J. The f{'rnS and th{'ir rt>production. 

150. Pteridophyta, with an Inconspicuous Haploid Generation 

Everyone knows what a fern looks like. Anyone who has handled a 
fern may well have turned a leaf over and discovered rough brown spots 
on the underside (Fig. 21-3A). He may have said, "Hmm-m. Disease, 
no doubt." In which case, he was wrong. Closer inspection of the brown 
protuberance:: shows that each one is made up of a number of little 
cases, each of which has a very elegant way of expelling its contents 
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(Fig. 21~3 B-E). The little pellets tflnt are expdled are spores. They are hap
loid. They arise by reduction division from specialized cells of the fern 
leaf which is made of diploid tissuf'. 

Then, is the whole fern plant a sporophyte? Such is, indeed, the case. 
It is, obviously, a far more conspicuous sporophyte than is the moss 
sporophyte. Where is the gametophytc? 

If we follow the journey of a spore, so ruddy expelled from its 
sporangium, we will learn. If the spore lands in a favorable place, it 

gl'rminates (Fig. 21-3 F-H) and, by cell multiplication, presently pro
duce'S a thin little pad of tissut', lying prostrate on the ground, quietly 
photosynthcsi7.ing in some moist, shady place in the forest. This ol~jt>ct, 
made entirely of haploid cells, is the gametophyte. If we turn it over, 
we find, on the underside, sex organs, male and fC'malc (Fig. 21~31). 
The male produces sperms and the female eggs. As in the Rryophytcs, 
the sperm is chemically attraC'ted to thf' egg which it fertilizes. For this 
to take place, there must, of eourst", be water, which is found as a thin 
film between the underside of the fern gametophyte and the ground. 

The fertilized egg develops in situ, very much as did th!' moss eg~. 
only, in this case, the sporophyte whkh results (Fig. 21~3L) is grC'm 
and can make its own food. 1t soon grows into a conspicuous sporophyte 
fern plant, overshadowing the diminutive gametophytc which presently 
withers away. 

Thus it is among the Pteridophyta, the large 1:.rroup to which the 
ferns belong. In this group, the haploid generation has become, for the 
first time, the !C'ss conspicuous generation. The sporophyte, the diploid 
generation, is the conspicuous one. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

(See also Questions and Problems, Chapter 22) 
21~1. Define or dt·~t-ribe: haploid, diploid, sporophyte, gametophyte, 
21-2. Compare and rontrast the Bryophyta and the Ptcridophyta. 
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Chapter XXII 

The Flowering Plants 

151. Spermatophyta: The Predominant Diploid 

We come now to the fourth and last of the great groups of plants, 

the Spermatophyta or Seed Plants (Greek spermalos, seed, semen). These 
are the organisms the layman has in mind when he mentions the word 
"plants." These arc the plants that, almost by themselves, cover the 
earth. These arc the plants that make the world beautiful. 

Before taking up the subject of th(• life cycle in some of these plants, 
it is desirable to point out that the .Spermatophyta are divided into two 
subgroups, namely: 

Gymnospermae, the conc·bearers 
Angiospermae, the flowering plants 

The cone-bearers arc the more primitive spermatophytes. This group 
indudcs the great bulk of the lumber trees of the world: pine, spruce, 
fir, hemlock, juniper, and sequoia, to mention a few of them. All of 
these trees have relatively sofl wood. 

The angiosperms, or flowering plants, include all those plants that 
bear seeds following the production of flowers. Besides the b'TOup which 
the layman rf."fers to as having "flowers," this group includes many 
other species whose flowers arc so inconspicuous a<; to escape ordinary 
notice- oaks, maples, grasses, etc. Most of the hardwood trees arc 
angiosperms 

The life histories of gymnosperms and angiosperms differ in a number 
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of details but, in both, the diploid gent•ration is even more predominant 
than it is in the ferns. Here we shall describe only the life cycle of a 
flowering plant. The student interested in comparing it with that of a 
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cone-bearer should consult a standard textbook of botany, some of 
which are listed at the end of the chapter, 

In a flowering plant, all the tis.o;ues of which one is ordinarily aware 
are diploid. These tissues are the sporophyte generation. The spores 
produced, unlike those of the ferns, are never released but, buried in 
the flower parts, develop into the gamctophytcs while still on the parent 
sporophyte. There are two gametophytes here, one male and one female. 
The male gametophyte is the pollen grain and is, as every "hay fever" 
sufferer knows, released from the sporophyte. The female gametophyte 
is completely buried at the base of the ovary (Fig. 22-tA). If we cut 
across a mature flower, we can find the megagametophyte, as it is 
called, completely surrounded by other tissues. The megagametophyte 
has eight nuclei (Fig. 22-lB), all of them haploid, most of them in sepa
rate cells. One of these cells is the egg. The others arc destined to live 
various lengths of time, but none of them gives rise to a new generation. 

The male gametophytt', the pollen grain, is called the microgameto
phyte (Fig. 22-tC) because of its smaller size. At the time of the 
relea<>C of the pollen grain, there arc only two nuclei in this gametophyte, 
both haploid. 

The spermatophytes are the only large group of plants completely 
adapted to dry land. No longer is a water film required for the male 
nucleus to get to the female nucleus. Gone is the spcrmlike gamete, and 
in its place is a microgamctophyte that grows in a funguslike manner, 
carrying haploid nuclei forward in a hyphalike extension (Fig. 22-1 D-G). 
When this pollen tube, as the extension is called, reaches the mega
gametophyte (Fig. 22-tH), one of the haploid nuclei, called the male 
gamete nucleus, fertilizes the egg nucleus, thus forming a zygote and 
so starting a new sporophyte generation. 

Curiously enough, another male gamete nucleus fertilizes the bi
nucleate endosperm cell, thus making a triploid endosperm cell. This 
triploid cell multiplies considerably, and it may furnish nourishment 
to the embryo as it develops from the zygote. The development of 
embryo, endosperm, and surrounding tissues goes on for awhile, then 
stops. By this time, there is a more or less hard coat envdoping all these 
tissues. The whole is known as a seed and is the means whereby the 
species is di~pcrsed more widely. Although the end which the seed 
serves is the same as that of the spores found throughout the plant king-
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dam, namely dispersal of the specie<>, the two are not otherwise com
parable. A seed is a new individual (!!porophyte) whose development 
has been arrested for awhile. It is a multicellular individual. 

The evolution of plants from water to land brought with it various 
problem<; which have been solved in several ways. Some of these prob
lems and solutions occur among the Bryophyta and Ptcridophyta, but 
they are more strikingly exhibited in the Spermatophyta. These prob
lems revolve around the necessity of di.<;pcrsal. In a watery medium, 
dispersal is a relatively simple matter hecause living substance has a 
density very nearly the same as water, and consequently, living cells 
can easily propel themselves about or can be carried pas.<;ivt'ly by the 
currents of the medium. Once plants are on dry land, the problem of 
dispersal becomes more difficult. No plant ha;;; dcvdopcd means nf 
active flight through the air; no flowering plant can move over dry land 
in the active manner that characterizes animals. How, then, do the land
and air-dwelling plants become dispersed over the face of the earth? 

It will be worth while to consider, first, the space rdations of the in
dividual. The adult size of a spermatophyte is seldom as fixed a thing 
as that of, say, an insect or a mammal. A pine- trt"e grown in a dense 
forest grows to a very great height with only as much extension of tlw 
limbs around it as its competing neighbors permit. In a clearing, tllC' 
same species of pine will spread laterally to a much greater extent 
and, so, will occupy a larger fra<'tion of the availabk· environment. Thus. 
it may be said that, by individual measures, the species becomes some
what dispersed over the earth. 

Dispersal of the species by individual spreading is more effectiV<' in 
those forms that have a prostrate form of growth, forms such as ivy. 
Many grasses also can spread by this means. Quack grass and Ber
muda grass have underground stems which grow out in all directions, 
from time to time sending up bunches of grass leaves. But for the com
petition with other plants, and the boundaries of the favorable environ
ment, a single such grass plant could spread over an indefinite extent 
of earth. 

When a grass plant has spread out and produced several clumps, the 
destruction of an underground stem between two clumps will result in 
two plants from one individual. This is a method of a;;;exual reproduc
tion; it is called vegetative reproduction, since it is brought about by 
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vegetative (i.e., nonsexual) tissues. Many plants arc capable of vegeta
tive reproduction. A small part of a geranium, or ivy, or barberry plant 
rt>adily produces a complete new plant when it is partially buried in 
soil. The smaller branches of willow trees have brittle sections at their 
bases which allow them to break off easily. Branches so shed readily 
form new root systems if they fall in damp ground. 

Another method of vegetative reproduction that is of especial im
portance is that brought about by man by various methods of grafting. 
In prcparation for making a graft, a stem or branch of one plant is 
cut off and joined to tht> cut stump or stc·m of another by placing the cut 
surfa<"cs in contact and then binding them togetht>r. The plant that 
furnishcs tht> roots in this artificial union is called a stock; the plant 
stcm which thereafter draws nourishment from nt>w roots is called the 
scion. One plant can, of course, furnish many scions. When these grafted 
st·ions have grown to maturity, they, in turn, can furnish many more 
scions. By scrial grafting, a particular type of plant can he vegetatively 
incrcascd in numbt'rs indefinitely. Such vt'getative reproduction has 
proven t•specially valuahle in the multiplication of valuable strains of 
fruit trees. Most of our present strains of fruit trees have arisen as single 
"sport" or "mutant" (stT § 171) branches on trees of slightly differf'nt 
typ<'. Expf'ricncc h.as shown that such mutant Uranches, if allowed to 
rrproduce themselves S<'Xually, do not breed true to type. Mutant 
branches may, howc\Tr, be subdivided into many scions, all of which 
will remain truf' to the original type until the day when a new mutant 
apJX'ars among the many individuals so \·cgetatively developed. If the 
nt'\V mutant is valuable, it may be saw•d; if not, discarded. By vege
tative reproduction, a desirable type of sport is readily conserved, an 
important comidcration sim·e the appearance of mutants is a fairly 
ran• pl](•nomcnon. The ·vvashington navel orange arost> as a single sport 
in South America early in the Nineteenth Century, and there has been 
no recorded recurff'nce since. 

But vegetative reproduction, widespread as it is, is probably not as 
quantitatively important in the propagation of flowering plants in 
nature as is sexual reproduction. The essence of the mechanism has 
already been described. It remains now to discuss the means by which 
sexual reproc!uction and dispersal of seed are made possible in land

dwelling plants. 
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In some flowering plants, the act of bringing together the male and 
female gametophytcs is made relatively simple by having each flower 
fertilize itself. The pollen and -the stigma of a single flower arc not far 

Fig. 22-2. How the flower Sal1•ia is adaptt"rl to utilize bees 
as pollen-transporting agt•nts. 

apart; a slight swaying of the plant may bring them together. Such 
self-fertilization is the rule among the legumes (peas and beans), 
viol<'ts, and various others, It is possible only because both male and 
female parts are within the same flower which, for that reason, is called 
a perfect flower. 

Sdf-fertilization is unlikely or impossible if: 
a. The flowers are impe~fect flowers, i.e., male and fcmalc parts are- not 

hath found in the same flower. 
b. The plant is dioecious (Greek di, two; oikos, houS('), i.e., if the two 

sexes are found on separate individual plants. [Where both sexes 
arc found on th<> same plant, the species is said to be monoecious, 
a term which is the botanical equivalent of the zoologist's herma
phroditic.) 

c. The flowers are self-sterile, as is true in tobacco and other plants. 
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d. The flowers are so constructed as to make difficult the access of 
pollen to the stigma in the same flower. 

How is cross-fertilization, or cross-pollination, brought about? Vari
ous ag("ndes are involved among the many species of plants, but the 
two most common ones are wind and insects. Wind pollination occurs 
an1ong some grasses and many trees. Wind pollination is particularly 
conspicuous among the cone-bearers (Gymnospcrmac); at the proper 
season, a veritable yellow cloud may be seen drifting down wind from 
a pine tree. 

The most spectacular transporting agents are the insects. A great 
many flowers are dependent on insects for their fertilization, and the 
modifications that have been developed in both flow('r and insect have 
long exdtcd the admiration and astonishment of naturalists. We could 
easily fill a book with an account of the various adaptations-in fact, 
Darwin did, in his Fntili;:.afion of Orrhids, a book conC"erned with only 
one group of plants. But we shall content ourselves with citing one 
example, that of the flower Salvia. This flowt"r has a stamen that is 
modified into a two-ended lever whkh swings about a fulc-rum. When 
a bee enters the flower (Fig. 22-2), it pushes on the short end of the 
lever, bringing the long end down against its fuzzy back which rubs 
some of the pollen grains ofT of the anther. These pollen grains will 
then be carried to another flower where they may be deposited on the 
stigma. 

The dependence of many flowers on insect pollination has sometimes 
complicated man's migration. When settlers first took red clover into 
Australia, it failed to set seed, and consequ('ntly, the immigrants were 
for awhile dependent on other countries for their red dover seed-until 
they also imported some bumblebees to pollinate the flowers. Similarly, 
the Smyrna fig depends on certain Hymenoptera (wasps) for its ft"rtiliza
tion. When Smyrna fig trees were brought to the United States, the 
wasp was brought too, to insure fertilization and the setting of fruit. 

Mter fertilization and the formation of seeds, tht"re arises the problem 
of dispersing them. The solution.<; to this problem are at least as various 
as the solutions to the pollination problem. The seeds of many plants 
have hairy extensions which give the seed buoyancy in the air, enabling 
it to be canied long distances by comparatively feeble winds. Such 
adaptations arc exhibited by dandelions, salsify and clematis. Another 
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Fig. 22-3. Various methods of seed dispersal. 
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spectacular form of wind dispersal is shown by tumbleweeds, which 
inhabit open plains regions where there are strong winds. When the 
seeds mature, a whole plant breaks off at the base of the stem and is 
blown end over end across the plains, scattering seeds as it goes. Other 
plants have adaptations for throwing seeds to some distance. The seed 
pods of legumes, when they dry, curl, and expel the seeds forcibly. Many 
plants surround their seeds with tissues that are esteemed as food by 
various animals; such, for instance, are the berries. When a berry such 
as the strawberry is eaten by a bird, the seeds may pass through the 
intestinal tract unharmed and may he deposited in the bird dung many 
miles from th(' parent plant, there to germinate. Other ways in which 
animals are exploited as carrif'rs of seeds arc exhibited by the various 
plan!s which produce seed cases with hooks on them which can attach 
to animal fur, e.g., cockelburs, Spanish needle, beggar tick, and unicorn 
plant. Some of these adaptations are to be seen in Figure 22-3. 

All of these adaptations constitute methods of dispersing plants in 
space. The seed is also a method of dispersing the species in time. The 
vegetative parts of many seed-forming plants are incapable of surviving 
a normal winter. Seeds art' gf'm·rally resistant to cold and many other 
stringent environmental factors. By producing seeds, a plant species 
manages to dispc'rse itself through the following years. 

The ability of seeds to withstand environmental factors is tied up with 
their dorma!l()'. A seed ~haws very little mcta}Jolism; the life processes 
arc virtually at a standstill. Bt>cause of this, the relatively small amount 
of foot! material contained in a seed will suffice for a long time. There is 
a wide range of longevities among the various seeds. The St'eds of all 
our food cereals (wheat, oats, rye, etc.) will survive well for two years 
hut, aftpr ten or fifteen years, only a few per cent of the seeds will germi
nate. At thC' otlwr extreme, arc lotus seeds for which there is an authentic 
record of viability after 150 years. Most botanists put no credence in 
the stories of the germination of cereal sPNis exhumed from Egyptian 
tombs. Seeds takt'n from tombs opened under strict supervision do not 
germinate. The only seeds which germinate arc those purportedly re
moved from unsupervised tombs by native guides catering to tourists. 
It is considered not without significance that such seeds show a striking 
similarity to modern varieties of cereals, rather than to the ancient 
Egyptian varieties which are known to have been rather different. 
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QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

22-1. To what phyla of plants do thl" following organism!! bl'iong: liverwort, Euglt1W. 
fern, moss. marine kelp, lily, pine trc("? 

22-2. Briefly charactl"rize the four phyla of plants in terms Q{ their life ( yrks. 
22-3. For each of the four phyla, draw a drclc and then divide it into pic-!!hapcd 

sectors to show th.e rclative importance of gametophytc and spermatophyte generations 
in each group. 

22-4. What arc the two subdivi$ions of the spermatophytes? 
22-5. How docs a seed differ from a spon·? 
22-6. What is endosperm? What is it~ importancr? 
22-7. What is vegetative l't'production? What is its importance to plants? To man? 
22-8. Do you know the folk story of Johnny Appleseed? What relevant commcnl'! 

might a botanist make on hearing this story? 
22-9. Define scion and stock. 
22-10. Define monoecious and dioecious. Which ont· is a synonym fur hermaphro

ditic? 
22-11. What are the two most common agent'! for cross-pollination? Cite an instanct· 

in which each is effective. 
22-12. If DDT, or other inscctkide, were so dfective as to enable us to kill ull the 

insects in a region, would you n•commend it~ use on a wholesale scale? Explain. 
22-13. What function or functions do Sl"t-ds ~~erve? 
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Chapter XXIII 

Plant Physiology 

152. The Leaf, a Photosynthetic Organ 

As we shall see in some detail in Part IV, in its basic physiology, a 
plant is not very different from an animal. Both respire, and the process 
of respiration is made possible by enzymes many of which are nearly or 
quite identical in the two kingdoms. However, although the basic physi
ology of plants and animals may be the same, the over-all physiology of 
one group differs somewhat from that of the other. The special physiology 
of humans, with which we were so greatly concerned in Part II, tells us 
almost nothing of the special physiology of plants. Plant physiology is a 
distinct discipline. Because plants are of the greatest importance to man's 
continued existence, the elements of this science will be presented here. 

The single process which is most characteristic of plants is photo
synthesis (§ 143), which may be represented by the over-all equation: 

C02 + H~O + E (light) ---+organic material + 02 (1) 

In flowering plants, this process lakes place in any green tissue, but the 
greater part of the synthesis of food is carried out by plant leaves which 
arc admirably designed for this function. 

The primary adaptation of a leaf is toward the presentation of a 
great amount of surface that can intercept the sun's rays and, thus, 
"collect" the light; hence, the broad flatness of most leaves. The ar
rangement of leaves on the plant is also such as to insure that almost 
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every beam of light within the compass of the plant is intercepted by 

at least one leaf. Under many trees in the summertime, the shade is 
almost unbroken. 

Upper Palisade 

cell 

Spongy 

Lower 
epidermi5 

Fig. 23-1. The leaf, the photosynthetic organ of the llowt•ring tJlanl~. 

Figure 23-1 diagrammatically shows the cross section of a typical leaf. 
Notice that the epidermal cells do not contain chloroplasts. l)holo
synthesis is carried out by the internal cells, the palisade layer being 
the most important. 

Besides light, carbon dioxide must be available. Some of this enters 
by diffusion through the epidermis; perhaps more comes through the 
openings called stomata (singular, stoma, Greek, mouth). Oxygen, the 
by-product of photosynthesis, leaves by this same route. 

Water is also required for the process. Water is brought up from the 
ground through narrow tubes that are made up of the cellulose walls 
of plant cells that have died. The tubes in which water travels upward 
are collectively called the xylem (Greek xylon, wood; lumber is almost 
entirely xylem tissue). 

As a result of photosynthesis, organic material is produced. Some of 
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this stays in the leaf, but most of it is conducted to other parts of the 
plant via the phloem (Greek p!Jloios, bark of a tree; when you strip off 
the bark of the tree, you arc likely to remove the phloem layer). Phloem 
and xylem are surrounded by various other tissues to form a vascular 
bundle. The vascular bundles we identify in the leaf as the veins of 
1 he- leaf. 

Photosynthesis presents many problems to the plant. To intercept the 
maximum amount of light, it is desirable to have a broad, flat leaf. But 
this sort of leaf is su~ject to the loss of considerable water by evapora
tion. The waxy cuticle present on the outer surface of the epidermis 
helps to keep evaporative losses at a minimum. 

For photosynthesis, a good exchange of gas (C02 in; 0 2 out) with 
the- air is desirable. But water vapor is a gas and can be lost. Here, 
again, are conflicting needs: to retain the water (vapor) without im
peding the exchange of other gases. The plant resorts to a compromise. 
The size of stomata is adjustable. When they are illuminated, the 
guard cells on either side of each opening spread apart so that the 
stomata arc open. At night, the guard cells bend together again and close 
the stomata. Also, under conditions of high temperature and low relative 
humidity, such as would prevail during a summer drouth, the guard 
cells will close the opening, thus decreasing the loss of water. 

153. The Stem: Translocation of Materials • 

The stem functions for conduction and support. Green stems carry 
on photosynthesis, too, but, in most plants, this activity of the stem is 
quantitatively unimportant. 

If a woody stem is cut across, the greater part of it is seen to consist 
of xylem, or wood (Fig. 23-2). The phloem is peripheral to it, and the 
two are separated by a layer of cambium cells (Latin, exchange). These 
cells multiply by cell division, adding new cells, now to the phloem 
layer, now to the xylem layer. The phloem layer, being to the outside, 
is gradually sloughed off as discarded bark tissue. The xylem, to the 
inside, necessarily accumulates. Only the most recently formed xylem 
cell:-~ have living cell material in them. Most xylem cells are devoid of 
living substan.::c. Moreover, the top and bottom ends of their walls have 
disintf'grated, resulting in the formation of continuous tubes in which 
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watery solutions pa~s from the soil upward. By far the greater part of 
a tree is xylem. 

The size of the cells produced by the division of the cambium cells 
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Fig. 23-2. The structure of a stem, and the significance of tree rinW~. 

is determined by the amount of food and water available to the cambium. 

In the spring, when there is an abundance of both food and water, large 
cells are formed. The spring xylem cells constitute what is called "spring 
wood." As the season wears on, water becomes scarcer, and the activity 
of the leaves diminishes; as a result, the size of the xylem cells decreases. 
To the naked eye, the smaller, more tightly packed cells of "summer 
wood" look like a dark ring separated by lighter areas of spring wood. 
Since most years have only one good growing season, the number of 
rings visible in a cut tree gives the age of the tree in years. Since no two 
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years are climatically identical, the relative amounts of spring and sum
mer wood vary. From a tree whose felling date is known, one c-an deduce 
the wetness or dryness of every year during its lifetime. By matching the 
rings of a tree felled today against the rings of a long-fallen tree or a 
piece of lumber the geographic origin of which is known, one can ex
tend this record backward indefinitely. Thus, we have learned about the 
climate of some parts of North America for every year since long beforf' 
the birth of Christ. (Set• Fig. 23-2C.) Study of the tree-ring patterns 
also makes it possible to determine the date of felling of the tree that 
yielded a piect" of wood usf"d in making a prehistoric house and, hence, 
the probable date of construction of the house. 

154. The Root: Absorption of Solutions 

lf the root system of a mature plant is carefully worked free from the 
soil by a gentle washing process, the extent of its branches can hardly 
fail to surprise one who has never thought about the matter. (Sec Fig. 
23-3A.) However, what one sees with the eye is scarcely half the story. 
If a single root tip is examined microscopically, it is seen to be covered 
hy hundreds of root hairs (Fig. 23-3B), each of which is an extension of 
a single epidermal cell. It is these microscopic root hairs which are 
rt'sponsible for the bulk of the absorption of water and nutrients from 
the soil. 

One ambitious investigator made an attempt to estimate the extent 
of a root system. He grew a rye plant in the soil of a container 12 inches 
square by 22 inches deep. When the plant was four weeks old and 20 
inches tall, he carefully washed tht'" root system free of dirt. Then, by 
measurement and estimation, he found that there were, in this small 
volume, 390 nnles of roots with a surfact> area of 2,500 square feet. The 
14.5 billion root hairs had an estimated total length of 6,600 miles and 
an area of 4,300 square feet. 

The root system is responsible for supplying the plant with its salt 
needs (nitrates, phosphates, etc.) and its water. This is all a plant need~ 
from the soil. It needs no organic material, that is, no food as humans 
understand the word. The plant synthesizes all this sort of food from 
air and water. This truth has led to considerable experimentation with 
soille11 culture. Almost any plant can be grown without soil if the water 
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in which its roots arc immersed contains the proper inorganic salts. 
This possibility has led some men to suggest that soilless culture (or 
water culture or hydroponics) be !lubstituted for the traditional soil agri-

Fig. 23-3. The roots of a plant. 
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culture. Theoretically, it is possible; on economic grounds, it is out of 
the question except under special circumstances. Plants growing in 
water have to be furnished artificial supports. Because the water with 
the nutrient salts in it is a fine mt.:dium for algae, one has to build a 
covering to keep light from the water. And because the water tends to 
lose its oxygen (which the roots need), one must either install a system 
for continuously circulating the water, or a system that causes fluctua
tions in the water level of the solution that bathes an artificial soil of 
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gravel or wood chips. Which practically brings one hack to soil agri
culture, and at great expense. 

For experimental purposes, howf'ver, water culture is valuable. Soil 
is a very complex material, both physically and chemically. If one 
wants to know the effect of a certain cht>mical on a plant. one can find 
out with greater surety under the controlled conditions of soilless culture, 
than with that variable we call soil. 

155. The Movement of Water in Plants 

The equation for photosynthesis (equation 1) makes it dear that 
water is required for the manufacture of food. The utility of the root 
s~tf'm is obvious. Howcvcr, it must not be supposed that all the water 
absorbed by the roots is used in photosynthesis. On the contrary, only 
about one watf'r molf'cule out of twenty absorbed by the roots enters 
into the photosynthetic reaction carried out by the leaves. The other 
nineteen water molecules, absorht>d by 1he roots and transported up 
tht> xylem in the- stem, evaporate from the l<>aves into the surrounding 
air without having accomplished any obvious good for the plant. Their 
movement upward probably hdps to bring salts to th(' leaves. Their 
e-vaporation from the leaves hf"lps to cool thf' leaves romewhat. But 
there is no proof that the relatively enormous quantities moved upward 
and transpired from the It· aves serves a funetion ir;t the plant. Transpira
tion, as the process of loss of water from plant surfaces is called, accounts 
for the movement of large quantities of water from the soil back into 
the air again. A corn plant loses sevf'ral tirnes its own weight in water 
per day. A cornfield no larger than an ordinary city lot transpires 250 
Ions of water in one growing season. One begins to appreciate the plant's 
need for those thousands of miles of absorbent root hairs. 

The fact that a plant loses such large quantitics of water daily makrs 
clear the need for frequent rains or irrigation. As soon as the roots fail 
to deliver their customary bounty of water, the leaves wilt. This some
times happens even in the presence of considt"rable amounts of water. 
For chemical and physical reasons, clay soils can hold part of their 
water so tightly that the root hairs cannot absorb it away from the soil 
particles. In such a soil, a plant may wilt even when there is still quite 
a bit of water present. A more striking example of this sort is furnished 
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by acid bogs. Plants that are especially adapted to this environment 
grow well therein, but most plants cannot grow in a bog. Analysis has 
shown that the epidermal cells of the ordinary plant root are unable 

to devc:-lop into root hairs under the conditions that exist in a bog. Since 
most water absorption takes place through root hairs, we may say that 
the nonbog plant cannot thrive in a bog-surrounded by water-be
cause it cannot get enough water. The situation is reminiscent of "The 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner." 

How is water moved upward in a stem against the force of gravity? 
A plant has no heart. What is the mechanism that moves the water? 

The problem of water transport in plants has long puzzled plant 
physiologists, and it is not yet solved to the complete satisfaction of all 
research workers in this field. We will give here a picture that seems to 
represent the majority opinion. 

The three principal factors involved in the upward transport of water 
in stems are root pressure, transpiration and the tensile strength of 
water. 

Root prw·ure can be demonstrated by removing the upper part of a 
geranium plant and attaching a manometer (§ 33) to the stump of the 
plant. In a short time, the manometer registers a considerable pressure, 
somctim('s equivalent to one or two atmospheres. This pressure is due 
to activity of the roots which take in water and force it upward. Root 
pressure is responsible for the "bleeding" of maple-sugar trees. The fluid 
that comes out is called sap and is boiled down to yield maple syrup 
and sugar. The sap that may be collected from a wound made in a 
single maple tree sometimes amounts to as much as eight quarts per 
day. Root pressure cannot, however, be the sole agency involved in the 
ascent of sap because many plants show negligible root pressure. Even 
a maple tree shows little or no root pressure during the summer when 
the tree is in full leaf and when upward transport of water is at its 
maximum. 

Transpiration is always a factor in the movement of water in an ac
tively growing plant. As water is evaporated from a leaf surface, the 
column of water moves upward and replaces the water lost. This action 
reminds one of a "suction pump." Such a pumplike action can un
doubtedly raise water but, in its quantitative aspect, doubts arise as to 
the adequacy of the mechaniWl. Recall that a suction pump (see § 33, 
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and problems 5-7, S-8, and 5-9) does not really operate by "suction" 
but by pressure-atmospheric pressure. The pressure of the atmosphere 
is sufficient to raise water in an evacuated tube only about 30 feet. But 
there are many tr<'es, the redwoods and Douglas firs among them, which 
are more than two hundred fePt high. Plainly, this mpc:hanism is not 
f'nough to account for the rise of water to such grc:'at heights. 

An additional factor believc;"d to aid in the rise of water is the tensile 
.1/renglh of water. The tensile strength of a material is its ability to endure 
stretching without breaking. Many metals have great tensile strength. 
It may ('orne as a surprist• to thf' student that water has any tensile 
~trcngth at all. It may not seem reasonable to ascriht" tensile strength to 
a liquid. However, tensile strength is due to the attraction of like mole
cules for each other; even a liquid may exhibit such attraction under 
special circumstances. When liquid is confined in very tiny capillary 
tubes, it can exhibit tensile strength. Such tubes constitute the xylem 
of a tree. The evaporation of water from the lraf exerts a pull on the 
mlumn of wat('r; the whole water column can be pulled upward with
out breaking because of the tensile strength of water. In this movement, 
root pressure may aid. So, in brief, goes the most widely accepted 
theory of water transport in plants. 

156. Tr9pisms and Plant Hormones 

' The city-bred man, planting his first backyard garden, is frequently 
asked by a more knowing neighbor if he was careful to "turn all the 
seeds rightside up, so the plants wouldn't grow with their roots in the 
air and their leaves in the ground?" Surprisingly enough, this bucolic 
j~:"st frequently has the desired effect of worrying the agronomic neophyte. 
Fortunately, seeds know better. Rt>gardless of how the seed is planted 
(Fig. 23·4 A-C), the growing leaf shoot grows upward, and the growing 
rootlet grows downward. Experiments show that the effective stimulus 
for these adjustments is gravity, the root responding positively to it 
and the shoot responding negatively. Responses of this general kind 
arc ca1led tropiSIDI (Greek lropos, a turn). This partic-ular tropism is 
called geotropism (Greek ge, earth). The root is n~gatively gf'otropic; 
the shoot is pasitively geotropic. 

Other tropisms exhibited by plants are phototropism, the reaction to 
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light {Fig. 23-4D); hydrotropism, the reaction to water (Fig. 23-4E); 
various chemotropisms, and thigmotropism, the reaction to contact 
exhibited by the twining surfaces of climbing plants (Fig. 23-4F). 
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Fig. 23-4. The tropisms of plants. 

What is the mechanism of a tropism? If the root of a seedling is 
marked with equally spaced lines (Fig. 23-4G), it is found that the 
region in which the adaptive curvature occurs is the most actively grow
ing region. Other studies show that such adaptive curvature results 
from the dijftrential growth of cells on opposite sides of the plant, the cells 
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on one side elongating more than the cells on the other side. This is 
true in every such tropistic response. 

What makes the cells grow longer or faster? This problem can best 
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Fig. 23-S. The demonstration of a diffusible growth-promoting 
substance in the tips of oat colcoptiles. 

be attacked by studying the more general problem of the causes of any 
plant growth. The greatest light has been shed on this problem by 
studies of the growing tips of oat seedlings, !Itt: coleoptiles, as they arc 
known (Greek ko/eos, sheath, so named because the primary leaf of the 
tip is at first completely enclosed in a sheath). 

Figure 23-5 shows, in a simplified way, the essence of the experiment 
which demonstrates that one part of a plant pnx:luccs a substance that 
can stimulate the growth of another. If the tip of an oat coleoptile is 
removed and placed on a block of agar, there diffuses into the agar a 
substance which can stimulate growth in a decapitated oat coleoptile. 
A decapitated eolcoptilc will not grow otherwise. A control block of 
agar, which has not been in contact with a coleoptile tip, will not stimu
late growth. Since the effective chemical substances diffuse to, and 
affect, tissues other than the ones that produce them, these substances 
are called plant hormones. 

The hormones (for there are several) that can stimulate the growth 
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of plants arc called auxins (Greek auxe, a growth or increase). Having 
established the existence of auxins, the next question is, How can these 
substances explain the differential growth observed in tropistic responses? 
The following experiment gives a clue . .. 

.. 

Fig. 23-6. Dilferential growth of a decapitated oat colt'Qptile 
(A) brought about by the asymmetrical application of auxin. 

If on the tip of a decapitated coleoptile we place a piece of auxin
containing agar (Fig. 23-6A), being carljul to place it asymmetrically, the 
subsequent growth of the coleoptile is also asymmetric, being the greatest 
on the side overlain by the agar. Evidently, the auxins pass, for the most 
part, straight downward, giving the greatest stimulation to the cells 
that are directly beneath the source of the auxin. 

Can we now explain tropistic growth? Figure 23-68 shows an attempt 
to do so. A coleoptile normally grows vertically. If one is placed in a 
horizontal position, it presently shows the usual differential growth and 
heads upward again. It is believed that this effect results from the 
differential translocation of auxin from the producing tip to the cells 
on the lower side of the shoot below. Thus, could the nece!lsary differ~ 
ential growth be explained. Various other tropisms can be explained in 
similar fashion, though it is not always clear that the necessary differ~ 
ential translocation of auxins does, in fact, occur; in cases in which the 
differential translocation can be proved to exist, the mechanism is not 
known. Plant physiologists have made only a start on the solution of 
the problems of growth. 

Before leaving the subject of auxins, it would be well to point out 
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some of the practkal benefits that have resulted from research of the 
sort described above. In looking for substances that affect growth, a 
number of chemicals have been found which either inhibit or stimulate 
plant tissues. Some of these substances are natural plant products, 
others are only products of the chemist's art. One of the best known of 
the latter is one that bears the grandiloquent name of 2,4-dicldoro
phenoxyacetic acid, which has been conveniently shortened to 2,4~D. In 
minute quantities, this substance stimulates respiration and growth. In 
larger quantities, it stimulates respiration to such an extent that the 
plant burn,_<; itself out, so to speak, and dies. Broad-leaved plant<; are 
more sensitive to this effect than are narrow-leaved plants like the 
grasses. It is, therefore, possible to spray a lawn with the proper con
centration of 2,4-D and kill dandelions, plantain and many other weeds 
without injuring the grass. 

Numerous other uses have been found for this and other natural or 
synthetic auxins. With them, plant cuttings can oflen be induced to 
form roots, thus aiding vegetative reproduction(§ 151). Such treatment 
has proven particularly valuable in the propagation of apple and pine 
trees, species that can be rooted only with difficulty under natural con
ditions. The ripening of many fruits can be hastened by 2,4-D, which 
has been used, on experimental or commercial scales, to ripen bananas, 
pears, apples, and pineapples. For the last named, the use of growth 
hormone successively on different parts of a field of pineapples has 
made it possible to extend the harvest period over a longer period and, 
thus, to ease the pressure on the harvf'Sting facilities. 

Another interesting usc of plant growth stimulators is in the produc
tion of seedless fruit. The pollen tube, when it grows down the ovary 
(§ 151), contributes two things to the development of a fruit: (1) male 
nuclei which unite with nuclei of the megagametophyte, and (2) a 
stimulus, apparently chemical in nature, to the host plant which causes 
it to start developing tissue which will surround the seeds, thus making 
a fruit. It has been found that the second contribution of the male 
gametophyte can be made just as well by treating flowers with various 
growth-stimulating chemicals, with the resultant production of seedless 
fruit. On an experimental scalf", seedless tomatof"S and seedless water
melons have been produced. Further experimentation along this line 
is awaited with keen interest. 
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QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

23-1. Where, in most plants, is the greater part of the food manufatlured? 
23-2. What is a stoma? How can it affel'l the rate of pho!Osynthf'sis? 
23-3. {){>fine the following terms: xylem, phloem, cambium, •·ntic!t•. 
23-4. What are the two principal funrtions of a stem? 
2.1-5. "The cliff houSl"S of Ml·sa Verde National Park Wt"l'l" built, and abandon<'(!, 

by Puehlo Indians before Columbus discoven·d America." Can you imagine what the 
evidence is for this statement? What are the a.~q11mptions involved? Explain the method 
used; if nen-ssary, usc illustrative diagrams. 

23-6. In pll'paring a plant for transplantalion, why is it imporl<tlll to Sf't" that some 
of thf' rootq art' surrounded by a cnmidrrabk quamity of undisturbed soil? 

23-7. Following transplantation, it is d(·sirabk to remow an appredabl~ fradion ,,r 
tlw leaves of a plant. Why? 

23-8. Why is it priS.~ibk to "sow" sc<'ds with no rt'gard for "rig-ht side upness"? 
23-9. Ddinc tropism. What is the m~chanism of a tropism? 
23-10. Thcrt' is an abnormal form of corn known all "la7y" corn. "Lazy" corn plants, 

thoug:h othC'rwisc normal, grow prostratr on the ground. \Vhat is laeking in "la.:y" l'nrn? 
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The Unity of Living Things 
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The Cell as a Unit 

157. The Necessity of Broad Study 

The history of science has shown that broad study•is ncccs.qary even 
whe-n interests are narrow. "Had I not studied insects in my youth, 
from inclination," said Cuvier, a famous French naturalist (1769-1832), 
"I should have been compelled to study them later, from necessity." 
Many an investigator, starting out to learn about man, has ended up 
studying yeast or wil bacteria or the epithelium of a clam. The path of 
research is unpredictable. One does not know around which corner 
enlightenment will be found or what training and knowledge will provt• 
most relevant to the investigation of a given problem. The corollary 
of this is the thesis that the direct attack is frequently not the most 
fruitful. X-rays, which make Aesh transparent, Wl"re not discovered 
hy a man who wanted to look through humans, but by a man (Roentgen) 
who was studying the discharge of electricity in a vacuum. Microbes, 
which are so important in making our food, treating sewage, and caus~ 
ing disease, were discovered by a man (the Dutch investigator, Lceu
Wf'nhoek, 1632-1723) who wanted to know why pepper tasted "hot." 
h would be pos.<~ible to cite thousands of similar instances of the un
predictability of research. 

To those who would plan research-whether directors of research 
lt'am."', managers of laboratories, or social planners-the apparent lack 
of congrut'ncc bt·twt>en dt·sir('S and rt'sults is a serious matter. Much 

419 
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thought haR been devoted to this prohlem, and out of the best of it 

there seem to emerge two gcm·ralizations: 
Hrsf: In the long run, research that is concerned with ~erural prob

lems of theory yields grcater results, both theoretical and "practical," 
than research that is directly aimed at the practical solution of a 
special problem. 

Second: Accidents, which hav<' played so large a role in scicntific:
discovery, arc fruitful only if they arc witnessed by me-n who haw a 
broad background in theory and who have thought much about tht> 
problems in their field. In the words of Louis Pasteur, "Chance 

favors the prepared mind." The German physicist, Roentgen, dis
covered X-rays in 1895, when photographic plates placed near his 

discharge tubes became fogged. This was an accident. But it is in~ 

tercsting to learn that the same accident befell a now~unknown 

English scientist who made the same observation, but who, con~ 

ceiving his problem to be the "practical" one of keeping his plates 
from being spOiled, moved his photographic materials to a safe 

distance from his discharge tubes-and then went on with his "work." 

158. The Need for Culturable Cells 

One of the great generalizations of biology is that most organisms 
consist of cells. This generalization implies that, in somewhat the same 

sense in which the atom is a unit of physics, so is the cell a unit of biology. 

It is the smallest unit that shows all the properties of a living organism: 
growth, irritability, metabolism, movement of some sort, and reproduc· 

tion. It is reasonable to expect, then, that we can karn of the general 
characteristics of living things by studying the properties of this small 

unit. 
If a cell of a multicellular organism is really a unit, it should be able 

to live and multiply when isolated from the organized body. That this 

prediction is realized was shown in the early 1900's by Ross G. Har~ 
rison, an out~tanding American zoologist, who succeeded in continu~ 

ously maintaining living salamander cells outside the body of the 
salamander. Since that time, cells from many other animals and plants 

have been so "cultured" in the laboratory. The most spt'clacular 
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demonstration was made at the Rockefeller Institute where living heart 
<·ells from an unborn chick were cultured for some twenty years. Dur
ing all this time, the cells moved about, metabolized, exhibited ir
ritability, grew, and reproduced themselves. In fact, their continuous 
reproduction presented one of the serious problems of culturing them. 
It was necf'ssary to remove some of the cells everyday and throw them 
away to kf'ep the numllf'r of cells within reasonable bounds. At the 
end of twenty years, the cultured chick !wart cells were living as well 
and mulliplying as fast as at first, though the embryo chick from which 
th•y had been taken, had it been allowf'd to live, would long ago have 
hatched, maturf'd, grown old, and died. No amount of care that we 
know of could have prevented this natural course of events. The processes 
of maturing and aging and dying arc somehow linked to the organiza
tional complexity of lh<" multicellular organism. A few cells isolated 
from the whole organism, if properly fed and cared for and kept from 
overcrowding themselves, are capable of living forever in their de
scendants. In this sense, cells are potentially immortal. An unorganized 
colony of cells has no inherent reason for dying. The reasons for the 
death of the organized collection of cells that we call an individual are 
not known. 

We can study the genf'ral characteristics of living things by studying 
cells. Theoretically, we might study cells cultured apart from such 
multicellular organisms as men, salamanders, chickens, and tomato 
plants. Practically, many difficulties have been encountered in the study 
of such cells. Accustomed as the cells are to being surrounded by many 
other living cells, they arc difficult to maintain in test tubes and other 
vessels surrounded only by nonliving "medium," i.e., by some non
living soup or jelly. Cells of complex organisms are frequently very 
exacting in their temperature requirements and often require special 
nutrient media, like blood serum or fluid from the peritoneal cavity. 
These materials arc not easy to obtain in quantity, and they are ex
pensive. It is highly desirable to have cells available that can be grown 
on distilled water and the common chemicals that can be JXlUred out 
of boulcs. Such unfastidious cells arc found in great variety among the 
"lower" plants, among the yeasts, molds, and bacteria. Because these 
organisms are so well suited to the study of Cf'llular physiology and be
cause they have been studied so much, we shall consider them at length 
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m the chapters to follow. The student should bear in mind that the 
principles illustrated by these lowly organisms apply not only to them 
but to the generality of organisms, including man himself. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLF.MS 

24-1. Whkh \u>uld yuu I'Xpect to OC easier to cultun:·: the n·lls of a ~uirw.t pig or tht· 
edl~ of a li7.ard? Why? 

24-2. 1-iuppuSI' a pktT of tis.~ur, t·ulturc-d i1r vrlro, douhh'll in ~izr· ('VI'TY \\r·ek, If, at tlw 
hq;inning of the experiment, tlw ti~sut> occupi~ 0.01 cubic ef'ntimel('fll of spare. how 
murh spacc (if it continut·s to rc·prodtll"l' at thill ratr) would it O<'fllJlY at six months? 
What pn•parations should IX" madf' to carry dw rultun· through to its first birthday? 

24-J. Sinn• cells are potentially immortal, one might suppose that we would ont' dar 
lw ablt• to lind th<> St'Cret of perpt'lual lift> for the individual. Would you consider thi~ 
<l dt•sirahlt: di!ICovery? (;ivt> your reasons. 
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Chapter XXV 

Cell lOh;vsiolo~;v 

159. The Precision of Metabolic Breakdown 

The over~all coun~t" of respiration (§ 36) can bt· reprC'scnted hy this 
g:t'Jlt'ral equation: 

(1) 

'11tt' process qf rnpiration occurs only insidr (('1/s. Respiration takes place in 
all organisms that arc large enough to he seen with the naked eye, and 
in most microscopic organisms. TIU're arc some differences in the course 
of respiration in different species of cells, yet there are undedying same
nesses in the process wherever it occur:-~, whether in the cells of the muscle 
or brain of a mammal, or in bacterial cells. What we know abot1L 

respiration we have learned by the study of scores of different species 
of cells. In the discus:'lion that follows, some of the general principle.~ 

that have been revealed will be presented. The story necessarily in
volves some chemistry, for, as Lavoisier put it, "Life is a chemical 
function." However, only the simplest aspects of the chemical processes 
will be prc:sented and in such a general fashion that, it is hoped, even 
one who is almost completely unversed in chemistry can catch the drifl 
of the story. 

Equation (1) is not an exact equation, of course; it is too vague. 
"Organic m:tterial" might mean any of millions of compounds or any 
combination thereof. To see where our problem lies, we shall have lu 
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arbitrarily take a particular organic compound and write a new equa
tion (2). 

(2) 

The above equation represents the respiration of glucose. It is more 
explicit than (1). It is balanced. But, as wrilten, it oversimplifies the 
problem. The structure of the organic molecule glucose is more com
plicated than equation (2) would suggest. The glucose molt>cule is a 
three-dimensional figure that cannot ht> easily represented on two
dimt>nsional paper, so we will content oursclve~ with an approximation 
to it in our next version of the respiratory proces.~ (equation 3). 

H 
I 

H-C'.-OH 
I c--o 

H". / J ""' /H 
c c 

/ "-. OH H/ "-. 
HO "I I OH 

c---c 
I I 

H OH 

(3) 

o, C02 H,O 
o, C02 H,O 

+ o, 
--+ C02 + H,O + E o, C02 H,O 

o, C02 H,O 
o, C02 H,O 

Now we begin to gt"t a faint idea of our problem. How can ti1C' com

plex glucose molecule be broken down so as to yield the simple mole
cules on the right? Can such a complex molecule- di~>intcgrate so prf'
cisely? Does it de<:omposc in one magnificent explosive reur~anization? 
It seems unlikely. Explosions usually produce many and varie-d pieces. 
The fact that such a structured molcrul<" as glucose is taken apart into 
such uniformly neat pil"ccs as C02 and H20 sugg<'sts a process that is 
more controlled and deliberate, so to speak, then an explosion. Rt'spira
tion is indeed a controlled, orderly, step-by-step procC's.'!. We propose 
now to indkate briefly th<" kinds of steps involved. 

160. Some Fundamental Types of Biochemical Reactions 

Respiration is the name that we give to the net result of the cellular 
burning of foodstuffs, as indicatC'd by equation (1) or (2). But, if we 
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could look inside the cell and sec the chemical processes taking place, 
we would see nothing that we could identify as the respiratory process. 
This may sound odd, but an analogy should help. 

The operation of an automobile factory could be represented by an 
over-all equation of this sort: 

X lbs. iron + Y lbs. glass + Z lbs. plastics + f ~ 1 automobile ( 4) 

But if one looks inside an automobile factory, one fK'CS no process cor
responding to equation (4); instead, one Set's here a borin~ machine 
finishing a block, there a workman tightening a holt, and there anothf'r 
workman inserting a pin. There is no operation (4). There arc hundreds 
cf separate operations which arc so organized that the end result of all 
of them can be repre:wntcd by equation ( 4). If we arc to understand the 
operation of making an automobile, we must study the separate opera
tions and the organization of them in the whole manufacturin.~ pattern. 

So it is with all mf'tabolism. The over-all process whereby food is 
built up into cell substance or torn down into C02 and H20 is made 
up of many individual stC'ps, intricately organized with respect to each 
other. Of the organization we arc just beginning to see dim outlines; 
of the separate steps we already know quite a bit. Some of the better 
known steps will be described below. Since the formula of the so-called 
"simple" sugar glucose is too eomplex for us to see at a .r;lancc what is 
happening to it, we shall speak of other, simpler substances, or of gen
eral types of substances, and the changes they may undergo. 

IX·forC' the student sets out to read the following sections he is urged 
to heed this advice: 

I. If he fcl·is uncertain of his chemistry, he should reread Chapter VII. 
2. In his first reading· of the remainder of the chapter, he should try 

to get the general pitlure of thf' reactions. He should nut try to 
memorize the particular organic compounds that arc used as l"X
amples, but should concentrate on the essentials of each reaction. 
To help focus attention on the significant atoms or dlt'mical groups, 
bold face type is used for the relevant portions of the molecules. 
The atomic symbols printed in light type should receive only 

cursory attention. 
Aside from the particularities of each reaction, it is important to 

notice that all of the reactions that arc of biochemical importance 
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are relatively simple. In each instance, only a very few atom~ change 
their positions. As we shall see, the extensive chemical changes 
brought about by living organisms represent the sum of many 
simple chemical changes. 

Hydrolysis has been described before (§ 49), using as an examplr 
the hydrolysis of sucrose (5). 

sucrose + H 20 ---+ 2 molecules of Ca sugar (5) 

It is more useful to consider the sucrose, a C12 sugar, as being made of 
two partial molecules of C'.& sugar, one called glucose and the othC'r 
called fructose, which are linked together in such a way that they lack 
only a molecule of water to complete the two Ce mole<:ules. In com
pleting these molecules, the H 20 molecule itself is split into two por
tions, H and OH (see again Fig. 7-1), one of which goes with one of 
the C 6 portions, the other with the other, as indicated by equation (6). 

glucose-fructose + HOH --+ glucose(H) + fruclose(OH) (6) 

On the right side of this equation, we have written (H) and (OH) after 
the names of the sugar products to show what has happened to the 
water. 

Equation (6) describes a particular example of hydrolysis. We can 
make it more general by writing equation (7), in which J\B stands for 
any molecule which may be split into two parts, A and B, by the in
sertion of a molecule of water: 

AB + HOH --+- AH + BOH (7) 

Thus is starch hydrolyzed to produce sugars(§ 51); proteins hydrolyze-d 
to produce amino acids (§ 53); and fats hydrolyzed to produce glycerol 
and fatty acids (§55). When, considering these particular cases, W<' 

perceive the characteristics common to all and express them in abstract 
or general terms (see equation 7), we are carrying out an int<'llcctual 
process known as generalization. This process, which is a type of 
classification, is an important one in science. It is important in the dc
vdopment of science in that it focusses attention on fundamental prob
lems. It is important in the learning of science in that it furnishes the 
student with a single mental peg, so to speak, on which he can hang 
many facts. 

Deamination. When an amino group (NH2) is removed from a 
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compound, the process is called deamination. An example of a deami
nation is diagrammed in equation (8). 

H3C 

I H , .. 
/ ...---------------!H (r-nxymatic) 

<: + :0 

I >NH~ .... H:; 
HOOC: ...................... . 

H,C 

I/ 
+ 

I "oH 
HOOC l ("spontaneous") 

H,C 

I 

(8) 

NH, 

c~o + 2H 

I 
HOOC: 

Two separate steps are indicated in this reaction, the first of which is 
bmug-ht about hy an enzyme; the second does not require an enzyme, 
and we have, therefore, called it a "spontaneous" reaction. For the 
monwnt, we arc concerned only with the first reaction, the deamina
tinn. In the living cell, this reaction is brought about by an enzyme 
called a dmmi11asc. It will be noted that this type of deamination is a 
hydrolytic one. 

Decarboxylation. In this common type of reaction, the length of the 
carbon chain is <kcreasC'd by one carbon atom (Equation 9). It is ap-

~' H _. 
--------------/ 

0 
I 
c~o 

--- I ·-·--------
H-c-H 

I 
o~c 

I 
C=O 

I 
OH 

(9) 

H 

I 
H-C-H + CO, 

I 
o~c 

I 
c-o 
I 

OH 
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parent that this reaction C'an be used repeatedly to chop up a large 
molecule, so to speak; also, that it may account for some of the C02 

liberated in metabolism. 
Dehydrogenation is a term applied to chemical reactions in which 

one or more hydrogen atoms arc stripped from a molecule. An example 
is shown in equation (10). It will be noted that we have here, as at the 
end of equation (8), indicated 2H as a product, although there is no 
such stable substance as H (hydrogen gas is H 2). Although somctimt"s 

0 H ;'1 

---+ 

Ho-LL-Hi/ 
I , , 

HO~w-~~lfl! 
0 H 

0 H 
II I 

HO~C~C 

II 
HO~C:~C: 

II I 
0 H 

(10) 

+ 2H 

the gas H 2 may be a product, usually this is not the case, but rather 
the hydrogen atoms that arc produced in the cell are used immediately 
in other chemical reactions that are taking place in the immediate 
vicinity of the dehydrogenation reaction. 

An oxygen -addition reaction occurs when oxygen is added to a 
molecule as, for example, in the reaction shown in equation (1 1 ). It 
may be wondered why the awkward term "oxygen-addition reaction" 
is used instead of "oxidation reaction." To justify this usage, we must 
now present a modern view of the nature of oxidation and of the prop('r 

use of the term. 

/,.:1( 

0 R !ff"---~ 

II 1/ i 
HD-C:~C i i + 0 ---+ 

A"-' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . !NH.! , ' , _________ . 
i _____ , -------., ............ : 

161. The Nature of Oxidation 

( 11) 

0 R 
II I 

HO----C~C + NH, 
II 
0 

The term oxidation was originally applied only to reaction.:; in which 
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oxygen was combined with some other substance. As an example of an 
"oxidation reaction," see equation (12) in which oxygen comhine?s 

(12) 

with methane ("marsh-gas") to yield carbon dioxid(" and water. 
However, this was not the only sort of reaction recognized as an 

oxidation. Other "oxidation reactions" were of the type illustrated by 
equation (13) in which the oxygen served to strip hydrogen atoms off 

H,C·CHNH,·COOH + 0-+ H,C ~CNH,·COOH + H,O (13) 

a larger molecule, yielding a new dchydrogenatf'd molecule and a mole'
culc of water. Such a reaction can be written in a more general form 
(rquation 14). We indicate the molecule that can give two hydrogm 
atoms by the general formula i\.H2; such a substance may be spoken of 
as a hydrogen donor. 

AH, + 0-+ A + H,O (14) 

As the knowledge of chemistry developed, it was found that there 
were othe-r reactiOns in which a substance nther than o:'iygen stripped 
hydrogt'n atoms from a molecule. This led to a further generalization of 
equation (14), namely, equation (15). In such a reaction, the substance 

(15) 

AH2 is said to undergo oxidation, regardless of wllftllcr "H' jfamls for 

o.\_Vf!,ell or not. During the course of the reaction, the original molecule, 
AH2, is said to become oxidi:t,ed to A, and the substance B is said to 
bceumc reduced to BH2• From this usage, we extract these definitions: 

Definition: 
Oxidation: a substance is said to undergo oxidation when it 

combines with oxygen or when it releases hydrogen. 
Dcjinilion: 

Reduction: a substance is said to undergo reduction when it 
combines with hydrogen or when it releases oxygen. 

Notice how the process of generalization (§ 160) has Jed us to a 
definition of the term "oxidation" that is markedly different from its 
lirst definition, and how the etymology of the term gives an insufficient 
due to its r-resent-day usage. J-Ve no lo11ger speak f!.f o.\·idation reactions, but 
only of sub.11tmces that undergo oxidalio11, or become o:o:idh:.ed. As ran be dearly 
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seen by a re-examination of equation (15) in the light of our definitions, 
in all such reactions some substances become oxidized while others 
become reduced. There is no such thing as an oxidation-reaction, or are
duction-reaction. But we may speak of an oxidation-reduction reaction. 

162. The Role of Enzymes in the Chemistry of the Body 

The chemical reactions presented in the preceding sections have been 
selected because of their importance in biology. Thcsf:' reactions takP 
place in living cells. Most of them do not, however, take place outside 
of living cells under ordinary conditions, that is, at room temperature, at 
atmospheric pressure, and in ordinary glass vessels placed in dim light. 
How is it, then, that these and many other reactions can take place at 
the ordinary temperatures and pressures prevailing inside cells? 

The answer lies in the multitudinous molecules of enzymes to lx 
found within living cells. In discussing hydrolysis (§ 49), we pointed 
out that the rate of this reaction is increased many thousand- or million
fold by the presence of organic catalysts called enzymes. Enzymes that 
speed up hydrolyses are called hydrolyzing enzymes. They are to be 
found not only in the digestive juices of the gut but, in much greater 
variety, inside living cells. By their presence, cells arc enabled to split 
a wide variety of large molecules into smaller molecules. 

What of the other reactions discussed, decarboxylation and the 
oxidation-reduction reactions; are these, too, brought about by enzymes? 
Yes, definitely. Most of the reactions of the living cell are made possible 
only by the presence of enzymes. We say "most" because, in many re
actions, there may be an intermediate product formed by enzyme action 
that undergoes a further spontaneous nonenzymatic reaction. For an 
example of this, see again equation (8); the first reaction is brought 
about by an enzyme; the second occurs automatically because the inter
mediate product is chemically unstable. The over-all reaction is made
possible, however, only by the presence of a deaminating enzyme called 
a deaminase. 

Bearing in mind the sort of exception pointed out in the preceding 
paragraph, we may now safely state the following generalization: 

All the chemical activities of living cells are made possible by 
the presence of specific enzymes. 
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What do we mean by "specific"? In recent years, a considerable 
number of enzymes have been extracted from cells and purified. An 
enzyme can be purified by chemical procedures until only one sort of 
molecule, the enzyme molecule itself, is present in the sample, purity 
bc>ing dett"rmined by various chemical criteria of purity, such as that of 
erystallizability. When the properties of a pure enzyme are investi
gated, it is found that the enzyme is specific, in that: 

a) It can bring about only one kind of chemical action, such as 
deamination or hydrolysis. 

b) It can act on only a limited number of kinds of molecules, some
times on only one class of molecules, in other cases on only one 
kind of molecule. A substance an enzyme can act upon is called 
a substrate. 

With regard to the second sort of spedfidty, there are considcrablt> 
differences among the enzymes. The hydrolyzing enzymes of the di
~estiv(' tract are usually not very spedfic with respect to substrate since 
one enzyme is able to act upon members of a large class of chemical com
pounds. A single kind of protrinasr, for instance, may be able to act upon 
many thousands of different kinds of protein. This is probably fortunate 
for us, since our menu includes many thousands of different kinds of 
food molecules. It would be rather inefficient, so to speak, if we had to 
have a di!Tcrt•nt kind of enzyme for each kind of food molecule. 

On the other hand, the enzymes to be found inside of cells are usually 
rather specific with respect to substrate. Some enzymes will act on only 
a ft·w cloS<'ly rrlated compounds. The action of other enzymes is com
pletely re-stricted to a single chemical substance. For example, there is 
an cnzymt• called "/-lysine decarboxylase," which will not only not 
decarboxylate any other amino acid, but will act on only one of the 
two forms of lysine known. These two forms both have the same molec
ular formula, namely: 

HHHHHHO 
I I I I I I II 

H~N~c~c-c~c~c~c~oH 

I I I I I 
H H H H N~H 

I 
H 
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However, X-ray analysis indicates that molecules of lysine can have 
two differt>nt shapes as indicated in Figure 25~1. These molecules are 
identical as regards the way in which the atoms are joined one to another, 

d -lysine 1-lysine 

Fig. 25-1. Two varietit'"s of an amino arid. Thfy arc calll.'d optira!Homtn because
only by optical mrans, c.,g,, the use of a mirror, can the image oi one be made to 
coincidt• with the other. Trivial as this diff('R'IlC(' might srem, for many rells it 

spl'ils the diffcrencc lx•twcrn a food and a wa~Le matl"rial. 

t"xccpt that om· molecule is a mirror image of thf' otllt'r. This mig-ht 
seem to us a trivial difference, hut it is not so to the cnzymC' molcruk 
which can decarboxylate the /-lysine molef'u)e hut not ils mirror image, 
the d-lysinc. Such specificity of an enzyme is not uncommon but is 
rather the rule. There arc a great many metabolic proce:;;ses of living 
cells that ean use only the /-type eonfiguration of molt'cUlt'". Similarly, 
the molceulPs synthc:;;izcd by living cells an.", in almost all cast'S, of the 
/-form.• 

Where an enzyme is not absolutely SJX'cific, its spt'dfidty is in tt'rrns 
of certain significant groups of atoms of the substrate molecules. For 

"' It would take us too far into the fidd of chemistry to explain exactly how J. and [. 
are defined. It should suffice to say that d stands for dtxtro (Latin, right) and l for latl/0 
(Latin, kft). If, by definition, one type of molecule is a "right-handed molecule," its 
mirror image must be called a "left·hand<·d molecule." 
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imtanec, there is an enzyme extractable from ycac;t that cata· 
lyzcs the decarboxylation of pyruvic acid, CHa·CO·COOH. It can 
also catalyzt' tht' decarboxylation of Cl-h·CH2•CO·COOH and of 
CHa•CH2·CH2•CO·COOH. For this class of compounds, the ('nzyme 
is specific. And, in every case, it brings about the same reaction, namely, 
a dt"carboxylation which yields an aldehyde (R · CHO) and a molecule 
of carbon dioxide, a.~ shown in the gC'nC'ralizcd equation (16). 

(y,·ast d.-.·a.-llOxylaw) 
R·CO·COOII R·CHO +CO, (16) 

The evidence presented above, together with a great many other 
similar facts, has led to the followin~ generalization which guides the 
rcscarche.~ of modern biochemists: 

one enzyme ---+ one action 

163. Synthesis: Reversibility of Enzyme Action 

A cataly.~t, by definition, is a substance which Jn('r('ly spt"eds up a 
reaction. A catalyst does not suffer any permanent change; it docs not 
alter the nature of tht' products; it docs not change the equilibrium 
point of the reaction. ll is common practice to write a chemical equa· 
tion with only one arrow as in equation (15). However, abundant 

AH, + H--+A + BH, (15) 

chemical .~tudics show that I'H"I'Y equation should always lx· written 
with two oppusin~ arrows as in equation (17). 

(17) 

Evt'ry cquation depicts an equilibrium in which there is no nrt change 
oncc the equilibrium point is n•achcd. Each reaction has its own cqui· 
librium point. In one case, the equilibrium may be reached when the 
reaction has proc<'cdcd 99 per cent to completion "to the right," i.e., 
to the formation A + BH2 in t'quation {14). In another reaction, thf' 
equilibrium point may he far to the left. In another, it may be more in 
the middle. But, wherever it is, the addition of a catalyst to the system 
does not change the equilibrium point; it merely cuts the time required 
to reach this equilibrium. So far, as we know at present, enzymes arc 
U'ue catalysts. 
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The consequences of this we may see by looking further into the re
action indicated in equation (10) which we will rewrite here with verbal 
additions. 

0 H 
II I 

Ho-c~c-H 

in .~)lmlmh: I 
HO---C-C-H 

II I 
0 H 

in words: suecinic add 

H 0 (10) 
I II 

r SUl~inic: c -(>-OH 
tdehydmgena'l<"l II + 2H 

.=======' C--l' OH 

I ~uccinic ) 
\ dehydrogl"nasf' 

> 

I II 
H 0 

fumaric acid + 2 hydrogen 
atoms 

This rea<·tion, like- all reactions, moves in one direction until the equi
librium point is reached; after that, the rate at which tht• rf'aetion g:urs 
tu the left is the same as the rate at which it goes to tlw right, and 
thcrt> is hr-net'forth no nrf chang:f". The succinic drhydmg<'nase, since it 
does not determine the direction of the reaction hut only the spt't'd, 
could as logically be called a fumaric hydrog·enase. That it can, iu 
fact, catalyJ:e the hydrogenation of fumaric add hall l}f"{"n shown. If 
an exce~s of hydrogen atoms is furnisht>d by a Jcvdrogm dmwr, reaction 
(10) proct"t"ds to tht" lt"ft until equilibrium is re-established or the hydro· 
gen donor h<'comcs exhausted. On the other hand, if tht· hydrog<'n 
atoms arc removed from the scene of action by wmt' "hydrogen ac
ceptor," the rraction will proceed to the right until the equilibrium is 
re-established or until the succinic acid is exhausted. Notice that om· 
din·1·tion, to the right in this case, constitutes a chemical analysis ur 
hff'akdown, while the other direction, leftward, is a synthesis. 

Notice that a single enzyme c-an ('atalyze both analysis and synthesis. 
An enzyme is not, by nature, either a synthrsizing enzyme or an an
alyzing enzyme, Whether the action of an enJ:yme results in building 
up the cell or in tearing it down is determined by all the other activities 
that are going on in the cell and on what the cell is being furnished from 
the outside. In the presence of ample food molecules (hydrogen donors), 
many enzymes act in a synthetic fashion [see again equation (10)]. Tht· 
same enzymes under conditions of starvation (lack of hydrogen donors) 
may break down the molecules contained in the cell. 
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164. Protoplasm: Definition 

A n•ntury ago, when mt':n first realized that the cell was a fundamental 
unit of living things, scientists turned their attention to the intf"rior of 
the cell, wondering what it was that accounted for the state of living~ 
nrss, They saw mis<·f"llant>ous bodies-nuclei, chloroplasts in plant cells, 
etc.-floating: around in a t·olorless, fluid matrix. When it was realized 
that most of the properties of living things were also properties of this 
fluid lll<'llerial, it was ff"lt desirable to give it a name. The nanw that 
wtls lin<-1lly agr<'·cd upon was protoplasm (Green prolos. primary; p!amw, 

sonwthin.L\ formed). As far HS the eye could tell, thr-rf" was no significant 
difli.·t·rnn· between thr- colorless matrix of a Spirog;'ra cell, a Pammrcium, 
or a rabbit~liwr cf'"ll. So the samr- term-protoplasm-was applied to 
this undisthlRUished matc•rial seen in all cells. Thl' application of a 
sin~k tr-rm to the matrix of all cells implied an identity in the living 
matcl'ial of all cells, an implication that was surely unjustified at the 
time it was made. Howt>ver, though there dearly arc diflt-f('nces in tht· 
protopl<l.~ms of \;arious cells. the surprising picture that has come out 
of continued rcst'"arch has bft'n the essential oneness of the life processes 
wherever they occur, wlwther in trc•cs, bacteria, crayfish or men. So, 
t1xiay, Wf' speak of "thf'" propertif"s of protoplasm" without specifying 
the~ plant or animal species whose protoplasm was studied, meanin~. 
thl'reby, those properties which set>m to be common to the living part 
of the cells of all organisms. Th<>re is not as much difft'"r<>nce betwffn a 
trrt> and a man as a layman might suppost". 

165. Colloids, and the Structure of Protoplasm 

lnv<>stigation of the enzymes that can be extracted from living crlls 
has presented us with a picture of cell metabolism that is bewildering in 
its complexity. Simultaneously, in a single cell, opposing processes of 
dehydrogenation and hydrogenation, amination and deamination, hy
drolysis and condensation are going on. Different molecules of a single 
substance may be undergoing a dozen different actions within a single 
cell. How can we account for the fact that myriad conflicting reactions 
may proo .. :ed simultaneously in so small a volume as that of a cell? 
We do not really know the answer at present, but what we know of the 
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nature of protoplasm enables us to sec dimly how the complexities of 
metabolism may be made possible. 

Protoplasm is a viscous fluid, rather like dilute gelatin. It is over 90 
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Fig. 25-2. Th(' ratio of snrfan· to volume is grt"atcr 
fur small bodil·s than for large. 
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per cent water. Dissolved in it are many diftl·rent substances, various 

salts, some carbohydrates, etc. In addition, however, it includes a con
siderable portion of substances that arc not in solution but arc in a 

colloidal condition. Protoplasm as a whole is ~aid to he a colloid. What 
do these terms mean? 

To understand the nature of colloids, we nP<'d to recall the relation 
of surface to volume in different sized bodies. Figure 25-2 is intended to 
help tL~ visualize these relationships. If we subdivide a large body (Fig. 
25-2A) into some smaUer bodies (Fig. 25-ZB), it is quite clear that we 
do not increase the total volume or total mass of material, but it is 
equally clear that we do increase the total surface. By subdividing 
greatly (Fig. 25-ZC), we can increase the surface to a value many times 
the original. Even a very small mass of material may, if sufficit·ntly 
subdivided, come to have a very large sw{ace indeed. 

Subdivision of a mass of material brings with it consequences. Gold 
will not dissolve in or float in water. But, if it is in small enough pieces, 
the gold will remain suspended indefinitely because the force of the 
bombardment of water molecules is so much greater than the force of 
gravity. A permanent suspension of solid particles of this sort in a liquid 
is called a colloidal suspension. Again, oil will not dissolve in or dis
perse throughout water, but if it is finely divided, it will remain sus-
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ll<'ndcd. A dispersion of a liquid in a liquid is called a colloidal emulsion. 
The particles of most colloids arc too small to he- sc<.>n with an optical 

rni<-roscopc. In fact, some authoritic,'i would restrict the term colloids 
to such submicrost·opic dispersions, but there is no agreement in this 
definition. The particles of a colloid, though small, arc not as small as 
molecules. Every t·olloidal particle consists of a few, or moderately 
many molecules.* Physically, colloids show properties that are not 
exactly those of a fluid or of a solid; consider, for instance, the semi· 
fluidity of glue and of gelatin dessert. 

Protoplasm is a colloidal material. Is this fact of any significance? 
It is believed that at least two characteristics of colloids may be of im
portance in determining the properties of living material. 

The large amount of surface may facilitate chemical reactions. It 
is a commonplace of chemistry that many chemical reactions take place 
more rapidly on surfaces (e.g., the walls of the containing vessel) than 
they do in the middle of the solution. It is probable that the immense 
amount of surfa~e prest"ntf'd by particles of colloidal dimensions speeds 
up some chemical reactions. 

The complexity of the structure of protoplasmic colloida may 
make partial isolation of biochemical processes possible. We know 
that some cell processes are restricted to visible structures of the cell. 
For instance, photosynthesis is restricted to the chloroplast-; of a plant 
ceiL Such topographical lo<·alization may make more readily possible 
thC' simultan<'ous occurrence of photosynthesis and respiration which, 
it will be recalled, are opposing reactions as far as their net results are 
concerned. It has been suggested that the submicroscopic structure of 
colloidal protoplasm may similarly make possible a certain amount of 
topographical isolation of opposing or competing reactions within the 
same cell. This is a speculative point, but it is well taken. 

166. Complexity of Cellular Functions 

The llcxibility of cell metabolism is impressive. Every cell is made of 
thousands of different chemical substances, many of which are unique 
to that species of cell. A cell can make th('SC' many products even when 

• Huwt•ver, some protein mokcules an• so largt> that t•omplt'tt>l)' di~perst"d mokcult's 
may yield a colloidal suspe11Mion. 
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only a few chemical substances are taken in as food. In many cases, a 
single organic food substance will suffice for the production of all the 
thousands of organic chemicals that constitute the protoplasm of the 

starch 
and other 

food reserves 

which is used 
to make other 

reactions occur 

Fig. 25·3. Alternative fate.~ of a food substanet•. 

cell. There are, for instance, a great many different soil bacteria that 
are capable of manufacturing all their organic chemicals from tht> 
amino acid glycine. In such cases, we can picture, in a simple way, the
transformations the amino acid must be undergoing (Fig. 25-3). Sonw 
of the molecules (Path #1) may be deaminated to form simple carbo
hydrates which may be condensed into larger molecules, such as starch 
or glycogen, and stored. Other molecules (Path #3) may be oxidizffi. 
furnishing the energy that is used to drive other chemical reaction:-;. 
Still other molecules (Path #2) may be condensed to form proteins, 
some of which arc turned into the enzymes which are used for all thr
proces.'\CS including the ones just mentioned! Truly, when conceived in 
c-ven the simplest fashion, the functions of the cell are impressive. Though 
we cannot see it, there must be some sort of submicroscopic organiza
tion which makes possible the harmonious interplay of all these reactions 
in such a way as to permit life to go on. 

167. What ia Life? 

It is time to ask once again a question we asked, and avoided, in 
§ 7, namely, "What is life?" We do not propose, being incompetent, to 
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an<~wcr it fully now, but perhaps we can come a bit closer to the central 
problem. 

In almost all living cells, there is a complex of simultaneously pro· 
ceeding reactions going on continuously so long as the cell is alive. If 
these reactions are completely stopped, even for a moment, the cell 
becomes dead, irreversibly so, in most cases. There are, however, somc
organisms, e.g., some bacteria, which can produce certain types of cells 
(spores) which show no signs of life or of any chemical processes, but 
which can "revive" later and become obviously alive. The existence of 
these exceptional types of cells makes even more mysterious the fact 
that, in ~many cells, life can never pause without ceasing altogether. 
In what follows, we shall speak of the generality of cells which have 
no spore stage. 

Inside a cell, chemical sub:;;tances are in a continuous state of change. 
Proteins arc being changed to amino acids, amino acids to carbohy
drates, carbohydrates to fats, fats to amino acids, and these again to 
proteins or olhc~ substances ceaselessly. Not only does this happen to 
foodstuffs, but the basic substances of the cells themselves, the proteins 
and the enzymes, are- constantly being destroyed and resynthesized. 
By using radioactive elemmts as tracers(§ 31, § 143), it has het>n shown 
that, in the liver of a rat, for instance, half of the proteins arc broken 
down and resynthesized in the short space of six days! A continuation 
of this rate would mean that, at the end of four months' time, not morr 
than one protein molecule out of a million in the rat liver would be a 
molecule that was present at the beginning of that period. Probably 
the same statement would hold substantially true for all other parts of 
the body. And yet, if we ignore aging processes for the momrnt, th(' 
rat, as a whole and in its individual cells, remains substantially un
altered. The materials of its protoplasm are being constantly discarded 
and replaced, and yet, the visible form seems scarcely to change. in fact, 
continuous, systematic changes are indispensable to constancy. 

One tends to think of a constant object-a rat or a liver cell-which 
carries out operations on ephemeral food materials. Yet, in the light of 
the above evidence, the rat-the cell-the doer of the operations
must, itself, be regarded as ephemeral. In the long run, we cannot dis
tinguish tl:e framework from the stream that flows through it. The 
apparent constancy of something recognizable has led somr to com-
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pare life to a whirlpool at the edge of a river. Because of the underlying 
topography, such a whirlpool is often quite constant, remaining in the 

same place for months. Yet, it is easy to appreciate that the material 

objects of which it is composed, the water molecules, are part of the 

whirlpool only for a time and then pass on. There is no object that one 

can point to and say, "This is an essential part of the whirlpool." Yet, 

there is a smse, certainly, in which the whirlpool exists and continues 

to exist. So it is with every living thing. One cannot point to any part 

of its structure and say, "This is an essential, continuing part of this 

object I call living"; howevrr, something continues. There is some
thing about the organization of a living thing that makes it-the or

ganization, not its particular particles-perpetuating in lhe face of con

tinuous environmental change. Life is not unlike a whirlpool. 

That is scarcely a definitive answer. It is only an analogy. But, per

haps, it will help us see where our problem lies. 

QUE~TIONS ANIJ PROBLEMS 

25-1. In words, tell what ill meant by these tt·rms: 

a. hydrolysis 
b. deamination 
c. decarboxylation 
d. dehydrogenation 

25-2. In symbols, write a gmcralized oxidatiun-rcriudion re,~rtion .md identify the 
oxidized product and the n·duced product. 

25-3. Examine equation (2) in this chaj.>tl'r and tdlwltat sui>Stdlltt' llll(krwws oxid.t· 
tiun and what undcrgO<"S reduction, 

25-4. What is an enzyme? What dues it do? 

25-5. What is implied by the dogmatic statemrnt: 
oru mzymt --+ one aclwn? 

25-6. What is a colloid? 
25-7. Distinguish between a SUSJM~nsiun and an emulsio11. 

25-8. What may possibly be the significance of the rulluidal nature of protopiJ.sm~ 
25-9. Life has been mmparcd to a flame. Discu!IS this analogy critically, pointing out 

its apUtcss or ineptness. 
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The Gene 

168. Definition of the Gene 

Multicellular organisms arise from singlt" cr-lls by rc:peated ce-ll division. 

By the same process, unicellular organisms increase their numbers. In 
both caS('s, we are dealing with the indefinite multiplieation of cells 
arising, in th<-· last analysis, from a single cell. Let us ~ what might he 
1iw consequences of this unlimited division of cells. 

All the chemical ac-tivities of rclls are made possible by enzyme.~. For 
rarh sC"paratc activity, a distinct enzyme is involved. In gC'ncral, the 
work of one enzyme cannot bt' done by any other enzyme. All cells, so 
far as we know, require the amino acid tryptophane. Some organisms 
have to be fed tryptophane; man, for one, must take it in with his food. 
Many other organisms can syntlu·sizc it from other compounds. When 
tryptophane is snythesizcd from very simplt' molecule~, many chemical 
steps art' involvt•d and many enzymes arr- required, one cm:ymc for 
Pach step. 

We may best show the role of an cnzymc by considering data that 
have been gained from the study of the Ascomycete Neurospora. Normal, 
wild-type Neuro~pora possesses the ability to synthcsi7.c tryptophane from 
two other substances, serine and indole, a synthesis that can be car
ried out by many other organisms. There is a freak, or "sport," strain 
of Neurospura that cannot carry out this synthesis. The difference be
tween the two strains is traceablr- to a difference in their enzymes. From 

441 
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the normal strain, may be extracted an enzyme, which we will call 
tryptophagenasc, that can carry out the synthesis in vitro.• No such 
enzyme can be found in the "sport." The action of tryptophagenasc
/n s_vmbols: 

H 
I 
c: H H 0 

~ "- ----------------- , I I II 
H-C C::--c---· H HO-C--G- t:--OH 

I II II ------------------ ------- I I 
H--e <: C -·H H N 

~/"-/ /"-c N H H 
I I 
H H 

H 
I 
C H H 0 

/ "- I I II 
H--e c-----c:-c-c-c:-oH 

I II II I I + HOH 
H--C <: C: H N 

"-/"-A/"-c N HH H 
I i 
H H 

In woub: 
(trvptuphagcnit!l") 

indolt" + serim· --------+ tryptophant" + watt>r 

Fig. 26-1. The detiun of an t'm:yme in ~yntlw~is. 

un be unde-rstood by reference to Figure 26-1. Hy removing a mulceulc 
of water from the two raw materials, the product is assembled. 

The enzyme tryptophagenase is specific for this action, and no other 
enzyme can take over it'! function if it is not there. What will happen, 

• ProcC'sses that take place in living organisms arc said to take place in 1>ioo (Latin 
vivu.r, alive). l\ Jlro<'I'HS that (X'CUrll outllide of living ol'J(anisms, for instanee, in a glas.~ 

vt"!ISt"! in a ('ht>mifal lahoratory, i~ tmid to ocC'ur in vitro (Larin vilrum, ~(lass). 
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then, to a cell that contains tryptophagcnase when the cell divides? If 
the cdl contained only one molecule, a problem would immediately 
arise as to which of the two daughter cells would get this sole molecule. 

Fig. 26--2. If rn7.ymt' mokruks (blafk bodit"s) wen• not subject to reproduction, dw 
rqmxlm·tion of n·ll~ would produce ••nzymdess n•lls. 

Huwevl't\ the rah· of the tryptophane-synthesizing reaction in n•lls dr-arly 
inclicC1tCs the prt>sencr of mof(' than one molecule of f'nzymr pf'r n·ll. 

Suppose therr arc eight. This supposition do<'~ not rhangr til(' essential 
ll<liUrr of the problem, as Figurr 26-2 should makt> dear. As the cells 
continue to divide, the number of enzyme molt"culcs per cell decre-ases 
until, after thr<"e divisions (if they arc all <'quitah!C' divisions), C'aeh 
n•ll ha~ only one molecule. The next ~uch di~i~ion will inevitably pro
dun· somC' edt~ that lack the enzyme if tht"rc i!\ no m<'ans by which thr 
t•m:ymc molffulc~ can he synthesized. This will ultimately be true no 
matter how many enzyme molcndes arC' prt"!\C'nt in the initial cell, 

whether one, eight, or eight million. Aftt"r a suffidt>nt numiX'r of di
visi(ms, some daughter cells will necc!\sarily lx- withoutl·nzymcs if thcrc 

is no reproduction of ("nzymes. 
But it is an observational fact that the daughter cells of every cell 

generation have all the enzymes present in the original parent cell 
and in as great quantity as in that initial cell. There is no external 
source from which a cell can get its enzymes. The conclusion is unavoid
able: the f'nzymes must somehow increase in numbers inside the cell. 

How could the enzymes increase in numbers? We can easily conceive 
of two different ways: 
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Hypotlinis No. 1. The enzyme is self-reproducing. This means that 
it must have two separate abilities-the ability to cause the reaction 
which gives it its name a-nd, also, the ability to reproduce more 
enzymes of its own kind which, in turn, can synthe-size tryptophane 
and reproduce more tryptophagenasc which can ... and so on, 
without end. We can diagram the scn.<;e of this hypothesis by writing: 

Tryptophagenasc---+ Tryptophagcnase---+ Tryptophagcnasc--+ Tryp 

""' ""' ""' " tryptophane tryptophane tryptophane 

li)fm!l!nis No. 2. The enzyme is not self-reproducing, but is rc
prodUl·ed by a hypothetical agent cal!t:d a gene which ha~ two actions: 

production of a particular enzyme and reproduction of itself. This 
hypothesis can be schematically indicated thus: 

tryp 

T-gene T-gene T-gen ,c-------+'T-gen~ 

""' ""' ""' Tryptophagenase 1'ryptopltagcnasc 'l'ryptophagcnasc 

""' ""' ""' tryptophane tryptophane tryptophaiJC 

All the evidence available favors the se<:ond hypot!tt•sis. Many cnzymt's 
have been obtained free from cells, but none has been found which can 
reproduce itself under any conditions we can create. The second hypoth
esis seem~ the simpler on all counts. The hypothetical self-reproduc
ing producer of an enzyme is called a gene. The word gene is de
rived from Greek roots that mean, variously, "to produce" or "to be 
produced." We have spoken of it as a "hypothetical agent," but this is 
an overcautious attitude. Nobody has ever knowingly seen a gene*, 
but in cells that have been much studied, we know exactly where each 

* Rt"Cently (1949), two sdcntists at the University of Southern Califurnia, D. C. Pease 
and R. 1•'. Baker, have published photmninographs taken wilh the dl'ctrun micmscope 
that show particles which, the authors say, "it seems reasonable to believe ... are gl·ncs." 

'l'ryp 

tr 
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gC"nc is and, fairly accurately, what it is doing:. Thr gene of biology is 
about as hypothetical as the atom of physics-and no one today needs 
to he told of the striking practical effects of that hypothetical agent. 

169. Genes and Chromosomes: Mitosis 

To comider a thing "real," we may not dt'mand a sight of it, but we 
would at least lik<' to have a pretty good idea where it is. Whrre is the 
gC'tl('? 

From the argument presented hy Figure 26-2, we would suspert that 
the gene is to be found in, or on, somc part of the cell that multiplies 
its volume and divides its substance as regularly as the cell as a whole 
and, thereby, keeps up with cell division. Such a cellular part is the 
nucleus. Other visible objects inside the cdl are rather variable in their 
behavior. But the nucleus rcmains a very constant size and shape for 
muntlcss ccll g<'n<'rations. It would .~cern to fit the requirements for the 
locus of genes. Furthermore, microdisst"rtion t'xperiments with some n·lls 
have shown that, when a cdl is cut in half, that half which contains th<' 
nudeus continucs to livr and divide, whereas the rnuclf'ate half does 
not divide and ultimately dies. The shock of the operation cannot be 
the causC" of surh death, for the nucleatr-d half is equally expost'd to thi~ 
shock. Although an enud('ate cell can live for awhile, it evidently c-an
not keep going: indefinitely. In view of what y.~c have lt>arnt>d about the 
mntinuons normal destruction of cell chemicals(§ 167), including pro
kins and enzymes, this is what we would expect if the producers of 
('nzymes, the gen<'s, Wf're no longer present. As the initial supply of 
cnzymf's diminishes at the normal breakdown rate (the causes for which 
we do not undt"rstand) and is not replenished by newly formed enzymes, 
metabolism, pt'rforc<', comes to a stop. The protoplasm dies. Since this 
happens in r-nudeate pmtoplasm, WI' dt"duce that genes arr locatt>d in 
the nucleus. 

We can locate genes still mor<' pr<'ciS<'Iy. If we usc suitabk lighting 
or staining procedures in studying the process of cell division, we can 
discover that there are bodirs inside the nucl<'us that di\'idc with great 
exactness during c-ell division. Thest' bodies arc called chromosomes, 
so railed l.teeausc they are colorable hy certain dyes (Greek chroma, 
color; soma, body). 
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Fig. 26-3. The process of mitosis (A) in the course of which each chromosome splits 
into two identical daughter chromosomes which separate and become (Mfts of thr: 
nuclei of two daughter cells. The daughter cells have the same number uf chromosomes 
as the parent cdl. At the left, in B, is diagrammed a chromosome as it appe<U"s undn 
the highe~t magnification of the optical microscope. Each region or locus, rcpre>~Cut,.d 
here as a shaded strip, is perhaps a single gene. Before mitosis can take place, tht: euti1 ,. 

chromosome, including all its genes and loci, must somehow produce a replica of itsdf 
alongside itself. The daughter chromosomes (lower right) can then lx- mitotkally 
divornxL It is remarkable that all the chromosomes in a ~ingle cell repruduc~ at lht· 

same rate. 

In studying the behavior of enzymes and the transmission of genes, W(" 

shall frequently have occasion to mention the Ascomycete Neurospora 
{see § 145). The intensive study of this mold by G. W. Beadle, E. L. 
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Tatum, and their many able associates has resulted in a firm establish
ment of the relationship of gene to biochemical action. For that reason, 
Wt" shall self'ct Neuro.1poro as a particular example with which to illus
trate general biological principles. We shall consider, tirst, the ph<'
nomena involved in ordinary edl division or mitosis. (Mitosis should be 
pronounced with a short i as in milf. The word is derived from the Grt'ek 
mitus, thread -referring to the t.·hromosomes visible during cell division.) 
The process of mitosis includes the division of the whole cell, but we 
will concentrate our attention on the events transpiring in the nudeus 
during this process. 

Th<' nucleus of Neuro1pura has Sf"ven chromosmnt's. Careful study 
shows that rach of these chrumusumrs is a distinguishable entity, ami 
the same sevt'n oe("ur in all .VmroJp()ra nudt"i that have been examint'cl. 
Evidently, there must he some prt'eise mechanism which rlistributt's onr. 
of (•adt type of chromo~mt' to each daughtf'r cell in each division. Rut 
this can happen only if t"ach different chromosome is first multiplit'd 
to form two similar chromosomes. This operation of inercasing tht' nmn
hrr of chromosmllcs preades the division of eithf'r cell or nudeu.~. Each 
chromosome somc-how induces the formation of an t•xact duplicate of 
itsrlf at the side- of it~wlf (Fig. 26-3B). When this duplicate is compktr, 
thr two dost"ly joinnl mrmlwrs separate (Fig. 26·3A). Each of the st'vc-n 
dtromosomt"s undt·rgoC's this pron•s.-. of self duplication. kading to the 
suhscquf'nl ~paration of daughter chromosomes. It is a remarkable 
fact that all thc- chromosomes in a nucleuS rcproducf' thc-msdves at 
thr samr timt:>. What k('('ps thrm in step is not known. 

After thr du·omosomC's have reproduC"ed thcmsdves, thr daughter 
d11·omosomt·s St."paratr, om· of rach pair going onf' dirC'ction and the 
othrr in the oppositr direction (Fig. 26-3A). As a lTsult, there soon art" 
JOund two groups, radt of which is <"Om posed of a complt•l<' srt of S(_"\"Cn 
difkf('nt chromosomes such as wt•rr found in the mothf'r nucleus. Each 
group reconstitutes itself into a nucleus; the cell divides, and there arc 
then two new cells, each of which has the same nuclear content as the 
mother cell. Thus ends the process of mitosis. 

Notice the parallelism between the definition of a gene and the be
havior of a chromosome. A gene must lw ~If reproducing; the chromo
somr is ohsrrvcd to be self reproducing. Is, then, the chromosome 
synonymous with a grnC'? No; for there arc more gcm·s than chromo-
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somes. All evidence indicates that almost every chemical process that 
occurs within a cell requires a unique enzyme to make it occur. It :«>ems 
very probable that each enzyme is produced by a particular gene. We 
know that every cell must contain hundreds of different enzymes and, 
hcnce, several hundreds of different gencs. In the case of NmrosjuJra, 

there is ample proof that several dozens of processes arc due to the 
existence of genes. But there are only seven t·hromosomt's, so tlwrc must 
be more than one gene to a chromosome. Probably there arc scvrral 
hundred genes per chromosome. ~tudies of other organisms have in
dicated conclusively that the genes arc arranged in line along the 
chromosome, or in the chromosome, and that each grnc i:-~ too small to 
be seen with an optical microscope. The e-vidence for !hese stalctm:nt.s 

is too involved to prcsenl here; the interested student is reft'rrcd to a 
textbook on genetics. 

From many genetic studies, two generalizations have eml·rgt•d: 
One. Each chromosome consists of many genes, arranged in 

single file. 
Two. Each gene produces one enzyme which, in turn, cat

alyzes one chemical reaction. 
The second generalization we may summarize by this dogmatic 

statement: 

One gene--+one enzyme--+one action 

The hypothesis implied by the above statement is so new that it 

l'annot yet be regarded as irrevocably established. But, it is already 
proving to !Jc a fruitful working hypothesis. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMH 
26-l. Uetine a gene. 
26-2. What l'videnn• and argument are pn•senlt>d for the exiskutT ur gt'nes:" 
26-3. ln their syntht<tic abilitiC's, how do gent·~ and t•tnymt·s dil!(T? 
26-4. Would you say that the gene hypotht'llis prest•ntt>d nerr>"lri(y d•·mands only a 

one-step process between the hypothetical gf'ne and the demonstrable cm:yme? 
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Chapter XXVII 

Nutrition and the Gene 

170. Is Neurospora a Simple Organism? 

In dis.::ussing small organisms, such as algae, bacteria and molds, 
biologists frequently speak of them as being "simpler" than such large 
forms as mulberry trees and armadillos. Is this custom justified? Is a 
mold, for instance, really simpler than a mammal? 

It should be appart'nt that this question is not one to which a rigor~ 
ous answer can be given. Simplicity is a concept that is hard to define. 

Organism A may be simpler than Organism B in some aspects but 
mm-e complicated in others. Who is to say which aspects are more im
portant? Only an incurable optimist could seriously hope for universal 
agreement in such a matter. Asking whether one organism is simpler 

than another would appear a foolish thing to do. 
Yet, it is a question of this sort that we propose to ask here, namely, 

.. Which is simpler, Neurospora or man?" We cannot, consistent with the 
' above discussion, honestly hope for a simple, unqualified answer to the 

question. We ask it, however, because the question leads to a discussion 
that reveals principles of importance in the field of general biology. 

As regards its form, or morphology, the mold is t·ertainly simpler 
than the man. Whole books arc devoted to the details of man's macro~ 
scopic and microscopic anatomy, whereas it would be difficdt to de~ 
vote so much space to the morphology of Neurospora. If, however, we 

449 
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decide to discuss the nutrition of the two species, the answer, as we shall 
see, is not so certain. The facbl are these: 

Man requires for his sustenance a diet that includes water; various 
inorgani(' salts; the amino adds lysine, valine, tryptophane, histidine, 
phenylalanine, leucine, isoleucine, threonine, arginine, and methionine; 
and the vitamins vitamin A, thiamine, riboflavin, pyridoxin, niacin, 
pantothenic acid, inositol, para-aminobenzoic acid, ascorbic acid, vi
tamin D, vitamin K and biotin. These things, at least, art• required by 
man. NeurosfJOra, on the other hand, requirt"s only water, inorganic 
1mlts, sugar, ammonia-nitrogt"n, and the one vitamin biotin. Which is 
simpler, man or mold? 

One's first impulse is to say the mold is simpler because it has simplt'r 
r<>quiremt"nts. But it is the view of mode-rn biologists that this is quite 
the wrong answer. There are reasons, as we propose to show in the 
lOIIowing sections, for believing that the mold's simpler nutritional re
quirements actually imply a more complex cellular physiology, in 
certain aspects, than that present in an organism that has complex 
nutritional requirements. Before we can devdop the evidence for this 
statement, we shall present some needed experimental background. 

171. The Production of Mutants 

In the previous chapter, we !lpoke of two different strains of Neuro
Jprwa, one that could synthesize tryptophane and one that could not. 
Where did these come from? The tryptophane-!lynthcsh~ing form can 
he found in nature. It is called the "wild type," i.e., the natural typC'. 
The other form, previously called a "sport," is not found in nature and 
mu!lt be produced in the laboratory. We propose to show how it can be 
produced, endeavoring to distinguish between experimental data and 
hypothetical explanations. 

Gt>nes are arranged in linear order on chromosomes. Each chromo
some is conceived of as consisting of the genes somehow connected, per
haps by a certain amount of inert material. Chemical analysis shows 
that a chromosome is largely proteinaceous material; therefore, we con
ceive of each gene as being one, or possibly more, proteins. This con
ception fits in with the enzymelikc character of the gene. About the 
structure of proteins, only the most general characteristics are known. 
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Some proteins seem to have a structure like that diagrammed in Figure 
27-lB; perhaps the gene does. In any case, the structure of the gene 
must be at least that complicated, so this model, whether correct or 

••••• --••••• i[ ••••• • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
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Fig, 27-1. The production d gene mutation by X-radiarion. A is a small segment of 
a long chromosome; t'arh line or row of dots is a gene. A gene U a protein molecule at 
least as romplkatt"d as the example shown in B. Subjecting such molecules to X-radia
tion or other mutagrni(agtnJs is like shooting at tht·m with bu(·kshot: there is no predicting 
what atoms will be hit, that is, what genes will be cau.'l«'' to mutate, or in what way. 

not as to details, will serve as a useful illustration. Each dot in the mod<'! 
rt'presents SOffi(' ch('mical group-CH3, CHO, C=O, etc.; the lines 
betw('cn dots represent carbon-to-(·arbon bonds or carbon-to-nitrogen 
bonds. We net'd not know in detail what the symbols mean but merely 
ob~-rve that all proteins, including genes, are very complicated molecules. 

X-rays consist of high-energy particles. Su~j('("ting a cell (hence 
chromosomes, hence gen<'s) to X-rays is like firing at it with a shotgun 
(Fig. 27-lC). We don't know what we will hit, but if we fire often enough, 
we are sure of hitting something. When a high-velocity X-ray particle 
hits a chemical group in a gene, it does something to it. It may knock it 
out completely, or merely break a few atoms off of it, or turn it around 
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so that it i~ bondf;'d in a new way to the rest of the protein molecule. 
We real{p do not /;now what the X-rt~ys do to the molmde, but we do know 
that they modify it somehow. The verbal picture presented above helps 
us summarize and remember the facts about X-ray action on chromo
somes. That is our excuse for using it. But we must remember it is only 
a picture-hypothesis. 

When a gene is hit by an X-ray particle, it is not destroyl"d but merdy 
modified, so that it no longt>r produces the enzyme it used to produce. 
We know the gene is not destroyed, for we can permit the changed 
genes to multiply (via cell multipliC'ation) and then X-ray the new 
genes, whereupon an occasional gene will change back to the old form 
again and start producing the old enzyme once more. 

The process in which a gene changes from one form to another i~ 

called mutation. By convention, the common type of gene that occurs 
in nature is called the "wild-type gene," and any other form of the 
same gene is called a "mutant-type gene" or simply a "mutant." The 
Nrnrospora gene which produces the enzyme which synthesizes trypto
phane is called a wild-type gene. The gene which does not produce this 
enzyme is called a mutant. (Whether it synthesizes some other enzymes 
is not known.) We may indicate the wild-type gene concerned with 
the synthesis of tryptophane by the symbol T. Its mutant we will in
dicate by t. Symbolically we may write: 

Gene T --+ tryptophagenase --+ synthesis of tryptophane 
Gene l-+ ? (no tryptophagenasc) 

But there are other genes involved in the synthesis of tryptophane. 
One mutant has been found which does not synthesize tryptophane 
when fed only salts and sugar but which does produce the enzynw 
tryptophagenase. Evidently this mutant contains the wild-type gene T 
but has another abnormal gene which stops the chain of steps leading 
to the synthesis of tryptophane at some other point. Feeding experi
ments showed that this mutant get'i along perfectly well if fed salts, 
sugar, and serine. Evidently this mutant lacks the enzyme for synthesiz
ing serine which we may call serinase. This must mean that the normal 
Neurospora contains an S gene, and that our mutant has a non-serina8e'
synthesizing gene we will calls. Notice: 

(a) We discover the gene only when its normal action is missing 
as it is in mutant types. 
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(b) We learn of the normal steps involved in the synthesis of a 
product only when we have an abnormal strain available for study. 
This second statement shows us why the production and study of 

Gene n Gene T 

Gone :t 1 Glono 5 1 
! &.ne m l Tryptophagenese 

onxym~ onz.yi• 2. /z.yme 3 ;rinaae I 
(NH.t + •utarJ~• ~b ... c-•··~ serine! 

~ 'tryptophan. 

[N+I.t + eu.gar]-+ j ~k-+ 1-••• _.indole 

/ I ""- "'-
•nzvm• 21 enz.yme ZZ enzyme 2.3 indolaao 

t . G!no :mi f GLe 1 
Go:no: XXI 

Gczno: XDl[ 
Fig, 27-2. The biologkal synthesis of tryptophane from ammonia and sugar. Only 
snmc of the gent'S indiratl'd have been identified; the rest arc postulated on llw 
basis of general genetic theory. In other words, this scheme is a workiug h_ypothr•l•. 

mutants are valuable. It is very difficult to know normal physiology 
< 

when only normal organisms arc available for study. It is the abnormal 
organism that reveals to us, through comparative study, normal func
tion. We were led to look for tryptophagcnasc only when we had a 
strain in which the T gene had mutated to/. 

The picture we have of the normal synthesis of tryptopham· is shown 
in .Figure 27-2. This is a hypothesis. It is based on three premises: 

(a) A chemical prt·misc: that chemical syntheSf's take plan· one 
step at a time, There must, for instance, be many steps between the 
raw materials ammonia and sugar, and the product indole. 

(b) A physiological premise: that each step is catalyzed by an 
enzyme. (The fact that a few steps may occur "spontaneously" is 
no serious objection.) 

(c) A genetic premise: that eaeh enzyme is produced by a gl·nr. 
Figure 27·2 is mostly hypothf'tkal; thr details cannot be flllt'd in. 
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Resc:arch along these linet~ was only very recently started and is being 
vigorously pushed forward at this moment in many laboratories. U n
doubtedly before this page comes off the press, more specific details 
will have been filled in in the scheme presented. 

172. The Significance of Nutritional Needs 

In the few years during which biologists have been taking potghots 
at Neurospora with X-rays (and other ammunition}, many mutants have 
bt-en produced. There is a mutant which cannot synthesize phenyl
alanine, another which cannot synthesize leucine, and others which 
cannot synthesize arginine or methionine or adenine, as the case may 
be. Each mutant is caused by the alteration of a wild-type gene to an 
incompetent mutant form. 

Besides the mutants that cannot synthesize amino acids, there arc 
also mutants that cannot synthe-size particular vitamins, although the 

normal mold can synthesize all but biotin. One- mutant cannot syn
thesize thiamine, another riboflavin, another niacin, and so on. Al
though no one has set out to do it*, it would probably be possible to 
produce a strain of Neurospora which would have exactly the .rame nu
tritional needs as man, requiring all the same vitamins and amino acids. 
And note: such a strain of Neurospora would be simpler than the wild-type 
strain, nutritionally speaking. It would contain ft'wer enzymes. 

We St'C now an answer to the question asked at the beginning of the 
(·hapter, Which is .rimpler, man or mold? With respC<'t to nutrition, man 
is simpler. He contains fewer enzymes for the synthesis of foodstuff.'i. 
The wild-type mold can synthesize all its foodstuffs except salts, am
monia, sugar, and biotin, because it has so many enzymes-enzymes 
which man lacks. In this sense, the mold is a more complicated organism 
than man. 

173. The Unitary Nature of Protoplasm 

Is Neurospora an exceptional organism? Not at all; there are many 
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of different organisms that have as simple 
nutritional needs as Neurospora. Scores of different bacteria have been 
found, for instance, which need not a single amino acid or vitamin, 

*And probably no one will, for it would be just a technical tour fk jMce, rather than 
a real advance in science. 
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requiring only a single simple carbon compound, such as glucose or 
acetic acid. In every case that ha~ been adequately studied, it has been 
found that these bacteria do not have to be fed the various amino acids 
or vitamins because they manufacture thtir own. Protoplasm, wherever it is 
found, whether in bacteria, yeasts, molds, fruit flies, grasshoppers or 
men, includes the same fundamental building blocks. The protoplasm 
of some cells may include a complete set of enzymes with which it can 
make all its own building blocks, whereas the protoplasm of another 
species may be lacking some of these enzymes. But whether it makes 
its own or imports them from the outside, protoplasm is always made 
up of the same building blocks. 

Here, at last, we find a justification for the <-·entury-old term pro
loplasm. The usc of a unitary term when speaking of the living material 
of all cells implies a unity of substance which, for about eighty yt'an; 
of the life of the word "protoplasm," was quite unjustified. The work of 
the- last decade or so has finally given justification to its use. There /.1 
a unity of living ~ubstance. There are differences, of cours(\ between the 
protoplasm of a mold and a man, otherwise there would be no differ
ences betwt"en the two species, but there is a most important unity a'i 
well. It makes one wonder if there is only one fundamental organiza
tion of maller which will permit the qualities we imply by the noun 
lift. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

27-1. In what senst.' is Nrurorpora more complkated than man? In what st.'rtllf" simplrr? 
27-2, Whkh is mol'(" dt'pt•ndcnt on other living organisms for its nutrition, man or 

Nrurorp~~ra! Explain. 
27-3. Whdt is a mutation? 
27-4. Can we produt'e whatever mutations we want with X-rays? Explain. 
27-5. What is meant by the term "protoplasm"? Justify its u.~e. 
27-6. In th(' last sentence of this chapter, it was suggested that there may be a unique 

organization of matter that we call "life." This has not been proved. (Cannot be?) 
But the assumption of its truth has led to speculations as to the rarity with which eon
ditiortll favorable to the existenee of life are to be found in the universe, speculation~ 
that have been interestingly presented by L. J. Henderson in hill book, Tlu Fitnm rif 
thr Erwironmmt. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1913. 
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The Significance of Sex 

17 4. The Separation of Alleles in Meiosis 

In § 169, we deSC"ribed the multiplication of genes and their division 
during mitosis, using Neuro.rpora as an example. As a result of these 
processes, each daughter cell receives one of each kind of gene that the 
mother cell possesses, and, thus, the mycelium can extend itself in
definitely without losing its ability to carry out its many syntheses. 

But a mycelium, extending itself by growth along the substrate in a 
crawling fashion, will not get far in the world. It will snake along to 
the edge of the suitable substrate and then stop. A species that has a 
way to disperse itself across unsuitable deserts to new nutritional oases 
will do better in the world. Therefore, teleologically speaking, we find 
that mo.<;t species arc modified in some distinct way for dispersal. Neuro
spora is wdl dispersed by means of the dust-fine conidia (see Fig. 28-1) 
that are produced in great abundance at the ends of aerial hyphae. 

Neurospora has another method of reproduction available to it. There 
are two mating types in this organism, usually called A and a. Like the 
sexes in Rhi-?;.opus, they are distinguishable only by mating tests. Mating 
can occur in more than one way, as indicated by the diagram, but, 
however it occurs, the end result is the same: the two nuclei from the 
two opposite mating types presently find themselves together in the 
same cell which is called a binucleate cell. Each nucleus contains a 
single set of chromosomes; each nucleus is said to be llaploid (Greek 
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haploos, single). In the cell that is to become the ascus, the two nuclei 
fu~ to form a single nucleus which, since it contains two sets of chromo
somes, is called diploid (Greek diploos, double). This diploid nucleus 

t1yphal fusion 
Fig. 28-1. Life t·yde of Nruru;pom. 

pn'st·ntly undcrgoe~ a proc<'Ss, called mrioriJ (pronounct>d: my-o-sis), 
which can bt"st be understood by a dose inspcction of tht' middle column 
of Figure 28-2. There are, at the beginning of meiosis, seven pairs of 
chromosomes. Since each pair bPhaves like the othf'rs, and seven pairs 
are too many to watch at one time, we have drawn the behavior of 
just one pair. Notil·c that each member of a pair first multiplies to form 
two chromosome strands. That makt's four chromosome strands. Then, 
separation of strands takes place twice without any further multiplica
tion of the strands so that the-re arc produced four nuclei, each of which 
has only one strand (chromosome) of each kind-in other words, a 
haploid set again. Notice that the result of the meiotic process is a 
reduction of onC' diploid nucleus to four haploid nucki; hence, the 
name (GrC'ck mritJ.fis, reduction). 

It happens that meiosis in Neuro~pora is followed by a further mitotic 
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WHAT MA'P'PENS 
INSIDE ASCUS 

~ 
OEHAVIOR Of' EACH 
OF THE 7 PAIRS 
OF CHROMOSOMES 
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TT 

TT 

4 haploid nuclei + + ? ? T T 
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non-reduc:tional 

8 haploid nuelci 

Fig. 28-2. Meiosis, or reduction division, as it occurs 
in Nrutospora, to take a particular example. 

division resulting in eight instead of four haploid nuclei. Many asco~ 
mycetes do not show this extra division, which is without signifi(·ance, as 
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far as we know. Each haploid nucleus becomes the nucleus of an ascospore. 
What happens to the- genes during this proce.~s? Being part of the 

chromosomes, they are multiplied and distributed in the same way. If, 
previously, hypha! fusion had occurred between one strain of Nturo
spora that contained the T gem· and another that had the t gene", each 
ascus would contain exactly four ascosport'"s containing T and four con
taining f. The temporary intimacy of thf" two alleles in the diploid 
nucleus has no effect on either one. Each gene is a discrete, incor
ruptible particle.• If we could sec the genes, we would see that, during 
mt>iosis, they wcrr being multiplied and distributed as shown in thf' 
right-hand column of Figurf' 28-2. 

17 5. The Behavior of Two Pairs of Alleles in Meiosis 

Suppose we have two difft"rent stocks of Neurospora and cross them, 
what will happen? Will the ascospores be genetically just like the two 
part'"nts, or differet?-t? 

This question is a double one. Either: the two mutant gene'S art' on 
the- same- type of chromosomf' (recall, there arc seven different types 
of l'hromosomes in this organism); or they are on diffl"'rt"nt chromo
some-s. As it happens, the end results in thes<' two cases are not greatly 
ditferrnt, but we must consider both of them be-causf" the course of 
('Vents leading to the same result differs in the two cases. 

Genes on Different Chromosomes-There is a gene involved in the 
synthesis of niacin that is on a different chromosome from the one that 
bears the tryptophane-synthesizing gene. SuppoS<' we cross a strain that 
is genetically Nt with one that is n T. What will happen? 

In mt"iosis, on<' member of each pair of like chromosomes goes one 
dir("('tion, and the other in the opposite direction; but, which one got's 
to the left, and which to the right is a matter of chance. 

If there arc two pairs of chromosomes that we are "watching," each 
pair is governffi by the principle stated above. Consequently, an N-

• Th£' ,·hromtJ.~om('ll are not so incorruptible, however. Similar chromosomes ("homo
logues") frequt>ntly t>xchangt" parts ("crossing over"), but when they do so, it is in a 
precis£' fashion. part for part, with neither chromosome being shortchanged; at the con
clU8ion of <'!'ossing ovrr, each t·hromosome has one and only one member of each pair 
of alleles, though it may not have the same assortment it started with. {See § 175, and 
Fig. 28-3D.) 
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contammg chromosome will ~ometime~ go to the same spore as a 
t-containing chromosomt', but, at other times, theN and the Twill be 
found together. Similarly, some spores will conlain 11 and T, and others 

A. Sometimos th• chromoaomes 
will line up thu.a: 

'Parvnt: 
nT 

6. BuT otheP times the chromo
somes will line up thus~ 

le411ding, by meiosis, to now 
leading, bv meiosis, to typll& ot spores like th•se: 

spores like thi•~ 

@@@@@@@@~~~~~~?~ 
C. When chrornosomcts arG in 'tho 

4·atrand statt:ct: 

"1\ N n 'In 

I ~L 

0. But at othGr tirnes, two ot the 
atrands may interchange par-t•~ 

N\ li• \(• 
~ 

I I J..: L 

Fig. 28-3. The significance of sex: the possibility of the 
productio<t of OI"W strains by th,. rodntic process. 

nand t (see Fig. 28-3 A, B). No spore will contain two n's or two t'.r or 
two .N's or two Ts, because meiosis-the reduction division-separates 
the members of a homologous pair of chromosomes, hence, the members 
of every pair of gene-alleles-
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Genes on the Same Chromosome- When two genes are on the same 
chromosome, they tend to remain together since the chromosome is a 
unit. But, sometimes during the "four-strand stage" of meiosis, two 
adjacent chromosomes will break at precisely the same point and ex
change parts, a process known as crossing over. (Sec Fig. 28-3 C, D.) 
When crossing over takes place, some of the spores produced contain a 
combination of genes not found in either parf'nl strain. 

Thus docs mf'iosis product' new genetic combinations, whether one 
is dealing with genes on the same chromosome or ones that are on 
different chromosomes. 

176. The Significance of Sex 

Thinking over the data prf'"scntcd in the pren·ding section, we see 
that the sexual mechanism is an efficient system for producing new 
strains, strains which have gene combinations that are not to be found 
in either parent. The poet, the novelist, or the moralist may have a 
different view of the matter, but to the biologist, qua biologist, this is 
the significance of sex. 

This principle was employed rather ingcniously in 1946 to se-ttle a 
century-old dispute in bactf'riolob'Y· Bacteria, recall, are very small; a 
"typical" bacterium is about one micron long by a half wide. Such a 
cell is only about four times as long as the. smallest object one can 
examine with the optical microscope. The activities of such n·lls are 
not easy to follow. Ever since the discovery of bacteria, people have 
speculated about their sexual life. Many man-hours have been spent 
watching bacteria to see if tlwy evt·r did anything besides swim around 
and multiply by cell division. Sometimes, an observer sees two bacteria 
<·ome together tOr a few mimttl'S and then separate. In such a case, who 
ean say whether anything has pas.'ied betw<·en the two t·clls? Some more 
imaginative, or mon• romantic, bacteriologists have daimed they have 
observed sexual fusion, but they have been unable to convinee their 
more ske-ptit·al colleagues. 

The disputed point was neatly settled by Joshua Lederberg and E. L. 
Tatum of Yale University, using two different strains of tht" bacterium 
Eschaichia cv/i. The wild-typc E. coli can synthesize all its own vitamins 
and amino acids, including biotin, methionine, threonine and proline. 
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When a wild-type cell is placed in a medium containing only sugar and 
inorganic salts, it muhiplies, showing that it can synthesize all the 
building blocks of its protoplasm. 

By X-radiation, two mutant strains of E. coli were obtained; om" of 
them could synthesize neither biotin nor methionine; anothcr could 
synthesize neither threonine nor proline. The genetic constitution of 
the former we may indiC'ate by writing hmTP, thus indicating its ability 
to synthesize threonine and proline, but not biotin or methionine. 

Similarly, the other strain may be written BMpt. 
When either strain was placed alone in a sugar-and-salts medium, 

it could not grow. Out of billions of cells tested, none ('auld grow in 
such a medium. But if BMpt were first mixed with bmPT and cells from 
this mixture were later placed in sugar-and-salts medium, it was found 
that about one cell out of every ten million tested could grow and 
multiply. This meant that the two kinds of mutant cells had somehow 
exchanged genes, thus prOOucing an occasional BMPT cell which, of 
course, is the wild type that can synthesize all of its own building 
blocks. Exchange of genes can occur only if some sort of sexual or fusion 
process takes place. Thus, was the existence of sex in bacteria proved, 
after nearly a century of dispute. No one has yet seen bat'terial fusion 
taking place. The extreme rarity of fusion as indicated by this <'xpcri
ment, does not, for the moment, give us much hope of observing it, 
unless a way can be found to encourage bacteria to fuse oftener. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

28-1. Describe mitosis in an organism that has three pairs of chromosomes. 
28-2. Describe meiosis foUowing fusion of nuclei, each of which had three chrolnu

somt'S. 
28-3. Define: haploid; diploid. 
28-4, If one parent strain of Nnuorpora is AhC and the other is aRc, what ntw types 

could result from the sexual proct'SS? 

28-5. If one parl':nt i~ ABCD and the other abed, how many types of individuals could 
one expect following fusion and meiosis? How many of them would be new? 

28-6. If one parent is Abcdif and the other is abcdif, how many new types could be 
produced by the sexual process? 

28-7. How was the existence of a fusion process proven in bacteria? 
28-8. If the environment were to change slightly, would you expect a sexual species 

to be able to adapt iuclf to the new environment more, or less, rapidly than an asexual 
spedes? Why? 
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Chapter XXIX 

The Consequences of Diploidy 

177. The "Hiding" of Genes in Diploids 

In the study of Neurospora, we learned how genes act in a haploid 
organism. Practically all the more conspicuous plants and animals that 
traditionally intt"rcst man most are diploid(§ 147). Does diploidy modify 
the way in which genes act? In principle, no; in detail, yes. The differences 
caused by the latter, however, are of comidcrablt" practical importance, 
so we must examine the genetics of diploid organisms. 

The science of genetics was developed to a considerable cxtrnt throu.!.{h 
the study of Drosophila melarmgasler, variously called a fruit fly, a vinc·gar 
fly, and a garbage fly. It is a harmless creature less than two mm long, 
and is easily grown in the laboratory. In forty years of study, many 
billions of flies have been examined. Among these multitude~, have 
been found perhaps a hundred thousand di!Tc·rent mutatiom. 

Among the many mutations in Drosophila that have been cxtcnsivt>ly 
studied in the laboratory, is one called claret, so named because of thf' 
color of the eyes. Eye color is determined by a colored chemical or 
pigment present in the eyes. In claret flies, the pigment is light rt>d 
instead of dark red as it is in wild-type flies. Experimental evidence 
indicates that the claret pigment is an intermediate product in a bio
chemical sequence similar to that indicated in Figure 27-2 and discussed 
in § 171. For the present, we can simplify this sequence to one contain
ing a single step in which the alleles of a single gene determine whether 

464 
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the fly will have claret eyes or wild eyes, as indicated in Figure 29-1. 
In this figure, the C/-enzymc is enclosed in brackets because it is still 
hypothetical. It has not heen isolated, so its Pxistcncc has not bet>n 

Claret pltmcnt----:--... dark. rctd 

I [g -crnz.ymc) 

t 

pigment (wild 'typ.) 

£.! genet 

Fig, 29-1. The n·lation bc·twt't'll thf' v.ild IYJX' Cl gl:'ne and eyf' rolor iu Dro
wphdfl. and the inwrnlt'diation of a hypoth~·ti(al ~·nzyml:'. 

proved, as has the existence of tryptophagenase (Chap. XXVII). We 
hypothesize the C/-enzyme for the sake of uniformity of gt'"nrtic theory; 
for the purpost'"s of the prest'"nt discussion, the truth or falsity of the 
hypothe.~is is irrelevant. 

A purebred fly of the wild type has dark red eyes and two rye color 
genes that we wi.Jl symbolize hy C'/ ct. A purebred dare! fly has light
color<"d t'yes, and two d genes. The genes C! and rl are alleles(§ 174), 
i.e., a given chromosome or a given haploid cell may have one allele 
or the other, but not both. 

Purebred wild-type flies produce only wild-type offspring:, i.e., flies 
with dark red ('yPs. Purehr('d darN flies produce only Oks with daret 
eyes. What happens if we mate a purt'lm·d ~y with a dark red eyP tc, 

onP of the- claret strain? As an aid in ,·isualizing: the results of such a 
mating, Figure 29-2 has hf't"O pr<"par{'d. Th<' drawings there-in should 
be closely snutinizPd and integrated with the r<'ading of the following 
paragraphs. 

Every DroJofJiu'la mdmwga.r/n has four pairs of chromosome-s, i.e-., the 
diploid number is eight. EvC"ry ordinary body rdl. or somatic* cell, has 
theS<' chromosomt'"s, two of <'ach kind, as wt· have diagrammatically 
indicated in tllP figurr.t Th<' C! gen<' has bPPn fOund to be on what is 

*Till' adjl't'liVl' .romatir (Gn·ek .roma, burly) i~ applkd to all tlw cdls of the body except 
thl· n.•prodm:tive or grrmmal cells. In many di!Jloid organisms, l'.g., fruit Jlil:'s and men, 
only the germ cells (l:'ggs, sperm) are haploid; all the somatic cells an· di!Jloid. 

t There is one "odd" !Jair in which, in thl:' m.tle only, tlu· two memb!'rs of the- pair 
are not the same. They lx-have like members of a pair in ml'io~is, however. The sig
nilkane<" of this odd pair willlw pointt"d out in§ 180. Forth<" monll'nt, the odd pair 
nrl'd not b!' f!,iWn special consideration. 
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caiiCd the third chromosome, so each such chromosome in the wild
type stock has one such gene. There are two C/ genes in each somatic 
cell, as indicated in Figure 29-2 by a hlack bar drawn across t"ach 

Fig, 29-2. A mating of a red-eyed male fruit fly (dark t>yc.~) wilh a claret-eyed 
ft'male (striped eyl·s). The chromosomt"s prt:'seut in the smuatk and g..•rminal ct>ll8 
are diagrammatkally indkat(·d. Tht• genl' for n-d eyes (Cl) is indic·atl·d by a dark 
bar, its alldt> (d) by a l'oiorless bar. l'h(' h('lt"ro:lygous oiiSpring (C/ cl) has rc:d eyes, 
showing that Cl is dominant to d. A redpr{)('almating, darct d' X rt·d 9, would 

givf" the same• n·~ulll!. 

member of the third pair of chromosomes in the somatic C<"lls of the 
dark-red-eyed parent. Purebred darel flies have a differt'nt allele (d) 
al the same location on each third chromosome; the cl allclf' we haw 
represented by a rolorles.'l bar. Although we can, by indirect mt>ans, 
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locate genes precisely, it must be realized that there is no microscopically 
visible difference between alleles. The bars drawn in the figures are 
mt>rdy symbols. 

Sperm produced by a male C/ Cl fly arc all of one type, as far as this 
gent" is conct"rned, namrly C'l. Similarly, only cl eggs are produced by a 
ft>malt" of type c/ d. If a Cl Cl male mates with a cl d female, all the zygotes 
will be Cl d. Since the adult arises from successive mitotic divisions 
of such a zygote, all of its cells, including the cells of the eyes, will be 
diploid and genetically G1 cl. What will be the color of the eyes in such 
an adult? On observation, they prove to be red. Evidently, whatever 
enzyme may be produced by the Cl alle!C', one "dose" of the Cl allele 
produces enough enzyme to exert the full effect on the eye-color pig
mt'nt. In conventional genetic language, "{,'/ is dominant to cl," or 
"The wild-type gene is dominant to the claret gene." The same fact 
can also be expres.<;C'd thus: "The gene cl is recessive to Cl," or "The 
darrt gene is recessive to the wild-typt> gt'ne." However we state the 
facts, it must be understood that the Cl gene docs not alter the cl gene. 
It mcrt>ly means that when both are prrsent, the effect of the enzymc
produdng gene, C/, is apparent, whereas the action of its allele, cl, is not. 

Because we cannot always deduce the genes present from the ap
pearance of the organism possessing those genes, some new terms will 

he useful: 
Phenotype: which rf'fers to the appmrmwf' (from the same word root 

as phenommon) of an individual. The phenotype of the offspring in the 
example above is dark red eye, the same as the phenotype of the 
male parent. 

Genotype: which refers to the genetic constitution of an individual. The 
offspring in the above case is C/ cl. The phenotype can be determined 
by looking, but the genotype is often revealed only by breeding tests or 
hy a krwwlrdge rif rmastry. 

Heterozygous: an adjective indicating a diploid individual in which 
the members of a pair of genes are different alleles. In our case, the 
offspring is heterozygous (C/ c/) whereas both its parents are

Homozygous: If both genes of a pair are the same (as Cl Cl or cl cl), 
the individual is homozygous. 

What will happen if we now use the heterozygous fly C/ cl a<; a parent? 

What will his children be? Obviously, it will depend on the mate se· 
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lected by, or for, this heterozygous fly. First, we shall assume that he 
mate's with a homozygous claret female, cl c/ (see Fig. 29-3). Such a 
female can produce only one type of ("gg, namely, cl. The heterozygous 

-"" -----..,----- ~ -~ ----'R--....- "/ \ Vertilization 

@ 

Fig. 29-3. The re~ults or mating -1 hclcrw:y;.;ou~ fly wilh a hmmlly).;OII\ rt'U'\SiW 
fly. The homozygous Jly protlm.e. only one kind 11! gam<•te. The hct<·rory~oU.\ fly 
produces two sorl~ ol gaml'tc~. as indicated l>y 1liffcrcme in shade of sp<•rm ((•lb. 
Two kinds of gametes occur in approxiumtdy equal numllers. A recipro, .• J 
m:1ting. hctero'Yh'DII~ J X homotyg-tlU~ TCf ct;sivc 9, would give the ll.'lmc re~ult ... 
Only the 9 oll~pring arc indicated; equal numbers of t; ~ would be produred. 

male, however, can produce two types of sperms, namely, C/ and d. 
Recall that in meiosis(§ 174) one member of each pair of chromosomes 
goes into one gamete while the other chromosome ~oC's into another 
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gamete; and, :;;ince genes are on chromosomes, one member of a pair 
of gene:;; goes into one gamete while the other me-mber of the pair goes 
into another. We would, therefore, expect a Cl cl fly to produce about 
as many C/-containing gametes as cl-containing gametes. It is possible 
that the heterozygous male Drosophila produces exactly as many Cl 

gametes as cl gametes, but we cannot verify this because we cannot 
rccovcr all of the spermatozoa that he produces and ejects. Although 
we have indicated a difference in the shade of the sperm in Figure 29-3, 
no difference of any kind is visible. We can deduce the genotype of a 
sperm cell only after it has joined with an egg to produce a zygote. In 
a mating between a Cl d male and a cl cl female, approximately half of 
the zygotes develop into claret-eyed flies and half into wild-eyed ones. 
The eggs produced by a cl cl female will all be cl, hence the phenotype 
of the zygote indicates the genotype of tht' spenn involved in such a 
mating. Since the ratio of wild zygotes to claret zygotes is approxi
matdy 1 :1, we deduce that thC' ratio of C/-spcrm to d-sperm must have 
lwen approximate:ly 1:1. 

Notice that we could learn the- genotype of a fly of unknown parentagt' 
by mating it to a homozygous recessive individual. From the resultant 
zygotes, one may deduce the genotype of the gametes of the unknown 
Hy, hence, the genotype of the unknown diploid organism itself .. I 
mating to a lwmo;zyf!,ous reassi11e indi1•idual i.r callrd a test-mating or test
cross because such a mating is capable of revealing hidden genes. 

In the test-mating of a heterozygote, whY is the genotypic ratio 
among the off.<~pring only approximately 1 :1? Because not every sperm 
eell encounters an egg. Which sperms do and which don't is a matter 
of chance. So even if the original ratio of the two types of spermatozoa 
were precisely 1:1, we would not expect a precise ratio among the re
sulting zygote:;;, In genetics, we are dealing with matters of probability. 
To illustrate the point made above by an analogy, suppose we had a 
box containing precisely 1,000,000 black balls and 1,000,000 white balls. 
If, blindfolded, we draw only twelve balls from the box, we would 
expect approximately six of each kind, but not exactly six and six, 
except occasionally, and by chance. The same sort of statement applie:;; 
lo the results of the mating we are considering. If the female product's 
only twelve eggs, a:;; indic-atcd in Figure 29-3, <.·hance encounters with 
sperm from a C/ cl male will produce appro.timalely six wild and six 
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claret offspring, but Sf'!dom exactly these numbers. It is important that 
the student understand the approximate nature of th<" results dia
grammed. 

If we recall the concepts of probability drvrloprd in § 5 and § 30, 
it should be apparent that: 

First. The larger the number of offspring from a given mating, 
the greater the probability that the relative deviation from the 
expected ratio will be small. In the present instance, if the female 
fly laid only four eggs, three of them might have been of one kind 
and only one of another, a ratio of 3:1 instead of 1:1. Calc-ulation 
shows that the probability of the deviation from the expected lx•in~ 
that great or greater is slightly more than!. If, from the same matin~. 
eight eggs were produced, the probability of a distribution as ex
treme as 3:1 would be only -,H-. From the trend of these data, it is 
apparent that, with a large number of offspring, we can reasonably 
expect the ratio actually observed to be quite dose to cxpc<"tcd 
ratio. This same idea can be expressed in another way: 

Stcond. The ratio observed in one small family gives almost no 
clue to the "true" ratio. This principle is of small importance in 
fruit flies where families of a couple hundred children are common, 
and ones of as few as twelve (as diagrammed in Fig. 29-3) are rare. 
But, in humans, small families arc the rule; therefort', a consid('rablC' 
deviation from the expected ratio will oflen occur. To take an cx
ample, wavy hair is dominant to straight hair. If a heterozygous 
wavy-haired human (Ww) marries a person who has strai,ght hair 
(w w), we would expect a ratio of 1 wavy:1 straight among tlwir 
offspring; but we would not be greatly surprised to encounter a 
family of eight in which seven of the children had straight hair and 
only one had curly hair. 

Third. With only a small number of offspring, there is a good 
probability that an expected dass will be completely missing. 
In the human example just cited, there would be a fair probability 
that the children in a family of four would all have straight hair or 
all havt' wavy hair. The probability would, in fact, be ~; i.e., out of 
t'ighty families of four children produced by matings of Ww X ww, 
in ten families, all the childrt'n would have the same kind of hair. 
When the parents are W w X w w, the probability that all the children 
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in one family will he alikt> with rt>spect to this hair characteristic 
ts gtven in Table 29M1 in which families of different sizes arc con
sidered. 

TABLE 29-1 
THE RELATION OF FAMILY SIZE TO TilE PRoBAI!ILITY THAT AN f.XPEC'I'IW 

Ct.AAA WILL BE MHt'iiNG. MATING: Ww X ww. (SEE TEXT FOR ExPLANATIO~.) 

No. ut' CHILIH{EN 

IN FAMII.Y 

2 
4 
6 
8 

to 
12 

PROBABILITY THAT ALL 

TilE CI!ILOREN WtLL H,\VE 

TilE SAME KIND OF HAIR 

' ' 
-k 

To a student with a very t'Xceptiunal memory, this table may look 
familiar. It is, in fact, Table 5Ml, from § 30, reprinted with new headM 
ings over the columns of figures. In § 30, we were concerned with the 
probability that all tht" molt'cules in a twoMcompartmcnt box would be 
in the same compartment. Now we arc concernt>d with the probability 
that all the children will be alike when there arc two equally probable 
typt"s that may show up. As the logician would point out, these two 
cast's arc materially difft"n"nt, but formally idt""ntkal. The "material" 
in one case is molecules, in the other, genes. But, once the problem is 
reduced to formal symbols on paper, the calculations arc carried out 
in the same way, regardless of the material involved. 

It is a great virtue of the theory of probability that it furnishes us 
with powerful intellt"ctual tools that can be applied to a wide variety 
of problems. In Chaptt>r V, we used the concepts of probability to arrive 
at an understanding of the behavior of molecules. In the present chapter, 
we arc learning how tht"Sl" same concepts can explain the behavior of 
genes in hert'dity. But, IJdort" we can continue along this line, we must 
interrupt the account of genetics to develop the principles of probability 
more explicitly. 

178. Elementary Principles of Probability 

Probability is measured on a scale running from 0 {impossibility) 
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to 1 (absolute certainty). The probability of a coin turning heads is!, 
that is, we expct't about half of a large number of throws to result in 
hf'ads. The probability of a die (singular of dice) turning four is ~ (tht"r<' 
arc six sides to a die). In the long run, we expect the four on a die to 
turn up about one-sixth of the time, i.e., in about one out of every six 
throws of the die. 

A further concept is needed, the idea of the product rule of prob· 
ability: 

H an event is composed of two subevents, both of which must 
occur, then the probability that the compound event will occur 
is the product of the separate probabilities of the subevents. 

At this point, the studf"nt is likely to exclaim, "That is abo~t as dt·ar 
as mud!" lt would be difficult to clarify the meaning of the statt·mcnt 
by further definitions. Fortunately, however, the consideration of some 
simple examples should make it dear. 

A coin and a die are both tosst-d in the air at the same time. \Vhat il' 
the probability that the coin will fall heads and the die show Jour? Both 
subevcnts must occur simultaneously, so the probability of both ocrur
ring at the same time is ! X -lr = l2. That is, out of ev('ry twelve times 
that we throw coin and die together, heads and four will appear to
gether approximatdy once. 

About half of the people are males. Suppose, in a given population, 
about one-tenth of the people have red hair. A man walks down thl' 
street. What is the probability that the first person he rum into is a 
red-haired woman? Answer: 111 X ! = -.Jo. (Of course, we assume no 
interference with nature, by either sex.) 

In the case of the mating, C/ cl (male) X cl cl (female), what off
spring may result, and with what probability? (See ag:ain § 177 and 
Fig. 29-3.) c/ cl offspring will result when a cl sperm gets together with 
a c/ egg. The probability that the egg will be cl is 1 (certainty). The 
probability that the sperm will be cl is ~· The probability that both 
the egg and the sperm involved in a specified fertilization will be c/ 
is therefore 1 X ! = }. 

With these statements in mind, reread the statement in boldface 
above and sec if it is any clearer .... The ideas of probability are seldom 
as difficult as the problem of expressing them in words. 
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179. The Mating of Heterozygote& 

Suppose we mate two heterozygous flies: C/ cl X Cl cl. What off
r-pring may result, and with what probability? Cl Cl offspring will result 
only when a C/ sperm meets a Clegg. 

Probability: } X ! = i 
d cl off.<;pring will result only when both sperm and rg~ arc d. 

Probability:! X ! = ! 
C/ d off.<;pring may result in either of two cases: 

(a) C'/ sperm meets cle-gg. Probability: ~ X ! l 
(b) cl sperm mt>ets C/ egg. Probability: ~ X ~ = l 
Since both cases yield Cl cl, we add, getting: ! 

Therefore, the offspring of Cl cl X Cl cl will be composed of ahout 
{ Cl Cl + ! C/ cl + l cl d. Out of a hundred offspring, we would expect 
about 25 Cl Cl, about 50 Cl c/, and about 25 rl c/. 

Such are the genotypes. However, recall that Cl Cl and C/ d arc in
distinguishable, Without resort to a test-mating. What would be the_ 
phmo{vpes from a mating of two heterozygotcs? Obviously, about 1 dark
red eyed and about l claret eyed, or a ratio of about 3 re-d :1 claret. 
Out of 100 such offspring, we would expect about 75 to b<." red eyed. 

180. The Heterosome& and Sex Determination 

A careful examination of the diagrammatic ccllr- of the flier- in Figure 
2()-2 or Figure 29-3 discloses that, in the male, there is one pair of 
dnomosomes that is not quite a well-matched pair. This is not true of 
til<' female. The corresponding chromosomes of the female, the upper
most pair in each figure, are called the X -chromosomes. The male has 
only one X-chromosome1 and its odd mal<' is called a Y -chromosome. 
The X and the r b<'have in meiosis as if they were good mates, but 
microscopic evidence reveals that they arc clearly different. The X 
and r chromosomes are called heterosomes to distinguish them from 
all the other chromosome pairs which are called autosomes. 

Sinre the male contains two different heterosomcs, and since het
erusomes behave like members of a pair in meiosis, it is apparent that 
the male will produce two different kinds of gametes, one an X-sperm, 
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and the other a r-sperm, as indicated in Figure 29-4. The male is, 
therefore, called the heterogametic sex. The two kinds of gametes ap
pear in approximately equal numbrn;, which we have indicatrd in the 

(••· !4) 

~0 II 
((·· 

DO II 
((·· 

(••· Y•) {ca.Y•) 
Fig. 29-4. The mrthod of !!I'X dt·tt•rmination. Tl1e male produn·s two surts 
of garnett'S in l'lJUalnumhers. r-gamt"lt'S (left) and .\'-gatn<'[("S (middlt>). The 
ft>ma!C" produn·~ only X-gamt'tes. The .rr-zygott"S devdn!J into ri' d'; the 
XX-zygotes develop intu 9 9. This mechanism insurt'S the dpproximate 
equality in number!! of the two sex.-s. Tht· !lt"X-df'tt'rmining med1anism i~ thr 
!lame in humans in who.'«" somatie n·lls. howf'ver. tlwre;- an· forty-six auto-

somes instrad ofsi'x. as in tht:' fruit fly. 

diagram by writing ca.! below each type of gamete. (The abbreviation 
ra. stands for Latin rirca, meaning about, hence, approximately.) The 
female is the homogametic sex and produees only X-eggs. 

When an X-egg mates with an X-sperm, the XX-zygote develops into 
a female. 

When an X -egg unites with a Y-spt•rm, the XY-zygote produces a mak. 
Since males must mate unly with females (and vke versa), a little 

thought will show that this mechanism insures the appearance of males 
and females in approximately equal numbers, gem·ration after genera
tion. Sex is determined by chromosomal make-up. 

Why is an XY individual a male and an XX individual a ft"male? 
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The simplest hypothesis would be that there is some dominant male
dt"termining gene on the r-chromosome which is not present on the 
X -chromosome. This is not the case. Here, as is so often true, the causes 
of the normal condition are revealed by abnormal events. Occasionally, 
meio:-~is fails to work as it should, resulting in the nonseparation of the 
X-rhromosomes at reduction division. Because of this there are pro
duet'd two* new types of zygotes: 

xxr----- -which is a female 
.\" only--- -which is a male 

Both of the.~e typt"S contain the normal complement of autosomes, 
namely, two haploid sets. 

The sexual outcome of these new types suggests a new hypothesis as to 
the dC'termination of sex, namdy, that it is the ratio of X -chromosomes 
to autosome sets that determines sex. If the ratio is 2:2, a female is 
product'd. In fruit ftit>s, an individual with 2 X-chromosomes and 2 
autosome !\ets has a ratio of 2:2 and is a female, even if there is a r 
preSC'nt-a<> there is in the XXr individual cited above. But, if there is 
only 1 .X present and 2 sets of autosomes, the ratio is 1 :2, and a male is 
producC'd. Th<-· r seems not to be required to produce maleness. (Though, 
incidentally, in the absence of the r, the male is sterile.) 

In many other animals, including man, the same situation holds. 
In humans, a female has two .¥-chromosomes, and two sets of autosomes 
that consist of 23 chromosomes t"ach, making a total of 48 chromosomes. 
The male has an .rr set of hetcrosomes. No chromosome abnormalities 
arc known in man. 

181. "Sex-Linked" Inheritance 

In all of the matings considered so far, it makes no diffel"{"nce whether 
th<-• genotypes of the two sexes are as stated, or whether the sexes and 
genotypes arc interchanged. That is, a mating of Cl cl d' X cl cl q pro
duces the same results as the reciprocal mating cl cl r3' X Cl cl q. The 
great majority of the genes in all organisms behave in this way. There 
arc, however, some genes which do not behave identically in reciprocal 
matings. Among these, are the so-called sex-linked genes, that is, the 
genes carried on the X-chromosome. The X-chromosome, like the 

• Also produced: XXX and Y-only, but both of these die, for unknown reasons. 
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autosomes, is made up of hundreds of genes. The r-chromosome, how
ever, appears to be almost devoid of genes. We shall, therefore, regard 
it as a genetic blank. The %-chromosome has many genes on it, one of 
which, in fruit flies, is called "miniature" because it causes the wings to 
be smaller than normal. Miniature (m) is recessive to normal (M). 
Females must have two "doses" of m to be miniature, but males need 
to have only one dose of m to be miniature, since the r -chromosome 
has no counter-acting gene. 

In Figure 29-5, is diagrammed the result of the cross of a miniature 
male with a wild-type female. In the first gent•ration, called the F 1 

("first filial"), only the females can have the m gene because the males 
necessarily get X-chromosomcs from their mother*, who has only 
normal genes (M) to contribute. If we now make a brother-sister mating 
in the F 1, in the F~ there will once more appear the miniature char
acter, and it will be in the male sex again, as it was in the grandfather. 
It was this apparent tendency of a mutant character to stay linked to 
one sex that led this sort of inheritance to be called "sex-linked in
heritance." 

The sex-linkage is partly spurious, however. Miniature females can 
be produced by the following mating: 

Mm X m(r) 

~ 
Mm + mm + M(r) + m(r) 

About one-half of the female offspring will have miniature wings since 
they have no dominant M to produce normal wing. 

Red-green color-blindness in humans is a recessive sex-linked gene. 
A father can transmit it to his daughters who will be only "carriers" 
if they are heterozygous. He cannot transmit it to his sons, who get 
an X-chromosome only from their mother. In the United States, the 
frequency of red-green color-blind men is about 1 in 12. This means 
that, out of all the %-chromosomes in the United States, only about r1

2· 

bear such a gene. 

What will be the frequency of color-blind women? For a woman to 
be color-blind, she must have two "color-blind" X-chromosomes.f If 

• Why nece!l!larily? 

t This is a ridiculous expression, but "You k11DW wMll 'nUan," as the student says. 
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the frf'qucncy of color~blind X -chromosomes is -r\r, the chance of "draw~ 
in!{" one such chromosome is 1

1
2 , and the chance of drawing two of 

them simultaneously (thus making a female) is-by the product rule of 

8 
More briCJi'ly: 

m (v) 

~Y+ ~~ M(v) + Mm 
-......._X/ 1 ~ 

ca.Y+ ~Y} ca. !4. M(Y) 
t 

ea. Y,. ~y c•.V.. m (v) 
ca.Y.. ·~~}~ ca.Y4 MM 
u.!4 ~~ ca.!4 Mm 

In 1h• •ocond generation, about y. 
'!!' t-he males only havo miniature wings 

Fig. 29·5. Inheritance of a "sex-linked character"' indicated in twu wa)'S, In 
A, lh<' mutant genl' is rt'pn'!K'ntl'<l as a light band un the· X-thromo~nm(', th<' 
wild type gt'nt' as a dark hand. The r-1·hromosome 1pay he considt'rt'd a gent' tic 
blank. In B. the symbolization is simplified by the elimination ofth{· .Y-chmmo
some. Tht' Y -d1romnsnme is rt'tained in order to avoid errors in thinkin~ of 
lnt'iosis. but it i~ writtt'n in part'ntheses so the chromosome will not be mistakc·n 

for a gen{'. 

pmhnhili~v-Pi X r,. = Th. Observations show that this is approxi
mately the frequf'ncy of color-blind women. 

Color~blindness is much rarer in women than in men. This difference 
has nothing to do with sexuality as surh, hut is merely a ronSf'CJUf"nCe 
of the fact that the responsible gene is on a heterosome, 

182. The Genetic Danger of Atomic Radiation 

We have frequently mentioned that mutations may be produced by 
X~rays, that a gene may thus somehow he altered so that it no longer 
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produces it!< usual enzyme, perhaps producing none at all. Mutations 
may also be caused by exposure of genes to various other agents: gamma 
rays, ultraviolt"t light, and mustard gas, for t"xample. We can delib~ 
erately produce mutations. But mutations also occur "spontaneously," 
when we do not knowingly e-xpose genes to mutagenic agents. Thf" 
rate of "spontant"ous" mutations is low; the probability of a particular 
gene's mutating in a given gt"ncration is only about one in a million, 

typically. There is great variation in the mutability of genes. Many 
are much more stable than that, and a few are less stahlt'. 

There art' certain characteristics of mutations that cvf'ryone should 
know: 

1. Mutation is a random affair. Thf'rc is no way of predicting: what 
gene will mutat<" next in an organism ur what the mutant gene 
will do. 

2. When a "wild-type" gene mutates, the mutant is u~ually reces
sive. 

3. The mutation is usually "bad" or, at best, neutral. The existing 
"wild-type" mutations have been naturally srlectt"d from <·ountl<"ss, 
repeated mutations, over a pt>riod of millenia. as g:c-nt•s that do som<"
thing useful for the organism. Most "new" mutations arc ones that 
have already occurred counties.<> times hefoft", have been testf'd in 
the struggle for existence, found wanting, and havt' twcn discarded. 

4. Mutagenic agents, e.g., tht' radiations from atomic bombs, 
greatly speed up the rate of mutations (}f all genes without altering 
any of the characteristics of mutations listed above. 

From these facts, follow practical conscqucnn:·s. Wherever mutagenic 
agents, such as atomic bomhs or unshiddt'd atomk reactors, raisP the 
level of mutagenic radiations, we can C'X]X'l't many new mutations to 
be produced. Most, if not all, of these mutations will br of no vatu~ to 
the organism, or will be delC'tcrious. Most will be rcr·es.~ive mutants. 
Therefore, in the children of a man exposed to such radiations, we could 
reasonably expect no deleterious mutations to show up, phC'notypically, 
for it would be improbable that a man hC'aring a particular mutant 
gene (say a) would mate with a woman who had thC' same gene. That 
is, the mating might bf', say AaRRCCDD . .. X AABh(X.'DD . .. which 
would yif'ld no children homozygous for any of the reces.'livc mutant 
genei'l. Genetically, however, the~ children might harbor many de-
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il'tl'rious recessive genes which they could pas.'> on to their offspring. 
Such genes would remain hidden for several generations until two in~ 
dividuals heterozygous for the same rect'ssiw gene mated (Aa X Aa) 
when it would be possible for some of the children to re<:eive two "doses" 
of tht" recessive gene and, hence, to be pht'notypically of the recc!.'live 
type. Because of diploidy and the recessive character of deleterious 
genes, the immffiiate genetic effects of atomic radiation might abpear 
to be of no comequencc. 

It is this consideration that has led biologist.. to take such a dim 
view of the usc of atomic disintegrations. Whether used for df'structive 
purpost•s (in bombs) or for socially constructiV(' purpose:r~ (in atomic 
pow('r plants), atomic disintegration produces a great amount of danger
ous radiation that is difficult to control and dangerous by-products that 
ar(' difficult to dispose of. No one knows, in quantitative terms, what a 
"safc" amount of radiation is, .t:meliral(v spmkin.f!.. A half-ct"ntury's ex
perience with various radiations. such as X-rays and radium emana
tions, has taught us what thc dangerous levf'l is for tlu indil•idua/, But 
W(' do not know the probability of his gametes' be-ing altered, nor is it 
likely, in a spedt>s in which we cannot control matings so as to reveal 
hidden recessives, that we will soon Jind out. There is a grave danger 
that man may, with his atomk t>ngincs, build up a store of deleterious 
recessive ~t·nes that will plague his species with unwanted phenotypes 
for centuries to come, • 

Other organisms are as susceptible to mutations as man, of t·ourse. 
But, with them, the- probl('m is not so serious, for two r~asons: 

First. All hut a handful of organisms overproduce immensely. A 
single pair of salmon, for instance, produces several million eggs. The 
loss of ninety·nine per cent of these, due to the cropping up of double 
rect"ssivt'S, would he no St"rious matter. The one per cent remaining 
would he mOl'£' than enough to continuf' the spedes. 

Seco11d. When poor phenotypes do appear in other organisms, there 
are no social traditions or moral standards lending to save them for 
breeding another generation. Through the perishing of the recessive 
phenotypes, deleterious genes are soon reduced to a very low frequency 
in all organisms but man. Our traditions, in this part of the world, 
compel us to save thr offspring, howf'Vf'r they may turn out. 
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QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

Prtftmimvy Note: Problems of inhrritancr- in diploid organism:! will !lt'!dom c:ause 
trouble if the student proceeds slowly and systematically. In solving problems, the fol
lowing !.:ourse of action is suggested: 

1. Find out if dominance' is involved. 
2. Translate the phenotypes inlO genotypes before pron·tding. It ill a gt•m· that 

is inherited, not an appc"aranrt'. 
3. Predict the gametes; and tht"ir probabilitit'S. if ncn'l!Sary. 
4. Predict the zygotes; and th.<"ir probabilities. 
5. Convert the genotypes of the zygotes to pllenotypt•s. 

In the following problems, you are to assume tllat the gent'll invol~ an· on the .tuto
som('S., unkss you are informe-d othcrvvi!l<'. I~uore possible mutation. 

29-1. In dogs, wire hair is dm· to a dominant gene, smooth hair to its ren'l!SiVt' allek. 
What kinds of gametes will a twtcruzyguus female produce? In what proportions? 

29-2. If a h<"terozygous win·-hair matt's with a homozygous smooth-hair dog, what 
kinds of offspring may show up? In what proportions would you expt'i·t tllem? 

29-3. If two heterozygous wire-hair dogs mate, what genoty[>I'S might show up 
among tht· offspring? What phenotypes? 

29-4. What two genotypes appl.'ariog in the oiiSpritlg of the pnTcding problem would 
be indistinguishable phenotypkally? By what brttding test could you distinguish them? 
Explain. 

29-5. Albino human.~ haw almost no pigml•nt in their hair and eyes and, hent~, 
have whit!.' hair and pink t"yes. the color nf t!w ryt':!l heing due to the blood. Wh~·n 
albinos marry, all thl'ir rhildrt""n are albinos. Wht""n an albino marries a normal pt·rson, 
u~ually all the children are normal but, in some such mating~ appmximatdy half the 
t·hildren arc normal and half are albino. Explain the inheritance of albinism. 

29-6. Would it be possibk for two nunnal persons to bave an albino <:hild? Explain. 
29-7. John Doe is a normal pcrnon whose mother Wall an albino and who.~ fath~·r 

was normal. He marrit':!l an albino, and half tht"ir children are albinos. What is John 
Doe's genotype? 

29-8. If marriage of albinos were forbidden, would this, of a certainty, eliminatt" 
albinism from the popuJation? Explain. 

29-9. In the four o'd01.·k flowt"r, the genotype RR producrs n-d flowt"rs, Rr produt·t·s 
pink flowers, and rr produt:l'll white !lowers. Whieh would be t~asier to eliminate from 
a population: whitenl'l!s in four o'docks, or albinism in man? Why? 

29-10. Would it bl.' possible to develop a pure-breeding strain of four o'docks that 
was red? One that was pink? One that Wall white? If not, explain why not. 

29-11. Thf're is, among dogs, a n:-cessive gene for deafness. Suppose you had a lafKt' 
kennel of dogs, including some deaf ones. You wishc..-d to l"liminate complt"tdy all the 
gt'ncs for deafness from your breeding ~tock. Tell, in detail, how you could secure rt!

liablc bn•cding stock. 
29-12. In man, tht're is a hereditary anomaly railed "haemophilia," in which the 

blood coagulates very slowly, thereby rendl·ring the sufferer liable to death from blc~·d
ing. Hacmophilia is due to a "st'x-linkcd" ren'Sllivc gene. To whkh parent does a 
hat'mophilk man owe his haemophilic gt•nt•? To which grandparent? 

29-13. If a normal woruan marrics a normal man and 2 out of 3 of her SOilS an: 
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harmophilk, what is h('f genotyp<•? Had her husband OCcn haemophilic, would different 
results haV<' 1-K'{'n expt'rt{'d? Explain. 

29-14. If a normal wulllan marries a normal man and 1 out of 1 I of her sons is 
haemophilk, what is her genotype? 

29·15. Fig. 29-3 is imompll'tc, in th,_t only the ll'm;tlc olhpring arc indilalctl. 
Skt·tth a tll'W figure, ~howing the tomplctt•, ;tntll<lffl'll, Moly. 
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Chapter XXX 

Antibodies: Their Nature 

and Significance 

183. The Antigen-Antibody Reaction 

Proteins arc very complex molccuil•s composed of hundr('(.(s of atoms. 

They are so complex that we do not, at the prcgem time, know the 
structural formula for a single protein. Of many proteins, we know the 
approximate molecular formulas (§ 45). When we chemically tear a 
protein into smaller pieces, we find that amino acids arc the most 
common break-down products. Amino acids appear to be the prin
cipal type of building block of the proteins. But we do not have a com
plete picture of how the building blocks arc put together. 

An organit' molecule made of hundreds of atoms could, theoretically, 
have any of millions upon millions of different structures. There should 

he an almost uncountable numbC'r of dilfC'rcnt kinds of protein mole~ 
cutes. The evidence is in keeping with this prediction. If the chemist is 
unable to tell us the structure of a single protein, how do we know that 
there arc many different types of proteins? Surprisingly enough, the 
evidence comes not from the chemist's laboratory but from the biolo
gist's. Instead of a test tube or retort, a living body is the piece of ap~ 
paratus used to distinguish different proteins. 

It was previously pointed out (§ 50) that if undigested food were to 

482 
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be injected into the blood stream of a human body, it would cause a 
se-rious reaction, perhaps even death. The principal cause of such re
actions would be the undigestC'd proteins. Any protf'in that is different 

Time __. 

Serum Sorum+ albu.min No pr•cipitate 

,-
Tim a: ' ' 

Serum Serum+albumin 'Precipitate 
In g•noral1 

Antigen+ antibody -+[Antigen-antibody complex] 
In the present" ca~oc: ] ' 

AlbuminTanti-albumin -[Albumin* anti-albumin compl•uc pept". 

Fig. 30-1. Tht• manufactuf(' and dC'\('ftion of antihudiC'll. 

from those present in the body may cause a dangerous reaction to take 
place when it is injected into the body. SomC'timf's, thf' injection of a 
foreign protein (a:-~ it is callt>d) is not followed by any untoward effect~ 
on the first administration, but does cause a violent reaction when in
jectrd a second time. What is the explanation of this phe-nomenon? 
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What change take's place in the body between the first and second in
jections of the foreign protein? 

We shall describe the events that take place when a specific protein, 
egg albumin, is used as the foreign protl'in which is injected into a test 
animal, say a rabbit. The first injection of egg albumin may cause only 
slight untoward reaction. Upon a second injection two weeks later, 
the rabbit shows evident signs of distn·ss ami may become seriously ill. 
It can be shown that, in the p<'riod between the two injections, thr 
blood serum of the rabbit has become subtly modifiC'd. The serum of a 
rabbit that has never been injected with egg albumin, when mixed with 
albumin, remains dear. But serum taken from a rabbit sometime aftrr 
an injection of albumin, when mixed with albumin, produces a pre
cipitate, observable as a cloudiness in the test tube (Fig. 30-1). After 
exposure to a foreign protein, there is dn•eloped in an animal a substance whidt 
can combine with thefore(~tn protein. This substance is mlhd m1 antibody. Thr 
substance which cmms its formation is ml/ed an antigen.* 

Only proteins can provoke the formation of antibodies, i.e., can act 
as antigens, as defined above. The antibody which results from this 
stimulation is also a protein. It is highly specific in its rf'actions, precipi
tating only with the causative antigen, or one vPry nearly like it. He
cause of this specificity, an antibody can h<" used for identifying pro
teins. Suppose one extracts from some material a prott>in that one sus
pects is identical with egg albumin. Ry chemistry alone, one cannot 
prove the identity. The antigen-antibody reaction permits us to lC'sl 
it, in the following manner: 

First: Inject a rabbit with albumin. As a result, the rahhit de
velops an antibody "against" albumin which WI~ may call "anti
albumin." 

Second: Take blood from such an inj<'etf'd rabbit, centrifuge out thC' 
red blood cells, thus obtaining a clear .'K'rum that contains any anti
bodies the rabbit possesses. 

Third: Add this serum to the protein to be tested. If a precipitate 
forms, we know that the unknown is albumin. If no prc-dpitatC' form~, 
then the unknown protC'in is not albumin. 

• The conecpl~ of antihody and antigen arc clear cut and not too difficult to eom
prchend. Unfortunatdy, the wordr are much too nearly identical. It i~ f'.~sen1ial thal the 
student nevf'r miuead thf'!le words, at the risk of gTc'at (:confusion. 
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Thr above account has hl'C'll simplified somewhat, in that we described 
pn-cipitation as an all-or-none phenonwnon. Actually, when many 
similar proteins arc tcst<·d with an antibody, it is found that many 
difft·rcnt grades of prC'cipitation may hC' obtainc-cl, ranging from heavy, 
through intcrmtxiiate and light, to none. The fact that the precipitin 
reaction (as it is callrd) is a graded one docs not make the antigen
antibody reaction Jess useful, but more. By this reaction, we can not 
only identify idt·ntical proteins, but ncar-identical ones, and can esti
mate the closeness of chemical relationship of two proteins. 

184. How Is Antibody Formed? 

It is srvrral day.; after the initial injet'tion of an antigen bC'fon· any 
;:mtibody {'an be found in the hlood stream. How is the antibody manu
factured? And whC'rr? i\t pr('scnt we do not know. When antigen plus 
unaltcrc-d serum or whole blood arr brought together in a test tube, no 
antibody is forme~\. Only an antigen in a Jiving body can provoke the 
formation of a speciiic antibody against it. The antibody is probably 
nut formed in the blood stream but somewhere dsr in the body. Whcr
t•ver it is formed, it appears in most of the tissues of the body. The major 
part of our knowledge of antibodies has been gained from studies of 
antibodies tak<'n from blood s('rum simply l>t"causc this convenient 
source can be exploited most rasily without l.1anning the animal. 

h is pos.'lible to mcasttrt' the concentration of antibody in the blood 
serum. When an antig<'ll is inj<'cted into the body for the first time, 
the conn·ntration of antibody in the serum rises slowly (Fig. 30-2A). 
Ultimately, the <·uncentration rcadws a limit and g1·adually dcelines. 
If, after it ha~ dcdin<-·d nearly to the initial kvC'l again, one makes a 
second irU<'{'tion of the same antigen, the amount of antibody in the 
hlood stream inaeases VC'l"Y rapidly and may reach a higher leve-l than 
hdorc {}'ig. 30-2B). The rate of increase of antibody is almost inde
pendent of the amount of antigen injC<.'tffi. To indulge in a figure of 
sp<•ech, it looks as if the Hrst injrction of antigen had a slow effect be
cause it took time for the antibody-producing cells (wherever they arc) 
to "lt'arn" how to produce this D<'W antibody. Once they have "learned 
how," a subsequent injection merely "reminds" these cells to get busy. 

AU this is, of course, only a figure of speech. The mechanism of anti-
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body formation remains a mystery. The fact that antibodies arc unable 
to n.'producc themselves, but appear to be produced by something else, 

Amou.n't 
of 

antibody 
in 

serum 
l't injcrdion 

! 
0 

Days 
• 

after 
•• 

l.t' inj•ction 

Amou.nt 
of 

anti body :z.rtd 
in 

••r"m 

0 

Days 
, 10 IS 

•tt•ro 2."" injeci'ion of umc antigen 

Fig. 30-2. Th<.' slow prudurtion of antihudks aftn first illil•rtinn of dntigt•n 
{A) is followed by a prolonged dcclint" in quantity of antibody (not shown). 
If, after this dedhw, one gives a srcond injn'tion of antigt·n ("boOlltcr 

shul''), the rise in antibody kvd is rapid (B), 

reminds one of the enzymes of the body, which cannot reproduce them· 

selves hut arc produced by genes. Many scientists think there is a funda
mental similarity between antibody production and gene action. 

185. The M and N Blood Types 

i\ biological spcdcs may be defined as a population of organisms, the 
majority of whose proteins arc identical throughout the group. 

Even within a species, however, there arc diffC"rcnces, as the antigen
antibody test C'an readily show. If thC' red blood cells from one human 
being are injected into a rabbit, the rabbit presently develops an anti
body which, when mixed with the red blood cells from the same human, 
causes them to stick together, or agglutinate. The reaction involved 
here is the antigen-antibody reaction, in which the antigenic protein is 
a part of these particular human red blood cells. The particular effect 
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of the reaction is to agglutinate the red blood cells. We can use such 
agglutination as a test for specific proteins. 

If the rabbit·produced antibody evoked by one sample of human red 
blood cells is tested against the red blood cells of many differC'nt humans, 

In 

Anti-M 

Anti-N 

Fig. 30-3, Typing blood for M and N proteins by tht> agglutination mt'thod. 

it is found that the agglutination reaction sometimes fails to develop. 
Detailed analy:;is of many human bloods has reve-aled that there is one 
protein which has becn called "M" and anothC'r one which is called 
"N," and that every human produces either "M,'' or "N," or both. 
All the blood cdls of a given individual human are alike. Figure 30-3 
shows the essence of the tnC'thod by which blood.~ are- typed for the M 
and N antigens. For this typing, antibodies arC' produced in rabbits, hC'"
cause theM and N protdns are not antl:f!,rnir for humans; i.C"., a human 
of type M is unablt> to deV<'·lop anti-N antibody cvcn <~ftC"r repeated in
injections of N type red blood cells. To put thC' matter in gem·ral tcrms, 
not all the proteins that are foreign to a given individual arc antigenic 
to him. Because the M-N proteins arc not antigenic to humans, the.~e 

proteins need not be determined preparatory to blood tranfusion (§ 187). 
It has been found further that which type of blood cell one produces 

is determined by heredity. Proteins M and N arc due to genC"s that arc 
alleles of each other. Neither is dominant to the other. If we use the 
same letters, in italics, to represent the causative genes, every human is 
of the following genotypes: MM, MN, or NN. So far as is known, the 
produetion of the ~pC"cific proteins is the only C"ITcct of th<' causative 
gcnt>s. 
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The inheritance of the genes M and Nisin accord with the Mendelian 
laws developed in the preceding chaptcr. A man of M blood type mated 
with a woman of MN type can produce either MN or M children, hut 
no N children. The production of an N child by his MN wife is suffi
cient cause for a raising of the eyebrows, since only a mutation (which 
is a very rare phenomenon) could account for the legitimate procrea
tion of such a child from such parents. 

186. The Rhesus Blood Factor 

Human red blood cells sometimes include another protein which is 
not constantly present throughout the species. This protein is calkd the 
Rhesus protein because it was first found in the Rhesus monkey. Sub
sequently, it was found to be present in about eighty-Jive per cent of 
the humans tested. Such humans arc said to he Rhesus-positive. The 
other fifteen per cent of the population do not have this protein ami are 
called Rhesus-negative. The gene which causes the production of the 
protein is symbolized by Rh. The allelic gene is symbolized by r!t. An 
individual whose genotype is rh rh produces no Rhesus protein. Tht" 
genotypes Rh rh and Rh Rh both produce Rhesus protein and they a1·e 
indistinguishable. 

The particular interest of the Rhesus gene lies in it~ responsibility for 
some of the natural abortions and miscarriages of human embryos. If 
a woman of genotype r!t rh mates with a man of Rh rh or R!t Rh consti
tution, her child may be Rh r!t. In Jwne of the cases in whit:h the mothc1' 
is Rhesus-negative and the child is Rhesus-positive, trouble is encount
ered. If any of the child's red blood cells-which contain the Rhesus 
antigen-get through the placenta and into the mother's system, the 
foreign protein will stimulate the production of antibody {anti-Rhesus). 
This antibody is a soluble material which can go through an intat·t 
placenta. When it gets into the blood stream of the infant, it combines 
with the child's red blood cells causing their destruction. The sequence 
of events is diagrammed in Figure 30-4. The damage may be so ("X

tcnsivc as to cause the death and abortion of the child. In less severe 
cases, the child is born with a serious case of jaundin·. 

One of the interesting points about the Rhesus story is that it is in
direct evidence that our first picture of tht' completeness of the placental 
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barrit·-r (§ 1 18) may not he entirely true. So far as we know, the Rhesus 
protein is found only in red blood cells. If there arc no exceptions to 
this, the production of antibodies by the mother means that red blood 

rh rh 

·-
{' 

-~~····\ 
f / 

"' ,' ....... ··· "····~ ....... / ; 

• = Rh anttgczn 
......,.. "'anti~'RI1 antibody 

Mother reaet5> 1:0 rhczaus antigen as 
-to any o-ther -foreign prot-ein, or t-o a 

Fig. 30-4. Th<" Rfw~us ractor and its possihk effects. 

cf'lls from the child must have gottl'n into the mother's blood stream. 
This ~uggt"sts an accidental break in the placenta. Quantitative studies 
show that only a drop or two of the child's blood would be enough to 
produce the diCct ohservcd. 

The instances in which th<..· mother is Rhesus-negative and the child 
is Rh{'<~Us-pmitive do not all result in complications. The first child is 
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seldom affected. Whether subsequent children are affected probably 
depends on whether or not there occurs an accidental break in the 
placenta. lj the mother is exposed to Rhesus antigen and if she develops 
antibodies, she may still be able to have several children if their births 
are spaced sufficiently widely to allow the concentration of antibody in 
her blood to fall to a low level before a new conception en:mes. Even if 
a jaundiced child is born, it may be saved by prompt and frequent blood 
transfusions during the first few months of its life. A Rhc:-sus-negativc 
mother married to a man heterozygous for the Rhesus gene would, of 
course, produce children half of whom would be expected to be Rhesus
negative and, hf'ncc, not liable to infantile jaundice, rcgardles.~ of the 
integrity of the maternal placentas. 

The discovery of the possible effects of incompatible Rhe;-sus types in 
mother and child has shown the importance of an early typing of the 
blood of female children. If a Rhesus-negative girl receives a transfusion 
of Rhesus-positive blood, she may develop so great a concentration of 
anti-Rhesus antibody that it will be impossible for her ever to bear a 
Rhesus-positive child, thus restricting her in her choice of a husband. 
In addition, if she herself receives a second transfusion of Rh+ blood, 
she may suffer a dangerous reaction. The same danger, of course, besets 
a Rhesus-negative male who receives repeated blood transfusions. For 
this reason, it is now becoming routine for hospitals to type blood donors 
and blood recipients for the Rhesus protein as well as for the A and B 
proteins to be described in § 187. 

187. The A, B, and 0 Blood Types 

The earliest discovered proteins of the red blood cells were the pro
teins known as "A" and "B." A red blood cell may have the former, in 
which case the individual is said to belong to blood group A; the latter, 
and the individual is identified a~ being in group B; both, in which 
case his group is AB; or neither, in which case he belongs to group 0. 

With respect to the problem of antigen-antibody reactions, the A-B 
blood types differ from the M-N and the Rhesus factors previously 
considered. The antibodies against A and B may be present without 
previous exposure to the antigen. The situation is this: 

A person with A red blood cells always has anti-B in his serum. 
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A person with B red blood cells always has anti-A in his S<_•rum. 
A person with AB red blood cells always has no antibodies. 
A person with 0 red blood n•lls always has both anti-A and anti-B 

in his serum. 

Anti-6 

Anti-A 

Fig. 30-5. Typing blood for the A and R proteins by the agglutination method. 

One might briefly say that each man naturally has as many anti
bodies in his serum as he can "afford" to have. Since these antibodies 
arc naturally present, without any previous exposure to antigenic red 
blood cells, it is important, even in the first blood transfusion, to trans
fuse blood that is of the same type as that of the recipient. It was not 
until the American-Austrian Nobel prize-winner, Karl Landstcincr, in 
1900 discovered the existence of these blood types that blood tranfusion 
became a feasible medical procedure. Before that time, the unexplained 
and often fatal effects of a blood transfusion made it a measure of last 
resort. The agglutination caused by incompatible bloods produced large 
dumps of erythrocytes, or thrombusts (§ 68), which plugged up blood 
capillaries. Death in such cases typically resulted from kidney failure 
due to plugging of the renal capillaries (§ 110). It is now very easy to 
determine the presence of A and B proteins in the blood cells, as shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 30-5. 

In blood transfusion, the ideal is to have the donor and the recipient 
of exactly the same blood groups. However, experience has shown that 
some deviati~>m from this ideal are possible. It is feasible, for instance, 
to tramfusc 0 type blood into an A type person, but not the reverse. 
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How can we explain such observations? They can be explained easily 
if we know two facts: 

1. The concentration of-anti-A and anti-B present in the plasma is 
seldom more than barely enough to cau~e agglutination; therefore, 
dilution of blood plasma soon reduces the concentration of ery~ 
throcyte-antibodies below the level at which the antibodies can 
have their effect. 

2. Red blood cells can be agglutinated even when greatly 
diluted. 

With these facts, we can now understand why 0 blood can be safely 
tran~fuscd into an A person. The erythrocytes of the 0 blood have 
no antigenic proteins in them, so we nC'cd not worry about the dli.·ct 
of the recipient's blood plasma on them. On the other hand, although 0 
blood has anti-A (as well as anti-B) in it, when we transfuse, say, a 
pint of 0 blood into a redpient whose body has eight quarts of blood in 
it, the antibody concmtration of the donor's plasma is speedily diluted 
below the effective level, as explained in Statement 1 above. It is for 
this reason that a person with type 0 blood is sometimes called a 
universal donor. This designation must not be taken too literally. If 
too much 0 blood were transfused into a recipient of another type, or 
if the donor's blood be injected too rapidly, agglutination of the re
cipient's red blood cells may occur. The principle of universal donorship 
should not be pushed too far. 

Statement 1 makes possible another measure of great practical im
portance. About forty-five per cent of our people are of group 0 and 
fifty-five per cent are of other groups. By removing the rt"d blood cells 
from blood taken from a random sample of the population and mixing 
the blood plasmas, it is possihle to prepare a pooled plasma in which 
the antibody level is below the level dangerous for blood transfusion. 
Experience has shown that plasma is almost as beneficial as whole blood 
in counteracting the effects of hemorrhage. Plasma keeps better in 
storage than whole blood. Pooled plasma makes blood typing unneces
sary; consequently, it is extremely useful under battle or disaster condi
tions. 

The inheritance of the A-B blood types presents a somewhat new 
problem, since there are involved in this case three allf"lic genes which 
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we may call gene A, genc B, and gene 0. For the student who wishes 
to work out the answer for himself, the necessary fact!! arc, briefly, the-se: 

a. Gene A and gene B arc both dominant to gene 0. 
b. There is no dominance exhibited between gene A and gene R. 
c. As always, the adult organism is diploid. A gt"notypc of AIJO is 

not possible. 
d. As always, the gamete is haploid. The gamete is A; orB; or 0. 
e. Remember that: by blood test, one cannot distinguish a /J/J 

from aBO; or an AA from an AO. 
With this information, and some hard work, the student should be 

able to verify the correctnes.<; of Table 30-1. 

TABLE 30-1 

TilE lisE OF 81.000 TYPES IN DETERMININfl Possnu.F. PARENTAGE OF A CIIILD, 

MAKJNc. UsE oF THE A AND 8 PRHI'EINS ONLY 

BI.OOD GRotlP OF 8LOOU UR!lUP BLOOD GROUPS OF 

KNOWN MOTIII::R oF Cnn.n POSSIBLE FATHERS 

A A A, B, AB, 0 
B A A,AR 
AB A A,B,AB,O 
0 A A,AB 
A B B,AB 
B B A,B,AB,O 
AB B A, B, AR, 0 
0 B B,AB 
A AB B,AB 
B AB A,AB 
AB AB A,B,AB 
A 0 A,B,O 
B () A,B,O 
0 0 A, B, 0 

Whether or not one understands completely the derivation of Table 
30-1, it is important that one understand the significance of its usc in 
question!! of dispute-d paternity. Two specific cases should make this 
dear. 

Case I. The child is of group A and the mother is of group B. 
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The man accused of being the father is of group 0. What should 
the verdict be? Answer: By referring to Table 30-1, we see that such 
a man cannot be the father of the child, barring the unlikely event 
of a gene mutation for which the probability is only about one in 
a million. 

Case II. The child is of group A and the mother of group B. 
The putative father is of group AB. What should the verdict be? 
Answer: such a man could be the father of the child. But so could 

some hundred million otller men. Therefore, the case must be decided 
on other evidence. 
Other blood tests (M-N, Rhesus) may be carrit'd out, too, but it is 

important to notice that no matter what blood tests are ('arricd out, th(' 
only definite answer that may materialize is a negative one, ~'This man 
cannot be the father of this child." If the blood tests put him in the 
other group, then one can say only that: ''This man -or any of millions 
of other men-may be the father of this child." Even if the reader 
forgets the genetic details, it is well for him to remember the logic of 
the situation. 

188. The Importance of Antibodies in Disease 

The antigen-antibody reaction is important in protecting the body 
against disease organisms, such ac; parasitic bacteria. Bacteria, like all 
organisms, are made up of proteins, many of which are foreign to our 
bodies. Moreover, they often excrete poisonous proteins called toxins. 
The combination of a specific antibody, called an anti-toxin, with a 
toxin, removes the poisonous material from circulation. Ac; for the pro
tC'ins that do not get free from the bacterial cells, there are antibodies 
that can combine with them, thus, in some manner, rendering the 
bacteria more susceptible to destruction by other agencies of the body. 
White blood cells (§ 74) can ingest and destroy bacteria much more 
easily when the invading bacteria have been combined with specific 
antibodies. The antigen-antibody reaction is part of the machinery that 
helps us combat disease. 

Once an individual has been exposed to, and has recovered from, an 
infectious disease, he has protective antibodies in his body which, for 
a time, will keep him from gf"tting- the disea'!C again. He is said to be 
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immune to the disease, or to posses.-; immunity to it. Such immunity 
lasts from a few weeks to many years, or even for a lifetime, depending 
on the disease. This type of immunity can be brought about only by 
the actual presence of the antigen (which may be a toxin or part of 
bacterial cells themselves) in the person's body. This kind of immunity 
exists because the person has actively produced his own antibodies. 
It is l"allcd active immunity. This is the type of immunity that results 
from a smallpox vaccination, to mention an example. 

ll is also pos.-;ible to furnish the human bOOy with ready-made anti
bodies. For example, if a horse is injected with tetanus toxin- the 
JXlisonous protein excreted by the blood-poisoning bacterium, Clos
tridium letani- the horse develops antitoxin against the tetanus toxin. 
The antitoxin from the horse can then be injected into a man, thus pro
tecting him against the tetanus toxin- but only for awhile. Since an 
antibody (antitoxin in this case) is not self-reproducing, the antibodies 
injected into man do not increase, and soon "wear out" or pass out of 
the body, leaving the man as unprotected as before. When the recipient 
is thus given only pre-formed antibodies, he docs not make his own; 
hence, his immunity is called passive immunity. Pas.'!ive immunity docs 
not last long, frequently less than a year. Its strong selling-point is the 
speed with which it can be conferred. {Compare with the slow induc
tion of aclir}e immunity, Fig. 30-2A.) 

When active immunity has been induced in an organism, tht> level 
of antibody falls off after awhile. There is still pre-sent, however, a re
serve battalion of antibody-producers that can bring the antibody level 
rapidly up again whenever there is a new exposure to the antigen (sec 
once more .Fig. 30-2). If a human who has been immunized to a given 
disease expects to be freshly exposed to it in the near future, he is well 
advised to expose himself deliberately to a controlled duse of the antigen 
in order to boost his antibodies to a higher level. This, the so-called 
booster shot, is a sound preventive measure. 

It is possible to develop active immunity to any antigenic disease 
organism by exposure to it. Unfortunately, the first exposure may be 
the last. Fortunately, in the case of many a disease-producer, ways 
have been found to decrease the disease-producing effect without alter
ing its antig-:nicity seriously. Frequently, dead bacteria, though no 
longer able to cause disease, can confer immunity, evidently because 
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their significant antigenic proteins are not too much altered by the 
killing. This method is used in immunizing people against typhoid 
fev<'r, whooping cough, and some other di~case organisms. It is active 

immunity. In other instances, it is possible to weaken or attenuate the 
organism in some way so that it cannot cause S<'rious disease. The small
pox virus, after a period of residence in a cow, is w modified that it 
no longer is a serious diseasc-procluccr, though it still confers a good 
active immunity when one is mccinaled with this "cowpox," as it is 
sometimes called. 

QUESTIONS AND PRORI.F.!\IS 

30-1. Define rmligm and 1111/ihod_y. Can one lx· ddin~"(l withont !ldinin!{ tht' otlwr? 
30-2. Cht"mically, what sorts of substances arc antigens? Antii.J<)IIks? 
30-3. Why are some proteins called ''joreig11 proteins"? 
30-4. You are given two test tubes, one labded "Protein X," the otlwr lalwkd "Pro

tein Y." How could you tdl if tht'Se tulx-s really contain different prot1'ins? Outline 
tht"' procedure, being sure to •uention any time intervals involve-d. 

30-5. What do we know al.K•ut the formation uf antibodies? 
30-6. What is mc·ant hy tlw term ll.t:~fu.tirullwnJ Distinguish agglutination from blood 

clotting (§ 68). 
30-7. List thc• sequence of t'wnts lt>ading to the abortion of a Rhesus-positive child 

from a Rhesus-nt'gative mother. 
30-8. Is an Rh+ t·hild in an Rh- motht'r alwdys aborted? If not, why not! 
30-9. Among the Chinew. Rhesus-nq~ative ]U"ople an• almost nonexiswnt. Would 

you pn . .-dict that jaundirc of the ncwl)lml would lu· mon· or kss common among the 
Chincse than among Amcrkan~? 

30-10. Why is it important to haw b>irl bahi,·s blo<.lli-tyj.ll'd <'arly? 
30-11. The following case• mulrn·d in Chica~o in 1930: 

Two women, Mrs. W. and Mrs. 8., bon· hahks whil1• in till' same hospital. When 
Mrs. W. returned home, she found that the baby slw had carrie-d home had a "B" 
lal.K•l on it. Mrs. B. discovl'n·d slw had a hahy with a "W" label. The womt·n kit that 
they had received the wrong babies and dt•manded that an <'Xt'hang1· lw made. llit.11Jd 
tests rcvt·alcd thc following situation: 

Prr.1011 

Mr. B. 
Mrs. ll. 
Mr. W. 
Mrs. W. 
Baby "B" 
Baby "W" 

Should the babit·s be t•xt·hangl~d or not? 

Blm,J (,'rwp 
All 

0 
0 
0 
A 
0 

30-12. Distinguish between acli~ and pnnivf immunity to a disease. 
30-13. What is a "booster shot"? Explain its action. 
30-14. What is meant by the term atttt!uation, used in speaking of a disease organism? 
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Chapter XXXI 

Morphogenesis: An 

Unresolved Riddle 

189. The Gene as a Fundamental Unit 

"That tht:> Cf'll is a fundamental unit of high<'r plants and animals 
was clearly recognized more than a hundred year-. ago by &hleiden 
and Schwann. Their cell theory which holds that cells arise only 
from pre-existing ct'lls is a landmark in the development of biolog
ical sciences that is stressed by all elementary textbooks in biology. 
In fact, the cell theory has been so strongly emphasi?.ed and widely 
arcepted that it has become customary to take for granted that 
the cell is the fundamental living unit. Let us examine this biolog
ical dogma by asking the que<>tion: is there a sub-cdlular unit 
rapablc of self-duplication? The answer is clearly yes, but the 
proof of its existence is far les.'l simple than for the cell. It is the 
gene, the unit of inheritance. It is true that it has not yet been 
possible to demonstrate the multiplication of g<'ncs outside the 
living cell, but there are reasom to believe that in the remote past 
they did exist and reproduce in the free state. It is possible that, 
if a suitable environment could be devised, such reproduction 
might be possible for the present-day genes of higher plants and 
animals."-G. W. Read/e.* 

* Ekadlr, G. W., "The Gene." Proc. Amtr. Phi/os. Soc., 90:422-431, 1946. 

498 
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The viewpoint expressed in the above quotation is coming to be the 
dominant viewpoint of modern biology. The gene, originally conceived 
only as a sort of counter to rationalize the facts of heredity, is coming 
to be thought of as a physiological unit. Some feel that, ultimately, 
a large part of the data of physiology can be expres:~ed in terms of this 
unit. This is at present only a hope. There are many fields in which 
we are very far from reducing the observations to genetic terms. It 
would be dishonest if we glossed over this fact. But science, as was 
brought out in Chapter I, is not only a body of knowledge but also a 
continuing search for knowledge. It is not inappropriate to close Part 
IV with a consideration of one of the frontiers in which the dynamic aspect 
of science is so obvious, the frontier called embryology, a science con
cerned with the problems of morphogenesis or the mechanistic chain 
of events leading to the assumption of a particular form or morphology. 

190. The Circuitousness of Development 

When we study the detailed physiology and anatomy of an adult 
man or fruit fly or crayfish, we cannot but be impressed with the mul
titude of nicely constructed devices and behavior patterns that permit 
the organism to survive and reproduce its kind in a world of many and 
changing problems. But, when we consider that this intricately organized 
machine did not spring, fully formed, from the head of Zeus - that 
it was nut formed as it now is, in the beginning, hut that it deve-loped 
from something quite different - thcn, we begin to have a faint concep
tion of the wonder of the adult form. 

The development of an organism is not a straight-line process. What 
it is to become is by no means obvious from its beginning. Indeed, an 
organism may develop first into a self-sufficient being of a quite different 
sort from it~ final form. Everyone knows the story of the tadpole and 
the frog (.Fig. 31-lA). For an organism that "intends" (!)to become a 
frog, becoming first a tadpole seems a circuitous route to follow. Or 
at least so it would seem to a man, though a frog may not share this 
viewpoint. 

Development, in whatever organism we study, seems to take a cir
cuitous route. To get a quick view of a not unusual example of develop
ment, notice (Fig. 31-tB) what a strange beginning an organism may 
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have. We select a frog because its development takes place in the water 
of a pond (or a laboratory dish) where we can watch it easily. We can~ 
not readily watch the development of a young dog or human, sheltered 
as it is inside its mother's body. 

32-cell Cleavage 

QJ .. · 
) ' 
•• ::>' 

Dors-al lip 

~ 
~ 

NBural tube 

~ 
~ 

Gastrula 

. . 
Tail bud 

,. ..... ~ . ,,, " . : 'J>!t: . 

Tall fin c.irc:.ula'tion Fully tormod 'tadpole 
RANA 'PIPIENS 

Fig. 31~ 1. The dreuitous way a multkellular organism has of dcvdoping from an egg 
to an adult, Amphibia are Laken as particular examples. 

We begin with the fertilized egg or zygote. Within four hours after 
fertilization, the zygote has taken the first step toward adulthood: it 
has divided into two cells by a plane passing vertically through its 
middle. In another hour, another vertical plane, at right angles to the 
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fir~t, has divided the two into four cells. An hour later, a third plane, 
at right angles to both the first two, produces eight cells. Aflcr a few 
more divisions, tlwrc arc too many cells to see and keep track of in
dividually, so we speak of the egg as being in the cleavage stage. By the 
end of a full day, an opening appears in the ball, through which a sheet 
of cells moves into the inside to form a gastrula stage. 

The extcrior of the frog's egg presently begins to depart from its 
spherical ~ha)X'. Somr- ti.<;sue wrinkll"s up into neural folds which fold 
over toward t>ad1 other, mef"t, and join to form a hollow neural tube 
which later becomf's the spinal cord. Othr-1· changes take place at the 
same time, producing a being that definitely resemi.Mes a tadpole. All of 
these stages occur inside the- transparent jf'llylike egg case (not shown 
in the figures). Presently, the tadpole hatches from the egg case and 
starts to swim around, though even at the time of hatching, it is not a 
completely formed tadpole. It is blind because its cornea is not yet 
transparent, and the circulation in its tail is still to be established. These 
and other deficiencies are r("medied within a few days after hatching. 

So got>s a briC'f and hasty story of the development of one kind of 
or.~ani.~m. 

191. Growth and Differentiation 

" ... and the zygote grows into an adult." So may we thoughtlessly 
end the story of fertilization and the appearance of a new individual. 
Fronl an inspection of .Figure 31-tB, it is all too apparent that the 
fertilized egg docs not just grow into a tadpole. As a matter of fact, dur
ing the time intervening between the fertilization and the hatching 
stage, the total amount of organic matter decreases, because the am
phibian t>mbryo is inside a membrane and has no way of replacing the 
fuod it is m("tabolizing. This is scarcely what is usually meant by the 
term "growth." The significant change that takes place during this 
time is not growth in the sense of i11crease but change in the organiza
tion of the protoplasm or, as embryologists put it, differentiation. 
Starting with a comparatively structureless zygote, the protoplasm 
differentiates into a manifestly structured tadpole, without growing in 
the lt-ast. I ater, both growth and differentiation take place at the same 
time, but it is important that we realizr> that ther(" is no n<"cessary con-
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m·t·tion between the two. The central problem of embryology is this: 
What me the force:. tltat cmu-c df!fnmtiation? 

192. Mechanical Forces in Embryology 

We do not propose to give a detailed an'>wer to the question just 
posed, for no one can at present. Instead, we propose to discuss a few 
enlightening problems in embryology, showing how they have been 
attacked and with what results. 

By foiiowing the developing embryo very carefuiiy, it ha:-~ been learned 
that the ultimate fate of various regions of the early stages can be pr('· 
dieted very exactly. Does this mean that the parts of the embryo are 
subject to a sort of predetermination? Each of the ceiis of the two-cell 
stage, for instance, gives rise to one·half of the embryo shown in cross 
section in Figure 31-2B. Does this mean that each of the two cells is 
capable of producing only one-half of an embryo? 

The first experiment designed to answer this question seemed to give 
an affirmative answer. The experimenter killed the left of the two cells 
with a hot needle (Fig. 31-2C). The right cell then developed into an 
embryonic right half only. (Ultimately, this half also died, probably 
because of toxic substances coming from the dead protoplasm on the 
left, but this a matter of secondary importance.) 

The correct interpretation of these observations was given by the 
great embryologist, Hans Spcmann, who first carried out another ex
periment. With a fine hair, he constricted the ef:,rg, membrane and all, 
in the plane of the division between the two cells (Fig. 31-2E). Within a 
short time subsequent to this treatment, the two cells separated. Then, 
each developed into a completely normal, though half-sized, tadpole. 

How can we reconcile the difference in results of the two experiments? 
From Spcmann's experiment, we can only conclude that each of the 
first two cells is capable of forming a complete embryo. We must, then, 
account for the earlier results. The simplest explanation would seem 
to be this: the unkilled cell is perfectly capable of developing into a 
complete embryo, but the dead protoplasm (Fig. 31-2D) is in its way. 
It is prevented by the dead protoplasm from developing into the left 
half of an embryo, just as it is normally prevented from doing so by the 
living left half-embryo abutting it. 
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From experiments like these comes the general principle: What a'!_)' 
cell or tissue does at atry moment in embryological development is determined ~)' 

Fig. 31·2. A, two-et•ll stage of an amphibian. B, cross section of later stage; each cell 
has developed into a half embryo. If one cell at the two-cell stage is killed with a 
needle (C), the other cell develops into only half an embryo (D). But, if two living 
cells are completely separated (E, F) so that neither interferes with the development 
of the other, two normal, though diminutive, tadpoles result (G, H). These tadpoles 

ncceasarily have the same genes; they are identical twins. 

two factors: its own capabilities, aud the influence rif the tissues around it. The 
influence oi the surrounding tissues in the present example seems to be 
merely a mechanical one. 
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Before going on, some sidelights may be pointed out. Since both of 
the tadpoles produced by the constriction cxperimrnt (Fig. 31-2 E-H) 
come from the same zygote, they must have the same genes, hence
if their environment is the same-they should dcvclop into indistin
guishablr adults. They do. This experiment 1{ives a due to the origin 
of identical twins in humans. In some twin births, lhP siblings are so 
nearly alike that we cannot but believe that they have the same gct)('S. 

Such sibs we refer to as identical twins. Because of the inaccessibility 
of human embryos and the rarity of twin births-about one birth in 
ninety-we will probably nf'ver know what happens to make identical 
twins. But, it is vf'ry reasonable to assume that, in the early stages of 
embryonic dt"velopmcnt, perhaps in the two-cell sta~e, the emhryo, for 
unknown reasons, separates into two cells, or two halves, each of which 
then develops into a normal rhild, both with the sam<' 1-{('nes. * 

When twins seem not to be very much alike, we call them fraternal 
twins. These are probably caused by multiple- ovulations. They may 
or may not be of the same sex. They resemble each other no more than 
ordinary brothers and sisters. They arc siblings who just happen to 
have the same birthday. 

193. Chemical Forces in Embryology 

Differentiation of a tissue dept>nds on ils intrinsic ability and its en
vironment. We have S<'Cn an example in whkh the envirmlm('nl ext"rts 
an effect that is probably only mechanical. Now we shall give an ex
ample of a chemical action of the environment. 

The eye, marvelous organ that it is, has a lowly beginning (Fig. 31-3). 
The first sign of it in the embryo is a thickened tis.<~ue lying under the 
epidermis in the he-ad region of the developing animal (Fig. 31-3B). 
This thickened tissue bends inward in the middle as it grows to form an 
eyecup (Fig. 31-3G) which, in the adult, wiiJ include the retina and 
underlying structures. As this process is going on, the epidermis just 
outside the developing eyecup thickens and pinches off a ball of cells 
which moves inward and forms the lens of the eye. What makes the 
t:'pidennis behave so? The-re appears to be no mechanical force in the 

* ASIIuming normal mitusis, will identical twins nccCSIIarily be of the same sex? (Sec 
§ 180.) 
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:mbryo that causes this effect. In the early stages, there is no contact 
:>etwcen the eyecup and the epidermis. The simplest hypothesis IS a 
:hemical one: the eyecup may produce a stimulating substance that 

.. • 
Fig. 31-3. A, adult eye of an amphibian. B-G, induction of lens formation 

by the developing eyecup. 

passes to the overlying epidermis. ThOugh no such substance has yet been 
1solated, all the evidence fits this hypothesis. 

If the eyecup produces a chemical that can cause epidermis to form 
a lens, it should be possible to usc a detached eyecup to induce lens 
formation from epidermis that ordinarily would not form a lens. A 
>imple, though delicate, operation proves this to be so. If the eyecup-
to-be is detached from its moorings in the head region of the develop
ing tadpole and moved back to the trunk region, as the eyecup develops 
in its new location, the overlying epidermis thickens and forms a typical 
lens. This lens will never serve a useful function because the eye, being 
in the wrong part of the body, will never be innervated. Nevertheless, 
in response to some subtle message from the eyecup, the epidermis is 
induced to form a lens. Such induction, as the process is called, of one 
structure by a nearby stntcturc or tissue strengthens the hypothesis that 
a chemical substance is involved. 
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194. Competence 

The detached eyecup need not be transplanted to another part of the 
same animal; it can be transplanted to a diftercnt animal. Thus one 
can cause the formation of several eyes, though only the original two 
will be functional. Howcv('f, it has IX'cn found that a transplanted de
veloping eyecup will not always cause the development of a lens. In
duction is succes.-;ful only if the host animal (the one receiving the trans
plant) is of the right age. If it is too old, the donor tissue is unable to 
induce lens-formation. We say that the old host tissue is incompetent to 

form a lens; that it has lost its competence. What competence consists 
of we do not know, but, as defined by this sort of experiment, it can be 
shown to be a characteristic which may be initially absent in a ti~sm·, 

then present for a period, and then lost for good. 

The idea of competence has helped explain, in an embryological way, 
many abnormalities or anomalies, a'l well as structural differences be
tween closely related species. We give an example. In every large cave, 
there may be found blind animals of several different species. These 
blind cave-forms include crayfish, insects, ftshcs, lizards, and sala
manders. Thdr blindness is ht"reditary. What is the reason for it? One 
can give a glib teleological answer: they don't need to be able to see 
in the dark. But what is the embryological course of events that lead~ 
to their blindness? 

Study has shown that different species arc blind JUr diffCrcnt embryo
logical reasons. In some of the li<~hes and salamanders, it has been shown 
that blindness results because the epidermis OV(·rlying the eyecup is not 
competent to form a lens at the time the eyecup is formed. Since no 
lens is fanned, no corm•a is formed, and the epidermis in this region 
becomes opaque as it does in otht>r rt>gions, thus causing blindness. 
Whether the epidermis is competent earlier, and loses its competence, 
or whether it is never competent, is not known. But contemplating this 
sort of situation, one can sec that normal embryology involves a nicely 
integrated complex of timings of the developmental course of different 
tissues, and that merely a slight change in the rate of development of 
one tissue may throw it out of phase with all the rest, with striking con
sequences to the adult morphology. One sees, vaguely, at least, why 
almost any new mutation is harmful to the species {§ 182). 
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We too often think of dcvdopmcnt as being a process that takes 
place only before birth or hatching. Actually, of course, dcvclopmcm 
continues after birth, though at a slower rate and with less spectacular 

Fig. 31-4. Overactivity of the antrrior lobe of the pituitary gland during child
hood leads tu giants lik<"" this teen-age boy seen standing with his fath.:or, a man 
of normal size. (From Textbook ofGmi'Tal Surgay, 5th cd., W. H. Cole, M.D., and 

R. Elman, M.D., Appktun-Ct'ntury-Crofts, Inc., 1948.) 

·results, The same principles could be expected to apply to development 
on both sides of the arbitrary date line we call the birth date, As an 
example of how the idea of competence may be used to include post
embryonic events, consider the effect of the pituitary gland on growth. 
The anterior lobe of the pituitary secretes many hormones, at least one 
of which stimulates the growth of bones and cartilage. If this growth 
hormone is produced in unusually large amount during the period of 
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growth, a human of gigantic stature is produred (Fig. 31·4), some of 
these pituitary giants being as much as nine fcrt tall. 

At the end of the normal period or growth, the ('piphyscs of the long 

bones lose their ability to grow (recall § 20). Normally at this time, the 

Fig. 31-5. Acromrgaly, a condition due to the production of gr<)wth hormone 
by the pituitary after most of the bones of the body have lost their compe
tence to respond to it. Note the overlarge hands, jaw, nose, and cars that 
characterize this condition. (From "Phpical Diag>lori~," by Ralph H. Major, 

W. B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia.) 

rate of production of pituitary growth hormone also ceases. We may 

say that the tissue (bone) loses its competence, at the same time as 
the inductor (pituitary) stops producing this inductive agent. But a few 

islands of tissue retain their competence after puberty, e.g., the bone
forming tissues of the jaw, hands, and feet, and the cartilage-forming 
tissue of the nose. 1f there is a postpubertal flare-up of activity of the 
inductor, these competent tissues react in a normal way, causing the 

development of abnormally largt> jaw, hands, and nose (Fig .. 1 1-5). 
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195. Induction, Competence, and Aging 

Our first reaction, when we learn about the loss of competence or of 
inductive capacity, may be to say, "Too bad; old age is setting in. 
Something has hccn lost." But, from the above example, we see how 
m·cessary such loSS<'S arc to normal morphogenesis. If tissues did not 
lose their compclcnccs and their inductive capacities, growth would be 
one continuous runaway proces.<> leading to the early death of the whole 
disorganized mass of repetitive and hypertrophied organs and tissues. 
Only if competences and capacities are lost in a fixed, orderly fashion 

is a final, definite form possible. Specific morphogenesis is made possible 
hy the continuous loss of capacities and competences-by aging, if you 

will. Since most of these abilities are lost long before birth, it may be 
said that the process of growing old is nearly completed by the time the 

law takes cognizance of our existence. The continuous loss of capacities 

and competences in the years after birth is but a continuation of a 

process begun long before the natal day. The evidence is not incon

trovertible as yet, but it seems not unlikely that old age and death are 
the inevitable consequences of the development of a complicated ·mor

phology. 

Before leaving t~is subject, we want to point out that we have not 

t'xplained, in physical and chemical terms, what is involved in the 
' possession and loss of "competence." We have merely given a unifying 

name to a group of phenomena, and the name will be wholly useful 
only if it focuses our attention on the underlying problems. What, for 

instance, is the genetic explanation of the los." of competence? Are genes 

lost during cell division? It seems unlikely, since all the somatic cells 

of a given individual have the same chromosomes. It is hard to imagine 

-the chromosomes regularly multiplying and dividing without their con

stituent genes doing so, also. Yet, many cells of the body produce 

particular enzymes not produced elsewhere. (Consider, for instance, the 

digestive enzymes.) It is theoretically true that all the somatic cells 
contain the same genes; it is demonstrably true that not all their enzymes, 

or abilities, are the same. How can we harmonize these statements? 

This is the major problem of embryological genetics. 
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196. Sidelight: Cancer 

In the nine months before birth, the human body increases two 
billionfold in mass. In the years aflcr birth, it increases only about 
twentyfold. By the time we arc old enough to vote, most of our tissucs 
have ceased growing, only the adipose connective tissue retaining its 
growing capacity to a sometimes embarrassing degree. Occasionally, 
however, some other tissue will suddenly reassume its youthful char
acter and start growing at the embryonic rate again. Such a rejuvenated 
tissue we call a neoplasm (Greek neos, new or recent; plasma, image). 
If it is relatively harmless, it is popularly called a tumor; if it is harm
ful or malignant, it is generally called a cancer. 

The potential seriousness of a neoplasm lies in the fact that it has 
regained the ability to grow at a juvenile rate. It is precisely because 
some cells are not "acting their age'' that they become potentially 
dangerous. The more sedate cells around them, which have settled down 
to an almost nonreproductive old age, arc at a competitive disadvantage 
with these indect-ntly r~juvenated cells. The growth of the neoplasm 
may completely disrupt the;- activity of the organ it is in. If the organ 
is a vital one, death may result. This is the first threat of a neoplasm. 
Its second threat lies in the dangc;-r of metastasis (Greek meta, signifying 
change; stasi.r, placing). After a period of several years' growth in one 
place, the neoplasm may abruptly rclea.o;e some of its abnormal cells 
into the blood stream, to be carried to all parts of the body, lodging in 
various places and starting new cancerous growths in a dozen or a 
hundred places. Once a malignant growth has started to metastasize, 
the prognosis is unfavorable. At lc;-ast one of the many new loci of growth 
is almost certain to be in a vital spot. 

With respect to growth rate, neoplastic cells show a reversion to the 

youthful condition. In other respects, they are something new. The}' 

can be recognized microscopically as abnormal cells. Their chromo

somes are usually in a state of disrupted confusion, a suggestive point 
when we consider that the chromosomes are the site of the enzyme
synthesizing genes. 

What causes cancer? We do not know. Experimentally, we can induce 

cancers by the application of certain chemical compounds. It is in-
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ten•sting to note that some of the most effective carcinogenic• agents 
are chemically not very different from substances that are known to be 
normal growth hormones, normal sex hormones, or embryonic induc
tion agents. It is tempting to speculate that naturally occurring cancers 
may be the indirect result of metabolic derangements that cause the 
production of sex or growth hormones that are slightly abnormal in 
their molecular structure. This is, however, only a speculation. 

What can the individual do about cancer? l/ave it diaf!,TIO.fed early. A 
cancer that is not diagnosed until sew·ral years have elapsed may already 
have started metastasizing. Then it is too late. It is important for all 
people, particularly those past their youth, to have the cause of every per
sistent pain traced. A jew persistent pains may prove to be due to cancer. 
It is important to catch these few. An early diagnosis makes possible 
treatment that has a good probability of eliminating the cancer before 
metastasis sets in. 

QUESTIONS AND PRORLEMS 

31-1. Distin~uish lx-tween growth and diffrrrntialirm. What would be the N'Sult if a 

zygote underwent one pmt·ess and not tht' otlwr? (Consider hoth ea.~t'~.) 
31-2. How is th(' l':<istenl'e of identical twins in humans e:<plained? Would you l'llO· 

sider this a proved explanation or merl'ly a pmbable one? 
31-3. In armadillos, four young are pmtlun-d at a birth. In every ease, the young 

art' of the same sex, whichever it may bt-. Giw a I'l'asonable e:<planation of the fa{·t~ 
31-4. Explain, by means of an examplf', what embryoillj:l:ists lllf'an by thf' wnrcls 

romJ,tfma and i11d!utimJ. ~ 

31-5. Explain why tht' Jart nf rompetl'nCI' prt'!Wnlll g1·nrtirists with a f)I\Z7l!•, 
:\1-(o, What is tht' rt'lation lx·twt·en rompt'h'llCt'S and tlu- aging process? 
31-7. Why is a canl'!'r danji\wous? Why is an f'arly diagmv..i.~ d,.sirabh·! 
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Chapter XXXII 

Energy and the Carbon Cycle 

197. The Carbon Cycle 

Respiration can be represented by the following equation: 

Organic carbon + 0 2 --+ C02 + H20 + E 

Photosynthesis is represented thus: 

C02 + H20 + E --+ Organic carbon + 0 2 

(1) 

(2) 

It is apparent that the processes arc, as far as concerns their net 
effects, exactly antagonistic. One process uses energy and produces 
organic carbon compounds. The other uses'' organic carbon and pro~ 
duces energy, The results can be analyzed in terms of changes suffered 
by two of the entities, carbon and energy. We shall first discuss the 
cyclical changes that carbon undergoes, changes that are briefly sum
marized in the carbon cycle. 

The carbon cycle can be represented in its simplest form by the 
following abstraction: 

··- . co, 

(plants) 

t _____ - ----<---
(animals and plant~) 

(3) 

The upper process-conversion of C02 to organic-C-is brought 
about hy green plant.'l exposed to light. Both decarboxylation and 

515 
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carboxylation (removal and addition of C02 to an organic molecule 
-see § 160) can be carried out by all living organisms. In nongreen 
organisms, however, if we consider the activities of the individual over 
a considerable period of time, we find it releases more C02 than it 
"fixes," so the cycle {equation 3 above) need not be qualified. 

The conversion of organic carbon to C02 is carried out by all living 
plants and animals in both respiration and fermentation. In plants, 
there is a net production of C02 only in the dark. 

The scheme we have just presented is oversimplified, of course. To 
develop it to the point wht"re its complexity is closer to reality, we may 
consider the ways in which carbon is passed from one individual to 
another. The passage of carbon from plants to animals is accomplished 
directly; animals eat plants. Herbivores (Latin herba, herb; vorart', to 
devour), such as cattle and rabbits, feed on plants (herbs). Carnivores 
(Latin, carm·s, flesh) arc indirectly fed entirely by plants also, since they 
feed on herbivores. The predacious dog that eats a rabbit is eating 
grass processed by the rabbit. The chain of organisms grass--+ rabbit--+ 

dog is called a predator chain. There may be many links in such a chain. 
A bass may eat a minnow which has fed on water fleas which ate pro
tozoa which were nourished by algae. Short or long, the predator chain 
is eventually anchored to green plants. 

The passage of carbon from animal to plant is not so direct. Cartoons 
to the contrary, there are no man-eating plants, and the insectivorous 
ones are quantitativdy unimportant. Carbon gets back to plants via 
the carbon dioxide released into the air by the respiration of both plants 
and animals. This part of the cycle (equation 3) would be more ac
curate if we amended it to read: animals --+ atmosphere -+plants. We 
will so amend it (Fig. 32-1). 

From the figure, it is apparf'nt that the atmosphere acts as a reservoir 
of carbon. It is almost impossible to estimate how much carbon is 
bound up in living things as compared with that free in the atmos
phere, but it seems probable that there is at least as much free in the 
air as there is bound in organisms. The percentage of carbon dioxide 
in the air is very low-only 0.03 per cent. But there is so much air that 
the amount of atmospheric C02 is very great, about two million million 
tons. The low concentration means that a great deal of air must be 
"processed" by a plant to furnish its carbon needs. It has been csti-
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mated that a single corn plant, during a season's growth, completely 
removes the carbon dioxide from about one-half million gallons of air. 
Yet, such are the relative rates of photosynthesis and respiration 

Fig. 32-1. The carbon cycle, briefly stated. The world's supply of carbon alum8 is 
distributed as indicated by the percentage figures above, with most of the carbon 
in the form of inorganic carbonates in the rocks. The atm011phere is composed of 0.03% 

C02> and this accounts fur 0.0025% of the world's carbon. 

throughout the world that the concentration of atmospheric C02 re
mains very constant. 

Not all plants are eaten by animals. A great proportion of the plant:; 
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die and decay. What does "decay" mean? We tend to think of it as a 
spontaneous process, but it is not. Decay is the digestion of organic 
material by microbes-by bacteria and molds, for the most part. In 
the absence of living microbial scavengers:, decay does not occur. In 
their presence, organic compounds arc broken down, step by step, until 
ultimately all the organic carbon is converted to C02• 

A small proportion of the plants {and to a lesser extent, the animals) 
that die escape microbial decomposition. Under certain conditions, 
these may turn into peat which, when buried and compressed undf'r 
tons of earth, turns into coal. Various aquatic plants and animals, 
principally marine diatoms, can be similarly procc:-:sed to fonn oil. The 
result of the formation of any of these fuels is to remove, temporarily
that is, for a few hundrC'd million years-some of the carbon from the 
cycle. Ullimately, however, when the coal strata are exposed at the 
surface of the ground or the oil oozes up, this locked-up carbon is rf'
leascd to the atmosphere as microorganisms slowly respire it. ln addi
tion, during the latter part of man's stay on earth, these carbonaceous 
materials are being turned into C02 much faster by the process of burning. 

The quantities of carbon involved in this carbon cycle-perhaps four 
million million tons-seem large by human standards; yet, geologic 
evidence indicates that they are minuscule compared to the carbon 
available in the earth's crust. Neglecting entirely the carbon dioxide 
dissolved in the ocean {about twenty times the atmospheric C02), it 
must be pointed out that about 99.9975 per cent of terrestrial carbon is 
tied up in the form of various inorganic rocks, such as limestone (CaC03). 

There is some exchange between this reservoir and the rest of the world, 
through the processes of weathering and the laying down of more lime
stone, but, as measured in terms of human time, there is no net change. 
The carbon cycle on which we arc depcndt'nt involves only 0.0025 per 
cent of the t'arth's supply of carbon. The Jiving world is just a sort of 
scum on the surface of a vast re?servoir of inorganic carbon, the carbon 
cycle only a minute, superficial eddy. 

198. The Lawa of Thermodynamics 

Before taking up energy changes, it is necessary to discuss the principles 
known as the First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics. 
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The sense of the First Law of Thermodynamics is nowadays com
mon knowledge: 

Energy can neither be created nor destroyed. 

Ent"rgy can only be converted from one form to another. When gasoline 
is burned in an automobile engine, the energy latent in the hydro
carbon molecules is converted to the kinetic energy of the moving car. 
In this process, some of the energy is immediately released as heat in 
the cylinders, and more appears as heat coming from the bearings and 
all other moving parts. Ultimately, all of the energy appears as heat, 
somr: of it being produced by the friction of the tires against the road, 
some by the heating of the air as the car pushes through it, and some 
hy the heating of the brake bands as the car is brought to a stop by 
friction. If one were to accurately determine and add up all these quan
titit"s of ht"at, it would turn out that this sum exactly equaled the latent 
heat in the original fuel. 

There is- as many a schoolboy now knows-a slight correction to 
ht" made in the wording of the First Law. In an atomic disintegration, 
.~omc matter is converted to t"nergy. There is an exact equivalence of 
matter and energy, so that our law could be corrected by saying that 
tlw total amount of matter and energy remains constant. In most of 
our everyday lift>, we encounter no intcrconversion of the two; for this 
reason, we shall leave our statement of the law in the less precise form 
g:ivt>n abovt>. 

The Second Law of Thermodynamics is not so rt>adily put into 
simple words. Consideration of some practical examples may help. If 
we have a box {Fig. 32-2A) which has fast-moving molecules in one 
side and slow-moving molecules in the other, with an aperture between, 
very soon tht· average velocity of molecules will be the same on both 
sides (Fig. 32-28) because the molecules are moving continuously and 
at random, and are, hence, subject to the "Laws of Probability." The 
same amount of kinetic energy {energy of movement) in both sides 
represents the most probable state of this system. 

Of course, like anything that is merely most probable, this state would 
not have to be reached. The physicist, Clerk-Maxwell (1831-1879), 
pointed out that if we could only find a little demon small enough to 
sit in the doorway and hold back the slow molecules while letting 
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through the fast molecules, then, it would be possible to maintain pertna
nently a difference in energy levels (i.e., average molecular velocity, 
i.e., the temperature) of the two sides. But no one has ever run across 
Maxwell's little demon. 

n L,.w or TH£1\MODVN,.MICS I 
{A.v. IOD) {A.v. ~oo) (-,.v. 150-) 

If +MAXWELL'S DEMON" c~~:ie·hd, 
- he cou.ld do this: 

. ....... 

It is difference in energy levels 
'that' we utlliz.e to drive our rna,hinee 
Fig. 32-2. Why there arc no perpetual-motion machines, 

How do machines work? There are many different kinds, but they 
all boil down to the sense of Figure 32-2D. If we have a set-up with 
different energy levels on the two sides, then, the molecules moving one 
direction will move faster than those moving the other. If there is an 
opportunity for exchange of energy or molecules between the two sides, 
then-since so many molecules arc involved that we can reasonably 
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expect the most probable event to occur- the net exchange of energy 
in the system will be in one diret·tion, and we can use it to drive a ma
chine, to do work for us. In essence, all machines are like the one in 
the picture. 

Fig. 32-3, The dq;:radation of enl·rgy. 

The Second Law of Thermodynamics has a close bearing on the 
question of the efficiency of machines. To see this, we shall considC'r a 
water wheel which can serve as an analogy for all machines. Like all 
machines, it capitalizes on an existing difference in energy levels, in 
this case, the difference in {potential) energy of water at two different 
levels. In our example (Fig. 32-3), water coming from a nozzle, in 
falling to a lower level, drives the water wheel (A). 

We can use the motion of the water wheel to do work. We can, if we 
wish, use it to drive a pump (B) which lifts water from the reservoir and 
drives a second water wheel (C). Practical experience tells us that either: 
(1) the second wheel must be at a lower level than the first, if the quan
tity of water driving it is the same; or (2) if the second whC'cl is at the 
same height as the first, the quantity of water must he les.<;. Since there 
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are obvious power losses in our first machine, due to the sloshful waste 
of water and friction in the bearings, the above conclusions follow from 
the First Law of Thermodynamics. Could we, by better design, eliminate 
these inefficiencies, thus making possible a second wheel (C) which can 
do as much work as the first (A)? According to the Second Law of 
rhermodynamiC's, the answer is No. It is not even theoretically possible 
to construct a machine of 100 per cent efficiency. Thermodynamic 
theory tells us that it is not possible to design a machine that will ex
tract for us the full energy potential that exists in a two-e"Oergy lt"vd 
systcm. Putting the matler in a different way, we- may say that a pt"r· 
pctual-motion machine is impossible. 

It is not easy to expres.<~ the Second Law of Thermodynamics in 
simple words, but perhaps the following stalf'mf"n(,. will llerve the pur
pose: 

In any closed system, there is a continuous degradation of 
useful energy, since the existing differences in energy levels of 
its parts are steadily diminished until, ultimately, all parts of the 
system are at the same energy level. 
By a "closed system," we mean one which is not receiving any gifts 

of f'nergy from the outside, nor suffering any lossc:"s. The Second Law of 
Thermodynamics is to be understood as a probability principh·. Max
well's demon is not impossible, merely highly improbablt·. 

199. The Degradation of Energy 

We are now in a position to look at the carbon cycle again with an 
eye to the energy involved in the compounds. We can simplify the cyde, 
as shown in Figure 32-4. Plants synthesize organic compounds, tlllls 
trapping some of the energy that comes from the sun. These compounds 
have a great deal of energy in them. When an animal eats a plant, hi" 
convert~ the plant compounds into animal compounds, which havt' 
just as high a concentration of energy in them but are much lt"ss in 
quantity. Most of the energy available in plant materials is wastf'd due 
to the inefficiency of the animal machine. 

If we follow the adv('ntures of a particular bit of plant-synthesized 
organic carbon, we find that, as a t•onsequence of metabolism, all the 
organic carbon is sooncr or later oxidized to carbon dioxidt>, which we 
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may regard as being the zero €'ncrgy level. Carbon dioxide can be 
changed back to organic material only by a plant that is receiving 
radiant energy of a certain sort (mually sunlight). Although, in sim-

Atmo•pttc .. ic 
co. 

Z..ro cn....V 

Organic 
carbon 

.Little 

Fig. 32-4. 'fhf' df'gradalion of solar energy . 

• 
plifying the cycle, we have left out other units that function in it
carnivores, oil, coal, and cemeteries-we have not falsified the picture 
in any es.-.ential way. Every time the organic carbon compounds arc 
passed from onr" agent to another, tlwy are decreased in amount, and 
some of their en("rgy is degraded to heat which dissipates into the cn
vironmenl. 

There is a carbon cycle. But there is no energy cycle. The ('hangcs of 
energy are a one-way path, ending up with zero utilizable energy. LiiC 
on the earth is kept going only by the continuous input of energy by 
an agent outside the terrestrial "system," namely, by the sun. Ex
tinguish the sun and the carbon cycle would very soon grind to a stop, 
with no plants and no animals left. Only COz, 

The struggle for food is a struggle for organic carbon compounds, 
compounds that are rich in available energy. Plants, by their growth 
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upward and outward, "try" to crowd out other plants. Teleologically 
speaking, a plant's goal in life is to intercept the sun's energy-rich rays 
with its leaves before another plant docs so. Competition among animals 
may appear to be different in nature, but this appearance is deceptive. 
Animals also are striving, however indirectly, for a place in the sun. 
"The struggle }or existence," as the physicist, Boltzmann, said, "is the 
struggle for the available energy tif the world." 

200. The Pyramid of Protoplasm 

The consequences of the Second Law haw been neatly summed up 
in another way by the Chinese, millenia before Westerners put the Law 
into words. One hill, one tiger. The Chinese have another saying, too: 
Big fish eat little fish; little fish eat bUJts; bugs t'tll mud. The ideas behind 
these two proverbs, when combined, yield a concept we may symbolize 
by the phrase, the Pyramid of Protoplasm. 

Suppose a man has a ten-acre pond whose ~~crop" of fish is just 
enough to support the man. He <'als no food other than that from his 
lake; for him, everyday is Friday. How much docs he cat? We don't 
know- the example is hypothetical- but it would probably take about 
five pounds, live weight, of fish per day to support him. If all the fuh 
weighed five pounds each, it would take, in the course of a year, 365 
fish weighing a total of nearly a ton to sustain 150 pounds of human 
protoplasm. The amount needed to achieve this weight (from birth to, 
say, sixteen years of age) would be a much larger figure. In other words, 
it takes many pounds of fish (the prey) to make one pound of man (the 
predator) possible, 

And what of the fish? A'isuming that the man eats bass and that the 
bass feed only on minnows, common sense and the Second Law tell 
us that the number of minnows and the weight of their protoplasm far 
exceed the number of bass and their weight. The minnows feed on 
water fleas which are still more numerous and weigh still more. And 
the water fleas arc nourished by a yet larger mass of protoplasm present 
in the algae, the microscopic, photosynthetic plants at the base of the 
whole system. Each time prey-protoplasm is converted to predator
protoplasm, there is a loss of organic carbon. The facts may be sum
marized in the figure of speech, the Pyramid of Protoplasm (Fig. 32-5). 
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The organisms at the base of the pyramid, plants, occur in the greatest 
numbers and produce the organic carbon on which all other organisms 
are dependent. As we pass up the pyramid, each new predator occurs 

THE PYRAM 1D OF Pt\OTOP.LASM 

in si:z;a) 

Fig. 32M5, The human signifkance of the Second Law of Tht>rmodynamics. 

in smaller numbers, and-more important-amounts to a smaller mas." 
of organic carbon.* One medium-sized pond can support hundreds of 
bass, thousands of minnows, or millions of water fleas, but only one 
man. One hill, one ti'ger. 

The Pyramid of Protoplasm will bear more scrutiny. It implies other 
truths that man docs not like to face. Consider the terrestrial pyramid: 
plants -+ cows -+ man. There is necessarily much loss of energy at 
each of the two transfers of energy. If the number of men living becomes 
great relative to the amount of organic carbon synthesized, what can be 
done to make the organic carbon go farther? Obviously, eliminate one 
of the links of the chain, one of the blocks of the pyramid. The only 
one we can consider eliminating is cows. By feeding directly on plant!!, 
a far larger population of men can be supported. Or, to put it another 
way, only a relatively sparse population can afford to eat meat. In a 

*The numbn at each level is influenced by size of individuals. The fleas supported 
by one man may anwunt to many dozens, but they cannot amount to a larger weight. 
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densely populated regitm, ve,t:etarianism is a necessiry. Our great-grandfathers, 
coming across the sparsely settled Great Plains, could afford to shoot a 
buffalo, eat only the tongue and leave the rest of the animal to rot. 
Today, we can hardly afford to buy the tongue of a cow. Tomorrow ... ? 

201. Are We Dependent on the Sun? 

According to the simplified diagram of Figure 32-4, we are absolutely 
dependent on the sun for our daily supply of energy. Is this entirely 
true? What about coal? Oil? Gas? Water power? 

Coal, oil, and gas are all products made (by Nature) from plant (or 
animal) material buried millions of years ago. The procluction of the 
raw matf'rial was made possible only by the light of the sun shining 
ages ago. No escape there. Water power is made possible by the fact 
that water falls on high places. This water gets there only because the 
sun's heat evaporates the water of the ocean, which later condenses to 
form clouds. The sun lifts the water to the mountain tops, one might 
say. No escape there. 

And atomic power? Here there is a real possibility of escape. The energy 
we can extract from uranium or plutonium is not connf"ctf'd with tht" 
shining of the sun. The energy available per pound of material is im
prrssivf"ly big. ("A pound of coal, completely converted to en('rgy, 
would ... etc.") But against the possibility of its large-scale, long
(·ontinued use by man, there arc two* practical points that have he('n 
strongly urged by experts in the field. 

1. Present theory indicates little possibility of generating atomic 
power on earth with any but the very heavy clements, such as thorium, 
uranium, and their derivatives. The available supply of th("se elc
mf'nts in the earth's crust is far from limitless. In North Am"rica, for 
instance, it is estimated that the available supply of heavy element'> 
would meet our total energy needs for only two hundred years, 

• There is a third point, of kss basic signififance, that is often ovcrlookt>d, namdy, 
how large a shart' of the COllt of power i~ due to what one might call social organization. 
Most of the cost of domestic electricity i.~ accounted for by distribution costs. If the power 
company paid nothing for its power, the cost to the consumer would be <"Ut not quitt~ 
in half. "Overhead," interest l"harges, depreciation and repair of distribution equiiJ· 
ment make up the major part of the cost of domestic electricity. Industrial electricity, 
bought in hulk, does nut t"O.~t w much, per kilowatt-hour, to distribute. 
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whereas the purely chemical energy available in our coal supplies 
will last for several millenia at the present rate of consumption. 

2. No one has figured out a way of disposing of the dangerously 
radioactive by·products of atomic fissions. They can be stored in 
roncrete vaults deep in the ground, but this is only a temporary 
solution. In a few thousands, or millions, of years, ground waters 
will work their way into any man·made structure and carry the still 
radioactive material into man's world outside. The most fruitful 
suggestion for their disposal is the use of space·rockets. The radio· 
active wastes could be loaded into rockets and shot off the surface 
of the earth to circle forever in space. 
Of course, tomorrow we may discover a loophole in our atomic 

theory, and we may learn a safe way to extract the energy from, say, 
sodium chloride. In the meantime, it would seem intelligent to try to 
make the best of what we have. At the prcSC'nt time, we arc almost 
wholly dependent on photosynthesis for our supplies of energy. The 
photosynthetic app_aratus, even under the most favorable c-ircumstances, 
docs not achieve bclter than two per cent ellieiency. Ninety·cight pn 

cent of the light that falls on a fidd of corn is wash•d, as far as man is 
comTrnt.'d. It docs not seem too wild to hope that man may someday 
:Khi(~vc an artificial photosynthetic proecss with a higher efficiency than 
that of the plant and, perhaps, one that can be used in the dry and 
sunny dcscrls where plants can scarcely grow . .,A hundredfold increase 
in the amount of sunlight trappt:d for man's usc does not seem too great 
to dream of. 

Must we, then, forego the usc of atomic power? Not at all. We arc 
using atomic power now. The sun is an atomic engine. Its light and heat 
arc produced by a complex of reactions involving carbon and nitrogen, 
in which hydrogen is changed into helium. These reactions will procr<-d 
only at extremely high temperatures, such as prevail in the interior of 
the sun, about 20 million degrees Centigrade. It seems unreasonable 
to hope to set up an atomic engine of this sort on the earth-where all 
of our materials (including the walls of a hypothetical engine) would 
vaporize at 6,000 degrees. On the sun, this vaporization does not matter; 
the whole sun is a vaporized engine held together by gravity. 

So, it appears, we are getting our energy from atomic disintegrations 
after aU, disintegrations taking place some 93 million miles away. At the 
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risk of appearing hopelessly old-fashioned, the author would like to 
suggest that 93 million miles is a nice, comfortable distance to put be
tween us and our atomic power plant. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

32-1. Write the equations for respiration and photosynthesis. 
32-2. In the simplest possible manner, diagram the carhon cycle. 
32-3. Diagram the carbon cycle in the most complete detail known to you. 
32-4. Dt-fine: htrbiwu, wmiwrr, prrtktor, prry. 
32-5. If all living things on earth were to die simultaneously, would the amount of 

inorganic carbon ehange? Explain. 
32-6. What i~ the ratio of organic carbon to inorgank carbon on our earth? (Express 

the amount of tht' smaller as 1.) 
32-7. During the Second World War, populations that were suffl·ring from in

adequate food supplit•s oft~:n sarrifir<'d tht"ir poultry. (Poultry, in crowdL-d eountrics, 
must be fed grain daily.) Was killing the poultry a sound food-conservation measure 
or not? 

32-8. State the First and &:cond Laws of Thermodynamics in your own words. 
32-9. List the foods you ate in your most recent dinner. Each food had in it somt• 

available chemical energy. Trace this energy back to the sun, by a probable, fairly 
dirt'(_'t path. 

32-10. There was once a man who proposed to make money by setting up a rat and 
eat farm. He would grow rats to feed the cats. When the cats were big enough, he 
planned to kill thrm and sdl the furs to furriers who would make genuine mink coats 
of them. The t·at earcasses he would ff't'd to the rats. Sinn• the eats fed on the raiS and 
the rats ft·d on the cats, he figured he would not nn-d to buy any fn-d at all. Critidze 
this propoSI:d busint-ss V<'nture in the light of the Laws of Thermodynamics. 

32-11. Trace the l'nl"fb'Y available in the electric wires of your house back to its t\himatc 
source. 

32-12. Is it theoretically possible that man might devise a photosynthetic machine 
that could displace the green plant? 

32-13. (Not discussed in I('Xt.) Given a source of t"nergy, ean chemists make organic 
carbon compounds out of carbon dioxide and water? 

32-14. (Not discussc:d in tt·xt.) The possibility of deriving energy from the tides was 
not mentioned in the text. What is the ultimate source of this energy? Has there yet 
been found a ft·asiblc means of harnessing it on a large scale? 
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Chapter XXXIII 

The Significance of Decay 

202. The Nitrogen Cycle 

In the previous chapter, we considered the changes and the exchange 
of carbon as it is handed back and forth between plants and animals. 
We arc now rt'ady to consider the similar alterations of nitrogen as it 
is bandied about the living world. Nitrogen has its cycle, too, but it is 
more complex and is best developed piecemeal. 

The nitrogen metabolism of higher plants and animals does not in
volve any gast"ous nitrogen (N2), either as a food or as a waste product. 
For all the plants above the Thallophyta (and for most of them, too) 
and for all animals, molecular nitrogen is a strictly inert material. Yet 
all organisms require the element nitrogen, since it is a constituent of 
the all-essential amino acids and proteins. What is the source of this 
organic nitrogen? 

Animals are dependent on plants. All but the simplest animals must 
be furnished with organic-N (either amino acids or proteins) which they 
get, ultimately, from plants. When either the plant or the animal dies, 
putrefactive bacteria and fungi decompose the organic nitrogen com
pounds, releasing ammonia, NH3, into the soil. This ammonia can be 

used by plants to build up new proteins. Few animals can carry out 
such a synthesis; they are dependent on the greater synthetic abilities 

of plants. 
These facts arc summarized in Figure 33-1. It will be noted that 

529 
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animals contribute ammonia to the world by two different routes. Some 
nitrogen they excrete as ammonia; some they excrete in the form of 
organic nitrogen [e.g., urea, CO(NH2) 2 ; and uric acid) which is de-

PARTIAL NITROGEN CYCLE I 
Ortanlc- N Organic -N 

DRAMATIS JtERSONNAE: 

A= Animals 
B = Oacteria 
'P = Pl•n1:& (in some caso:a including b•ctcria) 

Fig. 33-1. Who is t'll.'lt'ntial? 

composed by soil bacteria to yield ammonia. The nitrogen that stays 
locked up in the body of animals (and plants) is released only by death 
and putrefaction. From an examination of the figure, it is dear that, 
although animals are dependent on the rest of the living world for their 
nitrogen, the rest of the world could get along well enough without 
animals. The only indispensable characters in this play are the bacteria 
and fungi. Without them, all the world's available nitrogen would 
eventually be locked up in dead and undecomposed plant and animal 
cadavers. In his burial customs, man tries, unthinkingly, to stop the 
cycle by protecting human remains from the actions of bacteria. For
tunately, his succes.<;es in this direction arc only ephemeral. 

Bacteria, on the other hand, are quite capable of keeping the nitrogen 
cycle going by themselves, synthesizing organic-N from NH3, and de
composing the remains of other bacteria (or other plants or animals) 
into NH3 again. 

This is not the whole story of the nitrogen cycle. Although plants are 
quite capable of satisfying their nitrogen needs from ammonia, they 
seldom get a chance to. Most ammonia, as soon as it is released into 
the soil, is converted by specialized bacteria into nitrite ions (NOt-), 
and nitrate ions (NQ3-). Nitrate-N is relatively stable; it is this form of 
nitrogen that supplies most of the plant's needs. (See Fig. 33-2.) It will 
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be noticed that the conv~rsion of NHa to N03 takes place in two steps. 
Not only are these steps distinct, but they are carried out by different 
bacterial Spt"Cit"s, each of which is a specialist for its "job." 

PARTIAL NITn.OGEN CVCL£ 

Org•nic-N 

-,.t> .. 

~ ;)J,p ~ ·•"'''. 
DR:~A~~~m::SONNA£: ~~,~~·17 ~~;9.~j 7 !..~.~~·. 

B ='Bacteria 
1> = l>lan"ts (in same cases including bacteria) 

Fig. 33-2. The importance of baett·ria ht'l'Uilles ino'l"asingly appat·ent. 

Even this, howeyer, is not quite the whole story. A<; diagrammed, tlw 
N-cydc is a nice, tight system. Unfortunatt"ly (from man's point of 
view), there is a rather se-rious potential leak in the system. There art> 
many species of putrefactive bacteria. including spedt"s of Psmdomonm 
(recall § 143) that haw a habit of supplying their oxygen nt>eds from 
N03 when 0~ is unavailahlt". In so doing. they rclease N2, which neither 
they, nor leafy plants, nor animals, can utilize. Obviously, such hac-, 
teria constitute a thrcat to the continued existence of the nitrogen cydr 

and, hence, of all living things. Fortunatt"ly. thcre are a jew micro
organisms that are capable of turning N2 into organic-N, a process thai 
is <.·ailed nitrogen-fixation. Tht"St" bacteria not only act as plugs for the 
"leak" created by P.reudomonas, hut they also are- potential sources of an 
actual incrcase in usuable nitrogen drntlating in the cyclt", since they 
can fix N2, a gas that make-s up 80 per cent of our atmosphere. (See Fig. 
33-3.) 

Because of their obvious importance to the Jiving world, it is worth 
while discussing the nitrogen-fixing microbes. Although there is on<.· 
anaerobic species of nitrogC"n-fixing bacteria, it seems to be quantita
tively unimportant, so we shall ignore it. The important nitrogen-fixing 
bacteria are a£Tobic. One of them, Azotobacter, is frce-living and is to 
be found in all wdl-tiTated soils. Tht" other one, Rhi::ohium, may also 
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live in the soil, but when it does, it ncvcr fixes nitrogen. Only when it 
manages to invade the roots of one of the lc_f!,umes (peas, beans, etc.) ran 
it fix nitrogen. In the legume root, it ("auscs what might be called a 

NITROGEN CYCLE COMPLETED I 
OrganiC -N 

DRAMA TIS 
PERSONNA:£: 

A= Animals. 
'B = 6 acteri a 

Organie-N 

" . 
~~"' /; • ·:-N. 

+:-7"::....:•:...,::"'::''-;•::•c....,-l N. 'j 

( 

A:z:o'tobac:tor l \ . .".~,· ... ... ) 
Rhiz.obium l 

'Biu~ -gl"cGns 

s 
Pscaudomonas 
and others 

I 

P = Plan"ts {in some casos. ineludin~ bac:teria} 

Fig. 33~3. Who is indt"j)('Odt·nt? 

mild infection, stimulating the plant to form root noduln around thf' 
colony of bacteria (Fig. 33-4). Far from harming the plant, th('S(" in
vasive microbes: aid it, since they furnish it with a richer supply of usahlc 
nitrogen than it would otherwise have. In turn, the plant furnishes the 
bacteria with an environment more favorable to their growth than is 
the soil. Such an association of living organisms from which both species 
benefit is called a symbiosis-literally, a living-together. 

Besides the bacteria, members of one group of algat", namely the blue
greens, are also able to fix nitrogen. Being able to supply their own 
organic carbon needs from atmospheric C02 and water and their nitro
gen from atmospheric N2, these may be said to be the most independent 
organisms in the world. 

The agricultural importance of the nitrogen-fixing microbes can be 
readily appreciated. Land that is steadily planted to crops such as corn 
and wheat continuously loses nitrogen as the proteinaceous grains are 
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harvested and shipped away from the soil that furnished the nitrogen. 
By periodically letting a field lie fallow, part of its nitrogen is restored 

through the activity nf Azotobacter. By planting it to legumes, even more 

Fig. 33-4. Leg-ume root noduks (l.r\firdn:.a). (Photo courtesy Iowa Stnh· College.) 

nitrogen is restored to the soil, especially if the mature legumr- plants 

arc plowed under. In most agricultural rcgi~ns, bacteria seem to be 
most important in the process of nitrogen-fixation. [n rite-growing coun

tries, however, the blue-green algae arc of considerable importance. 
They grow as a scum on the surface of flooded rire firlds. Many rice 
fields haw been continuously eultivatcd for hundreds of years withm1t 

any additions of artilicial fertilizers. 

203. The Versatility of Microbes 

Some of the rtadions involved in the nitrogen cycle ran be carried 
out by many species. Others ran be carried out by only one or a few 
species. In Figure 33-3, we have not given much specific information, 

using the vague "B" to stand for unnamed bacteria and molds. This 
vagueness springs not from lack of information, but from a belief that 
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the detailed examination is propc.>rly relegated to a C'ourse in micro

biology or bacteriology. However, it will be worth while to describe in 
greater detail a small part of the nitrogen cycle. 

The oxidation of ammonia to nitrate takes place in two steps brought 
about by bacteria belonging to two differ<!nt genera, as indicated in 

NH, 
(Nitnut)Tllonns) 

NO, NO a (I) 

equation (1). These bacteria arc specialist~ in carrying out the reactions 
indicalt'"d. The energy that they obtain from these oxidations they use to 

.I'Vtf//lr ... izr OTJ.!«nic maft'Tial from carbon diuxidr and water, as indicated by equa
tions (2) and (3). In other words, the activities of these organisms bear a 
close resemblance to those of photosynthetic organisms but, in the 
present instances, the enerb'Y for tht> ~yntht'~i~ of or_g-anic matter is dt'-

.1\ i'trosmrw!laJ: 

(a)NH.,+02-+NOt+H20+e 

t 
(2) 

(b) e+<:<>~+H20-+organk matf'riai+O! 

Nitrohacttr: (3) 

(a) NH2 + 02-+NOa + E 

t 
e+C02+H20-+organir material+ 0 2 

rived from inorganic chemical reactions instead of from light. A IT'

action of this sort is called a chemosynthesis, and an organism that 
can use the energy obtainable from an inorganic reaction to synthcsizr: 
organic material is called a chemosynthetic organism. 

If we arc in the habit of thinking of food as being synonymous with 
organic material, reactions of the sort just described are rather surpris
ing for, in them, the "food" -the energy-providing material- is inor
ganic. In the microbial world, there arc many instances of organisms 
that can derive useful energy from the most surprising substances. There 
are bacteria, for instance, that can oxidize hydrogen gas (H2) to water, 
deriving energy therefrom. There are others that can grow fat living on 
methane (CH4), which is the principal constituent of the gas we burn 
in our stovf"S. There are others that can feed on pure carbon monoxide, 
a deadly poison for most animals. 

There is probably no organic chemical that we ordinarily regard as 
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poisonous or noxious that is not used as food by some microbes. The 
materials that we excrete and discard are welcome food to many ubiq
uitous bacteria. Urea, uric acid, and all the chemical substances present 
in feces are used as food by various soil bacteria and fungi. Truly, the 
saying, "One man's meat is another man's poison," applies to the entire 
living world. This is fortunate for us, for, otherwise, what we regard as 
obnoxious materials would steadily accumulate in the world. Microbes, 
however, feed on them, converting them ultimately to carbon dioxide 
and inorganic nitrogen compounds which keep the carbon and nitrogen 
cycles going. The problem of sewage disposal is one of encouraging the 
proper bacteria to multiply rapidly in the sewage, thus converting it 
rapidly into carbon dioxide and the various nitrogenous compounds 
that are safe and suitable for returning to the soil as fertilizer. 

Microbes can use not only compounds that we would regard as 
obnoxious, but also ones which they (the microbes) would regard as 
harmful. Every organic disinfectant and germicide can be used as food 
by some species of microbe, if the concentration of the substance is not 
too great. Carbolic acid, hexylresorcinol and other organic germicides 
can be metabolized to carbon dioxide and water. A<; a consequence, the 
antiseptics we pour on an unenthusiastic microbial world do not ac
cumulate, but are broken down to simpler materials that arc returned 
to the carbon and nitrogen cycles. A further consequence of this ob
servation is this: antiseptics are effective only in the proper concentra
tion. If diluted too much, they not only d~ not stop the growth ol 
bacteria but may actually encourage it. 

Many compounds that we ordinarily regard as heing very resistant 
to decay can be metabolized slowly by bacteria. Among these are rubber, 
petroleum, and coal. These substances, when surrounded by soil or 
water, are slowly converted to carbon dioxide and water. They, too, 
decay. Or, more exactly, tlrey are decayed. 

From nearly a century's intensive experience with microbt>s, several 
generalizations have been evolved: 

1. With a few unimportant exceptions, decay is caused only by 
living organisms. Without living organisms (principally bacteria 
and fungi), neither foodstuff.<; nor "wastes" would decompose. Per
haps one should use only a passive verb: organic material does not 
decay; it is decayed. 
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2. As a permanent working hypothesis, we may say that any chemi
cal substance that is theoretically capable of being oxidized will 
be oxidized by some kind of organism, We call this a "perma
nent" working hypothesis because it is so stated that proof, or dis
proof, is impossible, since we have not specified the kinds of organ
isms. The hypothesis has proved to be a useful one in the search for 
organisms that can decompose specific compounds. It has made 
sense out of the n-markable oxidations that go on in nature: the 
oxidation of recalcitrant materials like pf'at, coal, gasoline, chitin; 
of poisonous matf'rials like carbon monoxide and carbolic acid; and 
of inorganic substanct"s like hydn>gen, ammonia, ferrous iron, and 
sulfur. 

3. It follows that no organic substance accumulates on the 
earth, since all organic substances are capable of heing oxidized. All 
su<:h substances are sooner or later broken down to carbon dioxide 
and inorganic nitrogen which can then re-enter the carbon and 
nitrogen cycles. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

33-1. In an effort to pn'Vt"nl confusion of tht" stud{'nt, it is necessary to oversimplify 
too-t·ompkx Nature in pwscnting the nitrogen and carbon cydcs. For f'Xample, one 
factor left out of thl· N-cyck as pn·Rcnted above was tht• ••ffcet of burning. When wood 
or t•oal is burned, most of its nitrogen is rdeasffi. as N2. Make a new nitrogen eydc 
diagram that indudcs firt> and its dfcct. 

33-2. Insectivorous plants, such as the- sundew, Venus's fly-trap. and bladdcrwort, 
can get tht·ir organic nitrog('n from animals, whkh they digest. Modify the N-cyd{' tu 
tak{' account of the actions of tht'lK' quantitatively unimportant plants. 

33-3. Discussions of morality arc gf'nt'rally considered outside the scope of a k•xthook 
in sdcncr-, but it will not hurt to point out a moral overtone of the carbon and nitrogen 
cydcs. Tht" manufacturrrs of caskets fH'quently boast that their produt'ts will give 
"eternal protection to your lovt.-d om·s." Considering the significance of the carbon and 
nitrogf'n eydes, would you say that tht• implil-d aim i.~ a thoroughly moral one, assuming 
that W<' ~hould be con(·t·rnffi. with po!ltnity? 

33-4. Why is it mort' t':<arl to say an organic suhlltance i1 fkmyrd, than to say it dna_)lf:" 
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Chapter XXXIV 

The Conservation of 

Natural Resources 

204. The Water Cycle 

There is no immediate prospect of our becoming independent of the 
sun (§ 201). At the present time, we have no practical way of garnering 
the sun's energy on a large scale save through the intermediation of 
plants. Therefore, the problems of conserving our natural resources 
revolve around the problem of preserving the Conditions in which plants 
will grow. These problems, in turn, arc closely linked with the supply 
and movement of water, of which plants need large quantities (§ 155). 

The movement of the world's supply of water follows a cycle. The 
principal paths, as indicated in Figure 34·1, are more or less consciously 
known to everyone. Water evaporates from the ocean into the air where 
it forms clouds. Moist air masses are moved by the wit~ds. When they 
reach a region that is cold enough, the water vapor in them condenses 
to form precipitation (rain or snow) which falls to the ground. There it 
may run directly down the surface, or it may soak into the soil. Subsoil 
water may later come to the surface as spring water, ooze into river 
beds, be pumped up by man, or enter the ocean while still below the 
surface of t~e ground. Some of the water accumulates in lakes or ponds 
but only temporarily. Ultimately, all the water either evaporates from 

537 
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THE WATEI\ CYCLE 

• Precipitation 

~ i 
' ' 

' ' 
Sprint•• 

surl•c.• runoff, 
including 
$"tr•am& 

Fig. 3"- t. The major pathways i11 the water cycle, 

'1. 

' ' ' 
' 

The general nature of the cycle is fairly well understood by most 
people. The principal part that is not widely appreciated is the finite 
nature of ground water. Because extensive pumping from a single well 
does not seem to have any immediate effect on the supply of ground 
water, there is a tendency to think of it a<> inexhaustible. It does not 
seem to be dependent on precipitation, because the rainfall that is 
largely responsible for it may have occurred several hundred miles 
away, and many years in the past, so slow is the movement of water 
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through rock. However, continuou:;; pumping from hundreds of wells 
soon lowers the "water table" in any district. Man, poor planner that 
he is, responds to the threat of a falling water table by digging wells 
instead of by adjusting his withdrawals to match the rate of replact'
mt"nt. It is so hard to live within one's income! 

THE MINERAL CYCLE 

Fig . .14-2. For the purposes of pra<'ti<'al, short·t('l'll,J planning, we may say that 
minl:"rals mo\'l' in only on~ dirl:"clion, from thl' mountains lo tht' St'a. 

205. The Mineral Cycle 

As the water run-. off the surface, it carries with it various minerals 
in solution and in suspension. These minerals arc derived from exposed 
rock by a weathering process that breaks the rocks physically and alters 

· them chemically. This proce!!S is brought about by physical forces, 
e.g., the abrasion of water and rock particles and the freezing of water 
in crevices of the rocks. Biological forces also contribute: the roots of 
plants secrett' dilute ('arbonic acid which dissolves some rocks; and roots 
enter cracks of rock.-., grow in diameter, and split the rocks. In the cnd, 
rock is dishtegrated into soluble ::~alts and unidentifiable particles that 
constitute part of the complex mixture that we call soil. 
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Soil eventually ends up in the ocean, though under natural conditions 
it may take hundreds of thousands of years in getting there. During this 
time, the minerals of the -soil will many times be taken up by plants 
(Fig. 34-2) and, as often, returned to the soil when the plants are de
composed by microbes. On the way to the sea, the minerals may take 
many a side trip through animal protoplasm, but their ultimate fate 
remains the same. 

The path of the minerals from mountainside to ocean is much the 
same as that of their motive force, flowing water. But here the similarity 
between the water cycle and the mineral cycle ends. Minerals are not 
volatile; hence, they cannot he returned to the land by evaporation 
and subsequent condensation as water is. Once in the ocean, the minerals 
are there to stay. The relatively insoluble ones precipitate to the bottom, 
while the more soluble ones (principally NaCI) remain in solution, thus 
making the on·an salty. The ocean is a dead end-almost. Geologically 
speaking, the ocean basins are not entirely permanent. Over periods 
of millions of years, the mountains and parts of the- ocean basins slowly 
change places, the mountains weathering away to plains which some
times become submerged under the ocean, as what was once ocean 
bottom is pushed up to become mountains. One sees the evidence of 
these changes in the abundance of marine shells found imbedded in 
the strata of present-day mountains which, under the influence of 
weathering forces, are giving up their materials to the seas from which 
they came. 

Geologically speaking, minerals move in this cycle. But it seems to be 
not quite perfect; the return is not complete. As a result, minerals arc 
gradually accumulating in the ocean and in its beds. There is good 
evidence that the ocean was a body of frrsh water many millions of 
years ago and that its present saltiness is the result of the continuous 
and gradual accumulation of minerals from the land. 

206. The Vicissitudes of the Soil 

Soil is an undefinable material, though "we all know what we mean" 
by the term. It is composed of a variable mixture of minerals, rock 
particles, clay, and animal and plant tissues in various stages of de
composition. One of its most important characteristics is its texture. 
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Good soil is more or less loose and spongy, not compacted like clay 
which is not soil. What is properly called soil is only a thin layer in 
most parts of the world, underlain by sub .roil (usually clay) and rocks. In 

Fig. 34-3. An approaching dust storm. High winds hav(' lifted tons of soil from the' 
hare e'arth. Photo taken nt·ar Lamar, Colorado, May, 1937. (Courtesy of U. S. Soil 

Conservation Service.) 

the United Statt"s, the average thickness of the soil layer is about seven 
inches. • 

The texture of soil is the result of the accumulated effects of many 
hundred~ of generations ()f plant growth. Every growing season, the 
hundreds of miles of tiny roots and root hairs of each plant (recall 
~ 154) divide and subdivide the soil particles. Traces of their activities 
rcmain in following scasons. In addition, many small animals, such as 
earthworms, are constantly "plowing" and turning over the soil. 

Soil is necessary for plant growth; reciprocally, plants are necessary 
for the stabilization of soil. In the absence of adequate ground cover, 
winds may sweep up the soil (Fig. 34-3) and blow it for hundreds of 
miles. Extensive damage by wind erosion was unknown in the United 
States until May 12, 1934, when the first of a series of great wind storms 
swept acro.>s the plains region immediately cast of the Rocky Moun
tains. The first storm carried an estimated 300 million tons of soil into 
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the eastern slates. Since that time, rep(>ated dust storms have carried 

more soil from the "Dust Bowl" to points as far east as New York City. 
It would he shallow thinking that would place the blame for these dust 

the lOjf"Oil. ''"'""'stony •ut1w1l whi<·n 
will not support the growth of plants and, hence, is subject to furtht•r erosion. (Courtesy 

of ll. S. Soil Conservation Scrvict'.) 

storms on high winds alone. Winds of equal velocity have swept the 
Great Plains for centuries, at least. The damage wrought by the winds 

since 1934 have been the result of the paucity of ground cover. The 
Dust Bowl has paid the price of the "clean farming" practices that were 
used in growing seasonal grains in a region that once had a year-round 
cover of prairie grass. Competent soil experts maintain that thousands 

of acres in western Kansas, Texas, and neighboring states should not 
be farmed at all but should be used only for carefully protected pasturage. 

Less spectacular than wind erosion, but quantitatively more im

portant, is erosion by water. Figure 34-4 shows a field whose dark top
soil has been completely removed in spots, leaving only a stony subsoil 
at th!C surface. Vegetation has little chance of getting started on such 

ground. In the absence of the soil-binding activities of roots, the sub
soil will be eroded even further by future rains. Thus is a vicious circle 

established, a circle which often has no ending until large areas of agri
cultural land have been ruined beyond the possibility of reclamation 

(Fig. 34-5). The steeper the gradient, the heavier the rainfall, and the 
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deaner the farming, the greater is the damage wrought by water gullies. 
Large areas in the southeastern part of the United States have been 
completely removed from tht> cultivable category as a result of man's 

Fig. 34-5. Twenty-six years before the photograph was taken, this gulch did not exist. 
Such rapid erosion is likdy to occur whrrev<"r dean firming or ovt•rpasturing is p!'r
mitted to extend to tht· V<"ry edg<" of any tTf"<"k or rivuh•L Onn• ero~ion has procr!'"dr"d 
this far, not ew·n hcrok measures ran rt•l'laim tht:> land. Thr •nos\ one c,m strivf" fm 

is a stalt•mat•·. (Courtr~y of U.S. Soil Conserv.ttion Servin·.) 

improper farming activities. In Stewart County, Georgia, there is one 
(in)famous gully that now covers 3000 acres and is 200 feet deep in 
places. This gully had its beginning about 1900 at the side of a barn 
where the water dripping from a barn roof started a rivulet which, 
unattended by man, grew steadily in length and breadth until it reached 
its present Gargantuan proportions. Whole farms have disappeared into 
this eroding chasm. One observer, viewing the scene of devastation, 
remarked that it could only be compared with the Yellowstone Canyon. 

What happens to the soil that is removed by eroding waters? Its im
mediate effect is to make muddy the streams into which it enters. As 
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these streams flow along, they deposit their detritus on river bottoms 

downstream. A certain amount of such deposition is, of course, normal, 
and moderate deposits increase the fertility of the bottom lands where 

Fig. 34-6. The bouom eight-foot-thick s<'ction is a fine-grained soil whos(' deposition 
required an rstimated 10,000 years. With tht.' beginning of agriculture in the drain.;~.gc 
shed a hove, there began the deposition of silty soil from flood waters that periodically 
overflowed the land. The top eight feet of soil (above the dark line) were deposited in 
only seventy years. This soil is coarsdy and irregularly granular and is of rnuch pourer 
<JUality than the slowly deposited soil be-low it. (Courtesy of U. S. Soil Conservation 

Service.) 

they are laid down. Under prcagricultural conditions, great floods arr 
rare in regions of moderate rainfall, and the rate of deposition of soil 
on bottomlands is slow. With the coming of agriculture in the upper 
reaches of a river system, the water-holding capacity of the land is de
creased and, as a consequence, floods become more frequent and more 
devastating to the areas downstream. Figure 34-6 shows clearly the 
effects of the inundation of land following the initiation of agri
culture. The rocky soil visible in the top half of the illustration is a dep-
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ostlton of a sort which the downstream farmer would just as soon not 
have. What the farmer upstream has lost is in no sense a gain to the 
farmer below him. 

Fig. 34~7, One flood was enough to half bury this farmhouse under silt washed down 
from improperly fanned lands upstream. The deposit in this case was almost pUT(" sand, 
valueless for farming, There was no reroursc hut to abandon the farm. (Courtesy of 

L'. S. Soil Conservation Service.) 

Under flood conditions, not only arc farmlijnds damaged, but homes 
are also ruined (Fig. 34~7). In many cases, it is uneconomical to try 
to reclaim flood-damaged buildings. When the effort of salvaging build~ 
ings is deemed worth while, it entails an amount of labor that can 
scarcely be appreciated by one who has not Jived through a flood. 
Months of moving of dirt, cleaning of surfaces, and replacing of dam
aged structures arc required before buildings are habitable again. 

An incidental, but by no means inconsequential, effect of increased 
nosion is the increase in the rate of obsolescence of dams. Figure 34~R 
shows two views of a dammed pond taken only a few years apart. The 
total useful life of this body of water was only fourteen years. In this 
short space of time, the silt deposited behind the dam rendered it 
virtually useless either for water storage or for water power. It should 
be realized, of course, that such a fate is in store for all dammed areas. 
A lake is only a temporary affair, geologically speaking. Ultimately, it 
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Fig. 34-8, In ll'fl yean' time, the attractive man-made lake shown in the top photo 
W.!~ th:tngt"d Lo th(' rnan-m:uk mar,h •,hown lH'IHW, <IS ,j]t w.l'> •kpo,iterl lrom ;1 

stream whid1 dtain('(] improperly·l~rmnl and o\t:rhnnhcrcd lands upstrC<lm. 
(Courte~y of U. S. Soil Conservation Service.) 

either loses its barrier of earth at the lower end, or fills up with silt 
from the upper. A lake made by a dam is no different from any other 
lake. However, it makes a great difference to man how soon the dam's 
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fate overtakes it. Whe-n the lands on the banks of the hf'adwaters are 

properly managed, "temporary" may mean a hundred or a thousand 
years for the artifidal lake. \Vith eroding drainage basins, "temporary" 

Fig. 34·9. Lumbt·rin~ and fin• have rt"durcd the ground cover to such an extent that 
t·ro~ion, visible in th<· fnrt"ground, ran rontiinlt" ;1lmost without natural impediment. 

(Cnmtesy nf ll. S. l'orl".<t .'-1<-rvin·.) 

may mean fourteen years, as in the instance pictured. The economtc 

advanta)..';es of extcndin.!s the duration of temjJOrary an~ obvious. 
\\-'hen soil is lost, floods become more frequent and of greater severity. 

Seven inches of good soil is seven inches of sponge that can absorb a 

great de<tl of precipitation. Remove the soil and one is left with clayey 
.~ubsoil ("hardpan'') or rock, rithcr Df which sht>ds rain readily. Even 
under ideal conditions, tloods occur. Hut with the absorbent soil stripped 

off tlw hardpan. floods occur oftener and arc greater in volume. 
The removal of forests, whether by the hand of man or by fire, grf'atly 

increases the danger of Hoods downstream. The roots of tre-es and all 
the other plants associated with them hold the soil in place. Once the 

tops of the plants are gont>, the root systems become decayed, and no 
longer can they play their soil·binding role. In Figure 34·9, is a picture 
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of what was once a fort"st. The ground was first laid hare by lumbering, 
then by a fire. The signs of beginning erosion in the foreground should 
be noted. One forest fire may result not only in the loss of millions of 
dollars' worth of timber, but, by permitting subsequent erosion, may 
cause increased flood damage in the lands bdow. So great a quantity 
of soil may be lost from the denuded forest land that hundreds of years 
will be required to reproduce the mature forest. During all of this time, 
the costly consequences of the erosion of bare areas, as described above, 
must be endured. 

207. Further Consequences of Erosion 

It is customary to express loss in terms of money. Following that 
custom, we may report that a reliable estimate plac<"S the annual losses 
due to erosion in the United States at around one billion dollars. How
ever, since money-figures have come to he almost meaningless in our 
prf'sent world, let us see what the human consequences of erosion are. 

There a.rc not only soil-erosion proces.<>es; there are also soil-making 
procf'sses. We must know what the comparative rates of these two are 
before we concern ourselves about los.">es. 

TABLE 34·1 
TilE CALCULATED TIME REQUIRED TO REMOVE 7 INCHES OF ToPSOIL FROM 

AN ERODIBLE SorL TN THE Sotri'HERN APPALACITIAN REGION. SLOPE: TEN PER 

CENT. (FROM BENNErr, 1947.) 

TYPE GROUND C:oVF.R 

Virgin forest 
Gra-,s 

Rotation cropping 
(:otton 

Bare ground 

YEARS TO CoMJ>LF.TR REMOVAL 

OF SEVEN INCITES 01' Sou. 
575,000 

82,150 
110 

46 
18 

The rate of soil t>rosion is greatly influenced by the type of ground 
covt'r, as Table 34-1 indicates. On one particular pit'Ce of land, the 
time required for the removal of seven inches of topsoil ranges from 
about one-half million years with a forest cover, to only eighteen years 
for bare soil. These estimates are fairly accurate. They are made by 
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collecting all the run-off water from a measured area of soil for a given 
period of time, determining the weight of solid material in the run-off, 
and from this, calculating the time necessary to remove any given quan
tity of soil. These mcasurcmt"nts arc capable of considerable precision. 

What is the rate of soil formation? It can be readily appreciated that 
here we are up against operational difficulties in determining the facts. 
The formation of soil is slow- that we know. It is difficult to determine 
small increments-deposits of the order of thousandths of inches
added to some seven inches of loose, difficult-to-measure, soil. Such 
measurements as have been made indicate that the rate of soil forma
tion is probably distinctly below one-half inch per century. In other 
words, if a given piece of ground had bet"n completely denuded of top
soil at the titnt" of the birth of Christ, it would only by now have finally 
accumulated its normal seven inches of soil. ... The f:"rror of this esti
mate is not determinable, but it is much more likely that the stated 
period of time is an underestimate rather than an overestimate. 

In many parts_ of the country, our "expenditure" of soil is greater 
than our "income," The consequences of this situation, whf:"n long con
tinued, ramify in all directions, far beyond the bounds of biology as 
conventionally defined. Loss of soil fertility means diminished crops, 
which mt·ans less income for the farmer, and higher prices for food for 
the city-dweller. Lowt'r income in the farming group means social dis
organization leading to emigration of tht" younger generation to the 

• cities m· migration of whole familiC's to new areas. 0\ci land may have 
to be abandoned completely, and the prt>ssurc of population may result 
in making farms of "marginal land" that were better le-ft in grass or 
forest, with a resultant further increase in erosion and its attendant 
problems. 

The increased load of soil dumped into streams from eroding lands 
. makes the watf'r more opaque, thus cutting down on photosynthesis hy 
·water plants. One needs only to look at the Pyramid of Protoplasm 
(Fig. 32-5) to appreciate' the consequences of an increasC' in the opacity 
of the water. The piling up of mud deposits behind dams cuts down on 
their water storage capacity and, ultimately, on electric power produc
tion. These arc but a few of the consequences of uncontrolled erosion. 
They all add up to diminished prosperity, not only for the farmer, but 
for all of us. 
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208. What Can Be Done About Soil? 

The problems of controlling C'rosion arc many and complex, depend

mg on such factors as type of soil, type of crops, design of cultivation 

Fig. 34·10. Contour farming. By such means, is the soil conse-rved and, in the long 
run, farm income incn·ascd. Frequently, successful contour farming- can he carried 
on only by combined operations on more than one farm. (Courtesy of U. S . .Soil 

Conservation .Service.) 

integrated discussion of these factors, we can lwst refer the interested 
reader to Bennett's liule book on soil conscrvation, cited at the end 

of the chapter. 
Since the passage of the National Soil Conservation Act of 1935, the 

must influential force in the field has been the Soil Conservation Service. 
This agency has proceeded slowly, using persuasion more than force. 

In about ten years' time, roughly ten per cent of the agricultural land 
in the United States has bt'en brought under sound management. This 

rate of progress is dangerously slow, were the t·ate not to increase, but 
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momentum has been gained, and, given public support, the rate of 
progress can be increased. A few examples of the sort of measures being 
taken will be given. 

l<"ig. :H-11. Instead ol a dangerously erodmg guuy, tms 1armer naMa uau·a<.:•c puuu, 
thanks to the l"arth-fill dam. Th<" pond has bel?n stockod with fish and is now a source 

of food <1nd r<"cr<"atinn. (Courtesy of U.S. Soil Con~erv<ltion Service.) 

Marginal lands arc being purchased and removed from farming, thus 
helping to protect neighboring lands from erosion and lands downstream 
from unwanted deposition. The planting of farms is, with the coopera
tion of the owners, being replanned so as to make use of sound erosion
control principles. Figure 34-10 shows land that is farmed "on the 

··contour," thus minimizing both soil losses and water losses. How con
touring and interspersing dense-standing crops, such as vetch, between 
"clean-row" crops, such as cotton, can decrease the soil and water 
losses are shown by Table 34-2. 

The rational planning of a farm frequently involves retiring some 
more erodible areas from crop production. Such areas can usually be 
either turned into ponds (Fig. 34-11) or into wooded or shrubby areas 
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TABLE 34-2 
WATER AND SOIL LOSSES FROM THE SAME LocALITY UNDER DIFFERENT SYS

TEMS OF fARMING. (MODll'IED FROM BENNF.TI', 1947 .) 

PLANTINGS 

Cotton, in straight rows 
Cotton, in contoured rows 
Cotton, and wtch, interspersed 

in contoured rows. 

SOIL Los.«, 
ToNs PER AcRE 

28 
17 

I 

WATER Loss, 
PER CENT 

18 
9 

3 

(Fig. 34-12). In either case, a local region suited to wild life is thus 
created which can be not only a source of plf'asure but also of a small 
income derived from fish or from game birds. It might be thought that 
the removal of areas from conventional farming would decrease the 
farmer's income. A survey of some nint> thousand farmers who had, 
for sevl"ral yl"ars, cooperated with the Soil f'..onservation Service in 
t·arrying out such plans revealed that their income had actually in
creased by thirty-four per cent, in spite of the fact that they were farm
ing fewer acres than they were before the Service stepped into the 
picture. 

The rational exploitation of our forests is further from achievement. 
At the present time, most foresting is dune on a one hundred per cent 
cutting basis, and the rate of removal far exceeds tht• rate of replace
llll;'llt through growth. Other nations have forestry policies that make 
mandatory harvf'sting on a sustained yield basis. With respect to our 
forests, we arc still proceeding unde-r the spell of the "Myth of Inex
haustibility." It is not easy, at the moment, to sec how we arc to suc
ceed in basing our forestry practices on a saner philosophy, because so 
much more than biology is involved in our problem. In the short run, 
it is more expensive to cut only a scattered fraction of the trees in a 
.~tand, instead of razing the whole forest to the ground. In the long run! 
a partial harvest is the only kind that will pay. Unfortunately, each 
lumbering firm, under the pressure of competition, must carry out 
operations that make short-term economic SC'n~e. Long-term policies 
will be adopted only when the public is aroused to see its own interest 
and becomes willing to pay the cost (in one way or another) of the 
adoption of long-term policies. Only so, will our forests be made penna-
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Fig .. 34-12. A barren, eroding hillside converted into an attractive refuge for wildlife. 
Only two and a half years elapsed between the taking of these two photographs. 

(Courtesy of U. S. Soil Conservation Service.) 

nent sources of wealth and bcauly; only so, will wild life be maintained 
and the ust>ful life of our dams extended. 

One of the great difficulties standing in the path of sound conserva-
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tion programs is a psychological one. To the city-dweller-and most 
of us are town- and city-dwellers now-the farm and the forest seem 
remote places inhabited by strange people who are unaware of the 
superiorities of urban life. Most city-dwellers act as if what occurs on 
a farm or in a forest a thousand miles away does not concern them. Yet 
all of us are genuinely dependent on the biological productivity of the 
soil for our continued existence. It is doubtful if any nation can long 
survive that is not keenly aware of its rural problems, No nation die~ 
of a single wound. But it seems likely that erosion, and all its attendant 
ills, has contributed significantly to the downfall of many nations in 
the past. It can happm here, too. 

How do we stand at present? A balance sheet struck in 1947 gave 
this picture of the United States: 

Farm and grazing land essentially ruined ... 282 million acres. 
Land imminently threatened with ruin by erosion ... 775 million 

acres. 
Good land, at present not seriously threatened . , . 460 million 

acres. 
We are not down to our last shirt yet, but neither is there excuse for 

complacence. The destructive activities of man are of hurricane swift
ness. The constructive actions of nature are as gentle zephyrs. To con
tinue to exist at a high level of prosperity, we must equilibrate one 
force with the other. Only one is capable of significant modification. 

209. The Logic of Conservation 

A population of organisms, multiplying in a finite environment, in
creases rapidly at first, and then more gradually, ultimately arriving 
at a relatively constant number (Fig. 34-14). We say relatively because 
there usually are fluctuations, due perhaps to seasonal fluctuations in 
the environment. Over a long period of time, however, there is a limit 
which the population does not pass. This sort of population curve ha<~ 
been verified in hundreds of species of plants and animals that have 
been grown in the laboratory in known, finite, environments. The veri
fication of this curve in less definitely confined nature is more difficult 
because of the problem of taking accurate censuses; but, in so far as the 
data permit us to judge, the same general sort of curve holds for natural 
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populations. Granted that a pop lation exists in a finite, relatively con
stant environment, it is not easy to conceive of any other type of curve 
of population increase. 

This curve may be called an S.-curve, because it resembles a some
what distorted S. What is the r ason for its shape? We can answer this 
if we first remind ourselves of th potentiality for reproduction possessed 
by all kinds of organisms. To t ke a specific example, consider the re
production of a bacterial spec· , the members of which divide once 

Numbcroa 
of 

organisme 

'POTENTIAL MULTIP1.1CATION 

OF ANY ORGANISM 

Time 

Fig. S4-13. Or, as the matter was put by the English clergyman, Thomas Malthus, 
in 1798: "Population, when unchecked, increases in a geometrical ratio." . 

every hour. Beginning with one bacterium at one o'clock, there would 
be two bacterial cells at two o'clock; four at three o'clock; eight at 
four o'clock; then 16, 32, 64, etc. There is, inherent in the organism 
itself, no limit to reproduction; the organism is potentially capable of 
increasing indefinitely (Fig. 34-13). Though the rate of increase (doubling 
every hour, in this case) is constant, the absolutt amounJ of increase in· 
_creases steadi.ly. This sort of a potential multiplication curve is char· 
acteristic of all organisms, be they bacteria or elephants. A bacterial 
population can easily double in size every hour; a population of ele· 
phants may take twenty years to double. The only essential difference 
between the two curves is in values written along the time axis. 

But no population increases in this fashion for long. Why? The answers 
are different for different populations. One population may be held in 
check by a scarcity of food, another by the accumulation of poisonous 
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waste products, others by cannibalism. Whatever the particular cause, 
the general cause is the finiteness of the environment. The potential 
rate of increase, leading to a population of infinite size, cannot be 
realized in an environment of finite extent. The environment may be 
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Fig. 34-14. Thr growth of any population of organism.~ in 
an csscntialJy constant. finill' t'nvironmcnt. 

a test tube, a flask, a lake, an ocean, or the entire world, but no organism 
that we know of has an infinite universe available to it. 

The potential rate of increase cannot, in a finite universe, be main
tained for long. The growing lack of food, the accumulation of waste 
products, or the increase in cannibalism (or other forms of self-destruc
tion) gradually causes the rate of population-increase to decrease. Ulti
mately, the population ceases to increase at all. Result: the S-shapcd 
cuiVe (see now Fig. 34-15). 

Mathematicians tell us that the rate of increase of a curve at any 
particular point is given by the slope of the tangent to the curve at 
that point (Fig. 34-15). This makes intuitive sense. When we examine 
the S-shaped population curve, we see that the rate of increase increa.l'f.l' 

up to a certain point, which we call the Turning Point, after which it 
decrea'lt"s until it is nearly, or quite, zero. The first part of the popula~ 
tion curve, which we might call the Region of Unhindered Multi
plication, corresponds to the time during which the potential rate of 
increao:;e is nearly, or quite, realized. The second half of the curve, the 
Region of Decreasing Multiplication, corresponds to the time during 
which a complex of factors which we might collectively refer to as 
environmental resistance (increase of wastes; decrease of food; in-
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crease of self-destruction) g:ains the upper hand and ultimately puts an 
end to the increase in population. 

With no important exceptions, all populations of organism<>, in the 
laboratory or "in nature," increase a~ indicated by the population curve 

Number 
of 

ortani•rns 

'Population -~U~m~;·~---------· ---------------~------------

nccion of 
dccrc .. int multiplication 

f•l---- Tu.rning point 

} 
Region of 
LU1hindcrcd mu.ltiplic:ation 

Time 

Fig. 34:-15. :\tldlysis nf the populatio11-growth o.:urve. 

in Figure 34-14. Consider tho:re organisms that man wishes to exploit: 
the fishes of the sea, lumber trees, and wild game (to some extent). 
How can man best exploit them? That is, how can he harvest the 
largest numbcn; of them year after year? Obviously, the harvesting rate 
must not exceed the maximum rate of increase of the population. The 
maximum rate of incrt'ase of the population exists in the neighborhood 
of the turning point of the population. If n;an tries to harvest at a 
greater rate, his activities will drive the population to lower and lower 
levels until (unless he mends his ways) the population will be extin
guished. If he harvests at much less than this rate, he is needlessly 
sentimental about the importance of conservation. 

In the t•arly days of the so-called "conservation movement," there 
were many enlhusiasts who spoke as if conservation were an end in 
"itself, as if the maximum population (of fish, wild fowl, or whatever) 
were ipso jaclo the most desirable. There has now come about a change 
of attitude, a realization that man's own interests are paramount. The 
aim of conservation is to serve man. The preservation of large, but not 
maximum, populations of the exploited species is the best way to do this. 
How large a particular population should be, it is difficult to say. It is 
hard to determine the size of a population that exists outside the labora-
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tory, particularly if it is a population of motile and elusive animals. It 
is evr:-n harder to determine its rate of im·rease and its population curve. 
Nevertheless, we now have a clear idea of where the problems lie. By 
way of generalization, we may say that the problems of conservation can 
be divided into two categories: 

a. The determination of the facts, i.e., the population curve for 
each species, and the extent of the uncontrollable fluctuations for 
which our exploitation policy should allow. 

b. The control of human exploitation of the natural popula
tions, either by appeals to conscience, by the encouragement of self
regulation among the exploiten~, or by the imposition of restrictive 
laws by society as a whole. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

34-1. Diagram thl· water cydl:', including thl" following facto11'1; r-vaporntion from 
wak:r surfru.'eS, from soil, from plant kav{·s; predpitation; streams, ground water, 
~prings, wells. 

34-2. How d(J('S the mineral cycle ditft'T from tht' walt~r cycle? 
34-3. What evil dfeclS follow too great erosion? 
34-4. What factors may cause great erosion? 
34-5. What measures may be used to rontrol eTOilion? List as many a~ you can. 
34-6. What is the eventual fate of aJI dam ponds? 
.34-7. What i3 the average thickness of the soil in the United St..ttt~~? 

34-8. Which can be more eWJily determim .. -d; the rate of 110il erosion, or the rate of 
soil formation? Explain. 

34-9. About how fast i~ !!Oil formed, according to the estimate givl'n in tht' text? 
34-10. Why should a sport fisherman concern himself with the occurrence of fort•st 

lires? 
34-11. "Flood control" is frequently concerned with making the levee!l of riven; 

higher. What more fundamental measures should be taken? 
34-12. What percentage of the farm and grazing land in the United States is con-

sidered essentially ruined? · 
34-13. What is the shape of the population curve for a population growing in an 

unlimited C'nvironment? 
34-14. What is the shape of the population curve for a population growing in a finite 

environment? 
34-15. Do you think that the population curve for humans will conform, in shape, to 

the general curve? Justify your answer. 
34-16. What factors constitute trwironmental resistanct for the human population? 
34-17. Characterize the modern theory of conservation. 
34-18. What are the prinl"ipal difficuhies in the way of instituting a sound program 

of conservation of a population of planlS or animals in the wild? 
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Chapter XXXV 

Evolution: The Stability Factor 

210. The Utility of Abstractions in Science 

We have seen something of the dependence of organisms on t"nviron
mental conditions and of the dependence of all organisms upon the 
finite supply of energy furnished the world by the sun. The world is nut 
infinite or inexhaustible. The struggle for existence, as the physicist, 
Boltzmann, put it, is the struggle for free energy. Thill struggle has taken 
place not only between individuals, but between species. In the course 
of geologic time, in response to the challenge of that struggle, species 
have changed. The appearance of new forms, descended from ancestors 
that were different, is called evolution (Latin cvolvo, to unroll; el!l!/u

lionis, an unrolling of a scroll). 
In taking up the subject of evolution, we shall make certain abstrac

tions. Abstractions are always, by definition, false to nature, but their 
use makes for clarity of thought and the ultimate solution of natural 
problems. In mechanics, we make the abstraction of a body subject to 
no forces and1 then, ask what will happen if a single force of a certain 
directed magnitude acts upon this body for a specified time. There is, 
in nature, no body that is acted upon by no force, not even any that is 
acted upon by a single force. By the basic law of gravity, which one 
must assume in physics, every body affects every other body at all times. 
But the human mind is incapable of dealing with the world in its full 
complexity. We abstract certain forces or variables from the world and 
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consider them alone, that is, we ignore for the moment all the others. 
By introducing objects or variables one-by-one into our abstract sys
tem, we end up with a system that is sufficiently like the real world so 
that we can, from it, predict what will happen in a natural problem. 
In the end, abstraction, properly conceived, "pays off." This is our 
excuse for making abstractions. 

In considering the mechanism of evolution, we shall make analogous 
abstractions. The unit of discourse will no longer be the individual 
organism. Instead, when di!oleussing problems of evolution, the unit is a 
population of organisms of the same species, organisms that are 
capable of breeding with each other. We shall first assume a population 
subject to no forces and see how it behaves. Then, we shall ask our
selves what will happen if l'<.•rtain force<>, taken singly, act upon the 
population? 

211. The Stability of the Gene Frequency 

Let us take a hypothetical, but highly possible, case. Some fruit flies 
have shorter than normal wings due to a gene called "miniature," 
the symbol for which is m. The wild-type fly, with long wings, is of the 
genotype MM. M is dominant tom. 

Suppose we cross one wild-type fly to a miniature fly and keep all the 
offspring, while keeping the generations separate. We would expect 
results like these: ~ 

Parents 1 MM 1 mm 
F 1 100 Mm 
F2 1,250 MM 2,500 Mm 
F, ? 

(mated among themselves) 
1,250 mm 

What will the F 3 be like? Plainly, we arc up against a more difficult 
problem, became there are three different genotypes in the F2, and we 
don't know which will mate with which. However, we do not need to 
know. By the condition of our preliminary assumption of no forces 
operating on the population, we must a~~ume that there is no preference 
of one kind of fly for another. Preference would amount to a force. (We 
defer consideration of forces to the next chapter.) If there is no pref
erence, ma«ng is at random, 

Our initial abstraction of no forces operating on the population im-
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plif's a further assumption: all flies produce the same numbrr of gamrtc<~, 
that is, all genotypes ar<' equally fertile. If all flies produce the same 
number of gametes, and all matings arc at random, then, WC' may say 
that the c:oming together of gametes is also at random, with the restric
tion that a sperm t·an unite only with an rgg and vic:c versa. TherefOre, 
to know the probability of two spe-dfied typl"s of gametes coming to
gether, we need only know their relative frequency. That is now to he 
determined. 

Sinct', by hypothesis, all flies producr the same number of gamPtcs, 
we shall assume, for simplicity, that each fly produn·s exactly two 
gamct<'s. Every gamC'tc ifl rithcr A1 or m. What is the relative frequent'y 
of thf' two typrs? We count them up: 

1,250 MM flies produce 2,500 AI gaml't('~ and 0 m g<llll('lf'S 

2,500 Mm llies produn· 2,500 AI gamete~ and 2,500 m gameh's 
1,250 mm Rie~ produce 0 1\1 gametes and 2,500 m gametes 

TOTALS 5,000 AI gametes and 5,000 m gametes 

In other words, one-half of the gamf"tcs arc AI and one-half an· m. 

What will happen if these gamt·te~. in these relative frequencies, mate 
at random? We may, for convenience in visualizing the .situation, imaginl' 
that we have two gene pool.~, one of male gametes, half of which arc 
M, the other half being m; and the- other are female ganwtes, half A/, 
half m. A zygote is 10rmcd when we draw one gamete from each pool. 

What is the- probability of drawing gamete~ that will product' an 
MM zygote? Thi~ is the probability of drawing an M gamC'tc from Oil(' 

pool (=!);multiplied ~y (recall the Product Rule,§ 178) the probability 
of drawing an M from the other pool ( = ~-); that is, ~ X ~ = !. 'l'hcrc
forc, l of the offSpring in the next gmnation will be AIM. 

By similar reasoning, l will be mm. 
What of the hctcrozygotes, Mm? Here we must consider two dilkrent 

cases: 

probability of M sperm (~) multiplied by probability of m t•gg 

(!);or! X ! = l 
probability of m sperm (!) multiplied by probability of A,f egg 
(>)· or 1 X 1 - 1 

2 ' 2 2 - 4. 

Since either event will result in Mm zygote, we add their prob
abilities, getting l + l = ! 
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The constitution of the F 3 generation will, therefore, be: 

lMM + !Mm '+ lmm 

Notice that the constitution of Lhr F3 ,t:eneration is the same as that of the F2• 

Obviously, the F 4 will again be the same, and !lOon indefinitely. In each 
gt"ncration, one~half of the- genf'!l will be M and onc~half will be m. 
In othrr word~, in the absence of selective forces, the gene frequency 
will remain the same indefinitely. Thi~ principle, which one might 
call the jm"nciplr qf inntia in rrolulion, is generally rf'ferred to as the Hardy
Weinberg Law.* 

212. The Calculation of Gene Frequencies~ 

The method USC'd a hove for calculating the frequency of gt"notype!l 
was rather exlt'ndcd. The calculations can he put in more compact form. 

r:J' gametes 9 gametf'S zygotes (I) 

(~ M + ~ m) . X (! M + ! m) ~AlAI+ ! Mm + ! mm 

Or, since hath "gt·nc pools" arc the same: 

(j AI + ] m)' ~ (])W MM + (2)(!)(]) Mm + (])W mm (2) 
= t MM + 1 Mm + l mm 

With this simpler way of setting up the pmblr-m, we arc on th<' mad 
to finding an aUack that will solve more g:cm?·al pmblcms. Suppose we 
have a large population of equally fertile flies that show no mating 
pr<'fercnces, etc., etc., a population in which thl."' relative frt"quency of 
.. t genes is .1 and of a gencs is . 9. What will be the relative frequencies 
of the val'ious g:t~notypl."'s in the nt"xt generation? Reasoning as hefort", 
we write: 

(.1 ,1 + .9a)' ~ (.1) (.1) ;LI + (2) (.1) (.9) .Ia + (.9) (.9)aa (3) 
= .01 .1.1 + .18An + .81 aa 

'l'his is straightforward enough. Now let us gmerali::,rt the method of 

• For tht· ~Ludt•nt whose al~l"bra i8 rusty ·-as is trut> uf many cknl<'ntary Rtudcnts· · 
dw material that follow~ may proVt" rathrr "stiff." If thr student has nt'ither the' time 
nor the motivation to master the mathematical detail!!. no gn-at harm will lx· dont· if 
he ignort•s thr malh1•matk!!. providing hr is willing to aceept as trUI· thr llardy-Wdnlx-rg 
Law. Th1• .~m..-r of thi~ law must br appf('{'iatt'd in ordrr to understand the ~uecrl'ding 
1·haptrrs. 

f Rt><·all till' Jll"f'Viou.~ di:~~·u:t.~ion of tht• proet'il.~ of )l;('llt'rali:r.ation (§ 160). 
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attack by asking: What will be the frequency of the various genotypes 
if the relative frequency of A is p and of a is q, where p + q = 1? (The 
digit 1 represents totality:} By the same mrthod, we get: 

(pA + qa)' ~ p'AA + 2pqAa + q'aa (4) 

This is the Harrly-Wl'inberg Law stated in gene-ral mathematil'al 
tt>rms. It may Sf'em a colorless and uninteresting generalization, but 
with it we can do some uM:-ful things. Recall that gcnt.·s, whatever they 
are, are invisible. We cannot see them. We cannot directly count them 
or learn the relative frequency of two different alleles. Suppose A is 
dominant to a. We cannot tell AA individuals from Aa individuals pheno
typically. Phenotypically, the population is divided into two different 
groups: the group of aa organisms and another group that we may 
symbolize by writing A-, where the dash stands for an unknown gene. 

Suppose, in a particular ease, that the frequency of A- is .19 and 
of aa is .81. What arc the frequencies of the two genes? We cannot 
readily calculate them from the frequency (.19) of A-, because this is 
a mixed group, being composed of both AA and Aa individuals. But 
we can easily calculate the frequency of a from the frequency (.81) of 
aa. By equation (4), the frequency of aa is fP· The frequency of a is q 
{ = v'q2). In our particular ca<;e, q = V{f = v'JIT = .9. By way of 
a check, we know this is right because this is what we started with in 
equation (3). 

Let us take a concrete example. There is a dominant gene present 
among humans which permits its owner to ta'\te a particular chemical 
substance named phenyl-thio-carbamide, or PTC for short. This gene 
we may symbolize by T and its allele by t. A tt individual cannot taste 
PTC and is called a "nonlaster." In a particular sample of some 3600 
American whites, seventy per cent could taste PTC and thirty per cent 
could not. That is, the observed frequency ofT- was .70, of et was .30. 
What is the frequency of the two genes in that population? It should· 
be dear that we must make our calculation from the second of the two 
figures, thus: 

Frequency oft = v'Freq. of tt = VTo ~ .55 

p + q = 1 (definition) 

Hence, by difference, frequency of T = 1 - .55 .45 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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With this re;ult, we arc now in a position to calculate the relative 
frequencies of the three gcnotypt's in our population, using the Hardy~ 
Weinberg Law, equation (4). 

(.45 T + .551)' - .2 TT + .5 Tt + .311 (8) 

With this result, we could answ('r a question such afdhc following: A 
woman is a nontaster. Assuming that the ability to taste docs not in
fluence her choice of a mate, what is the probability that at least some 
of her children will be like their mother? 

The children will be like their mother only if her husband is either: 
Tl or U. The probability of her mate being the former is .5; of being 
the Iauer is .3. Since either will result in some children like their mother, 
the probability that some of the children will be like their mother is 
.5 + .3 ~ .8. 

Notice that, in solving this problem, we have as.'mmed a large number 
of children. If the woman has only a small number of children, in a 
mating with a Tt man, by chance it might happen that none of the children 
would be like thdr mother. This chance can be calculated, but doing 
so would take us too far into the realm of mathematics for our present 
purposes. The important thing, at this point, is to understand the sort 
of problem that the Hardy-Weinberg Law permits us to attack. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

35-1. Bral·hydartyly (abnormally short fingers) i~ a dominant trait. In the early 
days of genetics, a distinguished ~tatistidan remarked that, because brachydactyly was 
dominant, "in the course of time one would expect, in the abscncr of count('racting 
factors, to get three brachydactylous pt•rson~ to one normal." Critici7.t' this statement. 

35-2. Suppose that, in a given population, 64 per cent of the pt·oplc are "LaSters" 
and 36 [X"f cent are nuntal!tcrs. Which gene is the more l'ommon, thr gene for tasting 
or iu allele? 
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Evolution: The Effective Forces 

213. Mutation 

In the absence of forces, the relative frequency of each gene allele 
in a population will remain constant. What arc the forces that may 
change a gene frequency? One thinks first of mutation. If one A gene 
mutates to the a allele, the supply of A diminishes and that of a increa<>es. 
If this mutation occurs continually, this process might, by itself, be a de· 
ciding factor in determining the direction of evolution. That it is not 
will appear from the following considerations. 

1. Mutation is always opposed hy reverse mutation. If :1 ~ a, 

then A -+--- a, also occurs. The rates of the two arc seldom, if ever, 
equal, however. 

2. There an· many alleles of each gene. In introducing the sub· 
jcct of genetics, usually only two-allele cases arc studied at firsl. 
However, every gene that has been closely studied has been shown 
to have many different alleles. In Drosophila, one particular locus on 
the X-chromosome can have any of various alleles that will make for 
the following eye colors: blood, coral, eosin, cherry, tinged, buff, 
ecru, ivory, or wild type. In man, the blood types A, B, AB, and 0 
are also due to such multiple alleles. 

3. The mutation rates operating among the various multiple alleles 
bear no relation to the adaptive value of the alleles. The relative 
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magnitudes of the different rates, which seem to be constant, prob
ably bear some relationship to the internal chemistry of the gene and 
the chromosome, of which we know next to nothing. Mutation is a 
random proceBS. It does not tend to push the characteristics in one 
direction. Since, by the definition of best, only one of a set of alleles 
nm be the bt"st form of the gene, it is almost certain that mutation, 
hy itse-lf, will drive the gene type in the direction of poor adaptation. 
In summary, mutation is a nondirectional force that merely 

furnisllt"s a large amount of raw material for other forces to act upon. 

214. Migration 

Migration of members of one population into a region populated by 
another group (of the same spe:des) that has a slightly different genetic 
constitution wiii cause changes in the genetic make-up of both the im
migrant and the native populations. Considered as a force, migration 
betwecn populations of the same species acts in a conservative way, 
that is, it tends to eliminate differences that have already developed in 
partially separated but interfertile populations, or to prevent the ap
pearance of differences that might develop were the populations isolated 
from f'a<·h other. The significance of migration as an evolutionary force 
can be b<"tter understood in conjunction with a consideration of the 
isolation factor, to be discussed in § 218. 

215. Selection 

Starting with a population in which several different alle1es arc 
present, it is possible to produce a population which is almost com

. plf'tdy homozygous for any desired gene by selecting individuals pos
st>ssing the desired gene as breeding stock and discarding the others. 
Man has produced new kinds of plants and animals time after time by 
such a proees.<; of sclf'<.'tion. From a wild cabbagelike thing, he producffi 
the domestic cabbage, rutabaga, cauliflower and Brussels sprouts. From 
wild dogs, he produced strains as diverse as the Mexican chihuahua 
and the St. Bernard. These imtann·s are truly instances of evolution in 
which selection by man has bet>n the driving force. They show that 
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evolution is possible. Does evolution also occur without man's interven
tion? 

We may consider once again the case of the flies with the miniature 
wings (§ 211). At the time, we said that, in the absence of forces, the 
gene- frequency will remain the same. This is true, but it is not easy to 
prevent selective forces from operating on a population of flies. If there 
is a surplus of food, the two phenotypes may multiply almost equally 
well. But if there is an oversupply of Hies and, hence, an undersupply 
of food, the wild type will flourish more than the miniature mutant. 
Actual experiments have shown that, after one generation of competi
tion between the two, the frequency of the miniature gene will be only 
about 69 per cent of its expected frequency (i.e., the frequency pre
dicted from the Hardy-Weinberg Law). After two generations, it will 
he about (69%)2 or 48 per cent. After thret" generations, it will be (69%)3 

or 33 per cent, and so on. A<> long as the food supply is limited, the 
survival rate of the flies will be low, and the severe competition that 
resulls will insure that the miniature gene will soon be nearly, or quite, 
eliminated. In other words, under the conditions of our experiment, 
even though the experimenter does not himself select the long-winged 
flies for breeding purposes, these wild-type flies have some sort of ad
vantage over the short-winged flies. We may say that they are "selected 
by Nature," or that natural selection favors them in the struggle for 
existence. 

It should be noted, in passing, that natural selection is not an AU
or-None proposition. If man were selecting, he would probably select 
all of one type and discard all of the others. In natural selection, how
ever, there is merely a dijfermce in tile probability if survival of the compet
ing phenotypes. In any one generation, the miniature flies breed 69 
per cent as well as the wild type, which means that a great many of 
the relatively "unfit" type arc reproducing. As a matter of fact, the 
difference in survival value between miniature and long-winged flie~ 

is a rather extreme one. Most mutant alleles are almost as good as the 
wild type. Must mutant alleles produce only very slight effects and are 
only slightly selected against. Nevertheless, modern evolutionary theory, 
which is too mathematical to present here, shows that even very slight 

differences in the sei('ctive value of different alleles is enough to permit 

evolutionary processe.<> to go on. 
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216. The Theory of Evolution Briefly Stated 

The first scientifically acceptable theory of evolution was published 
in 1859 by Charles Darwin (1809-1882) in his book, The Origin of Spl'cies 
by Means of Natural Selection, or The PreservatiOn of Favored Races in the 
Stm,f!,f!.le for Life. Darwin's work is, quite properly, weighted down with 
a mass of evidence favoring the theory of evolution. However, this 
thcory, as Julian Huxley has pointed out*, has a strong deductive cle
ment in it and can be reduced to a logical system of three facts and two 
deductions, as follows: 

Fint Fart. Every species tends to increase indefinitely in num~ 
hers in a geometric manner. If, in the absence of outsidC' pressures, 
it doubles in fifteen years, it will quadruple in thirty years, and so 
on. (See § 209.) 

Secoud Fact. The actual size of the population in any species re
mains approximately the same over long periods of time. Therr may 
be considerable fluctuations about a mean value, but there is no net 
increase in numbers of individuals. 

Dl'duction 1: Therefore, there must be a struggle for existence, 
since not all the individuals that are produced can survive. 

711ird Fact. There is variation within every species. 
Deduction II: In the struggle for existence, those variants that arc 

the better adapted to their environment will reproduce in greater 
numbers than thdr less-favored contemporaries. 

217. Random Fluctuations in Gene Frequency 

In the aUsencr of effective forces, gene frequencies remain the same, 
but on(v in a large population. This amounts to a partial contradiction of the 
previously stated doctrine (§ 211 ). Following the lead of the eminent 
American geneticist, Sewall Wright, we shall show why this modilication 
is necessary and what its consequences are. 

Suppose W{' had a population of DroJophila permanently held at the 
level of o11(y 4 flies. Suppose that initially tilC' population consisted of 1 
M M, 2 kfm, and 1 mm flies. What would the next generation of four 
flies bt'? 

* Huxley, .Julian, F.vofution, Tl1r Afodrm Synth(,fi.r. New York: Harpt'"r & Brother.!, 1943, 
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According to the Hardy-Weinberg Law, it should be the same as the 
parental generation. But, since so few offspring arc produced and the 
coming-together of gametes is a chance affair, there is a good prob
ability that the next generation would not be what we have predicted. 
It might be 3 MAI and I mm; or even 4 MM; or 4 mm. Oust as, when 
flipping coins, th<'re is a good probability of getting 4 hf'ad~ in a row, 
rven though one expects. in a group of 4, to g('t 2 heads and 2 tnils.) 

Notice two facts: 
(1) In a small population, tlwrt" is a wry good prohahility that an 

initially heterozygous population will become homozygous. The 
Hardy-Weinberg Law implies permanent heterozygosity and applies 
only to large populations. Small populatiom are very likely to be
come homozygous. Once a small population becomes homm:ygous 
for a given allele, it is very likely to remain so for a long time to rome, 
because random fluctuations are no Iunger pos.~ibl<', unless mutation 
produces another allcl(', 

(2) In a small population. the fluctuations may t•ven cause the 
gene frequency to move counter to the selection pressure. In § 215, 
it was pointed out that, under competitive conditions, the reproduc
tive rate of the flies carrying the miniaturl' gene is only 69 per cent 
that of the wild-type flies. Nevertheless, an elementary knowledgC' of 
probability tells us that if we had a population that at all time!'\ con
sisted of only four flies, there would be a reasonably large chance 
that the less fit, the mm type, might actually become the predominant 
type. 
We have been vague about one word: "small." How .mud/ must a 

population be to be seriously sul~ject to the dangf'rs of random Huclua
tions of gene frequency? No cut-and-dried answer can be giV('ll to the 
question, but, roughly, one may say that a population that consists of 
as many as one hundl'f'd breeding pairs is not small in the present sensC'. 
If the number falls much below one hundred pairs, the population be
comes significantly suQjeC't to changf'.~ in gent" frequency due to random 
fluctuations. 

In Nature, most species, most of the timr, consi.'it of brN'din.L\" popula
tions that are far from small. The conclusion of the prrceding para
graphs might be of only academic interest. However, there are a number 
of instances in which there is evidence that the effect of a small hreedirw 
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population is fe"lt. We shall mention only two, one here and one in the 
following section. 

At one time there was a species of fowl, known as the "heath hen," 
that roamed over New England. With the increase in the human popu
lation, the population of heath hens became steadily smaller until, in 
the early 1900's, only a few dozen were left. Then, efforts were made to 
preserve the species, the remaining individuals being given the lx:st of 
protection. In spite of this, the last of the heath hens-a rooster-died 
in Martha's Vineyard about 1930. We do not know why a few dozen 
animals were unahle to maintain the species. But it is possible, in such 
a small group, that dcleterious alleiC's, throug:h fluctuations, reached a 
high frequmcy, thus making tlw race incapable of coping adequately 
\Vith its environment. Since heath hens arc no longer with us, this 
hypothc-sis is not capahll· of proof, but it scrv"s to make sense of this 
and similar imtancf's in which a once-numerous spedcs, when reduced 
to a fe"w score individuals, becomes extinct even though given adequate 
protection at the_last. Whatever the explanation, the moral is obvious: 
don't wait until the de\'enth hour to start conservation measures. 

213. The Role of Isolation 

Among the experit•m-es which led Darwin to concdve his theory of 
evolution, sonw of the most influential were his repeated cnl·ountcrs 
with island species of planL<> and animals that diflt·rl·d slightly, but 
definitely, frum simila1· species on nearby comincnts. The rescmhlanccs 
ht'twct·n island and mainland species indicatt·d that they were geneti
cally related. The dilfercnces between th" two suggested that evolution 
had taken plaC'c after the two populations lx·camc separated. 

Why is an island population frequently di!fermt from its probable 
mainland progenitor? The two environments frequently seem virtually 
identical, and the differences arc so frc<tucntly trivial-slight variations 
in the feathers in birds, for instance-that it St'ems unlikely that natural 
selection is the guiding force. In the light of present-day genetics, how
ever, the situation is understandable. In every case where the problem 
arises, the island is at such a distance from the mainland that migra
tion of the species from the mainland to the island must have been a 
comparatively improbable event. Being improbable, when it did occur, 
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the migration was probably one of a few individuals only. Since only a 
few individuals were involved, the relative frequencies of the alleles of 
some of their sets of gcncs were almost certain to have differed signif~ 
icantly from the stabilized frequencies of the mainland population. Con
sequently, the island population began with different gene frequencies 
which became stabilized as the island population grew larger. We would 
expect such a proccss to affect, for the most part, only relatively un~ 
important characters, ones of little selective importance, which seems 
to be exactly the case with these island populations. 

Isolation is important in another respect in that it permits a new 
type to breed true, whatever the cause of its origin. Initially, a new 
type of organism may be so like its parental strain that it can freely 
interbreed with it. If it interbreeds with it, the two types will become 
one variable species. If it is isolated from it, however, it remains a 
distinguishable type and may, from various causes, evolve further until 
an obviously new species is produced. 

219. The Role of the Environment 

Before Darwin proposed his theory of evolution, there was in existence 
a different theory called the Lamarckian theory of evolution, named 
after its originator, Jean Baptiste Lamarck (1744~1829). According to 
this theory, the environment has a more or Jess direct effect on the evolu
tion of a species through the inheritance of acquired characteristics. The 
essentials of the theory can be summarized not unfairly by the following 
well-known example. Over the course of thousands of years, the present
day long-necked giraffes have evolved from shorter-necked ancestors. 
Giraffes arc browsers; their long necks enable them to cat leaves from 
high branches. According to the Lamarckian concept, the ~:,>Teat length 
of the neck is the accumulative effect of many generations' neck-stretch
ing by giraffes. This implies that what the neck docs is somehow com
municated to the sperm and egg cells that give rise to the next genera
tion. 

The Lamarckian theory is in complete disrepute today, for two 
reasons: 

(1) Extremely numerous experiments, designed to test it, have not 
led to any repeatable results that support the Lamarckian concept. 
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(2) The Darwinian Rcheme (§ 216), which is based on a multitude 
of observable facl'l, makes any Lamarckian proposal superfluous. 

Heritable variations are due to random changes in the genes. 
These variations are exposed to the selective action of the environ
ment, and the more "fit" genes survive in greater numbers than the 
less fit. It is important to realize that fitness is defined in terms of 
the environment. There is no such thing as fitness, per se. In the regions 
of Africa where it lives, a giraffe with long legs and a long neck is 
more fit than a stubbier giraffe. If the giraffe were transported to the 
arctic tundra where all the food grows within a few inches of the 
ground, its great height would no longer make it more fit, but rather 
less. The fact that "fitness" cannot be defined, save in terms of the 
environment, is all too often lost sight of in discussions of the social 
problems connected with the inheritance of human abilities, prob
lems which will be discussed in the last chapter. 

220. Evolution as Mutual Adjustment 

Before leaving the subject of evolution, it would be wise to point out 
some dangers in the way in which we customarily speak of it. It is com
mon to use such phrases as "the evolution of man," "the evolution of 
the horse," etc., the implication being that each organism evolves in a 
vacuum, or possibly in a world in which it is the only living thing. That 
this is distinctly not true will appear from the following examples. 

There is, in the southwestern part of the United States, a flowering 
plant named rucca ji/amentosa which can be fertilized only by a single 
species of moth, Pronuba yuccasel/a. The moth gathers pollen from the 
flower by means of its highly specialized mouth parts, shapes the pollen 
into a ball, and then flies to another flower. She thrusts her sawlike 
ovipositor into the ovary of the new flower, lays an egg or two therein, 
and then "deliberately" pushes the pollen pellet down the style of the 
flower. The larvae which develop eat some, but not all, of the seeds 
that develop. The adult moth, by fertilizing the flower with pollen, 
makes seeds possible. The larval moth, by not eating all of the seeds, 
makes the continuation of the rucca species possible. The Yucca is com
pletely dependent on the Pronuba for its continued existence. And the 
moth is completely dependent on the Yucca for its continued existence. 
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Were one to die, the other, perforce, would perish. This extreme in~ 
stance of the interdependence of two species emphasizes the truth of a 
saying of Pope Sixtus V: "He that has partners has masters." 

How did such a symbiotis (Greek .rym, together; hios, life) evolve? 
There must have he-en a time when the ancf'stral plant either did not 
requir<' the services of any insect or could be fertilized by several; and 
when the ancestral insect was not absolutely df'pendent on this o!lr 
species of plant. Howevt>r the obligate symbiosis may have evolved. 
once it did dcvdop, each species of the pair was no longer free to evolw 
independently of the other. Whatever evolution the moth and th<' plant 
have undergone since that time has necessarily been a mutual evolution. 

This is an extN"mC' instance and a rare one. Less extreme instancl'!-l 
arc common. Although some pollination is brought about by wind and 
other agents, the flowt>ring plants, a.'> a group, are dt>pt>ndt'nt on the 
insects, as a group, for pollination. In turn, many of the inserts (e.f{., 
the bet's) are dt>pendcnt on m•ctar·produring flowC'r!-l for thC'ir existcnn·.* 
Evolution of the two groups has undoubtt"dly occurred together. To 
look at it anothe-r way, sueh examplcs emphasize the fact that living
organisms themselves are an important part of the environment to 
which each species, in its evolution, is sensitive. The evolution of one 
species, altering the biological environment of other species, may eaust• 
them to evolve, too. If an apposite example is wanted, think how the cvo· 
lution of man has affected the survival and evolution of other organisms. 

QUESTION."i AND PROBLEMS 

36·1. Consider a trait like th(' ability lo taSl(' PTC, which, so far as we know, is of 
no sel('ctive value. (That i~ natural s('ketion dOt·~ not "pr't'ff'r" one g('n(' to its all('k.) 
If the mutation rate ofT ~ t Wt'l't' Sf'Ven per million gamrt~·~ and of t ~ T wrn· 
one per million gam('tf"ll, whidt gt'nc would you expt-rt eventually to be tht• predominant 
one? 

36·2. In the t•xample considered above, would one gene ever compktt'ly rrplacc tht• 
other? 

36-3. Consider all the variow lyfX'S of chick('ns: White Leghorns, Plymouth Rock."~. 
hanlams, fighting fowl, etc. How did sueh animals evolve, do you suppose? What was 
the prindpal ~f'lfftiv(' ag('nt? 

"'lkcau!W of thi~ AowC'r·in.'lt'rl lit'·up, hiologi~ls look askance at tilt' indiscriminalt" 
spntying of an al't'a with DDT in an effort to gd rid of malarial mo~1uil0t'.• or otht'r 
noxious in~~t•ets. If the spraying i.~ !ltJ thorough that it kill~ nt·arly all in~ds, many tlowr-r· 
ing plants fail to !K'I !ICed that year. A~ a t'OO~~t:qucnce, the land~~eape in succeeding yt-;mc 
may bt- appre<'iably modified. Thi~ is a potential dangt'r. 
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36-4. What is meant by the tnm natural rr!ttlwll:' 

36·5. State the theory of evolution as a Sl"ries of propositions. <iiv(· t·vidence for the 
ptopositions, where evidence is needed. 

36-6. Th,.. squirrels on thl" south side of the Colorado River difl(>r slightly in mark
ings from those on th,.. north ~ide. The C.olorado River is a torrential stn-am that flows 
.til year long and has been in existence for thousands of years. The t'nvironments on the 
two ~ides of the river seem to be the samr. The dilferenl'es bl"tWl'cn the two kinds of 
Sl[Uirrds seem to be in no way related to thl' l"tJYironmt"nt. llow do you cxplain the 
difft'renres in these populations? 

36-7. Why Rhould conservation nwa~Ul"I"S [)I• institut('<[i)l•fort• a speri<-s is down to lcs.~ 

th.tn a hundrffi. breeding pairs? 
56-R. What is the Lamarckian theory of evolution? 
36-9. Why is th1• Lamarckian theory now in disfavor? 
36-lO. Deline "fitnes.~," as the term is HScd by biologists. 
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Chapter XXXVII 

Evolution: Historical and 

Circumstantial Evidence 

221. The Nature of the Historical Record 

It is a matter of common knowledge that there existed, in the past, 

plants and animals that were different from those now alive. In the 
case of vertebrates, numerous collections of bones have been found 
which, when assembled into the arrangement they once must have had, 
present us with skeletons of animals the like of which no living man ha<; 
ever seen {Fig. 37-1). Such creatures are not now living; when did they 
live? This is the historical problem of evolution. 

The remains or evidences of dead plants and animals arc called 

fossils (Latin jossilis, dug up). The problem of dating these fossils is, 
in principle, simple. Fossils are always found in sedimentary rock, i.t'., 
rock that has been formed by the laying down of sediments, as by a 
stream that is depositing its silt in a Hood plain, or at its mouth in the 
ocean. Under the proper conditions, a few plants or animals may be· 
buried in such sediments and may decompose in such a way as to leave 
traces of their existence, for instance, bones or casts of the external 
form. From these traces, or fossils, we can reconstruct a more or less 
complete picture of the appearance of the original organism. The se-

576 
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qucnce of the formalion and the uncovering of fossils are shown in 
Figure 37~2. 

Thus arc fossils formed. How is the date of their formation estimated? 
This involves two separate problems that we must keep distinct, the 
problem of relative dating, and that of absolute dating. 

Fig. 37-1. Skdeton of Tyrani)Jaurur rex, a tlrsh~eating dinosaur, with a man, for com· 
parison. Comk strips to th(' contrary notwithstanding, dinosaurs died out about On<' 

hundn·d million years befor(' man arriv('d on the earthly scene. (CIJurtrry of Amrrirm1 
Museum of Natural History.) 

From inspection of Figure 37-2, it is apparent that each later layer 
of sediment is laid on top of the earlier layers. The deeper a layer of 
sedimentary rock lies, the older it is. This principle permits us to estab~ 
!ish the relative dates of different layers of rocks and, hence, of the fossils 
found in them. 

The problem of absolute dating is not so exactly soluble. From the 
known rates of deposition of silt today and from the thicknesses of beds 
of sedimentary rocks, the approximate time required to deposit these 
sedimentary layers can be estimated. The rates of formation of sedi~ 
mentary layers are measured in fractions of an inch per year; there
for~, one can appreciate the difficulty of achieving: complete accuracy 
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in the estimation of the ages of old rocks. When a geologist says that a 
given layer of rock was formed 50,000,000 years ago, it is to be under
stood that it;; true age might be as little as 25,000,000 years, or as great 

3) Erosion unc.overing 
fossils 

Fig. 37-2. How fossils are prese!Ved. [n general, a lower bed of sedimentary rock is 
older than one above it. There are e)tceptions, due to the uptluust and ovf'rthrow of 
thick sections indd~·nt upon natural mountain-building at·tivitics, but there arc logkally 
sound ways of deducing the rl"lative dates of different layers even in these rases. Thi~ 

illustration shows the basic prinripks involv(-d in dating foNSils. 

a" 100,000,000 years. It is, however, unlikely that the error is greater 
than this. 

The problem of dating rocks has here been simplified, but not dang·el·
ously so. The technical details of such work constitute the sul~ject mattc1' 
of historical geology. As concerns the problems of evolution, the most 
important aspect is the relative dates of different layers, and this is 
known with almost absolute certainty. The absolute dating of the rocks, 
which is less accurate, is relatively less important. 

222. The Temporal Sequence of Forms 

As the various layers of rocks have been explored and their fossil 
contents noted, it has been observed that each group of organisms has 
had its period of maximum abundance, and that for each group there 
is a layer of rocks below which it has never been found. For many 
groups, such as the dinosaurs, there is a layer of rocks above which 
such fossils are never found. The apparent abundance of various groups 
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of vertebrates in different geological eras is shown in Figure 37-3, in 
which the width of the band indicates the frequency with which fossils 
:-trc encountered in each era. It will be noted that there is a general 
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· ·Like all gt>olog"ical tablt>s, this one readM from the bottom upward. The width of the 
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of the period. 

sequence of groups. Groups which are con~idercd, on morphological 
grounds, to bC' the more primitive flourished early; note that the jaw
less vertebrates were very abundant about 400 million years ago, though 
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they have now hecome a very minor group, represented only by the 
hagfishes and lampreys. The placodcrms flourished a bit later than the 
jawless vertebrates and became completely extinct by 190,000,000 B. G. 
At about the time of their e-xtinction, the reptiles became the dominant 
fonns, evolving an abundance of swimming, running, and even flying 
reptiles. The heyday of the Age of Reptiles saw the evolution of the 
dinosaurs. These later became extinct, leaving only the much les.'l spec
tacular snakes and lizards of our own day. Before the reptiles were very 

well advanced, however, the mammals and the birds evolved from 
them, though they seem not to have been very abundant until com
paratively recently, at the beginning of the "Cenozoic" era, about 55 
million years ago. Organisms that could, by any charity of definition, 
be called "man" have been in existence a scant million years. Inci
dentally, movies and comic-strips to the contrary, dinosaurs and primi
tive men failed to make each others' acquaintance by about one hundred 
million years. Too bad to spoil a good story. 

The chronicle illustrated in Figure 37-3 docs not, however, carry us 
back as far as the geologic record permits. To extend this record, we 
have Table 37-1, which should, like all records of rock depositions, be 
read from the bottom upward. Of the beginnings of life, we know noth
ing for certain. It is most likely that the first forms of living things had 
no skeletons or hard parts and, hence, could hardly be expected to 
leave any records of their existence. It is only when we come to sponges 
and radiolaria, with their various spicules and inorganic spines, that 
fossilization is likely. We have no certain record of living things before 
900 million years ago. 

The table gives only the fewest highlights of the geological record. We 
know of thousands of species that evolved, flourished, and became ex
tinct before man appeared. 

223. Comparative Anatomical Evidence of Evolution 

Modern evolutionary theory presents to our view a mechanism that 
makes evolution possible. The geologic evidence is compatible with the 
historical doctrine that present-day organisms are, in fact, evolved from 
older forms that were unlike them. As additional, circumstantial evi
dence of this evolution, there are a host of anatomical observations that 
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TABLE 37-1 
THE GEOLOGIC TIMETABLE 

C'.reologic tables of this sort are always organized to be read from bottom to 
top, which is the order in which the sedimentary rocks are laid down. 
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can be easily explained by the theory of evolution, but which scarcely 
make s<>nse otherwise. 

The external car of man, for instance, is supplied with muscles which, 

Fig. 37-4. Comparable embryonic stages of various vertebrates, as rcportd by 

in some individtt<Jb, are capable of moving the car. Tn many animal...., 
undoubtedly including the ancestors of present-day man, the ability 
to concentrate sounds by the movement of the external car is important. 

The vestigial ear muscles in modern man unquestionably arc to be ex
plained by history rather than by function. Similarly, the appendix of 
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the large intestine (Fig. 8-8) is probably a remnant of the days when our 
ancestors were entirely hf'rhivorous and had need of a fermenting 
(_·harnber for their difficult-to-digest cellulosic food. 

the Nineteenth Century Gennan naturalist-philosopher, Ernst Hl."inrkh Haeckd. 

Again, there are present in some of the large blood ves~ls of the 
body simple valves that serve to prevent the backward flow of blood. 
Some of the veins that horizontally encircle our mid-region possess such 
valves, whc:eas the leg veins returning blood from the lower regions do 
not. This distribution can scarcely be explained by function because 
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the former, horizontally running veins do not need them, whereaf! the 
lack of valves in the leg veins may lead to enlarged, or varicose, veins. 
However, from an evolutionary standpoint, the present anatomy is un· 
derstandable. Our ancestors walked on all fours, and in such a position, 
valves in the circumthoracic veins would be functional, since these 
vessels would be in a vertical plane in such an animal. But the leg veins 
would have less need for valves than they have now that we walk erect. 

These arc but a very few of the multitudinous anatomical evidences 
of f"volution. The proper appreciation of the ~xtr:-nt to which compara
tive anatomy corroborates the theory of evolution ean he gained only 
hy the detailed study thal constitutes the science of that name. 

224. Embryological Evidence of Evolution 

Developmental anatomy likewise lends support to the theory of evolution. 
The nature of the evidence is best appreciated by a close inspection of 
Figure 37·4, in which arc assembled different embryonic stages of various 
vertebrates. Notice that in the earliest stages all these embryos are very 
much alike. As they mature, they diverge from each other in appear· 
ance. Those animals which are (on other grounds) held to be closely 
related retain their resemblances longest in the embryonic stages. For 
example, the evidence dearly indkatf"s that birds evolved from rep
tiles; notice the close resemblance between their embryos. During the 
embryonic development of an organism, many structures appear to 
start out to be one thing and end up as something quite different. 
Notice, in the first row of figures, that all of the embryos show external 
signs of gills. Only in the fish are typical gills developed. In man, part 
of the presumptive gill structures become part of the middle ear. 

Facts such as these have led to the promulgation of the so·called 
Law of Recapitulation, which, in its modern form, can be stated thus: 

In its embryonic development, an organism passes through 
some of the developmental stages of an organism lower than it 
in the evolutionary scale, developing similar embryonic struc
tures which, however, may have different fates. 

This law implies a corollary: The more closely related two species are, the 
longer will the embryonic development of the two run parallel. 
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225. Chemical Evidence of Evolution 

In protoplasm, the most characteristic class of chemical compounds 
are the proteins. It is possible that many of the similarities of the pro
toplasm of different species are due to the possession of similar, perhaps 
identical, proteins, It is certain that different protoplasms have some 
proteins that are different. It is suspected that tlu protoplasm of each 
lfteries includes at leasl one unique protein. There is no proof for this state
ment, but it is a useful working hypothesis. 

The ordinary methods of chemical analysis are inadequate to dis
tinguish proteins. For this purpose, one must use the antigen-induced 
antibodies described in Chapter XXX. Through the use of the antigen
antibody reaction, it has been shown that the more closely related 
two species of organisms are, the more similar are their proteins. 
The proteins of a great many plant and animal species have been sub
jected to comparative study and, from these chemical data, have been 
("onstructcd evolutionary family trees that prove to be very similar to 
the family trees constructed on the basis of morphological considera
tions. For example, the specific proteins we call "A," "B," "M," "N," 
and "Rhesus" (see § 185-§ 187) have been found in various apes, but 
not in other mammals such as dogs and cows. On the basis of the 
evolutionary scheme, this makes sem;e, 

Probably related to chemical similarity is the phenomenon of suscep
tihility to specific diSC'ases. Contagious diseases, to be discussed in the 
nf'xt chapter, are caused by specific kinds of microbes. A given species 
of microbe can infect only a limited number of organisms. In general, 
thf' organisms that it can infect are fairly closely related species. For 
many bacterial species, the organisms need be only in the same class 
(Mammalia). This is fortunate, of course, for it makes possible the use 
of guinea pigs and rat<> in the study of human diseases. Few organisms 
can infect both cold-blooded and warm-blooded groups. Sewage laden 
with typhoid bacteria can be poured into a river without the slightest 
harm to the fish, though it can infect a whole city of humans down
stream. The most specific forms of infective agents are the viruses, sub
microscopic, possibly nonliving, but self-multiplying, proteins. Viruses 
arc usually infective only for a single species, or closely related species, 
which fact has, until recently, made research into human virus diseases 
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{such as poliomyelitis and "colds") difficult because, frequently, only 
expensive monkeys and apes could be used as experimental hosts. A 
new technique which makes virus research more promising is described 
below. 

There is evidence that the gradual differentiation of species that occurs 
during embryology involves not only the visible morphology (see again 
Fig. 37-4) but also the invisible chemical architecture. Corrdated with 
this is the fact that a disease organism that will multiply in only a few 
closely related adult species will multiply in the embryos of many 
species. If the ability of a disease organism to grow in a host is in some
direct or indirect way related to the chemical constitution of the host
and this seems a reasonable assumption-then the loss, during embryo
logical development, of an animal's ability to act as host to a disease 
organism is evidence of the gradual development of chemical specific
ities in the host. 

Of all disease organisms, a virus (if it is an organism) is the most 
specific. However, making use of the fact that embryos are far less 
specific in their effect on viruses than are adults, it has been found 
possible to grow mammalian disease viruses in the embryos of birds, 
which are quite distantly related forms. Since fertile hens' eggs are 
readily available in quantity, the embryonated egg method of culti
vation of viruses has proven a great boon to experimental work with 
viruses (see Fig. 37-5). 

226. The Genetic Explanation of Circumstantial Evidence 

Granted that each organism produces many structures and chemical 
substances that make sense only on an evolutionary hypothesis, there 
still remains a point that needs explaining. Why should an organism 
possess a structure or chemical that it does not need? Why should it 
pass through a stage which, logically, has no relationship to its adult 
requirements? Will not natural selection eliminate individuals that do 
such "foolish" things? 

In the early days of modern evolutionary theory, a great deal of 
nonsense was written about recapitulation (§ 224). The phrase "racial 
memory" was used by some to explain the phenomena. By its defini
tion, such a concept was outside the realm of provability or disprov-
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Fig. 37-5. Growing viruses in chick eggs. Inoculation (A) and several days' incubation 
(B) yield a heavily infected l'mbryo (C) from which the virus can be harwsted. (Repro

duced by courtesy of Parke, Davis and Company's Thfrapcutic Notes.) 
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ability, hence, was what modern philosophers call "non-sense" and 
no concern of rational man. We will try to avoid such a pitfall in dis
cussing the significance of the various circumstantial evidences of evolu
tion. Can anatomical and chemical relics, and embryological l'ccapitu
lation be explained in terms of what we know of genes? 

If "neutral" genes are involved-that is, genes that have no selective 
value, plus or minus-a fairly simple explanation is possible. Once a 
neutral gene is produced by mutation, it may, in a small population, 
because of the random fluctuation t"fferts (§ 21 7), rise to any frequency. 
If the population later becomes large, the gt'ne frequenty will thence
forth remain constant {Hardy-Weinberg Law). Such an explanation fiL'i 
the known distribution of the blood-group proteins (A, R, etc.) which 
have no known selective value. With suitahlr modification, this ex
planation may also explain the survival of neutral characteristics that 
were of .mrvival value to remote ancestors. 

If the genes are not neutral, other genetic facts must bt· drawn upon. 
Intensive research has led to these two generalizations: 

1. Every structure, substance, or function is the result of thl' intl'r
action of many genes. 

2. Although each gene probably eaust•s only one primary action 
(e.g., production of one enzymr that has one action), this action, 
affecting the entire complex organism, may produce many secondary 
effects. Oust as one chemical, say adrenin, injected into the body, 
may produce quite different effects in diH'erent parts of the body.) 

A structure that has survival value is probably the n·sult of the 
interaction of many genes, each of which has many effects. Some of the 
secondary effects will probably be of value, too. (If too many were of 
negative value, the responsible genes could not survive.) When, in the 
course of evolution, the primary structure ceases to have survival value, 
not all the genes contributing to its formation can be eliminated because 
some of them have other effects that arc of positive survival value. And 
so the structure (or substance, or function) persists in a more or les.'! 
modified form long after it has ceased to have survival value in the 
adult. Thus, we have ear muscles and muscles for making goose-pimples 
in adult humans, and as embryos, we start to develop gill arches but then 
"change our minds" and develop middle-ear bones instead. 

Along such lines, geneticists feel, must the persistence of structures 
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he explained. The explanation is, at present, hypothetical. But, as we 
l<'arn more of what gcnC"s arc and what they do, we should be able 
either to prove or disprove the hypothesis. It is, therefore, a scientific 
hypothesis and worth keeping in mind. 

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

37-1. What is a foosil? Explain how fossils are dated. 
37-2. Which is mort" rt"liablt', rclativt· dating or absolute dating of rocks? 
37-3. About how long has man bct·n in existence? 
37-4. What i$ tht• oldt,st rt·mrd W(" have of living things? 
37-5. How would you explain the existence of gorlllf"-pimplt'~ in man? (This is not 

t'asy!) 
37-6. What is the Law of R!•rapiiU!ation? 
37-7. Yellow-ft·vt·r virus can tx• grown in aduh mrn, l't"rtain adult monkeys, but not 

in adult chkkt·ns. It can, however, lx- grown in embryonk t·hifks. How can this fact 
k explaint·d? What bearing does it have on tht" theory of t·volution? 

37-8. What may be the grnt"tic t"xplanation of vt•stigial structures such as the rar 
mu~:ks, the appendix, and the valves in horizontal veins? 
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Chapter XXXVIII 

Evolution and Disease 

227, Evolution and "Progress" 

The modern doctrine of evolution was born into a world in which 
the idea of progress was already well established. It was natural that 
the two ideas should have become wedded in the popular mind, that 
the evolutionary series "from amoeba to man" should have been re
garded as a progres.<~ion from lower to higher forms. (Man, his own 
judge, labeled himself "higher," of course.) Geologically speaking, an 
amoeba (or things much like it) undoubtedly appeared on the earth 
long before man. But docs this mean that the one evolved from the other? 
A statement of this sort implies a straight-line relationship that facts 
do not support. The evolutionary course of development cannot be ac
curately compared to a chain (cf., "the missing link") but to a multi
tudinously branching tree with the tips of the branches representing 
present-day forms and with the more central parts of the tree con
ceived dimly, ghostlike, since they represent forms that are now ex
tinct, for the most part. If man ha'{ evolved "from" the amoeba, so has 
a flatworm, a water flea, a starfish, and a parasitic roundworm. 

There is no reason for supposing that evolution has occurred in a 
predetermined direction. In every phylum of plants and animals, there 
are some parasitic species. The parasitic species in any phylum un
questionably arose from free-living species in the same phylum and not 
from parasites of "lower" phyla. Unconsciously equating evolution with 

590 
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progress, biologists often speak of the evolution of tapeworms from free
living flatworms as a "degenerate evolution," or "degeneration"; and 
of the tapeworms as being "degenerate flatworms," Such phrases are 
best considered to be no more than figures of speech. A tapeworm can 
do things a planarian worm is incapable of doing, namely, succeed in 
Jiving and reproducing in the intestine of a man. Since the ancestors of 
the flatworms could not do this, one should hardly speak of the evolu
tion of the tapeworm as a "backward evolution." It is probably best 
not to think in terms of "forward" and "backward," of "progress" or 
"d<'gent>ration." Organisms evolve into environmental niches that are 
availabif' to them; to say more is to run a grave risk of speaking nonsense. 

228. Each Species an Environment 

We tend to think of each living thing as being surrounded by an en
vironmC'nt that is nonliving-the air, the sunshine, etc. But, when we 
reflect on the ma~ter, we realize that this simplification is not true, that 
the environment of every species includes many living things. In part, 
living things act by modifying the physical factors of the environment. 
Plants that can live only in moist shady places, e.g., many ferns and 
mosses, find such environments ready-made for them in a forest. The 
environment they require can be define-d mostly in terms of nonliving 
factors which living things happen to modify. A much closer identifica
tion of living things with the environment is found in the example of 
the moth and the rucca (§ 220) in which each species consti.tutt>s an in
dispensable part of the environment of the other. Every imtanc(" of 
symbiosis involves such an identification. 

Not only may a species be a living part of the environment of some 
other species, but it is almost inevitable that it will become such. Every 
Jiving species is made of complex organic substances that are rich in 
energy. Since the protoplasms of various species exhibit basic similarities 
(§ 164), the protoplasm of one species can be rather easily turned into 
the protopla~m of another-more easily, at any rate, than can most 
nonliving material. By its mere existence, each kind of living thing 
figuratively invites a predator or a parasite to exploit it. Each species 
{'Onstitutes a challenge to a potential parasite; it offers an opportunity 
of survival to the organism that can penetrate its defenses and utilize 
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its protoplasm. That such a challenge is always met is attested by the 
fact that every living thing ever studied ha'l br-en found to support at 
least one parasite and, iii most cases, at least one parasite that is re
stricted to the one host species. The temptation of a free meal is not 
resisted by nature. 

The free meal may be gobbled up by either a predator or a parasite. 
What is the difference between the two? Roughly speaking, we think 
of predators as eating the prey from the outside while parasites devour 
it from within. This difference, coupled with the Pyramid of Protoplasm 
principle (§ 200), means that, although a predator may be much larger 
than its prey (and often is), a parasite is necessarily smaller. If a parasite 
occupies its typical location, inside the body of the host, its physiology 
is very likely to be quite different from that of a predator. Recall that, 
in the process of digestion (Chap. VIII), complex protoplasm is broken 
down to the building blocks amino acids, fatty acids, glycr-rol, and simple 
carbohydrates. Since all protoplasm is made of these same buildin~ 
blocks, it is obvious that the particular source of the building blocks will 
not make much difference to a predator. An antelope-eating lion can 
grow just as fat on mice- if he can get enough mice. The limited range 
of predation of each predator species is determined, one might say, by 
economics. He eats anything that is worth his while bothering about. 
Predators are seldom restricted to one or even a few species of prey. 
(Though, in exercising choice, a predator is guided more often by in
herited instinct than by personal experience and reason. A rabbit could 
probably survive perfcrtly well on a diet of meat. But he does not have 
the physical equipment for catching meat on the hoof and, concom
itantly, he has instincts that direct him toward eating plant material.) 

Among parasites, specialization is the rule. A parasite is usually 
restricted to one or a few species. Liver flukes (§ 126) occur in many 
different species of vertebrates, but a given species of liver fluke is 
usually restricted to only a few species of hosts. So it is with tapeworm~ 
and many other parasitic worms. The species-specificity of parasitic 
bacteria and viruses is often even more extreme. Most bacteria that 
cause human disease can live in only a few other animals. Some para
sitic viruses seem to be restricted to man. The poliomyelitis virus grows 
naturally only in humans, though scientists have persuaded it to grow 
in a few other kinds of mammals. 
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A genuine parasite that lives inside the body of another organism has 
an opportunity to take in protoplasm that is relatively unmodified by 
digestive processes. If we extend the architectural analogy, instead of 
taking in building blocks (amino acids, etc.), a parasite takes in whole 
sections of the protoplasmic edifice-facades, rooms, wings, towers, so 
to speak. The parasite is almost always dependent on these prefab· 
rkated units, since it is unable to build the whole structure from mere 
building blocks. 

229. Adaptations of the Parasite 

Imagine a frec·living species of bacteria that "decides" to become a 
para,.ite of man. What changes will the changed mode of life entail, 
for the bacteria? We cannot answer this question with certainty because 
we have never witnessed the change frbm one mode of life to the other. 
On the experimental side, no one has succeeded in changing a free· 
living species to a parasitic one. This very lack of success becomes sug
gestive in the light of other observations cited below. 

In the soil, there are hundreds of species of bat:teria that can live if 
furnished with a single amino acid as food. If our picture of the unitary 
nature of protoplasm is correct (§ 164), these microbes can synthesize 
all the vitamins and necessary proteins from simple amino acids. In so 
far as laboratory workers have checked this prediction, it has been 
fOund to be true. 

What of the disease-producing, or pathogenic, microbes? It has been 
IOund that, for pathogenic bacteria, a simple medium such as one con· 
taining a single amino acid will not at all suffice in culturing them. In
stead, wht'n the culture of parasitic bacteria was first attempted, it was 
found to be neces.-.ary to furnish the parasites with such complex mixtures 
as whole blood or macerated brain tissue. When chemists tackled the 
problem of growing the parasites in a medium containing only known 
substances ("a well·dt'fined medium"), it was found that whole blood, brain 
lissue, etc., could be dispensed with only if a very complicated mixture 
of many amino acids and many vitamins was furnished them. Different 
~pedes of parasites had to be furnished different vitamins and amino 
adds. Almost without exception, parasitic microbes are unable to 
carry out many of the syntheses essential to life. They can survive 
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only because their hosts furnish them with the substances they need, 
that is, with "prefabricated units" instead of mere "building blocks." 

Is this incompetence of the parasite due to failure to evolve from 
parasitism to independence, or to "degeneration" from a free-living 
condition? SinC'e parasites are very species-specific, and since the host 
species have, in any case, been on the earth only a short time (e.g., 
1,000,000 years in the case of man), we must suppose that we are deal
ing with degeneracy (unless we espouse the too-easy explanation of 
complete spontaneous generation). 

The next question that arises is this: if all parasitic species have arisen 
from free-living species, why are they so universally incompetent to 
produce their own essential protoplasmic constituents? The significance 
of this remarkable parallelism was first pointed out in 1936 by the 
British bacteriologist, B. C. J. G. Knight. A certain answer to the 
problem cannot be given in our present state of ignorance but, utilizing 
the reasoning that underlies the theory of evolution, we can point out: 

First: lj a species is parasitic, it can "afford" to lose some of its 
syntCetic abilities. If, among the members of a free-living species, 
there appears a mutant which cannot synthesize an essential con
stituent of protoplasm, this mutant will probably be at a selective 
disadvantage competing with the normal cells. However, among the 
members of a parasitic species, an incompetent mutant of this sort 
would not be at a selective disadvantage. Is this factor sufficient to 
account for the nearly universal parallelism of parasitism and syn
thetic incompetence? It has been suggested that: 

Second: lj a species is to be a successful parasite, it mqy have to lose 
some of its synthetic abilities. In any living body, the parasite always 
encounters environmental resistance, e.g., antibodies. Whether an 
invader is to survive or not may be a touch-and-go matter. If it 
spends a great deal of its time synthesizing all its own building blocks, 
it may be overwhelmed by the body's defenS<'s. But, by divesting 
itself of some of its normal synthetic processes and taking advantage 
of the ready-made food all around it, it may be able to outstrip th{' 
defensive agents. Or, perhaps, the truth may be slightly different; 
perhaps a parasite with great synthesizing abilities is possible but does 
not long remain unchanged because, as soon as a nutritionally less 
competent mutant is produced, it is more efficient in the host en-
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vironment and ultimately replaces the original organism through the 
action of natural selection. 

The above explanation is only a verbal one, but it is widely believed 
that we may soon be able to give a more specific !;tatement of it. The 
principle involved has application beyond the realm of microbes. Para
sitic worms (Chap. XVI) have lost many of the morphological features, 
e.g., eyespots, of their undoubted ancestors. Loss of structures and 
functions is common in parasites belonging to many phyla. In general, 
we may say that any major structure or function which is no longer 
of use to the species will eventually degenerate. This principle ex
plains the degeneration of eyes in cave-dwelling forms of salamanders, 
crayfish, crickets, etc. It is a principle that must be invoked with care, 
hence, the insertion of the cautious adjective, "major." We must be 
careful not to imply that any feature possessed by a species has survival 
value. There arc many minor characters in every species-for instance, 
the finger ridges of man- whose selective value is difficult to establish 
or evC"n imagine; 

230. The Nature of Virusea 

With but few exceptions, there is a parallelism between the para
sitism of a microbe and its synthetic incompetence. Of all the disease
producing microscopic things, the most incompetent are the viruses. 
Coupled with this incompetence is complete, obligatory parasitism. No 
free-living virus has ever been found. 

The first discovery of viruses was made in 1892 by a Russian botanist, 
lwanowski, who was studying a disease of tobacco plants called tobacco
mosaic disease. Although the disease was clearly infectious, that is, it 
could be passed from one plant to another in an indefinite series of 
transfers, Iwanowski could not find any microbe capable of causing the 
disease. But when he took a soup made of ground-up tobacco leaves 
and passed it through a filter the pores of which were so fine that bacteria 
could not get through them, the experimenter found that the filtrate 
which he collected still contained something that could cause the disease. 
This filtratl.! contained nothing that was large enough to be seen by the 
most powerful microscopes then available. The infectious agent in the 
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filtrate could not be grown on any nonliving materials in a test tube. 
Reproduction could occur only in living tobacco leaves. 

At first, it was thought that one of the most important characteristics 
of a virus was its size-the fact that it was "filter-passing" whereas 
bacteria were not. With further study, it has been found that there 
are some viruses so large that they cannot pass through a filter that 
will permit the passage of som€" bacteria. Furthermore, the property of 
being invisible in the microscope has become less meaningful since the 
invention of the vastly more powerful electron microscope. We have, 
today, pictures of many of the viruses taken with this instrument (Fig. 
38-1). The electron microgcope uses electrons instead of light waves to 
develop an image. 

The remaining property of viruses-nonculturability in nonliving 
media-is now considered the most important one. Hundreds, or likt"ly 
thousands, of attempts to grow viruses in nonliving soups and jellies 
have met with failure. No matter how complete a diet of vitamins and 
amino acids is furnished to a virus, it cannot grow. It seems to be un
able to make a single substance that is a constituent of, or that is requil't'd 
by, protoplasm. Only within a living, metabolizing cell can virus par
ticles multiply. 

Since every virus is completely dependent on some other organism, 
should we say that the virus is really an organism? How does a virw; 
difff'r, for instance, from red blood cells, which also mulliply, but always 
inside a living body? In other words, is the virus a living organism? This 
question has intrigued biologists since the discovery of these strange 
entities. The difficulty of the question has increased since W. M. Stanley 
and others have succeeded in crystallizing some of the viruses, including 
the tobacco-mosaic virus. Crystallizability is an important test of chemi
cal purity. If a substance is chemically pure, it should be possible to 
obtain it in the crystalline state. Is a virus which has been obtained in 
the form of crystals a pure substance? Many scientists think so. 

Living things exhibit metabolism. Does a virus exhibit metaholismi1 

Metabolism-which is hard to define-involves measurable changes in 
the composition and amounts of substances that surround a living 
organism. The proteins we call viruses cause no changes in the nonliving 
medium that surrounds them when they are separated from living cells. 
And when a virus is inside a living cell, how arc we to know whether 
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Fig. J8~1. Ekctron micrographs of two viruses, the tobacco-mosaic virus above; and a 
· /Jarlrriophagf, i.e., a bacteria-eating virus, bdow. Magnification of both approximately 
85,000 X. (Courtesy of Dr. Ralph W. G. WyckoA" and the National Institutes of Health.) 

it-the virus-is carrying out metabolic activities? The metabolism of 
thc host cell confounds any measurements. 

The fact that a virus is an apparently pure chemical substance that 
exhibit~ no demonstrable metabolism inclines us to call it nonliving. The 
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fact that it can (in a suitable environment) reproduce itself indefinitely 
makes us want to call it Jiving. To some speculators, one argument has 
seemed more potent than the others. Agreement is not easy to reach 
because we are not dealing with questions of the facts about viruses-these 
are unambiguous-but with the question of the definition tif life. How ar<.' 
we to define life? Is metabolism, or reproduction, or the possession of a 
complex structure, a necessary part of the definition of life? In a matter 
of definition, there is no right or wrong. There is, at best, only some 
agreement among specialists. Where there is no agreement (as in this 
case), it is best to maintain a suspended judgment. Fortunately, re
search docs not have to await a universally satisfactory definition. In
vestigation:~ may even be stimulated by a disagreement at the definition 
levd, provided the true charactt"r of tht" disagn·emr-nt is recognized. 

231. Coevolution of Host and Parasite 

The origin of the disease s_yphi!iJ is a matter of dispute, but it appears 
certain that it did not exist in Westt'rn Europe until shortly after Colum
bus discovered America. For the first decade or so of its existence, it 
was an exceedingly vicious disease with a high mortality. Gradually the 
severity of the disease dt"creased until, today, it is a disea<re that kills 
very few in its first sta~f'S. The seriousnf'ss of the diSf'ase (and it is still 
serious) is now due mostly to its delayed t>ffects- heart diSf'ase, degenera
tion of the central nervous system, and other effects that may apprar 

twenty to forty years after the initial infection. 
Why has syphilis be-come a less severe disease? What accounts for this 

evolution? We can see two possible explanations: 

1. Syphilis has constituted a selective factor in the environment of 
men. Those men whose resistance was higher than the average have 
produced more children than those who were less able to resist it. 
Differential reproduction ultimately produced a more resistant race 
of men. 

2. The syphilis organism itself has been selected for benignity. If 
some mutants of the organism produced a very severe form of the 
disease, the affected host might perish before he could pass the mi
crobes on to the next victim. On the other hand, strains of the microbe 
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that incapacitated their victims only slightly would have a better 
chance of lx-ing transmitted to other humans. 
Probably both types of evolution have occurred together. We can 

Spt"ak of such evolution as coevolution of host and parasite. Such evolu· 
tion could explain the observed fact that a disease is generally more 
severe when it is new than it is several centuries later. It is important 
to rralize that it is not to the advantage of a parasite to be patho
genic. The milder the effects a parasite produces, the better chance it 
has to survive. Old, well-established parasites g{'nerally product' rela
tively benign dis{'ast"S, or none at all. 

QUESTIONS ANO PROBLF.t-.IS 

38-1. Nutritionally Sp(•aking, what an• the differences lx-twcen a pn-dator and a 
parasite? 

38-2. What t'xplanation has been given for the parallelism of parasitism and lack of 
synthetic abiliti1·~? Distinguish carefully between facts and speculations. 

38-3. What may hapJWn to uselt'ss structurt's and lllt'labolic reactions in the rourse 
uf time? Why? 

38-4. An• then· any structures and functions possessed by some animal or plant that 
are probably fundionlt·ss? Can you give examples? 

38-5. From the dt'scriptions in the Bible, it would appear probable that leprosy was 
once a more ~·wn• disrasr (for the individual) than it is now. If this is true, can you 
give a n·<ll!onable t·xplan.ttiun of the fart? 

38-6. Syphilis today generally kills tht: sufft'rt'r only aftl'r a S("ore or more years, after 
the brct-ding age is pa8t. Would you exprct natural selection to continue to operatt• to 
make tht• disca!K' more lwnign? Explain. 

38-7. Is a virus a living organism? Discuss this question in a critical way, 
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Chapter XXXIX 

The Origin of Life 

232. The Autotroph Hypothesis 

Man has speculated for thousands of years about the origin of !if(". 
His speculations have produced some notable religious works as well as 
a welter of scientific and pseudoscientific hypotheses. We do not, today, 

know the answer. We do, however, have a fairly clear view of the prob

lem. Among scientific hypotheses, the two leading ones will be prC'scnted 

here. 
First, we must define two terms now commonly used in discus.<~ions 

uf nutrition. An autotroph (Greek autos, self; lroplws, one who feeds) m· 

autotrophic organism is an organism that feeds itself, that is, one fl111l 

does not have to be furnished organic food from the outside. Green plants, 
which can live on C02, H20, and miscellaneous inorganic salts, arc 
autotrophs. A heterotroph or heterotrophic organism (Greek heteros, 

different, other) is one that must be fed organic food. All mammals, for 

instance, are heterotrophs. 

If life had a unique origin, which came first, an autotroph or a hetero
troph? (That is, a plantlike thing, or an animallikc thing?) The argu

ment for autotrophs as the first organisms runs a."! follows: 

1. All living things are made of organic material which they must 
either make themselves or be furnished from the outside. 

2. Only autotrophs can make organic material. (The heterotrophs 
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merely alter it and pass it from one organism to anotht"r. R("{'all Chap. 
XXXII). 

3. In the absence of autotrophs, there would be no organic matter. 
4. Hence, there must have been autotrophs on the earth before 

heterotrophs could have existed. 

233. The Heterotroph Hypothesis 

The Autotroph Hypothesis seemt"CC almost self-evidently exrellt"nt 
until modern nutritional rt"st"arch disclosed a fundamental weakness in 
it. In diseussing the relation b{'tWC{'O nutrition and genes (Chap. 
XXVII), we pointed out that tht"rt" is an imoerst' re-lationship between 
~implicity of nutritional requirements and complt"xity of genetic make
up. There seems to be a minimum material of which all, or nearly all, 
organisms arc made, a matt"rial we call protoplasm. An organism which 
makt"s all the constituents of protoplasm itself has more genes, that is, 
it is more complex, than an otherwise similar organism that cannot 
synth{'size some of tht"St" constituents itself, and so is dependent on out
side sources for the missing· substances. It is, therefore, apparent that 
when we say that autotrophs preceded hctcrotrophs in the develop
mt"nt of the living world, we art", in effect, saying that the more complex 
organisms came before the less compl.e:<. At ht"st, for life to have origi
nated at all seems a highly improbable, pc:rhaps one should say mirac
ulous, t"vent. To suppost' that a very complex form of life came before 
simple forms is to compound improbabilities. 

But a hypothesis that hctcrotrophs must have come before autotrophs 
can hardly be established merely by pointing out difficulties in the way 
of the Autotroph Hypothesis. The argument for the Autotroph Theory 
implies the existence of difficulties in the way of any Heterotroph Hy
pothesis. Can we state, and answer, these implied difficulties? 

The third statement in the Autotroph Hypothesis (§ 232) contains 
the crucial point: "In the absence of autotrophs, there would be no 
organic matter." We give unconscious assent to this statement because 
of our awarent'ss of the carbon cycle as it exists on the earth today. 
(See Chap. XXXll). Because of the activities of diverse organisms, 
carbon is cc.ntinually broken down to <.'arbon dioxide. The carbon in 
carbon dioxide is returned to the cycle only through the intervention of 
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autotrophs. Hence, the autotrophs seem essential. In their absence, we 
think all organic carbon (if any) would soon be degraded to carbon 
dioxide. 

Predation 

Orgenie 

Fig, 39-1. Ev('ry arrow pninting toward l'arbon dioxide 
reprt"!l('nt$ th(· al·tivitil'S of living things. 

However, it is necessary to look again at the carbon cycle (Fig. 39-1). 
The degradation of organic carbon to the inorganic compound, carbon 
dioxide, is not a spontaneous process. It is brought about by living organism.1. 

By the respiration of plants and animals and putrefactive microbes, 
organic compounds are degraded to carbon dioxide. In the absence of 
living organisms, this does not happen. It is perhaps our language that 
is at fault, its structure that subtly misleads us. Usage to the contrary, 
organic compounds do not decay; they are decayed-by living organism'>. 
U there are no living organisms around, organic materials will 
endure. 

In the beginning, then, if any organic matter could be formed (by 
whatever means), it could endure, thus making possible heterotrophic 
life at the outset. The next question is this: Is there any way that organic 
matter can be formed except through the actions of living things? 
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Under present-day conditions on the earth, the nonliving production 
of organic matter is of questionable importance, However, laboratory 
t"Xperiments show that when a mixture of carbon dioxide, ammonia, 
and other ga:~es is irradiated with ultraviolet light, organic compounds 
are formed. Everyone knows, of coun;c, that the sun's rays indude large 
amounts of ultraviolet light. ThciT' are also reasons to believe that, in 
past geological eras, considerable quantities of carbon dioxide and 
ammonia were prt>scnt in the earth's atmosphere. In times past, then, 
organic compounds could havt• been formed in the absence of living 
things. And in the absence of Jiving things, organic matter could have 
pcrsistcd. 

This, the bare es!«'ntials of tlu:- Heterotroph Hypothesis, seems reason
able enough. When, however, we try to clothe it more fully, we run 
into difficulties that we cannot, at present, explain away. The hypothesis, 
however, is young. It is a hypothesis that has grown up gradually, so it 
is not possible to assign a definite authorship and time to it. One of the 
r·arlkst cxpli<"it fm:mulatiom of it was given by an Englishman, J. B. S. 
Haldane, in 1928. A fuller statement of it was made about ten years 
later by a Russian, A. I. Oparin. Further meaning to the hypothesis 
has been given hy the American, N. H. Horowitz, utilizing modern con
repts of the nature of g·cnes and of protoplasm. No one is yet satisfied 
with the hypothesis, but it shows promise of further development. 

What sort of entity was the first living thing? If we are to adhere 
to the scientific principle of making a minimum hypothesis, we must 
hypothesize the simplest thing imaginable that could justifiably be 
ealled alive. Of the things we know today, a virus is the simplest thing 
that may be called alive. It does not have a cell membrane or any 
known morphological complexity. The simplest viruses are pure chem
h:al compounds, proteins, that arc self-reproducing when in a suitable 
r-nvironment. We suspect that the first "living" thing was something 
like a virus. In th<.· thousands upon thousand of organic compounds 
floating in the hypothetical primeval organic soup, there may have 
been produced, by interaction of chemicals, some proteins. And among 
these proteins, there may have been produced some proteins that could 
have organized the other compounds floating around in the soup into 
proteins like themselves-in other words, self-reproducing proteins. 

Improbable? Yes. That random physical and chemical reactions could 
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produce anything as complex as a protein, let alone a st'lf~reproducing 
protein, is, we suspect, very improbable. With billions of molecules 
present, there might be much less than one chance in a million of its 
happening in the interval of a human Ji[(•time. Rut, in the origin of life, 
there may have been many thousands of human lifetimes for the im
probable to happen. The world originated about two thousand million 
years ago. We have records of living things only for the last five hun
dred or thousand million years. There must have been a long period 
of time during which there was ample opportunity for the improbablc
to happen. 

It seems most reasonable that ht"tt'"rotrophs were evolved first. How
ever, once thcr(' existed a heterotroph that could reproduce at the 
expense of the nonliving organic material available, there was created 
the danger that this primitive "organism" might "cat itself out of house 
and home." As various classes of organic compounds would be ex~ 
hausted by primitive individual "organisms," if among these "organ~ 
ism<~" mutant types appeared which could make their substance out of 
simpler compounds, these mutants would be favored in the struggle for 
existence. As each type of focxi material was exhausted, the natural 
advantage of an organism that could synthesize it would permit it to 
become the predominant type. Thus, step by step, the first heterotroph 
may have picked up one synthetic ability after another until, finally
perhaps just as the last of the free organic foods was disappearing
there may have emerged the first autotroph, a complex organism with 
many gene-prcxiuced synthesizing enzymes. Once this type appeared, 
the living world would he independent of a free food supply, and there 
would exist the possibility of evolving many new organisms, of both 
autotrophic and heterotrophic natures. 

The argument given above is a verbal one and reprt"se-nts, substanti
ally, the present stage of our conception of how lif<' b<'gan. To carry 
conviction, the Heterotroph Hypothesis will have to be elaborat<'Cl in 
terms of genes and enzymes and synthetic real·tions, in other words, in 
terms of that imperfectly understood complt>x we call metabolism. We 

will probably not have a really satisfying theory of the origin of life 

until we understand the nature of life itself. We suspect that finding the 
answer to one of these questions will make the answer to the other 
obvious. 
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QUESTIONS ANO PROBLEMS 

39-1. What is th~ fundamf'ntal Wl."aknr~~ of th~ Autotmph Hypnthf'Si5? 
39-2. Why is it mure accurate lo say that foudstuff is duayd, rather than to say it 

drCt()IS? 
39-3. What difficultiCll stand in the way of acceptance of the Hett'mtmph Hypothesis? 
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Chapter XL 

Man: Evolution • 
the Future zn 

234. Biology and the Future 

Man is a strange organism. In w far as wr can tell, all plant~ ami 
most animals live predominantly in the present. In so far as they are 
conscious at all, the majority of them are concerned most of the time 
with the here and now. The past exists chiefly as an accumulation of 
conditioned reflexes. Preparation for the future is usually represented 
only by a baltery of adaptive instincts, There is no evidence that any 
other creature shows the overweening concern with the past and the 
future that is exhibited by man. Where did we come from? Where nre wr 
going? These questions exdte the interest of every human who enjoys 
an intellectual life. 

The first question, the question of our past, is susceptible to satis
factory and reasonably accurate answer. This question lies within the 
domain of history. As far back as written documents arc available, tlw 
problem is the concern of historians. Beyond the written documents, 
the archeologist and the biologist take over. The problem of the future, 
however, is treated differently. There is no recognized discipline or 
science whose concern is the future of man. In their various times and 
manners, the theologist, the philosopher, the economist, the politician, 
and the biologist have concerned themselves with the future of man. 
The question is a complex one that involves the fields of all of these 
specialists and of others. Synthesis is desirable, but it is questionable if 
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there is any man living who can make the needed synthesis. Each scholar 
gives a partial solution. valid, at best, in the phases that touch his own 
specialty. The future of man is enmeshed in a tangled skein of human 
institutions and desires. Even if we cannot, in this book, untangle the 
mess, we can perform the useful function of pointing out thf' biological 
thrt'"ads that run through it. 

Number 
of 

0'1anisms 

'Population limit 
-----------------;-~--~---------------

} 

noglon of 
decrauing multiplication 

I•!--- Turning point 

} 
Roglon of 
unhindarad multiplication 

Time 

Fig. 40-1. Tht' turve of population incrt'ase form!~ population 
in a ronst.tnt and finite c·nvironment. 

235. The Limits to Multiplication 

Ewry spf'df's of plant or animal is capable of indefinite increase in 
numbt>rs. The environment availahl"' to each species is finite. Hence, 
tht> population curve rises slf'eply for awhile, then bends over, and 
finally levels off in the familiar S-shapf'd curve shown in Figure 40-1, 
and previously diswssed in § 209. Since all organism.'! are capable of 
indefinite increase, any population that is growing in a finite environ
ment will exhibit the S-shaped growth curve. Is this true of human 
populations also? 

In a finite environment (such as an island, under a stable social or
ganization), a human population reaches a maximum size beyond 
which it does not go. Fluctuations occur, but there is an upward limit 
to the population size. What forces keep the human population within 
bounds? Some of the forces arc the same as for all other plants and 
animals: disease and scarcity of food. In addition, there is the develop
ment of various means of self-destruction that are not universally used 
by other organisms, namely warfaf<', infanticide, and cannibalism. In 
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the latter days of human evolution, there have appeared two controlling 
forces that are new to the animal world: abstinence from sexual inter
course and contraceptive measures. In summary, we may say that, in 
a finite environment, a population of humans is kept from surpassing a 
limit by these various restrictive forces: disease, starvation, self-destruc
tion, and man's interference with his own reproduction. 

The growth of human populations has differed somewhat from that 
of most animal populations in that it has been difficult in the past, and 
is still difficult, to say what the upper limit is. Man's ingenuity at wrest
ing ever grcater harvests from the soil, through the development of 
improved strains of plants and animals and of more efficient harvesting 
machines, has, in effect, from time to time, increased the exteot of the 
available environment. Will he ultimately be held in check by the 
amount of sunlight falling on the earth? (Sec § 201.) Or by the amount 
of uranium available? Or by the number of square feet of earth to stand 
on? Or will he migrate to other planetary systems and be finally hdd 
in check by the finite size of the entire universe? 

These questions, interesting as they arc, are somewhat a(·ademic. 
Whatever may be the final limit, there is, at any moment in history, a 
temporary population limit determined by the industrial technology 
and agricultural practices current at that time. Moreover, the evidence 
indicates that the world's population is continuously pushing hard 
against this limit. In a few particular countries, the limiting forces may 
not be very obtrusive at the present time, but in the world as a whole', 
the population seems to be very close to its momentary limit, as is sug
gested by the fact that the deaths due to starvation and crowd diseases 
run into the millions every year. 

236. Selective Reproduction 

All species of animals and plants produce more off.<>pring than can 
survive to breeding age. Or, to put it another way, not all of the adult 
progeny that m(f!/d materialize do so. We may say that there are some 
potential offspring that do not become actual offspring. What of these 
"lost" potential offspring-is their loss purely a matter of chance? Do 
some parents have more actual offspring than others? If so, is this state 
of affairs due wholly to chance? 
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ln discussing the logical basis of the evolutionary mechanism, we have 
already pointed out (§ 216) that variations, some of which are inherit
ethic, are present in all speci<'s of plants and animals; and that, statis
tically speaking, those variants that arc better suited to the environment 
will survive in grt_'ater proportion than those that are less well suited 
to the environment. Of course, nonsurvival is always partly a matter of 
chance. A green plant may just happen to grow where a cow passes by 
and cats it; a man may just happen to be hit by a falling airplane part. 
Rut this chance factor in survival can he ignored because, by tht dejini
liflll ~f chance, it can halle uo ill}fuma on the compo.rilion if 1/te population tltat 
~Hrr•u•r.r. 

There is, also a sdcctivc factor in survival. Albino corn planL<; do not 
survive at all to produce the next gcncration; corn plants that have 
great resistance to a fungus disease will survivt" in greater numbers than 
those that have poor resistan1:e. Selective survival will influence evolu
tion. Each succeeding generation will have more "good" variants and 
fewer "bad" variants, where goodness is defined in terms of the selective 
factor {need for food, presence of disease organisms, etc.). 

What of man? Do all varieties of men reproduce at the same rate? 
Is failure to reproduce attributable entirely to chance? Observations, 

TABLE 40-1 
NUMliER OF CHJI.I)RF.N PER WWE PAST Cun.D"BEARlNG AGE, CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO 
THE ScHooUNG oF THE WtFE. Data gathered in Indianapolis, Indiana, 1941. (Whelp
ton, P. K., and Ki~(·r, C. V. Milbank Memorial Fund Quartnly, 21, 221-278,July 1943.) 

Sci-toOLING OF Wn-E 

4 or more years of college 
3 years of college 
2 yt·ars of college 
I year of college 
4 years of high school 
3 years of high school 
2 years of high school 
1 year of high school 
8 years of grade school 
7 years of grade school 
Less than 7 years' schooling 

AVERAGE NuMBER 

OF CHILDREN 

0.88 
1.02 
1.11 
1.20 
1.13 
1.66 
1.68 
1.84 
1.94 
2.59 
2.81 
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r~peated many times and in many places, havt> shown that thi~ is not 
the case. To quote but one set of data, we present Table 40-1, which 
shows that, with one exCeption (at four years of high school), th('rr is a 
regular increase in the number of children with thC' dct·rt"asr in the 
amount of thc;- schooling of the wife. Now, people quit going to S<-'hool 
for many reasons. The observations of SC'htx>l INldwrs and administra
ltlrs indicate that intelle<>tual inability to lf'arn is one of tht· rea~ms. 
Though there are individual exception<;, men and womt·n whn complelt· 
college have, on the average, greater innate intr-llt'clual ability th<-tn 
those who do not complete grammar school. 

h intelligence inherited? This question prc!\C'nts a numlwr of diflil'uh 
problems, among them the problem of mea~uring intelligence. Com
monly, intelligence is mea'\ured in terms of a statistic called "Intdligt'lltT 
Quotient," or "1. Q." for short. Ideally, the I. Q. is indC'pentlcnt of 
thr- amount of schooling, and within a given socic·ty, among tho~· who 
haw had some schooling, it approaches the ideal do~C'Iy f'llOU~h. Studic•s 
tnadc of the I. Q. of parents and children show that jJarc·nts with higher-
1 han-normal I. Q. 's have children with highl'r-tlum-normal I. Q. 's, 
on the average. Similarly, parents with low I. Q.'~ prnclucf' childn•n 
with low I. Q.'s. These studies do not pr('c·lmk thr possibility th;-~t, 

occasionally, stupid parent-; may producr- a g('nius or· intdligPnt parl'nts 
a moron. These exceptions scarcely affcrt the awragc. 

ln passing, it should be pointed out that thc>rt• arr many people- who, 
fcarful of the possible consequences of admitting th<Jt intcllig;cnc·c· is 
partly determined by heredity, would deny the role of hrrcdity c·ntirely, 
implying that "all men are created equal." There is a dull kind ofsaf('ty 
in adopting this position bel'ause, among humans, it i~ rlifficult to rlis
C'Illangle environmental and hereditary factors. However, in othrr ani
mal~. where experimentation is possible, it has lwt·n dt'arly ~hown that 
thnl are inheritable factors that drtt"rminc th' limits of intf'lif'clual 
ability. To assert, either expliC'itly or implicitly, that tht· cast· is other
wise with humans is to espouse a doctrine of cxceptionalism that is 
repugnant to scientists. 

237. The Effect of Selective Reproduction 

If intelligence is, in part, due to hereditary factors, and if those who 
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are more intelligent reproduce at a lower rate than do those who are 
less intelligent, plainly the average intelligence of the population will de
crease. Table 40·2 presents the results of a calculation of the rate of 

TABLE 40-2 
CALCULATED EFFECT OF OBSERVED SELECTIVE REPRODUC:fiON ON THE I. Q. 01' 

A PAR.TICUI.AR PoPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES. (FROM F. LORIMER ANU 

F. OssmtN*, 1934) 

FIRST G~;NERATION; SF.COND GENERATION; 
0BSF.RVEU PER CF.NT CALCULATED PER CHANGE; 
UF PoPm.ATION ON CF.NT OF POPULATION PER CENT 

I. Q. Cu .. -;.<; IN Ct.A!!S f:ALCULAT£1.11 

140 and up 1.71 1.50 -12.3 
130-l.l'l 3.25 2.88 -11.4 
120-129 7.17 6.46 -9.9 
110-lllJ 11.91 11.44 -3.9 
100-1 {)') 17.24 16.93 -1.8 

90-09 21.28 21.64 +1.6 
R0-8!J 1~.67 19.31 +3.4 
70-7!J 12.01 12.65 +5.4 
60-6!) 5.30 5.61 +5.8 
50-5() \.4() 1.59 +8.8 

--·-----·· 

In I. Q. Points In I. Q. Points In I. Q. Points 
Median (a kind 
of average) 95.90 95.01 -0.89 

d<>crcast> of avcra.~e intelligence in a United States population, the cal
culation being: based on the measured pereentages of individuals fallin~ 
within each I. Q. class and the observed rate of reproduction of thP 
various classt""s. Lt will be obse-rved (last column) that the perccnta~t· 
of the more intelligent das.<>es decreases, whil<' that of the le-ss intellig:f"nl 
increases. The efit-<-t of this on the average I. Q. of the population will 
lx• to decrease it approximately 0.89 of a point in one generation. Othe1· 
sludif's have led to a different value for the decrease in I. Q. due lc 
S('lf"ctive reproduction, but the precise value of this figure need nol 
mncern us. In all cases, the studies indicate that as long OJ our presm, 

"'From :F. Lorimer and F. Osborn: Dynumics of Pujlulation. Copyright, 1934, by The 
Macmillan C'.ompauy and wed with their permission. 
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social orgoniq~tion continues, there will he a slow hut continuou.r downward trend 
in the average intelligence. _ 

The practical science-if science it be-that is concf'rned with the 
human consequences of heredity and social organization and with meas

ures designed to perpetuate "good" heredity is called eugenics, mean
ing literally, well produced or well born. Eugenicists look with fan-
boding at data such as those in Tahlt> 40-2. It srf'ms to them desirable:' 
that the intelligence of the population remain at !cast as high as it is 
now. All evidence indkates that it is falling. 

If unopposed, the I. Q. of the population will continue to fall. To 
combat this, eug('nicists have proposed various measures which can he 
dividOO into two general classes: positil•r eugenical measures, and negalil•e 

eugenical measures. We shall take up the second first. 
Negative eugenical measures are aimed at discouraging the brC'ffiing 

of the less-desired types of humans. The principal measure uSC'd to 
date has been that of sterilization of the extremely unintelligent. Many 
states and nations have laws which permit the sterilization of the ft'eblc

minded. Observation has shown that, almost without exception, two 
feeble-minded parents can produce only feeble-minded <:hildren. There 

seems to be little danger of society's being deprivffi of something valu
able by the sterilization of all feeble-minded individuals. The legal right 
of society to do this ha'! been upheld in the courts. 

The sterilization of the f<"Cble-minded has been opposed for variom 
reasons. One of the strongest reasons has been the feeling that it somt"

how interferes with the "rights" of the individual. In discussin.~ thi~ 

point, one must first emphasize that sterilization alters an individual in 
one respect only: it keeps him from having children. (Sec § 115 on('c 

more.) It does not prevent him from having sexual intercourse, nor 
lessen his enjoyment of it. The operation required is an exceedingly 
minor one in the case of the male and not very dangerous in the female'. 

Aside from the eugenic effect, sterilization of the feeble-minded has 
other desirable consequences. It is possible to obtain the same eugenic 

effect by keeping feeble-minded individuals permanently behind locked 

doors. The expense of this measure to society is very great, and it is 

usually disadvantageous to the individual. Most feeble-minded people 

are capable of supporting themselves, with some aid and supervision 
perhaps, and are much happier doing so. If they are sterilized, society 
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benefits in three ways: (1) The individual contributes to his community, 
instead of acting as a drain on its resources; (2) the transmission of his 
deficient hereditary traits is prevented; and (3) the rearing of children 
in a home managed by feeble-minded parents is avoided. This last is 
an important point to remember when considering the possibility of a 
normal child being born of subnormal parents. Such an event may 
occasionally transpire, but this pos..'libility seems insufficient reason for 
permitting feeble-minded people to procreate and bring up children. 

It is difficult, on rational grounds, lo object to the sterilization of the 
feeble-minded. One must not, however, he too optimistic about the 
benefits of a sterilization program. Only a few per cent of the popula
tion fall in the lower categories of intelligence. The effect of sterilizing 
all of the feeble-minded will not be very great; as fewer and fewer feeble
minded individuals turn up in successive generations, the effectiveness 
of the program will diminish. This does not constitute an argument 
against the program, but merely a caution against overoptimism. 

More spectacular results could be o:)tained by preventing the breed
ing of the more numerous members of the subnormal classes higher 
than the feeble-minded. However, the nearer a class is to the normal, 
the l<'ss <:ertain is it that the greater part of its deficiency is attributable 
to inheritable characteristics, and the less objection can be raised to 
an individual's breeding. The identification of the less extreme types is 
also less certain, and the danger of misadministration (due to error or 
malice) is correspondingly greater. For this reason, there has been no 
serious proposal, in countries not in the grip of racist doctrines, to ex
tend negative eugenic measures above the level of the feeble-minded 
class. In the present state of our knowledge and ignorance, this caution 
is commendable. 

238. Positive Eugenics 

It should also be possible to raise the average I. Q. by positive eugenics, 
that is, by encouraging the reproduction of those individuals whose 
I. Q. is higher than the average of the general population. If such people 
can be persuaded or enabled to produce more children on the average 
than are produced by other members of the society, the average I. Q. 
may be expected to rise. 
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It is probable that a program of negative eugenics can be successfully 
carried out only if a society is willing to countenance mandatory laws 
because some of the individuals to whom the measuiTs apply arc too 
lacking in intelligence to recognize the problem their ft>rtility preSt'nls. 
With respect to positir!e eugt>nks, however, a different situation prevails. 
The individuals who should be penmaded to pnx:l.ucc more childre-n arc 
more intelligent than the average and, hcncc, are capable of under
standing the social problems involved. A statt· fiat is not required. ll 
should be possible to accomplish the dt"sired end by individual pt'rsua
sion. 

It must not be supposed that the problem is a simple one. Jt is com
plicated by social organizations, social traditions, and the exige-nrif"s 
of competition. To state general truths: by and large, the individuals 
with greater innate intellectual ability go to school longer than do tho~ 
with less; the longer a person g()("s to school, the older he is before he 
is self-supporting and, hence, in a position to marry; anci the older a 
person is at the time of marriage, the fewer childre-n he product"s, There 
01re individual exceptions, but these arc gl"ncral truths. Tlwsc fat·ts 
eonstitute, in a sense, the mechanism that accounts for the relative in
fertility of the more intelligent groups in our society. 

Must intelligent people necessarily he rdatively infertile-? h sewts 
dear that the fact is a result of our social organization. With diff("rent 
social traditions, it could br otherwise. If, to take an example, college 
students were supported by sorirty or their parents to such an r.xtcnt 
that they could afford to marry and start a family while still in sd10ol, 
the result would be eugenically good. In recent years, the proportion 
of married college students has risen. Whether this increase will be 
maintained remains to be ~een, 

In addition to late marriage, there is another factor that tends to 
limit the size of families in the high 1. Q. group: ambition. In our 
strongly competitive world, young children arc not economically an 
asset but a liability. A very ambitious man of high I. Q. is likely to put 
strict limits to tht' size of his family to insure that the necessity of sup
porting many offspring will not interfere with his career. 

What can be done? The first thing needed is the dissemination of 
information. There are many very intelligent people of good education 
who have not had brought home to them the hereditary element in 
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intelligence and the social consequences of their failure to reproduce. 
This is a problem of education. Curiously, it is the so-called "educated 
classes" that are most in need of this education. 

Of course, more than facts, in the ordinary sense, must be involved 
in this education. A man of high I. Q. may be thoroughly cognizant of 
the fact:-~ mentioned above, and yet hi:-~ actions may be unaffected by 
tht>m becau:;;c ht;> lets his personal ambitions overshadow any que:-~tions 
of community well-bring. People of this caliber will reproducC' their 
own kind only if their consciences make them hold their ambitions 
partly in check. In ef!eci, extreme ambition sterilizCl! the individual. 
People of greater-than-average intelligence will make possible a world 
in which their kind can continue to be numerically important only if 
tlwy havC' the conscience to sacrifice other advantages and pleasures for 
this good. 

239. What Traits Are Desirable? 

It may have been noticed that all the preceding discussion has 
centered around intelligence, of which I. Q. is presumed to be a mC'as
ure. This limitation was deliberately made in order to simplify the dis
cussion of the principle-s of eugenics, but such a limitation cannot for 
long be imposed without dangerously oversimplifying our real eugenic 
problems. "Brains" are desirable-yes. But, as a less-favored person 
might put it, "Brains ain't everything." 

Human socit'ty is bewilderingly complex, and human aspirations and 
ahilitics srcm almost e-ndless in number. The history of mankind makes 
it abundantly dear that the great men-however greatness is dt"fincd 
-are not exclusively, or even principally, men of great intelligenet'. 
What was the I. Q. of Mozart, of Schubert, of Rembrandt, or of Kcats? 
We do not know, but their biographies suggest they were men of only 
mediocre intelligence, at best. But who would maintain that their con
tributions to humanity were trifling? Plainly, there are many :;arts of 
ability other than that measured by the "Intelligence Quotient" tt'sts. 
Inconclusive evidence, c,g., the family tree of the Bach family, indicates 
that some of these abilities are in part due to inheritable traits not identi· 
cal with the genes that make for high I. Q. There are many professions and 
occupatiom which require, in largt' measure, qualities other than great 
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intelligence. Even science which, at first glance, seems particularly to 
require intellectual ability, presents to those of mediocre intellect con
siderable opportunities for accomplishment. Admittedly, one can readily 
cite many great men of science who Wt're intellectual giants-Newton, 
Gibbs, and Galton, to mention but three. But some of the greatest ad
vances have been made by individuals of only mediocre intellect. Darwin, 
if we may judge by his school record, was such. Dalton, who first de
veloped the modern atomic theory, seems to have been ratht"r stupid. 
And Mcndd, who discovered the laws of ht'redity, twice failed to pass 
the examia1ations given to prospective high-school teachers. In science, 
as elsewhere, great accomplishment is pos.<iibk only to tho~ capable 
of great absorption in their work. By and large, the willingness to work 
hard is more important than brilliance. 

What is desirable? Great intelligence? Ability to work hard-but is 
that due to inheritable traits? Perhaps emotional stability is what wC' 
should breed for? Yet, what will we say of the painter, Van Gogh; the 
poet, Poe; or of the composer, Wagner-men who would scarcely pass 
any test we might set up? Perhaps good health is the desirable trait? 
But what of Keats, a member of a tuberculous family, who himself died 
of the disease; what of Chopin or of Robert Louis Stl'vcnson, both 
sickly character:;~? Poor health is due, in part, to environment (rlist'aSf' 
organisms) and, in part, to hereditary susceptibility to diseaSt's. Perhaps 
it is desirable to discourage the breeding of people who comC' from 
families in which there is dearly high susceptibility to certain diseases 
(such as tuberculosis), but we must realize that even lack of physical 
vigor is not always a disadvantage to the individual, howewr it may 
affect society. 

The problem of deciding what traits art> desirable is complicated hy 
the structure and evolution of society itself. To mnsider only the role of 
intelligencf", imagine what would happen if we could, by magic, make 
all the people in our society have an I. Q. of at least 140 beginning ncxt 
Tuesday at four o'clock. Picture such people (of ncar genius inlt'lligcncc) 
carrying out all the routine operations of our daily life-making chang:c 
in dimestores, cleaning out sewt"rs, driving trucks, running elt•vators, and 
watching gauges on automatic machines. Would the work of society 
be done the better for all this intelligence? Perhaps for a day or two, 
but not for long. We can saf('ly predict that there would soon be wide~ 
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spread rebellion among the bored geniuses. Great intelligence is an ad
vantage only in situations that demand it. The experience of every 
employer shows that it is not only important to get a man who is in
telligent enough for the job, but also to avoid one who is too intelligent 
for it. At the present time, it seems impossible so to organize our society 
that it demands only one type and grade of ability. So long as a multi
plicity of jobs exists, so long will a multiplicity of abilities be of value. 
Even were we given the power to control the breeding of men com
pletely, it is clear that an extremely selective breeding program would 
lead to trouble unless the organization of society evolved at the same 
time and in the proper way. 

240. Difficulties in the Way of a Eugenic Program 

Consider the wonders that man has accomplished through the con
trol of the breeding of plant'\ and animals. Starting with a wild cabbage
like plant and using various selective criteria, he has produced plants 
as diverse as the domestic cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, broc
coli and kale (§ 215). From a single species of wild horse, he has de
veloped the tiny Shetland pony and the two-thousand-pound Percheron 
draft-horse, to mention only the extremes. All the many varieties of 
goldfish arc descended from a single stock. The same may be said of 
the pigeons. 

Viewing these remarkable results, it was natural, in the early days 
of genetics, for men to become enthusiastic about the possibilities of 
making better men through the control of human breeding. There were 
proposed various eugenic programs, involving both negative and positive 
measures. Aside from the limited, and well-deserved, success of the 
negative part of the program (sterilization of the feeble-minded), no 
(~ugenic program has received appreciable public support in any of the 
true or so-called democratic nations. The lack of public support has been 
the image and, perhaps, the consequence of the lack of professional sup~ 
port. The most extreme eugenicists have not, for the most part, been 
professional geneticists. Perhaps this situation springs, in part, from a 
reluctance of the geneticists to think of the social consequences of their 
knowledge. Certainly, it arises from the geneticists' keen appreciation 
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of the immense complexity of the problem, a problem in which their 
special competence is of only limited relevance. 

What are the difficulties that stand in the way of a comprehensive 
eugenic program? We may say they arc of three sorts: 

1. Insufficient knowledge of the role of genes in determining human 
abilities. 

2. Lack of agreement on desirable goals. 
3. Lack of political machinery for achieving goals. 

Only for the first difficulty does there seem to be an immediate pros
pect of removal. Acquiring positive knowledge of genes in humans is 
difficult because there are so few children in a family, and because men 
and women choose mates to suit their own tastes rather than thC' geneti
cist's needs. However, we do have complicated statistical machinery 
for establishing the role of genes in human inheritance. Uhimately, we 

shall know quite a bit about the subject. Perhaps, in another three or 
four hundred years, we shall know as much about human genetics as 
we learned about the genetics of Drosophila in the first five years of study. 

241. The Inevitability of Selection 

Confronted with a situation such as this, in which wise action i~ so 
difficult, one may naturally say, "Well, let's do nothing." In a state of 
ignorance, such a decision is wisdom. Unfortunately, we cannot act on 
this decision. 

Man, whose powers of increase know no limit, lives in a world in 
which there are limits to the available energy and physical space. Sooner 
or later, depending on technological advances and on other factors, the 
human population will reach a limit. Some authorities think we have 
already reached this limit; others think that we may have another 
generation's grace. Already, over a million people die of starvation 
every year; but, perhaps, these deaths can be charged against poor 
transportation of food. Whatever the precise details, the logic of our 
situation is clear. Sooner or later, not all the children that humans arc 
willing to procreate can survive. Either there must be a relatively pain
less weeding out before birth or a more painful and wasteful elimination 
of individuals after birth. Whatever means of elimination may be used, 
will the "thinning" process be carried out in a nonselective manner? 
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If we neglect to choose a program of eugenics, will the production of 
children be nonselective? 

We have already given evidence (Table 40-1) that productivity is 
even now selective. People with low I. Q. are reproducing at a faster 
rate than those with a high I. Q. This may be a good or a bad thing; 
but it is so. Without our taking con.'lcious action, reproduction is 
selective. 

Though we seldom embark on conscious eugenic actions, we are con
stantly making decisions that have genetic consequences. Consider the 
matter of health. From experiments with animals, we know that there . 
are many genes that affect the natural healthiness of an animal. In a 
state of nature, mutant genes that make the animals more susceptible 
to diseases are soon eliminated. Genes affecting health must also exist 
in man; in fact, we have good evidence for the existence of genes that 
increase the probability of the development of such diseases as tuber
eulosis, diabetes, and some forms of cancer. In a "state of nature," such 
genes would be eliminated, due to the increased death rate and, hence, 
lower reproductive rate of those organisms that possessed the genes. 

Man, however, through medical arts, diminishes the disease-produced 
death rate, perhaps to the vanishing point, permitting the possessors 
of these genes to reproduce. Thus arc the genes saved for posterity. Every 
time a philanthropist S('lS up a foundation to look for a cure for a certain 
dis<·asc, he thereby threatens humanity eugenically. Of course, if we 
have a cure for a given disease, it may not much matter if all the popula
tion is susceptible to it-so long as civilization survives. But the popula
tion is thereby made more vulnerable to extinction in times of social dis
organization. For an example in point, consider diabetes (§ 1 11). Now 
that we have imulin in bottles, a diahetic is almost as well off as a 
normal person, except for the financial drain on his resources. A popula
t~on composed wholly of diabetics could survive perfectly well-until 
such time as the organization of society broke down, as it might under 
war conditions, when there might not be enough technological organiza
tion left to effect the chemical extraction of cows' pancreases or to 
manufacture hypodermic needles. 

Again, consider the matter of charity. When one saves a starving man, 
one may thereby help him to breed more children. This may be a good 
or a bad thing. depending on the facts. Some people maintain that very 
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poor people are, on the average, less able and intelligent than the rich, 
and that their deficiencies arc, in part, due to hereditary factors. Others 
maintain that pauperism is exclusively a matter of bad luck; or that 
paupers are better genetic material than millionaires. There is a need 
here for indisputable facts; but, whatever the facts, aid to paup('rs un
doubtedly has genetic conse-quences. A more subtle form of aid to low
income groups is the graduatt'd income tax which taxes the rich pro
portionally more heavily than the poor. The precise genetic cffel't of this 
may be hard to predict, but it undoubtedly has effects. 

It is obvious that we have been dealing with highly controversial mat
ters, matters which one ordinarily thinks have no place in a textbook 
of biology. We do not propose to discuss them further, except to stress 
once more the point that it is not pog.<;ible to avoid eugenic action; that 
every time we support a charity, endow a research institute, or promul
gate a new taxation scheme, our actions, whether good or bad, have 
eugenic consequences, however unconscious we may be of them. We 
cannot live in the world without acting in it. 

242. Opinion vs. Knowledge 

In the first chapter of this book, a distinction was made between science 
and the fields of human interest that are not called science-the fields 
of ethics and aesthetics, for instance. Such a distinction is commonly 
made. What one calls a science is, of course, a matter of definition. What 
do we mean by science? What is the distinction between, for instanC"r, 
physiology and ethics? 

Two characteristics are notable in the fields of knowledge we call 
sciences: 

1. A science deals with "objective" phenomena, things that wt· 
know of through the senses. 

2. The conclusions of a science are ones to which all "normal" 
men can agree. 
The fields of endeavor that we are not willing to call sciences, as 

presently defined, do not possess either of the above characteristics. The 
discipline of ethics is built upon the concepts of "good" and "bad," 
concepts 'that clearly do not refer to anything that can be seen, heard, 
or felt; and the conclusions of one expert in the field are frequently 
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seriously questioned by other experts. The discipline does not seem to 
be a science. 

Can this deficiency be remedied? Can we make of ethics a science? Is 
it possible to abandon its present fundamental concepts and build a 
new discipline out of other concepts that refer to things that are ob
jt>ctively knowable, a changed discipline which yet deals in some fashion 
with the same practical problems that are the concern of the traditional 
discipline? More important, can we arrive at useful conclusions which 
are of such a nature as to command the sort of agreement of "normal" 
men that is now accorded the conclusions in the disciplines we call 
sdences? The desirability and importance of effecting this change in the 
nature of ethics becomes daily more apparent. 

A generation ago, it was possible to conclude an exposition of a 
science on a high inspirational note, with a eulogy of the mankind that 
had gained so great a physical mastery of the world in so short a time. 
The events of the last few years have made impossible such a conclusion 
to an elementary textbook of science. What man has accomplished in, 
geologically Spt"aking, the few seconds of his existence, is truly awe
inspiring; but what remains to be done, and the urgency of doing it, 
are even more awe-jut (in the Biblical sense). The magnitude and im
mediacy of the problems facing us make an admiring backward glancc 
at our progress seem indecent. In this uncertain world, the only honest 
glory we may hope to gain is that which may be ours if we attack our 
problems with clarity and high spirit. 
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